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PREFACE
Kanaka is an extensive revision of ‘Kanaka Maratta: a history of 
Melanesian Mackay’, a Doctoral thesis presented at James Cook 
University of North Queensland in 1981. The study began at La Trobe 
University, where my Supervisors were Drs Michelle Stephens and 
Brownyn Douglas. At James Cook University my Supervisor was Pro­
fessor Brian J. Dalton. I am especially grateful for his patience and in­
valuable assistance.
I owe thanks to many individuals and the staff of many libraries, 
archives and institutions. The staff of the James Cook University of 
North Queensland Library and the Queensland State Archives have 
patiently assisted me over several years: without their support this book 
could never have been completed. The list of other libraries and arch­
ives which have also assisted is long. I am indebted to the librarians in 
all of them: in Australia, the Mitchell Library, the Victorian State 
Library, the Oxley Library, the La Trobe University Library, the Fryer 
Library of the University of Queensland, the Melbourne University 
Business Archives, the Australian National University Archives of 
Business and Labour, and the Pacific Manuscript Bureau, the Com­
monwealth Archives, the Queensland Cane Growers’ Council Library, 
and the Mackay City Library; in New Zealand, the National Archives, 
the Turnbull Library, and the Libraries of the Universities of Auckland, 
Wellington and Massey; in the Solomon Islands, the National Library 
and the Library of the Solomon Islands Centre of the University of the 
South Pacific; in Papua New Guinea, the University of Papua New 
Guinea Library.
It is not possible for me to thank personally everyone who has 
assisted me in the Solomon Islands and at Mackay. In the Solomons my 
primary thanks must go to the people of Rakwane, east Fataleka, 
Malaita; and first to Ishmael Itea. I owe Itea and his family a debt that I 
can never repay. This book serves as part recompense for his faith, 
kindness and vision. Other individuals and their families also aided and 
befriended me while I was a stranger in their land: Orruga, Charles 
Luiramo, Rosie, Guere, Ilisia, Freddie Talo, Dr Rex Hook Ringi, 
Aaron F. Tabai, Tama, Kalabet Fugui, Father Lesley Fugui, Elu’u, 
Salathiel Salana, and Ramfafia. Thanks are also due to the President, 
Clerk and members of the Malaita Council and the Malaita Provincial 
Assembly, the Area Committee for east Fataleka, and the staff of 
Atoifi Adventist Hospital. In Honiara my hosts were Mervyn and Bet- 
trie Davis, and Caroline and John Maetia Kuliuae and family. I was 
also assisted by Mariano Kelesi, Hugh Paia, Joseph Taega, David 
Kausimae, Jack Ramsaea, Lionga, A. Siau Famaea, Margaret, Dennis 
Steley, and Lini.
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At Mackay my primary thanks must go to Noel and Minnie Fat- 
nowna, and Norman Fatnowna, for their friendship and assistance over 
many years. Thanks are also due to Henry Steven Quaytucker, Henry 
Bobongie and all of the members of the Maliatan families there. I was 
also assisted by John Tait, Gunella Astbrink and Mr and Mrs A. F. 
Sievers.
Literally hundreds of the descendants of Pacific Islander labour 
recruits have given their time to provide the oral testimony on which 
much of the book is based. Some of them, mainly Malaitans, have been 
identified in the text, but for the majority I have thought it proper to 
respect their privacy by not identifying them more than by their initials. 
I am deeply grateful to members of the following families: Ambertal, 
Andrews, Bandler, Backo, Bobongie, Cole, Corowa, Darr, Fatnowna, 
Henaway, Lammon, Lampton, Mackan Malamoo, Marlla, Miller, 
Mooney, Mussing, Oba, Parler, Pelayo, Quakawoot, Quaytucker, 
Reid, Sabbo, Satini, Swali, Tambo, Talonga, Tarryango, Tass, 
Thomas, Toas, Tonga, Viti, Willie, Yasserie and Yasso.
A number of people have assisted me with advice or by reading sec­
tions of the manuscript: Judith Bennett, Murray Chapman, Ross 
Clark, Peter Corris, Daniel de Coppet, Tom Dutton, Ian Frazer, 
Maureen Fuary, Bob Hering, David Hilliard, H.I. Hogbin, Doug 
Hunt, Roger Keesing, John Maguire, Peter Mühlhäusler, A.G. O’Con­
nor, Kay Saunders, and Ralph Shlomowitz. Translations from French 
were prepared by J.F.J. Oeuvray and N. Williams. Millest Vincent 
wrote the computer program. I am grateful to the office staff of the 
History Department and to the staff of the cartographic, photographic 
and typesetting sections of James Cook University for their work on the 
thesis, parts of which appear in the book.
Special acknowledgement is due to Patricia Mercer, as co-author and 
fellow researcher over many years. The Pacific Islander section of the 
James Cook University History Department’s Black Oral History Col­
lection is our joint endeavour. There are others to whom I owe thanks 
for a variety of reasons; they alone know why. My greatest debt is to my 
parents: to my mother for acting as my unofficial secretary in Mackay 
for many years, and to my father for being born there—without them 
and my upbringing in Mackay, there could be no book.
The author is grateful for the support received from a Common­
wealth Post Graduate Award and the G.C. Henderson Memorial 
Scholarship. The Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies and the 
University of Papua New Guinea provided financial support for 
publication. Isobel M. Wallace, Andrew Strathern, John Kolia and 
Kathy Kituai helped with the final preparation.
Clive Moore 
Port Moresby
ix June 1985
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1. MEASUREMENT
Linear measure has been converted into metric, but square and cubic 
measure and weights have been left unchanged.
2. DEFINITIONS:
a. Names of ships and sugar mills
The names of all ships and farmer’s mills are in italics. The names 
of Mackay plantations are in italics (ie. Miclere). If the reference 
is to an area of cane later to become a plantation it is treated as a 
farm. Mill names are often also mral area names. When the men­
tion is of a rural area the name is in the normal typeface (ie. 
Miclere).
b. Blackbirding, Cultural kidnapping, Islander, Kanaka, Kidnap­
ping, Melanesian, Recruiting, Blackbirding
Part of the problem in any discussion of the labour trade is 
semantic: different interest groups place different connotations 
on terms used to describe the recruiting process. During the trade 
“blackbirder” and “blackbirding” were commonly used to 
describe recruiters and recruiting without pejorative overtones. 
Today, Islanders, the academic-fringe writers and the general
X
public use “blackbirding” to mean any form of transporting 
Melanesians to Queensland, including voluntary enlistment. The 
term is derived from the African slave trade and has strong con­
notations of illegality. When used by Australians today the im­
plication certainly is of shady, if not illegal, activity. Although it is 
a wonderfully descriptive word its meaning is too imprecise and it 
has not been used in this book.
Cultural kidnapping
The term cultural kidnapping has been used in the text in situa­
tions when it seemed necessary to indicate, that regardless of what 
good intentions European recruiters may have had towards the 
Melanesians, and the voluntary enlistment by many of the 
Melanesians, Europeans were taking cultural advantage of them. 
Those who were not physically kidnapped were certainly cultural­
ly kidnapped.
Islander
“Islander” has been used interchangeably with “Melanesian” . 
Kanaka
Kanaka, a Polynesian word for man, was used during the nine­
teenth and early twentieth centuries to describe Pacific Islanders 
who participated in the labour trade. It also has modern usages: 
Kanak in French Melanesia, used as a term of national pride; 
Kanaka in Queensland, used to denote the original Melanesian 
sugar industry labourers.
The word is uniquely depictive of the Melanesian labour trade. 
Personally I would like to see both Kanaka and Blackbirding 
continue in the language: less emotive words such as labour trade 
and recruiting trade do not do justice to the memory of those 
involved.
Kidnapping
The definition of “kidnapping” in the British Kidnapping A ct o f 
1872 has been adhered to throughout.
In the Act kidnapping is said to have occurred if a British subject 
commits any of the following offences:
“ 1. Decoys a native of any of the aforesaid islands for the pur­
pose of importing or removing such native into any island or 
place other than that in which he was at the time of the com­
mission of such offence or carries away confínes or detains 
any such native for the purpose aforesaid without his consent 
proof of which consent shall lie on the party accused
XI
2. Ships embarks receives, detains or confines or assists in ship­
ping embarking receiving detaining or confining for the pur­
pose aforesaid a native of any of the aforesaid islands on 
board any vessel either on the high seas or elsewhere without 
the consent of such native proof of which consent shall lie on 
the party accused
3. Contracts for the shipping embarking receiving detaining or 
confining on board any vessel for the purpose aforesaid any 
such native without his consent proof of which consent shall 
lie on the party accused
4. Fits out mans navigates equips uses employs lets or takes on 
freight or hire any vessel or commands or serves or is on 
board any such vessel with intent to commit or that any one 
on board such vessel should commit any of the offences 
above enumerated
5. Ships lades receives or puts on board or contracts for the 
shipping lading receiving or putting on board of any vessel 
money goods or other articles with the intent that they should 
be employed or knowing that they will be employed in the 
commission of any of the offences above enumerated.”
(35 and 36 Victorie No. 19, Part 9, Sections 1 to 5.)
Melanesian
A small number of the Pacific Islander labour recruits who work­
ed in Queensland were actually Polynesian or Micronesian, but 
the overwhelming majority of them were Melanesian. All Islander 
labour recruits to Queensland have been referred to as Melane­
sians.
Recruiting
“Recruiting” has been used as a wider term than as originally spe­
cified under the 1868 Queensland Act. “Recruitment” is defined 
in the Queensland Polynesian Labourers A ct o f 1868 as the 
labourers having “voluntarily engaged themselves and entered in­
to their agreements with a full knowledge and understanding of 
the nature and conditions of same” . (31 Victorie No. 47, Section 
8.1.)
In this book the entire Melanesian labour trade is referred to as 
the recruiting trade: involving some kidnapping as well as volun­
tary enlistment.
Europeans recruited Melanesians: Melanesians either enlisted 
voluntarily or were kidnapped.
xn
3. REFERENCES:
For a work cited more than once, the full title with place and date of 
publication is given at its first appearance. Thereafter only a short 
title is used. The full reference is repeated in the bibliography. Where 
it appears significant, the original date of reprinted works is in­
dicated.
4. ABBREVIATIONS:
a. Published sources, libraries and archives
ADB Australian Dictionary o f Biography
AJofP&H Australian Journal o f Politics and History
APSP
ASJ
BA&NZ Mail 
BOHC
American Philosophical Society Proceedings 
Australian Sugar Journal 
British Australasian and New Zealand Mail 
Black Oral History Tape Collection, History 
Department, James Cook University of 
North Queensland
BPP 
C’WA 
a w  Acts
British Parliamentary Papers 
Commonwealth Government Archives 
Acts o f the Parliament o f the Common­
wealth o f Australia
a  wpp Commonwealth Government Parliamentary 
Papers
HS
HTBR
Historical Studies
Holy Trinity Anglican Parish Baptismal 
Register, Mackay
HTMR Holy Trinity Anglican Parish Marriage 
Register, Mackay
JofPS
JPH
HSofQJ
JCUNQ
Journal o f the Polynesian Society 
Journal o f Pacific History 
Historical Society o f Queensland Journal 
James Cook University of North Queens­
land
MCCA
MCH
Mitchell
Mackay City Council Archives 
Mackay Court House
Mitchell Library, Special Collections Section
MM
o f the State Library o f New South Wales 
The Mackay Mercury and South Kennedy 
Advertiser, after 1906, The Daily Mercury
MM Jubilee 1912 The Daily Mercury: 1862-1912 Fifty Years,
MS
MUBA
the Jubilee o f Mackay, August 1912 
Mackay Standard
Melbourne University Business Archives
xiii
PIPC Pacific Islanders’ Photographic Collection, 
History Department, James Cook University 
of North Queensland
Printout Computer Printout of Islander Baptism, 
Marriage and Death Statistics
Pughs
Q Acts
QCGC
QGG
Q LCJ
Pughs Alm anac
A cts o f the Queensland Parliament 
Queensland Cane Growers’ Council 
Queensland Government Gazette 
Journal o f  the Queensland Legislative 
Council
Qlder
QPD
QS
QSA
Q S’tic
QVP
The Queenslander 
Queensland Parliamentary Debates 
Queensland Government Statutes 
Queensland State Archives 
Queensland Government Statistics 
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R N A S
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Royal Navy—Australian Station Records 
Royal Society o f  New South Wales Journal 
South Australian Proceedings o f the Parlia­
m ent
SJ&TC  
St PBR
Sugar Journal and Tropical Cultivator 
S t Patricks Catholic Church Baptism al 
Register, Mackay
b. Other abbreviations used in footnotes
AUC Assistant Under Secretary
CS or Col. Sec. Colonial Secretary (or after 7 July 1898, 
Chief Secretary)
CSD
GA
Gov
IA
IPI
NG&S
OIC
PILB/O
PMQ
Pros
PUS
Q
Chief Secretary’s Department 
Government Agent 
Governor
Immigration Agent 
Inspector of Pacific Islanders 
New Guinea and Solomon 
Officer in Charge
Pacific Island Labour Bureau/Office 
Prime Minister of Queensland 
Prosecutor
Permanent Under Secretary 
Queensland
XIV
RDC Resident Deputy Commissioner o f the 
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RG Registrar General
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W PH C W estern Pacific High Commission
GLOSSARY OF 
WORDS
FATALEKA AND O TH ER M ALAITAN
’ai ni gau an ebony-like wood used in weapons; literal­
ly “wood o f G au” (Santa Isabel)
akalo ancestral spirit
ambu sacred, forbidden
anoasa spirit
asi hara middle lagoon zone o f the Lau conception 
o f territorial zones
beu m en’s house
bata shell money
beu aabu sacred shrine; burial place
beu alea sacred house
beubaita literally ‘big house’
bisi the hut used by females during m enstruation 
and birth
fa ta  aabu priest
fa ta  abu priest (Lau)
foaka li head priest
gwasu pudding made from  pounded taro and 
coconut
keni female; woman
kikesiha ’Are ’are ritual distribution of goods
lifoia porpoise teeth necklace
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luma nare kitchen, cooking house
luma tio sleeping house for a family group
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mana, meaning power, success, truth, fer­
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ngwane inoto Bigman; m an o f high status (To’ambaita)
ngwane ni f o ’a priest; m an o f prayer (To’ambaita)
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XV
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INTRODUCTION
This is a history of Melanesian Mackay, studying in detail the migration 
of Malaitan labourers between 1871 and 1904. It describes the life and 
work of the Melanesian community of the district in the nineteenth cen­
tury, the compulsory repatriation of the majority after the federation of 
the Australian colonies, and the progressive divorce of the few who re­
mained in Queensland from the sugar industry they and their fellows 
had done so much to create. Also included is a brief outline of the 
subsequent fate and present status of that community. To make this 
Melanesian history more comprehensible there is also a short account of 
European settlement, and more especially of the evolution of the sugar 
industry, at Mackay.
In the history of the Pacific too often Melanesians appear merely as 
objects of European policies, practices and legislation—sometimes as 
victims of European exploitation—but not as active participants in 
events. In trying to present the point of view of the Melanesian par­
ticipants initially I saw parallels between my approach and that of ‘the 
new social history’ which seeks to rewrite history, with the aid of oral 
testimony, from the viewpoint of the lower strata of society. But I came 
to see that this was a Eurocentric view, one quite alien to Melanesians. 
The culture and cosmology of the large majority of labour recruits, who 
returned to their islands and descent groups after working in 
Queensland, was unchanged in essentials. Even those who remained in 
Queensland, after the mass deportation in 1906-08, retained a rich 
cultural heritage: Melanesian religico-magical beliefs and practices co­
existed with active membership of Christian churches; traditional forms 
of authority survived, often without the knowledge of the Europeans in 
whose midst they lived. Probably it is only since the Second World War 
that Melanesians at Mackay have come to see themselves as Europeans 
have always seen them: at the bottom of the socio-economic pyramid. It 
is significant that this same period has seen the emergence of novel 
phenomena: attempts at organizing in order to win political benefits 
from governments, and moves, so far more fruitful, to renew contact 
with kinfolk in Melanesia.
Ironically, while Melanesians in Australia have begun to solicit 
government assistance, historical research has demolished their prin­
cipal argument in support of their claims: the assertion that their fore­
bears were kidnapped, brought to Queensland and made to work by 
force. This book confirms the findings of recent historians rather than 
the claims of present day Australian Melanesians in relation to kidnap­
ping charges. But more generally their case is supported: the treatment 
accorded immigrant Melanesians in Australia affords them ample justi-
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fication for seeking special assistance. Also essential reading for anyone 
interested in the background to these claims are Kay Saunders’ Workers 
in Bondage, and Patricia Mercer’s thesis, Melanesians in North 
Queensland.1
Today Pacific Islanders have settled in various areas of Australia but 
are mainly concentrated in the Mackay district and in other sugar 
districts along the east coast. Approximately ten percent of the 
Australian black community are descendants of Melanesian indentured 
labourers: they are unique as the only major non-indigenous section 
of the black community. In 1974 this geographically scattered group 
formed the Australian South Sea Islanders United Council to seek 
recognition as a disadvantaged minority in Australia. Prompted by a 
delegation which presented their case to the Australian government in 
August 1975 an Inter-Departmental Committee was set up to investigate 
the situation. The Committee’s report was completed in July 1977 but 
was never tabled. One of its principal conclusions was that
Their socio-economic status and conditions have generally 
been below those of the white community thus giving the 
group the appearance of being a deprived coloured mino­
rity.2
Table One
Poverty among Pacific Islanders (1976) compared with rates for 
Queensland and Australia (1973).
Very Poor Rather Poor Clear of Total
Poverty
Income Units % <7o %■ °7o
Pacific Islanders 37 12 51 100
All Queenslanders 15.6 9.6 74.8 100
All Australians 12.5 8.1 79.4 100
°ource: Refer to footnote 3.
•K.E. Saunders, Workers in Bondage: the origins and bases o f unfree labour in 
Queensland, 1824-1916 (Brisbane, 1982); P.M. Mercer, Melanesians in North 
Queensland: a study in race relations (PhD. thesis, Australian National University, 1981).
2Report of the Inter-Departmental Committee on South Sea Islanders in Australia; 
Canberra, July 1977, 4.
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Table One, taken from the 1977 report clearly shows the depressed 
economic conditions of the Islanders. In 1973 twelve and a half percent 
of the total Australian community lived below the poverty line, as 
defined by the Federal Commission of Inquiry into Poverty. Thirty- 
seven percent of the total Islander community were in this category. A 
further twelve percent were living close to the poverty line.
The Melanesian community took on substantially its present 
character in the years between 1880 and 1920. Until the 1960s it changed 
very little, partly because the community remained largely insulated 
from the main stream of life in the Mackay district. Over the same 
period Mackay itself was insulated by distance and poor communica­
tions from changes occurring elsewhere in Australia.4
The Pioneer valley remains the longest producing and largest sugar 
district in Australia. For more than a century the district’s economy 
depended solely on sugar cane. Although open-cut coal mining to the 
west and tourism along the coast have developed the local economy in 
the past twenty years, cane is still the monoculture. The pattern 
established by the 1920s, small farm operators supplying cane to mainly 
co-operatively-owned central mills, has not changed. During the nine­
teenth century milling technology underwent a revolution: in the twen­
tieth century a revolution has followed in the fields and at the port. 
Tractors began to replace field labourers in the 1920s and 1930s; bulk 
sugar facilities at the port date from the 1950s; and the replacement of 
hand-cutting by mechanical harvesting, begun in the 1960s, was com­
plete by the end of the 1970s.
The relationship between descendants of Kanakas and the European 
farming community in the Pioneer valley altered little during the first 
half of the twentieth century: if anything it got worse for the Melane­
sians. Although in early decades some of them owned or leased small 
cane farms, by the 1930s and 1940s almost all were just rural labourers. 
An analogy can be drawn between Mackay’s sugar monocultural socie-
3This table appears as Table Four within the Report. The Report states “There can be no 
guarantees that the percentage distribution of persons categorised as being ‘very poor’ etc. 
in 1973 would remain constant with the movement in Average Weekly Earnings to date”. 
The poverty line was defined in the same terms as those accepted by the Commission of In­
quiry into Poverty. An income unit is defined to be “rather poor” if it has a total income 
more than the poverty line but less than 120% of the poverty line. An income unit is defin­
ed to be “very poor” if it has a total income less than the poverty line.
4The railway linking Mackay to the south was not completed until the mid-1920s. Until an 
artificial harbour was completed in 1939 all large ships had to anchor off the mouth of the 
Pioneer river and use barges to ferry passengers and goods to riverbank wharves. The road 
linking Mackay to Rockhampton remained a treacherously narrow bitumen track well in­
to the 1960s.
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ty and sugar monocultures elsewhere. The ownership of the land, 
capital and means of production remained in European hands; the 
Melanesians continued working as rural labourers and living in rural 
areas: Melanesians continued to occupy a depressed position in society. 
In the last twenty years, with increasing mobility between North 
Queensland and the rest of Australia, much of the distinctive character 
of the north has been diluted, but discrimination, against the black 
community, by Europeans, is one of the last aspects of traditional 
North Queensland to disappear. Pacific Islanders have been part of the 
landless working class of Queensland society for almost 120 years. 
Although there are recent signs of change, equality will be a long time
coming, given continuing discrimination against them.
*  *  *  *
Malaitans were the largest group from any one Pacific island to 
migrate to Queensland: 9,000 out of 62,000 labour recruits. It cannot be 
assumed that they were typical in all aspects. Melanesian societies, like 
those of Europe, have broadly similar cultures and cosmologies which 
exhibit enormous diversity of detail. It is as rash in Melanesia as it 
would be in Europe to reach conclusions about the whole region by 
extrapolation from what is found to be true of one group or locality. 
Or ; respect in which Malaita certainly differs from most other parts of 
Melanesia greatly facilitated this present study. Few of the other 
Melanesian societies involved in the labour trade remained so little aff­
ected by European influences, or retained a cosmology so dogmatically 
intact into the twentieth century. The resilience and conservative cha­
racteristics of Malaitan society make it a richly rewarding source of oral 
tradition: clearly there may be other aspects of Malaitan society equally 
atypical. But even if the Malaitan experience in North Queensland 
should prove totally unlike that of any other Melanesians—and I see no 
reason to expect this—the number involved, 14.7% of all Melanesians 
indentured in Queensland, would justify this study.
This book covers two geographic regions, the Pacific and Australia, 
and two schools of historiography. For more than a century there have 
been popular regional histories and memoirs written by early settlers 
and visitors: H.H Finch-Hatton, E.B. Kennedy and H.L. Roth5 all pub­
lished accounts based on their sojourns in the Mackay district. The best 
is Roth’s The Discovery and Settlement o f Port Mackay, Queensland, a 
rather disjointed but nonetheless valuable historical account of Euro-
5H.H. Finch-Hatton, Advance Australia (London, 1885); E.B. Kennedy, Four Years in 
Queensland (London, 1870); H.L. Roth, The Discovery and Settlement o f  Port Mackay, 
Queensland (Halifax, 1908).
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pean settlement in the Pioneer valley, based on information collected 
during his residence there in the 1870s and 1880s. The pioneering study 
of North Queensland as a whole was published in 1963: G.C. Bolton’s 
A Thousand Miles A  way,6 still the standard work. In the same year 
J.A. Nilsson and P.G. Cone completed Honours theses on the history 
of European settlement and agriculture in the Pioneer valley, and in 
1971 R.L. Evans published a two-part article on Mackay’s early 
Aboriginal reserve.7 These were followed in 1980 by John Kerr’s 
Pioneer Pageant, a history of the Pioneer Shire, and in 1983 by Ken 
Manning’s In Their Own Hands, a history of cane-growing on the 
Northside, particularly of the Farleigh Co-operative Sugar Milling 
Association Ltd.8
The present study is one of a number of regional studies on North 
Queensland which have been completed in the last few years or are cur­
rently in progress.9 It is not possible to tell whether what has been 
shown to be true for the Mackay region is broadly true of other sugar 
areas or for other regions of Australia. This was pointed out by B. J. 
Dalton in his short paper ‘What makes North Queensland history diff­
erent?’:
The problem is that, for the most part, there do not exist 
comparable studies from other regions of Australia. As a 
result it is often impossible to tell whether what has been 
shown to be true for a North Queensland topic is broadly 
similar to, rather different from, or totally at variance with 
its counterpart in other regions or in Australia generally.10
®G.C. Bolton, A Thousand Miles Away: a history o f North Queensland (Canberra, 1963). 
7J.A. Nilsson, History of Mackay the Sugar Town, 1862-1915 (B.A. Hons, thesis, Univer­
sity of Queensland, 1963); P.D. Cone, The Historical Development of Agricultural Settle­
ment in a Pioneer Region (B.A. Hons, thesis, University of New England, 1963); R.L. 
Evans, ‘Queensland’s first Aboriginal Reserve: Part 1—The Promise of Reform’, ‘Part
2— The Failure of Reform’, Queensland Heritage, v. 2:4 (1971), 26-38, v. 2:5 (1971),
3 -  11.
8J. Kerr, Pioneer Pageant: a history o f the Pioneer Shire (Mackay, 1980); K.W. Manning, 
In Their Own Hands: a North Queensland sugar story, written fo r  the Farleigh Co­
operative Sugar Milling Association Ltd. (Farleigh, 1983). Both books are carefully 
researched and extremely detailed. The Pioneer Shire covers essentially the same area as 
the present study. Farleigh mill area includes almost all cane land north of the Pioneer 
river through to St Helens bay.
’Histories exist of other sugar producing areas. J. Nolan, Bundaberg: history and people 
(Brisbane, 1978); J. Kerr, Northern Outpost (Mossman, 1979); D. Jones, Trinity Phoenix: 
a history o f Cairns and district (Cairns, 1976); and Hurricane Lamps and Blue Umbrellas: 
the story o f Innisfail and the Shire o f Johnstone, North Queensland (Cairns, 1973). 
10B.J. Dalton, ‘What makes North Queensland history different?’, Australian 1888: a 
Bicentennial History Bulletin fo r  the study o f Australian history centred on the year 1888, 
No. 6(1980), 61.
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Some of the conclusions reached here, based on the lives of Melanesians 
at Mackay and the sugar industry at Mackay, are at variance with con­
clusions arrived at by Bolton for North Queensland, and by K.E. 
Saunders and A.A. Graves,11 for the colony and the state as a whole. 
More regional studies are needed before their work can be fully assess­
ed.
The position of this present study within the historiography of the 
Pacific in general and the labour trade in particular is much more com­
plex than its place within Australian historiography. Historical accounts 
of the labour trade date back more than sixty years to B.H. 
Molesworth’s 1917 thesis on Pacific island labourers in Queensland. 
Since Molesworth more than a dozen theses (Honours, Masters and 
Doctoral) have dealt either directly with the Queensland labour trade or 
with it as part of the wider labour market in the southwest Pacific.12 
Some of these theses were subsequently adapted as monographs, ar­
ticles in journals or chapters in books.13 Other major writing on the 
labour trade has appeared in the pages of the Australian National 
University’s Journal o f  Pacific History or in that university’s Pacific 
History Monograph Series.14
n K.E. Saunders, Uncertain Bondage: an analysis of indentured labour in Queensland to 
1907, with particular reference to the Melanesian servants (PhD. thesis, University of 
Queensland, 1974); and Workers in Bondage; A.A. Graves, Pacific Island Labour in the 
Queensland Sugar Industry (DPhil. thesis, University of Oxford, 1979).
12Refer to the Bibliography, Section A. 6: B.H. Molesworth (19Í7), R. Drost (1935), D. 
Dignan (1949), O.W. Parnaby (1953), A.R. Tippett (1959), R.T. Linker (1959), J.P.C. 
Sheppard (1966), P. Corris (1970), R.D. Bedford (1971), P.M. Mercer (1972), K.E. 
Saunders (1974), J.A. Bennett (1974), A.A. Graves (1979).
,3The most significant published sources are: J.M. Ward, British Policy in the South 
Pacific, 1789-1893: a study in British policy towards the south Pacific islands prior to the 
establishment o f governments by the great powers (Sydney, 1948); W.P. Morrell, Britain 
and the Labour Trade in the Southwest Pacific (Durham (N.C.), 1964); D. Scarr, 
Fragments o f Empire: a history o f the Western Pacific High Commission, 1877-1914 
(Canberra, 1967); J.D. Legge, Britain in Fiji: 1858-1880 (London, 1958); P. Corris, 
Passage, Port and Plantation: a history o f Solomon Islands labour migration, 1870-1914 
(Melbourne, 1973); R.D. Bedford, New Hebridean M obility: a study o f circular migration 
(Canberra, 1973); P. J. Hempenstall, Pacific Islanders Under German Rule: a study in the 
meaning o f colonial resistance (Canberra, 1978); Saunders, Workers in Bondage. 
^Flourishing alongside this academic school is a more widely read Pacific history genre; 
the academic fringe writers on the Queensland recruiting trade: Holthouse, Docker and 
Bandler. Faith Bandler’s Wacvie is the first account of the Queensland plantation days 
written by a Melanesian. Written as a novel in semi-fictional form, the book is nonetheless 
significant as a Melanesian perception of the recruiting trade. Unfortunately, Bandler’s 
book shares many of the faults evident in the work of Holthouse and Docker, who carry 
on the old approach to the labour trade oblivious of revisions in historical thought.
H. Holthouse, Cannibal Cargoes (Adelaide, 1969); E.W. Docker, The Blackbirders: the 
recruiting o f South Seas labour fo r  Queensland, 1863-1907 (Sydney, 1970); F. Bandler, 
Wacvie (Adelaide, 1977).
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Early studies of the labour trade depended entirely on European 
documentary sources, which failed to produce Islander-centered Pacific 
history. In the last two decades Pacific history has undergone a revolu­
tion: the late J.W. Davidson led the field in arguing that Pacific history 
had to change from a study of European exploits in the Pacific to a 
study of the history of the Islanders themselves. He and this modern 
school of Pacific history have produced detailed works which explore 
cultural interaction and resultant changes in Pacific societies confronted 
by the empires of Europe, showing the Islanders as active participants 
in contacts with Europeans, not just the helpless natives of the ‘fatal im­
pact’ theory. The demarcation point between the old and new ap­
proaches to the labour trade was Peter Corris’ 1970 Doctoral study of 
Solomon Island labour migration to Queensland and Fiji, undertaken 
in the Department of Pacific and Southeast Asian History founded by 
Davidson. All students of the labour trade are indebted to the ethno- 
historical approach utilised by Corris. Roger Keesing, reviewing 
Passage, Port and Plantation praised Corris for his combination of ar­
chival work with anthropological knowledge and field research, extoll­
ing the approach as a model for field research in Pacific history:
... going this deeply into the cultural context of colonial 
history makes the line between history and anthropology 
hard to draw and opens the way for even deeper probing. At 
every Solomons ‘passage’ a researcher could—by staying 
longer, learning more of the cast of characters and local 
political system and culture, collecting oral literature more 
seriously and deeply—reconstruct a more complete and 
revealing picture of the labour trade and plantation work.15
In the past, just as too few anthropologists bothered to search 
thoroughly for all available documents relevant to their research, too 
few historians bothered to cross the artificial line between history and 
anthropology.16 This present study follows the ethnohistorical path 
blazed by Corris and attempts to apply Keesing’s injunction.
Four aspects of my research distinguish it from all previous research 
into the Queensland labour trade. Firstly I have attempted to locate all
15R. Keesing, review of P. Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation (Melbourne, 1973), in 
JPH  V. 9 (1974), 215-6.
16C. Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology (G.B., 1977), 12. Also refer to C. Geertz, The 
Interpretation o f Cultures (London, 1975): Chapter One, ‘Thick Description: toward an 
interpretative theory of culture’, and G. Dening, Islands and Beaches: discourse on a 
Silent Land, Marquesas, 1774-1880 (Melbourne, 1980): Chapter One, ‘Reflection: on 
History at the edges of culture’.
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extant logs and diaries from Queensland labour trade voyages. Pro­
bably about 260 voyages included Malaita: complete logs exist for 
twenty-four; segments of other logs can be found in newspapers, the 
records of the Queensland State Archives and the Royal Navy 
Australian Station. Used with passenger lists and an index of voyages, 
this material provides a solid documentary base, particularly for 
Chapters Two and Three. Secondly, this documentary research has 
been used during field work in the Solomon Islands in 1976 and 1978, 
five months spent predominantly on Malaita in east Fataleka. Lists of 
all available names of recruits and details of incidents on voyages were 
discussed with many Malaitan leaders.17
Thirdly, sources used come as much from oral testimony as from 
written material. I was born and raised in Mackay. I know the valley 
and its people well. In 1973, under the auspices of a black oral history 
project organized through the History Department of James Cook 
University, working with my colleague Patricia Mercer, I began to ac­
cumulate a bank of Islander oral testimony, mainly from Mackay. Over 
the next decade eighty-seven cassette tapes were recorded and placed in 
Section B of the Black Oral History Collection held by the History 
Department of James Cook University. Varying in duration from two 
hours to a few minutes, most of the tape recordings cover an hour or so, 
and are structured conversations based on the lives led by Melanesians 
in Queensland. Many conversations, before and after the taped inter­
views, are recorded only as brief notes in a research diary, and a few in­
terviews are preserved as typescripts within the Collection. During these 
years I have participated in many of the activities of the Islander com­
munity in Queensland, attending weddings and funerals, visiting many 
homes out of friendship, not merely academic interest. The tapes form 
only a fragment of my experiences with Australian Pacific Islanders, 
but they are the kernel of these experiences, and are designed to cover 
the full range of types of conversations in which I have participated. Ex-
17Refer to Chapters Two and Three. The major sources for these initial chapters are: 
W.T. Wawn, The South Sea Islanders and the Queensland Labour Trade. Edited by Peter 
Corns. (First published 1893, republished Canberra, 1973); and Wawn’s manuscript logs 
of voyages on the Ariel, Borough Belle and Para, Mitchell Library A1477-1; D. Rannie, 
M y Adventures among South Sea Cannibals: an account o f the experiences and adven­
tures o f a government official among the natives o f Oceania (London, 1912); S.M. Smith, 
Diaries from several voyages in the Queensland labour trade, 1893-1900, Oxley Library, 
and JCUNQ (History); J. Cromar, Jock o f the Islands: early days in the South Seas. The 
adventures o f John Cromar, sometime recruiter and lately trader at Marovo, British 
Solomon Islands Protectorate, told by him self (London, 1935); J.D. Mfelvin, The Cruise 
o f the Helena. Edited by Peter Corns. (Melbourne, 1977); QSA PRE/83a-b; QSA IPI 
12/1; QSA IPI 3/3; QSA IPI 3/37; Pioneer Mill Register of Pacific Islanders, 1895-1906, 
JCUNQ  (Archives).
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cept for Corris and Mercer, previous historians have attempted to write 
the history of Melanesians in Queensland from surviving nineteenth 
century documentation, ignoring what was and is the most valuable 
source of all—the recruits, their children and grandchildren. Fourthly, 
a computer program was developed which enabled Islander baptism, 
marriage and death records to be re-sorted into more useful sequences, 
providing a firm chronology to use alongside oral testimony. The initial 
1,210 register entries, covering the years 1878 to 1959, when re-ordered 
allowing for possible name and spelling variations, produced 4,938 en­
tries. A copy of the Printout is held by the History Department of 
James Cook University.
Kanaka substantiates much of the past research into the recruiting 
trade and the Australian sugar industry, but at the same time it is revi­
sionist and occasionally critical of sources used by other scholars and of 
their interpretations. My intention has been to clear the ground of 
misconceptions and to suggest future directions which others might pro­
fitably pursue. I am only too conscious that a later generation may find 
as many misconceptions, in their terms, in this book, as I have sought to 
correct in earlier work. There are many aspects of the topic which are 
either neglected or to which only cursory attention is paid. I regret not 
having been able to pay more attention to the position of Aborigines 
and Asians within Mackay society, the role of women, and the in­
tricacies of Melanesian kinship in Queensland. Later scholars may well 
view these omissions as glaring faults, not just minor short-comings. 
Each reader will have to judge the validity of my conclusions and deci­
sions; amongst my judges will be the immigrant Melanesian population 
of Australia and the people of Malaita, to whom I dedicate this book. 
My hope is that it is worthy of the trust they have placed in me for so 
long.
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CHAPTER ONE
MALAITA
1. Physical description of the island and its people
The Solomon group of islands forms a double chain southeast of the 
Bismarck archipelago off Papua New Guinea. Malaita, an elongated 
collection of mountains and hills rising from a submerged Melanesian 
land mass, extends 190 kilometres in length but measures only forty at 
the widest point.1 Mala, Ngwala, Mwala or Mara appear to be the main 
dialectal variations of Malaita’s original name, which translates ‘island 
as land” . The “ita” ending may be a mistake, added through a mis­
understanding by early Spanish explorers, or the whole word “Malaita” 
may be a corruption of “Marähiria” , meaning “the big island” , a word 
used by a dialect group from the west coast where the Spanish landed.2 
In the nineteenth century Malaita was commonly known as Maratta by 
both the Europeans and the Melanesian labourers who left there for the 
colonies.
The Solomons are part of the Pacific ‘Ring of Fire’; there are several 
active volcanoes on other islands in the group, but Malaita is free of 
them.3 The island has a spine consisting of a rugged massif, flanked by 
hilly plateaux and narrow coastal terraces interspersed with valleys and 
swamps. In the mountains, deep valleys have been eroded between nar­
row razor-back ridges rising commonly to 1,000 metres and in places 
almost to 1,300 metres. Thousands of rain-fed streams and rivers drain
•Malaita: Latitude 8°17 to 9°43; Longitude 160 33 to 16L35. Strictly speaking there are 
two islands: Malaita proper and Small Malaita (or Maramasike) separated by a narrow 
channel.
2W.G. Ivens, The Island Builders o f the Pacific: how and why the people o f Mala con­
struct their artificial islands, the antiquity and doubtful origin o f the practice, with a 
description o f the social organization, magic and religion o f their inhabitants (London, 
1930), 17-21; C. Jack-Hinton, The Search fo r  the Islands o f Solomon: 1567-1838 (Lon­
don, 1969) 46-7, 59; letter to the author from Dr D. de Coppet, 13 August 1980. 
3There may be thermal springs in some parts of the island and quite severe earthquakes 
occur periodically. H.M. Ross, Baegu: social and ecological organization in Malaita, 
Solomon Islands (Urbanna, Illin., 1973), 37.
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the interior mountains, some navigable by small craft and canoes for a 
kilometre or so up from their tidal reaches. Around the indented coast 
are extensive reef-lagoon complexes, mangroves, and numerous small 
natural islands, the largest of which, Dai and Manoba, are contiguous 
with the north coast.4 The lithology is dominated by limestone 
sediments and weathered to leached clayey soils. The hills provide 
humus-rich dark-coloured clays and leached loams, while the coastal 
terraces are often formed of weathered limestone, loams, clays and 
peats. Typical of a high tropical island, there are several distinct zones 
of vegetation: in the mountains, patches of moss forest and primary 
rain forest; on the lower slopes, dense secondary bush forest where 
hardwood forest has been cleared for gardening; and on the coast, 
sandy beaches, with mangroves and swamps around river mouths 
—pandanus, Barringtonia and vines predominate.5
The climate is wet, hot, humid, and remarkably equable. Because 
Malaita is near the equator it receives uniformly high solar radiation, 
and is affected by the intertropical convergence zone. The climate is 
typically maritime, with diurnal temperature variations exceeding 
seasonal changes. Government figures recorded at Auki show a mean 
monthly temperature range from 25.2°C in January to 27°C in 
December. Nocturnal inland temperatures often drop to the mid-tens.6 
Relative humidity is high throughout the year, averaging seventy to 
eighty-five percent at midday. Rainfall is heavy, though lighter on the 
coast than in the central mountains. 3,750 millimetres a year is the com­
mon fall on the western coastal plain, while the average fall on the east 
coast is in excess of 7,500 millimetres. Prevailing Trade winds mark the 
seasons. The southeast Trades blow from April through to September. 
October to December sees variable winds interspersed with calms, 
followed by the northeast Monsoons into the early months of the new 
year. Cyclones occur in the Monsoons season and can cause major 
havoc.7
At the last census in 1976 Malaita had a population of more than
4J.R.F. Hansell and J.R.D. Wall, The British Solomon Islands: land resources study No. 
18. Malaita and Ulawa, V. 3. Ministry of Overseas Development, Land Resources Divi­
sion (Great Britain, 1974), 4.11.
5Ibid., 11-22; Ross, Baegu, 36-40; B.D. Hackmann, ‘The Solomon Islands Fractured 
Arc’ in P. Coleman (ed.), The Western Pacific: island arcs, marginal seas, geochemistry 
(Perth, 1973), 183.
6M. Cooper, Langa Langa Ethics (PhD. thesis, Yale University, 1970), 30 (quoting 
government figures for 1965); Ross, Baegu, 34. Ross recorded 27.8 C as the highest daily 
temperature at his home in east Baegu in 1966.
7Cooper, Langa Langa Ethics, 30-1; Ross, Baegu, 25-6, 33.
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57,000.8 Malaita has always been the most populous of the Solomon 
islands, but as the first official census was not conducted until 1931, 
when the population was over 40,000, figures for earlier dates are only 
conjectural. Indeed, in the 1911 Handbook o f the British Solomon 
Islands Protectorate the official estimate of Malaita’s population was 
“anything between 50,000 and 100,000” .9 Early European residents of 
the Solomons felt certain that all of the islands had suffered depopula­
tion during the nineteenth century. Recent writers agree that this is 
probably true, but that early estimates tended to exaggerate both the 
original population and the subsequent decline.10
As a general classification, Malaitan people are Melanesians: brown­
skinned, of short to medium stature, with frizzy brown hair. This 
description belies the many variations: the brown skins vary from quite 
dark to a light honey shade; hair types vary from dark red to dark 
brown and even blond, and from frizzy to curly and almost straight. 
This diversity has led some observers to conclude that there is a Polyne­
sian admixture amongst some Malaitans, particularly the lagoon 
dwellers,11 but this explanation is only speculative.
Malaitans are divided by dialect and by geographical location. Dif­
ferent dialects are spoken in several areas on the island and by people liv­
ing in and around each major lagoon. There is also a broad dichotomy 
between the wane tolo12 (bush people) who live inland and the wane asi 
(coastal people) who lead a maritime existence based on the lagoons. 
Both have a similar style of social organisation, stressing cognate des­
cent with simultaneous recognition of agnatic descent plus a preference
Population Census February 1976. Provisional results published in April 1976. Census 
Office, Statistics Division, Ministry of Finance, British Solomon Islands Protectorate. 
9C.H. Allen, Customary Land Tenure in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate. Report 
of the Special Lands Commission, Western Pacific High Commission (Honiara, 1957), 
17; H.I. Hogbin, Experiments in Civilization:'the effects o f European culture on a native 
community o f the Solomon Islands (London, 1939), 15, 125-132; Handbook o f the 
British Solomon Islands Protectorate (Tulagi, 1911).
10A.I. Hopkins, ‘Depopulation in the Solomon Islands’ and C.M. Woodford, ‘The 
-olomon Islands’ in W.H.R. Rivers (ed.), Essays on the Depopulation o f Melanesia 
Cambridge, 1922), 62-6, 69-77; C.M. Woodford, A  Naturalist among the Head-hunters: 
being an account o f three visits to the Solomon Islands in the years 1886, 1887, and 1888 
(London, 1890), 187-8; Ivens; Island Builders, 43; W. Howells, The Pacific Islanders 
(Wellington, 1973), 15; H.C. Brookfield.with D. Hart, Melanesia: a geographical inter­
pretation o f an island world (London, 1974), 187-8.
MG.S. Parsonson, ‘Artificial Islands in Melanesia: the role of malaria in the settlement of 
the southwest Pacific’, New Zealand Geographer, v. 22:1 (1966), 18-21; and ‘Artificial 
Islands re-examined—a reply’, v. 24 (1968), 192-3; A. Capell, ‘The word “Mana”: a 
linguistic study’, Oceania, v. 9 (1938-9), 95; P. Diole, (J.F. Bernard trans.), The Forgot­
ten People o f the Pacific (New York, 1976), 222.
12Unless otherwise specified the Malaitan words used in the text are as used in Fataleka.
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Map Two: Malaitan language areas.
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for patrivirilocal residence, and a religion focused on the propitiation of 
ancestral spirits, but the wane asi’s maritime style has led to adaptations 
of their economy and society. The wane asi live in Lau, Langa langa 
and ’Are ’are lagoons, at the Sa’a district on Maramasike and at Kwai 
and Ngwangwasila in east Kwara’ae. Many live on artificial islands, an 
almost unique environment which they have laboriously constructed in 
the lagoons, trading the resources of the ocean and the lagoons for the 
agricultural products of the wane tolo. Their diverse economic adapta­
tions set them apart from land dwelling Malaitans, who traditionally 
lived away from the coast, pursued no maritime activities and concen­
trated on growing taro and other tuber crops in the upland areas. All 
wane asi concentrate on reef, lagoon and deep-sea fishing as their 
primary form of production, and in certain seasons hunt porpoises, the 
teeth of which are also used as currency.13 Each wane asi group has 
made a distinctive adaptation to suit their water environment: the 
Langa langa make bata, as shell-disk currency called tafuli’ae in its final 
form, for trade on Malaita and on surrounding islands;14 the Sa’a 
developed elaborate rituals for bonito and shark fishing, and traded 
throughout the southeast Solomons15; ’Are ’are also undertook ex­
tensive trading voyages and colonised the Marau sound area at the 
eastern end of Guadalcanal.16
Malaitan languages are thought to comprise a single sub-group 
within a cluster of southeast Solomons Austronesian languages and to 
be most closely related to the language of Makira.17 No adequate com­
parative analysis of Malaitan languages and related dialect clusters has
13T. Akimichi, ‘The ecological aspect of Lau (Solomon Islands) Ethnoichthyology’, 
JofPS, V. 87:4 (1978), 301-326; J.W. Edge-Partingtoii, ‘Kite fishing by the salt-water 
natives of Mala or Malaita Island’, Man, v. 4 (1912), 9-11 ; Ivens, Island Builders, 169-77. 
14C.M. Woodford, ‘Notes on the manufacture of the Malaitan Shell Bead Money' ,M an, 
v. 8 (1908), 81-4; J.F. Bartle, ‘The shell money of Auki Islands’, Corona (1952), 379-83; 
M. Cooper, ‘Economic context of shell money production in Malaita’, Oceania, v. 61:4 
(1971), 266-276, and Langa Langa Ethics, 54-59; J. Connell, ‘The Bougainville connec­
tion: changes in the economic context of shell money production in Malaita’, Oceania, v. 
68:2 (1977), 81-101.
15W.G. Ivens, Melanesians o f the South-east Solomon Islands (London, 1927), 130-147, 
229-240 and passim ; W. Doak, Sharks and other Ancestors: patterns o f survival in the 
South Seas (New Zealand, 1975), 279-83.
16A. Capell, A Linguistic Survey o f the South-western Pacific, South Pacific Commission 
Technical Paper No. 136 (Noumea, 1954), 181; QSA COL/A783, Douglas Rannie to IA, 
Brisbane, 19 December 1892, enclosed in letter No. 855 of 1893, Col Sec. to Governor, 20 
February 1893; M. Chapman and P. Pirie-et at., Tasi Mauri: a report on population and 
resources o f the Guadalcanal weather coast (Honolulu, 1974), 110-1.
,7This sub-group includes Malaita, San Christobal, Guadalcanal, Santa Isabel and Ngela. 
R. Levy and N. Smith, A Proto-Malaitan Lexicon. Center for South Pacific Studies, 
University of California at Santa Cruz, 1969; R.M. Keesing. and J. F ifi, ‘Kwaio Word 
Tabooing in its cultural context’, JofPS, v. 78:2 (1969), 173.
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ever been undertaken. An early missionary Rev. Norman Deck sug­
gested to H.I. Hogbin that there were eighteen dialects and five or six 
separate languages, though he seems to have later decreased his estimate 
to fourteen varieties.18 Capell defined eleven divisions and Roger Kees- 
ing in his 1965 Doctoral thesis distinguished eleven variations: a north 
Malaita sub-group comprising To’ambaita, Baelelea, Baegu and Lau; 
Fataleka, with a close affinity to the northern group; Kwara’ae distinct, 
and unintelligible to the northern sub-group; Langa langa, distinct, 
though possibly related to Kwaio; Kwaio, distinct, but with possible af­
finities to Kwarekwareo, ’Are ’are and Sa’a .19 More recently, Richard 
Levy and Natham Smith suggested that there are two basic sub-groups, 
with linking dialect chains and shared phonological and grammatical 
features cross-cutting each other. Keesing has modified his earlier views 
in line with Levy and Smith.20 Perhaps the clearest categorization has 
come from Harold Ross. Based on linguistically imprecise but practical 
grounds of whether or not people can understand each other, Ross 
defined between four and eight languages: North Malaita; Fataleka; 
Kwara’are; Langa langa; Kwaio; Kwarekwareo; ’Are ’are; and Sa’a.21 
Fortunately, Malaitans themselves are not perplexed as the linguists, 
and the problem is certainly not as great as the early classifications 
might indicate.
Many of the variations are actually dialects rather than separate 
languages; differences amplified by the wide-spread use of word 
taboos.22 Malaitan languages serve as a means of distinguishing their 
users one from the other; dialects and word-tabooing patterns further 
identify a speaker. Occasionally migrant groups from one language area 
can be found living in other areas, driven out by warfare or sorcery or 
as voluntary emigrants for kinship reasons. Thus some groups such as 
the Lau speakers on Maramasike, or the ’Are ’are speakers at Marau on 
Guadalcanal cut across language boundaries. But broadly speaking,
18Hogbin, Experiments in Civilization, 16; Capell, Linguistic Survey, 182. 
l9Capell, Linguistic Survey, 182-3; Refer to Map two and Cooper, Langa Langa Ethics, 
35; E.K. Maranda, ‘Narrative Structure and Style in North Malaita, Solomon Islands’ 
(Paper given in Palermo, Sicily, Conference on Structures and Genres in Ethnic 
Literatures, April, 1970), 1.
^Levy and Smith, A Proto-Malaitan Lexicon, 3. Their division was: North Malaitan com­
prising Malu’u (To’ambaita), Lau, Kwaio, Langa langa, Kwara’ae; South Malaitan com­
prising Marau (the ’Are ’are settlement on Guadalcanal) and ’Are ’are; Longgu (a 
Guadalcanal language which may be of north Malaitan origin).; R.M. Keesing, ‘Politico- 
Religious Movements and Anticolonialism on Malaita: Maasina Rule in historical perspec­
tive’, Oceania, v. 58:4 (1978), 244.
21Ross, Baegu, 48-9.
^Keesing and F ifi’s article on Kwaio word tabooing is an excellent account of this prac­
tice. Also refer to Ross, Baegu, 47-52.
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Malaitans from one end of the island cannot understand Malaitans who 
live at the other end. Fataleka, where the author’s field research was 
undertaken, seems to be a boundary between the languages of the north 
and south. E.K. Maranda included Fataleka with the north, and Kees- 
ing notes its affinity with the northern dialects.23 The Fataleka say they 
can understand all the northern dialects as well as Kwara’ae to the 
south, although Kwara’ae has a different rhythm and intonation from 
their own Fataleka. The consequences of these language barriers were 
important for recruiters, employers in Queensland, and for the 
Malaitans.
In the process of recruiting labour, European vessels circled the 
island and their crews engaged interpreters to communicate their 
employment offers to Malaitan men and women. Without an accurate 
interpreter only limited explanations could be given of the rigours of the 
trip to Queensland, of the port destination, and of the conditions under 
which they were to be employed. Often, re-enlisting Malaitans who 
could understand pidgin English might have explained the exact condi­
tions, but the onus of solving the language problem was on the 
recruiters, not their recruits. This language barrier is important in any 
thorough assessment of the labour recruiting trade. On the Queensland 
plantations, people from the different areas of the island were regarded 
by Europeans and probably by the other Melanesians, only as 
Malaitans. Today, the Australian descendants of these plantation 
labourers identify themselves as Malaitans, not primarily as Lau or 
Fataleka or Kwaio etc. Yet, the relationships formed on the nineteenth 
century plantations were bound by their language and descent group 
affiliations. Working backwards to Malaita from Queensland we need 
to know as much as possible of the differences between the 9,00o24 
Malaitan labourers who went there, and any special cultural factors 
which might have affected their actions on the sugar plantations and 
farms.
2. Social Organisation
Malaita’s language/dialect areas are divided into territorial districts of 
200 to 300 acres,25 traditionally occupied by descent-based groups.
23E.K. Maranda, ‘Narrative Structure and Style’, 1; Keesing, ‘Politico-Religious Move­
ments’, 244.
MIn excess of 9,000 Malaitans were recruited to work in Queensland, but some thousands 
of them were recruited more than once. This is further discussed in Chapter Three.
25R. Keesing, Kwaio Descent Groups (University of California, 1966 (Mimeo)), 15 I.L. 
Frazer, To’ambaita Report: a study o f socio-economic change in north-west Malaita 
(Wellington, 1973), 1.
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?
(2) Informants Orruga and Ishmael Itea and family, Ambe village, east Fataleka, Malaita. L to R (back): Betty, 
Margaret and Lini L to R (front): Orruga, Ishmael Itea, Usi (brother of Orruga), John and Luiramo. (C.R. Moore)
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Variations occur, particularly with the water-based territory of the 
wane asi, but the land units of the wane tolo can be described. All focus 
upon a shrine used for ancestral worship, with indefinite merging boun­
daries marked by natural features such as rivers and rocky outcrops. All 
territories have names which ápply both to the land and to the people 
entitled to live there. Land rights are not individual but communal, 
shared by all in the corporate group who can trace a line of descent 
from the founding ancestor of the territory.
Anthropologists who have worked on Malaita generally describe this 
corporate association as governed by a cognatic descent ideology with 
simultaneous recognition of the principle of patrilineal descent.26 
Harold Ross, ethnographer of the Baegu, prefers to talk of three 
discrete principles: patrilineal descent, which determines land rights; 
cognatic relationships, which unite the extended family for a variety of 
social purposes; and affinal relationships, created by marriage.27 
Primary rights are usually passed through male links from the real or 
putative founding ancestor, whose senior male descendant28 should 
control the distribution of usufructuary rights to the land. All people 
who can demonstrate their descent through males or females from the 
founding ancestor, have a right to live and cultivate in the district. In 
reality Malaitans relate to the families of their mother and father in 
ways more varied and complex than any kinship model.
The main visible activity within the corporate territory is garden 
cultivation, important for subsistence and as a symbolic link with 
Malaitan religion. Modern Malaitans have supplemented their diet with 
some foods of foreign origin, particularly sweet potatoes and a variety 
of fruits and vegetables, but the basic diet has remained unaltered, 
depending on subsistence cultivation of root crops. A traditional 
Malaitan diet consists of domesticated, semi-domesticated (but still 
owned) and wild foods. Approximately sixty percent of this diet is 
carbohydrate, mainly from cultivated and wild taros and yams. Less 
than two percent consists of protein, provided by domesticated pigs and 
fowls and wild game and fish. Twenty percent is vegetable matter (taro 
leaves, hibiscus manihot, fern fronds, fungi and other wild plants), and 
another twenty percent is from fruit and nuts. Coconuts, canarium
“ Keesing, Kwaio Descent Groups, 3 and passim-, and Kin Groups and Social Structure 
(New York, 1975), 93; Ross, Baegu, 52; Hogbin, Experiments in Civilization, 25-6; D. de 
Coppet, ‘Land Tenure in ’Are ’are and on South Malaita’ (Manuscript), 5; letter to the 
author from Prof. I.H. Hogbin, 23 March 1979.
27Ross, Baegu, 137.
“ Ross equates the position to that of Chairman of the Board of a land-holding corpora­
tion. Keesing uses the word “steward” to explain the position. Ross, Baegu, 140; Keesing, 
Kwaio Descent Groups, 56.
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almonds, paciñc chestnuts, bananas and sugar cane provide the major 
delicacies and sources of sweetness in the diet.29 Malaitans choose their 
garden sites within territories in which they have primary or usufruc­
tuary rights. Observing a bush fallow system, they grow taro and yams 
in an area for a year or two before moving to another site. The land 
cultivated is usually secondary forest, cleared by slash-and-burn techni­
ques which traditionally employed stone implements and fire. Planting 
is still done with a wooden digging stick.30
It is usual for men and women to have separate gardens, emphasising 
ritual and social divisions between the sexes. First fruit offerings are 
made to the akalo (ancestors) in the shrines, and strict garden rituals are 
observed. The whole gardening process mirrors Malaitan cosmology. 
De Coppet has described the ’Are ’are’s relationship with land, life and 
death:
This Melanesian garden, an area of both horizontal and ver­
tical dimensions, is a passage from life to death with a return 
to life again, at the precise point where nature, society and 
myth become one and mingle with each other in the hollow 
of man’s hand and head.31
Complex symbolic images link gardens, their palisades, sacred plants 
and crops, with the sea, fish, birds and canoes. The surface is the centre 
of the physical and symbolic worlds, surrounded below and above by 
ancestors.32 For the wane asi the sea is a garden, to be exploited like the 
land gardens of the wane tolo, the reefs and marine life mingling just as 
symbolically.33
Exercising one’s primary or usufructuary rights to belong to a descent 
group has been the basis of residential mobility in traditional and 
modern times. An individual may live in many places in a lifetime, even 
in two simultaneously. Farming methods, shifting agriculture, and the
»Ross, Baegu, 78-9 and ‘Bush Fallow Farming, Diet and Nutrition: a Melanesian exam­
ple of successful adaptation’ in E. Giles and J. Friedlaender (eds.), The Measure o f Man: 
methodologies in biological anthropology (Cambridge (U.S.A.), 1976), 550-615. 
3°Malaitan material culture was based on stone adzes used for axes, flints used for arrow­
heads and spear-tips, and wooden bows and arrows, spears and clubs. Quarries were 
sacred places; stone and wooden weapons and tools were used in rituals and as a sign of 
legitimacy and power. H.M. Ross, 'Stone adzes from Malaita, Solomon Islands: an 
ethnographic contribution to Melanesian archaeology’, JofPS, v. 79:4 (1970), 411-20; T. 
Russell, ‘The Fataleka of Malaita’, Oceania, v. 30:1 (1950), 13.
31D. de Coppet, ‘Gardens of life, gardens of death in Melanesia’, Kabar Seberang: 
saluting Maphilindo, No. 8/9 (1981), 31.
32de Coppet, ‘Gardens of life’, passim; Ross, Baegu, 80-5; Keesing, Kwaio Descent 
Groups, 65—6; Hogbin, Experiments in Civilization, 18-9, 88.
33Akimichi, ‘Ecological Aspects of Lau’, 301-7; Cooper, Langa Langa Ethics, 102-112.
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Figure One: Sexual divisions in Malaitan villages, gardens and canoes.
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impermanence of leaf houses makes such mobility possible. Exercising 
these rights carries with it certain responsibilities to propitiate and carry 
on reciprocal relationships with ancestral spirits, the akalo. Malaitans 
do not separate life into secular añd ritual activities: individuals are part 
of descent groups functioning as a physical focus of their total cosmo­
logy within a vast cycle. Descent groups conduct religious festivals (par­
ticularly mortuary feasts) and sacrifices, share food and word taboos, 
and dedicate sections of their gardens to their ancestors. They are also 
centres of power, constantly changing sites and sizes, controlling 
wealth, arranging feasts and marriages, and acting as units in warfare 
and politics.34
Traditional leadership on Malaita had both secular and religious 
functions, which could be assumed by the same or by different persons. 
Formal positions of power vary, but exhibit some central character­
istics: they are almost always held by influential adult males; idealized, 
Malaitan political organisation was built around a powerful trium­
virate:- a priest, a secular Bigman who sometimes also held hereditary 
status, and a war leader. The major difference in political organisation 
is a variation from a rigid hereditary system in the south, to a more 
egalitarian system in the north, congruent with the major north south 
language division accepted by linguists and anthropologists.35
In some dialect groups the same person enacted the three roles, simul­
taneously or during different phases of life. Both Keesing and Frazer 
sound warnings that the triumvirate of powers is in practice only ever 
partially realised. The term ‘Bigman’ is used widely to describe Melane­
sian leaders. Marshall Sahlin’s 1963 definition of the characteristics of 
Melanesian Bigmen, long considered classic, has recently been severely 
criticized. For Malaita, ‘Elota’s Story, a Kwaio autobiography edited 
by Keesing, is an accurate depiction of a Bigman, given that ‘bigness’ is 
a matter of degree, with every adult man a feast-giver on some scale.36
34D. de Coppet, ‘Cycles de meurtres et cycles, funéraires esquisse de deux structures 
d’échange’, in J. Pouillon and P. Mar anda (eds.) Échanges et Communications: Mélanges 
offerts à Claude Lévi-Strauss (The Hague, 1970), 759-81; Keesing, Kwaio Descent 
Groups, 65-72.
35R.H. Codrington, The Melanesians: studies in their anthropology and folk-lore (Ox­
ford, 1891, republished New York, 1972), 48-51; W.G. Ivens, Melanesians o f the South­
east Solomon Islands', and Island Builders o f the Pacific, 84-92, 149; Cooper, Langa 
Langa Ethnics, 57,86-8,120,142; E.K. Maranda, ‘The Averted Gift: the Lau myth of the 
seeker of Exchange’ (Manuscript), 4; Frazer, To’ambaita Report, 13; Hogbin, Expe­
riments in Civilization, 61, 106.
36M.D. Sahlins, ‘Poor man, rich man, big man, chief: political types in Melanesia and 
Polynesia’, in T.G. Harding and B.J. Wallace (eds.), Cultures o f the Pacific: selected 
readings (New York, 1970), 203-215; R.M. Keesing (ed.), ‘Elota’s Story: the life and times 
o f a Solomon Islands Big Man (Brisbane, 1978); and Kwaio Descent Groups, 39.
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Fataleka political organisation37 fits comfortably within the expected 
political pattern of north Malaita, but conforms more closely to that of 
Lau than To’ambaita or even neighbouring Baegu. In Baegu Ross dif­
ferentiates: wane baita, a general category for important focal males; 
wane initoo, a hereditary position for the senior male in a lineage; the 
fata aabu or wane ni foa, an elected priest; and the usual ramo, war 
leader and assassin.38 In Fataleka the hereditary position held by the 
senior male in a descent group is titled aofia, not wane ini to.39 Com­
munication with the akalo is the province of the fata aabu, an achieved 
position depending on knowledge of ritual and genealogies as well as 
descent. The ramos, as in other areas of Malaita, were leaders in 
fighting. The Fataleka, at least in east Malaita where Russell’s research 
and the author’s were undertaken, seem to be unique in north Malaita 
in their stress on hereditary leadership.
This description is of a male-dominated society. Anthropologists 
have usually concluded that Malaitan females are very conscious but ac­
cepting of their inferior position in society. Traditionally, menstruation 
and birth are considered highly dangerous for the rest of the communi­
ty; on such occasions the women concerned live apart, relying on 
separate gardens for sustenance. Very little has been written about 
Malaitan women.40 Often the anthropologists even if not totally ignor­
ing women’s power have used a very male-focused interpretation; 
bound by the intellectual conventions of their day they have often been 
blind to the complexity of gender and sexual relationships. The surface 
structure of a small scale society, immediately interpretable to an 
observer, is not necessarily the real basis of power and control, nor 
should society be seen only in terms of economic and political power. 
Annette B. Weiner in her Women o f  Value, Men o f  Renown provides
37The earliest description of Fataleka leadership was given by Tom Russell in 1950. 
Although long accepted as authoritative Russell’s article is misleading in many respects. 
This is not through any fault of Russell’s, rather he was the victim of political cir­
cumstances during the Maasina Rule period on Malaita. Remo Guidieri’s monograph La 
Route des Morts deals peripherally with Fataleka leadership. Russell, ‘The Fataleka’, 
1-13; R. Guidieri, La Route des M orts (Paris, 1980).
38Ross doubts that the role of wane initoo in Baegu is often combined with that of priest, 
as found by Hogbin in To’ambaita. Ross, Baegu, 188-91; Hogbin, Experiments in 
Civilization 106.
39The position which Russell calls wane inoto was described to me as that of the aofia. 
Russell, ‘The Fataleka of Malaita’, 6.
40The best is: E.K. Maranda, ‘Lau, Malaita: “a woman is an alien spirit”’, in C. J. Mat- 
thiassen (ed.), Many Sisters: women in cross-cultural perspective (New York, 1974), 
177-202; and ‘Authority and women’s position in Lau’ (Mimeo) 1969; S.R. Schreiner, 
The Kwaio Pagan Woman o f Malaita: the life stories o f Gwaalau and Lamana (Honiara, 
1977); P. Maranda and E.K. Maranda, ‘La crane et l’uterus: deux théorèmes nord- 
Malaitans’, in Pouillon and Maranda, Échanges et Communications, v. 2, 829-61.
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new perspectives for assessing Trobriand society and that of wider 
Melanesia. Weiner and other like-minded writers extend their 
theoretical framework beyond the surface of social relations:
control and power are exercised by both men and women, 
but they must be seen operating not merely within the 
“politics” of social relations.
Power extends beyond the social to concepts concerning 
articulation with cosmic and transcendental phenomena.41
Weiner urges researchers to consider the power involved in reproduc­
tion, up-bringing, nurturance, food consumption and objects of 
women’s wealth previously ignored or under-stressed by anthro­
pologists. She cites the significance to various Melanesian societies of 
women’s grass skirts, net bags, mats, pigs and betel nuts in dowry and 
mortuary feast exchanges; exchanges sometimes controlled by women.
In some contexts the domestic sphere is a key seat of power, certainly 
equal to legitimized formal authority, the male domain. Malaitan socie­
ty operates almost mathematically, music structurally mirroring society, 
and gardens structured to duplicate metaphysical beliefs. Social and 
residential space on Malaita is strictly divided between males and 
females. Houses, canoes, villages and gardens are designed so that their 
shapes and areas are conducive to ordering of male-female relation­
ships. Figure One shows the special spacial divisions within these 
Malaitan structures. Given the element of balance in Malaitan cosmo­
logy and society it seems logical to presume that there is more equality 
in the balance of power between males and females than one would in­
fer casually observing Malaitan society or reading ethnoscientific 
literature about life on Malaita. Perhaps further research on Malaita 
will correct the distorted image.42
3. The Eight Isles and beyond
Melanesians, bounded by their island world, originally had a very 
limited cosmology and a restricted knowledge of the geography of the 
South Pacific. The parameters of their knowledge affected their initial 
perceptions of European ships and their crews when they first arrived.
41A.B. weiner, Women o f Value, Men o f Renown: new perspectives in Trobriand ex­
changes (Austin (Texas), 1976), 12.
42S.C. Rogers, ‘Woman’s place: a critical review of anthropological theory’, Comparative 
Studies in Society and History, v. 20:1 (1978), 155-6. Also refer to S.W. Tiffany, ‘Models 
and the social anthropology of women: a preliminary assessment’, M an, v. 13:1 (1978), 
34-51.
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Later these same limitations continued to colour Melanesian percep­
tions of the circular-migratory process in which they participated. 
Harold Ross’s description of the world-view of the Baegu people of 
north Malaita illustrates the general limits of Melanesian cosmology:
Malaita and the sea around it are the world. This world is 
flat, as the sea is flat, although Malaita itself is moun­
tainous. Malaita is, of course, the center of this world; how­
ever, the universe as a whole is three-dimensional, with the 
heavens above and a nether-world beneath the flat .surface 
of the earth. People are unsure of its shape. Some old men 
argue that its border is circular, giving the universe a 
discoidal or spheroidal shape. They say, since man can walk 
or sail around Malaita, it must be essentially circular or 
oval. Others insist that since men make rectagular (sic) 
houses and gardens, the universe must be quadrilateral with
square corners........Despite some knowledge of outside
people, northern Malaita remains the relevant social 
universe.43
Very little prehistory research has been undertaken in Melaneisa. It is 
presumed that the first Malaitans formed part of a general migration of 
people via the Indonesian archipelago into the South Pacific, and that 
Malaita cannot have escaped entirely visits by some of the Pacific sea­
going peoples: some early contact with Polynesia has been mooted, but 
nothing definite is known.44 The wane asi Malaitans were proficient sea 
people who adapted economically to their water environment, produc­
ing tafuli ’ae (shell-disk currency), important in trade throughout much 
of island northern Melanesia. Malaitan shell money was traded widely, 
as far as the New Guinea mainland: certainly to the islands of 
Guadalcanal, Ngela, Makira and Goa; probably also to the Russell and 
Shortland islands, Choiseul, and further to Bougainville and New 
Ireland; and occasionally to New Britain and possibly to the islands and 
mainland of what is today Milne Bay Province.45
43Ross, Baegu, 108-9.
^A . Chowmng, A n Introduction to the Peoples and Cultures o f Melanesia (California, 
1977), 16-23; de Coppet and Zemp, 'Are 'are, 111; D. Lewis, The Voyaging Stars: secrets 
o f the Pacific island navigators (Sydney, 1978), 53-70.
45Catoira, a member of Mendana’s 1568 expedition mentioned an ’Are ’are canoe twenty- 
four paces long, seven feet wide, with a storage area built into it. A 1911 reference to ’Are 
’are canoes at Marau described them as being more the size of small ships than canoes. D. 
de Coppet, ‘First Exchange, Double Illusion’, Journal o f the Cultural Association o f the 
Solomon Islands, v. 5 (1977), 27.
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Most of this trade was by intermediaries, since direct trade by 
Malaitans was probably confined to neighbouring islands. Malaitan 
trading and raiding parties paddled their largest dugout canoes to ‘the 
eight isles’. The number eight and its multiples is the greatest force in 
Malaitan cosmology, numerology, mathematics, music and dance, 
everyday thinking and speech, and geographical knowledge.46 The 
known world is called ‘the eight isles’: more precisely four in the east 
(Ulawa, Uki, Three Sisters, Makira); and four in the west (Guadal­
canal, Ngela, Russel and Gau). Malaita is the ninth unit, bringing total­
ity to their world, assuring stablity and plenty. The existence of Ontong 
Java and Sikaina was also known by Malaitans; they feature in at least 
one Malaitan epic tale, while an occasional outrigger canoe from these 
islands eventually drifts ashore at Malaita.47 The main contact with the 
world beyond Malaita was through the wane asi living around the coast. 
The wane tolo, some of whom lived several kilometres inland high in 
the mountains, did not participate in inter-island travel during their life­
times, but after death, their spirits travelled to the islands surrounding 
Malaita. The Fataleka wane tolo believe that three days after death a 
Malaitan’s anoasa (spirit) goes first to Gaomae (Ramos) island half way 
between Malaita and Gau, before settling finally on Maumolu Naunitu 
island close to the southwest end of Gau.48
Gau (Santa Isabel) has always been the main supply area of ’ai ni 
gau, an ebony-like wood used by Malaitans for weapons; trading 
voyages and raiding expeditions link Malaita and Gau over centuries. 
East Fataleka legend records that long ago many north Malaitan des­
cent groups joined forces to attack the inhabitants of Gau avenging kill­
ings committed in the Falae district of Malaita. In the 1870s and 1880s 
the Gau people were making regular visits to Malaita, bartering canoes 
and other commodities for Malaitan valuables.49 Tfiere was also cons-
^Connell, ‘The Bougainville connection’, 82-3.
In legends Malaitans complete actions eight times, have eight sons, eight genealogical lines 
or eight territories. In music the minimal structure is made of a series of two pairs of 
segments played twice (4 x 2 = 8) to which is added the final formula, making nine units. 
The extra musical unit locks together and assures the totality of the eight segments. Eight 
represents the greatest force, complete totality: even numbers indicate movement; uneven 
numbers indicate motionless states. De Coppet and Zemp, ’Are ’are, 111-126; letter to the 
author from Dr Daniel de Coppet, 2 April 1980.
47Legends exist about Malaitans fighting with light-coloured people. W.A.T. Amherst and 
B. Thomson, The Discovery o f  the Solomon Islands by Alvaro de Mendaña in 1568 (Lon­
don, 1901), 141-2; Ross, Baegu, 109.
^Ishmael Itea, 23 October 1976.
49Ishmael Itea and Charles Luiramo, 10 October 1976; Ross, Baegu, 109; Russell, ‘The 
Fataleka’, 11; J. Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 153-5, 241; J.G. Marwick (comp.), The 
Adventures o f John Renton (Kirkwall (Scotland), 1935), 37.
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tant canoe traffic from west ’Are ’are and Langa langa to the ’Are. ’are 
emigrants living at Marau sound, Gaudalcanal. The Marau connection 
dates from before the first European contact with the Solomons in 
1568, but seems to have intensified in the mid-nineteenth century. In 
1892 Douglas Rannie, Government Agent on the Queensland recruiting 
ship Empreza, reported that ’Are ’are people had been driven away 
from Malaita by internecine fighting, re-settling in the Marau area. 
Marau also seems to have been used as a base from which Malaitans 
carried out raids on Makira.50 Makira and the accompanying smaller 
islands (Uki ni masi and the Three Sisters) were the southern limit of the 
Malaitan trading and raiding world. Jock Cromar, recruiter on another 
Queensland ship the Helena, claimed that in 1885 he was shown “two 
great piles of human heads” by the people at Hada bay on Makira; 
heads from seventy-five east Malaitans who had failed in an attack to 
seize local porpoise teeth currency. Similar raiding parties operated 
until the 1920s. Closer still to Malaita is Ulawa, a small island to the 
southeast, whose people are culturally and linguistically closely related 
to the Sa’a of Maramasike.51
*  *  *
The remainder of this book concerns the recruitment of Malaitan 
labourers to work on Mackay sugar plantations and farms, and the lives 
they and their families led until the early decades of the twentieth cen­
tury.
Malaitans were the largest group from any one Pacific island to par­
ticipate in the circular-migration to Queensland: 9,000 out of 62,000. 
They were not necessarily typical. Although all Melanesian societies had 
a similarly limited'cosmology and geographic outlook, these societies
50QSA COL/A783, D. Rannie to IA, 19 December 1892 In letter 855 of 1893, CS to Gov., 
20 February 1893; QSA COL/A795, RNAS: Solomon 1894, Corr. Resp, Outr., Com. 
Goodrich to C. in Chief, 28 May 1894; QSA GOV/A29, IA to PUS CSD; Chapman and 
Pirie, Tasi Mauri, 110-1; Cromar, Jock o f the Islands, 241.
51Cromar, Jock o f the Islands, 203-5, 252-3; RNAS: 23, NH & Sol.: 1887, Corr. Resp. 
Outr., Case 24 of 1887, Captain F.S. Clayton (HMS Diamond) to C. in Chief, 5 
September 1887; K.C. Green, ‘The history of post-Spanish European contact in the 
Eastern District before 1939’, in R.C. Green and M.M. Cresswell (eds.), Southeast 
Solomon Islands Cultural History: a preliminary survey, Bulletin 11, The Royal Society of 
New Zealand (Wellington, 1976), 41.
Malaitans would also have been aware of the Santa Cruz islands south of Makira. Occa­
sionally people from Santa Cruz drifted in their canoes to Ulawa and Maramasike. W.G. 
Ivens, Dictionary and Grammar o f the language o f Sa’a and Ulawa, Solomon Islands 
(Washington, 1918) 240-1 ; and Melanesians o f the South-east Solomon Islands-, J. Gutch, 
Martyr o f the Islands: the life and death o f John Coleridge Patterson (London, 1971), 
211.
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varied enormously and not all were as unchanging or as dogmatic as 
Malaitan society. But it is this very quality, conservatism, which makes 
them admirable candidates for a case study of Melanesian adaptation to 
life in a European capitalist society. Over a century after the first 
Malaitans arrived in Queensland their Australian descendants still re­
main proudly Malaitan, when many other Islanders have no accurate 
knowledge of the islands from which their Melanesian forebears 
came.52 The resilience of Malaitan society is what makes the writing of 
this history possible; its beauty is in the complexity of the relationship 
between men and women, between living Malaitans, their ancestors and 
their island.
On the recruiting ships on their way to Queensland, apart from those 
recruited within the same few miles of coast, all Malaitans would be 
strangers and potential enemies, those from the more distant parts not 
even fully intelligible. Any of these strangers might have ‘tribal’ scores 
to pay off, even covertly, by magic. Melanesians recruited from other 
islands were still more alien. The Malaitan recruit would be largely cut 
off from the protection of his akalo (ancestors) without priests to per­
form rites which could protect him among his own people. Much of the 
food given to the recruit would be unfamiliar and they risked in­
advertently transgressing taboos. If women were on board, there was 
the terrifying risk for Malaitans of coming into contact with one who 
was menstruating or giving birth, a risk comparable psychologically to 
that a European might feel if shut up with a leper.
Even if told clearly where the ship was headed and why, he or she 
could have had little conception of the distance to Queensland, the size 
of the country or the nature of the work involved. Pagan Malaitans, 
even today, have no real concept of the size of the world compared with 
Malaita and think of Australia as another island no bigger than those 
they know in the Solomons.
Malaitan sugar cane {Saccharum edulis) was a delicacy grown in 
small quantities. Queensland sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) was
52To be fair there are other island groups in Queensland who are in contact with their rela­
tions in the Pacific. The first Australian Islander family to re-link with their relations 
seems to have been the Corowas from Tana in Vanuatu. The original Corowa left Tana in 
1890 or 1893; the re-linking occurred in 1963. Since then many families have travelled to 
Vanuatu and the Solomons searching for their relations. This is particularly so of 
Islanders from Tana, Epi, Tongoa, Malaita, Ngela and Guadalcanal.
In the Solomons the major re-linkage has been with Malaita, and Malaitans are also the 
dominant group of Solomon Islanders living in the Mackay district. BOHC lOBa&b 
(A&AQ; C.R. Moore and P.M. Mercer, ‘The Forgotten People: Australia’s immigrant 
Melanesians’, Meanjin, v. 37:1 (1978), 98-108.
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an agricultural staple grown on a scale unimaginable to a Malaitan who 
had not seen it. Malaitans in Queensland gave it the allegorical name of 
‘hard work’ . The voyage to Queensland represented a ‘rite of passage’ 
which the individual had to endure alone without the ritual support and 
strength provided by his or her descent group.
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CHAPTER TWO
M A LA ITAN  RECRUITING: 1871-1885
1. European exploration and government in the Pacific before 1870
Oceania is the largest single geographical area on earth, and one of the 
most diverse.1 Scattered across thousands of kilometres of ocean are the 
islands of Micronesia, Polynesia and Melanesia, lacking any overall 
unity in language, culture or government. This indigenous diversity was 
amplified by that imposed by the gradually increasing European 
presence in the south Pacific: initial exploration, subsequent division in­
to spheres of influence, and the eventual colonization of the island 
groups. European penetration of the Pacific intensified slowly over 
several centuries. A sprinkling of castaways and beachcombers in­
habited the islands from the sixteenth century onward, but more inten­
sive settlement by traders and missionaries dates roughly from the 
founding of New South Wales.2 Directly preceding the labour trade, 
from the 1830s until the 1860s, the Melanesians of New Caledonia, the 
New Hebrides and the Loyalty islands were exposed to sandalwood 
traders. Some Islanders participated in the trade inter-insularly as 
labourers.3 However, it was the wider trade organised around human 
migration throughout the Pacific which fully opened Melanesia to 
Europeans.
The first labour recruiters came from Peru in 1862, taking Islanders 
as labourers to work on plantations and in mines in Peru.4 A violent 
episode, it was halted by diplomatic protest; but it heralded the circular-
!H.E. Maude, O f Islands and Men: studies in Pacific history (Melbourne, 1968), xi. 
2Maude, O f Islands and Men, Chapter Four: ‘Beachcombers and Castaways’; R. 
Langdon, The Lost Caravel (Sydney, 1975); C. Ralston, Grass H uts and Warehouses: 
Pacific beach communities o f  the Nineteenth century (Canberra, 1977).
3D. Shineberg, They came fo r  Sandalwood: a study o f the Sandalwood trade in the south­
west Pacific, 1830-1865 (Melbourne, 1967); K.R. Howe, The L oyalty Islanders: a history 
o f  culture contacts 1840-1900 (Canberra, 1977).
4H.E. Maude, Slavers in Paradise: the Peruvian labour trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864 
(Canberra, 1981); G. McCall, ‘European impact on Easter island: response, recruitment 
and the Polynesian experience in Pera’, JPH , v. 11:2 (1976), 90-105.
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migration of at least 200,000 Islanders, 100,000 of whom went to 
British colonies around the Pacific during the remainder of the 
century.5 The labour trade enabled European colonists in the Pacific to 
procure Pacific Islanders to work as wage labourers on their planta­
tions. Detractors called it a slave trade, in which unwilling Islander 
labourers were kidnapped to work in harsh conditions for cruel 
masters. Supporters denied these allegations and stressed the favour the 
European recruiters were doing in civilizing the savage people of the 
Pacific. This chapter traces the initial years of the labour trade in the 
Solomon islands, 1871 to 1885, concentrating on men and women 
recruited from Malaita island. During these years recruiting was often 
by illegal means, but by the 1880s a gradual transition was in progress, a 
transition to predominantly voluntary enlistment which prevailed until 
1904 when the island end of the Queensland labour trade closed.
Recruiting of labourers from the Pacific islands to work in 
Queensland began in the New Hebrides in 18636 when sixty-seven 
Islanders boarded the Don Juan, bound for Robert Towns’ cotton 
plantation on the Logan river. In the early 1860s some Queenslanders 
hoped that cotton-growing could provide the infant colony with an 
agricultural staple, but cotton soon ceased to be Queensland’s major 
tropical crop.7 In its stead sugar cane plantations were established from 
the mid- 1860s; these similarly required large numbers of labourers to 
work in the fields and mills. Attempts to import Coolie labourers to 
work on these plantations failed;8 for the remainder of the century 
Melanesian labourers became the major labour supply for these planta­
tions and the smaller cane farms which replaced them.
In excess of 62.0009 Pacific Islanders were contracted to work as in­
dentured labourers in Queensland between 1863 and 1904. It is not 
possible to state exactly how many of them were from Malaita. For
5C. Newbury, ‘The Melanesian Labour Reserve: some reflections on Pacific labour 
markets in the nineteenth century’, Pacific Studies, v. 4:1 (1980), 1-25.
6These were not the first Pacific Islanders to be imported into Australia as labourers. Ben­
jamin Boyd brought Tañese to New South Wales in 1847 to work as shepherds. Ward, 
British Policy, 218-9.
7R. Towns, South Sea Island Immigration fo r  Cotton Culture: a letter to the Hon. the 
Colonial Secretary o f Queensland (Sydney, 1864); QVP 1863 (Second session), 397-9; J. 
Farnfield, ‘Cotton and the search for an agricultural staple in early Queensland’, 
Queensland Heritage, v. 2:4 (1971), 20-25.
8Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 32-55; A. McGrath, “Exile into Bondage”: an analysis of 
Asiatic indenture in colonial Queensland (B.A. Hons, thesis, University of Queensland), 
1976, 1-50, 81-94.
^ h is  figure indicates only the total number of Islanders and does not take into account 
the number of recruits who came to Queensland for a second or third time. The most ac­
curate estimates have been made by Owen W. Parnaby (61, 160) and Charles Price and
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many of the years involved (1875-1878 and 1884-1894) there is no exact 
island-by-island breakdown available of the total figure, but in recent 
research by Charles Price and Elizabeth Baker the total Malaitan migra­
tion is estimated at 9,187. By their estimate Malaitans were 14.7 percent 
of the total migration from all islands, and 51.7 percent of all Solomon 
Islanders recruited. In comparison with the number of recruits recorded 
from the next most important islands in the Queensland recruiting trade 
(Epi: 5,084, Tana: 4,241, Guadalcanal: 4,188, Ambrim: 3,464) Malaita 
was of outstanding importance as a source of labour.10
Recruiting ships made at least 807 round trips from Queensland ports 
to the islands of the Pacific; at least 26011 of these visited the island of 
Malaita. The first of the Fijian12 and Queensland vessels to recruit in the 
Solomon islands arrived there in 1870. The first Solomon Islanders 
brought to Queensland were among the fifty-eight recruits carried to 
Brisbane on the Woodlark on 19 January 1871.13 The first Malaitans 
recruited to work in Queensland were thirteen men amongst the forty- 
four recruits on the Isabella who reached Mackay in October 1871.14
Before the first Solomon Islanders arrived in Queensland over three 
thousand men and women from the Loyalty and New Hebridean 
islands had been taken there as labourers.13 Early recruiting in all these 
island groups involved a great amount of deception on the part of the 
Europeans. As recruiting increased so did the notoriety of the labour
Elizabeth Baker (62,475). The number of labour recruits landed in Queensland, as oppos­
ed to those accepted for employment, is 62,561. This number is the base of the yearly 
migration total used in Table Two, drawn from the Votes and Proceedings o f the 
Queensland Legislative Assembly for the 1863-1868 period and from the population sec­
tion of the Statistics o f Queensland for the remainder of the period, 1869-1904. Parnaby, 
Britain and the Labour Trade, Appendix; C. Price with E. Baker, ‘Origins of Pacific 
island labourers in Queensland, 1863-1904: a research note’, JPH, v. 11:2 (1976), 
106-121; QVP 1868-9, 553-6.
l0Price and Baker state quite clearly that their estimates of island origins “are admittedly 
rough, and some scholars may well reject them as positively misleading and dangerous”. 
Price with Baker, ‘Origins’, 108.
n This number is a conservative estimate based on a combination of government, company 
and private records. Refer to Table Two.
12No attempt has been made here to discuss the Fijian labour trade, in which over 8,000 
Solomon Islanders (some of whom also worked in Queensland) were involved. Peter Cor- 
ris researched the migration of Solomon Islanders to Fiji in his Doctoral thesis, later 
published as Passage, Port and Plantation.
13The Woodlark brought fifty-eight recruits to Brisbane on 19 January 1871; Corns 
records that forty-three were Solomon Islanders. QS’tic: 1871, 2; Corris, Passage, Port 
and Plantation. 24.
14One of the Malaitans died during the voyage to Mackay. M M  28 October 1871; QVP 
1878:2, 39.
X5Q V P 1868-9, 553-5; QS’tic, 1869: Immigration Table 86, and 1870: Immigration Table 
1; Howe, The Loyalty Islands: Chapter Nine.
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trade. Twenty-six Queensland recruiting vessels made forty-seven round 
voyages to and from southern Melanesia before the recruiters shifted 
their sights north to the Solomons in 1870. From nine of these voyages 
reasonably verifiable accounts of kidnapping remain, and for many of 
the other voyages unproven but seemingly well-founded allegations 
were made. Eight other allegations of kidnapping on ships licenced by 
the New South Wales government, or on ships known to have been fly­
ing British colours were recorded in the same period.16 Most of these 
cases were reported by missionaries, based on only a few of the islands, 
so it is likely that other cases of kidnapping occurred in areas remote 
from European settlement.
It had alwaÿs been assumed that British subjects could be tried for 
offences connected with the labour trade under the terms of the old 
British Slave Trade Acts, or under 1820s’ legislation which had extended 
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Courts of New South Wales and Van 
Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) to the oceans surrounding Australia and 
New Zealand.17 As an additional safeguard, in 1868 the Queensland 
government passed the Polynesian Labourers A ct,lB an attempt to 
regulate and control the introduction of Melanesian labourers to the 
colony. However, it was not long before the abuses which accompanied 
the beginning of the Queensland and Fijian labour trades made defi­
ciencies in British and Queensland law quite obvious, in relation to of­
fences committed by British subjects on islands in the Pacific.
The provisions of Queensland’s 1868 Act were simple, and totally in­
adequate to control abuses in the recruiting trade. Islanders could only 
be brought to Queensland on voyages licenced under the terms of the 
Act. The Master of the ship had to post a £500 bond against kid­
napping. Employers had to take out a licence to import the labourers 
and deposit a £10 bond for each labourer to cover the cost of his or her 
return passage. Wherever possible the recruiters were to get mis­
sionaries or other Europeans living on the islands to sign forms 
vouching that the Islanders understood their contracts and had 
volunteered to enlist. Other clauses of the Act controlled conditions on
i6QVP 1869:2, Report of the Select Committee on the operation of the 1868 Polynesian 
Labourers’ Act; Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 58-60; RN AS  v. 21, New South Wales: 
Report of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into certain alleged cases of kidnap­
ping of natives of the Loyalty Islands etc. together with minutes of evidence and appendix, 
1869.
17Ward, British Policy, 218-237; QVP 1884:2, Report of the Western Pacific High Com­
mission, 945-7.
18The vast majority of the Pacific Islanders who migrated to Queensland were Melane­
sians not Polynesians. Nevertheless, contemporary government legislation and the general 
literature of the period continually referred to them as Polynesians.
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the voyage and provided for further supervision of the labourers during 
their stay in Queensland, including scales of rations, clothing and a 
minimum wage of £6 per annum. Contracts were set at three years dura­
tion after which the labourers could either return home or re-engage.
The measurement of the ship’s passenger-carrying capacity remained 
constant throughout the trade. Although cramped, the average space 
allocated per passenger was little different from the amount of space 
allocated to each passenger on contemporary British vessels carrying 
emigrants to the Australian colonies.19 Queensland’s recruiting vessels 
were licenced to carry one adult for every twelve superficial feet alloted 
for their use. The minimum height between decks was set at six feet six 
inches (two metres); berths were limited to two tiers not less than two 
feet six inches (0.7625 of a metre) apart. If the between-decks height 
was above the minimum required, extra passengers were allowed at the 
ratio of one for every 144 cubic feet of space. In addition, each vessel 
needed five superficial feet of railed exercise space for each passenger, 
on the upper deck or poop.20 The essential differences between 
passenger comfort on various British vessels carrying migrant 
passengers in the nineteeth century were the size of the ships and the 
length of the voyages. Voyages in the Melanesian labour trade were 
usually for two to three months; any recruit or returning Melanesian 
spending no more than about half the voyage time on the ship. The 
ships were mainly wooden, rigged as schooners, barquentines and brig­
antines, averaging 100 to 300 tons gross. British vessels carrying Euro­
pean migrants to Australia and ships in the Indian Coolie labour trade 
to the West Indies, Mauritius and Fiji were much larger, in excess of 
1,000 tons gross.21
On the first occasion when the Acts controlling the Pacific island 
labour trade were tested the circumstances made it impossible for them 
to be applied. In 1869 Commander Palmer of HMS Rosario seized as a 
suspected slaver the Daphne, a labour recruiting vessel licenced by the 
Queensland government under the 1868 Act. Palmer was unable to use 
the 1868 Act because the ship was at that time involved in only insular 
trade, but instead resolved to order the Daphne to Sydney to bring a
19Refer to BPP\ Emigration, v. 10, 15-28, Proposed amendments and explanatory 
remarks in relation to the Passenger A ct, 1842. The amendment proposed in 1842 was that 
in voyages not computed to exceed twelve weeks, ten superficial feet be provided for each 
passenger, if the ship did not enter within the tropics; ships entering between the tropics 
were to provide twelve superficial feet; on all voyages of more than twelve weeks the space 
was to be fifteen superficial feet.
2031 Vic. No. 47, C l. 16.
21H. Tinker, A  New System o f Slavery: the export o f Indian labour overseas, 1830-1920 
(London, 1974), 146-7.
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prosecution under earlier British anti-slavery Acts. No conviction was 
forthcoming from the Water Police Court, and when the case was tried 
in the Vice-Admiralty Court, Palmer merely gained a certificate justi­
fying his seizure: the prosecution failed. If it had any effect, the Daphne 
case can only have encouraged further excesses in the labour trade, but 
the case did force the British government to draft its own comprehen­
sive anti-kidnapping legislation.22
In supporting Palmer’s actions the Colonial Office felt that morally, 
if not in strict law, the recruiting trade was developing into a type of 
slave trade. As a result the British government pressured the 
Queensland government into issuing regulations in December 1870, 
providing for the appointment of Government Agents to accompany all 
labour trade vessels leaving the colony. These Agents were responsible 
for the supervision of the recruiting and for the welfare of the Islanders 
whilst on board. They were paid £10 a month, their board and passage 
being provided free by the ships’ owners.23 Finance for the appointment 
of the Agents came from the bond posted for each labourer required by 
an employer. The Fijian government, in an attempt to control their end 
of the labour trade in 1874 introduced a similar system of Agents and 
an Act closely modelled on the 1868 Queensland Act.
Two incidents in the early 1870s enraged the British public and parlia­
ment, halted the long-winded legal wrangles between the Imperial and 
colonial governments, and provoked immediate legislation. During 
1871 the brutality of the labour recruiters reached a climax never again 
equalled: a kidnapping incident followed by a sickening massacre oc­
curred on board the Carl, recruiting out of Fiji. In the same year came 
another incident which at the time was presumed to have been retali­
ation for kidnapping by labour recruiters: Bishop Patteson was 
murdered by Santa Cruz Islanders. Patteson, first Anglican Bishop of 
Melanesia, sailed the Pacific in the mission’s ship Southern Cross, 
evangelising and collecting Islanders willing to be trained as mission­
aries at his Norfolk island headquarters. On 20 September 1871 Pat­
teson was landed alone on Nukapu, a Polynesian atoll north of Santa 
Cruz. He was later found floating in a canoe, wrapped in a native mat, 
his skull smashed by a club. Two other crew members also died as a
22G. Palmer, Kidnapping in the South Seas: being a narrative o f a three m onths’cruise o f 
H.M . ship Rosario (Edinburgh, 1871); BPP, Colonies: Australasia v. 26, 40-4. 
23Pamaby, Britain and the Labour Trade, 83-9; D. Scarr, ‘Recruits and Recruiters: a por­
trait of the Pacific islands labour trade’, JPH, v. 2 (1967), 12-3. The Queensland Select 
Committee appointed in May 1869 to report on the operation of the 1868 Polynesian 
Labourers A ct also suggested that Government Agents be appointed. QVP 1869, v. 2, 
23-4.
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result of attacks at Nukapu on that day.24 The new legislation partly in­
spired by Patteson’s death was the British 1872 Pacific Islanders Protec­
tion A ct, intended to make certain that kidnapping was covered as an 
offence, and that British ships so engaged could be seized in the manner 
in which Palmer had taken the Daphne. For the future all British ships 
recruiting labour had to be licenced, with a £500 bond posted against 
malpractice. The 1872 Act also allowed for the use of evidence provided 
by Islanders or other witnesses from outside British territory.25
Britain and Queensland adopted a policy of supervision rather than 
prohibition of the labour trade; a policy aimed at governing the ocean 
rather than the islands scattered through it. Apart from occasional 
checks by British naval vessels in the Pacific, this supervision depended 
on contact with the ships in Queensland’s ports, and the honesty of the 
Government Agent placed on board each ship with uncertain authority 
over the ship’s Master. The legislation was also limited to British vessels 
licenced to operate out of Queensland and Fiji. This left other British 
subjects operating vessels in the New Hebrides, either recruiting without 
a licence or sailing under French colours, and the French and German 
vessels independently recruiting among the same islands for labourers 
to work in Samoa or New Caledonia.26
Isabella, the first labour recruiting ship known to have visited 
Malaita, arrived in 1871; no other Queensland-based ship visited the 
island until 1874. Thus every Malaitan taken to Queensland travelled 
under the protection of the 1868 Act. Each ship carried a government- 
appointed Agent to ensure no abuses of the law occurred, and, other 
than the Isabella, each ship was bound by the 1872 British anti­
kidnapping legislation. If this legislation had been effective the 
Malaitan recruiting trade would have been free of the abuses which had 
dogged earlier recruiting in the New Hebrides. In fact the initial phase 
of recruiting at Malaita, as in other islands both earlier and later, was 
based on extensive use of deception and occasional use of force. The at­
tempt to police a labour traffic carried out over thousands of square 
kilometres of ocean, by means of a handful of naval vessels and with a
MD. Hilliard, ‘John Coleridge Patteson: missionary bishop of Melanesia’, in J.W. David­
son and D. Scarr (eds.), Pacific Islands Portraits, (Canberra, 1973), 198-9.
KQGS 1874, V. 2:35 and 36 Vic. No 19 (assented to 27 June 1872). An amending Act of 
1875 empowered the governments of all Australian colonies as well as the Fijian govern­
ment to issue recruiting licences. O.W. Pamaby, ‘Aspects of British Policy in the Pacific: 
the 1872 Pacific Islanders Protection Act’, H S v. 8:29 (1957); Ward, British Policy, 235-7. 
Also refer to Appendix One, and to the definition of “kidnapping” in the Preliminary 
Data in the front of this book.
^W ard, British Policy, 237; Corns, Passage, Port and Plantation, 27-8; Scarr, ‘Recruits 
and Recruiters’, passim.
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single ill-paid official on board each vessel of Queensland register 
would have been futile, but for the actions of the Islanders themselves. 
Their capacity for resisting unwelcome recruiting, and their willingness 
to accept a steady flow of recruits on acceptable terms, were indispen­
sable in producing a well-regulated voluntary flow of traffic accepted as 
beneficial by both parties.
2. Malaitans, the Pacific and Europeans
Controlling the nineteenth century labour trade became an unwelcome 
and difficult task for the expanding empires of Europe. Their problems 
in policing the trade were enormous; but the effect of the trade on the 
lives of the Melanesians involved was cataclysmic. Malaitans had 
known their island as the center of their universe for thousands of 
years.27 They communicated with the inhabitants of the surrounding 
islands but knew little of further islands in the Pacific and nothing of 
the world beyond. We are accustomed to thinking of the great geo­
graphical discoveries of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as effecting 
a revolution in the view of the world held by Europeans. In reality, 
while having vast repercussions on innumerable aspects of European 
civilization, the discoveries did little to change the ideas concerning the 
shape and size of the earth and of Europe’s place in it, already held by 
educated Europeans. The impact made upon Malaitans’ world view by 
the knowledge brought by sustained contact with Europeans was im­
measurably greater.
The Malaitan world, as already noted, consisted of the surrounding 
‘eight isles’ and limited knowledge of further islands, from Santa Cruz 
in the south to the islands off eastern New Guinea to the north. Quite 
shortly after leaving Malaita a nineteenth century labour recruit would 
have been outside his or her known world; beyond the stability of an 
exactly ordered existence. Europeans living in Australia, across the 
Coral sea, were certainly never included in their vision of the universe. 
The earliest recorded European contact with Malaita was through the 
Spanish expedition led by Alvaro de Mendaña in the second half of the 
sixteenth century. On 26 May 156828 the expedition reached Uhu on the 
west coast and took possession of Malaita (which they called Ramos) in
27Refer to Map Three.
^The first European contact with Malaitans could have been on 24 May, when the expedi­
tion reached Marau sound on Guadalcanal. De Coppet is certain that Marau had been col­
onized by the ’Are ’are people by this date. De Coppet, ‘First exchange, double illusion’, 
26; de Coppet and Zemp, ’Are ’are, 111.
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the name of Philip II of Spain. The expedition continued down the 
coast on the 27th, passed the western entrance of Maramasike passage 
to Tawani’ahi’s (Ariel harbour) on Maramasike, before leaving the 
island and moving on to Ulawa.29 After Mendaña’s expedition the 
Solomon group of islands vanish into myth until the re-birth of Euro­
pean exploration in the mid-eighteenth century.
The Spanish visit left a permanent impression on the west coast ’Are 
’are: a visit by nomadic white-skinned people in large winged canoes, 
who brought sickness and destruction. Malaitans did not use sails on 
their canoes and had minimal contact with Islanders who did. The ’Are 
’are memory of the arrival of the Spanish is of a time when the sea 
became ill and carried white blown-out monsters:
one day the Melanesians saw white lumps on the sea, pass­
ing by the coast like a new threat of sickness. They were the 
sails of armoured ships manned by Europeans. These 
floating monsters swelled like clouds at the whim of the 
wind. If they came nearer men with white skins could be 
seen, bustling about in all directions. Above all they were 
looking for water. Who were they? Living? Dead? 
Ancestors?30
The ’Are ’are warriors in a fleet of canoes attacked the ship with ar­
rows. The Spanish fired back, killing some and wounding others. Later 
while ashore they used an arquebus31 to shoot a pig, leaving barter 
deemed equivalent in its place. A ceremonial exchange took place, 
which anthropologist Daniel de Coppet aptly named a “double 
illusion”32: the Spanish exchanged sailors’ caps for short staffs of a type 
worn33 by some of the natives, parts of which they thought were gold; 
the ’Are ’are exchanged a namo’s {ramo) ceremonial stick, a symbol of 
murder and death, for the peace-offering of their white visitors. The 
result of this exchange was disappointing for both parties: the 
ceremonial sticks contained no gold; the Spanish caps were harbingers
29Jack-Hinton, The Search fo r  the Islands o f Solomon, 58-61.
30De Coppet, ‘First exchange, double illusion’, 23-4.
31This was probably a lighter version of the arquebus, used without a tripod. D Shineberg, 
‘Guns and men in Melanesia’, JPH, v. 6 (1971), 63-4.
32De Coppet says that the Spanish offered their capes in exchange for the staffs. My 
reading of the description of the occurrence in Amherst and Thomson’s The Discovery o f 
the Solomon Islands is that the Spanish sailors offered their caps not their capes. It is most 
unlikely that sailors were wearing capes in May in an equatorial climate, and the word in 
their text is “cap”, not “cape”. This does not change de Coppet’s argument that ’Are ’are 
conceptualised the exchanges as symbolic gestures of peace. Amherst and Thomson, 
Discovery o f the Solomon Islands, xl.
33The staffs were suspended down the wearer’s backs on a string around the neck.
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of an epidemic34 which followed the Spanish visit, and of further Euro­
pean exploration in the nineteenth century culminating in the labour 
trade, not the symbol of peace they envisaged.
Explorers and whaling and trading vessels in the Pacific may have 
made voyages past Malaita in the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen­
turies, but few records have been found to substantiate this.35 A Lascar 
seamen, rescued from Malaita in the 1830s, claimed to be the sole sur­
vivor of twenty men from an English brig captured by Malaitans some 
years earlier. In the same period Malaitans captured another brig, the 
Alfred, and held its second Mate in captivity.36 Andrew Cheyne, Master 
of the brig Naiad passed Malaita in 1844 on one of his trading voyages. 
Bishop Patteson first visited Malaita in 1856, and in 1866 two South 
Malaitans, Joe Wate and Watehou were taken by the Bishop to his mis­
sion station on Norfolk island.37
The next European known to have arrived at Malaita was John Ren­
ton, a Scottish seamen, who was the only survivor among five deserters 
from the American guano boat Renard in 1868. He and his companions 
drifted almost 2,000 kilometres in one of the Renard’s boats, finally 
landing at Manaoba, off the north-east coast of Malaita. His four com-
34The ’Are ’are remember only that there are an epidemic of sickness, not what type of 
sickness.
3SDouglas Rannie, a Government Agent, suggested that Malaitans had attacked vessels on 
their way to China, while they were becalmed off the east coast of the island. Malaita was 
close to the middle and the inner routes to China from New South Wales, but China-run 
vessels would not have been close to shore. He was probably mistaking the 1820s attacks 
on small trading vessels for attacks on East India Company ships.
Malaitans might have been trading with Europeans for some decades before recruiting 
began, but no definite earlier information has been located. In 1871 Malaitans in canoes 
attempted to trade with the Ellen from Fiji. John Renton described Lau people trying to 
trade coconuts and tortoise-shell with Europeans in the early 1870s. A 1879 list prepared 
for the Royal Navy’s Australia Station shows that trading ships working out of Sydney 
and others based in the Pacific islands were trading with Malaitans. D. Rannie, M y 
Adventures among South Sea Cannibals, 183; Personal communication with Dr H.T. Fry, 
Townsville, 12 March 1980; H.T. Fry ‘ “Cathay, and the way thither”: the background to 
Botany Bay’, HS, v. 14:56 (1971), 497-510; RNAS: 15, Yearly estimate of trade with the 
Solomon and Admiralty islands and New Britain and New Ireland together with a list of 
merchant vessels trading in the Solomon and adjacent islands in 1879, by Capt. Purvis, 30 
September 1879; Corns, Passage, Port and Plantation, 25; Marwick, John Renton, 37-8; 
W.B. Wildey, Australasia and the Oceanic Region with some notes o f New Guinea 
(Melbourne, 1876), 172-4.
36Maude, O f Islands and Men, 146; Corns, Passage, Port and Plantation, 12-3. One of 
these survivors would have been a white man remembered as “Doorey” who lived in Lau 
lagoon about forty years before John Renton, who lived on Sulufou artificial island from 
1868 to 1875. Marwick, John Renton, 23; T.W. Smith, A  Narrative o f the life, travels and 
sufferings o f Thomas W. Smith (Boston, 1844), 203-5.
37D. Shineberg (ed.), The Trading Voyages o f Andrew Cheyne: 1841-1844 (Canberra, 
1971), 316; C.E. Fox, Lord o f the Southern Isles: being the story o f the Anglican Mission 
in Melanesia: 1849-1949 (London, 1959), 167.
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panions were killed but Renton became a ‘guest’ of Lau wane baita 
Kabbou and lived from 1868 until 1875 on Sulufou artificial island. 
During this period recruiting vessels initially ventured to the island, the 
first arriving in 1871; Renton was finally rescued by the crew of the 
Queensland recruiting vessel Bobtail Nag in August 1875.38 Unfor­
tunately, although he learnt the Lau language and generally par­
ticipated in life on the lagoon for eight years, the account which he left 
is disappointingly shallow. He did however describe Lau interpretation 
of the strange new phenomena, large European ships and their white 
crews:
Their conceptions were that the whole human race lived 
under conditions little different from their own. The white 
man only presented himself to them as a nomadic race eter­
nally roving about over the sea in his big canoes. If the white 
man had any island at all, they argued, it must be a very lit­
tle one—much smaller than their Malayta—their magni­
ficent Malayta—otherwise they would not require to leave it 
and come trading for yams and coconuts.39
3. The Recruiting Trade: initial phase 1871-1885
Having seen several European vessels passing by Lau lagoon Renton 
knew that it was only a matter of time before he would be rescued. 
Unknown to him, the Isabella recruiting for sugar plantations at 
Mackay visited the west coast of Malaita in 1871. Using interpreters 
from Makira, the Isabella sailed along the west coast of Malaita for 
four days, managing to take thirteen Malaitans on board. On the first 
day the ship was surrounded by warriors in canoes, while others lined 
the shore. On the second day the Isabella grounded on Alite reef, 
‘enlisting’ three men who came out in canoes to inspect the ship. Four 
more men were recruited during the next two days, after which the ship 
moved on to Ngela. One Malaitan died on the voyage to Queensland.^
38Renton returned to Malaita as interpreter on a Queensland recruiting ship in late 1875, 
but never afterwards visited the island. He later became a Government Agent employed to 
accompany recruiting ships on their voyages. The logs for these voyages were published in 
Marwick’s The Adventures o f John Renton. Renton was killed in 1878 at Aoba island in 
the New Hebrides while Government Agent on the Mystery. Cromar, Jock o f the Islands, 
78, 216-7, 243; W.E. Giles, A  Cruize in a Queensland labour vessel to the South Seas. 
Edited by D. Scarr (Canberra, 1968), 71; Ivens, Melanesians, 23-4.
39Marwick John Renton, 37.
40MM28 October 1871; QVP 1878:2,39. The official records show only 6 Malaitans arriv­
ing in Queensland in 1871.
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Two other recruiting ships are known to have taken recruits from 
Malaita in 1871, the Ellen and the Carl from Fiji.41 The Ellen’s crew 
fired on the canoes of Malaitans who had tried to trade, then hauled the 
occupants on board,42 but it is the Carl which holds the dubious distinc­
tion of having carried out the worst case of kidnapping in the entire 
recruiting trade.
In September 1871 forty-three Malaitans were taken from along the 
east coast,43 using the Carl’s standard method of attracting canoes 
alongside the vessel, and then dropping lumps of pig-iron, small cannon 
or harpoons attached to ropes, into the canoes in order to sink them. 
The Islanders were then hauled on board; those resisting were shot. 
Soon after their capture the Malaitans attempted to escape. They 
managed to crawl through the chain-holes in the bows, but deferred 
their final escape from the ship, preferring to wait on board rather than 
face the inhabitants of another island. Subsequently, after a distur­
bance caused by the Islanders in the ship’s hold, the crew of the Carl 
shot the majority of their recruits. About seventy dead and wounded 
were thrown overboard. Twenty-five Malaitans survived and were 
subsequently transshipped with other Islanders at Fiji, to a small 
schooner the Peri which was to carry them to plantations on surround­
ing islands. On the way they captured the ship, killed the crew, and as 
the Peri drifted aimlessly for five weeks and provisions ran out the 
Malaitans (mainly Kwara’ae wane asi from Leli) ate thirty of the non- 
Malaitan Islanders. The Peri drifted for 2,900 kilometres through the
41W.G. Ivens claimed that the Fijian vessel Marion Rennie kidnapped Malaitans, in­
cluding Itei of Sa’a and Amasia of Fuaga in Lau lagoon in 1871, and that the Islanders on 
board later rioted and killed the Europeans. I know of no other report of this incident, and 
it seems likely that Ivens probably confused the Marion Rennie with the Carl. The 
passages Ivens lists as visited by the Marion Rennie are the same as those visited by the 
Carl. Ivens claimed that a man named “Itei” was kidnapped on Marion Rennie at Sa’a, 
but a man of similar name, “liai” was kidnapped from Sa’a on the Carl in the same year. 
Ivens, Dictionary o f Sa’a and Ulawa, 221; A.E. Brewster, King o f the Cannibal Isles: a 
tale of early life and adventures in the Fiji islands (London, 1937), 231; Markham, The 
Cruise o f the “Rosario ”, 121-8.
42Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 26. Either the Ellen or the Carl is described by 
Renton, kidnapping men off Lau lagoon when they tried to trade coconuts and tortoise­
shell.
Marwick, John Renton, 37-9.
43According to survivors from this voyage forty-three Malaitans were kidnapped all along 
the east coast at: Sa’a (2), Malau (2), Aio (1), Singalanggu (10), Leli (25), and Manaoba 
(3). Brewster, King o f the Cannibal Isles, 232 map and 214,231-4; for a variety of reports 
on the Carl massacre and the voyage of the Peri refer to:
M M  19 July 1873; Markham, Cruise o f the “Rosario”, 109-19; Docker, The Blackbirders, 
79-84; T. Dunbabin, Slavers o f the South Seas (Sydney, 1935), 209-19; J. Moresby, New 
Guinea and Polynesia: discoveries and surveys in New Guinea and the D ’Entrecasteaux 
islands...HM S Basilisk (London, 1876), 4-6.
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Barrier reef to the Queensland coast north of Townsville, where she was 
found by HMS Basilisk on 5 February 1872.44 Thirteen of the Malaitans 
were still alive; eleven of them were eventually returned to their island 
on board HMS Dido in 1873.45
Kidnapping was common in the Solomons in the 1870s, mirroring the 
initial phase of the labour trade in the New Hebrides in the 1860s. As 
had occurred in previous years, the Islanders often thought the men on 
the big ships wanted to barter European goods for island produce. Well 
before Renton lived on Malaita the coastal Malaitans were aware that 
the European ships were a source of iron axes and foreign trinkets and 
were quite accustomed to barter with the crews of trading vessels. But 
when they tried to trade coconuts and tortoise-shell with the recruiting 
ships, their canoes were smashed and they were forced on board. John 
Renton’s life was endangered when the first Malaitans were kidnapped 
along the east coast and their kin sought vengeance. Malaitans kidnap­
ped by Europeans were either never seen again or did not return for 
three years. Malaitan justice demands a death for a death; the death of 
any European was regarded as fair exchange for a kidnapping.46
Typical of many cases is the capture of Taama from Talito artificial 
island at Ataa by the crew of the Lady Darling in 1875.47 Taama had 
many relatives among the Lau and the wane tolo of east Baegu and 
Fataleka. His people had lived on Talito for five generations and before 
that on Suraina; both are completely artificial islands painstakingly 
built over years using coral rock from the surrounding reefs. Ten 
generations before Taama his forebears had lived in east Kwaio, but 
because of sorcery they had been forced to leave their home. They 
became sea gypsies, paddling south around Maramasike to Langa langa 
in the west, before rounding To’ambaita to Funaafou in Lau lagoon, 
finally settling at Ataa.
In 1875 Taama was in his twenties, married to Afuwata with one 
child, ’Oto. His livelihood came from the sea. His worship was centered 
at Asniwane on the mainland cliffs adjacent to Talito, and on the islet 
itself, where the beu aabu (sacred house) contained the skulls of the des­
cent group’s more immediate ancestors. Taama would not have been 
totally ignorant of the European world because he must have known the
^Moresby, New Guinea and Polynesia, 4-6; M M  24 February 1872.
*5RNAS: 21, page 191. Papers ordered presented to the House of Lords, 24 March 1874, 
containing copies of extracts of correspondence respecting outrages committed upon 
natives of the South Sea islands, Capt. W.C. Chapman (HMS Dido) to Com. Stirling, 24 
August 1873; G. Turner, ‘Wreck of the Brig "Maria”’, Cummins & Campbell’s Monthly 
Magazine, August 1932, 43-5.
^Marwick, John Renton, 37.
47G&4 PRE/83a-b.
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Scottish seaman John Renton, and a number of European vessels had 
sailed past Ataa in the early 1870s, particularly the Carl and the Ellen 
on which Lau men were kidnapped. Taama never returned to Malaita 
but over a century later his descendants remember the tale of his kid­
napping. The Lady Darling sailed up to the edge of the reef at Ataa, 
and while those on Talito watched with interest, the men on board un­
folded big pieces of red calico and shook them over the side of the 
schooner. Taama was fascinated and along with some other men, went 
to investigate, against the advice of his elders. He had a reputation as a 
‘hot-head’ and did not take kindly to being given advice. Several other 
canoes went out at the same time, and as they drew alongside the Lady 
Darling, one of the ship’s boats appeared from behind the vessel, the 
crew training guns on Taama and his friends. They sensed danger, but 
too late. Weights were dropped from the ship’s deck to smash the 
canoe, and in the skirmish that followed shots were fired, killing one 
man in Taama’s canoe. Some of the men managed to escape, but 
Taama and some others became recruits for Mackay plantations.48
Others were kidnapped from their canoes while they were fishing off 
Malaita:
Some Laulasi men were out fishing on Alite Atoll. A sailing 
ship came from Queensland. When it saw them, somebody 
called: “Come aboard” . There was a man from Guadal­
canal up there beckoning to them. But they had never seen 
such a huge ship. They paddled their canoes away. The ship 
followed.. They tried to paddle to freedom. “Don’t be 
afraid. Listen friends. Hear me” . They ignored these words.
A longboat was lowered and it came after them. The Laulasi 
men jumped out of their canoe. They dived and swam in 
every direction to escape. Again the man called: “Don’t be 
afraid. Come to us.” Some listened then and gave up. 
Others, still fearful, dived and fled. Eventually they tired 
and were picked up by the longboat.49
In another case from the 1870s Nekwau and Autoi set out from Lau 
lagoon by canoe to travel to Mbita’ama in northwest Malaita. A 
Queensland recruiting ship came up to them, smashed their canoe and 
forced them on board. On the voyage to Queensland a fight broke out 
between Islanders in the hold, which the Europeans stopped by shoot-
^Information from Kalabet Fugui, Talito, 2 November 1976, and Ramofafia, Manabulo 
village, 1 June 1978. M M  19 June 1875.
49This story was told by Jack Kamada of Laulasi islet in Langa langa lagoon. Doak, 
Sharks, and Other Ancestors, 267-8.
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ing the participants.50 In other cases unsuspecting Islanders were coaxed 
out of their canoes, up onto the deck, and encouraged to inspect the 
ship, particularly its hold. Suddenly they found the hatches clapped on 
over their heads and the vessel underway.51
Malaitans were also kidnapped from the shore. Corris collected an 
account of the first Kwaio recruiting, which he tentatively identified as 
concerning the Sybil in the late 1870s, when two Aio islet men, Tobebe 
and Afio were pursued and captured on the beach:
... Afio and Tobebe ran and ran but it was hard because the 
crew, I think twelve men in all, chased them. They were 
caught and held. They were held, everybody had a hand in 
it, and tied their legs, tied their hands, and put them in the 
dinghy and took them out to the ship. When the crew put 
them in the ship they put them down below. Then they shut 
them in down below and departed, off they went.52
A similar story is told of Toniia who was kidnapped at Kwai harbour, 
east Kwara’ae. The recruiters came onto the beach and threw sticks of 
tobacco on the sand. Toniia was caught as he was busy picking some 
up.53
Some facts about the first decade of the Malaitan recruiting trade to 
Queensland are quite clear. The early Malaitan recruits were mainly, 
and for the first decade probably exclusively, male. Calculating from 
the figures given in Table Two, on the 260 voyages known to have in­
cluded visits to Malaita between 1871 and 1904, only four percent of the 
total recruits were female; in the first decade of Malaitan recruiting, on 
ships known to have visited the island, females made up about half of 
one percent of the total number. Almost certainly all of the men 
recruited before the Bobtail Nag’s voyage of 1875, when John Renton
50CRM  25a: 1-3 Sandie Kwao (son of Nekwau), Saua artificial islet, 4 November 1976. A 
similar case occurred on board the Alfred Vittery off Malaita in 1883. O.W. Parnaby, 
‘The Labour Trade’ in R.G. Ward (ed.), Man in the Pacific Islands: essays on 
geographical change in the Pacific islands (Oxford, 1972), 137.
5!An incident of this type, concerning the Heron in 1883, is described later in this chapter. 
The son of one European sailor on Queensland recruiting vessels remembers his father 
describing this method. Dick Satavi, a Fataleka wane tolo who lived at Mackay until the 
1940s, described his own enlistment in a similar way. He boarded a recruiting ship of his 
own free will, but just out of interest with no intention of enlisting. The ship sailed and as 
Satavi could not swim he had no means of escape.
C.R. Moore (ed.), The Forgotten People: a history o f  the Australian South Sea island 
community. From the ABC Broadband radio series first broadcast January 10-12, 1978. 
(Sydney, 1979), 12-13; BOHC 48a: 1 (NJF).
52Corris recorded this story in pidgin English at Sinalanggu in 1968 and translated it into 
English. Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 26-7.
53Information from Phillip Fageea at Ambe village, 19 May 1978.
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was rescued, were kidnapped, and a good number after this date were 
similarly illegally recruited. The recruits of the 1870s and the early 1880s 
were predominantly coastal people from the lagoons and bays. Ten­
tative identification of the names of Malaitans recruited in the 1870s in­
dicates that most did live close to the coast, but not all were wane asi.54 
This last point only becomes obvious by connecting my Malaitan field 
research to the beginnings of the recruiting trade. The wane tolo descent 
groups of east Fataleka/Baegu are closely related to the wane asi at 
Ataa; Baegu and Fataleka bush people were recruited at Ataa with their 
wane asi kin as early as 1875.55
Kidnapping continued, less frequently, but well into the mid-1880s 
with the final definite incident recorded in 1894.' By the 1880s and 1890s 
some ships’ Masters, Mates and Government Agents had become 
regular visitors to Malaita and had cultivated personal friendships with 
Malaitans important in the trade. Some Masters and Government 
Agents visited Malaita regularly, averaging a voyage a year over periods 
of up to twenty years; some, three times in a single year.56 It was not in 
the long-term interests of these men to be deceptive in their dealings 
with Malaitans, when they expected to return to the same bays and 
passages over decades, collecting labourers for the plantations. Each 
voyage was a business proposition for the ship-owner, the Master (who 
was often part-owner) and the crew. If a ship or Master acquired a bad 
reputation (as some did) recruiting would be slow and the gifts given to 
the recruits’ kin would have to be larger, lessening the profit. It was in 
the best interests of the recruiters to foster good relations with the 
Islanders; indeed on Malaita it was essential, given the ferocity with 
which Malaitans resisted the advances of recruiters if they felt any 
grievance towards Europeans.57
Significantly, on the four voyages on which kidnapping is known to 
have occurred at Malaita after 1880, the Masters and Government
54Refer to Table Three.
C.R. Moore, ‘Malaitan Recruiting to Queensland: an oral history approach’, Bikmaus, v. 
3:1 (1982), 57-71.
55For example, the Lady Darling was the third Queensland recruiting ship to visit Malaita. 
In June 1875 she brought 99 recruits to Mackay: 64 were Malaitans. Among a group of 
men gathered at Ataa (at least one of whom, Taama (Tamma) is remembered as having 
been kidnapped), several were wane tolo: Toosoolia (recruit number 36), from the 
Fataleka bush near Ataa; Atooroo (38), from Fataleka, descended from the Kanole des­
cent group cluster; Mansooa (53) from Fataleka, descended from the Subea descent group 
cluster; Marroa (61) from Baegu, inland from Ataa. QSA PRE/83a-b; Identification pro­
vided by Ishmael Itea, Charles Luiramo and Ramofafia.
56Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 95-98: Table of Ships’ Masters and Government Agents 
known to have visited Malaita.
57Refer to Appendix Two: Malaitan Resistance to Europeans.
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Agent were new-comers to the island. As a consequence of the incident, 
or by design, they never returned to Malaita. The four cases known, in­
volving the Jabberwock in 1881, the Heron in 1883, the Ethel in 1884 
and William Manson in 1894, are probably typical of other incidents 
now forgotten. Oral history collected from Malaitans in Queensland 
suggests that similar cases of kidnapping, or at least involving mis­
understanding of the implications of enlisting, occurred in the 1880s.58
Netoka, Arfu and two other men were kidnapped on board the Jab­
berwock at Ataa in early 1881, and taken to work at Mackay. On this 
voyage the Jabberwock’s Master was H.C. Adrian and its Government 
Agent H.G. Lynde. It was Adrian’s first voyage to Malaita as Master of 
a Queensland recruiting vessel and Lynde’s second and last visit to 
Malaita as Government Agent.59 Lynde had previously visited Malaita 
as Government Agent on the Sybil in 1878, the voyage on which Corns 
suggests men were kidnapped in east Kwaio. The next case known was 
in 1883 when J.H. Rogers, Mate of the Heron, is supposed to have 
enticed some Ataa men into the ship’s hold, closed the hatch, then sail­
ed away. The Heron made two voyages to Malaita in that year, both 
with Master J. Meaney and Government Agent J. Thompson. Neither 
man is known to have visited Malaita again in those capacities. Rogers 
was later Master of the Young Dick when the ship was attacked at 
Sinalanggu and upward of twenty-five lives were lost.60 The third case 
involved the Ethel. In 1884 its Master J. Loutitt, Mate G.R. Burton and 
Government Agent C. Mills were imprisoned for illegal recruiting; at 
least three Malaitans61 were on board. Loutitt and Mills do not appear 
to have visited Malaita previously.
Ten years after these three cases an isolated incident occurred in 1894 
when several Malaitans were kidnapped on board the William Manson. 
The case is atypical: it is the only recorded example of Malaitans 
abducting their own people and delivering them to the recruiters; and 
Joseph Vos, the Master, had a large financial interest in the voyage, suf­
ficient for him to offer Kwaisulia (the major Lau passage master) a 
large inducement for his help—a whale boat in return for providing ten 
recruits. It was the William Manson’s second voyage in the labour
58For one example refer to BOHC  1 Ba:2 (HSQ, ONF).
59Netoka’s case is discussed further in the final section of Chapter Three. Adrian is only 
known to have made one other voyage from Queensland to Malaita, as Master of the 
Borough Belle in 1884. Information from Ishmael I tea, Ambe, Malaita, 10 October 1976; 
QSA PRE/83a-b.
b ro m a r , Jock o f the Islands, 311-2; QS’tic : 1883 Population Table 5.
61These men, Lande, Swarnear and Vraymon later worked at Mackay. Wawn, The South 
Sea Islanders, 353; Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 60; QSA PRE/83a-b; QSA IPI 
3/3.
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(5) Typical recruiting scenes. (Queenslander, 9 July 1892, Oxley Library)
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trade, the first time the ship, Master or Government Agent had been to 
Malaita, and the kidnapping owed as much to the connivance of 
Kwaisulia and his cohort Gwaliasi of Sulufou as to the Europeans in­
volved. Vos, Government Agent G.T. Olver, the Mate, the recruiter 
and three seamen were charged with kidnapping, but after a protracted 
trial the cases were dismissed on a technicality. Obviously guilty, the 
men were banned from further participation in the recruiting trade.62
Historians have attempted to make numerical estimates of the degree 
of illegality in the total Queensland labour trade. Kay Saunders seems 
to have come close to the truth in estimating that twenty-five to thirty 
percent of all enlistments “were in varying degrees illegal, though pro­
bably less than 5 percent would have been kidnapped.”63 Saunders also 
suggested 1885 as the cut-off date between an early increasingly legal 
period and the later predominantly legal period in the labour trade. Her 
estimate is paralleled by the statistics for Malaitan recruiting and by 
what can be reconstructed of the recruiting experiences of individual 
Malaitans. Approximately64 1,800 out of the 9,000 Malaitan recruits 
arrived in Queensland before the end of 1885; this places twenty percent 
of all Malaitan recruits into Saunders’ period of most frequent il­
legality; the mid-1880s cut-off date being reasonably supported by 
evidence presented in this and the following chapter. In the first decade 
of the labour trade from Malaita to Queensland, about 443 Malaitans 
were recruited, the majority of them in one year, 1875; this places 4.8 
percent of the Malaitan recruits in the category Saunders designated as 
almost certainly involving kidnapping.65
Malaitan recruiting to Queensland began slowly: thirteen in 1871, 
none in 1872 or 1873, thirteen in 1874.66 In 1874 the Isabella returned
62QSA GOV/A26, page 557: Return of licence; QSA COL/A791, In letter 3457 of 1895, 
OIC PI LB to PUS CSD, 26 March 1895; QSA COL/A795, In letter 9662 of 1895, Ripon 
to Norman, 27 June 1895, transcript of evidence taken at Mackay 23 October 1894; QSA 
GOV/A27, IPI Caulfield to LA, 9 November 1894.
63Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 85.
^Such calculations are difficult as the data is incomplete. These estimates are based on the 
statistics presented in Table Two and Graphs One and Two, supplemented by Price and 
Baker’s estimates. Using Price and Baker’s statistics as a base to supplement incomplete 
figures for the periods 1878-9 and 1884-1894, a multiplying factor of three has been used 
to adjust the available totals for those years in Table Two. Price with Baker, ‘Origins’, 
passim.
65Saunders designates the first decade (1863-1874) of the entire Queensland labour trade 
as the period when recruiting almost certainly involved illegality. The equivalent decade 
for Malaita is from 1871 to 1880. It would not be accurate to suggest that the entire 4.8 
percent who were recruited from Malaita in this first decade were obtained illegally. There 
was a considerable spate of voluntary enlistment with and following the departure of John 
Renton from Lau in 1875.
^Refer to Table Two.
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the men taken to Mackay in 1871, the first to complete the round trip 
from Malaita to the Queensland plantations. From the mid-1870s as 
more Malaitans began to take part in this circular-migration to 
Queensland and the other European colonies in the Pacific, it became 
possible for those who returned home to explain to other members of 
their descent groups what the three years’ absence entailed:
When the men were first stolen they thought the white men 
had taken them and killed them, and they cried and treated 
them as dead. The people cried and didn’t wash and 
decorated their hair for bereavement. Then the men came 
back with guns and knives and axes and showed the people 
how these could be used in the garden and to kill birds and 
men. And then the people wanted to go, and the fathers 
encouraged their sons to do so.67
Scarr, Corns, Bennett and Saunders,68 the scholars who have com­
pleted the most recent research into the Queensland labour trade all 
reached basically the same conclusion, supporting the pattern which 
this study has found on Malaita: the initial recruits came from coastal 
areas where the Islanders had direct access to vessels; recruiting in its 
initial stages was primarily by deception. Equally, research findings 
stress that kidnapping is not a continuing theme as the recruiting trade 
progressed into the 1880s, 1890s and early 1900s: recruiting became a 
voluntary affair. The change came not from any substantial alteration 
in European attitudes to Melanesians or from better government of the 
Pacific islands, rather it developed with increasing awareness amongst 
the Islanders of the real nature and benefits of the labour trade and life 
on the plantations, an awareness which made kidnapping unnecessary 
and almost impossible in later years.
^Spoken in pidgin English by Ishmael Itea, Ambe, 10 October 1976.
^ h e  work of Scarr, Corns and Saunders has been referred to earlier. Judith Bennett has 
researched village relocation, settlement patterns and the inter-insular recruiting trade in 
the Solomons.
J. A. Bennett, Cross-cultural influences on village relocation on the weather coast of 
Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands c. 1870-1953 (M.A. thesis, University of Hawaii, 1974) 
and, Wealth of the Solomons: a history of trade, plantations and society, Solomon Islands 
c. 1800-1942 (PhD. thesis, Australian National University, 1979).
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E
M A LA ITA N  RECRUITING: 1885-1904
1. Cultural kidnapping
It is demeaning to the intelligence of the Melanesian people to presume 
that they presented themselves to be kidnapped from the same beaches 
on the same islands, generation following generation, for forty years or 
more.1 The majority made a definite decision to leave their islands to 
spend three or more years in Queensland: on Malaita this applies to as 
many as eighty percent of the recruits. Their reasons were manifold, but 
most can clearly be related to existing exchange networks, political and 
social pressures present in Melanesian society, and to predictable stages 
in traditional life-cycles which coincided with the requirements of the 
labour trade. This is not a justification of the trade. Europeans with a 
more global outlook, and as part of the colonial outreach of the 
capitalist mode of production, were taking advantage of Melanesia’s 
small-scale societies. Often Europeans were not fully aware of their 
advantageous position; had they known more about Melanesia they 
would have exploited its people more fully. They always had a cultural 
advantage over the Melanesians, and although physical kidnapping had 
more or less ceased by the mid-1880s, cultural kidnapping continued.
The only valid standard by which to judge the behaviour of nine­
teenth century Malaitans stems from what can be understood of how 
they perceived the enticements offered by the labour trade, not the ex­
ploitative motives of the Europeans who tempted them away. Malaitans 
saw positive benefits accruing from their participation in the 
Queensland and Fijian labour trades, otherwise they would never have 
continued to leave their island for over fifty years. Nor would they have 
continued throughout the twentieth century to migrate inter-insularly as
•Also refer to the similar views expressed by Peter Corris and Hugh Laracy: Corris, 
reviewing Faith Badler’s Wacvie (Adelaide, 1977) in The Australian, 20/21 August 1978, 
Weekend Magazine, 12; Laracy, reviewing Corris’s Passage, Port and Plantation in 
Oceania, v. 46:2 (1975), 165.
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the main labour force used in the Solomon Islands. Certain aspects of 
Malaitan society contributed to the smooth operation of the recruiting 
trade. First, Malaitan life-cycles fitted the needs of the recruiters and 
enabled Malaitans to participate in the circular labour trade with 
minimal disruption of society. Secondly, Malaitans made their deci­
sions to enlist as members of descent groups, not only as individuals. 
They perceived the recruiting trade as part of a cosmological life-cycle, 
not in European terms. Thirdly, the migration of young, predominantly 
male Malaitans did not bring Europeans into contact with the entire 
population of the island. Recruits were syphoned off at bays all around 
the coast, with the aid of Malaitan passage masters. Malaita remained a 
cultured bastille, around the walls of which were a series of portes 
cochères through which Malaitans left and returned. Europeans never 
penetrated its walls. Fourthly, traditional residential mobility and 
population movements on Malaita assisted the recruiters.
2. Fortress Malaita: life-cycles, descent groups and mobility 
Life-cycles
On Malaita a baby is conceived, passes through life and at death joins 
as a spirit all of his or her ancestors, remaining in communication with 
the living, indefinitely. Traditionally birth and menstruation are viewed 
as dangerous pollutants, and at these times women live separately from 
their menfolk, tabooed from all social activities. No particular rites of 
passage mark the arrival of puberty for either sex, although females 
must begin to observe menstrual taboos.2 Young men particularly are 
free and enjoy a natural hiatus in their life-cycles in the period between 
puberty and marriage. Marriages are celebrated with considerable 
ceremony as they involve reciprocal financial and social transactions 
between descent groups. The main rite of passage for any Malaitan is 
the mortuary feast (maoma), which for an important person can take 
many years to complete. Death is not just the climax of life, but also the 
beginning of the after-life; a phase of the Malaitan cosmological life- 
cycle arguably more important than physical existence.3
2In ’Are ’are puberty for males and females is marked by ritual exchanges of money, 
leading to minor flirtations. The exchange of the money marks a kind of love contract, 
Letter to the author from Dr D. de Coppet, 13 August 1980. A. Chowning, ‘Child rearing 
and socialization’ in I. Hogbin (ed.), Anthropology in Papua New Guinea: readings from  
the Encyclopaedia o f  Papua and New Guinea (Melbourne, 1973).
3Ross, Baegu, 196, 209-16; Keesing, Kwaio Descent Groups, 72-4; de Coppet, ‘Cycles de 
meurtres’; Guidiere, La Route des Morts.
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From birth to puberty Malaitan girls are held in the same regard as 
their brothers, but girls are expected to assume adult responsibilites 
earlier than boys. In her early teens a girl will begin working alongside 
her mother. After her first menstruation a girl has a small ceremony 
held in her honour and is considered of age. Through her teens a 
Malaitan girl works harder than her brother, and is far more strictly 
controlled. Marriage comes in her late teens. Usually arranged by her 
parents, the marriage negotiations cover a couple of years and involve 
the exchange of Brideprice. A woman’s dowry is a valuable addition to 
the wealth of her husband’s family; so are her future children and her 
services in garden cultivation as well as generally around the village.
Politically women are without direct power, but as outlined in 
Chapter One Malaitan society should not be seen only in terms of 
economic and political power. The balance between male and female 
extends past temporal, into spiritual realms. The enormous temporal 
power of women is often ignored by writers because women have no 
formal rank. Sisters play an important part in society, advising their 
brothers. Women are the links between descent groups. A woman’s 
marriage can bring peace between two feuding descent groups, and pro­
vide an ambitious father with a useful son-in-law-cum-ally and friend. 
Women bear children, the future strength of any descent group. Old 
women, after menopause, are a fund of knowledge and wield great 
power. Life is a cycle where men and women have a combined respon­
sibility in both birth and ancestor creation. It can be argued that young 
women are far more essential to the economic, social and religious net­
works within Malaitan society than are young men; the young men who 
enlisted to work in Queensland.
Women comprised less than four percent of all Malaitans who were 
recruited. Most were discouraged by their own people from leaving the 
island. The majority of females of recruitable age were married, and 
(just as significant), they were never desired as labourers by employers, 
nor were they desired as passengers on the ships. S.M. Smith, Govern­
ment Agent on the Sybil in 1897 made his attitude to women enlisting 
quite clear:
two women included in this lot, I did not want them but
could not get out of taking them.4
The presence of a menstruating Melanesian woman on a ship could 
cause problems, and no woman was completely safe from the lusty
4S.M. Smith private log, Sybil 2 4 January 1897. Also refer to K. Saunders, ‘Melanesian 
Women in Queensland, 1863-1907: some methodological problems involving the relation­
ship between racism and sexism,’ Pacific Studies, v. 4:1 (1980), 26-44.
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desires of the male passengers and crew, including the Masters. 
Towaillie from west Malaita claimed Joseph Voss as the father of her 
child, conceived while she was a passenger and he the Master of the 
William Manson in 1894.5
The labour recruits were predominantly adolescent males or men in 
their early twenties; most were unmarried. Before marriage, young men 
were not fully productive units within their respective village economies 
and the work actually required of them was minimal. Traditionally their 
most useful function was as a fighting force in times of war, but it could 
also be argued that their value in war was counter-productive. Young 
men were valued for their physical prowess, but this value was to an 
extent negated by their exuberant behaviour, often provoking inters 
district fighting.6 ¡During adolescence Malaitan males are unrestrained 
and do not face any real commitment to the adult world. Commitments 
and social responsibilities usually arrive with marriage; beforehand 
gaining experience and freedom of movement are encouraged.7 Most 
males do not marry until their mid-twenties. In Kwaio, and possibly 
more widely in Malaita, a surprising twenty-five percent of all adult 
males never marry, remain appendages to nuclear families, and never 
branch off as separate productive units.8 Thus the absence of an unmar­
ried young man cost his community next to nothing in lost production, 
and relieved it of a potentially turbulent influence. There was virtually 
no material loss to offset the gain represented by the recruiter’s 
customary gift and the goods the labourer would bring back as earnings 
from Queensland.9
Descent Groups
Historians writing about the Melanesian recruiting trade have usually 
been Westerners and have tended to stress the individual motivations
5QSA COL/A795, In letter 10323 of 1895, 1A to UCS.
6Bennett also noted this possibility in relation to labour recruiting on Guadalcanal. 
Bennett, Cross-cultural Influences, 58.
7Ian Frazer, ‘Attached but separate: the open-ended element in circular migration’, 
presented at ANZAAS, Auckland, 23 January 1979.
8Polygyny was practised on Malaita, particularly by wane baita or aspirants to that posi­
tion. This would have increased the number of unattached males available to become 
plantation labourers. In ’Are ’are, south of Kwaio, many males also remain bachelors, 
adopting a ramo style of behaviour if not actually acting as murderers. They go from one 
feast to another and one flirtation to another, but do not marry. As well, Bennett makes 
the point that, although there is no proof that the phenomenon pre-dates the first 
Solomon census in 1931, at that time there was a significant surplus of males over females. 
Bennett, Cross-cultural Influences, 54-5.
Keesing, Kwaio Descent Groups, 17. Letter to the author from Dr D. de Coppett, 17 
August 1980.
Presuming of course that the labourer returned to Malaita. When Malaitans died in 
Queensland or choose not to return to their island there was a physical loss to the descent 
group and a loss to their ancestors; a loss for which compensation was demanded to main­
tain equilibrium in society.
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in enlisting, ignoring the collective and cyclic nature of Melanesian 
society. Melanesians saw themselves not only as individuals but also as 
members of descent groups. The decision to enlist was often commuai 
rather than personal. Their willingness to leave their island for the com­
munal good has a parallel in Western society at war time. During the 
two World Wars large numbers of young men and women volunteered 
to serve abroad and continued to do so even when the risks involved 
became very clear. The most dangerous forms of service, as aircrew, 
submariners and commandos, never lacked volunteers. When conscrip­
tion was introduced, the communal will took precedence over in­
dividual choice. The labour trade was not a war, but neither was it 
always a pleasant affair. Even by nineteenth century European stan­
dards the work was underpaid, the food and accommodation basic. 
There was also a fair chance of never returning home, given the high 
death rate amongst the labourers. A trip to Queensland could be an ex­
citing adventure for a young man with no particular responsibilities, 
enabling him to return to his island several rungs up the ladder of 
reciprocity, worldly-wise and ready to choose a wife, free of many of 
the restrictions and subordinate relationships which his brother, by 
remaining at home, would continue to endure. But just as a soldier in 
war time does not volunteer for the sake of receiving a service pension 
after the war, a Malaitan leaving the island for the first time did not 
rationalize his or her action in this way. The reward to the Malaitan in­
dividual was not the initial motivation.
Another example of European communal decision-making is the 
migration of people from countries around the Mediterranean to work 
at industrial centers in northern Europe, or away from Europe to 
Australia and north America. Southern Italians, Spaniards and Turks 
leave their small-scale rural societies to work as labourers in industries 
in Switzerland and Germany. Often several males from one family will, 
over a number of years, leave their village to work as labourers in types 
of employment and under conditions that they detest so as to be able to 
remit money home, enabling their families to purchase extra farming 
land. The reward for their labour goes to the family, not directly to 
themselves. The same applies when they emigrate to Australia and 
America, but continue to send most of their earnings home or use their 
money to bring other members of their families out to the new 
country.10
10C.A. Price, Southern Europeans in Australia (Melbourne, 1963); W.D. Borne and 
D.R.G. Parker, Italians and Germans in Australia: a study o f assimilation (Melbourne, 
1954); D. Menghetti, The Red North. Studies in North Queensland History No. 3 
(Townsville, 1981).
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Similarly on Malaita, and more widely in Melanesia, men and women 
left their islands for the communal good. On Malaita, for example, 
marriages involved quite considerable Brideprice payments, which the 
average young man had paid by his elder kin, who in return expected 
him to bind himself to them in a long-term reciprocal relationship. 
Some Malaitan males used their plantation wages to gather material 
possessions, which on return home became the property of the descent 
group to be used as Brideprice, or bartered for traditional valuables 
which could be so used. Men left the artificial islets at Ataa, and pro­
bably other areas of Malaita, with a marriage pre-arranged, to work in 
Queensland for three years to collect a box of material possessions for 
this purpose.11 They personally benefited by gaining freedom from 
some of the long-term reciprocal relationships which bound their 
brothers who had not worked as wage labourers. However this result 
was not what motivated them to enlist. Rather, they acted for the 
general benefit of their descent group, obtaining additional currency for 
exchange by their group with neighbouring descent groups.
Fortress Malaita and the passage masters
The concept of Malaita as an impenetrable cultural fortress was intro­
duced at the beginning of this chapter. Although the labour traffic 
developed so as to become an integral part of Malaitan society, Euro­
peans had only restricted contact with Malaitan people and European 
influences made only limited impact upon Malaitan culture. Direct 
physical disturbance by Europeans of life on Malaita was slight until the 
twentieth century. Even today non-Malaitans, be they Europeans or 
other Melanesians, seldom visit the center of the island where the most 
powerful ancestral shrines remain undisturbed. During the nineteenth 
century traditional life on Malaita continued, obviously changing to in­
corporate wage labour and circular-migration, but reasonably untram­
melled by the European presence.
Interpreters and passage masters, the Malaitans with whom recruiters 
negotiated when they wanted to engage labourers or obtain food, wood 
and water, were the key men linking the island with Europeans: the 
guards at each entrance to the island-fortress. Leadership patterns on 
Malaita vary from district to district and from time to time. Some 
passage masters were wane baita even without the labour trade. Most
n Kalabet Fugui, Talito artificial islet, Ataa, 2 November 1976. Fugui’s father Jiosi 
Maomania did this when he enlisted in the 1890s.
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were lucky to have been early participants in the trade, returning to 
Malaita with some knowledge of the English language and European 
customs; knowledge which they put to good use when negotiating with 
the recruiters. But through the labour trade all of these men became 
powerful wane baita, able to increase their standing and that of their 
descent groups within the local area. Around the coast they became the 
most powerful leaders among the wane a«',, but in general they did not 
displace traditional leaders among the inland wane tolo.
Little is known of the backgrounds of the Malaitan passage masters, 
except in the case of Kwaisulia who dominated Lau society in the late 
nineteenth century, and wielded power over all of the people of north­
west Malaita. Kwaisulia owed his prominence to his friendship with 
John Renton and the knowledge he gained by enlisting as a recruit for 
the Queensland sugar industry in the 1870s, not to any traditional posi­
tion in Lau society.12 It is worth nothing however, that the passage 
masters remembered by the people of east Fataleka all came from des­
cent groups with some historical claims to prominence, close to or on 
the coast. Over many years Fakanakafo’s passage master was Bobi 
Ledi, from Rakwane, the leading descent group in that area. At Ataa, 
Peter Waimaku and Tom Muido worked as interpreter and passage 
master at the end of the last century. Both were from Suraina, the 
dominant descent group at Ataa cove.13
These men acquired stores of possessions representing enormous 
wealth, but the indications are that these possessions were treated as 
communal property, as Malaitan custom required, not as personal pro­
perty as in European communities. Passage masters must be seen first 
as initiators of cosmological exchanges with Europeans; exchanges in­
volving members of descent groups operating in Melanesian terms. 
Recruiters negotiated with the passage masters as individuals; but the 
passage masters saw themselves as representatives of clusters of descent 
groups. Passage masters were also a structural link between Malaita and 
the world beyond the ‘eight isles’. They acted as the bridge between the 
traditional mode of production linked to exchange cycles and the 
capitalist mode of production and its component, the circular- 
migration of labour. They were also the forerunners of European 
government and law enforcement on Malaita.
The passage masters were relied upon by the recruiters as a sort of de 
facto government; real European government of Malaita was not
12P. Corris, ‘Kwaisulia of Ada Gege: a strongman in the Solomon Islands’, in Davidson 
and Scarr, Pacific Islands Portraits, 253-65.
^Information from Ishmael Itea and Charles Luiramo, 13 October 1976 and Kalabet 
Fugui, 2 November 1976.
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established until the early twentieth century. The Spanish laid vague 
claim to Malaita in 1568. In 1886 the northern section of the Solomon 
Islands down to a line between Gao and Malaita was included in the ter­
ritory of German New Guinea, but this had little effect on Malaita. It 
was not until July 1893 that the British physically planted the Union 
Jack on Malaita, signifying the formal proclamation of the British 
Solomon Islands Protectorate. C.M. Woodford the first Resident Com­
missioner of the Protectorate did not begin his work until 1896, even 
then based at Tulagi on Ngela. The first government station on Malaita 
was established in 1909, well after the Queensland labour trade had end­
ed.14
The British government was tardy in developing a foothold on 
Malaita; British missions were not. Joe Wate, the South Malaitan 
whom Bishop Patteson took away from the island in 1866, returned to 
Sa’a in 1877 to establish a mission. Wate initially failed and relapsed to 
his former worship, but was restored to faith in 1884. Thereafter until 
his death in 1904 Wate continued to work as a Christian teacher and 
made Sa’a a safe place for Europeans to visit. The Anglican mission 
gradually established some influence over several coastal areas around 
Malaita, but no European missionaries lived permanently on the island 
until the first years of the twentieth century. Then the Anglicans and the 
Queensland Kanaka Mission developed a firmer hold, assisted by 
Malaitans who had been to missions in Queensland.15 Direct European 
contact remained limited to the lagoons, the artificial islands, the 
beaches and short stretches of river. A Malaitan living in the central 
mountains during the late nineteenth century would have seen sailing 
ships at a distance and have used some European goods: he might never 
have met a European face to face. No European ventured into the 
center of Malaita until the 1900s: in 1902 Thomas Williams, first Euro­
pean missionary at Fiu in west Kwara’ae, walked from Fiu to 
Fakanakafo and up to Ataa; and in 1905 Florence Young of the
,4P. Sack and D. Clark (eds. and transi.), German New Guinea: the annual reports 
(Canberra, 1979), Introduction page x; QSA COL/A807, In letter 6266 of 1894, RNAS: 
Solomon 1893, Corr. Resp. Outr.; QSA GOV/A28, telegram from Attorney General to 
CS, 31 January 1895.
When Woodford took up his duties at Tulagi, Kwaisulia sent him a formal greeting. 
Corris, ‘Kwaisulia of Ada Gege’, 259.
15C.E. Fox, Lord o f the Southern Isles, 152-77; A.I. Hopkins, In the Isles o f King 
Solomon: an account o f twenty-five years spent amongst the primitive Solomon Islanders 
(London, 1928), and ‘Autobiography: 1869-1943’; F.S.H. Young, Pearls from  the Pacific 
(Great Britain, n.d.); F. West (ed.), Selected Letters o f Hubert Murray (Melbourne, 1970), 
91-95.
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Queensland Kanaka Mission became the first white woman to live on 
Malaita.16
Population mobility and circular-migration
A fourth factor is also important in explaining why the recruiting trade 
succeeded so well on Malaita. There was traditionally a high degree of 
residential mobility on the island, and circular-migration is common in 
a great number of social and economic contexts. The removal and 
return of thousands of Malaitans over some forty years exacerbated 
normal population movements and residential fluidity, but mobility did 
not begin with the labour trade. Melanesian communities were not as 
static as has often been assumed. Perspective on this early migration 
can be gained from examining more recent Malaitan migration within 
the Solomons, Malaitans’ reactions to plantation life and urbanization, 
and more general Melanesian and other Third World circular-migra­
tion. Recent studies of circular-migration indicate that while Euro- 
American societies are mainly open systems, individuals and families 
shifting periodically, most Third World societies have closed systems. 
People are tied to one place, and their migration is likely to be cyclical 
and short term.
For Melanesia, Chapman’s Guadalcanal project concluded that 
historically there was a high degree of movement of three types: village 
relocation, generally towards the coast, a trend accelerated in the twen­
tieth century by missionaries and administrators intent on simplifying 
their own tasks; short-term movements by younger members of the 
community, for periods from a few weeks to a year, for educational 
and financial reasons, often involving work as wage labourers; and 
short-term mainly familial moves for only a few days to visit distant
16Fox, Lord o f  the Southern Isles, 166; Hopkins, ‘Autobiography’, 109-15.
In Queensland a few European women were married to Malaitan men, but Resident Com­
missioner Woodford refused to allow the women to return to Malaita with their husbands. 
Some men returned with their mixed race children: Harry Annia from Ataa did this, leav­
ing his European wife in Queensland, but maintaining contact with her all of the re­
mainder of his life.
QSA PRE/84, A. Morgan, Ch. Sec. Office o f Queensland to PM of Aust., 8 July 1905; 
Information concerning Annia provided by Ishmael Itea and Charles Luiramo, 10 Oc­
tober 1976.
The best description of the problems faced by Europeans trying to travel in the center of 
Malaita can be found in a book on the 1927 Kwaio murder of William Bell, the Protec­
torate’s representative on the island.
R.M. Keesing and P. Corris, Lightning Meets the West Wind: the Malaita Massacre 
(Melbourne, 1980).
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gardens, go fishing, participate in social and religious activities and to 
visit near-by villages.17 Bellam, Frazer and Friesen report a similar 
general pattern.18 Research undertaken for this study supports the con­
clusion that a fairly high level of population movement existed tradi­
tionally, and that there were the three categories of movement identified 
above; it also points to the existence of a fourth type: long-term 
movements across language areas, usually provoked by internecine 
fighting and changing kin alliances.19
Anthropologists have written about Malaitans as living in 200 to 300 
acre descent group territories, giving an impression of a static existence, 
without much mobility except within the immediate few square kilo­
metres. Late nineteenth century documents show Malaitans to have 
been much more mobile. From the early 1890s Queensland’s Govern­
ment Agents had to record the exact reason for which any returning 
labourer was dropped at a passage other than that from which he or she 
left. Forty such cases, between 1893 and 1902, culled mainly from 
Queensland government sources are presented in Appendix Three. In 
twenty-five cases exact mapping is possible (Map Five). No attempt 
was made to be selective when the forty cases were collected, yet the 
majority of them are from north Malaita, particularly along the east 
coast between Sinalanggu and Fakanakafo. The movements also coin­
cide with the areas of major Malaitan resistance to the recruiters.20 The 
movement obvious in Map Five (the evidence for which is obtained 
from documentary sources), is supported by oral testimony on the 
movement of Kwaio and Kwara’ae descent groups into east Fataleka 
during the second half of the nineteenth century.21
The most common reason given by returning labourers for asking to 
be landed at a different passage was that their families had moved to a 
different locality within the same linguistic area. Their movements sug-
17Chapman and Pine, Tasi Mauri and many publications by Chapman, including: ‘Tribal 
mobility as circulation: a Solomon islands example of micro/macro linkages’ in L.A. 
Keszek and J.W. Webb (eds.), Population at Microscale (New Zealand, 1976), 127-142; 
‘Mobility in a non-literate society: method and analysis for two Guadalcanal com­
munities’ in L.A. Kosinski and R.M. Prothero (eds.), People on the M ove: studies on in­
ternal migration (London, 1974); ‘A population study in South Guadalcanal: some results 
and implications’, Oceania, v. 40:2 (1969), 119-147; Population Research in the Pacific 
Islands: a case study and some reflections, East-West Population Institute Working Paper 
No. 17, Hawaii, September 1971, 18-9.
18M.E.P. Bellam, The Melanesian in Town; a preliminary study of the urbanization of 
adult male Melanesians in Honiara, British Solomon Islands Protectorate (M.A. thesis, 
Victoria University, Wellington, 1964)’ Frazer, To ’ambaita Report-, W. Friesen, ‘Labour 
migration in the Solomon islands’, Auckland Student Geographer, v. 9 (1979), 73-83. 
,9Also refer to Chapman and Pirie, Tasi Mauri, 3.106.7.
^Illustrated in Tables One and Two of Appendix Three, and in Map Six.
21Refer to Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 28-42: Bina and Rakwane.
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gest that boundaries of what today are considered to be dialect areas are 
not as precise as they appear on the map. This is particularly true of the 
Kwara’ae-Fataleka border and the Fataleka-Baegu border, and for all 
of the wane asi. The only long-distance changes in residence are among 
the wane asi: between the Lau of northeast Malaita and those living 
along east Maramasike; between the west ’Axe ’are and the ’Are ’are 
colony at Marau on Guadalcanal; and between the peoples of the Lau, 
Ataa and Kwai-Leli-Ngwangwasila area. All four types of population 
mobility are relevant to the labour trade. The younger males were 
always mobile and willing to walkabout. Sometimes they were away 
from their descent groups and therefore away from those who were in 
primary authority over them, when they were induced to enlist. A case 
of this type occurred when Kwailiu and his wife Orrani were recruited in 
west Fataleka: Kwailiu from Rakwane in east Fataleka had gone to 
Fauabu to pick ngali nuts in his wife’s descent group’s territory during 
the July-August season. His Rakwane elders would have discouraged 
him from enlisting if they had known of his intentions.22
In traditional tribal and peasant societies, circulation was probably 
more common than migration. Malaitans and other Melanesians 
already regularly participated in circular-migrations for trading with 
and raiding neighbouring islands. Movement, within and outside dialect 
areas and outside of Malaita, was traditionally quite feasible; Malaitan 
society already contained mechanisms to deal with breaches of taboos 
or unusual circumstances encountered in intra and-inter-island travel. 
The labour trade was a vast extension of this mobility, but one which 
could be accommodated within their life and cosmological cycles. Such 
an accommodation was never easy, but it was within the realms of 
possibility and reality as understood by a nineteenth century Malaitan.
3. Malaitans: their akalo and the recruiters
Ever since Melanesians first entered into the circular labour trade, 
Europeans have advanced reasons for their participation and attempted 
to estimate their relative importance.23 The most recent scholarly ex-
22Refer to the case studies in Section Six of this chapter for further details about Kwailiu 
and Orrani.
23T.H. Harrison, Savage Civilization (London, 1937), 194 (quoting F.A. Campbell’s opi­
nion from 1872); R. Steel, The New Hebrides and Christian missions with a sketch o f  the 
labour traffic, and notes o f  a cruise through the group in the mission vessel (London, 
1880), 407 (F.A. Campbell) and generally 384-419; Q V P 1882, v. 2, 535, N. de Miklouho- 
Maclay to Commodore Wilson, RNAS; H.H. Romilly, The Western Pacific and New  
Guinea: notes on the natives, Christian and cannibal, with some account o f  the old labour 
trade (London, 1886), 171-190; J. Inglis, In the New Hebrides: reminiscences o f  mis­
sionary life and work, especially on the island o f  Aneityum, from  1850 till 1877 (London, 
1887), 198-221; Ivens, Language o f  Sa’a and Ulawa, 217-232; C.S. Belshaw, Changing 
Melanesia: social economics o f  culture contact (Melbourne, 1954), 33.
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planations are by Scarr, Corns, Bennett, Bedford and Saunders24 
whose conclusions are in general agreement. The broad picture they 
present can be regarded as firmly established, though further research 
may be expected to reveal need for modifications in detail, especially in 
relation to particular times and places. There can be no doubt that some 
labourers were obtained by force, others as a result of deliberate decep­
tion or genuine misunderstanding: all such cases were comprehended 
under the Queensland legal definition of “kidnapping” . Some un­
doubtedly went unwillingly, under pressure from relatives who coveted 
the recruiters’ gift and the goods brought back by labourers from 
Queensland. Others undoubtedly needed no pressure from relations but 
made a personal decision to enlist. Many, approximately one-quarter, 
enlisted again after completing one period of indentured service. 
Among the genuine volunteers, no doubt, many were affected by 
pressure of circumstances. Some went iq company with relatives or 
leaders; some left on account of food shortages resulting from drought 
or cyclones. Others wished to avoid internecine fighting, the conse­
quences of a crime they had committed, or to escape a discomfort or 
danger in their small society.
There is direct evidence, oral or documentary, of Malaitans enlisting 
for all of these reasons save shortage of food. Even here the absence of 
evidence is certainly not conclusive. Cyclones cause serious damage on 
Malaita every few years and recruiting vessels often found it difficult to 
buy food.25 However, all the positive evidence of motives concerns only 
a few hundred out of the 9,000 recruits from Malaita, so small a pro­
portion that it would be pointless to attempt to determine the relative 
importance of the different reasons. Chapter Two dealt with the early 
kidnapping period. The first section of the present chapter outlined the 
importance of the life-cycles of young Malaitan men and women and 
emphasized that they were members of descent groups rather than in­
dividuals. Pacific historians writing about the Melanesian labour trade 
have fallen short of appreciating what the trade meant to nineteenth 
century Islanders. European ideological structures do not provide an 
adequate explanation; but it has been just such a framework which has 
been used by most Pacific historians to date.
Circular-migration is common in a great number of social and 
economic contexts in Melanesia. Circular labour migration differs from
24Giles/Scarr, A  Cruize in a Queensland labour vessel, 22-3; Corns, Passage, Port and 
Plantation, 45-59; Bennett, Cross-cultural Influences, 49-58; Saunders, Workers in 
Bondage, 20-39; Bedford, New Hebridean M obility, 25.
25Food shortages on Maid ta were reported by: S.M. Smith private log Sydney Belle, 3 
April 1900; Wawn, South Sea Islanders, 247 (Stanley, 1881); Wawn Private log Para, 27 
July 1894; M M  16 April 1891 (May Queen, 1891); M M  21 September 1889 (Borough 
Belle, 1889).
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other forms of migration in that the migrant intends to return whence 
he or she left. The cyclic nature of the labour trade has important im­
plications in terms of Melanesian cosmological life-cycles, implications 
passed over by writers intent on separating the physical and spiritual 
worlds. Trade, friendship, war, physical activities, possessions and 
souls are part of one entire cosmological life-cycle. Malaitans did not 
separate individual from collective desires; nor did they view separately 
the physical and ideological effects of the labour trade. Thç Malaitan 
economy cannot be separated from the rest of life, or from what occurs 
after death. The remainder of the chapter is an attempt to perceive the 
Malaitan recruiting trade in ternis of traditional networks of exchange, 
linking ancestors to the living. It concentrates on east Fataleka and on 
individual members of descent groups from that area.
There were a certain number of men and women who enlisted with­
out fully understanding what they were doing or where they were going, 
carried away by the excitement of the moment. Some went on board the 
recruiting ships out of curiosity, perhaps lured purposefully by beguil­
ing recruiters. Others were mere children, as young as twelve, when the 
minimum legal age of a recruit was sixteen. Although underage recruits 
were almost always accompanied by older relations, they themselves 
would have had a strange impression of the labour trade, and the antics 
of some of the recruiters.26
Aisiselaus Tonarus (a Greek) was Master on at least fourteen voyages 
and pilot on several other voyages which visited Malaita between 1878 
and 1897. Tonarus owned his own ship. He, his two sons Peter and 
Jack, and his brother John all served as Masters, Mates, recruiters and 
as pilot in the trade at various times over a quarter of a century. All four 
were of singular reputation,27 Aigiselaus Tonarus being a caricature of 
all of the worst aspects of the recruiting trade. Tonarus was Master of 
the Helena in 1885, on his ninth voyage known to have included 
Malaita. His recruiter Jock Cromar described him as a “droll figure 
hobbling along in a Greek petticoat” :
Captain Turner had met with a number of accidents while
mining, and had had both his legs broken and badly set. His
26There are several examples of under-age Malaitans being recruited, or of under-age 
recruits known to have been amongst passengers on ships which visited Malaita. For ex­
ample: 1876:0&4 COL/A225, In letter 2249 of 1876, IA to CS, 4 September 1876; 
1897:0&4 GOV/A32, IA to S to PMQ, 6 December 1897.
21QSA GOV/A27, S. J. Lloyd, Inspector of Police, Brisbane, statement issued 17 October 
1894, enclosed in CS to Gov., 20 November 1894; QSA GOV/A32,1A to S to PMQ, 25 
February 1897 in CS to Gov., 25 June 1897; S.M. Smith private log Sybil2 ,10 November 
18%, 9 January 1897; Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 157-9, 200, 214, 274-5; W.T. Wawn 
private log Para, 8 August 1894.
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hips were askew, and he walked with a slight stoop, carrying 
in his right hand a heavy stick with which to support 
himself.28
Cromar went to to describe Tonarus giving him a lesson in how to 
attract any curious Melanesia:
It was a funny sight to see the old man standing on the trade 
box in the boat, grinning from ear to ear, and shooting his 
arms out in front of him with his fingers extended, then 
closing his fists and drawing them back to his body as if he 
were pulling recruits into the boat by the dozen. He laughed 
heartily as he scattered handfuls of tobacco among the 
natives, and gave away presents of jews’ harps and clay 
pipes.29
Tonarus seems to have been a bizarre exception to the norm; it ap­
pears that most of the men who worked as Masters and Government 
Agents at the height of the labour trade were less flamboyant. Certain­
ly, Agents like A.H.N. Ussher, A.C. Cecil and S.M. Smith lent an air 
of stability, and sobriety to the trade.30 But none of them, however good 
their intentions, really understood Melanesians’ actions, even why they 
enlisted. All European evidence on the trade needs to be used with great 
caution because of the reasons the writers had to present their own act­
ions, or interests, in a favourable light. Some of the most significant 
sections of the documentary evidence the Masters and Government 
Agents left behind are their descriptions of various actions by individual 
Malaitans, which lacked importance to nineteenth century Europeans, 
but are easily interpreted using knowledge of Malaitan society.
A few of the recruits were either insane or so unstable as not to be 
fully responsible for their actions. The problem is to decide whether the 
recorded cases depict individuals who were unstable in their own soci­
ety, or who became unstable as a result of enlisting on a European ship, 
thereby breaking rigid taboos and bonds between their ancestors and 
themselves. In 1894 Boneyveely was recruited on the Roderick Dhu at 
Uni. As the ship left he jumped overboard and attempted to drown 
himself; after being rescued Boneyveely spent the rest of the day high up 
in the rigging. He was returned to Uni as soon as possible.31 In the same 
year a recruit picked up at Sio harbour by the Lochiel showed signs of
28Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 157.
™Ibid., 161-2.
30C.J.Edmondson, Government Agent: S.M. Smith and the Queensland labour trade 
1893-1904 (B.A. Hons, thesis, James Cook University of North Queensland, 1982).
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insanity, attacking and slightly wounding three or four other 
Islanders.32 As early as 1879 there was a strange report of a Malaitan 
stowaway on board the Isabella, who apparently sneaked into the hold 
unbeknown to the crew.33 None of these, Malaitans seems to have been 
abducted, but the experience of being abducted was traumatic enough 
to drive at least one Malaitan to suicide. In 1875 Ah Heenow jumped 
overboard and drowned while the Lady Darling was on its way back to 
Queensland.34 Despite Master Robert Belbin’s blandly perplexed report 
of the event, Ah Heenow was almost certainly taken against his will and 
committed suicide to escape.
Some of those who enlisted were running away from crimes which 
they had committed against customary law, or had clashed with 
established order in lesser ways. W.G. Ivens, an early missionary on 
Malaita was in a good position to judge:
Queensland was a veritable refuge for wrong-doers in the 
islands; murderers, sorcerers, adulterers, wife-stealers, 
thieves, discontented wives, rebellious children, all hailed 
the coming of a labor-vessel as a chance to be freed from the 
likelihood of punishment or from the irksomeness of home 
restrictions.35
In 1887 the Fearless picked up two men on Maramasike who had been 
accused of sorcery but had managed to escape.36 From oral evidence in 
Queensland we know that escape from crimes committed in the islands 
was not always easy. Cases are remembered of Malaitans killed in 
Queensland by someone who had enlisted especially to track down the 
culprit and take back some of his bones as proof of death.37 Malaitans 
were capable of waiting twenty or thirty years until a man or woman 
returned home from the plantations, in order to claim his or her life in 
retribution for a crime.38 Belief in such long-term retribution runs deep 
among Malaitans living in Queensland today. Henry Stephens 
Quaytucker, an old man living at Mackay, refuses to ever visit Malaita 
fearing that the punishment for a murder which his father committed in
l'QSA GOV/A27, IA to PUS CSD, 14 December 1894.
32QSA GOV/A27,1A to PUS CSD, 24 August 1894.
XQSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 2 October 1879. 
i4M M  25 September 1875.
35Ivens, Language o f  Sa’a and Ulawa, 227.
36Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 246-8.
37P.M. Mercer and C.R. Moore, ‘Melanesians in North Queensland: the retention of in­
digenous religious and magical practices’, JPH, v. 11:1 (1976), 84-5.
38Hopkins, Isles o f  King Solomon, 172; Ivens, Language o f  Sa’a and Ulawa, 227; C ’w A 
CRS A1 1903/1694, C.M. Woodford to Gov. Chermside, 10 August 1902; QSA 
GOV/A39, IA to PUS CSD, 2 September 1895.
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the late 1880s might still be transferred to him.39 For Quaytucker’s 
father and many others the plantations were an avenue of escape from 
their strictly controlled society.
Some of those recruited were running away from crimes committed 
against European law. Malaitans became adept at resisting the advances 
of unwanted recruiters. Appendix Two lists over seventy examples of 
Malaitans attempting to kill or repulse recruiters working around the 
island. The catalogue is incomplete; the sources used are biased towards 
Queensland and do not fully represent incidents involving vessels work­
ing out of Fiji, New Caledonia or Samoa. At least twenty-six Europeans 
were killed at Malaita while recruiting there for Queensland or Fiji; 
many other Europeans were wounded; Islander members of the crews 
were killed and wounded; ships were looted and one was completely 
destroyed. The result of this resistance was often a visit from a British 
naval vessel, seeking out offenders and shelling their villages. After the 
Young Dick massacre in 1886, two recruiting ships the Flora and the 
Helena gained over thirty recruits at Sinalanggu, running away from 
punishment for their part in the attack. They preferred three years on 
the plantations to bombardment from a British Man-of-war.40
In some cases couples who eloped to Queensland would not have 
been permitted to marry if they had stayed on Malaita. An investigation 
of similar improprieties on board the Borough Belle in 1890 provoked 
the Mackay Mercury to comment wryly:
The main conclusion one arrives at from the evidence is that 
the Borough Belle, and probably other schooners in the 
trade, is the resort of “happy couples” doing a honeymoon.
A three years’ stay on a plantation is, however, an unusual 
extension of that blissful tour.41
In other cases men ran away from unwanted wives and lovers: in 1888 
W.T. Wawn, Master of the Ariel, recorded that some men had tried to 
enlist to escape a problem concerning women, but their flight was cut- 
short and they were killed before they could get to the ship; in 1892 Beer 
Beer was one of thirteen men who enlisted at Uru on the Helena, his 
reason being the desire to escape from his wife.42
39For further information on Quaytucker (Kwaitaka) refer to the case studies at the end of 
this chapter.
40Rannie, My Adventures, 180-2; Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 234-6.
41MM 19 May 1890.
42W.T. Wawn, private log, Ariel, 22 November 1888; Melbourne Argus 10 December 
1892.
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Despite the custom of polygyny on Malaita and other islands, Queens­
land government regulations did not allow a man to enlist with more than 
one wife.43 Then after 1884 the government forbade further recruiting of 
women unless they were accompanied by their husbands and had their 
chief’s consent.44 Although this regulation was well-meaning it was 
quite unenforceable. W.G. Ivens succinctly described the problem.
The recruiting of women was always a source of trouble in 
the islands. Any native for the nonce might pose as a chief 
and give his permission for a woman to leave, provided it 
were made worth his while, and in most of the Melanesian 
islands it is difficult to find out who is the chief, since there 
are practically no paramount chiefs .... One has frequently 
known cases where a man has persuaded a woman to recruit 
with him, posing as his wife, or vice versa, and no one in 
authority on shore was questioned as to their real status.45
Many couples eloped to the plantations and a small number of unat­
tached women may also have enlisted. Some Government Agents re­
fused to believe obviously fabricated claims by couples presenting them­
selves as husband and wife; most Agents would not accept single 
women as recruits.46 Others were less scrupulous. Wattesah, a Malaitan 
man, claimed to have married Hallatakin on board the Hector on their 
way to Queensland in the late 1880s, and was quite definite that they 
had not been married on Malaita.47 It was always far easier for a 
Malaitan man to leave his island than for a woman, and the conse­
quences were never as traumatic48 for a man as for a female, bound by 
taboos concerning menstruation and birth. The presence of women on 
board recruiting ships is of far greater importance than their actual 
numbers indicate, but it is difficult to do more than conjecture the full 
effect.
Malaitans regarded European ships as big canoes. Traditionally 
Malaitans adhere rigidly to spatial divisions, separating males and 
females in all aspects of life and within man-made objects like villages,
43Melbourne Argus 9 December 1892: the case of Roroyie’s two wives.
^Regulations under The Pacific Island Labourers A ct o f 1880, and instructions to 
Government Agents, laid on the table of the Queensland Legislative Council, 8 July 1884: 
Regulation 21.
45Ivens, Language o f Sa’a and Ulawa, 223.
^W .T. Wawn private log Ariel, 62; Melbourne Argus 15 December 1892; S.M. Smith 
private log Helena 18 March 1893.
A1QSA DCT 10/N5, 19 August 1895.
^The taboos associated with menstruation and birth affected men and woman equally; 
but whereas a man can escape the problem, a woman cannot.
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houses and canoes: men belong in front, separated by a neutral area 
from the women at the rear; in a canoe males sit in the bow, females sit 
in the stern. Religion demands that women stay in seclusion during 
menstruation or birth, and the bisi (the hut used for menstruation and 
birth) is never entered or approached by men. In Kwaio if a man 
observes a female gathering building materials for a bisi, she must 
discard the materials and start again. In Lau if menstruating women are 
in a canoe seen by men, the women press close to the bottom to hide 
themselves from view.49 Generally these taboos are not applied by 
Malaitans to females from other islands, although this was not the case 
during an incident which occurred on the Lochiel in 1896, mentioned 
below.50
’Are ’are women are not supposed to use canoes while menstruating. 
If confronted by accidental breaches of taboos while travelling in 
canoes ’Are ’are must immediately perform a small purification ritual 
using shell-currency, making further offerings to appease the ancestors 
when the shore is reached. Even so they sometimes still become ill and 
die.51 Anywhere on Malaita a birth outside the special seclusion area is a 
calamity; the most deadly type of pollution. Elli Maranda in ‘Lau, 
Malaita: “A woman is an alien spirit’” says that the greatest contempt 
which a woman can show is by giving birth in the neutral family part of 
a village. Maranda quotes an example concerning Tanua a Funagou 
woman married to Kuna, a Fou’eda man, who was jealous of his wife’s 
continued visits to Funafou and beat her regularly:
...she waited and continued to pray, continued to be angry, 
and the day her child was due she fell ill. And the child shot 
forth in the house in the village. At sunrise they looked in 
and saw the child and the houseful of blood. The men of the 
men’s area got frightened, took their canoes and all fled to 
Maana-afe. They were afraid of dying because a child had 
been born in the village. Then they performed purification 
ceremonies. Then they performed sulu agalo for this child 
and its mother Tanua. Those two died ... Kuna took three 
pigs, three shell strings, and made Fou’eda sacred again.
Then the men returned to Fou’eda.52
49R.M. Keesing, ‘Christians and Pagans in Kwaio, Malaita’, JofPS, v.76:l (1967), 29-30; 
E.K. Maranda, ‘A woman is an alien spirit’, 186.
50QSA GOV/A31, IA to S to PMQ, 6 August 18%.
51Letter to the author from Dr D. de Coppett, 8 January 1980.
52E.K. Maranda, ‘A woman is an alien spirit’, 198.
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A birth in a canoe is equally as bad, and the canoe even today may be 
destroyed.
Malaitan custom regarding spatial division between the sexes caused 
problems on board labour ships. Malaitan men would have objected to 
women having access to all areas of the deck, and the women’s quarters 
on a labour ship were not always at the rear of the ship as demanded by 
Malaitan custom. The women’s quarters were not always in the same 
area on a ship; the between-decks section of any recruiting ship was 
often rebuilt or altered during refitting. On the Helena in 1884 the 
women’s quarters were behind the cabin and the forehold, separated by 
a grating from the men’s quarters. In 1892 on the same ship the 
women’s quarters were in the after part of the cabin, entered from a 
door on the poop deck. On this voyage there were no females returned 
to the islands and for a period the quarters were empty. Although 
against regulations, on such occasions the area was usually re-allocated 
for other uses. The other problem concerned giving women access to 
the deck above the men’s quarters. Malaitan men even today will not 
walk under women’s clothes on a line, or under a house in which there 
are women. The same taboos seem to have applied on ships: women 
could not walk on the deck above the men’s quarters.53
Only two examples have been located which describe births occurring 
on board ships on which Malaitans were travelling. A Malaitan woman 
gave premature birth to a still-born child whilst on board the Sybil in 
1897, but nothing further is recorded.54 In the second case, although the 
woman concerned was from Savo island, the Malaitans behaved exactly 
as one would expect on Malaita. The birth occurred on the Lochiel in 
1896. Nine Malaitan women in the same compartment refused to stay 
with her, and demanded that she be separated from them for three 
weeks. The Government Agent solved the problem by giving up his 
cabin to the woman and her child and the Lochiel’s Master headed the 
ship straight to Savo to put her ashore, as he knew that no futher 
Malaitan recruits would come aboard whilst she was there.55 Menstrua­
tion was as severe a problem for any Malaitan to cope with beyond the 
confines of the bisi, one encountered far more often since there were
53QSA COL/A411, In letter 169 of 1885; Melbourne Argus, 5 December 1892; R.A. Herr 
and E.A. Rood (eds.), A Solomons Sojourn: J.E. Philip's Log o f  the Makira, 1912-1913 
(Hobart, 1978), 48.
-S4S.IVÍ. Smith private log Sybil2 , 7 January 1897.
55Eventually the Malaitan women calmed down sufficiently to allow the mother to return 
to their quarters on the fourth day after the birth.
QSA GOV/A31, 1A to S to PMG, 6 August 1896.
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adult females recruited on board seventy percent of the vessels known 
to have visited or taken recruits from Malaita to Queensland.56
The elements which maintained equilibrium in traditional Malaitan 
society, based on sexual dichotomy and strict regulation of spatial 
dimensions, were disrupted the moment Malaitans went on board 
recruiting ships. Voyages were generally of two or three months, but 
could last up to five months. Depending on the stage of a voyage at 
which a recruit joined the ship he or she could be on board for one or 
two months. These voyages presented intense emotional difficulties to 
Malaitans: having to cope with separation from their shrine-focused 
territories which linked them to the governing forces of the akalo; non- 
secluded birth and menstruation; strange food, sea sickness and 
epidemics; enclosed spaces; meeting enemies from other areas of 
Malaita and strangers from other islands; the European crew and the 
language barrier. These were difficulties sometimes great enough to 
lead to suicide or to death caused by angry akalo.
The akalo control all ritual and ceremonial processes on Malaita. The 
recruiting trade became part of their cosmological life-cyles; its circular 
nature made it easy to incorporate within their established intellectual 
framework. From the beginning Malaitans saw their relationships with 
the recruiters in terms of their relationship with their akalo. Kabbou, 
John Renton’s protector in Lau sought the co-operation and protection 
of Lau ancestors for the men who enlisted on the Bobtail Nag in 1875, 
explaining to the akalo the reason the Bobtail Nag had intruded into asi 
liara, the middle lagoon zone in the Lau conception of territorial 
zones.57 In Fataleka those who enlisted invoked the protection and for­
giveness of their akalo to enable them to cope with the presence of men­
struating women on board ship.58 If a ship interfered with a porpoise- 
catching drive, a market day, or in some other way offended against 
custom, the wane asi baita could place a taboo on the ship, placing it 
outside their system of cyclic exchanges. Recruiters did not understand 
exactly what had happened, but they knew that if they had been 
declared taboo their only option was to leave.59
When Malaitans enlisted they carried out ritual acts which enabled 
them to join the circular-migratory labour trade into established cyclic 
relationships linking them to their ancestors. Malaitans were often 
observed removing all body ornaments, to give with their weapons to
56Calculated from the immigration returns from 260 voyages known to have visited for 
recruited at Malaita, from Queensland.
51Older 1 January 1876; Maranda, ‘A Women is an alien spirit’, 182-3.
58Ishmael Itea, 14 October 1976.
59Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 151, 222.
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kinsmen on the beach, before stepping into the recruiting boats.60 Some 
weapons and ornaments are part of a descent group’s sacred heritage, 
not the personal possessions of the individual using them; to wear or to 
carry such items away would mean placing one’s ancestors in danger 
from pollution, in turn risking their anger and retaliation against the in­
dividual or the descent group.61 While away at the plantations 
Malaitans were in partial limbo as far as their ancestors were concerned. 
Most of their duties were suspended and they were in lesser danger from 
pollution, though usually not completely without protection. Enquiries 
made in Kwara’ae, Fataleka, Baegu, Lau, Baelelea and To’ambaita 
make it clear that north Malaitan recruits took small amounts of tradi­
tional currency with them to Australia, following a common Malaitan 
practice. They used the currency in Queensland for small compensatory 
sacrifices to the akalo, bolstered on return to Malaita by further offer­
ings made through the fata aabu of their descent group.62 Clearly the 
same currency was available if required on the voyages to and from 
Queensland, in the same fashion as de Coppet described the ’Are ’are’s 
method of dealing with accidental breaches of taboos while travelling in 
canoes.
The complex multi-dimensional exchanges between man and 
ancestors continued on board the labour vessels, on the Queensland 
plantations and farms throughout the entire forty years Malaitans par­
ticipated in the circular-migration, and also among Malaitans who 
stayed in Queensland. Malaitan society continued to operate in the new 
milieu, incorporating the capitalist mode of production into their 
Melanesian cycles and exchanges. Without such intellectual flexibility 
they could not have survived the experience so well.
4. Malaitans and the European mode of production
Malaitan labourers have been leaving their island, withdrawing from 
their traditional life-cycles and exchanges, participating in the European 
capitalist mode of production, then returning to traditional life, con­
tinually for more than a century. Labour recruits travelled to Queens-
œMelb. Argus 8 December 1892 (also in J.D . Melvin, The Cruise o f  the Helena. Edited by 
P. Corris. (Melbourne, 1977), 30-1); Herr and Rood, A Solomons Sojourn, 175 (at Sio in 
T o’ambaita, 4 September 1913).
61 Letter to the author from Dr. D. de Coppet, 2 April 1980.
62Salathiel Salaria, Auki, 15 November 1976; Kalabet Fugui, Tatito islet, 2 November 
1976; Ishmael Itea, Ambe, 13 October 1976; Naridu, Malo area, 4 November 1976; Philip 
Fageea, Ofakwasi 19 May 1978; Nelson Taetoona, Ambe, 6 November 1976; Raraomea, 
Ataa, 3 November 1976.
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land, Fiji, Samoa and New Caledonia in the nineteenth and early twen­
tieth centuries; labourers have worked on plantations within the 
Solomons throughout the twentieth century; and now Malaitans work 
in urban Honiara. Our theoretical knowledge of pre-capitalist societies 
is poor. There has been reasonable progress in developing a critique of 
capitalist societies, but scholars have not shown the same ability in deal­
ing with societies where kinship and religion are more important than 
the accumulation of wealth; where there is no separation between the 
physical and spiritual worlds.63 Anthropologists have usually dealt with 
the exchange and distribution of items within physical economic net­
works. They seldom deal with the forces of production—the raw 
materials, tools, labour and processes—, or with production as part of 
reciprocal exchanges with ancestors. Many give the impression that the 
cultures they study remain conservatively static. Few writers have 
managed to describe the changing dynamics when capitalist and tradi­
tional Melanesian modes of production confront each other and come 
to an accommodation.
Labour migration is not only an economic activity: it is part of a 
Melanesian’s relationship with his or her total cosmological outlook. 
But labour is one of the major elements of production; and in the 
labour trade Melanesians were employing labour as an alternative or 
complementary form of production, accumulating valuable artifacts 
for exchange by each descent group. The Malaitan economy is based 
upon subsistence production and exchange at a market place, the im­
portant point of interaction for the wane tolo and the wane asi. Other 
exchanges on a physical level take place during rites of passage, involv­
ing mainly shell-disk and porpoise teeth currency, pigs and sea and land 
produce. Brideprice at marriage, and maoma rites are the most import­
ant of the ceremonial exchanges. Reciprocal gift-giving relationships, 
exchanges of lives and traditional currency for natural deaths64 and 
murders further extend the pattern. All of these exchanges allow meta­
physical communication, linking living people to their ancestors, and 
preserving mamana (the Malaitan variation of the Oceanic term mana,
63Refer to: Emmanuel Terray’s excellent analysis of Claude Meillassoux’s L ’A n­
thropologie économiques des Gouro de Côte d ’Ivoire (Paris, 1964) in ‘Historical 
materialism and segmentary lineage-based societies’ in his Marxism and “Primitive” 
Societies (London and New York, 1972); C. Meillassoux, ‘From reproduction to produc­
tion: a Marxist approach to economic anthropology’, Economy and Society, v. 1 (1972), 
93-105; M. Sahlins, Stone Age Economics (London, 1972).
MA European cannot avoid the concept of natural death, but it is important to realise'that 
it had no place in traditional Malaitan ideas.
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meaning power and authority, linked to fertility and maintenance of a 
harmonious balanced society).65
In Melanesian society there is no clear distinction between exchanging 
surplus production and exchanging surplus labour. Through reciprocity 
a Malaitan can appropriate the labour of others, who though receiving 
no immediate advantage can see a valuable investment for their future 
and that of their descent group in providing the labour. Most labour 
recruits provided an immediate benefit to their descent groups in the 
form of the gift which the Europeans gave in exchange for taking them 
away. The labour trade’s detractors claimed that the recruiters were 
buying the labourers as one would slaves, but the practice was quite ac­
ceptable to Melanesian ideas on compensatory and expiatory payments; 
even Bishop Patteson exchanged gifts for the scholars he wanted to take 
away to his Mission. After a period of years those who had been 
recruited returned home with new material possessions: steel axes, guns 
and other European curiosities. As individuals their prestige was 
enhanced, and the goods added to the communal wealth of the descent 
group, increasing the group’s power in overall exchange networks. Con­
sequently, even though the individual lost control of the products of his 
or her wage labour, they still benefited and generally were well compen­
sated for the loss.66
Melanesians had no concept of the value of European coins and bank 
notes. Their own valuables included feather and shell strings, body or­
naments, weapons and pigs; all of which had ritual and spiritual 
significance, not serving the same purpose as European currency. One 
common oral tradition among Islanders in Queensland today is that 
when the original recruits were first faced with choosing between a 
paper bank note, a sovereign or a half-crown piece they usually chose 
the half-crown because it was biggest.67 Later they became more canny 
in dealing with European currency; if they made a second trip to 
Queensland, Malaitans negotiated for a higher wage and often re-
65H.I. Hogbin, ‘Mana’, Oceania, v. 6:3 (1936), 241-74; A. Capell, ‘The word “Mana”:a 
linguistic study’, Oceania, v. 9 (1938-9), 89—96; R. Firth, ‘The analysis of Mana: an em­
pirical approach’, JofPS, v.49:4 (1940), 483-512.
66C.S. Belshaw, Traditional Exchange and Modern Markets (U.S.A., 1965), 11-52; 
Sahlins, Stone Age Economics (London, 1974), 149-183; Ivens, Dictionary o f Sa’a and 
Ulawa, 224.
Not every returning labourer managed to get his or her goods back to their descent group. 
A case in point is that of Robin Ramonea from east Kwara’ae. The ship dropped him at 
Fakanakafo instead of a few miles south in Kwara’ae. The Fakanakafo men on the beach 
stole his box, and all Ramonea was left with was his gun and cartridges. He put these to 
good use some days later when he returned to Fakanakafo and shot Angiladoa, the main 
person who had stolen his belongings. Ishmael Itea, 24 October 1976.
61BOHC 37Bb:l (S&FB).
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quested that in lieu of the gift to their kin they should receive an extra 
thirty shillings in coin.68 When European currency was taken back to 
the islands it was of little use except for trading with Europeans, par­
ticularly for guns and tobacco. Even during the first half of the twen­
tieth century European money had limited use or effect in Melanesia.69
The recruiting trade affected social relationships and exchange net­
works connecting the physical and metaphysical world on Malaita. The 
initial gifts from the recruiters to the kin of the person they took away 
from Malaita could be worth anything up to thirty shillings or two 
pounds sterling. But its value in European financial terms was quite ir­
relevant to the Malaitans who received it. Their valuation was con­
nected to the prestige, curiosity value and usefulness of the European 
artifact within Malaitan society; and with the place of the gift within ex­
change networks. To illustrate this we will examine the enlistment of 
one man from Maramasike.
In 1892 the Helena made its twenty-fourth voyage in the Queensland 
labour trade, at lease nine of which had previously included Malaita. 
The first person to enlist was Na loot, a bushman from Sabo, a passage 
just north of Sa’a on Maramasike. Na loot took off his ornaments and 
handed them with his bag to another man. As he was unable to swim his 
friend helped him through the breakers to the recruiting boat. The 
recruiters continued on to nearby Sabo where they gave Na loot’s father 
the accustomed gifts:
400 sticks of trade tobacco, (twenty-six to the pound), three 
axes, two dozen assorted fishhooks, a fishing line, four 
knives, a belt, a sheath knife, a pair of scissors, a heap of 
clay pipes, and a dozen boxes of matches.70
68For example, refer to the voyage of thç Helena described in the Melbourne Argus 10,12 
December Í892. The proportion of Malaitan recruits who refused to allow a gift to be 
given to their kin was probably just as large as the proportion kidnapped or treated deceit­
fully by the recruiters.
This has implications for the oral tradition concerning the recruiting trade. C.R. Moore, 
‘Oral testimony and the Pacific island labour trade to Queensland: myth and reality’, 
Journal o f the Oral History Association o f Australia, v.I (1978-9), 28-42; and, ‘Kanakas, 
kidnapping and slavery: myths from the nineteenth century labour trade and their 
relevance to Australia’s immigrant Melanesians’, Kabar Seberang: sulating Maphilindo, 
No. 8-9 (1981), 78-92.
69Gaggin, Among the Man-eaters, 165. One Lau man tried to buy tobacco from the crew 
of the Helena in 1892, using a £10 Bank of Queensland note. Melbourne Argus 15 
December 1892; Belshaw, Changing Melanesia, 155. There remains a preference by 
Solomon Islanders for traditional currencies. Chapman and Pirie, Tasi Mauri, 6.112-3. 
70Melvin, The Cruise o f the Helena, 31-2.
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What Na loot’s father received was more than mere goods. He saw 
these European artifacts as a type of assurance—an exchange for the 
temporary loss of the life of his son. The goods were accepted as com­
pensation in the same way that traditional currency changes hands in 
compensatory exchanges equalizing murders and deaths in Malaitan 
society. In return Na loot signed on to work at Bundaberg for three 
years for six pounds a year plus food, accommodation and a clothing 
allowance. His only immediate gain was in receiving a strip of bright 
blue cloth to wear, and a shiny tin medallion emblazoned ‘No. 1’ to 
hang around his neck.
A few ships’ Masters were willing to pay the gift in traditional curren­
cy, which was always better received on Malaita than European goods. 
In 1885 Aigiselaus Tonarus was offering one Berkshire pig for every 
recruit at Fiu, and in 1888 W.T. Wawn ruefully recorded that at Sina- 
langgu “they want pigs for boys.”71 By the late 1880s and 1890s Fijian 
and Queensland recruiters were using porpoise teeth as gifts to obtain 
recruits, but noted rapid inflation of their value. Robert Peam, Master 
of the Lochiel, in 1890 and 1891 bought porpoise teeth at Ontohg Java 
and used them at Malaita. The teeth then cost about one pound sterling 
a hundred, which made a cheaper gift than trade goods; but where 
Peam had been able to give one hundred in 1890 he had to give 200 in 
1891. Even so, Pearn got his recruits: Wawn, recruiting at Fiu at the 
same time as Pearn in 1891 had to give up and sailed the Borough Belle 
off to Guadalcanal.72 Trade goods were no substitute for traditional 
currencies.
Na loot on the Helena in divesting himself of his ornaments and bag 
dis-engaged from his relationship with his descent group and his 
ancestors. For the intermediate period his father and the other members 
of his descent group were satisfied with the European artifacts which 
made their garden cultivation, fishing and fire lighting easier; the tobac­
co and pipes introduced them to the dubious pleasure of smoking. 
When Na loot enlisted there were sixty-four Melanesian labourers on 
board returning home, many to Malaita. Between them they had 
gathered an exotic collection of the paraphernalia of European civiliza­
tion:
In value, and sometimes in bulk, tobacco was the most im­
portant item. There were cases of the ‘weed’ weighing over 
thirty pound for which £5 sterling each was said to have 
been paid. Parcels of pipes, from the common clay to the
71Cromar Jock o f  the Islands, 210, 213; W.T. Wawn private log Ariel 26 November 1888. 
72Wawn, South Sea Islanders, 406, 434, and private log Borough Belle 29 March 1891.
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stylish briars, and a gross of two of matches were natural 
corollaries. Assortments of axes, hatchets, cutlery, calico 
and coloured handkerchiefs were common to all. Saucepans 
and billycans were also in evidence. Amongst the uncom­
mon articles were musical boxes, a bundle of score music, 
bathing pants, ginghams, pomatum, fancy soap, and somê 
shells being taken back to where they had been gathered.73
After three years on the plantations Na loot could hope to bring back 
similar items. With European money, artifacts and skills he could cog 
back into his old social networks and begin to re-communicate with the 
akalo. A feast and ritual distribution of the foreign goods would have 
been arranged: the goods being distributed among all of the people at­
tending, they giving shell-currency in return.74 Na loot would then have 
been presented with the body ornaments and weapons previously relin­
quished, thus completing an exchange cycle linking the plantations to 
the akalo. He could then settle comfortably back into Malaitan society, 
perhaps marrying, using Brideprice arranged through the accrued 
benefits from his European artifacts.
One of his most valued possessions would have been a steel axe. 
Gardening prior to the acquisition of steel tools had been accomplished 
with stone axes and by burning off undergrowth and trees. The use of 
steel axes and knives made a vast difference to the process; work which 
could be completed in one day using a steel axe, took three or four days 
with stone axes and fire.75 The introduction of metals to Melanesia, 
replacing stone and wooden artifacts, progressively liberated men from 
their most time-consuming tasks, enabling large numbers to travel as 
labour recruits without endangering productivity. After a few months 
back on his island it was not unusual for an ex-recruit to feel the urge to 
re-enlist. One Queensland informant asked his father why he had 
returned to the colony a second time:
He said, “oh, when you get a bit of Queensland you sort of 
get it in your blood. When you see them schooners out at sea
73Melvin, Cruise o f  the Helena, 7. The mention of shells is tantalizing. They may have 
been tafuli’ae or cowrie shells (worn on a head-band by leading Malaitans).
74In ’Are ’are this ritual distribution is called kikesiha. Letters to the author from Dr D. de 
Coppet, 2 April and 13 August 1980, and conversation with Ariki Nono’ohimae Eerehau, 
Port Moresby, 13 October 1982.
75Time estimate by Ishmael Itea, 24 October 1976; also refer to Bennett, Cross-cultural In­
fluences, 53; Salisbury, From Stone to Steel, 108-10, 220; Chapman and Pirie, Tasi 
Mauri, 2.16.
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in full sail coming in, oh, it gives you the urge. You want to 
go again. So I came out again.76
Similarly Kwailiu from the Rakwane descent group in east Fataleka 
recruited with his young wife Orrani in the early 1890s. They disem­
barked at Ingham on the Hebert river and spent the rest of their lives 
there and at Mackay.77
When a man or woman failed to return and was presumed dead by 
his or her descent group there were several compensatory mechanisms 
within Malaitan society which could be used to redress the loss. When 
an indentured labourer died in Queensland, a sum equal to half the 
wages due together with any credit in the person’s Savings Bank ac­
count was by law to be delivered to the next-of-kin by the first Govern­
ment Agent to visit the area; the monies due could be claimed in goods 
from the ship’s stores.78 This would have been regarded as unsatisfac­
tory by any Malaitan descent group: monetary compensation is seen as 
a poor substitute for an equivalent death. An option was to send 
another member of the descent group to Queensland to search for the 
lost one. When Kwailiu and Orrani failed to return to Rakwane, 
Bigman Luiramo sent his elder son Fikui to search for them. Fikui in­
itially enlisted on a ship which took him to Bundaberg and spent almost 
a decade in Queensland before he found Kwailiu, but failed to persuade 
the wanderer to return. Kwailiu died in Queensland in 1906, but the 
Rakwane people never gave up and waited hopefully for him until the 
last ships from Queensland returning deported Malaitans arrived in 
1908.
The .only other possible réponse from a descent group which had lost 
a member would have been the compensatory death of another person. 
Many Malaitans enlisted in groups for company and moral support. 
The non-return of one of them was sometimes compensated for by the 
death of another person who had left the island at the same time; or the 
death of some other person connected in some way with the missing in­
dividual. Killing a European was also acceptable compensation. The 
European did not need to be connected in any way with the Malaitan 
death, which probably explains a number of attacks against Europeans 
at Malaita and in Queensland, viewed by Europeans as totally un­
provoked and quite irrational.
76Moore, Forgotten People, 27 (Sid Ober’s father came from Oba island in the New 
Hebrides.).
77Refer to the case studies of Kwailiu and Orrani in the final section of this chapter. 
78Regulations under The Pacific Island Labourers Acts, 1880-1892, No. 46.
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On Malaita death is not the climax of life but part of ritual and ex­
change processes which give permanence to the society of the living. 
Disturbing these ritual cycles causes society to break down, so the'loss 
of any individual must be compensated for to maintain equilibrium. 
Daniel de Coppet’s accounts of ’Are ’are views applies, without need 
for major changes, to all Malaita. ’Are ’are divide the dead into two 
main categories: those killed by their ancestors; and those murdered by 
the living. A murder must be avenged, either by a violent act of retalia­
tion carried out by a relative, or by setting a price on the murderer’s 
head or on one of his or her relatives. After the second murder occurs 
the family of the first victim give a feast and pay money to the relatives 
of the last victim, restoring social equilibrium and peace, ending the 
feud. Rarely will the family of a murder victim accept money rather 
than kill or commission the killing of a second person, as this is to 
acknowledge inferiority. If a victim is chosen to be murdered as com­
pensation for the loss of a member of a descent group, a reward pay­
ment is placed in an area constructed on the ground within their 
gardens. ’Are ’are to put a price on someone’s head translates as lock­
ing the persons into the square of a garden of death; shell-currency 
offered to the murdered is itself seen as a lure which will draw the victim 
toward execution.79
Malaitans who lost members of their descent groups through the 
recruiting trade posted rewards to try to achieve the death of a Euro­
pean or the destruction of an entire ship in return. Appendix Two 
cataloguing examples of Malaitan resistance to recruiters must be view­
ed in the light of the foregoing explanation of the place of vengeance in 
the overall network of exchange. At the most conservative estimate 
possible, between seventy and one hundred Malaitans died on the island 
or on their way to Queensland or to some other colony as a result of 
resistance on their part or from European retaliation. Calculating from 
average mortaility figures for Pacific Islanders in Queensland 1871 to 
1904, probably about 470 Malaitans died* in the colony during those 
years.80 Many others deliberately chose not to return, lost communica­
tion with their families and were presumed dead.
Malaitans were never discerning as to the colony of origin of a 
recruiting ship when they attacked it or its crew. When twenty 
Malaitans were killed during an attack on the Young Dick at
79De Coppet, ‘Gardens of life, gardens of death in Melanesia’, passim; and letter to the 
author, 13 August 1980.
“ This figure is calculated from Tables Three and Seventeen.
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(6) The Queensland recruiting schooner Fearless. (Cairns Historical Society)
V., Government Agent Douglas Rannie and friends. Rannie visited Malaita as a Government Agent, and was 
later Assistant Inspector of Pacific Islanders at Mackay. (Rannie, My Adventures, p. 238, JCUNQ Library)
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Sinalanggu in 1886, a reward of 100,000s1 porpoise teeth was offered 
for the capture of a ship, and a smaller sum for the life of a single Euro­
pean. In 1888 the Ariel's Government Agent T.S. Armstrong was killed 
on Manaoba island off the northern end of Lau lagoon, because of a 
reward offered by Kwaio at Sinalanggu. Cromar, recruiter on the 
Fearless saw six Manaobans pass by on their way to collect payment:
...I was recruiting on the shore, when a canoe in which were 
six painted natives passed us at top speed. The paint showed 
that they were “tambu” , and on some evil errand. All the 
natives remained silent as they went by, and allowed them to 
pass unmolested.82
Appendix Two contains numerous examples of attacks on Europeans in 
retaliation for the death, in Queensland and Fiji, of a member of a des­
cent group. Given the intricate cycles by which Malaitans bound in­
dividuals and their society to the metaphysical world, and the major dis­
ruptions which the labour trade caused, Malaitans showed admirable 
restraint in their relationships with the European recruiters. On the oc­
casions when they were hostile Malaitans were trying to prevent their 
people from being drawn away from Malaita or were reacting to a prior 
incident for which their social system demanded retaliation. Unfor­
tunately the Europeans involved did not understand the Malaitan ra­
tionale; they viewed the Malaitans’ actions as unprovoked attacks by 
treacherous savages, earning the quite rational Malaitans an 
undeservedly bad reputation.
Guns were used in many of the attacks by Malaitans against Euro­
peans. The Queensland government tried unsuccessfully from 1878 until 
1908 to stop guns, ammunition and explosives from leaving the colony 
for use on Pacific islands. In 1878 an attempt was made under the 
Navigation Act to limit returning Islanders to one gun and six pounds 
of powder each. Then in November 1883 the export of guns to the 
islands were totally forbidden.83 Most Malaitans travelling to Queens­
land did so in a period when it was illegal for guns to be given as trade 
or for them to import guns from Queensland. In 1884 and spasmodic­
ally in later years many Malaitans refused to enlist if they could not
81Worth about $10,000 at 1978 values. In 1888 one hundred porpoise teeth were a large 
enough gift to induce a descent group to allow a member to enlist.
Scarr, ‘Recruits and recruiters: a portrait of the Pacific islands labour trade’, JPH , v.2 
(1967), 14; Wawn, South Sea Islanders, 406.
82Cromar, Jock o f the Islands, 263.
83AfM 23 March 1878; QSA COL/A378, In letter 345 of 1884: proclamation issued 22 
November 1883; Corns, Passage, Port and Plantation, 37-8, 103-5.
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bring home a gun. Just after the 1884 ban Jock Cromar had the situa­
tion explained to him by a Langa langa man:
Me think you can’t catch’em boy ... s’pose German man 
and man-we-we [French] pay’em shoota, him catch’em 
altogether boy. Man Maratt lik’m shoota too much. You 
can’t catchem boy along tobac.84
In 1893 S.M. Smith, Government Agent on the Helena, had the pro­
blem stated to him bluntly at Olomburi: “No sniders, no boys” .85
The Queensland ban never stopped Malaitans from getting guns: 
French and German recruiters continued to give guns as gifts in return 
for recruits; Malaitans brought guns back with them from non-British 
colonies, or bought them from traders visiting their island;86 and they 
used ingenious methods to smuggle guns back from Queensland. 
Customs officials diligently searched the departing ships, particularly 
the Islanders’ luggage, and found many guns, and the accompanying 
gun powder and cartridges.87 But the Islanders learnt to hide their con­
traband well: in false bottoms and tops of their boxes; inside rolls of 
material; catridges were stuffed into soil around plants and inside con­
certinas; rifles were hidden in water tanks and even up galley funnels 
on the ships. In 1902 C.M. Woodford estimated that there-were about 
4,000 to 5,000 Winchester repeating rifles on Malaita. Some descent 
groups could muster one hundred guns if necessary: in 1906 150 men 
were on a beach just south of Kwai, each with a gun; and at the turn of 
the century the Rakwane descent group at Fakanakafo bay a few miles 
to the north had an arsenal containing one hundred guns.88 W.G. Ivens 
said that:
It had got to such a pass on Malaita in later years that for a 
man to be without a rifle was certain death; every able-
^Cromar, Jock o f the Islands, 138-9.
85S.M. Smith private log Helena 25 March 1893.
86Wawn, South Sea Islanders, 358 and private log Borough Belle 28 January 1891; QSA 
GOV/A28, J. O’Brien to IA, 14 January 1895; QSA GOV/A27, IA to PUS CSD, 10 Oc­
tober 1894; W.T. Wawn private log Para 12 July 1894; Gaggin, Among the Man-eaters, 
165.
87For example: when the Sybil 2 was searched in April 1897 the Customs Officials found 
14 Snider rifles, 2 revolvers, 370 cartridges, 1 bayonet and 21 pounds of powder; one 
Islander on the Ivanhoe in 1903 had 14 Winchester rifles. QSA POL/J29, In letter 2719 of 
1897; QSA POL/J29 M 435, In letter 11597 of 1903 (cutting from the Brisbane Courier 6 
May 1903).
88Moore, Forgotten People, 27-8 (Sid Ober); Hopkins, Autobiography, 92; C ’w A  CRS 
A1 08/6443 (clipping from the Sydney Morning Herald 30 June 1908);
M M  2D December 1906; Ishmael I tea 15 October 1976.
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bodied man carried a gun .... Their test of being a man was 
the possession of a rifle.89
European material culture and technology has now changed the entire 
way of life in Melanesia. The effect on the social forces of production 
of the importation of thousands of axes, knives, fishing hooks and guns 
over a century is difficult to calculate. Malaitan material culture was 
based on stone adzes used for axes, flints used for arrow-heads and 
spear-tips, and wooden bows and arrows, spears and clubs. The quar­
ries were sacred places, stone and wooden weapons and tools were used 
in rituals and as a sign of legitimacy and power. A sacred Malaitan 
weapon can kill, not because of the physical prowess of its wielder or 
the strength of its timber, but from the power of the akalo within. 
Cloak-like garments woven with shell beads were worn by Malaitan 
leaders as a sign of their powers as preservers of the peace, but the 
power came from the akalo not the garment or its wearer.90 Trading 
networks enabled the exchange of Malaitan material culture all over the 
island: Rakwane flints were traded all over north Malaita and stone 
artifacts manufactured by the east Fataleka descent groups were ex­
changed for the excellent bows and arrows produced by the Kwaio and 
spears from Kwara’ae91; Langa langa shell-currency was used by the 
lagoon-dwellers as their collateral in trade with other Malaitans living 
inland.
The aura of the akalo pervaded traditional Malaita: every action by 
an individual or a descent group, every item of manufacture, every pro­
duct of agriculture, hunting or fishing was viewed in terms of relation­
ships with ancestors. The labour trade, symbolic of the. arrival of Euro­
peans, changed Malaita and Malaitans. Some of these changes were 
obvious, some subtle and still unrecognized. In the late nineteenth cen­
tury dichotomies developed which divide traditional from modern 
Malaita: the change from stone to steel; the division between pagan and 
Christian; the alteration in the base of power and authority from the 
leaders of descent groups to the Resident Commissioner in Tulagi, and 
now the Malaitan Provincial Assembly and the independent govern­
ment of the Solomon Islands; and the existence of communities of 
Malaitans in Fiji and Queensland today—urbanized Melanesians who 
still maintain traditional rights on the island their forefathers left a cen­
tury ago. The remainder of this chapter deals with two themes. First,
89Ivens, Language o f  Sa’a and Ulawa, 227.
^de Coppet, ‘Double illusion’; Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 219-20. Letter to the author 
from Dr. D. de Coppet, 2 April 1980.
91Russell, ‘The Fataleka’, 13; Ishmael Itea and Charles Luiramo, 10 October 1976.
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variations in recruiting, district by district, 1871 to 1904. Second, a 
study of Malaitàn individuals involved in the labour trade: the passage 
masters and recruits who made the transition from traditional Malaita 
to Queensland.
5. Overview of Malaitan recruiting: 1871-1904
In excess of 9,000 first indenture contracts were entered into by 
Malaitans arriving in Queensland. Unfortunately there is no complete 
list of their names, nor of the exact areas from which they came. But by 
using several documentary sources92 2,815 (30.64 percent) of their 
names have been located, plus details of the ship’s voyage on which they 
left for Queensland and often the name of the passage or bay where 
they boarded the vessel. For 2,023 (22 percent) of them enough details 
remain to indicate the dialect area or coastal area from which the 
recruits came. Sometimes this information is available in archival 
registers, but in other cases identification was provided by present day 
Malaitans during field research in 1976 and 1978. Table Three lists these 
2,023 Malaitan recruits: divided into dialect areas; sub-divided into 
east, west and north coast; arranged chronologically from 1871 until 
1904. The major recruiting areas evident from this sample are il­
lustrated by proportional circles on Map Seven.
Distillation of over 2,000 examples into one table and one map belies 
the enormous difficulties involved in compiling the data, difficulties 
which may well have skewed some of the results. The names were iden­
tified over a five year period, 1976 to 1980, by a combination of 
methods. Approximately half of the names have been identified purely 
by the passage at which the individuals were recruited. Thus a person 
embarking at Uru or Sinalanggu has been listed as an east coast Kwaio; 
a person embarking at Waisisi has been listed as a west coast ’Are ’are 
But there are problems attached to such a classification. One obvious 
conclusion which can be drawn from earlier sections of this book is that 
dialect boundaries, shown so clearly by a dotted line on a map, in 
actuality blend from one area to another. As well, nineteenth century
92The names were collected from the following sources: QSA PRE/83a-b; QSA IP I12/1; 
QSA IPI 3/3; Mitchell A1477-1: W.T. Wawn’s private logs from the voyage of the Ariel 
(arriving at Bundaberg, 24 December 1888), and the voyage of the Borough Belle (arriving 
at Mackay, 27 April 1891); JCUNQ Register of Pacific Islanders employed on Pioneer 
plantation, Burdekin district, 12 October 1895 to 22 March 1906; QSA COL/A422, In let­
ter 169 of 1885; Melvin, The Cruise o f  the Helena (originally published in Melbourne 
Argus 3 to 20 December 1892).
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Malaitans were far more mobile, in moving across dialect boundaries 
and from one area to another, than anthropologists have ever indicated. 
Map Five, showing the changes in.residence of the kin of Malaitans 
returning from Queensland, is evidence of this. On occasions a person 
from one side of Malaita enlisted while visiting kin living on the other 
side, or crossed the central mountains deliberately to join a recruiting 
ship anchored on the other side. Lau people from north Malaita visited 
the Lau colony on Maramasike and may have recruited from there, or 
from some area in neighbouring To'ambaita.
Oral information collected from dozens of Malaitans has been the 
major source for classifying the remainder of the names.93 Sometimes 
oral testimony provided a check on the passages named in documents, 
but in other cases oral evidence was the only means of attaching district 
identity to a name with no accompanying passage or bay. Dialect varia­
tions make it possible to identify Malaitan names reasonably exactly, 
although problems arise with similar names in neighbouring districts. 
As a rough comparison Malaitan names are as easy to identify as the 
names of the various Scottish and Irish clan groups, though as one 
would expect, grey areas and uncertainties exist. Malaitans sometimes 
gave false names to the recruiters, and Europeans often mis-heard and 
mis-transcribed the given names. To counter this when identification 
seemed in any way to be dubious the name was not included amongst 
the 2,023 sample.
Using oral testimony causes other problems, further skewing the 
sample. One problem was that as research was carried out primarily in 
north Malaita identification was much more accurate for names from 
that area. The results are probably skewed toward the north, and in 
particular toward Fataleka, where most of the information was col­
lected. It was clear that Fataleka informants, faced witji a name which 
could have come either from Fataleka or Baegu, identified it as from 
Fataleka. The same applies to names from Lau, Baelelea and To’am- 
baita. It is often impossible to distinguish Lau names from the names of 
Baegu and Baelelea recruits who embarked from Lau lagoon. On the 
west coast, Fauabu passage is on the border between Kwara’ae, 
Fataleka and Baegu, so it is impossible to give an exact origin for 
Malaitans embarking from there. Even the European recruiters were
93The major informants were: Ishmael Itea, Charles Luiramo. Guere, Siau Faoea, 
Ramosaea, Au, Ledimani, Faukona and Naridu from Fataleka; Salathiel Salana, Kaliuae, 
Eala Fisu and Raena from Kwara’ae; Gugamae, John Keyes, Ramfafai and Kalabet 
Fugui. Anthropologists Daniel de Coppet and Ian Frazer also assisted in the name iden­
tification.
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aware of this. In 1884 Jock Cromar was recruiter on the Stormbird, 
which called at Fauabu (Coleridge Bay):
In Coleridge Bay we anchored at the mouth of the Kware 
River, and were visited by natives of several tribes who, 
though living close to one another, were ignorant of each 
other’s language and could not converse.94
Cromar was incorrect in thinking that the three dialect groups could not 
understand each other, but he correctly noted distinct differences be­
tween their dialects. Table Three can be regarded as accurate, given a 
pronounced emphasis on north Malaita, and that the Baegu and 
Baelelea numbers should be higher. With this in mind, the 2,023-person 
sample, multiplied four and a half times, should give a reasonable ap­
proximation of the total pattern of Malaitan recruiting to Queensland.
In the 1870s recruiters concentrated their efforts on the inhabitants of 
Langa langa and Lau lagoons and the far north and south of the island, 
along the east coast of Maramasike and the north To’ambaita coast. 
Many of these Malaitans, taken to Queensland in the first decade of 
recruiting in the Solomons, were kidnapped. Most were wane asi 
(coastal and lagoon dwellers) not wane tolo (people from the upland 
areas). But as early as 1875 a few wane tolo from Fataleka and Baegu 
had travelled to Queensland with the wane asi, recruited on the 
Fataleka/Baegu border at Ataa, the southern-most passage of Lau 
lagoon. Recruiting from the lagoons continued throughout the century. 
By the 1880s recruiting was very much a voluntary affair, wane asi 
blending with the increasingly dominant wane tolo recruits. Aside from 
Lau and Langa langa the other major lagoon is along the east ’Are ’are 
coast. Recruits from ’Are ’are lagoon are difficult to tabulate separately 
from other west coast ’Are ’are, but from the statistics it appears that 
fewe ’Are ’are left from the west coast than from the east.
Recruiting at Malaita during the first decade, 1871 to 1880, was slow 
in comparison with the later period: betweèn 400 and 500 recruits out of 
a total 9,000. By the 1880s recruiting was much more balanced, with 
recruits coming from all over the island. In an overview of the trade, 
ignoring particular dialect areas, recruiting was heaviest along the north 
and east coast; the east coast, from Sa’a to Manaoba being the most im­
portant of all areas. Over the four decades of the recruiting trade the 
largest number of recruits from any one area of the island seem to have 
come from the Sa’a district, between Cape Zelee and Moli. The smallest 
number from the east coast came from the Raroi Su’u area at the
b ro m a r , Jock o f  the Islands, 153.
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eastern end of Maramasike passage. Not many vessels actually ventured 
right through the passage, the impressive but shallow, narrow waterway 
separating Maramasike from the main island. Ships sometimes cruised 
among the islets at the eastern end of the passage, or sent the boats out 
to search for recruits, but usually they refrained from risking a trip 
through the narrow western section where ships could run aground, 
making them prime targets for attack. It was north from Takataka that 
most of the recruits were obtained. Wane tolo from east ’Are ’are, 
Kwaio, Kwara’ae, Fataleka and Baegu made up the bulk of the recruits 
in the 1880s, 1890s and 1900s.
There was a slow transition from recruiting of coastal Malaitans, to 
recruiting of people living farther inland. By the late 1890s and early 
1900s most recruits came from upland areas. Some of the recruits 
shown in the Table as from Langa langa and Lau are probably from the 
hinterland of these lagoons. Even though the island is narrow, forty 
kilometres across at its widest point, it still took more time to recruit 
wane tolo than wane asi. Instead of their previous quick access to the 
coastal people, recruiters began to wait for several days at one passage, 
firing a dynamite charge at dusk to signal the bush people that a ship 
had arrived. Map Set Eight shows eight voyages around Malaita be­
tween 1881 and 1900. Early voyages were usually much like that of the 
1881 voyage of the Stanley which only stopped at east ’Are ’are, Lau 
lagoon and north To’ambaita. By the 1890s when Malaita was of 
crucial importance as a recruiting ground, crews circled their ships 
around the island, often for over a month, spending a few days at every 
major passage, sometimes back-tracking to the best areas.
By the 1890s recruiting was very much a voluntary affair and each 
year Malaitans became numerically more important to the trade. Except 
for the early 1890s when Queensland’s Premier S.W. Griffith threa­
tened to end the labour trade, causing recruiting almost to cease, 
recruiting of Malaitans steadily increased. From the beginning of 1890 
until 1904 at least 154 voyages by Queensland recruiting vessels included 
Malaita; over 6,000 recruits were embarked from Malaita: two-thirds of 
the total Malaitan migration to Queensland.95 Documentary sources 
from the 1890s are full of indications of the willingness of Malaitans to 
enlist. In 1892 after a visit to Malaita, Anglican Bishop Montgomery of 
Tasmania said in a letter to Sir Henry Norman, Governor of 
Queensland, that he was satisfied that Malaitans enlisted of their own
95Refer to Table Two and Graphs One and Two.
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volition.96 In 1898 William Spence on his eighth voyage to Malaita as a 
Master in the trade reported that:
The returns tell the natives all about Queensland, and they 
are very willing to come, without inducement... [and] that a 
“boy” could not be induced to come, even if he was offered 
the whole ship, if he did not want to ...97
During field work oral information was collected on Malaita about 132 
Malaitan recruits. The vast majority clearly enlisted willingly. Of the 
eight-six who were Fataleka wane tolo, only two were abducted. When 
dates can be established, it is clear that all these Fataleka people, (other 
than the two abducted) were recruited later than 1884, supporting sug­
gestions made by Peter Corris and the findings presented in Table Three 
that recruiting was largely confined to wane asi before that date. 
Similarly, informants who provided information on twenty Baegu men 
are certain that they voluntarily enlisted. The three ex-Queensland 
Malaitans interviewed by Corris in 1968 had willingly enlisted in the 
1990s at the close of the trade.98
It will readily be appreciated that a community could spare only a 
finite number of its young men at any time; it was common experience 
for a vessel to be refused any new recruits at a passage where numbers 
had been freely forthcoming on earlier visits. J. Williams, Master of the 
Lavinia, in 1885 reported to the Mackay Mercury that:
a great part of the [Malaitan] coast was visited; at some 
places the men engaged freely, at others they gave us to 
understand that we were not wanted.99
In 1891 W.T. Wawn, Master of the Borough Belle, recorded the same 
cry from every passage in ’Are ’are: no boys, “boys gone away” .100 The 
Helena in 1892 was refused recruits at Cow near Waihora in 
Maramasike passage because the descent group there was already short 
of warriors and did not want to lose any more young men.101 S.M. 
Smith, Government Agent on the Sybil, in 1896 wrote in his log whilst 
at Kwai that they “had a chance of a lot more, but they were pulled
MRNAS: 17, Montgomery to Norman, 14 November 1893, 421.
"M M  16 August 1898.
98C.R. Moore, ‘Malaitan recruiting to Queensland’, particularly Table Two; and Corris, 
Passage, Port and Plantation, Appendix 2,151-4; also refer to Bennett, Cross-cultural In­
fluences, Appendix F: Recruits from the Weather Coast to Queensland, 219-230.
"M M  19 August 1885.
io°W.T. Wawn private log Borough Belle, 25 January 1891.
101 Melbourne Argus, 10 December 1892.
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away from the boats by their tribe” . 102 At any passage recruiters could 
never be sure they would not be shot at and ordered away instead of 
gaining labour recruits.
By the 1890s a high proportion of the Melanesian labourers travelling 
to Queensland were ‘old hands’, who had previously worked on planta­
tions in Queensland, Fiji, Samoa or New Caledonia. In 1892 after 
Premier Griffith’s volte-face from his earlier plan to close the labour 
trade, Governor Norman paid 4  visit to the labour vessel Para for a first 
hand inspection of the conditions on board. After this visit he gave in­
structions that in future the Governor was to receive full reports on all 
voyages, including details on how many recruits were re-enlisting. Over 
the remaining decade of the trade, 27.5 percent of the recruits were re­
enlisting; the yearly average varying between 35.5 percent and 22.5 per­
cent. 103 No attempt was made to calculate the total number of times an 
individual recruited, but some Fataleka men recruited on three occa­
sions and in Mackay one Malaitan informant said that he knew of some 
Islanders who had enlisted on four occasions. 104 Old hands, accustomed 
to conditions in Queensland and experienced as plantation labourers 
were much in demand by employers. In return they regularly command­
ed higher wages: from the mid-1880s until 1904 as much as £12 per 
annum, double that of a person enlisting for the first time. 105
Some returning Malaitans failed to locate their families, feared for 
their personal safety or felt alienated from their island. A few re­
engaged without even going ashore from the ship. Nio returned to 
Malaita on board the Ariel in 1888. At first he wanted to be dropped at 
Port Adam, then at the eastern end of Maramasike passage and finally 
at Olomburi. Still not finding any friends or family, Nio ended his 
search and re-enlisted. Others supervised the landing of their boxes but 
refused to land themselves. 106 As Corris pointed out in Passage Port 
and Plantation the years away had alienated these people from their 
original surroundings; for some the kind of individualism and in­
dependence possible on the plantations became a more acceptable way 
of life than the strictures of existence within a Malaitan descent 
group. 107 But usually the returning labourers did land with their box of
102S.M. Smith private log Sybil 2, 18 December 18%.
m QSA GOV/A23, CS to Gov., 5 July and 17 October 1892; Corris, Passage, Port and 
Plantation, 49.
104Ishmael Itea, 10 October 1976; BOHC  Bb:l (NJF).
m JCUNQ: Pioneer plantation’s Register of Pacific Islanders: 12 October 1895 to 22 
March 1906.
i06Wawn, South Sealslanders, 405; S.M. Smith private log Helena 7 April 1893, and Ariel 
24 February 1894; QSA GOV/A30, IA to PUS CSD, 25 January 18%; QSA GOV/A38, 
IA to PUS CSD, 6 October 1902.
107Corris, Passagè, Port and Plantation, 51.
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trade goods, enjoyed the excitement of return and the exchanges which 
took place with their families, re-establishing their suspended relation­
ships with their ancestors.
Prevailing winds made some bays and passages inaccessible during 
periods of each year but there is no clear reason for more east than west 
coast Malaitans to have enlisted. Óne possibility is that the east coast 
supported the greater proportion of Malaita’s nineteenth century 
population.108 A far more probable reason for the large number of east 
coast recruits is that the preference was European not Malaitan. Only 
one reason of importance to Europeans is easy to discount: Europeans 
were not trying to escape attacks on vessels or their boats, as the majo­
rity of these attacks took place along the east coast. More likely, the 
preference is the result of a combination of natural advantages and the 
self-generating nature of the recruiting trade.
The first priority on any voyage was to disembark returning Melane­
sians so that there was room on board for the new recruits. It saved time 
and money to embark new recruits as close as possible to where the 
returns were landed. As well, ships sailing north from the New Hebrides 
or the southern Solomons were closer in line with the east than the west 
coast. Once recruiting was established in an area the process tended to 
become self-generating: as Malaitans left a ship at one passage, others 
came on board. Long-standing relationships developed between the 
Europeans, passage masters and interpreters. Ships’ Masters and 
Government Agents preferred to return to an area where previously 
they had been well received and had had good contacts. Often the same 
ships’ Masters, Government Agents, Melanesian passage masters and 
interpreters stayed in the recruiting trade for decades. It was in the 
Europeans’ best interests to return to the same areas.
In the last decade of the trade often the entire group of returning 
sugar industry labourers were Malaitans: likewise the new recruits were 
predominantly Malaitans. Many ships began to travel straight from 
Queensland to the Solomons, not visiting the New Hebrides. After July 
1897 all recruiting ships arriving in the Solomons had to call at Tulagi 
on Ngela to pay a recruiting license fee to the Resident 
Commissioner.109 Ngela was only a few hours sailing time directly off 
the west coast of Malaita, yet still the recruiters seem to have gone to the 
east coast. In the nineteenth century the Pacific islands were not ade­
quately charted. A large number of recruiting ships were wrecked on 
charted and uncharted reefs and shoals; many others were grounded
108This may also have been the case on Guadalcanal. Chapman and Pine, TasiMauri, 1.1, 
2.8-23.
MQSA GOV/A32, IA to S to PMQ, 5 August 1897.
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but managed to have lucky escapes. Ships’ Masters often drew up their 
own detailed charts of islands. W.T. Wawn, a veteran skipper of labour 
vessels, prepared his own charts of several areas of Malaita.110 Being 
wrecked on an uncharted reef on a  strange island or cóast has never 
been a mariner’s idea of heaven. Meisters and Government Agents knew 
every inch of the east Malaitan coast, enjoying good relationships with 
the local passage masters and interpreters, who often gave them warn­
ings of planned attacks. Their preference for the area increased as the 
trade progressed.
Kwaisulia of Urassi in Lau lagoon is the best-known of the Malaitan 
passage masters.111 Another, Foulanga, had his base in the WaladePort 
Adam area on Maramasike. W.T. Wawn was not kind to either man in 
an 1888 description of them:
There are two chiefs on the coast, Foulanger (Faulanga) of 
(Wylanger—Wailanga) of or near Port Adams and 
Kwaisulia of Attargeggay islet a little south of Manoba I. on 
the north coast who have been made much of by Queens­
land labour vessels’ Captains—receiving large presents and 
being entertained in the Cabin. These men are simply 
crimps, who sell recruits to the highest bidder and I firmly 
believe that Masters and G.A.’s know this.112
Kwaisulia seems to have been better liked by Europeans than Foulanga, 
but the recruiters were willing to put up with any passage master who 
could organise the labour supply in his area. If a passage master failed 
to do his job, another was found who could. Jock Cromar, recruiter on 
several Queensland ships in the 1880s and 1890s did not trust Foulanga, 
but nevertheless found his friendship useful:
Fulanga ...was a man in whom it was unsafe to place any 
trust at all. He was treacherous and cruel, and I used the 
chiefs influence with the natives for the purpose only of ob­
taining recruits. He could not be made one’s friend, nor 
could he be treated generously, as he was incapable of 
regarding such an attitude as anything but a confession of 
weakness.113
110These maps are contained in Wawn’s private logs in the Mitchell Library: A1477-1. For 
a detailed description of the Malaitan coast refer to the British Admiralty publication, 
Pacific Islands Pilot, v. 1: The western groups (9th edition, 1970), 325-39. 
n iCorris, ‘Kwaisulia of Ada Gege’.
112W.T. Wawn private log of the Ariel, 4 September 1888.
113Cromar, Jock o f  the Islands, 300.
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Wawn’s and Cromar’s attitudes to Kwaisulia were altogether different. 
They trusted him to the extent of giving his men free run of the ship, 
and knew that they could be relied upon to save their lives in any 
emergency.114
Kwaisulia had been a friend of John Renton, the Scot marooned for 
several years in Lau in the late 1860s and early 1870s, and was one of 
the first Malaitans to travel to Queensland. By the late 1880s Kwaisulia 
was in his late fifties, “a clean-shaved, spare built, wiry man ... proud, 
sensitive, and taciturn” , easily the most powerful person in north 
Malaita. Kwaisulia continued to dominate the north, particularly the 
northeast, until his death in 1909.115 Foulanga died in the early 1890s, 
his son Peter Sua succeding him as passage master. Sua had previously 
worked in Fiji and Queensland, remaining the dominant passage master 
in east Maramasike well into the 1920s, by then superintending labour 
travelling to plantations in the Solomons.116 At Fakanakafo in east 
Fataleka, Bobi Ledi, another ex-Queensland labourer, held similar but 
less important sway as passage master. Ledi was a member of the 
Rakwane descent group which dominated east Fataleka in the late nine­
teenth century. Further north at Ataa, Peter Waimaku and Tom Muido 
controlled wane tolo Fataleka and Baegu and southern Lau recruiting in 
the last decade of the century.117
Men like Ledi and Muido were not of Kwaisulia’s or Foulanga’s 
stature but they too profited, increasing their own power and conse­
quently that of their descent group through their relationship with the 
Europeans. Corris described Solomon passage masters as being:
in a highly advantageous position of having a secure power 
base in their own society and a developed understanding of 
the ways and requirements of Europeans.118
His interpretation and that of other Pacific historians is of the recruits 
and the passage masters as individuals, not as inalienable members of 
descent group clusters. The recruiters needed their individual local
114Wawn, Ariel log, 5 December 1888 and South Sea Islanders, 417; Cromar, Jock o f the 
Islands, 293-8.
1,5Melbourne Argus 15 December 1892; A.I. Hopkins, Autobiography: 1869-1943, 
172-4.
^M elbourne Argus 8 December 1892; H. Norden, Byways o f the Tropic Seas: wander­
ings among the Solomons and in the Malay Archipelago, (London, 1926), 96. 
u lMelboume Argus 12 December 1892. Bobi Ledi enlisted and worked in the Mackay 
district for three years. He returned to his descent group, Rakwane, and married a woman 
from the neighbouring Gelabu descent group. Ledi died as an old man in the 1920s. Infor­
mation from Ishmael Itea, 13 October 1976.
118Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 66.
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agents: the passage masters used the recruiters to consolidate the power 
of their descent groups, distributing the European goods they received 
as payment for their services, widening the power of their descent group 
in the surrounding areas. Passage masters were marginal men in 
Malaitan society. They were wane baita, the important pivotal position 
in traditional Malaitan society. But in negotiating with Europeans 
around the entrances to the Malaitan cultural fortress they used tradi­
tional reciprocal relationships and established cosmological cycles to 
provide human capital for the Queensland sugar industry.
6. Case studies of individual Malaitan recruits
Short biographies of sixteen Malaitans who left their island to work 
in Queensland—from whom the majority of Australian Malaitans are 
descended—form the remainder of this chapter. Valuable though 
general statistics and attempts to understand cultural and economic net­
works as part of cosmological cycles may be, they are no substitude for 
individual case histories. Individual motivations and experiences differ 
too greatly to enable us to place them all in neat categories. Much of the 
oral tradition used herein comes from people of Malaitan descent living 
in Queensland today, and their families on Malaita. It seems fitting that 
their stories, telling of the recruiting of their forebears be the link be­
tween Malaita and the history of Melanesian Mackay.
Kulijeri: Pre 1877
In the 1870s some Malaitans were recruited to work diving for bêche- 
de-mer and pearls in the Torres Strait, and also worked on pastoral pro­
perties in Queensland.119 After 1884 Melanesians were confined to 
coastal areas producing sugar cane; but more than 1,200 Malaitans 
reached Queensland before this cut-off date, one of whom was Kulijeri. 
Kulijeri worked for most of his life for the Hann family of Maryvale 
pastoral station in the upper Burdekin. His family claim that William 
Hann personally brought Kulijeri back to Maryvale from the islands. It 
seems probable that Hann first met Kulijeri in the Torres Strait, when 
Hann was on a ship on his way back from England via Ceylon in the 
mid-1870s. Kulijeri’s descendants still live in the upper Burdekin area
U9QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 23 December 1875; QSA COL/A225, In letter 2116 
of 1876, H.M. Chester, Police Magistrate, Somerset to CS, 1 August 1876.
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today, the only pastoral-based Islanders known to be of Malaitan des­
cent.120
Netoka: 1881
Netoka belonged to the Suraena descent group at Atta, descended 
through Ngalia, brother of Fugui. He was kidnapped and taken to 
Mackay on board the Jabberwock in 1881 when he was about twenty 
years old. The story told by his family on Malaita is that Netoka, Arfu, 
another young man and an older man paddled their canoe out to the 
ship, beckoned by the crew. The canoe was grappled to the side of the 
ship, and during the ensuing struggle one man was killed.121
On this voyage the Jabberwock’s Master was H.C. Adrian, on his 
first trip to Malaita; the Government Agent H.G. Lynde had only 
previously visited Malaita as Agent on the Sybil in 1878, a voyage on 
which kidnapping is suspected to have occurred. The entire voyage took 
over four months, the Jabberwock arriving back in Mackay in February 
1881. Sixty-three male and four female recruits were accepted as inden­
tured labourers. The majority of them were transshipped to A.C. Mac­
Millan’s Airdmillan plantation on the lower Burdekin. The minority, 
Netoka among them, stayed at Mackay.122
Logomier: 1884
Logomier enlisted on the Lavinia in 1884 when he was in his teens, a 
few months after the Queensland government had banned recruiters 
from giving guns as trade gifts in exchange for recruits. He was an east 
Fataleka bushman, one of the first from his area to travel to 
Queensland. The Lavinia was a 119 ton schooner which began to work 
in the labour trade in 1882. The voyage on which Logomier enlisted was 
its second to Malaita. Recruiting was slow; the voyage took over five 
months to complete, as many Islanders were refusing to enlist on the 
Queensland ships without the usual gift of a gun as trade. The men’s 
quarters on board were 8.40m. X 5.68m. with a height of 2.13m.; the 
area set aside i ,r women measured 2.69m. X 5.68m. with a height of
m BOHC  84Ba: 1 (GR). I am indebted to Anne Allingham for providing extra information 
about Kulijeri.
121Information from Ramofafia, Ataa, 1 June 1978.
m QSA PRE/83 a-b {Jabberwock 26-2-1881): Natokar No. 56; M M  12, 26 February, 2 
March 1881; QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 1 March 1881.
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2.13m. The ship was licenced to carry eighty-five Melanesians in that 
space, but on the voyage with Logomier there were only thirty-eight 
men and one women.
An incident occurred while the ship was at Malaita which must have 
stayed in Logomier’s memory all his life. Dynamite charges were often 
used by the labour ships to kill fish for eating, or as a daily signal to the 
inland people that a ship was at a nearby passage. On this voyage the 
Master S. Smith had his left hand shattered by the explosion from a 
charge of dynamite while the Lavinia was at east Malaita. Luckily HMS 
Lark was nearby and Dr Guppy the ship’s surgeon amputated the hand. 
Even so there seems to have been no hurry to return to port. The inci­
dent occured on the 16th of May and the Lavinia arrived at Mackay on 
the 6th of September. Logomier lived at Mackay for the rest of his life. 
In 1906 he married Orrani, the widow of another Fataleka man. Both 
Logomier and his wife died in the 1919 influenza epidemic.123
Kwailiu, Orrani, Fikui and Karai: 1880s
Some Masters and Government Agents returned to Malaita over 
decades on numerous voyages. The record is held by Master Robert 
Pearn: twenty-six voyages including Malaita between 1884 and 1903. 
Europeans like Pearn found it beneficial to remember those Islanders 
whom they had met before. One of the Tonarus family, presumably 
Aigeselaus, did this with Kwailiu, when he visited him while his ship was 
at anchor at Fauabu, west Fataleka. Kwailiu was actually from the 
Rakwane descent group in east Fataleka. His age at the time of his 
death in 1906 was given as forty years, so he was probably first recruited 
in the mid-1880s. He twice travelled to Queensland: on the first occa­
sion Kwailiu may have been kidnapped but on the second occasion he 
willingly enlisted. The first time he spent only three years on the planta­
tions, before returning home. He then married Orrani from west 
Fataleka, and when he met up with Tonarus he and Orrani were visiting 
her parents’ area. Kwailiu knew Tonarus, either as the Master of one of 
the ships on which he had travelled, or from during his years in 
Queensland. Tonarus greeted Kwailiu as a long friend, gave him
i23M M  10 September 1884; QSA COL/A408, In letter 8330 of 1884, Shipwright Surveyor, 
Mackay to IA, 10 September 1884; QSA AGS N359: List of Kanakas in the Mackay 
district in 1913 (the list shows Logomier as having been in Queensland for 29 years); M M  
18 August, 2 September 1919.
C.R. Moore, ‘Luke Logomier’ in H. Reynolds (ed.), Race Relations in North Queensland 
(Townsville, 1978), 181-94.
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presents and persuaded him, his wife, his brother Karai124 and some of 
their friends to return to Queensland.
This trip must have been to plantations around Innisfail as the first 
two of their children were born at the Johnstone river in 1891 and 1893. 
By 1895 the couple were in Mackay where their next child was born. 
Kwailiu’s grandfather Dedeana had been a powerful wane baita, and 
although his father Luifera had not been as important, changing cir­
cumstances meant that Kwailiu was expected to take a leading role in 
the affairs of his descent group. Eventually the Rakwane leaders sent 
Fikui, another member of the group, to search for him in Queensland. 
After initially being recruited to Bundaberg, Fikui found Kwailiu at 
Mackay but failed to persuade him to return to Malaita. Kwailiu died in 
1906 and his widow re-married later the same year, securing her future 
and that of her five children by a customary marriage to her kinsman 
Logomier who had been in Queensland since recruiting on the Lavinia 
in 1884.125
Fiukwandi: 1887
Kavisi Fiukwandi was born about 1865 in east Fataleka and twice 
enlisted voluntarily to travel to Queensland. On the first occassion he 
joined a ship at Fauabu in West Fataleka, having crossed the island with 
a group of men, because no ship had called at Fakanakafo for some 
time. He returned to Malaita after three years and later enlisted again, 
from east Fataleka.
The second time Fiukwandi was escaping from internecine fighting. 
Because of the fighting Fiukwandi’s father Simita and his uncle Adoa 
and their families had been forced to leave their home at Asinamo and 
move to Fiumali and Nunologe, the home of Fiukwandi’s mother’s des­
cent group. He was living at Nunologe when he was recruited. One of 
these occasions was in 1887, as a “ Feuquardie” is recorded as having 
enlisted on the Fearless in that year, with Aigeselaus Tonarus as Master. 
The Fearless sailed to Mackay with sixty-seven recruits, and Fiukwandi 
spent the rest of his life working on plantations and small farms in that 
district. He married a Malaitan woman Annie Myterrafear, raised a
124Karai returned to Rakwane after three years; his descendants live there today.
125The information about Kwailiu, Orrani and Karai has been collected from various 
members of the Fatnowna family at Mackay, and from Charles Luiramo and Ishmael Itea 
on Malaita.
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family and died in the 1919 influenza epidemic at approximately fifty- 
four years of age.126
Kwaitaka: 1888
Kwaitaka was bom in the late 1860s. His father Gegesu had shifted to 
Fata Fata village in Kwara’ae, from Beusamoro at Malo in east 
Fataleka before Kwaitaka was born. Kwaitaka lived in Kwara’ae until 
he was a young man, when an incident occurred that caused the family 
to flee back to Fataleka. Kwaitaka’s sister had a lover named 
Kwaikurua, whom Kwaitaka killed. Gegesu and his family fled to the 
protection of the Rakwane descent group; Kwaitaka hurriedly enlisted 
at Asniwane on board the Myrtle in 1888. The Myrtle's Master was 
Aigeselaus Tonarus, veteran of a dozen voyages to Malaita. Kwaitaka 
and ninety-two other recruits, at least eighteen of whom were Malaitan, 
were taken to work at Ingham. He later shifted to Mackay and married 
Lucy Coquash, a daughter of Kwailiu and Orrani, and died in 1919 dur­
ing the influenza epidemic.127
Swali: 1880s or 1890s
Thomas Swali was born in east Fataleka in the Bakwa descent group. 
He was recruited to Queensland and worked at Maryborough, Bun- 
daberg, Cairns and Mackay. The only documented date early in Swali’s 
life is for a minor Court appearance he made at Mackay in 1899. In 
1906 he moved to Nambour with his wife Bugugwala and her daughter 
Mary. In old age Swali made yearly visits to Mackay and always claim­
ed to be related to the Fataleka families there. Memory of Swali is 
perpetuated in a Fataleka song. Swali and Kwaikallier (who was from 
Talofolo and enlisted on the Sybil in 1899) were singing customary 
songs one night in Queensland. Their singing was so raucous that Irofue 
(from Ataa) gave them a shilling to shut them up, saying:
You two fella sing too good for stop long Queensland;
126Information from John Dere, Fasileta, east Malaita, 26 May 1978 and from members 
of the Fiukwandi family at Mackay.
M M  8 February 1887.
127Information from Naridu, Malo, 4 November 1976 and from Henry Stephens 
Quaytucker, Mackay, 23 April 1974. Also refer to BOHC  lBa:l and QSA PRE/83 a-b 
(Myrtle 25-12-1888).
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alsaem frogs cry cry long swamp. Better you two fella go 
home long Malaita for sing.128
Bikwai and his wife Lil: 1880s
Swali’s adopted daughter Mary married Louis, son of Bikwai, a 
Malaitan wane asi. Bikwai was related to the Bobongie and Sippie 
families from Lau, living at Mackay. In Malaita one informant sug­
gested that Bikwai came from Kwara’ae. If both of these claims are true 
the only likely amalgamation of the two would be that Bikwai came 
from the wane asi at Kwai in east Kwara’ae. Bikwai’s wife (whose 
Christian name was Lil) told Mary Bikwai (née Swali) that she had been 
kidnapped from a beach on Malaita, but nothing is known of the man­
ner in which Bikwai was recruited. A photo of the Bikwai family taken 
in 1915 shows Charles Bikwai and his wife Lil at about fifty years of 
age, which would mean that they were probably recruited in the 
1880s.129
Sippie and Gwyner: 1889
Sippie and his wife Gwyner recruited from the far north of Lau 
lagoon in company with Campini (Captani) in late 1889. They boarded 
the Nautilus, then commanded by Master J. Mackay with W. de Vaux 
as Government Agent. The Nautilus reached Brisbane in early January 
1890, from where it proceeded to the Johnstone river. The Sippie family 
know that their parents also worked in Bundaberg at some stage, before 
settling at Mackay. Sippie died in 1919, and Gwyner soon afterwards.130
Bobongie: 1890s
Bobongie was born about 1873 on one of the artificial islands in Lau 
lagoon. Today he is claimed by two Lau descent groups: Funaafou and 
Sekeana. The Funaafou story is that Bobongie enlisted with his friend
m BOHC  81Ba:l (MS); M M  25 February 1899; Fataleka song provided by Ramofafia, 
Kulbert Figui and Ishmael Itea, Auki, 30 June 1978.
129BOHC  35Ba: 1 (II); BOHC  37Bb: 1 (S&FB); BOHC  81Bb: 1 (MS); photo provided by Dr 
Tom Dutton, Dept, of Linguistics, R.S. of P.S., Australian National University. 
130PRE/83a-b (Nautilus 2-1-1890); BOHC 37Ba:l (S&FB).
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John Captain (Captani), the man who remained a close friend of 
Bobongie and Sippie at Mackay. Captani is supposed to have broken a 
Lau taboo by allowing a woman to walk underneath him while he was 
in a tree, so the two men decided to leave Malaita. The Sekeana story is 
that Bobongie was from Sekeana artificial islet but was recruited at 
Mbita’ama in To’ambaita where he had travelled by canoe to hunt por­
poises. “Bobongie” means “tomorrow”—the man who always pro­
crastinates131
Whichever story is true, Bobongie first worked at Innisfail and 
Cairns before moving to Mackay. He was living at Mackay in 1895 
when he was baptised at the age of twenty-two. In 1906 he married Joy 
Kwau, daughter of Kwailiu and Orrani; after her death in 1912 he mar­
ried Fiukwandi’s daughter Emma in 1917. Bobongie died in 1946 aged 
over seventy.132
Kissier: 1887
Kissier-ola was born in Kwaio at Uru on the east coast about 1880, 
one of the Kwaio wane asi. His father was Tolau, and the family line 
continues in Kwaio today through Kissier’s brother Raremai and his 
descendants. Kissier enlisted at Sinalanggu in 1897 on board the 
Helena, accompanied by at least one other Kwaio man. Several men 
were returned to east Kwaio on this voyage, so Kissier had ample op­
portunity to ask questions about the ship and its destination. The 
Helena was on its thirty-fourth voyage in the trade, the twelfth to in­
clude Malaita. The ship berthed at Bundaberg in June 1897, with 
eighty-six recruits, three of them females. At a later stage Kissier work­
ed in North Queensland, marrying an Aboriginal woman. Their son 
Moses was born in 1905 and at about that time the family moved to 
Mackay. Kissier died during the influenza epidemic in 1919, his wife 
having died earlier and their son surviving.133
m BOHC 37Ba:l (S&FB); John Keyes, Honiara, 26 June 1978; Fatai, of Ngwangwasila 
(originally from Sekeana) told this story to Luiramo. Charles Luiramo, 14 May 1978. 
l32BOHC  37Ba: 1 (S&FB); BOHC  41Ba: 1-2 (HB); BOHC  50Ba:2 (HB&ONF).
• «Information from John Keyes, Honiara, 26 June 1978; BOHC  34Bb:2 (ONF); BOHC 
50Bb:2 (HB&ONF); BOHC  55Ba:3 (NJF); QSA PRE/83a-b (Helena 24-6-1897); QSA 
GOV/A32, IA to S to CS, 14 July 1897: App.: Extract from log of Government Agent 
W.H. Lawrence; M M  1 September 1919.
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CHAPTER FOUR
A  Short History o f  European Mackay 1860-1925
From the top of the range surrounding the Pioneer river and its 
tributaries, the first European explorers looked down on the rich 
alluvial plains sloping away to the sea. To the southeast was Connor’s 
range, to the north, Eungela and the continuation of Clarke’s range. 
The western slopes of the escarpment formed catchment basins for the 
Isaac and Burdekin rivers. To the east were the upper reaches of Cattle, 
Black Waterhole, Black’s and Stockyard creeks, which unite to form 
the Pioneer river. The whole valley stretching eighty kilometres west to 
east was the pastoral haven they had hoped to discover. The date was 
May 1860, and the exploration party was led by a young Scot, John 
Mackay, after whom the township was named.1
By 1860 the country behind the Pioneer valley had become known 
and rapidly selected. The coast had been explored, but the fertile valley, 
protected by a ring of heavily timbered mountains, screened from the 
sea by shoals and mangroves, was still in Aboriginal hands. The same 
qualities that attracted pastoralists also suited the Aboriginal in­
habitants. Aboriginals had lived in the valley and on the islands off the 
coast for thousands of years. The north Australian coast, in com­
parison with the drier south and inland, is well suited to the needs of a 
hunter-gatherer economy. The Pioneer valley’s water courses, coastal 
mangroves, fertile grassed plains, and the rainforest at the end of the 
valley, provided bountiful food and shelter for the Aboriginals. The 
climate was pleasant though humid and frosts were rare: the mean 
shade temperature in the early years of European settlement was 17°C 
minimum and 27.5°C maximum; the average rainfall was 1,730 milli­
metres falling over 130 days.2
•Kerr, Pioneer Pageant, 1-8.
2H.L. Roth, ‘The climate of Mackay’ RSNSW J (1881), 21-39; Rainfall in Queensland 
(Brisbane, 1947), 38-9; N. Loos, Invasion and Resistance: Aboriginal-European relations 
on the North Queensland frontier 1861-1897 (Canberra, 1982), 1-27.
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The Pioneer valley lay within the Kennedy land district of New South 
Wales, bordering on the Leichhardt and Port Curtis districts (Maps 
Nine and Ten). Pastoral runs had been selected south of the valley dur­
ing the 1850s, but Kennedy was not opened for selection until 
November 1859. The proclamation, rescinded early in 1860 when 
Queensland was separated from New South Wales, was renewed in 
January 1861. Early settlers chose large contiguous runs covering the 
entire valley floor (Map Eleven). By the late 1860s pastoral holdings 
dominated the district, except for an area excised from the Cape 
Palmerston and Balnagowan runs in order to provide urban land for 
Mackay and surrounding agricultural lands. Here, along with maize 
and tropical fruits, some sugar cane was already being grown. (Map 
Twelve).
Twenty years later pastoralism had been supplanted by agriculture 
throughout the valley, surviving only in an arc of foothill country. 
South of the valley early runs had been stocked with sheep and cattle, 
but Pioneer valley runs were stocked mainly with cattle. Sheep suffered 
from footrot on the wet coastal plains and spear grass ruined fleeces, 
eventually killing the animals. Cattle, though not as lucrative, were a 
safer investment, but in the long term it was sugar cane not cattle that 
made the valley famous. Several of the early pastoralists later became 
prominent sugar cane plantation owners.3
John Spiller is usually credited with having planted the first sugar 
cane in the valley, on the first of June 1865 at his and Percy Crees’ 
Pioneer plantation. Thomas Henry Fitzgerald and John Ewen David­
son provided the necessary commercial impetus when they installed a 
mill at their Alexandra plantation, which first crushed in September 
1868.4 Spiller had crushed some of his cane in a primitive wooden- 
rollered mill in June 1867, but Alexandra was the first steam-powered 
mill.5 Its existence allowed agriculturalists with small holdings a chance 
to plant cane. Many switched from maize to cane. The cane acerage ex­
panded and a sugar boom began. In 1865 the district boasted twenty
3Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 194-7, particularly 196; Kerr, Pioneer Pageant, 9-18.
4Manning, In Their Own Hands, 6-18; Kerr, Pioneer Pageant, 27-30; Moore, Kanaka 
Maratta, 198-201.
5Herein a plantation is defined by function, not by size, ownership or tenure: it is an area 
of cane operated as a unit and possessing its own steam-powered mill, crushing cane for 
more than three consecutive seasons. While a mill might also crush cane from outside the 
plantation, the rule that for every mill there is one plantation has no known exception. For 
ease in mapping and general description this definition excludes the more primitive 
animal-powered mills and any steam-powered mills operating for three or fewer con­
secutive seasons. For a listing of all mills in the Mackay cane district refer to Moore, 
Kanaka Maratta, Appendix Three, 687-730.
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Map Ten: Central Queensland, 1860.
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acres of cane. Ten years later there were 4,844 acres, and by 1885 the 
acerage had quadrupled, to 19,320.6 Maps Twelve to Fourteen illustrate 
the expansion of the sugar lands, 1869 to 1883, and the retreat of 
pastoralism.
Table Five:
Plantation and farmers’ mills built in the Mackay district, in order of 
construction, noting years of operation
1. Pioneer (1867-82)
2. Alexandra (1868-84)
3. Pleystowe (1869-88)
4. Cassada (1870-85)
5. Meadowlands (1870-1906)
6. Branscombe (1871-84)
7. Barrie (1872-86)
8. Lome (1872-87)
9. Miclere (1872-83)
10. Nebia (1872-86)
11. Foulden (1872-87)
12. Cedars (1873-86)
13. Dumbleton (1873-87)
14. Inverness (1873-84)
15. River (1873-91)
16. Balmoral (1873-80)
17. Te Kowai (1874-95)
18. Richmond (1874-95)
19. Palms (1881-1924)
20. Beaconsfield (1882-92)
21. Conningsby (1882-87)
22. Victoria (1882-87)
23. Farleigh (1883-1900-1905 + )
24. Habana (1883-1902)
25. Homebush (1883-1921)
26. Marian (1883-91-95 + )
27. Mt. Pleasant (1883-87)
28. Nindaroo (1883-1901)
29. Palmyra (1883-1905)
30. Ashburton (1883-95)
31. North Eton (1888 + )
32. Racecourse (1888 + )
33. Plane Creek (1896 + )
34. Cattle Creek (1906 + )
Source : Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 687-730: Appendix Three, Plant­
ation mills, farmers’ mills and attempts to establish mills in 
the Mackay district.
The first plantations were along the river, but until the river was first 
bridged in 1877 it presented a barrier to plantation development on the 
northern side. The town of Mackay was on the southern bank, and so 
were all of the early plantations except Pioneer. The next seven planta-, 
tions established after Pioneer were all along the south bank of the river 
or along nearby creeks: Pleystowe (1869) and Branscombe (1871) were
6Moore, Kanaka Maratta, Table Three: Mackay district agricultural production 
1864- 1886.
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along the bank of the river; Alexandra (1868), Cassada (1870) and 
Lome (1872) were bounded by Baker’s creek; Meadowlands (1870) was 
beside lagoons close to the river; and Barrie (1872) was situated on 
Sandy creek. Spiller and Creese at Pioneer, faced by Fitzgerald’s dum­
mied control of the best land on the southern bank, were the only early 
planters who opted for the next best land on the northern side of the 
river, despite the inconvenience. However it was not long before other 
mills joined Pioneer on the northern bank. In 1872-3 four plantations 
were established along the northern bank, a balance for the existing 
plantations on the other side. Nebia and Foulden were opened in 1872 
and Dumbleton and River in 1873. Their proprietors realised that it 
would only be a few years until a bridge was built, and the high prices 
then offering for sugar were enough to make even the most cautious 
agriculturalists turn a hand to cane growing.
The next extension of cane land was to the fertile low hills a few kilo­
metres north of the river. Greenmount and Balnagowan runs blocked 
any further expansion to the west and the lower reaches of the river 
were already encircled by plantations. The first plantations to be estab­
lished under what was named the hill system of cultivation were Miclere 
in 1872 and Cedars in 1873. Another plantation, Inverness, was also 
established in 1873; adjoining Cedars it was well away from the river, 
but on flatter ground. Especially in the first few years of cultivation, ex­
ceptional crops were obtained from these low hills. In 1874 the Mackay 
Mercury described Cedars cane as the finest in the district, and at­
tributed its quality to the rich scrub soil. In the same year Mackay’s in­
habitants were amazed by a report of cane growing six metres high on 
newly established Richmond plantation, across the road from Cedars.1 *
Two more plantation mills were built on the south side of the river in 
1873 and 1874, the last mills constructed in the district until 1881. In 
1873 Balmoral was begun within the boundary of the town of Mackay, 
in the Parish of Howard, adjoining Meadowlands. The following year, 
T.H. Fitzgerald in partnership with A.T. Ball, established Te Kowai 
plantation. Prior to Te Kowai Fitzgerald had concentrated his efforts 
on Alexandra (in partnership with J.E. Davidson), on his parliamentary 
career 1868 to 1869, and on Meadowlands. Fitzgerald had owned the 
Meadowlands land since 1869; he built the mill in partnership with E.B. 
Kennedy and C.J. King in 1870.8 He had controlled the Te Kowai land 
since 1865, waiting his chance to develop it. When the Te Kowai mill 
was completed in 1874 it was second in size only to River. It had the
1MM  23 May, 13 September 1874.
SMM  6 August 1870, 17 July 1878, 4 September 1875, 26 August 1876.
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capacity to produce over 1,000 tons of sugar a year and also housed a 
distillery.
Almost 5,000 acres of cane were under cultivation in the district in 
1875, and seventeen major mills were ready to crush. During the early 
months of the year the rainfall had been more than twice the average, 
and the planters and small farmers were looking forward to a good 
crop. In the middle of 1875 a disease, commonly named rust, began to 
appear on the canes. The disease is thought to have been Downey 
Mildew (Sclerospora Sachohari).9
Writing about the effect of rust throughout Queensland’s sugar 
regions, G.C. Bolton noted that it seems to have been least marked at 
Mackay; and that only one major planter, Fitzgerald, had been 
bankrupted by the poor cane harvests that followed. Other writers, 
have followed Bolton’s lead.10 While it is true that many cane growers 
in other districts were worse afflicted, Bolton underestimated the effect 
of rust on the Mackay district. A decade after the calamity the Mackay 
Mercury described the effect of the disease more accurately:
It must be borne in mind that the district, up to that time, 
was standing on one leg, and when that leg became para­
lysed the consequences can be better imagined than describ­
ed.11
The effects were twofold: there were significant long term changes in 
the ownership of plantations and in the finances that backed them; and 
thereafter cane growers took a more scientific approach to their farm­
ing techniques and the cane varieties which they used. Southern finan­
ciers had dislodged the resident owners in ten out of eighteen cases.12 
The planters had borrowed money to establish their mills, and their 
finances were too precariously balanced to stand even a mild set back.
No new mills were established at the end of the 1870s, although cane 
cultivation continued to increase fairly evenly. Then from 1881 until 
1883 the increase in mill numbers and in acres of cane was dramatic: 
from fifteen mills in 1880 to twenty-six mills in 1883, with the cane land 
under cultivation and the amount of sugar produced doubling at the 
same time.
The big news in the district was the establishment of Palms and 
Homebush. Palms was built by the Melbourne-Mackay Sugar Com-
9Manning, In Their Own Hands, 20-2.
i°Bolton, Thousand Miles Away, 77; Jones, Hurricane Lamps, 102.
"M M  1 May 1886.
12Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 216.
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pany Ltd.13 in 1881. J.E. Davidson {Alexandra) combined his resources 
with R.J. Jeffray representing Sloan & Co. (Te Kowai and Nebia), and 
G.M.H. King (Branscombe). In partnership with J.S. Hill and E.W. 
Ehlers, London financiers and sugar agents, they floated the 
Melbourne-Mackay Sugar Company, with a capital of £500,000 to con­
struct Palms, and to run the other plantations. Homebush was built in 
1883 by the Victorian Sugar Company, a subsidiary of the Colonial 
Sugar Refining Company (CSR).14 The company bought up over 
16,000 acres of land in the Parishes of Chelona, Homebush, Eton and 
Hector, 10,000 of which, in one chain of holdings between Sandy and 
Baker’s creeks, became Homebush plantation. CSR had for some years 
been buying Mackay’s sugar crops for their refineries, but they opted 
for direct involvement when they erected Homebush, the district’s 
largest mill. With its 5,000 ton capacity Homebush out-classed Palms 
by 3,000 tons, and made the older mills look aS primitive as had David­
son’s Alexandra in comparison to Spiller and Creese’s Pioneer a decade 
and a half before.
With the obvious confidence displayed by CSR and the Melbourne- 
Mackay Sugar Company, and buoyant sugar prices, southern investors 
began to pour money into the district: twelve mills (including Palms and 
Homebush) were established in quick succession between 1881 and 
1883. Palms in 1881 was followed in 1882 by Beaconsfield and Con- 
ningsby on the north side of the river, and Victoria out near Barrie on 
the Walkerston-Eton road. In 1883, the peak year of the boom, eight 
mills began operations: Farleigh, an amalgamation of the land of 
Foulden and Miclere, with a new mill added; Habana, between Reliance 
creek and the coast; Homebush', Marian, forty kilometres down the 
valley; M t Pleasant, bordering River plantation; Nindaroo, just north 
of Cedars and Richmond', Palmyra, on Baker’s creek behind Alexan­
dra', and Ashburton, built in the hills of Pioneer plantation.
Northern settlement had occurred in the 1860s at a time when capital 
had been readily available for pastoral investment, as a result of the 
1850s gold rushes. Some of this capital flowed directly on to the 1870s 
plantations. In the early 1870s Australian banks which had accumulated
13Melboume-Mackay Queensland Sugar Company Limited: Memorandum of Associa­
tion, 31 March 1880; Melbourne-Mackay Sugar Company Limited: Memorandum of 
Association, 31 March 1882. The legal documents for the company are held in the Blake 
and Riggall Collection, Melbourne University Business Archives (MUBA).
14The complete records of Homebush mill are contained in Deposit 142 (C.S.R. Ltd.), Ar­
chives, Research School of Social Sciences, The Australian National University. For 
descriptions of Homebush’s  initial land holdings at Mackay, refer to Deposit 142/3182, 
Schedule of Deeds, 2 April 1887, 23 July 1888. CSR had intended to establish two mills, 
one at Homebush and one on Sarina inlet, but only Homebush was built.
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funds in London, were using tlhem to invest in Australia, to take advan­
tage of attractive interest rates. As well, in the 1870s and 1880 many 
Anglo-Australian business houses were lending English capital for use 
in a wide range of investments in Australian pastoral and agricultural 
industries. By 1880-4 investment in the sugar industry had almost out­
stripped pastoral investment. In 1884 over £6,000,000 were invested in 
the Queensland sugar industry, one-third of this amount at Mackay.15
*  *  *
The first plantations established in the 1860s required only small 
capital investments, coupled with a resilient pioneering spirit on the part 
of the local plantation owners. By the 1880s large amounts of money, 
provided by southern and overseas capitalists, were invested in 
Mackay’s plantations, and the owners and managers needed business 
acumen, not pioneering zeal. The economy of the Mackay district was 
tied to capitalist enterprises elsewhere, and to fluctuating world sugar 
prices. Mackay’s resident planters wielded economic, social and 
economic power within their local domain, but they were insignificant 
forces on a wider plane. This becomes clear in relation to changing 
sugar technology and the wider economic and political decisions which 
forced change on the Queensland sugar industry in the late nineteenth 
century. Mackay was inescapably bound to changing circumstances 
beyond local control.
The plantation regime was characterized by large farming units, ver­
tical integration of the farming and milling process, and extensive 
human capital investment using indentured Melanesian labour, the 
whole process personally supervised by the entrepreneur-owner or his 
manager. The industry boomed in the early 1880s: speculation was rife; 
the acreage under cane increased dramatically, as did the amount of 
sugar produced; and Melanesian circular-migration reached its peak. 
Then calamity struck. Queensland’s sugar industry was profitable only 
because the high price of sugar on the world market covered its ineffi­
ciency, low productivity and rising labour costs. But the world sugar 
price, declining since 1881, fell by a third in 1884, and continued to fall 
until a slight recovery in 1888-9.16 It was another three decades before 
the 1883 price was again equalled; by that time the Queensland sugar in­
dustry had been completely restructured.
15A.R. Hall, The Stock Exchange o f  Melbourne and the Victorian Economy 1852-1900 
(Canberra, 1968), 86; G. Serle, The Rush to  be Rich: a history o f  the colony o f Victoria 
1883-1889 (Melbourne, 1974), 49; M M  21 June 1884; A.R. Hall, The London Capital 
M arket and Australia 1870-1914 (Canberra, 1963).
16A.G. Lowndes (ed.), South Pacific Enterprise: The Colonial Sugar Refining Company 
Lim ited (Sydney, 1956), 442-3.
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In 1885 there were thirty plantation mills operating at Mackay: 
twenty-eight growing most of their own cane but also accepting cane 
from surrounding small farm cultivators, and two growing very little 
cane of their own, operating primarily as central mills supplied by sur­
rounding small farm cultivators. That year the district produced 21,604 
tons of raw sugar. During the following decades the industry was trans­
formed, from the plantation regime to the pattern which remains today: 
large central mills co-operatively owned by small farm operators. The 
first farmer-controlled central mills in Queensland were completed at 
Mackay in 1888, under government sponsorship. By 1900 five farmers’ 
mills had been built in the district and in that year for the first time the 
farmer-controlled mills out-produced the remaining seven plantation 
mills. In 1905 there were only ten mills operating; half were plantation 
mills and half farmer-owned mills, together manufacturing 32,380 tons 
of sugar. Two decades later in 1925 only seven mills remained: six were 
farmers’ central mills; one Farleigh, the sole surviving mill on the north 
side of the river, was grower-supplied but privately owned.17 In 1925 the 
seven mills produced three times as much sugar as had been produced 
by thirty mills in 1885. All seven are still functioning today. 1925, there­
fore, can be taken as marking the end of the transformation which had 
begun fifty years earlier. Innovations continued, of course, but without 
changing the broad features of the system that had emerged by 1925.
The modern Australian sugar cane industry is unique because of a 
combination of features, all but one of which date from the 1885-1925 
period.
1. The cane is processed in large central mills: in 1980 thirty-three 
mills produced over 3,000,000 tonnes of raw sugar.
2. The cane is grown on family-sized units by farmers who own and 
control the mills wholly or substantially.18
3. The industry is the domain almost exclusively of white labour and 
white land-owners.
17Ken Manning’s In Their Own Hands, a history of Farleigh Co-operative Sugar Milling 
Association Ltd., is an excellent account of the mill’s development and the changes in the 
industry as a whole.
18Since the 1970s there has been a tendency to amalgamate several farms into one, usually 
still controlled by a single family, but taking advantage of economies of scale to survive in 
the modem mechanised industry. Milling companies have shareholders who are not cane 
growers, and companies have diversified their interests beyond the sugar industry. As an 
example, Pioneer Sugar Mills Limited, which owns Plane Creek mill at Mackay and 
Pioneer and Inkerman mills on the Burdekin, also owns several cattle properties as well as 
producing chemicals and pipelines. Pioneer Sugar Mills Limited, 1980 Annual Report to 
Stockholders and Employees, and Notice o f Meeting (Brisbane, 1980).
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4. There is government control, almost complete over production 
levels, marketing and pricing, substantial over wages and working 
conditions.
5. The industry is one of the most highly mechanised sugar industries 
in the world.
Of these five characteristics only the first, the change to large central 
mills from small plantation mills, was part of a world wide trend. The 
development of small farming units and a “white” sugar industry was 
consequent on a unique combination of economic, political and racial 
circumstances present in late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
Australia. Government funding for mills and government control of 
markets and prices marked a change from free enterprise to State 
regulation in all aspects of the industry; a change carried out piecemeal 
as necessity demanded between 1885 and the years during and directly 
following the First World War.
The sixth characteristic, advances in farming and milling technology, 
in part was forced on the industry by rising labour costs, but it was also 
the product of cane farming in a technologically advanced society. 
Farmers began large-scale use of tractors in the mid-1920s, which cut 
labour and livestock costs and left harvesting the only part in the pro­
duction cycle that needed a large labour force. Labour for harvesting 
was provided by itinerant European cane-cutters until mechanical 
harvesting was introduced in the 1950s. Australia was in the vanguard 
of developing mechanical cane harvesters, today exporting harvesting 
equipment to several overseas sugar cane growing countries.
Hundreds of small agricultural selections were taken up around the 
plantations. Most of these farms were initially leased from the Crown 
and converted to freehold within a few years. In size they ranged from 
fifteen to 2,000 acres, the majority averaging between 160 and 300 
acres.19 The typical pattern was for farmers to progressively clear the 
natural cover of scrub and forest over many years, while sowing cash 
crops and grazing cattle to supplement the income derived from their 
sugar cane. Virtually all farmers supplemented their incomes by work­
ing as labourers, on neighbouring farms and plantations. One of the 
major complaints received by the 1897 Royal Commission on Land 
Settlement when it sat at Mackay was over the continuous residence 
clause in the Land Act. Particularly at crushing time many farmers 
worked away from their selections for up to three months at a time, 
which meant that single men could not comply with the residence condi-
19A.E. Munro (comp.), The Sugar Fields o f  Mackay, North Queensland (Mackay, 1895).
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tions of their leases. It was often women who were left to establish the 
new selections while the men were away.20
Probably all plantation mills crushed some cane supplied by farmers 
in order to supplement their own production. Two of them, Victoria 
and Marian, drew the greater part of their cane from farmers, thus 
functioning virtually as privately-owned central mills. Farmers were in a 
weak position, not able to ensure that their cane was crushed when its 
sugar content was highest—or indeed was crushed at all—and in no 
position to bargain for a satisfactory price. Those even a few kilometres 
from the nearest mill had in addition serious transport problems. The 
solution—a group of farmers banding together to establish their own 
mill—was so obvious that it is surprising that the industry was estab­
lished for two decades before the milling pattern was changed. Part of 
the explanation for this lack of initiative probably lies in the boom con­
ditions prevailing at that time. A few tentative attempts had been made 
but there was no serious effort from the farmers until 1885.
In 1885 a small group of farmers from around Eton petitioned 
Premier Griffith, asking that his government sponsor the establishment 
of farmer-controlled central mills. Co-operative central mills were a 
logical corollary to Griffith’s desire to further smaller-scale agricultural 
settlement in the colony, and his government’s firm resolve to end 
dependence on coloured labour. Griffith approved the application and 
had £50,000 placed on the Estimates. Against the opposition of all Con­
servatives in the parliament except M.H. Black, Mackay’s represent­
ative, the Premier forced the vote through the House. After an in­
vestigation of all applications the money was divided between two 
groups of farmers at Mackay, who established North Eton and Race­
course mills.21
The control, size and ownership of the Mackay mills altered radically 
during the decade and a half after 1890. Most of the mills which had 
survived the slump at the end of the 1880s either closed, amalgamated 
or were taken over by farmer co-operatives. Marian, River, Richmond 
and Beaconsfield closed between 1891 and 1895; Te Kowai 
amalgamated with Palms and Ashburton with Farleigh in 1894-5; 
Farleigh ceased operations for five years, 1900-05; Nindaroo closed in 
1900 and Habana in 1901. Pleystowe (closed since 1888) and Marian 
(closed since 1891) were re-structured, and Plane Creek constructed, as 
government-sponsored mills under the 1893 Sugar Works Guarantee
20Royal Commission on Land Settlement in Queensland, 1897, 157-62, contained in the 
Reports and Evidence of Royal Commissions and Select Committees related to land 
alienation in the colonies of Australia, JCUNQ: Library MF Q6.
21Kerr, Pioneer Pageant, 89-98.
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Act. Cattle Creek mill was built by growers in the Finch-Hatton area in 
1906, independent of government finance.
Following the enormous changes in milling which had occurred in the 
1880s and 1890s, the labour force of the sugar industry was transformed 
in the early years of the twentieth century. The forces which dictated the 
construction of the larger sugar mills were technological, and had inter­
national significance: they affected Australia decades later than old- 
established producing countries. Government assistance was provided 
to hasten a process already under way. Reconstruction of the labour 
force was imposed from outside the industry, in the face of unanimous 
opposition from within it, and for reasons overwhelmingly political.
The first move to end the Melanesian labour trade was taken in 1885. 
The notice then given that importations would end after 1890 was one 
reason, admittedly among many, for the stagnation of the sugar in­
dustry in those years. The reversal of that decision in 1892, at a time of 
general economic crisis was avowedly no more than a temporary 
respite. Whether any government of an unfederated Queensland could 
have succeeded in enforcing that policy may be doubted, but the ques­
tion was never put to the test. Within the ten year period of the respite 
granted in 1892 the Commonwealth of Australia came into being, and it 
was the new federal government which in 1901 ordained the end of the 
labour trade in 1903 and deportation of as many Melanesian im­
migrants as possible from 1906. Unlike Queensland, the Common­
wealth had powers sufficient to ensure that the sugar industry survived 
during its painful adaptation to a wholly white labour force. It is one of 
the persistent myths of Queensland history that Melanesians were 
employed exclusively by plantation owners and that their removal, of 
itself, resulted in “the abandonment of the plantation system”.22 In 
reality small-scale farmers were as dependent as the largest planter upon 
Melanesian labour in the nineteenth century: moreover, as has been 
seen, the crucial transition from plantations to small farms occurred in 
the 1890s, when the labour trade was still functioning.
A visitor would have noticed little difference between the field scene 
of the 1900s and that of earlier years. Farming methods did not change 
greatly in the first two decades after Federation except that the land was 
worked increasingly, and at length exclusively, by white labour —in the 
great majority of cases the farmer and his family. Farmers continued to 
use horse-drawn ploughs and wagons, until in the mid-1920s iron- 
wheeled tractors came into general use, to be replaced by rubber-tyred
22G .C . Bolton, ‘Regional History in Australia’, in J.A. Moses (ed.) H istorical Disciplines 
and Cultures in Australia  (Brisbane, 1979), 222.
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models a decade later. It was the first time that only European labour 
was available to perform the menial and often difficult tasks of 
cultivating, harvesting and crushing sugar cane. During the first two 
decades of the new century farmers and labourers experimented with, 
negotiated over, and came to agreements on the optimum labour 
system, wages, working and living conditions. After bitter protracted 
disputes, from the 1911 sugar workers’ strike through until 1917, the in­
dustrial climate improved. Between 1911 and the war-time years an ob­
vious change had occurred to relationships between growers, millers, 
refiners, and the general labour force. The Sugar Workers’ Unions 
(formed 1904) and the Waterside Workers’ Unions proved themselves 
powers to be reckoned with, irreparably breaking any last vestiges of 
the master-servant relationship current in the previous century. Also 
gone forever was the old free market for sugar: control had passed into 
the hands of the Australian and Queensland, governments.23 Earlier in 
this chapter six characterisitcs were outlined which made the Australian 
sugar industry unique in the world. The fourth of these, government 
control of wages and conditions, marketing and .pricing was largely 
accomplished during the turbulent second decade of the twentieth cen­
tury.
In 1920 there were nine mills operating in the Pioneer valley. Palms, 
Farleigh and Homebush, originally plantation mills built before 1884, 
had become central mills dependent on cane from farmers as well as 
from their own land. Pleystowe, Marian, North Eton, Racecourse, 
Plane Creek and Cattle Creek were farmer-controlled central mills. 
Another plantation mill, Meadowlands, had operated until the end of 
1914 when both mill and land were purchased by neighbouring Race­
course. Farleigh was the sole remaining mill on the north side of the 
river. All the mills were large-scale concerns—central mills accepting 
cane grown on small farming units all over the Pioneer valley, the cane 
transported to the mills by extensive rail and tramway networks. The 
final changes to the milling structure occurred between 1921 and 1927 
when the last three private mills were closed or sold.
During the last days of December 1920 news reached the Homebush 
farmers that CSR’s directors had decided to close the mill after the 1921 
crushing season. Homebush farmers were divided in their opinions on 
the closure, but all faced the problem of where to send their cane. Plane 
Creek and North Eton were both considered but final negotiations were 
with Racecourse and Farleigh. Eventually Farleigh's offer was ac­
cepted: Homebush farmers pledged to supply Farleigh with cane for the
23Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 335-53; Manning, In Their Own Hands, 262-75.
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next ten years, while in return the Farleigh company bought fifty kilo­
metres of the Homebush tramway and its rolling stock. Next, in 1924, 
Australian Estates closed Palms and bought into the Pleystowe com­
pany, which from 1925 became Amalgamated Sugar Mills Ltd. Finally, 
in 1927 the Bundaberg syndicate which owned Farleigh mill sold out to 
its growers. The transformation was then complete.
European settlement of North Queensland created a fascinating and 
unique society in the tropics. Today in the coastal sugar towns Euro­
peans of Anglo-Saxon, Teutonic, Scandinavian and Latin origin mix 
with the Aboriginal people, Torres Strait24 and Pacific Islanders, and a 
variety of Asian peoples. Much of this racial and ethnic diversity is the 
result of migrations dating from the plantation era. Europeans estab­
lished a sugar mono-culture, modelled on the plantation mode of pro­
duction used in overseas cane growing areas. From the 1860s to the 
1880s cane growing and sugar manufacture were carried out as a unit; a 
production method which required a large, cheap and tractable labour 
force. Many nineteenth century Europeans were convinced that they 
would degenerate if they laboured hard in the tropical heat and humid­
ity; they considered that such labour was best provided by coloured 
races, whom they deemed intellectually inferior but physically better 
adapted for the task.25
The owners of the pastoral runs and plantations formed a powerful 
male clique; the ruling class of the European frontier in the Pioneer 
valley. Their capitalist ventures shaped the early decades of European 
settlement in the region. Pastoralists and planters owned the major 
blocks of property in the valley; they directed commodity production, 
and they controlled the law, politics and society in the valley. Their way 
of life has been compared to that of Europeans in the southern United 
States of America before the Civil War. Kay Saunders has compared 
the lives of the Melanesian indentured labourers on Queensland’s plant­
ations with slaves on American plantations. In G.C. Bolton’s assess­
ment plantation life in Queensland was “unlike the social pattern else­
where in Australia” and in the tradition of planter paternalism found in 
other British colonies.26 Allusions are often made to the planters’
^Today a large number of Torres Strait Islanders live on the Queensland mainland; this is 
largely a post World War Two phenomenon.
25H.L. Roth, ‘The influence of climate and soil on the development of the Anglo- 
Australian race.’, Victorian Review, v. 2 (1880), 840-49; R. Cilento and C. Lack (eds.), 
Triumph in the Tropics: an historical sketch o f Queensland (Brisbane, 1959); P.P. 
Courtenay, ‘The white man and the Australian tropics: a review of some opinions and pre­
judices of the pre-war years’ in B.J. Dalton (ed.), Lectures on North Queensland History: 
second series (Townsville, 1975), 57-66.
^Saunders, Workers in Bondage, xvii, 13; Bolton, Thousand Miles Away, 87-9.
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spacious homes and gentlemanly way of life, as if they had intended to 
establish rural manorial dynasties served by coloured labour. Their sup­
port for the separation movement which sought to make North Queens­
land a separate colony from Queensland south of the tropic, is usually 
seen in this light.27
The owners of the capital and the land were thought superior to their 
landless workers,'and the European males felt superior to the females of 
their own class. Race added an additional tier to the hierarchy. Euro­
peans in colonial Queensland inherited racism as an underlying doctrine 
of British colonialism, bolstered in the nineteeth century by the deter­
ministic theory of Social Darwinism. In the multi-racial society of the 
plantation era Europeans felt racially superior to the Aborigines, 
Asians and Melanesians who lived and worked alongside them in the 
valley. This class, sexual and racial stratification, based upon European 
modes of pastoral and agricultural production, shaped the society 
which exists at Mackay today. But cogged into this complex of wheels 
geared for capitalist production were similar social structures from alien 
cultures relating to different modes of production. The first and most 
fatal cultural clash was between the Aborigines and the Europeans.
The Aboriginal owners of the land initially were curious about the 
white invasion of their territory and made overtures of friendship to the 
colonists, overtures which were rejected, and answered with bullets as 
the Aborigines were beaten back away from the fertile river flats and 
slowly subjected to racial genocide. By the end of the nineteenth century 
the Aboriginal community of the Pioneer valley had been reduced to a 
few hundred destitute dispossessed souls living in “the Blacks camp” on 
the fringe of Mackay. The Aborigines and their hunter-gatherer mode 
of production proved incompatible with European settlement. As 
historians Noel Loos and Henry Reynolds have shown for North 
Queensland more generally, Aboriginal resistance to the European 
settlement was a significant element in controlling the advance of the 
frontier;28 equally it was quite futile in the Pioneer valley where Euro­
peans purposefully set about covering the Aborigines’ hunting grounds 
with sugar cane.
27R.G. Neale, ‘The New State Movement in Queensland: an interpretation’, HS, v.15:4 
(1951), 210; C. Doran Separatism In Townsville, 1884 to 1894: “We Should Govern 
Ourselves” (Townsville, 1981); and ‘Separation movements in North Queensland in the 
nineteenth century’, in B.J. Dalton (ed.), Lectures on North Queensland History: third 
series (Townsville, 1979), 85-99.
28Loos, Invasion and Resistance, 189-247; H. Reynolds, The Other Side o f  the Frontier: 
an interpretation o f  the Aboriginal response to the invasion and settlement o f  Australia 
(Townsville, 1981), 50-127.
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Aborigines were occasionally used as labourers in the sugar 
industry,29 but they were never willing to adapt their life style to the 
regular wage labour needed by the cane cultivators. Instead the cane 
land was farmed and the mills operated by immigrant labourers from 
Europe, and by Asians and Melanesians. Malays, Javanese, Chinese, 
Singhalese, Indians and Japanese all worked at Mackay, the majority as 
labourers and others as market gardeners, tinkers, shopkeepers and 
boarding house proprietors. Although there to serve the needs of Euro­
pean commodity production, Asians continued to maintain their own 
cultures within the dominant European society.
Melanesians found themselves in a similar position to that of the 
other non-European groups. They had been brought to Queensland by 
Europeans who wanted their labour; but their motivations in accepting 
the inducements of the recruiters were deeply involved with their own 
exchange cycles and the reciprocal relationships between their 
ancestors, themselves and the natural world. As traditional Melanesians 
they did not regard the European society in which they worked in the 
same terms as the planters and small farmers who employed them. 
From the point of view of the ruling European elite, as landless, savage 
pagan black men and women they belonged in the lowest strata of soci­
ety. From their Melanesian point of view they had their own leaders, 
their own perceptions of power and authority, their own attitudes to 
sexuality and race, and their own attitudes to land ownership and pro­
duction.
^Roth, Port Mackay, 81; Manning, In Their Own Hands, 49.
CHAPTER FIVE
MELANESIAN WORKING LIVES
1. Melanesians at Mackay: 1867-68
Melanesians have utilised simple horticulture and domesticated animals 
for upward of 5,000 years. In the main they used classic swidden tech­
niques: patches of secondary forest were cleared using fire and stone 
and wooden implements, and crops planted and harvested for a season 
or two, then the ground was allowed to revert to forest for a number of 
years while neighbouring patches went through the same cycle. Melane­
sians produced mainly root crops, for subsistence and a small trading 
surplus. Coastal people supplemented agricultural produce with the 
harvest of the ocean; some, like the Malaitan wane asi depended almost 
entirely on marine produce which they traded with the land-dwellers for 
tubers, vegetables and fruits. Varieties of Colocasia taros, Discorea 
yams and sago in swampy lowlands, were the basic diet all through 
Melanesia. These were supplemented with marine products, pigs and 
fowls, sweet potatoes, pandanus, sugar cane, bananas, breadfruit, 
forest vegetables and nuts in amounts varying seasonally and regionally.
Plantation agriculture was altogether different in its techniques and 
labour demands from those of traditional Melanesia. On Malaita, and 
in many other areas of Melanesia, gardening is a private activity. Hid­
den away in isolated forest clearings, men and women work un­
observed, at their own pace. Large, productive gardens are part of the 
strength of any Bigman or powerful descent group. When extra labour 
is needed, as when clearing land for new gardens, reciprocal obligations 
are called into play. Young people without gardens are obliged to help 
their kin and the surrounding community. In Queensland, Melanesians 
found themselves working under supervision in open fields for twelve 
hours a day, six and a half days a week. The change was greatest for 
coastal Melanesians brought up to glean their livelihoods from the 
lagoons and the ocean, but agriculturalist Melanesians, used to hill-side 
cultivation with a dibble stick, also found it difficult to adapt to exten­
sive cane fields, hoes, picks and ploughs. Horses and bullocks seemed
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strange monstrous creatures; drays, carts, carriages, steam locomotives 
and mill machinery were unfathomable, sometimes terrifying, devices. 
And most significant, Melanesian land belonged to the people who lived 
and farmed on it. Melanesian gardens had ritual significance with first 
fruit offerings going to their ancestors, gardens acting as part of the 
physical focus of cosmological cycles. The cane fields and their produce 
belonged to the Europeans.
In September 1861 a small coastal trading ship, the Presto, arrived at 
the mouth of the Pioneer river with European settlers who set up the 
first camp on the site of what is now the city of Mackay.1 On a Wednes­
day in the middle of May 1867 the first Pacific Islanders arrived: seven­
ty Melanesian males from the Loyalty and New Hebridean islands of 
Mare, Epi, Mai, Efate, Tana and Tongoa. The Prima Donna, on which 
they arrived, had been chartered by South Kennedy settlers to bring one 
hundred Islanders, but because of competition from Fijian recruiters 
had been unable to fill its quota. The Mackay Mercury, established just 
over a year before, commented that they all looked fit, unused to wear­
ing trousers and enormously glad to be on dry land; and that they were 
a god-send for the district’s labour problems:
the men have been very quiet and well behaved during the 
passage, and they appear to have been well cared for. The 
introduction of these Islanders into the district may be look­
ed upon as an event fraught with the highest importance, 
and now that the first step toward acquiring hands for cot­
ton and sugar plantations has been taken, planters and 
others will no doubt be enabled to combat with the dif­
ficulties which have stood in the way of more extensive 
cultivation.2
The Mackay township as viewed by these first Islanders boasted all 
the trappings necessary to maintain a European community: several 
hotels and a boarding house, a church, general stores and commission 
agents, real estate agents, auctioneers and a surveyor, a bank, a news­
paper, a pharmacist; and supporting business ventures such as butchers, 
a baker, builder, tailor, blacksmith, saddler and bootmaker.3 To avoid 
distorting the picture it must be added that the Australian Joint Stock 
bank was a bark and slab hut, and the newspaper was produced in the 
back room of “a store impartially shared between the staff, sundry
'M M  Jubilee 1912, 21.
2M M 15 May 1867.
3MA/ 4 April 1866 (in M M  4 April 1966), 29 May 1867; St Patrick's Parish, Mackay, 
Queensland: building fund plus budget canvass (Mackay, 1958). Refer to Map Sixteen.
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noisy fowls and a collection of miscellaneous goods” .4 The Mackay 
Mercury and South Kennedy Advertiser appeared weekly when, as its 
founding editor later recalled, “the resident alligators did not create 
consternation in the composing-room, or the cockroaches fly away with 
the sub-editorial paste-pot and roller” .5
The town site had been surveyed in 1864, but when the first Islanders 
arrived in 1867 all they could have discerned was the river bank an­
chorage and a block or so of Sydney and Wood streets: a few primitive 
shanties along muddy tracks leading from the riverside mangroves out 
to the scrub. Thirty of the Islanders walked the track to Davidson and 
Fitzgerald’s Alexandra plantation; twenty crossed the river to Spiller 
and Crees’s Pioneer plantation. The remainder were indentured to 
various settlers, some going farther up river than Pioneer, to Cook and 
Ross’ Balnagowan pastoral property. The Prima Donna returned 
almost immediately to the New Hebrides, arriving back to Mackay in 
January 1868 with seventy-seven men and one woman. Forty-four were 
sent to up-country stations while the remainder stayed in the valley, 
working for planters, graziers and farmers.6
Little is known about these early Melanesians. It is possible that they 
had had previous contact with Europeans, as beachcombers, traders 
and missionaries had been living on various New Hebridean and Loyal­
ty islands for several decades. There is no indication whether they were 
kidnapped or had enlisted voluntarily. The islands from which they 
came were part of a southern Melanesian trading and raiding communi­
ty similar to the Solomon group. Communication amongst the recruits 
on the voyage to Mackay, and subsequently on the plantations, would 
have been difficult but not impossible, given structural links among 
most of their languages and dialects.7 It is clear that the general reaction 
to the first Islanders at Mackay was favourable. In each of the next 
seven years Islander numbers grew absolutely and as a proportion of the 
total population in the district, reaching 1,700 in 1875, about forty-five 
percent of the population. Although this proportion was never again 
reached, the Islanders remained the core of the field labour force in the 
sugar industry until 1906.8
*M M  4 April 1866.
5M M  24 December 1891 (W.O. Hodgkinson to Ed.).
6M M 1 ,  14 September 1867, 18 January 1868; QVP  1868-9, 553.
7Capell, Linguistic Survey, Section Three: the New Hebrides, 204-40; D.T. Tyron, New  
Hebrides Languages: an internal classification (Canberra, 1976), 55 (Map Two), 80 (Chart 
One).
8Refer to Table Six.
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Map Sixteen: The township o f Mackay, 1866.
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Within a few months they had settled down to become a most 
satisfactory addition to the district’s work force. John Spiller was ef­
fusive in his praise of his first Melanesian labourers:
It required all the patience I could muster at first, but they 
gradually got acquainted with the use of different tools, 
before unknown to them, and now I am reaping the benefit, 
and proud to see every morning turning out for the field 
four good plough-men with their six bullocks each and 
drivers; others with their horse teams that can mark out a 
drill as straight as I can.9
Spiller also used Islanders as boat pilots, guiding his produce-barges 
down river to Mackay. On other properties in the district the men were 
ginning cotton, processing arrowroot and building fences. After three 
days of instruction in the art of building a three-rail fence, one settler 
was able to leave his Melanesian labourers to split and mortice the 
timber and erect fences by themselves.10 Spiller took the trouble to 
begin to learn the language of the men working for him, and claimed to 
have established a friendly relationship with them.11
9Kennedy, Four Years in Queensland, 174.
X0M M 1  September 1867, 13 September 1922.
"Spiller did not always have such amicable relations with his Melanesian employees. One 
day in 1872, Spiller, a little drunk, decided to interfere and personally direct a gang of 
labourers. He drove them to such distraction that with a combined yell, they attacked him. 
Spillar vaulted onto his horse and galloped home, his labourers in pursuit.
M M  Jubilee 1912, 23.
12Table Six: Sources
The Melanesian population totals for the years 1869 to 1877 are my own calculations 
based on: QSA IP I3-1 (1868-76); checked and adjusted against the Immigration Agent’s 
reports in Statistics o f Queensland, and Graph Two in Chapter Two. Allowance has been 
made for some Melanesians being employed farther inland than the Pioneer valley and 
others who were transshipped up the coast to Mackay. The figures calculated in this way 
seem reasonably accurate. The calculation of 1,400 Melanesians in 1877 is supported by 
the same figure quoted by Police Magistrate Goodall. QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to CS, 
18 May 1877.
Other figures come from a variety of sources. Where possible government estimates 
have been used: the regular census of the colony of Queensland, 1868, 1871, 1876, 1881 
and 1886, 1891, 1901, the Commonwealth census for 1921, 1933; and the annual reports 
of the Pacific Island Branch of the Queensland Immigration Department 1888 to 1904. 
Other sources are: 1868: QSA IPI 3-1; M M 29 February, 23 September 1868; BPP Col.: 
Aust. V.26, Enclosure 6, No. 3, 50, H.S.D. Hay to CS, 10 July 1869.
1871:- M M  1 April 1905
1876:- Qlder 3 June 1876
1877:- M M  26 May 1877
1886:- QSA COL/A477, In letter 6373 of 1886
1887:- M M  24 November, 3 December 1887
1891:- QVP 1892, v. 3, 899, 1328-9; M M  30 January 1892.
1910-20:- M M  15 April 1920.
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Table Six
A comparison of the total population of the Mackay district with the 
Melanesian population of the district, 1867-1933.
(the early figures are exclusive of the Aboriginal population).
TOTAL
YEAR DISTRICT
POPULATION
TOTAL
ISLANDER
POPULATION
TOTAL
YEAR DISTRICT
POPULATION
TOTAL
ÏSLANDER
POPULATION
1861 0 1900 1,775
1862 0 1901 11,144 1,475
1863 0 1902 1,708
1864 0 1903 1,301
1865 0 1904 1,260
1866 0 1905
1867 70 1906 079 +
1868 658 109 1907 400+ -
1869 (250+) 1908 350
1870 (300) 1909
1871 1.440 700 1910
1872 (700) 1911
1873 (900) 1912
1874 (1.200) 1913
1875 (1.700) 1914
1876 3,766 1,600 1915
1877 1,400 1916
1878 1917
1879 1918 200+ -
1880 1919 200+ -
1881 5,787 2,087 1920 200+ -
1882 1921 17,094 323
1883 1922
1884 1923
1885 1924
1886 11,082 2,686 1925
1887 2,077 1926
1888 1,911 1927
1889 2,121 1928
1890 2,816 1929
1891 10,538 2,450 1930
1892 2,102 1931
1893 2,081 1932
1894 2,168 1933 28,874 2 46  Full b lood
1895 2,167
1896 1,941
1897 1,780
1898 2,074
1899 1,684 1981 2,000 +
Note: Brackets indicate estimate only.
Sources: Refer to footnote 12.
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2. Legislation and administration: 1868-1919
The men who arrived at Mackay in 1867 were not the first Melanesian 
labourers in the colony. The recruiting trade between the Pacific islands 
and Queensland had begun in 1863, bringing 526 recruits before the 
Prima Donna’s first voyage, the majority to work on pastoral proper­
ties in southern Queensland.13 Before 1868 there were no laws designed 
specifically to control employment of Pacific Islanders in Queensland, 
the Masters and Servants A ct of 186114 providing the legal basis for all 
indentures. Contract periods, conditions and remunerations varied. 
When Robert Towns sent the Don Juan, the first ship in the trade, to 
the New Hebrides in 1863, he offered the recruits employment for 
twelve months for six pounds. Towns envisaged being able to replace 
his Melanesian labourers with new recruits every six or twelve months, 
eventually allowing them to bring their wives and children with them to 
the colony.15
Rapid growth in the number of Islanders brought to Queensland over 
the next few years and the horrific abuses which occurred when 
unscrupulous recruiters brutally kidnapped some of the recruits, led to 
the introduction of the 1868 Polynesian Labourers Act. The Act at­
tempted to regulate recruiting in the islands as well as employment in 
Queensland. The conditions of employment laid down in the Act re­
mained standard until the end of the recruiting trade in 1904. The in­
denture agreement was for three years, after which the labourer had the 
option of returning home or re-engaging. The wage was set at not less 
than six pounds per annum; payments in kind, of food, shelter, 
clothing, tobacco and medical care were provided,in addition. The 
employer was responsible for arranging and paying for transport to and 
from the islands, and entered into a bond with the Queensland govern­
ment to ensure that all contractual conditions were adhered to. Both 
parties to the indenture were liable to prosecution for default.
During the remainder of the century further Acts, amendments, and 
regulations modified or clarified the terms of the 1868 Act. In 1869 a 
Select Committee was appointed to enquire into the operation of the 
1868 Act: specifically into allegations that the Islanders were taken 
from their homes by violence or fraud, and that employers’ treatment
MQVP 1868- 9, 555.
,4For a list of all ofthe major Acts, Select Committees and Royal Commissions pertinent 
to the lives of Melanesians in Queensland refer to Appendix One.
Often the modifications made in the Acts had been pre-empted by regulations passed 
separately.
15Towns, South Sea Island Immigration.
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of them left much to be desired. Although the Committee found the 
allegations unproven, it recommended that in future recruiting ships 
should carry Government Agents'and that efficient interpreters be ob­
tained when engaging labour in the islands.16 The next legislation aimed 
at the recruiting trade came from the Imperial government: the 1872 
Kidnapping A ct and its 1875 Amending A ct were the British govern­
ment’s answer to the outrages which had dogged the 1860s and early 
1870s of the trade. In Queensland in 1876 another Select Committee 
was appointed to enquire into all aspects of the recruiting trade and 
conditions under which indentured Melanesians lived on the planta­
tions. R.B. Sheridan, Inspector of Pacific island labour at Mary­
borough had made serious allegations about the whole trade, but the 
Committee found no wrong, and felt that Sheridan had acted with im­
propriety in making his complaints public. The labour trade, said the 
Committee, was essential for the progress of the colony; the abuses 
Sheridan reported were unsubstantiated. The Mackay Mercury defend­
ed his stand, commenting that the Committee’s conclusion was pre­
ordained, “intensely amusing” and refreshingly simplistic in 
approach.17
The 1880s abounded with Acts and regulations, attempting first to 
control abuses then to put an end to the use of Melanesian labourers in 
Queensland. In 1880 the 1868 Act was completely redrawn, followed in 
1884 by an amending Act placing occupational restrictions on the 
Islanders, and tightening government supervision of the island and 
plantation ends of the labour trade.
By 1883-84 recruiters had moved north of the Solomons to the 
D'Entrecasteaux and Louisiade archipelagos, Woodlark island and the 
Kiriwina islands off eastern New Guinea, kidnapping labour in a man­
ner not seen since the 1860s in the New Hebrides and the early 1870s in 
the Solomons. The already high mortality rates amongst the Islander 
labourers increased alarmingly in 1884-85, primarily because of the in­
ability of the New Britain and New Ireland recruits to adapt to life on 
the plantations. Cultural dislocation, the change in climate, work 
regime and epidemiological environment, caused the deaths of many 
first-indenture Melanesians, but men and women from New Britain and 
New Ireland fared worst of all. The increased mortality, coupled with 
blatant kidnapping was too much for the exasperated government of 
Premier Griffith. A Royal Commission was appointed to enquire into 
recruiting in New Guinea waters, and several legislative moves followed
l6QVP 1869, V.2, 23-4: Progress Report of the Select Committee. 
17A/A/2, 9 December 1876.
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in quick succession. The unfortunate Islanders were repatriated at 
government expense. Indigenous black Australians and New Guineans 
were no longer to be employed on ships in Queensland waters. As a 
coup de grâce Griffith gave notice in 1885 that recruiting of Melanesian 
labour for the Queensland sugar industry was to cease in 1890. In part 
compensation, the land Acts were liberalised to encourage small-scale 
farmers to enter the industry, and a new type of milling operation was 
introduced: government-sponsored central mills controlled by farmers.
The planters and recruiters protested loudly, proved to their own 
satisfaction that Europeans were not fit to labour in the tropics, and 
lamented the approaching ruin of the sugar industry and ipso facto, the 
colony of Queensland. By the early 1890s they were almost proved cor­
rect. Bad growing seasons for the cane, poor sugar prices, a shrinking 
labour supply, and the wider economic depression of the late 1880s, had 
brought the sugar industry and the colony into a depressed condition. 
Griffith, ever practical, reversed his 1885 decision announcing in his 
famous 1892 Manifesto that “for a definite but limited period of, say 
ten years”18 Melanesian labourers could again be imported for use in 
strictly defined occupations in the sugar industry. The 1893 Sugar 
Works Guarantee Act allowed the creation of more grower-owned and 
operated mills; but mills just as dependent on Melanesian field labour 
as the plantation mills they replaced. Slowly the depression lifted and 
prosperity réturned, certainly in part because the labour supply was 
assured until the end of the century.
) The 1884-85 legislation was a harbinger of the White Australia policy 
implemented by the federated Australian states in 1901. One of the first 
Bills placed before the new federal parliament became the Pacific Island 
Labourers Act, which ordered all recruiting to cease as of 1904, and the 
repatriation of as many as possible of the Islanders by 1907.
The deportation order was fiercely contested by humanitarian groups 
and the Melanesians themselves, as a heartless blow to the men and 
women whose labour had built the sugar industry over four decades. As 
a result of a Queensland Royal Commission in 1906 the terms of the 
deportation were liberalised, but most Islanders still had to go. When 
the offices of the Pacific Island Branch of the Queensländ Immigration 
Department closed on 31 July 1908 between 1,500 and 2,000 Melane­
sians remained in Australia.19 They fell into three categories: old men 
living alone or in groups; old childless couples; and younger men and 
women married to other Melanesians, Asians and Aborigines, some
18QPD 1892, V. 67 , 88-91.
i9Corris, ‘ “White Australia” in action’.
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with young families. Through the first two decades of the twentieth cen­
tury restrictions were placed on those who stayed. They were classified 
as aliens with restricted rights in Australia.20 In 1902 the Federal 
government began providing a bonus for farmers who produced white 
sugar—sugar grown and milled unsullied by black hands. Next, under 
Queensland’s 1912 Leases to Aliens Act and the 1913 Sugar Acts island- 
born Melanesians were effectively banned from cultivating land for 
cane growing. Finally, in 1919, a Queensland Industrial Court Award 
made cane-cutting and field work the preserve of white labour, banning 
aliens from the industry.
Ill-equipped to enter other fields of employment the ageing Melane­
sians lived at bare subsistence level, assisted by their Australian-born 
Melanesian friends and relations, squatting in grass huts along river and 
creek banks, or on areas provided by understanding white farmers. In 
the 1930s these Islanders received a special ‘indigence allowance’ of 
£1.1.8 a month as a pension, but not until the early 1940s did they 
receive the same old age pension as other elderly Australians.21 Few sur­
vived past the 1940s. The last two to die in the Mackay district were 
Robert Talonga and Alex Daniel Solomon. Robert Talonga, from 
Pentecost in the New Hebrides, died in August Í959, his age estimated 
at one hundred years.22 Alex Solomon from Guadalcanal in the 
Solomons worked in Fiji before enlisting on the Queensland recruiting 
ship Lavinia, arriving at Mackay in 1885. He spent the rest of his life in 
the Mackay district, marrying an Aboriginee in 1910, living on Pratt’s 
farm at Calen until his death in 1963, his age estimated at between nine­
ty and ninety-five years.23 Although the Australian-born Melanesians 
were growing in numbers, the Kanakas—the original indentured 
labourers—had gone.24
2°Their Australian-born children had full citizenship.
21P.M. Mercer and C.R. Moore, ‘Australia’s Pacific Islanders, 1906-1977’, JPH, 
V. 13:1-2 (1978), 90-101; QSA COL/71, Home Office Correspondence and Papers re 
South Sea Islanders in receipt of Indigence Allowance, c, 1932-7; ABC  9a: 1 (SO).
22Printout A: DeathDat (387); BOHC 7Ba:l (TA); BOHC 32Ba:2 (PD).
23M M 2 July 1960; information from Noel Fatnowna, Mackay 7 July 1980; Manning, In 
Their Own Hands, 178-9.
2*A few survived in other areas of Queensland until later in the 1960s; at least two lived un­
til 1965, the year in which the Acts discriminating against ‘aliens’ were repealed. Tom 
Lammon from Epi in the New Hebrides died at Ayr on 11 August 1965 aged about 96. 
Peter Santo from Santo in the New Hebrides died at Ayr on 27 March 1966 aged about 
100.
T.Dutton, Queensland Cornfields English o f the Late Nineteenth Century : a record o f in­
terview with two o f the last surviving Kanakas in North Queensland, 1964 (Canberra, 
1980).
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Table Seven
Queensland government officials in charge of Melanesians at 
Mackay 1867-1907
NAME YEARS POSITION
J.T. Baker 1863 Sub-collector of Customs and 
Harbour Master
1864-8 Police Magistrate
W.R. Goodall 1868 Sub-collector of Customs
H.S.D. Hay 1868-70 Police Magistrate
W.R. Goodall 1870-84 Police Magistrate
1873-81 Inspector of Pacific Islanders
M.A. Lyons December 1878 
to January 1879
Acting Insp. of Pac. Islanders
A.R. Macdonald 1881-88 Inspector of Pacific Islanders
C.A. Forster 1884-86 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
A. Ranger 1886 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
C.B. Williams 1886-8 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
F.C. Hornbrook 1888-1907 Inspector of Pacific Islanders
A. Nixon 1888-92 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
D. Rannie 1893-5 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
W.F. Rankin 1895-1900 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
A. Philips 1900-04 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
D. Rannie 1905-06 Assistant Insp. of Pac. Is.
Source: Queensland Blue Book 1867-1908
The problems facing the colony of Queensland in the nineteenth cen­
tury and the federated Australian states in the twentieth century, in 
administering legislation intended to control and protect Melanesian 
immigrants were enormous. They included supervision of more than 
800 recruiting voyages, 62,000 initial indenture agreements, un­
numbered transfers of agreements, as well as tens of thousands of 
renewed contracts; and interpretation of a mass of special Acts and 
regulations. The major task fell to the Brisbane office of the 
Queensland Immigration Department, to its officers in each region, and 
to other colonial civil servants.
The main staff members of the Pacific Island Branch of the Queens­
land Immigration Department were the Immigration Agent in Brisbane, 
and his subordinates, the Government Agents on the recruiting ships
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and Assistant Immigration Agents in branch offices along the coast. In 
each region the Assistant Immigration Agent was also Inspector of 
Pacific Islanders, supervising the arrival of all immigrants coming to 
the district, reporting to Brisbane on the general labour market, and ad­
ministering the complex of Acts and regulations relating to Melanesian 
labour. Where there was no original Immigration Department official 
the nearest Police Magistrate ácted as Inspector. Few records have sur­
vived from the Pacific Island Immigration Office at Mackay, except a 
register of recruiting vessels for the years 1868 to 1877 and a letter book 
written by W.R. Goodall as Police Magistrate between September 1873 
and May 1881.25 Over these years an increasing amount of Goodall’s 
time was taken up by correspondence with the Immigration Agent in 
Brisbane on matters concering Melanesian migration, and with the local 
employers. By the 1880s the major part of the job of the Mackay Assis­
tant Immigration Agent was his work as Inspector of Pacific Islanders. 
The medical inspections of recruits required when they first arrived 
were completed by the local government medical officer. In the 1880s 
special hospitals for the Islanders were established, with resident and 
consultant medical officers and wardsmen, under the control of the In­
spector.26
Mackay’s first Police Magistrate was J.T. Baker, Sub-collector of 
Customs and Harbour Master from 1863, and Police Magistrate from 
January 1864. When the first Melanesians arrived in 1867 it was Baker 
who supervised their contracts. Baker was replaced in 1868 by H.S.D. 
Hay, Magistrate until 1870. W.R. Goodall arrived at Mackay in 
February 1868 as Sub-collector of Customs, replacing Hay as Police 
Magistrate in 1870. Goodall remained the local Magistrate until 1884, 
like his predecessors acting simultaneously in a variety of administrative 
positions, amongst them Assistant Immigration Agent and Inspector in 
charge of Pacific Islanders. From 1873 he was granted a sixty pound 
supplement to his £350 Police Magistrate’s salary,27 for his extra work 
as Inspector of Pacific Islanders. From 1876 onward Goodall pleaded 
for the appointment of a separate Inspector of Pacific Islanders. In 
March 1878 his wife died, and with his own health ruined through pro­
tracted illness ahd overwork, Goodall took four months sick leave; but 
he stayed within the district. During this time George Smith, ex-mayor
25QSA IPI 3/1: Register of the arrival of vessels bringing Pacific Islanders to various 
ports, 2 June 1868 to 23 December 1881; QSA CPS 10B/G1 Police Magistrate’s letter 
book of Mackay: Memoranda as to the subjects of letters forwarded, in some cases in­
cluding the full text of such letters, 2 September 1873 to 2 May 1881.
“ K.E. Saunders, ‘The Pacific Islander hospitals in colonial Queensland: the failure of 
liberal principles’, JHP  v .l l : l  (1976), 28-50.
27Queensland Blue Book, 1873.
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of Mackay, agent-auctioneer and Justice of the Peace, supervised the 
arrival of two recruiting ships, while other Justices of the Peace attend­
ed to the business of the Magistrate’s Court.
In June 1878 the government acquiesced in GoodalFs pleas and con­
firmed the appointment of W.H. Ryder as Inspector of Pacific 
Islanders, but soon after reversed its decision, leaving Goodall still in 
charge. In December Goodall tried again to rid himself of the 
Inspector’s job, attempting to have it combined with that of a clerk 
within the local Customs Department.28 Relief did not come until 1881 
when A.R. Macdonald became Mackay’s first Assistant Immigration 
Agent and Inspector of Pacific Islanders, independent of the job of 
Police Magistrate. Alexander Macdonald, with his brother Donald had 
owned Inverness until their major creditor foreclosed in 1877. Although 
an explanter, Macdonald seems not to have been compromised in his 
dealings with employers.29 He stayed at this post until 1888, replaced by 
F.C. Hornbrook who served at Mackay for the remainder of the period 
in which the Pacific Island Branch of the Immigration Department 
operated there. Melanesian migration to Queensland was at its peak be­
tween 1882 and 1884. Whereas Goodall struggled along single-handed 
from 1870 to 1881, Macdonald had an Assistant Inspector working for 
him by 1884, the post occupied consecutively by seven men from 1884 
until 1906: C.A. Forster, A. Ranger, C.B. Williams, A. Nixon, D. Ran- 
nie, W.F. Rankin and A. Philips; with Rannie returning after Philips.
Goodall, an ex-British army Captain, joined the Queensland civil ser­
vice in 1864, arriving at Mackay in 1868. He took his job seriously, and, 
within the cultural limitations which faced all Europeans in a frontier* 
situation, as Police Magistrate and protector of Pacific Islanders, 
Goodall showed concern for the Melanesians under his care. He delib­
erately distanced himself from the planters, and was never involved in 
their society, wishing to remain impartial when sitting in judgement 
over them.30 He made regular visits to all of the plantations and tried to 
make himself as approachable as possible to the Islanders, although it is 
doubtful that he was as successful as he supposed:
All the Kanakas on the various plantations here know me,
28A /M 13 June, 17 July 1878; QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to A. Lyons, 14 December 1878, 
15 January 1879, Goodall to IA, 20 December 1878; M M  11 January 1879. 
29Macdonald was no longer in charge of Inverness in October 1877 when Goodall pro­
secuted manager Angus Bell for not providing adequate rations to Islander employees. 
M M 'il October 1877; Qlder 11 August 1877.
30MM Jubilee 1912, 20 (F. Smith); H.L. Roth, Sketches and Reminiscences from  
Queensland, Russia and Elsewhere (n.p., 1919), (Reprinted from the Halifax Courier, 
September 1915 to May 1916), 13.
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and the position I occupy towards them and come to me 
when in any difficulty...31
As Inspector of Pacific Islanders Goodall had two main problems. 
While Police Magistrate, the district’s senior government official, he 
was too much bound to the town to be able to travel quickly to a planta­
tion when an urgent matter arose. Secondly, when he brought a charge 
against an employer in his capacity as Inspector, he could not sit in 
judgement as Magistrate. The Justices of the Peace who took his place 
on the bench were mainly employers of Melanesians, notorious for 
refusing to convict fellow employers. Goodall never found a solution to 
this dilemma, indeed none was possible while the Magistrate was also 
the Inspector.32 When Macdonald took over as Inspector in 1881 many 
of Goodall’s problems were solved.
Administration of the Acts and regulations became much easier with 
the appointment of full-time officers to the Mackay branch of the Im­
migration Department, independent of the judiciary, and with quite ex­
tensive previous experience of Melanesians. Macdonald had five years 
experience as a planter employing Melanesians. Of the nine Inspectors 
and Assistant Inspectors based at Mackay four of them had previously 
worked as Government Agents, including the two Inspectors, Mac­
donald and Hornbrook. Macdonald had become a Government Agent 
in 1878, serving on seven voyages out of Mackay until December 1881 
when he took over from Goodall as Inspector. Hornbrook had served 
as Government Agent on thirteen voyages between 1883 and 1888, 
when he transferred to the Mackay office. Of the Assistant Inspectors, 
C.B. Williams and D. Rannie had both been Government Agents; Ran- 
nie worked on seventeen ships between 1884 and 1893.33 After three 
years in the Mackay office he left the public service for a few years, but 
returned to his old post as Government Agent for one voyage in 1899, 
and back to Mackay at the close of the labour trade, 1905-06. Williams 
had been Agent on eleven voyages between 1881 and 1886, before 
transfer to the Mackay office.
There are indications that these men showed compassion and under­
standing for the Melanesians under their protection.34 In 1885 Mac-
I'QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 27 March 1874.
32M M  13 October 1877, 14 August 1880.
33Queensland Blue Books.
Rannie wrote a book describing his years as a Government Agent. D. Rannie, M y Adven­
tures among South Sea Cannibals', an account o f  the experiences and adventures o f  a 
government official among the natives o f  Oceania (London, 1912). Also see Rannie, 
‘Notes on the New Hebrides’, Proceedings and transactions o f  the Queensland branch o f  
the Royal Geographical Society o f  Australia, Sixth Session (1890-1), v.6. Part 1, 1-28. 
34Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 82; Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 395-405.
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donald sent some employers a letter advising them not to force Melane­
sians to work in conditions under which they themselves would not 
work, such as extreme heat and rain:
nature teaches these boys when to work and when to lay
up.35
His advice was ridiculed as quite impractical: employers wanted max­
imum benefit per working hour for their six pound a year labourers. 
Assistant Inspector C.A. Forster was held in general contempt by 
employers because he did his job too well. In January 1886 Forster 
wrote a scathing report on the low standard of food, clothing, health 
and general treatment, detailing cases of illegal employment and incor­
rect wage payments on a number of the district’s plantations. Forster 
requested that Inspector Macdonald send his report direct to the Im­
migration Agent in Brisbane.36 In the 1900s, Hornbrook and Rannie 
showed themselves to be sympathetic advocates for the Islanders during 
the traumatic deportation years.37
The Inspectors and their assistants were at pains to apply the spirit 
rather than the barren letter of the regulations.38 Given the racial at­
titudes of nineteenth century Queenslanders, financial stringencies im­
posed by the government, the impossibility of closely supervising day- 
to-day conditions on properties up to fifty kilometres away, the cultural 
and linguistic barriers separating them from Melanesians, and the 
basically exploitative character of indentures, they achieved much. To 
the extent that Queensland white society offered any protection for the 
Melanesians against ruthless oppression, it was because of the conscien­
tious work of these harassed ill-paid officials.39
3. Melanesian work in Queensland
Most Melanesians served their three, years and then returned to their 
original community where they seem to have resumed traditional life
35M M 3 June 1885.
36Mackay Court House Deposition Book, Forster v’s Hyne, 12 May 1885; QSA 
COL/A453, In letter 622 of 1886, AIPI Forster to IPI Macdonald. Some years later 
Forster was removed from his position as Assistant Inspector of Pacific Islanders at In­
gham by request of the major plantation owners there.
37Evidence given by Douglas Rannie and F.C. Hornbrook to the 1906 Queensland Royal 
Commission into the sugar industry. Minutes of evidence: Rannie, 179-81, Hornbrook, 
154-5, 159-65 (internal numbering).
38M M  9 June 1892.
39A more detailed appraisal of the laws controlling employment of Melanesians, and the 
extent to which the Melanesians themselves were able to take action against unfair ex­
ploitation can be found in Chapter Six.
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(8) Islanders from Guadalcanal and Malaita on Foulden plantation in the 1870s. (Amherst and Thomson, 
Discovery o f  the Solomon Islands, frontplate, Mitchell Library)
(9) Te Kowai plantation, Mackay, 1880. (Oxley Library)
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with little change in their world outlook. Those who remained longer 
must have undergone a greater change, presumably finding the return 
to traditional life more difficult. From 1867 to the present there has 
always been a Melanesian community in the Mackay district, at least 
tinged by Australian influences from the first and increasingly 
Australian down to the present, while never ceasing to be recognisably 
Melanesian. It is only within the last twenty years that there have been 
no older members of the community born in Melanesia; but even now 
the memory and influence of them is still strong. During the 1970s 
renewed links with Melanesia were established and are likely to be in­
creasingly important in the future.40 Australian Melanesians have begun 
to visit their kin in the Solomons and Vanuatu, and in turn their island- 
born kin have lived and worked for extended periods in Queensland. 
Queensland’s immigrant41 Melanesian community is now approaching 
the size of the Melanesian labour force at its greatest during the nine­
teenth century. Some of them are now sixth generation Australians.
With the passage of years after 1868, instead of one type of labourer 
bound by the terms of the Pacific Islander Acts and the Masters and 
Servants Acts, three distinct categories emerged among the colonial 
Melanesian working class: first-indenture labourers; time-expired 
labourers; and ticket-holders.
First-indenture labourers were those recruited in the islands and 
bound by three year agreements. Initially the law recognised only this 
one category of Pacific Islander. Australian folk-history and even some 
earlier academic writing on the labour trade accepted first-indenture 
labour as if it reflected objective reality for the nineteenth century 
working lives of Melanesians in Queensland. While first-indenture 
labourers were always the most numerous during the period of labour 
traffic, two other categories also arose: time-expired labourers and 
ticket-holders. Time-expired labourers were Melanesians who had com­
pleted one three year indenture agreement, but opted to stay in Queens­
land and had entered new agreements. The ticket-holders were 835 
Melanesians resident in Queensland for over five years before 1 
September 1884, who had no restrictions on the type of work they 
undertook. There were some minor sub-divisions: Islanders in the first 
category could have their indentures transferred permanently, or could
40Moore and Mercer, ‘The Forgotten People’.
41The term ‘immigrant’ is used here to differentiate Australian Melanesians of mainly 
Solomon and New Herbridean descent from Queensland’s indigenous Melanesians (Tor­
res Strait Islanders), some 500 of whom now live in the Mackay region. There are approx­
imately 12,000 Torres Strait Islanders, about 2,250 of whom have migrated to the coast of 
Queensland since the Second World War.
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be hired out temporarily to another employer.42 And from 1868, 
gradually, various pieces of legislation restricted occupations available 
to Melanesians, confining them geographically to the coastal sugar belt 
and occupationally to field work. Each of these categories, sub­
divisions and variations, will be discussed in turn, beginning with the 
occupation, transfer and hiring variables.
3.A. Occupational restrictions
Initially there were no occupational restrictions placed on the 
Melanesians. They were employed all over the colony, from the Gulf of 
Carpentaria to Roma in southern Queensland.43 The first Melanesians 
who arrived at Mackay in 1867 could have been employed anywhere, 
from the town to a hundred kilometres or more inland. In early 1877 
the Douglas ministry tried to limit Melanesians to work in tropical and 
semi-tropical agriculture; in early Queensland this meant the sugar in­
dustry; The Bill passed its second reading in the Legislative Assembly in 
1878, but foundered at the committee stage before the third vote. 
Douglas then instituted the same restrictions as a set of regulations stop­
ping licences being issued to recruit Melanesians for employment in 
pastoral areas, bùt still allowing labourers to be transferred on applica­
tion to the Colonial Secretary.44 The restriction had little effect until it 
was incorporated into the 1880 Act. Employment categories were fur­
ther restricted in 1884 and 1892: the 1884 Act limited Melanesians to un­
skilled jobs in tropical and semi-tropical agriculture; and the 1892 Act 
excluded them from any work within sugar mills.
Griffith’s 1892 Manifesto and volte-face, lifting his earlier ban on 
recruiting, was accompanied by an Act further delineating work per­
formed by Islanders on indenture agreements. They could continue as 
field labourers only, using horses and carts within fields but not on 
roads or around mills; ploughing was forbidden, as was maize cultiva­
tion. The only tasks they could undertake at the mills were handling 
sugar cane and megass.45 Before 1892 most mills had twelve to fourteen 
Islanders on each shift; big mills employed up to twenty.46 For three
42The rights of transfer were essentially held by the employer, not by the employee. 
HQlder 25 December 1875; QVP 1868-9, 555.
u Qlder 20 March, 10 April, 15 May 1880 (I am indebted to Dr Ralph Shlomowitz for 
drawing my attention to these references.); M M  2 February, 26 May 1877; Qlder 25 
December Í875.
«55 Vic. No. 38, Cl. 4.
« In  a big mill the twenty Islanders would be employed: 7 at the carriers bringing cane to 
the mill; 3 at the mill rollers; 1 at the juice pump; 3 at the buckets; 2 feeding the furnaces; 4 
stoking the furnaces.
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decades prior to this date Melanesians worked in all aspects of the sugar 
industry,47 but primarily as field labourers, five and a half days each 
week, from 6.00 a.m. until about 5.30 p.m. with an hour’s break at 
mid-day.
The Mackay plantations and farms spread over the alluvial plains en­
circling the Pioneer’s lower reaches. On the river’s south side between 
Meadowlands and Marian the cane land was undulating dark alluvial 
soil; on the north side from River to Conningsby the land was more ir­
regular and hilly with pockets of alluvial soil amongst clay. Thick 
tropical scrub lined water courses and covered the hills. The entire 
valley floor was covered by long grass over a metre high, often so thick 
that it was virtually impossible for a horse to push its way through. In 
preparing virgin bush for growing cane the timber had first to be 
cleared,48 a back-breaking task, and the grass burnt off. Then the land 
was broken up with a bullock plough to a depth of twenty to twenty- 
five centimetres, cross-horrowed, cross-ploughed with bullocks and 
horses, and harrowed again. Next the soil was drilled into rows four to 
six feet (1.2. to 1.8 metres) apart, the width depending on the planter’s 
preference. Every sixty centimetres the drills were planted with pieces of 
cane thirty to forty-five centimetres long. All this manual labour was 
done by Pacific Islanders under white supervision.
Planting took place at staggered intervals between March and 
September, so that at any one time, side by side one could see bare 
fields, young shoots and mature canes. Until the cane shoots grew high 
enough to overshadow the weeds, labour was needed to clear between 
the rows. At a later stage the canes were trashed by hand, labourers 
pulling off dead leaves which were laid between the cane rows as a 
mulch. Canes were ratooned:49 on the flats usually only twice but in the 
scrub land around R affs mountain stools were ratooned as many as six 
or eight times. The crushing season extended from June to December, 
all mills endeavouring to complete their crush before the wet season ar­
rived in December or January. The canes were cut green with a wide- 
bladed knife, heaped into drays and carted to the mill.
In the first few decades of the Queensland sugar industry field labour 
could include almost any type of work; ploughing was certainly one of 
the Melanesians’ tasks. Excluding them from ploughing in 1892 made
47Excellent detailed descriptions of life on individual Mackay plantations were published 
as serials in various colonial newspapers. For example refer to: Sydney Morning Herald 23 
July to 28 October 1884.
^The timber when dry was fed to the mill furnaces.
49Ratoon cane came from plants harvested in one season, allowed to shoot again in 
following seasons. Ratooning was a common practice in the nineteenth century.
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that occupation the preserve of Europeans. Thence until the end of the 
century Melanesians were confinçd to basic manual field labour. The 
nearest they were supposed to get to a plough was to clean its path in the 
furrow. William B. Fordyce was a ploughman at Richmond plantation, 
and later for a few years a tenant farmer on Long and Robertson’s 
Habana. His son George was born in 1895 the year Richmond closed, 
and well remembered the late 1890s and early 1900s when he helped his 
father. Fordyce used a swing plough with no disk. An Islander always 
accompanied him to push debris away from the beam of the plough as 
he proceeded. Another task was to take a team of Islanders into the 
bush to cut firewood for the mill. Then one teamster and one Islander 
would take a dray out to pick up the wood.50
Descriptions of Melanesians at work in the fields vary. Some writers 
describe happy frolicsome finely-muscled willing workers; others write 
of sullen brooding fearsome savages. Dress varied with individual 
whim. Each year the men were supposed to be issued with two flannel 
or serge shirts, two pairs of trousers and one hat. Women received the 
feminine equivalent. Some Islander men chose to work naked but for a 
loincloth while others worked in their Sunday-best moleskins and Cri­
mean shirt. The women wo*- skirts, bright-coloured handkerchiefs 
binding their hair. Those w small children either worked with them in 
slings on their backs or left them under nearby shelter.
The two following descriptions are both from the 1890s but present 
totally different views of Melanesians’ working lives. The first, by 
Michael Davitt, a visiting Irish radical politician, intentionally gives an 
impression of unwilling workers. The scene is Mackay in the late 1890s:
They are not “driven” in their tasks, as slaves would be, but 
they look when at labour more like prison gangs than 
groups of free workers. They appeared to work sullenly, as 
if they had been deceived as to the continuous nature of the 
labour they would be required to perform. None of them 
complained to me about the work being hard, or of the food 
being bad or insufficient. But in no single instance did man 
or women of them say, in reply to my questions on the 
point, that they liked the work or the country.51
The second, by Harry Blake, is of an unnamed district in 1892, but 
depicts a happier scene:
On a sugar plantation, whether cutting and burning scrub,
50C R M  4a: 1-1; M M  21 November 1976, 22 November 1979, 22 January 1980. 
51M. Davitt, Life and Progress in Australasia (London, 1898), 273.
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weeding or cutting cane and loading it on the trucks for the 
mill, the “boys” are always a cheerful feature in the land­
scape...
Not like tired labourers, but rather as frolicsome urchins 
school-released, do the gangs make for their huts. Some 
have long reeds with which they practise throwing the spear, 
others are sky-larking, all are talking or shouting, with the 
exception of a few musical enthusiasts who stride along to 
the strumming of their jews-harps or reed mouth organs. A 
gentleman from the Solomon Islands, perhaps, bringing up 
the rear; with a small cloth around his waist, a black clay 
pipe stuck in the lobe of one ear, a round tin matchbox in 
the other, and a red hibiscus flower in his hair....52
It is, of course, impossible to place any reliance upon either account as a 
general description even of appearances, since both impressions owe 
something at least to the attitudes of the authors, and neither takes ac­
count of the several categories of Melanesian labour. Oral testimony 
from Islanders today adds little to the picture: they remember only 
stories that the hours were long—daylight to dark—and that the 
overseers sometimes resorted to violence.53 For what it is worth, con­
temporary photographs of Islanders at work usually resemble Davitt’s 
rather than Blake’s description.
Around the mills islanders worked at many tasks: Robert Kia from 
Malekula in the New Hebrides helped build the chimney at Racecourse 
in the late 1880s; an Islander was noticed at Ashburton in 1891, working 
in the saddler’s shop.54 Right from the 1860s they worked inside the mill 
house, ladling and skimming the boiling liqueurs:
these men are invaluable as workers, and their masters find 
it profitable to supply them with unlimited quantities of 
good food, comfortable dwellings etc. without expecting 
more than a reasonable amount of labour in return.55
Such work needed to be well rewarded for it was most unpleasant and 
often dangerous. A visitor to one of Mackay’s mills in 1876 thought the 
scene reminiscent of hell:
naked, sweating South Sea Islanders ... stand toiling with
52H.I. Blake, ‘ “The Kanaka” a character sketch.’, The Antipodean: an illustrated annual, 
Edition 2 (1892), 80-1.
53BO H C 7Ba: 1 (TA); BO H C7Bb:l (NJF); ABC 9b:\ (SL); BO H C41Ba:3 (HB); BOHC 
6Ba:l (IT, AM & WM).
54BOHC  4Ba (WM); M M  6 January 1891.
55M M  11 September 1869.
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long spades and pitchforks in the reeking, sweltering vats, 
up to their ankles in clammy sugar and molasses, like 
Dante’s demons in Malebolge.56
The mills were dangerous places with unguarded revolving parts, enor­
mous wheels and boiling liquids. Melanesians had never faced anything 
remotely like them before and must have been both fascinated and ter­
rified at first. Some, seeing a mill for the first time, refused to venture 
near the works. Most mills used steam whistles to signal changes in 
work shifts. On first hearing the blast of the whistle Islanders 
sometimes ran pell-mell for the scrub. At Alexandra, eventually ac­
customed to the noise, one group of Efate Islanders delighted in blow­
ing the whistle every time they passed, to the annoyance of other mill 
hands.
Melanesians knew little about the mechanical principles on which the 
mill works operated. They learnt fast, but often not fast enough. J.E. 
Davidson once got some employees to set a fly wheel in motion at Alex­
andra. One forgot to release his hold on the wheel, was carried around 
by it, and escaped abraised.57 Other mill employees were not so lucky. 
An unknown number of Melanesians, Asians and Europeans perished 
in the works of the mills.
The 1884 Act was designed to limit Islanders to work in tropical and 
semi-tropical agriculture. As early as 1866 a Melanesian was employed 
as a Turkish bath attendant in Sydney.58 Bilifiri and Laubelia, men 
from the Rakwane descent group in east Fataleka, Malaita, worked in 
Sydney in the 1890s as professional boxers.59 Most however pursued 
more mundane labouring occupations on plantations and farms, and a 
number worked in domestic service in sugar districts and elsewhere. The 
youngest of the male recruits, women, and others incapacitated for 
more strenuous labour, often worked as domestic servants. From 1883 
comes the comment:
there is no planter’s house in the Mackay district wherein 
Polynesians are not domestic servants. When in the house of
56W. Archer, Tourist To the Antipodes: William Archer’s “Australian journey 1876-77”. 
Edited by R. Stanley. (Brisbane, 1977), 60.
51 M M  Jubilee 1912, 24.
58J.E. Davidson’s Journal, 16 February 1866. This man may not have been an indentured 
labourer. Loyalty Islanders had been visiting Sydney since the 1850s. Howe, Loyalty 
Islands, 90.
59Labilier (Laubelia) enlisted at Fakanakafo on the Helena, arriving at Bundaberg on 13 
July 1893. QSA PRE/83 a-b, 139; information from Ishmael Itea and Charles Luiramo, 
Fakanakafo, Malaita, 13 October 1976.
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(10) Alexandra mill, Mackay, late 1860s. (JCUNQ, History Dept.)
(11) Homebush mill, Mackay, 1883. (/lNÍ/:AofB&L, CSR 142/3649, p. 61)
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(12) Melanesian women, with their children, working in a cane field (Photographs 12 to 26 are froiji JCUNQ, History Dept, 
collections.)
(13) A young Melanesian woman at Mackay.
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the member of the district [M.H. Black of Cedars] I found a 
black girl making my bed.60
Islanders continued to find work as domestic and urban servants in 
Queensland throughout the century, some legally and some illegally.61 
In 1890 Dr Ahearne, a leading Townsville advocate of the Separation 
movement, was prosecuted for employing a female Melanesian servant. 
The case was dismissed, but there was public outrage. A few years later, 
a Queensland Cabinet minister, J.R. Dickson, later Premier, was fined 
ten shillings for the same offence.62 Other Melanesians worked illegally 
as ploughmen, grooms, carters, wood cutters and fencers, but as the 
trade union movement strengthened in the 1890s most cases were quick­
ly reported and the employers fined.63 Some Islanders were quite au 
courant with their legal position. In one case at Mackay in 1894, Strum- 
bo, an indentured labourer was asked by Toby, a time-expired labourer, 
to helb with a fencing job. Strumbo refused, saying that it was illegal: 
Toby, displeased, ended up in court for assaulting his law-abiding 
friend.64
3.B. Transfers and hiring
The indentured labour of Melanesians was important to the sugar in­
dustry in two ways: it was cheap, and it was reliable—once obtained it 
would not strike or desert. Sugar prices were determined world-wide by 
production costs in areas of cheap, unfree labour. In Queensland the 
additional cost of hiring Europeans when Melanesian labour was short 
was enough to jeopardize the financial viability of a plantation or farm. 
The reliability obtained by means of three year indenture contracts 
made it difficult to adjust the size of the labour force to varying re­
quirements. The need for labour was always greatest when land was be­
ing cleared of its initial cover: thereafter, there was a seasonal peak dur­
ing crushing, June to December. Good plantation management re-
“ WM 4 July 1883.
61Ticket-holders, those who had arrived in the colony before September 1879, could work 
wherever they pleased. For references to illegal employment of Melanesians in urban and 
domestic service refer to: M M  28 November 1877, 21 August, 7 September 1897; Steering 
Wheel 1 June 1937, 48 (H.Caulfield); BOHC  19Ba:2 (EH).
62C. Doran, Separatism in Townsville, 1884-1894 (B. Ed.-B.A. Hons, thesis, James Cook 
University of North Queensland, 1978), 135; M M  17 August 1897.
63MM 9 May 1889, 10 June 1890, 19 May 1894, 7 February, 11 November 1898; QSA 
POL/JI Batch, 11M, Police Commissioner to Inspector, Cooktown and Townsville, 6 
January 1896.
MM M  19 May 1894.
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quired careful judgement to ensure that available labour matched 
requirements as closely as possible. While new indentures and time- 
expired agreements were the means of obtaining the great majority of 
workers, transfers made possible a measure of flexibility.
Under the terms of the 1868 Act indentures once entered into could 
not be transferred to another employer without the permission of the 
original employer, the labourer and the new employer; the whole pro­
cess was supposed to take place in the presence of a Police Magistrate or 
Justice of the Peace, who had to ascertain that the labourer fully under­
stood the change.65 But law and practice were not always the same.
Transfers were of two types: those occurring immediately a labourer 
arrived in the colony; and those occurring a substantial period after ar­
rival. Robert Gray, Queensland’s Immigration Agent, was questioned 
about immediate transfers by the 1876 Select Committee into Polyne­
sian Labour. Gray made it quite clear that the employer’s name on the 
recruiting application was irrelevant: labourers were re-allocated im­
mediately they arrived in Queensland:
When I was appointed Immigration Agent, the practice 
prevailed of issuing one license to recruit the whole number 
of Islanders the vessel was capable of carrying, and upon ar­
rival in the colony to distribute them on applications which 
were received from employers, as if to recruit. It merely 
amounted to this; that instead of before it left, the applica­
tions and bonds under which the license was issued being 
replaced by the applications and bonds of employers until 
the whole of the Islanders were absorbed.
I objected to the practice as contrary to the letter of the law, 
but was instructed not to alter it; there is certainly no very 
great harm in it, and it is perhaps a more simple way than 
compelling the importers to engage the whole lot, and then 
to distribute them by transfer immediately afterwards under 
section 13.
...no transfer takes place at all. The applications are made 
on the arrival of the vessel, as if to recruit them. One 
employer does not engage the whole lot.
It saves stamps, does it not?
There is a saving in duty stamps.66
«31 Vic. No. 47, Cl. 13. 
«QV7M876, V. 3, 136. 141.
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In the early decades of the trade recruiters and employers seem to have 
taken advantage of the lax transfer system and over-ordered their first- 
indenture labourers coming direct from the islands, transferring them 
to other employers immediately on arrival.67 Over-ordering may have 
been a form of insurance against failure on the part of a recruiter to fill 
the quota, something which clearly happened quite often; it may have 
resulted from over optimistic estimates of the progress of a newly-estab­
lished plantation, especially in clearing land; it may have been designed 
to secure profit from the transfer, although there is no clear evidence to 
substantiate this.
The second type, transfers occurring a substantial period after ar­
rival, are easier to explain. The need for labour declined sharply after 
initial clearing of land was completed. Transfers on change of owner­
ship of a plantation were a regular occurrence throughout the labour 
trade. They were not part of the sale, but the old employer was required 
by law to make the transfers as soon as possible afterwards. Labour 
contracts were swapped into the new plantation owner’s name, causing 
no change in location for the Melanesian employees. A typical example 
of this second type is a transfer arranged between G.N. Marten and 
G.H.M. King in 1876. Marten sold Branscombe plantation to King in 
September. In October Marten transferred thirty-eight indenture agree­
ments to King and arranged several other labour transfers to 
Branscombe from other plantations and farms in the district.68 
Transfers between plantations intensified for a year or so after 1875 
when plantation companies changed ownership because of rust-induced 
planter insolvencies.69
Transfers, whether within or between districts, were usually initiated 
by the employer with the Melanesian employee acquiescing: only occa­
sionally was a transfer instigated by an employee. In one such case a 
woman working on Branscombe in 1876 applied for a transfer to 
neighbouring Alexandra so that she could live with her husband. In 
another case, in 1880, an Epi Islander asked to be allowed to leave 
Dumbleton to join two Ambrymese he had met on board ship, then 
working at Walkerston. Both requests were granted.70 Far more
67Goodall’s letterbook for the period 1873 to 1881 contains numerous examples of 
transfers of this first type. QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to J. Walker, 22 November 1877 
(J. Walker had 6 Islanders transferred to him by H. Brandon immediately they arrived.); 
Goodall to I A, 3 June 1879 (Of 79 new arrivals on the Mystery, 31 were transferred im­
mediately.).
68Ibid., Goodall to LA, 19 October 1876. King was a new-comer to the district which pro­
bably explains why Marten arranged the extra transfers for him.
69Ibid., Goodall to H.J. Jane, 13 June, and to LA, 31 July 1876.
10Ibid., Goodall to IA, 25 October 1876, 9 August 1880.
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numerous were transfers motivated by employers. Inter- and intra­
district transfers of labourers fresh from the islands could be made 
quite freely up until the end of 1876. Usually Mackay employers sent 
for labourers from other districts, but occasionally the reverse occurred.
Until the mid-1870s transfers on arrival were the norm, and Melane­
sians seem seldom to have been consulted about transfers during their 
term of indenture. Certain of the Justices of the Peace at Mackay, 
many themselves employers of indentured Melanesians, were willing to 
sign transfers without consulting the employee. In 1874, the Police 
Magistrate, Goodall, wrote that he had often been asked to put through 
a transfer in the absence of the employee. A year later the Immigration 
Agent, Gray, accused Goodall of signing blank transfer papers for the 
Macdonald brothers of Inverness, a charge which Goodall successfully 
rebutted.71 Even when proper procedures were followed, the system was 
difficult to administer. When Islanders transferred from town to town 
their records had to follow them, creating as many bureaucratic pro­
blems as similar transfers do for today’s public servants. Sometimes 
lists of names sent from one government office to another were hard to 
decipher or did not tally with the names the labourers gave on arrival at 
their new district.72
Melanesian labourers could have found themselves transferred twen­
ty or thirty kilometres from where they were working; and before 1880, 
from agricultural to pastoral areas and vice versa. In the early 1870s 
there was no shortage of Melanesian labour and plantations at Mackay 
were established at a quick rate: four in 1872, five in 1873 and three in 
1874-5. Labour forces were extremely mobile and at the whim of in­
dividual planters. Five new regulations were gazetted in December 1876, 
affecting initial agreements, transfers and wages. Each agreement had 
to be made directly with the employer indicated on the application. 
Transfers were not to be made without a full enquiry, nor without good 
reason. No transfer could be made out of the original district “until a 
reasonable time from the arrival of the labourers in the colony” . In 
1884 “a reasonable time” was defined as six months.73
Common in the 1860s and 1870s, transfers declined when new regula­
tions were introduced in the 1880s. This correspondingly reduced the 
ablity of employers to adjust the size of their labour force to changing 
requirements, an inevitable but probably unintended consequence of 
the legislation. Exact figures on transfers are only available for the last
llIbid., 6 October 1874, 27 March 1875.
12Ibid., 3 February 1873; Goodall to  PM  Townsville, 14 March 1881.
13QGG 23 December 1876; Wawn, South Sea Islanders, 106-7; MM  6 January 1877; 
QGG 18 April 1884, Regulation No. 25, issued 17 April 1884.
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seventeen years of the labour trade, 1888 to 1904 (Table Eight and 
Graph Three). Even in this period twelve percent of all first-indenture 
agreements were transferred: 398 out of a total 3,201 first-indenture 
agreements.74 Of the two types of transfers mentioned previously, most 
in this period were the second type: transfers occuring a substantial 
period after first arrival, occasioned by plantations changing ownership 
or closing down.
Table Eight
Mackay Melanesian indenture agreements, 1888-1904.
New Introduction Re-agreements Transfers Total Employers Total
Year sets nos. sets nos. sets nos. sets nos. Melanesians 
in District
1888 30 489 243 710 7 125 280 1324 81* 1911
1889 12 288 268 727 2 32 282 1047 48* 2121
1890 29 582 358 822 3 23 390 1427 n.a. 2816
1891 14 196 393 1112 3 88 410 13% n.a. 2450
1892 0 0 371 876 6 17 377 893 n.a. 2102
1893 13 109 564 1374 0 0 577 1483 208 2081
1894 21 159 725 1588 2 5 748 1752 283 2168
1895 0 0 725 1304 0 0 725 1304 392 2167
1896 4 133 656 1189 5 14 662 1329 413 1941
1897 13 150 706 1285 1 2 720 1437 441 1780
1898 79 419 867 1501 0 0 946 1920 459 2074
1899 22 65 667 1166 1 1 690 1232 439 1684
1900 16 141 654 1124 2 5 672 1270 335 1775
1901 37 226 694 1401 0 0 731 1627 339 1869
1902 31 164 491 922 13 22 535 1108 249 1708
1903 6 69 329 619 7 32 342 720 222 1301
1904 1 11 380 693 4 32 385 736 201 1260
Mackay: 
Total No. 328 3201 9091 18413 56 398 9472 22005
% of
Total 3.4% 14.5% 95.9% 83.6% 0.5% 1.8% 100% 100%
Queensland 
Total No. 1680 22272 33053 65420 309 2298 35042 89990
% of
Total 4.8% 24.7% 94.3% 72.7% 0.9% 0.9% 100% 100%
Source: QVP: Annual Reports of the Immigration Agent. For * refer to QVP 1889 v. 4, 428-30.
74The transfer system only applied to first-indenture contracts. An increasingly significant 
proportion of labour agreements during the 1888-1904 period were re-agreements: con­
tracts of various lengths made by time-expired Melanesians.
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Short-term hiring of Melanesian labour was also possible, although 
the practice was constrained by the 1868 and later Acts. Hiring needed 
the consent of the official in charge, and the labourer. Plantation 
owners hired out Melanesians indentured to them, on daily hire rates to 
small-scale farmers and to other planters. The monthly accounts for 
Sloan & Co’s Mackay plantations for the years 1875 to 1878, show that 
the company was hiring out labourers on short-term contracts to 
planters within their financial orbit.75 The same happened on CSR’s 
plantations in later decades. Ralph Shlomowitz’ research in CSR’s ar­
chives has revealed comprehensive evidence of short-term hiring, par­
ticularly after the sub-division of the company’s plantations. 
Shlomowitz concluded that the daily hire rate was regulated to reflect 
market conditions. CSR placed a twenty-five percent premium on their 
daily hire rate in the crushing season, and reduced the rate if they had a
temporary excess of labour.76
*  *  *  *
Since the first Melanesians arrived in Queensland in 1863 allegations 
have continually been made that the labour trade was a form of slavery. 
There is no doubt that they were not slaves. Slavery as it existed in the 
West Indies, South Africa and Mauritius until 1833, and in fifteen 
southern states of the United States of America until the Civil War of 
1861-65, was a legal status lasting for life and transmitted to every child 
of a female slave: the person of the slave was the property of his owner, 
capable of being sold, bequeathed, given as a gift, mortgaged or hired 
like any other chattel; incapable of entering any contract, owning pro­
perty or giving evidence in court. The Queensland indenture contract, 
legally enforceable and legally void if the law was satisfied that it was 
not voluntarily entered, of itself conclusively proves that this was not 
slavery. Statements describing Melanesians in Queensland as slaves, 
when not merely rhetorical, metaphorical, or simple careless, are based 
on the tacit assumption that free and’slave are a simply dichotomy, with 
no intermediate terms, so that one not free is a slave. In fact the law of 
Australia (as of other civilised countries) in the nineteenth century 
recognised many a legal status which was not fully free, but which had 
attached to it restrictions on control over property, and mobility: mar­
ried women, minors, certified lunatics, sufferers from some contagious 
diseases, bankrupts, persons on remand awaiting trial, convicted
15JCUNQ (Archives): Sloan & Co. records for Mackay 1875-7.
76R. Shlomowitz, ‘Markets for indentured and time-expired Melanesian labour in 
Queensland, 1863-1906’, JPH, v. 16 (1981).
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criminals, aliens, apprentices serving indentures, members of the armed 
forces, and seamen etc.
If ‘slavery’ is used strictly, it can be categorically denied, irrespective 
of appearance. If it is metaphorical—for example, an assertion that 
Melanesians were treated as badly as slaves in respect of working condi­
tions, housing, food etc.—it is a question of historical fact to be deter­
mined like any other by a dispassionate weighing of evidence. Use of the 
term merely confuses the issue by introducing an inaccurate and 
emotionally-charged expression.
The round assertion that Melanesians were brought and sold as slaves 
is sometimes made today, and has been made from the beginning of the 
trade.77 Australian-born descendants of the original recruits support 
this myth. One of them, Faith Bandler, daughter of an Ambrymese, 
recently published a biography of her father in which she described his 
sale as a slave at Mackay:
The buying was keen and the bidding high because harvests 
were heavy. The biggest men were offered first. Seven 
pounds, ten pounds! Twelve pounds! And all the men from 
Tanna were sold. Another dray was driven forward. Wacvie 
felt Weloa’s body move closer to his own and some small 
comfort passed from one to the other. Now it was their turn 
to be bought.78
Similar descriptions, depicting the arrival of Melanesian ‘slaves’, can 
be found in southern and overseas nineteenth century newspapers, and 
occasionally in newspapers and documents from Queensland.79 Michael 
J. Fay stood in the 1881 parliamentary election at Mackay; he had lived 
in the town since 1863. In an election speech Fay said that “when the 
first Kanakas arrived they were sold by auction at the wharf now 
known as Paxtons.”80 W.H. Paxton, owner of the wharf in Fay’s story, 
features in a similar piece of evidence. In 1879 Police Magistrate 
Goodall reprimanded Paxton for transferring newly arrived recruits 
without permission, accusing him of treating the Melanesians like cat­
tle.81 Simon Tait is the author of another piece of slave evidence; he ar­
rived at Mackay in 1883, later standing as a Labour candidate for
11 Courier M ail 22 August 1863.
78Bandler, Wacvie, 21-2.
79M M 13 February 1875, 1 December 1877, 16 July 1892. 
^ M M  Jubilee 1912, 13; M M  16 March 1881.
81Q&4 CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to Paxton, 8 March 1881.
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parliament. He told his son about seeing a slave market down by the 
wharves:
I remember my father coming home in great excitement say­
ing he had witnessed a slave markert—a blackbirder had 
come into port with a consignment of recruits and they went 
under the auctioneer’s hammer.82
Beyond question all the above cases refer to transfers of indentured 
labourers, which until 1884 could be made immediately recruits arrived. 
In 1880 a writer for the Queenslander described transfers taking place 
down on the docks:
the landing of islanders became a kind of speculation in the 
market which, as some people thought, looked very like 
buying and selling, especially as the price of the passage 
money paid by the employer was often three or four times 
what the cost of the passage really was.83
Melanesians were traded for at the dockside and on shady verandahs 
while plantation business was transacted and rum swizzles drunk, but 
not in the sense of the slave block in America’s southern states. Par­
ticularly in the first twenty years of the labour trade, transfers often did 
not conform to the law: the system was used as a mechanism to adjust 
each employer’s human capital investment. Anti-kidnapping bonds for 
ship owners, the outlay of passage money, bonds and levies paid to the 
government, wages and concomitant costs of maintaining a labour 
force accounted for a large amount of any cane grower’s liquid funds. 
Transfers and hiring enabled the most efficient use of the indentured 
labour, efficiency seldom to the employee’s advantage. There is no 
reason to doubt that transfers were often made with callous disregard 
for the labourers, as Goodall charged Paxton: it may well have been 
traumatic and humiliating as Bandler conveys, but it was still a transac­
tion quite distinct in law and reality from the sale of a slave.84
82A /M 12 March 18%, 30 April 1901, 23 April 1957.
MQlder 20 March 1880.
84The relevance of this slavery myth to the self-perception of Australian Melanesians is ex­
amined in C.R. Moore, ‘Kanakas, kidnapping and slavery: myths from the nineteenth 
century labour trade and their relevance to Australian Melanesians’, Kabar Seberang: 
sulating Maphilindo, No. 8-9 (1981), 78-92.
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3.C. First-indenture labourers
The majority of first-indenture labourers, leaving their islands for the 
first time, enlisted to work in Queensland for six pounds a year, with 
clothing, food, accommodation and minimal medical care. The cost of 
their passage to and from Queensland, and the bonds and levies re­
quired by the government to administer their stay in the colony were 
paid directly by the employers: indirectly they were paid by the Melane­
sian labourers. Employers took these extra costs into consideration 
when calculating the value of their labour.
Price and Baker estimated that 62,475 indenture contracts were 
entered into by Melanesians arriving in Queensland between 1863 and 
1904.85 Although these were all first-indenture labourers they do not 
represent 62,475 different individuals: a significant but unknown 
number were enlisting for a second or even third time. Some Islanders 
had certainly returned to the colony by 1870, the proportion growing as 
the century progressed. The 1876 Select Committee enquiring into 
Melanesian labour in Queensland examined eighty-four logs written by 
Government Agents in the first half of the 1870s, finding evidence that 
many Islanders were returning to the colony for a second or even a third 
time.86 At Mackay in 1877 it was reported that some
have been to Mackay, the Herbert, and Mary rivers before.
One of them has been a trip to London and back.87
On the Isabella arriving at Mackay in 1879:
A large number of the boys she brought [had] served a term
of three years previously.88
And of one hundred recruits, some of them from Malaita, who arrived 
on board the Young Dick in 1886, forty-five had served as labourers 
before.89
Exact statistics are available only for the period between 1892 and 
1903. During these years twenty-eight percent of the 22,272 Melanesian 
labourers entering the colony had previous experience: twenty-two per­
cent had worked in Queensland and another six percent had been
85Price with Baker, ‘Origins of Pacific island labourers’ 
8*QVP 1876, V.3. 53.
87M M 15 December 1877. 
n Qlder 10 May 1879. 
i9M M  6 March. 1886.
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employed outside their island. From 1892 to 1904,1,646 first-indenture 
agreements were signed by Mackay90 If the Queensland average applied 
to Mackay (and there is no reason to think that there would have been 
any great variation) about 460 of the 1,646 were enlisting in the labour 
trade for a second time and about 360 had worked in Queensland at 
some earlier time. These calculations are important in discerning their 
rewards in cash and kind. In the later years of the trade many re- 
recruiting labourers demanded that the enlistment bonus, previously 
paid to their kin, be paid directly to them, in cash. The bonus varied 
considerably, between ten shillings and five pounds: the equivalent of a 
new recruit’s wages from four weeks to ten months. Wages paid to first- 
indenture males and to all females remained set at the legal minimum of 
six pounds per annum for the entire trade, but the wage rate for re­
enlisting labourers varied: between six and twelve pounds, the amount 
increasing markedly towards the end of the nineteenth century.91
By the 1880s an increasingly significant proportion of the first- 
indenture labourers who arrived at Mackay came with cash bonus in 
pocket, on a higher wage than the legal minimum of six pounds. These 
men and women were self-assured, well aware of what was required of 
them as plantation labourers. ‘Old hands’ took new recruits in tow, 
helping to ease them through their first traumatic days in Queensland. 
As one observer wrote of a ship load in 1880:
Some of the “boys are not new to work here, having been in
Mackay before, and it was amusing to see these “old hands”
doing the pilot and showman to the new-comers.92
Re-recruiting Melanesians sometimes asked to be allocated to a par­
ticular plantation or employer: their chances of this occurring depended 
on the good will of the employer and the fairness of the harassed In­
spector of Pacific Islanders down at the Immigration depot, surround­
ing by bewildered ‘new chums’, confident ‘old hands’, and planters and 
farmers impatient to get home. Even with the tightening of the transfer 
system after the mid-1870s, the method of allocating newly arrived 
recruits changed very little during the remainder of the trade. 
Employers specified the number of labourers they required but it was
^Annual report of the Pacific Island Branch of the Queensland Immigration Department, 
1892-1904. Refer to Table Eight.
91R. Shlomowitz, ‘Markets for indentured and time-expired Melanesian labour in 
Queensland, 1863-1906’, JPH, v.16:2 (1981), 78; and ‘The search for institutional 
equilibrium in Queensland’s sugar industry, 1884-1913’, Australian Economic History 
Review, v.19:2 (1979), Table One: Cost of Melanesian labour 1881-1904.
92M M  26 May 1880.
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the task of the Inspector to allocate individuals to fill each employer’s 
quota. F.C. Hornbrook, Mackay’s Inspector of Pacific Islanders from 
1888 to 1907 described the process in 1895:
I have a difficult job at times to allot the boys without 
separating relatives. I divide them into lots before I know 
who is to get them. Say one man wants six, another three, 
another two, and so on.'When they are allotted like that the 
agreements are made out. The employer comes along and 
says he wants half a dozen boys. I show the lot to him and 
tell the boys they have come here to work for three years, 
and explain to them what they, are each to get.
Then I ask each by himself, “You come away yourself, or 
did any man steal you. If he says, no, he did not come free­
ly, then I stand him back, and there is an inquiry. If there is 
a doubt it is left to the boy’s option, he can either sign or go 
back. Some have gone back; there has been one or two in­
stances of that. Then each boy comes up and I formally in­
troduce him to his employer, telling him that he is engaged 
to him for .three years, and that if anything goes wrong he 
must come and tell me. They then touch the pen, and the 
agreement is completed. I then see that they have their 
clothes with them when they go off to the plantation.93
After twelve months work, the labourer was entitled to be paid. From 
1868 the total wage due to the labourer had to be paid yearly, in coin, 
without deductions on account of goods supplied outside the terms of 
the agreement.94 The mode of payment of wages first came under of­
ficial scrutiny during the evidence given to and in the final report of the 
1876 Select Committee. In some instances Islanders faced considerable 
delays in obtaining their wages, because of the insolvency of an 
employer. In one case in January 1876 Police Magistrate Goodall had 
to sentence an insolvent planter to three months gaol before wages were 
paid.95 The next month Goodall was faced by an even more complicated 
case. Seventy-four year old Charles Fitzsimmons, resident owner of 
Nebia plantation, was dying; his partner lived in England. Nebia was 
£8,000 in debt after the rust epidemic, and fifty-five Islanders were due 
to be paid. Goodall did not know how to proceed as Inspector of
9iSouth Australian Proceedings o f  the Parliament 1895, v.2, 157: Report of the Northern 
Territory Commission.
9431 Vic. No. 47, Cl. 30, Form D. Refer to Chapter Six for details on wages.
95QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to I A, 31 January, 11 February 1876. Bankruptcy was not 
an acceptable excuse for non-payment of wages.
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Pacific Islanders: the local planter-Justices of the Peace refused to ad­
judicate the case. As a solution he requested a temporary prosecutor be 
appointed to bring the case to him as Police Magistrate.96
Banks and financiers had taken over several of the plantations, but 
had not bothered to transfer their employees’ indenture agreements 
from the names of the now insolvent ex-employers. The AJS bank took 
over Meadowlands plantation and its hundred Melanesian labourers, 
but left all of the agreements in the name of the previous owner.97 
Goodall reported a similar case a year later: 225 agreements were in the 
name of William Paxton, a salaried clerk of Sloan & Co., a Melbourne- 
based firm controlled by R. J. Jeffray. Paxton had no financial interests 
at Mackay, beyond his salary. The agreements were in his name by re­
quest of Jeffray, an Elder in the Presbyterian church, who did not want 
his name connected with the labour trade his church decried. But what, 
asked Goodall, would become of the wages owed if Paxton left the 
district and Jeffray refused to honour his commitments?98
The 1876 Select Committee recommended payment of wages half- 
yearly. Following this report, various amendments were suggested for 
the 1868 Act, one that the wages should be paid quarterly and directly 
into bank accounts. Shopkeepers protested: with 1,400 Islanders in the 
Mackay district in 1877, these wages were worth at least £8,400 a year to 
the shops. Others said that the wages should not be paid until the end of 
the three years, as the Islanders were inclined to waste their money on 
worthless purchases before they had learnt its value. This time shop­
keepers were joined in protesting by planters who petitioned their 
planter-politician F.T. Amhurst." The solution was that from 
December 1976 wages were to be paid annually in the presence of the 
Inspector of Pacific Islanders or the local Police Magistrate. Under the 
1880 Act, the pay period was altered to half-yearly, and remained so 
until the end of the labour trade. This clause was not implemented im­
mediately: the same is true of other clauses. In late December 1882 the 
Inspector at Mackay circularised all employers in the district, informing 
them that wages had to be paid half-yearly from the beginning of 1883. 
Sixteen months later these half-yearly payments were just beginning to 
be enforced.100
96Ibid., 11 February 1876; D.B. Waterson, A Biographical Register o f  the Queensland 
Parliament 1860-1929 (Canberra, 1972), 57-8.
91QSA CPS 10/G1, Goodall to IA, 31 January 1876.
"Ibid ., 15 January 1877; see also Goodall to PM, Broadsound, 14 January 1880.
"M M  6, 9, 23 September 1876, 26 May 1877.
100QGG 23 December 1876; 44 Vic. No. 17, Schedule G; Mackay Planters’ Association 
Minute Book, 1 January 1883, 20 May 1884.
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3.D. Time-expired labourers
At the end of a three year contract Melanesians had a choice: either 
to return to their islands, or stay in Queensland as time-expired 
labourers, returning home later or not at all. Time-expired Melanesians 
were working at Mackay as early as 1870; some of the first Melanesians 
to arrive in 1867, re-engaged.101 Their contracts varied in length, from 
one month to three years, but were in other respects similar to first- 
indenture contracts, except that their clothing allowance was usually 
converted into a cash payment. The proportion of time-expired to first- 
indenture Melanesians increased steadily during the 1870s but no 
register of their contracts was kept before 1884 so it is impossible to find 
earlier comprehensive information on their number, wages and general 
conditions.
At the peak of the plantation era in the mid-1880s, Europeans in the 
sugar towns were growing uneasy about the number of time-expired 
Melanesians and their position in society. In 1883 there were 1,476 time- 
expired Melanesians in Queensland,102 some thirty to forty percent of 
them at Mackay. After time-expired Melanesians were involved in a 
drunken fracas with Europeans at the Mackay racecourse on Boxing 
Day 1883,103 733 Europeans in the district petitioned the government to 
impose restrictions. The petitioners argued that because there was no 
legal restriction on their occupations, time-expired Melanesians were 
competing with Europeans labour; and because they were free to
101These were Spiller’s labourers at Pioneer, they re-signed for another three years. A few 
months later fifteen time-expired men from J.E. Davidson’s ill-fated Bellenden plantation 
near present-day Tully travelled south to Mackay and entered into new contracts.
Qlder 30 June 1877 (J. Spiller to Ed.); Jones, Cardwell, 119 (quoting Brisbane Courier 31 
August 1870).
102QVP 1883-4, V. 2, 1445.
103The incident began when the liquor booth proprietor refused to supply alcohol to a New 
Hebridean. As a result a quarrel began ajnongst some Islanders, which turned into a 
bottle-throwing skirmish, ill-directed bottles hitting Europeans. None too sober them­
selves the Europeans retaliated and the small incident turned into a riot. Melanesians 
grouped against Europeans, the two sides backing and advancing for some time before 
European reinforcements arrived from a nearby hotel. Fifty or sixty horsemen took to the 
field, wielding stirrup irons and riding crops. By the time the police and cooler-headed 
spectators gained control many of the rioters (Europeans and Islanders) had received 
serious injuries. At least three Islanders died as a result of the riot, but legend suggests a 
greater number. The racecourse fracas was the largest racial disturbance between Melane­
sians and Europeans in nineteenth century Queensland. Europeans at Mackay were under­
standably disturbed by the event.
For a detailed account of the event refer to C.R. Moore, ‘The Mackay Racecourse Riot of 
1883’ in B.J. Dalton (ed.), Lectures on North Queensland History: Third Series 
(Townsville, 1979), 181-96. (In the article I suggested that there were two deaths, but a 
more recent examination of the Mackay Cemetery Trust Register of Burials reveals three. I 
still regard the number as unsettled, perhaps for ever so.)
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‘walkabout’ without engaging as labourers, they diminished the labour 
pool available for the sugar industry; further, they created disturbances, 
roaming around the town in large numbers, drunk and disorderly. The 
solution sought was that Melanesians be confined to tropical 
agriculture, and that the onus of payment of their return passage be 
shifted from the original to the current employer.104 During 1884 the 
government adopted both of these suggestions.
From 1868 to 1880 the original employer had to deposit a bond with 
the government to cover the cost of a return passage for each Melane­
sian employee. Under the 1880 Act the original employer paid the 
passage money if the Melanesian chose to return at the end of the first 
contract; but if the Melanesian stayed (regardless of who the new 
employer was) the original employer had to deposit a five pound bond 
with the government. In 1884 this was altered: from 1884 to 1892 the 
bond was paid by the current employer, the original employer receiving 
his money back, more equitably spreading the transport cost. After 
1892 the onus reverted to the original employer. Employers of time- 
expired labour took into account the incidence of the payment of the 
return passage money in making offers for labour. This meant that dur­
ing the period 1884-92, the wage rate of time-expired Melanesians was 
depressed by five pounds, the amount of the return passage.105 Also 
from 1884, all but 835 Melanesians106 in the colony had their occupa­
tions restricted to unskilled jobs in tropical and semi-tropical 
agriculture, effectively limiting them to work as sugar labourers.
There can be no doubt that in restricting Melanesians (with a single 
class of exceptions) from working outside the sugar industry, and by 
causing time-expired Melanesians’ wages to fall by five pounds, S.W. 
Griffith’s Liberal government deliberately attempted to discourage 
time-expired labourers from staying in the colony. The government was 
not successful. Throughout the 1880s and 1890s time-expired labourers 
formed an ever larger proportion of the total Melanesian population: 
between thirty-one and thirty-five percent, 1888 to 1892; between fifty- 
seven and sixty-seven percent, 1893 to 1899; between forty-two and 
forty-six percent, 1900 to 1901; and between thirty-one and thirty-nine
\ c a q v p  1883-4, V.2, 1453: Petition against employment of time-expired Polynesians. 
105Shlomowitz, Markets for Melanesian Labour in Queensland, 1863-1906 (Unpublished 
manuscript, 1980), 14-5; and 'Markets for indentured and time-expired Melanesians’. 
106The 835 unrestricted Melanesians (those who had been resident in the colony since 
before 1 September 1879) were issued with tickets exempting them from the 1884 restric­
tion.
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percent, 1902 to 1904.107 Time-expired labourers formed a distinct sub­
group within Queensland Melanesian society in particular and in the 
colonial society in general.
The changing onus in payment of passage money, 1868-80, 1880-84, 
1884-92, 1892-04 was an important consideration behind any wage of­
fer, but so were other government charges involving Melanesians. From
1884 it cost two shillings and six pence, increased to five shillings in 
1896, to register every labour contract. Capitation fees on each contract 
were also introduced to finance administration of the system. Between 
1871 and 1884 the capitation fee on first-indenture contracts increased: 
from ten shillings in 1871, to fifteen shillings in 1873, to twenty shillings 
in 1874, to thirty shillings in 1881, to sixty shillings in 1885.108 The 1880 
Act introduced another capitation fee of ten shillings per annum for 
every labourer employed in a district in which the government had an 
Islander hospital.109 All of these costs were paid by the employer: from
1885 onward the sum of all charges, apart from the bond, was 
equivalent to a payroll tax of around twenty percent on first-indenture 
contracts. The only direct tax on Melanesians was a ten shilling poll tax 
levied on all re-engaging time-expired Melanesians for a few vears after 
1902.110
Ralph Shlomowitz has examined the structure and working of the 
market for time-expired Melanesians, concentrating on the Mary­
borough and Port Douglas districts for which data is readily 
available.111 He found several pronounced trends. Over the years 1884 to 
1901, two-thirds of all contracts for less than twelve months covered the 
harvest season when labour was most in demand. The average contract 
length became shorter after 1893, and the average wage rate increased 
substantially during the first half of the 1890s. The alterations were due 
to changes in demand caused by sub-division of plantations, the in­
creasing numbers of small farm operators, the 1892 change in onus for
I07Shlomowitz, ‘Markets for indentured and time-expired Melanesians’, 75. Ralph 
Shlomowitz’s published and unpublished papers on the Queensland sugar industry pro­
vide the only statistically rigorous assessment of the economics of the indentured labour 
system.
108Shlomowitz, Markets for Melanesian Labour, 13.
109Vic. 44 No. 17, Cl. 28. The four districts were Maryborough, Mackay, Ingham and In- 
nisfail.
,,0H. Caulfeild, ‘Adventurous life of Henry Caulfeild Inspector of Pacific Islanders’, 
The Steering Wheel and Society and Home, 1 July 1937, 41; JCVNQ  (Archives): Register 
of Pacific Islanders on Pioneer plantation. Refer to the agreements signed in 1904—5; 
C.M.H. Clark, Select Documents in Australian History, 1851-1900 (Sydney, 1970), 652. 
in No equivalent records exist for the Mackay district, but Shlomowitz suggests, based on 
the fragmentary evidence available, that at least some of these trends were also represen­
tative of other areas in Queensland.
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payment of the return passage money, and Melanesian preferences. 
Average wages in the Maryborough district were at a rate equal to 
£20.6.0 a year over the period 1884-1901, ranging from £16 in 1888 to 
£23.8.0. in 1895.112 What evidence is available for Mackay is in close ac­
cord wjth Shlomowitz’s calculations. In 1895 time-expired Islanders at 
Mackay were asking as much as £25 a year; and the Mackay Sugar 
Journal gave the average wage at between £23 and £25: the Pioneer 
River Farmers’ Association wanted to peg the wage at £20.113 Two years 
later a letter to the editor of the Mackay Mercury reported that time- 
expired Islanders were negotiating wages of up to £24 a year.114 
Employer and employee preferences and fluctuations in the labour 
market meant a large dispersion of wage rates in any one year.
From his statistical analysis Shlomowitz drew one other major con­
clusion which is borne out by oral testimony from the present day 
Islander community: although plantations often employed time-expired 
Melanesians, most were employed by small-scale farmers. Planters had 
a larger capital supply and obtained economies of scale by employing 
and training first-indenture labourers. Small-scale farmers found time- 
expired Melanesians less risky, being already trained, less subject to ill­
ness and available on short contracts in the busy harvest season. This 
preference was shared by Melanesians. Time-expired labourers prefer­
red short contracts and the mobility they allowed. They liked to rest be­
tween jobs, to move from job to job, and also liked the more personal 
relationship with employers on small farms. Eighty-four percent of the 
total number of agreements made at Mackay, 1888 to 1904, were with 
time-expired Melanesians, involving 18,413 individual agreements of 
varying length. Over the same period 3,201 new recruits entered into 
three year contracts, 398 of which were later transferred.
The time-expired segment of the Melanesian work force grew increas­
ingly important over four decades of Melanesian immigration, with in­
teresting ramifications for colonial society. By 1895 time-expired 
Melanesians made up sixty-five percent of the Melanesians in the 
Mackay district.115 They were quite at home with the labour market; 
some could almost be said to have gained the upper hand. In 1895 In­
spector Hornbrook reported to the Immigration Agent in Brisbane that:
At present Islanders are loafing about for six months of the
year getting very high wages for the crushing season on six
u2Shlomowitz, Markets for Melanesian labour, Tables 9 to 12, and pages 38-9.
UiMM 1 February 1895; Ole Matsen Diary Two, 10; SJ&TC, v.4, 15 April 1895, 57.
1HMM  2 October 1897.
n5QSA COL/A807, In letter 8184 of 1895, A.C. Smith to Premier Nelson, 30 July 1895.
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month agreements, which is not only bad for the Is’ars 
[Islanders] but is placing them in direct competition with 
white contract cane cutters.116
They were mobile within the district and beyond, travelling at will on 
the coastal steamers. Islanders moved reasonably freely, up and down 
the Queensland coast; some engaged by a local agent for a plantation; 
others going of their own volition to a district where they knew work 
was available, or where they had kin or members of the same dialect 
group. Nor were Melanesians limited to European methods of trans­
port; in Melanesia one walks, and likewise Melanesians in Australia 
never shirked travelling enormous distances on foot. Alex Daniels 
Solomon from Guadalcanal was mentioned briefly earlier in this 
chapter. As a time-expired labourer, in 1901, he walked from Pro­
serpine to Mirani in one very long day: at least 140 kilometres.117
In an attempt to control time-expired Melanesians more regulations 
were introduced in 1896, increasing the minimum period of a contract 
to six months with no more than one month between agreements.118 
Shorter contracts were only supposed to be permitted to fill in time 
while they were awaiting transport back to the islands. These 1896 
regulations were never enforced: in fact small farm cultivators had little 
need for labourers during the off-season. Another 1896 regulation 
stipulated that Islanders had to obtain a permit from the local Inspector 
before travelling on coastal vessels, but permits seem to have been easily 
obtained, acting more as a register than a deterrent from travel. Oral 
testimony shows that inter-district travel continued to be common­
place.119
3.E. Ticket-holders
One final category of Melanesians remains; an elite but diminishing 
group of ticket-holders. In 1884 the government placed limits on the oc-
m QSA COL/A792, In letter 876 of 1895, IPI Hornbrook to IA, 1 May 1895. Also refer 
to a similar opinion in the editorial of the Mackay Mercury 27 March 1897.
U1M M  2 July 1960. He walked from very early in the morning to late in the night.
11 «Additional Regulations under The Pacific Island Labourers Acts, 1880-1892, Regula­
tion 9, issued 25 February 1896.
119Harry Kwaitaka, worked at Bundaberg, Cairns and Mackay. Andrew Bobongie, work­
ed at Cairns, Innisfail and Mackay. Tom Lammon, worked in the Burdekin district, the 
Herbert district and Cairns.
Peter Santo, worked around Bundaberg, Childers, Nambour, Rockhampton, Ayr, In­
nisfail and Ingham.
BOHC lBa:l (HSQ); BOHC  41 Ba:2 (HB); BOHC  50Ba: (HB&ONF); Dutton, Queens­
land Canefields English, 117-21 ; see also Mackay Chronicle 8 January 1900; and M M  19 
January 1904.
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cupations available to Melanesians, except for one group: 835 Melane­
sians who had been resident in Queensland since before September 
1879. The complete freedom of this group was guaranteed under Clause 
Eleven of the 1884 Act. When the Bill was debated in parliament a 
number of the members objected to the injustice of the legislation, 
viewing the restrictions as bad in principle and un-British. B.R. More- 
head declared that the Bill was introducing “a system of limited 
slavery”,120 depriving individuals of liberty and free choice because of 
the colour of their skins. Similarly Albert Norton and S.W. Griffith 
supported the right of time-expired Melanesians to stay and continue 
working in Queensland if they so desired. P.M. Mercer summarized this 
debate in her analysis of legislation affecting Melanesians in Queens­
land:
a significant proportion of speakers in the Assembly were 
prepared to argue that Melanesians were entitled to the 
rights reserved for white colonists in Queensland society.
The degree of freedom and privileges they would accord 
Pacific Islanders, varied among individual politicans of this 
group. The basic assertion, however, was clear: the Legisla­
ture, in seeking to impose limitations upon Melanesians who 
had completed their original contracts and sought other 
employment in the colony, was acting both unjustly and in 
contradiction of their British heritage.121
To salve the politicans’ consciences, complete freedom of employment 
was allowed to all Melanesians who had lived in Queensland for five 
continuous years before 1 September 1884.
All other immigrant Melanesians in the colony, except those engaged 
in diving for bêche-de-mer and pearls in the Torres Strait,122 were after­
wards supposed to be confined to work in tropical and semi-tropical 
agriculture as field labourers on a small number of products: sugar 
cane, cotton, tea, coffee, rice, spices and fruits. Specifically forbidden 
were all of the following occupations:
(a) engineer, engine-driver, engine-fitter, blacksmith, wheel­
wright, farrier, sugar boiler, carpenter, sawyer, splitter, 
fencer, bullock-driver and mechanic.
1™QPD V.41 (1884), 146.
121Mercer, Analysis of Racial Attitudes Towards Melanesians, 152.
122These immigrant Melanesians—missionaries, fishermen and divers—inter-married with 
Australia’s indigenous Melanesians, the Torres Strait Islanders. J. Singe, The Torres 
Strait: people and history (Brisbane, 1979), 104-6, 160, 165, 172, 184, 194, 209-10, 220, 
248.
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(b) groom or coachman.
(c) horse or cattle driver (except in the fields).
(d) domestic duty or household servant.123
This substantial group left free to regard their working conditions 
and rights just as they were when they first arrived in the colony before 
September 1879, declined over time: to 716 in 1892, 704 in 1901 and 691 
in 1906. Expressed as a proportion of the overall Melanesian population 
of Queensland from 1885 to 1906, in any one year ticket-holders con­
stituted between seven and eleven percent of the Melanesian popula­
tion.124 They worked as farmers rather than just as labourers; and oc­
cupied a variety of other occupations: miner, boarding-house keeper, 
carter, fisherman and market gardener.125 An ageing group set aside by 
law from the rest of the Melanesian community, they rather awkwardly 
bridged the gulf between recruits fresh from the islands and the Euro­
pean community of Queensland.
There is no complete list of ticket-holders but 122 names are preserv­
ed in a Maryborough register. A large number of ticket-holders must 
have lived at Mackay; some of their descendants may well live there 
still, but if so none is aware of the elite status of his or her forebears. In 
the nine years of interviewing Melanesians from Tweed Heads to In­
gham, only one of the actual tickets, surely prized possessions, has ever 
been located.126 But given the type of lives the Islanders led up to a 
decade ago, in grass huts and tin shanties in the tropics, the loss is not 
surprising. Some of the ticket-holders were Malaitans: two are listed in 
the Maryborough register, Hoosinger and Leorurea who arrived on the 
Cera in June 1879.127 In excess of 400 Malaitans had enlisted to work in 
Queensland by 1879—400 out of 9,000 by 1904—so Malaitan ticket- 
holders would have been rare. Most were New Hebridean and Loyalty 
Islanders, reflecting the concentration on these areas by recruiters in the 
first few decades of the labour trade. Kulijeri, a wane asi Malaitan men­
tioned in Chapter Three, who enlisted in the 1870s, working all his life 
on pastoral properties around Charters Towers, is the only known 
Malaitan ticket-holder with descendants in Australia. The other
123Vic. 48 no. 12, C l. 2.
i24QSA COL/A693, In letter 4063 of 1892, IA to Col. Sec., 4 April 1892; QPP 1906, v.2, 
454; Shlomowitz, ‘Markets for indentured and time-expired Melanesian labour’, 73. 
X25QVP 1892, v.2, 825. Occupations of Polynesians according to the census of 1891. 
126The only known ticket is that of Igha from Epi island who worked for the Allingham 
family on Waterview station-and Victoria estate.
JCUNQ  (History): Pacific Inlanders Photographic Collection, v .l, photo 51.
121QSA IPI 3/15: Maryborough Register of Pacific Islanders exempt from the provisions 
of Clauses 3,4 and 10 of the Pacific Island Labourers Act (1880) Amendment of 1884, 7 
May 1884 to 1885.
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Malaitan families are descendants of men and women who enlisted in 
the 1880s and 1890s. Wives were scarce amongst the predominantly 
male Melanesian labourers; most ticket-holders would have been single 
men, leaving no descendants.
4. Conclusion
Melanesians first came to Queensland as indentured labourers to 
work on cotton plantations. Robert Towns certainly did not realise the 
future ramifications for Australia when in 1863 he instructed the master 
of the schooner Don Juan to engage young male Melanesians to work 
for a year in Queensland. Towns wanted labour. In the long term he 
still hoped to persuade the British government in India to allow Indians 
to emigrate to Queensland. As a short term expedient he had engaged 
German immigrants and begun to bring Melanesians, a people whom he 
knew well from his connection with the sandalwood industry in the 
Pacific, to work on his plantation. In justifying his actions to the 
Queensland Colonial Secretary Towns saw himself as doing an enor­
mous service to the colony:
I believe these Islanders will be found well suited; and in­
stead of being attacked and branded in the way I have been 
I think I deserve the thanks of the community for the in­
troduction of that kind of labour which is suited to our 
wants...128
Towns was proved correct but not in the manner he expected. Today 
descendants of the Melanesian indentured labourers constitute ten per­
cent of the Australian black community. Some individuals of pre­
dominantly immigrant Melanesian descent have achieved significant 
positions as spokespeople within the black community and as cam­
paigners for social reform for all Australians. They are the children and 
grandchildren of the Melanesian immigrants whom Towns began 
recruiting for Queensland.
The position of island-born Melanesians went through a series of 
changes within the wider Queensland and Australian community. At 
first they were indentured servants free to work in any area of the col­
ony. Gradually the government legislated occupational and geographic 
limits which confined them to work as field labourers in the coastal 
sugar regions. But with the passing of years three distinct categories 
emerged: first-indenture labourers, time-expired labourers, and ticket-
128Towns, South Sea Island Immigration, 3.
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holders, all with varying degrees of freedom, earning potential and 
ability to cope with life in colonial Australia. The mid-1880s were as 
pivotal to the Melanesian workers as they were to the sugar industry as a 
whole. Time-expired and ticket-holding Melanesians exhibited increas­
ing mobility and an ability to negotiate with employers; they also fared 
best in prosecutions under the Master and Servants Acts. Beginning in 
the mid-1880s this group formed the base of a Melanesian segment of 
the general working class, separate from the indentured servant 
category and making up forty to sixty percent of all Melanesians in 
Queensland.
They were not as malleable as the first-indenture Melanesians. They 
chose where and for whom they worked, negotiating with employers 
over wages. It appears that Melanesian bargaining with employers dates 
from about the same period as the first appearance of trade unions 
among European workers in North Queensland: the late 1880s and ear­
ly 1890s. The earliest documented disagreements between Melanesians 
and their employers at Mackay, explicitly described as strikes, begin in 
1889 when two time-expired Islanders employed at Habana stopped 
work because they claimed they were working longer hours than the 
Europeans employed there. In 1890 a further twelve Islanders at 
Habana went on strike for similar reasons.129 The Mackay Mercury in 
1891, wrote of an incident in the North Eton mill area:
we have lately seen that Polynesians can strike as well as
white men...130
In two further cases, in 1893 and 1895, Islanders met and passed resolu­
tions not to work for particular farmers; in 1899 Islanders working on 
Palms plantation refused to cut cane which had been badly damaged by 
frost.131 Europeans commonly treated such actions as direct imitations 
of trade unionism. The Mackay Mercury report of the 1893 meeting is 
typical. One night in December 1893 some Islanders at Mackay held a 
meeting. A Chairman was elected who explained that the meeting had 
been called to hear the complaints of one of their number against an 
employer. The man stated his case, two or three others corroborating 
his evidence. A motion was passed that in future no Melanesians would 
make agreements with the farmer concerned. Their use of meeting pro­
cedure was an innovation; resort to combined action was not.
129M M  7 November 1889, 10 June 1890.
130M M  14 November 1891.
m M M  16 December 1893; South Australia: Proceedings o f  the Parliament, 1895, v.2:148.
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Chapters One to Three argued that traditionally and in their enlist­
ment in the labour trade Malaitans acted as members of descent groups, 
not as individuals. Melanesian societies in general operate more collec­
tively than their European equivalents from which sprang the trade 
union movement. Melanesians always had descent group, dialect, 
language and island identity binding them into collective groups in 
Queensland. In some ways this aided them during their working lives in 
the sugar industry. Melanesians in Queensland worked and negotiated 
best as members of a group, not as individuals. Melanesian society, 
bolstered by the Queensland government’s creation of several distinct 
categories of Melanesian labourer, provided them with considerable 
potential as collective bargainers. European sugar workers in the 
Mackay district did not form a union until 1904. But at least two 
decades before that, Melanesian industrial action, in refusing to work 
or absconding from hired service, was often accomplished by small 
groups rather than by individuals.
What Europeans usually saw as an amorphous mass of black workers 
was in fact sub-divided into a complex of groups held together by ties 
carried over from traditional society, much more of which functioned 
in Queensland than has usually been assumed.
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CHAPTER SIX
REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS
1. Wages and money
Seriously distorted notions about the wages paid to Melanesian 
labourers in Queensland are current in Australia today, not least among 
descendants of those Melanesians. Faith Bandler, daughter of Wacvie 
from Ambrym island, has published a semi-fictional biography of her 
father’s life in Australia. Writing about Mackay in the 1880s and 1890s 
she gives the impression that some were not paid for their labour, and 
those who were, never received more than six pounds a year.
‘Since they took us away from our land, then they should 
give us some of theirs.’
‘We would have to pay them money for it’, Weloa insisted, 
starting to grease his own hard boots. ‘To do that, we would 
need them to pay us money for our work.’
For some time now, having learned the importance of this 
money in the white man’s world, they had been asking for 
payment. If only they could get it, then they would be able 
to save it up and buy their own land, they thought.1
Oral testimony, recorded in interviews with scores of Islanders resident 
in Queensland over nearly a decade, leaves no doubt that almost all 
Islanders are firmly convinced that their forebears were invariably paid 
“two and sixpence a week”. Although this is close to the weekly 
equivalent of the statutory six pounds a year paid to first-indentured 
labourers,2 it is at best only half-true.
For a year of labour, employers were obliged by law to pay first- 
indenture Melanesians no less than six pounds, together with accom­
modation, clothing and basic health care. There is no doubt that the
'Bandler, Wacvie, 40. See also pages 36, 60, 63, 102-3, 106-7, 110.
2Moore, Forgotten People, 33; M M  18 July 1974: H. FrizelPs article ‘A Kanaka’s 
daughter goes home.’ (Actually the amount is two and fourpence).
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stipulated wages were paid: it is also clear that what the law specified as 
the minimum was in reality the actual wage. Over a forty-year period 
during which great changes affected all other aspects of the industry— 
including fluctations in wages paid to re-recruiting labourers, time- 
expired labourers, ticket-holders and European farm labourers—the six 
pounds a year paid to new recruits never varied. The unfairness of this 
set wage, unchanged for forty years, has never been adequately con­
demned by historians. The only change affecting new recruits was in the 
method of payment: once a year until 1880, half-yearly thereafter by a 
change in the law that took several years to become effective.
Cases of fraudulent non-payment of wages are rare: although some 
may have escaped notice there cannot have been many, especially after 
the first few years when there were experienced workers, the Inspectors, 
Government Agents and missionaries ready and willing to report ir­
regularities. This does not excuse the cases that occurred. One Mackay 
plantation owner who in 1876 refused to pay wages owned after he 
became bankrupt was mentioned in Chapter Five. Earlier the same year 
a pastoralist over the range from Mackay, having employed ten Am- 
brymese for two years, decided that he had no further use for them, 
stopped their rations, and told them to go without paying their wages.3 
Government Agent Gould reported another case in 1883: two Epi 
Islanders returning home on the schooner Lavinia out of Mackay bitter­
ly claimed that they had only received three pounds for twelve months 
work.4 And even if outright fraud was unusual, there were other ways 
for employers to re-coup wages paid. Coins of the realm were of limited 
use in Melanesia and many a swindle was worked on unwary Melane­
sians during the conversion of their wages into goods. Opportunities for 
employers to swindle workers were not unlimited, but they did occur.
Employers calculated wages other than the basic wage after consider­
ing the amount of labour available, as well as their own hidden costs in 
passage money, bonds, registration and capitation fees. The wage rates 
for re-recruiting labourers varied: from six pounds to twelve pounds, 
the amount increasing as the century progressed. Wage rates for time- 
expired labourers varied depending on the nature of the contract, as 
well as the previous experience and negotiating skill of the Melanesians 
concerned. Basing his calculations on Maryborough statistics, Ralph 
Shlomowitz has detailed the variations in male time-expired wages from 
1884 until 1903. The results are shown in Table Nine. For twelve-month
3QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to 1A, 31 January, 11 February, 29 December 1876.
The Ambrymese wandered toward the coast, doing odd jobs for settlers, until they reach­
ed Mackay and the protection of the Police Magistrate who reported the incident. 
*RNAS 16, L.H.L. Gould to Comm. Erskine, 24 September 1883.
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Table Nine
Annual average wage rates for Melanesians in 
the Maryborough district 1883-1903
Source: Shlomowitz, Markets for Melanesian Labour, Tables 6, 12, 13, 
14.
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1902 11.3
1903 10.9
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contracts taken up after three years in the colony Melanesian males at 
Maryborough could expect to be paid between £13.9 and £22.5. Those 
with more than three years work experience could expect commen­
surably more: between £16.1 and £23.3. For contracts of less than 
twelve months, wage rates varied seasonally: averaging £16.3 to £24.6 
during the crushing season and £13.7 to £23.9 during the slack season. 
The variation in wage rates when labourers had more experience strong­
ly suggests that, if six pounds per year was fair for totally inexperienced 
recruits in their first year, it was too little in their second year and much 
too little in their third year of indenture.
As ticket-holders negotiated their own wage rates in a variety of jobs 
and could also be self-employed, it is only possible to say that they earn­
ed more than time-expired labourers. It is also difficult to gauge 
Melanesian wages against wages paid to Europeans performing similar 
tasks. Over the same period to Shlomowitz’ Maryborough statistics 
European farm labourers in Queensland received an annual wage 
averaging at between £30 and £50, plus board and lodging.5 But Euro­
pean labourers could be engaged as indentured servants or more freely, 
without the expense of passage money and other fluctuating charges 
levied by the government on employers of Melanesians. To make fur­
ther comparison one would have to attempt as complex an assessment 
of the comparative values, costs and abilities of Melanesian and Euro­
pean labourers as was made for the Australian government by Dr 
Walter Maxwell in 1901. Maxwell calculated the average cost per year 
of employing a Melanesian labourer in the Mackay district to be 
£32.0.10, of which the Islander received only £8. His breakdown of the 
expenses involved is worth publishing in full:6
5Estimate based on the average wage of a farm labourer, 1880-1900. QS’tic: wages.
No income tax was introduced in Australia until 1902. Clark, Select Documents, 652.
6C ’W  PP  1901-2, V. 2, 967-82. A report upon some factors relating to the cane sugar in­
dustry of Australia, by W. Maxwell, Director of the Sugar Experiment Stations of 
Queensland. The Mackay statistics are on page 971.
Dr Walter Maxwell was brought from Hawaii in 1900 to act as director of the Queensland 
government’s Sugar Experiment Stations and allied enterprises.
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Table Ten
The average costs of employing a Melanesian labourer in the Mackay 
district in 1901: for three years and for one year.
ITEMS COST OF ISLANDER COST OF ISLANDER
(for three years) (for one year)
£ s £ s d
Passage Money 20 6 8 6 15 6!/2
Return Passage money 5 0 0 1 13 4
Capitation Fee 3 0 0 1 0 0
Wages 24 0 0 8 0 0
Food and lodgment 31 18 0 10 12 8
Clothing 4 1 8 1 7 2'/2
Medical attendance 3 11 8 1 3 11
Tobacco, soap etc. 2 19 0 19 8
Sanitary attendance 15 0 5 0
Loss by death and 10 6 3 6
invalided home
TOTAL: 96 2 6 32 0 10
If Maxwell’s figures are reliable, they suggest that time-expired Melane­
sians earning the top wage—say twenty-three pounds a year—were cost­
ing their employers quite as much as European labourers.
Whatever the wage variants, a simple point is established: Melane­
sians were paid substantial sums of money. Collectively they were paid 
in excess of half a million pounds during the years of the recruiting 
trade. Individually it was quite possible for one Melanesian to amass 
thirty or forty pounds, although the majority never had more than ten 
pounds in savings.7 Their personal fortunes were miniscule compared to 
those of their employers; nevertheless they are extremely important. 
This new wealth was vastly different from their traditional wealth: 
Queensland wealth was free of religious significance and earned as in­
dividuals, not as members of a kin group. Money was a key to their 
transition from one mode of production to another. Malaitan exchange 
networks, outlined in Chapters One to Three, operated communally, 
the individual working as part of a descent group, bound through
7489 Melanesians with bank accounts are individually listed in one archives register. Be­
tween them they had £3,370 in their accounts in 1903. The richest was Tarcanier, a 
Malaitan who arrived in Queensland in 1884; in 1903 he had £56.4.4 in his account. In 
another case, Currow at Mackay had £30 in his possession in 1890. QSA IMM/260; MM  1 
February 1890.
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reciprocity to his or her kin. Melanesian labourers in the sugar industry 
—particularly those who stayed in Queensland—lacked, or at best only 
partially observed, reciprocal obligations. Females also earned money 
(always less than their male counterparts), achieving some freedom 
from the role ordained for them in male-dominated Melanesian society.
Traditional Melanésian wealth was the produce of the land and sea, 
manufactured moneys made of stone, shells, feathers and teeth, as well 
as the exchange of labour. In Malaita the economy was based upon sub­
sistence production, exchanged at the market place. Major exchanges of 
commodities took place between individuals and whole kin groups: 
foods, building materials, ceremonial payments like Brideprice, murder 
rewards and the products used in mortuary feasts.8 Group payments 
could be made for individual needs, but reciprocity bound the receiver 
to the giver. All these exchanges allowed metaphysical communication, 
linking living people with their ancestors, the ultimate source of 
mamana. For some plantation labourers three years in Queensland was 
£18, turned into European artifacts to take back into these exchange 
cycles: for others it became money in the bank.
Islanders living in the Mackay district retain no memory of trad­
itional Melanesian currencies having been used or even brought from 
the islands to Queensland. Some artifacts were carried from Malaita to 
Queensland and have survived,9 but although one Queensland Malaitan 
man remembers hearing the old men talk about tafuli’ae (shell-disk cur­
rency) he is certain he never saw any as a child in the 1920s. His family 
on Malaita is equally certain that short strings of shell currency were 
taken to Queensland, even to Mackay, to be used as placatory offerings 
to ancestors, though not as items of trade.10 The tafuli’aen are pro­
bably not remembered in Queensland because they were taken back to 
Malaita for use in rituals re-establishing the plantation labourers’ 
relationship with the akalo (ancestors), or were buried with the dead in 
Queensland.
RH.M. Ross, ‘Baegu markets, areal integration and economic efficiency in Malaita, 
Solomon Islands,’ Ethnology, v. 17:2(1978), 119-138.
9One, a short Fataleka wooden sword is now on loan to the Material Culture Unit of 
James Cook University of North Queensland. The staff was brought to Queensland from 
Malaita in the late 1880s or early 1890s.
Used as a small sword, but looking like a short staff, it is typical of others used In many 
areas of Malaita in the past.
Identification by Ariki Nono’ohimae Eerehau, Paramount Chief of ’Are ’are, Port 
Moresby, 13 October 1983.
'0BOHC  48Ba:3 (NJF). Also refer to BOHC 51Ba:2 (HSQ).
11 Which they call ani monie.
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Even though European money and Melanesian currency were put to 
some different uses, both served the same basic purpose of facilitating 
payment of dues and exchanges of commodities. First-indenture 
labourers were paid after an interval of twelve months (at first) or six 
months (later). Time-expired labourers on short contracts were paid 
once a month. A European farmer who lived in the district from the 
1870s described the payment of time-expired labourers late in the nine­
teenth century:
their wages then was paid to them every month, before the 
Inspector. A great number of the Boys saved up their money 
in the Government Savings Bank, the Inspector taking 
charge of their money they wanted to leave. The “Boys” 
wages was always paid in Gold, and it was fun to watch 
them when the Sovereigns was counted out to them on the 
table; they would pick up two or more and then push the 
remainder to the Inspector, who would then put them in a 
strong canvas bag and enter each one’s amount in his book.
If during the time to the next pay day came around, any of 
them wanted to draw out of the Savings Bank, they would 
then have to notify the Inspector what amount they wanted 
to withdraw and then wait a couple of weeks before getting 
it.12
To first-indenture labourers payday probably would have seemed 
ceremonial: lining up to receive pieces of paper or metal from the In­
spector or one of his assistants whom they may not have seen before, or 
at least not for several months.
Many anecdotes from Europeans and Melanesians illustrate the pro­
blems Melanesians experienced in dealing with European money. 
Perhaps the oddest, at first sight, concerns Jimmy Go Go, a Malaitan 
bush man who had his photo taken with bank notes hanging out of all 
of his pockets;13 but in fact it paralleled exactly Malaitans in the 
Solomons today who like having their photos taken, holding tafuli’ae, 
and on ceremonial occasions decorate their houses with shell money. 
Many were scared of entrusting their money to banks, and were 
perplexed if they could not withdraw exactly the same coins and notes 
they deposited. Others preferred to do their banking more personally: 
one elderly European resident of Mackay remembered her brother, a 
bank teller, doing business squatting in their front yard with an old
1201e Matsen, Diary 10, 118-9. 
UBOHC 48Bb:3 (NJF).
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Islander who did not trust a front counter approach.14 Melanesians 
were easily cheated for their money, indirectly by inadequate exchanges 
of European goods, and directly by tricking them into taking bigger, 
less valuable coins. They distrusted paper money, preferring metallic 
currency. If given a choice between a sovereign and a half-crown, 
Islanders invariably seem to have taken the bigger coin. Andrew 
Bobongie, who left Malaita in the 1890s, told his son about this occur­
ring and is supported by another resident of Mackay from the 1890s: 
George Seymour, Earl of Yarmouth, later 7th Marquess of Hertford. 
Yarmouth boasted that he tricked an Islander in this manner while liv­
ing at Mackay.15
Islander business was big business. At least one present day Mackay 
firm began trading as a store catering primarily for Melanesians. By the 
1870s purchases made by Melanesians added £7,000 to £8,000 to the 
local economy each year.16 As decades passed, and wages rose, so did 
the number of purchases made by Islanders. Throughout the nineteenth 
century hawkers and traders encouraged Melanesians to obtain goods 
on credit on the strength of earnings due at the end of labour contracts. 
The first prosecutions of Islanders in the Small Debts Court appear to 
have been in 1894. The next year J. McL. McIntyre, a Presbyterian mis­
sionary based at Walkerston, asked Assistant Inspector Rannie to
put a stop to the system of credit given to the Islanders, 
which involves the inevitable extortion practised by store 
keepers and hawkers after the Islanders have virtually mort­
gaged their wages to these people.17
Pressured by critics like McIntyre the shopkeepers called in overdue 
debts in excess of £290.
Most of the debts were to shopkeepers in the Mackay township. Pro­
minent amongst the suitors were H.L. Neilsen, W. Farrelly, M. 
Sharpley and H. Hossack18, all of whom owned what were often called 
‘Kanaka stores’ trading not exclusively but predominantly with Melane­
sians. Shopkeepers in the surrounding rural towns also gave their share 
of credit: many of their names appear in district Court notes as suitors 
of Islander debts. Only one of the ninety cases was brought by a 
Chinese: Ah Foo of Eton, for £3.5.10.19 The shopkeepers usually won
MBOHC 7Bb:3 (NJF); Eva M. Black, Mackay, 20 July 1977.
USJ&TC, V. 2, 15 January 1894, 316; BOHC 4Ba:2 (WM & ONF); BOHClBb.7, (NJF); 
BOHC 37Bb: 1 (S&FB); MM  28 January 1902 (quoting Leader 4 January 1902). 
i6Qlder 2 December 1876, 18 August 1877; MM  13 January 1877.
X1QSA COL/A792, In letter 5784 of 1895, McIntyre to A IPI Rannie, 10 July 1895. 
18MM 26 June, 7, 28 August, 9 October 1897.
]9MM  27 February, 6 July, 21 August, 9 October 1897.
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their cases but the magistrates were not always favourably disposed to 
the creditors, nor did they always accede to the terms requested. In 
December 1897 Peter Mario, a time-expired Melanesian with a family, 
was working for Henry Howard, a farmer at Sandy creek. Mario owed 
Mackay storekeeper M. Sharpley £7.18.2. Sharpley attempted to obtain 
a garnishee order on Howard for the entire sum but the magistrate only 
allowed a garnishee of half the amount in consideration of the needs of 
Mario’s family. Several years later a magistrate totally dismissed one 
European’s claim of £5.15.4 for goods sold, on the grounds that it 
would teach the shopkeeper not to extend credit to Melanesians.20 
Nevertheless shopkeepers continued to advance credit to the Islanders 
during the remainder of the recruiting trade.
The situation remained the same in the early decades of the twentieth 
century. In the 1920s and 1930s hawkers and shopkeepers lent up to 
fifty pounds at a time to Melanesians, in return for liens on their small 
acreages of cane and mortgages on their houses, furniture and farm im­
plements.21 Extending credit until after the harvest was a common prac­
tice of Mackay district shopkeepers until recent decades, a convenience 
used by European workers, farmers and Melanesians alike. Melanesian 
debtors, like all other debtors, if unable to pay, lost their possessions or 
crops.
Wages were always the major source of income for Melanesians, but 
there were always other sources, beyond legal limits.22 We must not 
suppose that Melanesians were victimised only by Europeans. There are 
indications that unscrupulous Islanders found means of cheating other 
Islanders, especially new arrivals. Gambling was a common pastime 
and Islander ‘carpet-baggers’ preyed on their more gullible compan­
ions. Stealing money from grass huts was easy;23 stealing from Euro­
peans was more difficult but was possible. The larceny and burglary 
cases presented in Appendix Four show that Islanders made keen, if not 
always successful, thieves; and, after all, Europeans did have more to 
be stolen.
There were also other ways in which Melanesians acquired money. 
Melanesian kin groups pool their resources to pay for Brideprice and 
similar expenses incurred by individuals within the group. In return they
WMM  21 December 1897, 1, 8 November 1902.
21Register of Crop Liens, Mackay Court House.
^For sheer initiative nobody bettered one time-expired Melanesian in 1890, who received 
ten shillings a week for full-time work from each of two different employers. This clever 
man managed to work in two places at once for quite some time before his employers 
caught up with him. MM  1 November 1890; 10 February 1891.
23A/M 28 January, 3 March, 6 December 1900; MCCA: Mackay Planters Association 
Minute Book, 1 January 1883.
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expect allegiance, labour, support in war, and similar financial support 
to that which they gave. There is reasonable evidence that this occurred 
at Mackay in arranging marriages, setting up house and in paying legal 
fines.24 Another conjectured source of wealth is logical within the frame 
of Melanesian society: rewards paid for murders. On Malaita one func­
tion of the ramo (warrior) is that of professional killer. Rewards are 
posted, the victim killed, and the reward collected. Chapter Seven con­
tains details of murders committed by Melanesians at Mackay: some 
are inexplicable other than in strictly traditional terms. Malaitans were 
the most ferocious and numerically prominent Melanesian killers at 
Mackay. Oral testimony collected at Mackay abounds with tales of kill­
ings and of male and female sorcerers. Such people existed and were 
much feared by both island-born Melanesians and their Queensland 
descendants. They seldom performed their tasks for nothing.
Melanesians with money either saved or spent it. Once Inspectors of 
Pacific Islanders paid over wages due, their responsibility for the money 
ended. Suggestions were made that the Inspectors should have super­
visory power over the Islanders money, but they were already over­
worked and had no desire to take on further tasks. If requested they 
transacted banking for Islanders who did not live close to town, and 
they had charge of the estates of deceased Islanders, but there their 
duties ended.25 Melanesians were left to decide what they did with their 
money. They could bank it, keep it amongst their own possessions, ask 
their employers to look after it, convert it into durable goods, or drink, 
whore and generally fritter it away.
A large number of Melanesians never understood the banking 
system. Magistrate Goodall told the Immigration Agent in 1879 that 
they
invariably prefer handing any money they do not im­
mediately require to the custody of their employers.26
Quite typical was Tatutero who worked for Richard Atherton at 
Howard Park in 1878. When he received his six pounds he put some in­
to a box in his hut and gave the rest for safe-keeping to Mrs Atherton 
who gave him one or two shillings to spend whenever he went to town.27
24On the payment of fines refer to a letter by P. Keane to the editor of the Mackay Mer­
cury 10 April 1900.
25M M 23 October 1880; QSA COL/A411, In letter 117 of 1885, IPI at Bundaberg to IA, 2 
January 1885.
x>QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 29 April 1879.
21 M M  19 January 1878. Tatutero accused Mrs Atherton of stealing £10 of his money. The 
case was dismissed, but the circumstances were certainly suspicious.
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Others put their money and their faith in a locked box. On Branscombe 
in 1901 Silas, Nellie, Captain, Bob and Harry had pooled their money, 
eighty-four pounds, and left it locked up in a hut. This proved too 
much for Tangangasee who stole off with their fortune.28
A deposit in the government Savings Bank was far safer. The first 
Melanesian known to have money deposited in a Mackay bank was 
Wainolie, a Lifuan with twenty pounds in his account in 1875. By 11 
October 1884 sixty-one Melanesians had £251 deposited in the govern­
ment Savings Bank at Mackay.29 From 1888 until 1904 there is a full 
record of credits and debits in their accounts: these are presented here in 
Table Eleven and Graph Four. The number of individual accounts fluc­
tuated between 1,271 in 1892 and 437 in 1894. The total amount 
deposited fluctuated between £5,985 in 1893 and £2,880 in 1900. Trans­
actions varied but during an average year £2,900 was deposited and a 
similar sum withdrawn. Individual deposits were small, most no more 
than five or six pounds, though if these deposits were similar to those at 
Maryborough some Islanders may have had up to fifty pounds in their 
accounts.30
Most of the money banked, or kept locked in boxes and hidden in 
bottles in the ground, eventually found its way back into circulation in 
Queensland. European currency had little value in Melanesia, other 
than as curiosity pieces or for buying tobacco, guns and ammunition 
from traders, so Islanders returning home converted their cash into 
goods and physical pleasure. They patronized small stores in rural 
towns such as Hillend, Walkerston, Eton and Farleigh and the larger 
shops in Chinatown and other areas of Mackay. Although few planta­
tions had their own stores,31 there were usually shops within walking 
distance, and Asian hawkers often set up at the .front of plantations, 
touting for trade.32 Melanesians preferred the entertainment of a trip to 
town. Planters, not wanting to alienate town business people, left shop­
keeping to others.
A trip into town on a Saturday night was the height of any Melane­
sian’s week. Usually on a public holiday or a weekend night in the 1880s 
between 500 and 800 Islanders converged on Mackay, out of a total 
district Melanesian population of over 3,000.33 They headed straight for
2%MM  8, 12, 17 October 1901. Tangangasee was later caught and forced to return his 
booty.
29M M 2\ August 1875, 8 November 1884.
WQSA IMM/260.
31 Pioneer was the only plantation (out of seventeen) in 1878 with its own Kanaka store. 
MM  26 January 1876; QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 4 March 1878. 
i2MM  20 February 1894.
VQSA COL/A375, In letter 495 of 1884, containing Goodall to CS, 8 January 1884.
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Chinatown. Some just walked around, holding hands, conversing with 
friends, looking at goods for sale, checking prices. Others about to 
return to their islands busily bought goods to take home. Melanesians 
were not permitted to drink alcohol; all the same they could be found in 
the kitchens and sheds behind hotels getting drunk, or waiting quietly in 
the shadows of a hotel front verandah while some European or Asian 
fronted the bar to buy them a bottle of rum or beer. The more adven­
turous spent ten shillings in a brothel or tried their luck in gambling 
dens. Drunks became obstreperous, swore, fought with passers-by, or 
just slept it off out of sight. Some always ended up in the Magistrate’s 
Court the next morning.
Chinatown covered a few blocks on the fringe of the European sect­
ion of Mackay at Nelson street. Similar racial ghettos existed in most of 
the North Queensland towns.34 In 1868 there were thirteen Chinese liv­
ing at Mackay; by 1881 there were fifty-eight; in 1884 there were 500.35 
There are references to the existence of a Chinatown at Mackay from 
the early 1880s. The area continued as a haven for Chinese, other 
Asians and Melanesians until the mid-1930s. Older Islanders today 
glory in tales of petty thefts perpetrated on Chinese merchants during 
teenage rampages in Chinatown; they talk of the fun of coming to town 
with mother in the sulky and slipping off to Chinatown to spend a shil­
ling on fire-crackers and sweets, steal a watermelon, or peer into the 
gloom of the joss house. After half a century of complaints about shod­
dy housing and insanitary conditions the Mackay City Council finally 
ordered the boarding houses and shops demolished about 1936:36 today 
there is no trace of the original Chinatown.
In 1884 the Mackay Mercury called for the town Council to enforce 
health regulations in regard to Chinatown. Over 500 Chinese were 
camped along Nelson street:
their houses are in a most filthy and overcrowded state, and
altogether the establishments are a public disgrace...37 
Gambling and opium smoking were rife among the Chinese and “the
34C.R. May, The Chinese in Cairns and District (PhD. thesis, James Cook University of 
North Queensland), 198-203.
35Census Reports for 1868 and 1881; MM  15 March 1884.
36One of the best sources of colourful description of youthful pranks in Chinatown is a 
series of tapes/transcripts by Noel Fatnowna, a Mackay Solomon Islander. These 
tapes/transcripts are held by Prof. Roger Keesing, Department of Anthropology, 
Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University. Also refer to BOHC 
4Ba:2 (WM); BOHC 6Ba:l (IT & AM & WM).
Further information on Chinatown in the 1920s and 1930s was gained in an interview with 
Mr George Milton at Mackay, 30 July 1977. Mr Milton served on the Mackay City Coun­
cil from 1921 until 1930, and was mayor from 1925 to 1930.
37MM  15 March 1884.
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Table Eleven
Melanesian Savings Bank deposits at Mackay, 1888-1904.
Credit Deposits Withdrawals Accounts Total
YEAR Balance during during open on Melanesians
1 January year year 1 January at Mackay
£ £ £
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895 
18%
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
4464
4577
3899
5078
5250
5985
3582
2673
4558
4064
3134
2234
2880
3434
3115
4470
5097
3433
3786
4148
3678
4258
2534
1683
2698
2460
1884
1122
1810
2181
2660
3721
2054
2942
3320
4464
2969
3506
3523
4937
2592
813
2955
2814
2022
1164
1627
2979
2367
1427
3336
n.a.
946
900
1030
1271
1023
437
565
811
711
410
278
569
509
363
659
701
1911
2121
2816
2450
2102
2081
2168
2167
1941
1780
2074
1684
1775
1475
1708
1301
1260
Source: Annual reports of the Pacific Island branch of the Immigra­
tion Department.
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Graph Four: Melanesian Savings Bank deposits at Mackay, 1888-1904.
(Source: Table Eleven)
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awful smell of cabbage water and opium”38 rent the air. The Chinese 
played mah-jong, pakapu, fantan and other games. Many a hard- 
earned Melanesian wage ended up in the possession of the banker. 
Police raids on Chinese gambling houses were infrequent and ineffec­
tual.39 Opium ‘palaces’ existed—little pine board houses honeycombed 
with small rooms—but were usually patronized only by Chinese.40 
Brothels flourished in Chinatown for the pleasure of all males, regard­
less of race: sea captains and Islanders were equally welcome. W.T. 
Wawn, veteran of the recruiting trade, returned to Mackay on the 
Borough Bell in 1892 with twenty-nine new recruits, his last stop being 
Malaita where he recruited ten men, three with previous plantation ex­
perience. They went to work on plantations and farms in the district. 
Wawn went to a Chinatown brothel,41 perhaps even to the same woman 
who accosted Billy Minor in February the following year:
She asked me to come inside to the verandah ... the woman 
said ‘You come’. I said ‘how much’. The female ... said ‘ten 
bob’. I said ‘me no want hem, me got no money’. When I 
was in the house the woman lifted up her clothes along her 
belly and said ‘me clean’. I said ‘never mind I no want him’.
I went away. The female ... said to me when I was in the 
house ‘plenty Englishmen have em me.’42
Saturday night was the time for sprees:
Chinese, Polynesians, and dark-skinned Asiatics were all 
there, some drunk, some quarrelsome and all abusive. In the 
words of the police drunken Kanakas were lying everywhere 
and it took till midnight to get them out of sight.43
Ole Matsen, a Danish settler in the district since the 1870s was a 
straight-laced Calvinist not given to indulging in the pleasures of 
Chinatown. In half a century at Mackay his only brush with the law 
seems to have been a furious riding offence in 1876.44 In 1898 he record-
38A /M 13 November 1886.
39M M  15 January 1887, 8, 10 March 1888, 5 February 1895, 21 January 1900.
*°MM 20 February, 13 November 1886.
4,W.T. Wawn, private log of the Borough Bell: recruits 17, 20-9; Cords, ‘Editor’s Intro­
duction’ in Wawn, South Sea Islanders, xxxvi.
42QSA DCT 10/N5: Minor, in evidence, 27 February 1892.
43M M  6 September 1890. 
mM M  2 December 1876.
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ed in his diary his impression of Chinatown and the attitude of the 
police to the establishments there:
Chinatown in the centre of our little municipality is in a fair 
way, to become a slum, of the darkest shade, gambling and 
opium-smoking are the orders of the day; and especially all 
the coloured races, congregate in great numbers, in the nar­
row alleys of Chinatown, Chinese, Japs, Coolies, Malays 
and Kanakas, are found there in great numbers, all bent on 
gambling, and “Birds of the night” in the shape of Japanese 
women, are there in great numbers, and doing a roaring 
trade, selling their “Commodeties” to any one, who wishes 
to buy; no matter what colour or creed as long as either gold 
or silver is forthcoming. I suppose these “Ladies of 
pleasure” is a necessary evil, otherwise I should think our 
wise civic Fathers would have them sent away; Our local 
Police never interfere, in any of the doings in Chinatown, 
they seem to leave them severly alone—perhaps they have a 
“cut in” themselves now and again, to kill time, either 
gambling or any other pasttime as the care may be—We can 
hardly expect, that a big strapping young fellow, (as most of 
our Law protection are) to be invulnerable, or blank to the 
charms of the Ladies from the flowery East.45
Of course not all the Melanesians’ money was squandered on the 
vices offering in Chinatown: those who did spend their money in this 
way were mainly time-expired labourers, though even they had limits to 
their funds. The more pious Islanders attending the Anglican and 
Presbyterian missions would have been as loath to frequent the place as 
Ole Matsen. Barnes’ Cremorne gardens, on the north side of the river 
opposite the town, was another favourite and more salubrious rendez­
vous for Melanesians. John Barnes came to Mackay in 1863, settled at 
Cremorne and began planting a pleasure garden of coconut and fruit 
trees. In 1875 Barnes’ gardens, containing every imaginable type of 
fruit tree, were opened to the public. 1884 saw the completion of the 
new town bridge linking Sydney street to the northside, allowing towns­
folk to stroll across to Cremorne gardens. Melanesians also loved
4501e Matsen, Diary Two, 76. In 1899 there were 135 Chinese, Japanese and other Asiatic 
males and females living within the boundaries of the municipality, mainly in Chinatown. 
Nineteen Japanese women prostitutes were living in Chinatown, in six houses frequented 
by Melanesians.
D.C.S. Sissons, ‘Karayuki-san: Japanese prostitutes in Australia, 1887-1916’, H S \.  17:68 
(1977), 232-41, v. 17:69 (1977), 474-88.
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Barnes’ gardens, buying and stealing coconuts from his 1,200 palms as 
well as his citrus and tropical fruits.46
The bulk of the Melanesians’ wages went to the storekeepers who 
catered specially for them—the Kanaka stores—though they were free 
to buy in any of the town’s shops. Two of the best-known Kanaka 
storekeepers in the last decade of the century were Frank H. O’Reilly 
and Hugh Hossack. O’Reilly operated his store for many years until he 
returned to Ireland in 1901. Hugh Hossack left Dundee in 1882 on 
board the Scottish Knight with his wife Matilda and daughter Jessie, 
disembarking at Mackay in 1883. After working on the river wharves 
for a decade, he rented a store in River (then North) street and began 
trading in 1894. A few years later he had enough money to buy land and 
build a shop close to the same spot. An 1897 photo of the opening of 
the new store shows both of its verandahs crowded with Melanesians.47
There is good evidence that in many of these stores goods were over 
priced, in reliance on the Islanders not being able to discern variations 
in quality.48 Allegations were made in the 1870s and 1880s that store­
keepers touted for trade among employers, offering them up to twenty 
percent commission to direct employees to their stores. On the other 
hand there are many accounts of Islanders going from store to store 
carefully checking prices before making any purchase.49 Islanders kept 
the goods they bought in large wooden boxes, ninety-one by forty-five 
centimetres, which they bought at the Kanaka stores and used to carry 
their new possessions back to the islands. The contents were often a 
curious mixture: steel tools, guns and ammunition (legally procurable 
before 1884), cloth and clothes, tobacco and matches; even items like “a 
magnificiently bound album of pictures of beautiful ladies” ,50 accor­
dions, jews harps and bibles. In 1884 Queensland banned the export of 
firearms to the islands. Although this obviously impeded the trade, 
guns and ammunition were still procurable. Ingenious false bottoms 
and tops were fitted to the boxes, often arranged by the storekeepers, 
and many a Snider or Winchester repeater found its way back to the 
Solomons and New Hebrides until the end of deportation in 1908.51 The
46M M  28 May 1875; Qlder 24 December 1881; M M  9 July 1945; CRM  5a:4 (A&RD). 
A1M M  16 June 1900; MM Jubilee 1912, 13; MM  17 June 1977: Hossack’s special feature; 
CRM: 9.
^QVP 1882, V.2, 585: Paper by Baron Miklouho-Maclay; BOHC 4Ba:2 (WM & 
ONFy,BOHC 7Bb:3 (NJF).
49M M  16 October 1878, 10 July, 23 October 1880; M M  30 June, 15 December 1880, 26 
April 1882; Mackay Court House Deposition Book, O’Dea vs Anderson, 20 January 
1885.
S0M M  15 December 1880.
SIM M  12 August 1886.
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Islanders sometimes kept their boxes at the Kanaka stores, rather than 
carry them back to the plantations or farms where they worked. This 
may well explain one common piece of oral testimony today: many a 
box when opened up in the islands was found to have a layer of stones 
in the bottom, with some of the goods removed.
The most a first-indenture labourer could hope to have to invest in 
goods was eighteen pounds, but this was enough to ensure a full box­
load of goods. Even by nineteenth century standards this was poor pay 
for three years’ labour: the employers were all aware of how little they 
paid their servants. But the value of the goods to Europeans is irrelevant 
to the value Melanesians attached to them. Modern Pacific Islanders 
estimating the value of a steel axe to their grandparents equate its value 
with what we would place on a brand new automobile, such was the 
enormous benefit they gained by its possession. A box of European 
artifacts, products of nineteenth century technology, was of inestimable 
value to Melanesians who grew up using stone and wooden implements. 
Comparable today would be a member of a Malaitan descent group 
who, after three years away working in Honiara or on the oil palm plan­
tations of Guadalcanal, returned and presented his people with a new 
Toyota pick-up truck to help carry their produce to market and ferry 
passengers around the island. And in line with the argument pursued in 
Chapters One to Three, European goods should not be thought of only 
in terms of their European monetary value, or even their exaggerated 
physical value within Melanesian society. On Malaita European goods 
were part of cosmological exchange cycles, refining the power focus 
within a cluster of descent groups. Over a period of forty years from the 
1860s, Melanesians left for Mackay and other Queensland ports hoping 
to return with European artifacts and knowledge ôf life beyond island 
Melanesia. Some died, some were cheated, others gambled their money 
away, but the majority returned rich in terms of Melanesian society. To 
value European artifacts in Melanesia in terms of pounds and shillings 
is to entirely misunderstand the Melanesians’ motives for enlisting.
2. Melanesian workers and the law
Melanesians working in nineteenth century Queensland were bound 
by European legal and social52 controls markedly different from those
52There were other less direct social controls, such as European and Melanesian racial at­
titudes and the pacifying effect of Christianity and the missiõns, but they are of such dif­
ferent natures that they will be discussed later, in Chapter Eight.
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to which they were used in the islands. They were subject to the normal 
Queensland legal system as well as to specific Acts administered by the 
local Police Magistrate or officers of the Immigration Department, and 
enforced by European police supported occasionally by the Aboriginal 
police force. Melanesians had strategies of resistance to direct and in­
direct European control, some of which can be easily described in terms 
of individual and collective physical actions.53 Other aspects of their 
resistance passed almost unnoticed by Europeans, both because of their 
physical stealth and their ability to function culturally as Melanesians, 
extending their cosmology, religion and magic to protect themselves in 
Queensland. This is perhaps most obvious in relation to murder, 
sorcery and general health problems outlined in Chapter Seven. Their 
importance is impossible to measure in any exact way. Our only 
measuring stick is the number of times their working and private lives 
came into collision with Europeans’ and were recorded by the Queens­
land legal system.
Table One of Appendix Four is a summary of 1,598 offences with 
which Melanesians were charged in the Mackay district, drawn from the 
files of the Mackay Mercury between 1867 and 1907. No case was found 
before 1871; the majority occur after 1890. The Mercury reported cases 
heard in the Police Courts at Mackay, Eton, Walkerston and Mirani. 
The list is as complete as the reliability of the source and the care of the 
researcher permit;54 and cannot be supplemented from other sources.55 
Table Two of the Appendix compares charges brought against Melane­
sians, by Melanesians, and against non-Melanesians but concerning 
Melanesians, over the same years as Table One. No similar statistics
S3Kay Saunders attempted to divide Melanesian strategies of resistance into several 
categories: A  Individual or collective passive obstruction (pretending not to understand, 
malingering, working slowly, or shirking). B  Outer-directed aggressive responses (in­
dustrial action and physical attacks upon masters and overseers). C Inner-directed in­
dividual or collective aggression (suicide, maiming themselves, attacking others).
K. Saunders, ‘ “Troublesome Servants”: the strategies of resistance employed by Melane­
sian indentured labourers on plantations in colonial Queensland’, JPH, v. 14:3 (1979), 
168-83.
54Not only may there have been more cases described in the newspapers, but also reported 
cases were only a fraction of the incidents which actually occurred. M M  23 October 1894. 
55The original deposition books for the Mackay Court are extant; those from the Eton, 
Walkerston and Mirani Courts have not been located. The Mackay records are contained 
in: QSA CPS 10B/G1, Police Magistrate’s Letter Book of Mackay, 2 September 1873 to 2 
May 1881.
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have ever been compiled for other districts where Melanesians were 
employed.56 Appendix Four divides charges brought against Melane­
sians into thirty-one categories. Several of these categories have already 
been referred to in this and the previous chapter; several will be referred 
to Chapters Seven and Eight. What follows is an analysis of charges 
relating primarily to Melanesians’ working lives, limiting discussion to 
columns four, fourteen, and eighteen to twenty-one of Table one:57 
common assault; using abusive language; offences in breach of the 
Masters and Servants Act and the Pacific Island Labourers A ct; failure 
to obey a Court order; and vagrancy. Even so they constitute 729 out of 
the total of 1,598 charges: 45.6 percent.
The Masters and Servants Act was more important than the suc­
cessive Pacific Island Labourers Acts in its direct impact upon the lives 
Melanesians led in Queensland. The principal effect was in providing 
the sanctions by which employers kept the labourers to their contracts, 
but they could on occasion protect the rights of employees. Newspaper 
reports usually do not give a legal definition of the offence, often 
recording only that an individual was found to have breached an 
unidentified section of the Masters and Servants Act. Usually the cir­
cumstances reported bring the offence under one of two headings: 
refusing or neglecting to carry out an order; or being absent or abscond­
ing from hired service. Together these account for 29.5 percent of 
charges.
The punitive clauses and major provisions of the Masters and Ser­
vants Act remained unchanged through the whole period in which 
Melanesian indentured labourers were brought to work in Queensland. 
Servants convicted for withholding service due under their agreements, 
or absenting themselves during the tenure of the agreement could be 
fined up to twenty pounds with costs. If the servant could not pay the 
fine and costs the money could be deducted from wages due or by levy 
on goods and chattels in the employee’s possession. Failing this the fine 
could be converted to a prison sentence of up to three months, in the 
case of male servants. An employer could prosecute his or her servant 
for wages or goods advanced on account, or for damage to property.
56Several smaller lists were compiled by the Queensland government in the nineteenth cen­
tury. QVP 1884 V.2, 1449-51: Convictions of Polynesians, Cingalese, Maltese, Malays 
and Chinese during the ten years ending 31 December 1883. QSA PRI/8: Melanesians in 
Queensland Gaols, 1895-99 (in Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, Table X, 358); QSA 
PRE/88: Crimes committed by Kanakas and male Whites in Queensland during ten years 
ending 31 December 1900.
57The categories in Table One are the author’s based on categories used by the Queensland 
government. Melanesian offences relating to work situations are often indistinguishable 
from offences committed during their private lives, outside working hours.
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Unlawful absences or periods of imprisonment were added to the 
period of the agreement. The servant could summon his or her 
employer (or the manager or overseer) for non-payment of wages and 
for the unlawful detention of property. Cases were usually heard by one 
Police Magistrate or at least two Justices of the Peace, but in special cir­
cumstances, with the agreement of both parties, the bench could com­
prise only one Justice of the Peace. Costs of Court were optional; com­
plaints had to be made within six months of the offence being commit­
ted.58
The first two Melanesians in the sample, prosecuted for breaches of 
the Masters and Servants A ct, were Parlin and Wattie, who arrived at 
Mackay on board the Stormbird in May 1871 with forty-nine other 
Loyalty and New Hebridean Islanders. From 1871 recruiting ships car­
ried Government Agents to ensure that all recruits understood the terms 
of the work which they were to undertake. The Police Magistrate 
should also have ascertained their willingness to work before allotting 
them to an employer. Yet when Parlin and Wattie were taken to 
Brascombe plantation they refused to work, not understanding the 
agreements they had signed. In Court the bench explained the work 
they had to undertake over the next three years, then dismissed their 
cases. Four months later the pair absconded from Branscombe. In their 
second Court appearance, they complained that they had been given in­
sufficient food and that the plantation overseer had beaten them 
because they refused to work. They were found guilty of absconding 
and ordered to return to work without punishment.59
Other prosecutions under the Masters and Servants Act during the 
1870s and 1880s were reasonably similar in form. The person bringing 
the charge was usually a plantation owner or his manager or overseer. 
The cases were tried before the Police Magistrate or before Justices of 
the Peace, themselves often owners or managers of plantations or 
pastoral runs employing indentured Melanesian servants. Punishments 
varied considerably, from being dismissed with a caution, to a fine of 
from five to twenty shillings, or a gaol term of from twenty-four hours 
up to a maximum of three months.60 Sentences longer than thirty days 
were rare and had to be served in the Rockhampton gaol, not in the 
lock-up at Mackay; they were awarded only for refusing to obey the 
bench’s order to return to work.61
5825 Vic. No. 11, QActs 1863, v. 2 and 1911, v. 2.
59M M  21, 28 October 1871. (The references in the following footnotes are samples from 
the cases listed in Appendix Four.)
15 February, 1 March 1873, 20 July 1878, 1 March 1879.
61MM 15 August, 10 October, 26 December 1874, 3 April 1875.
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)(14) Mackay’s Northside: Cremome hotel and Barnes’ gardens.
'J
(15) Sydney street, Mackay, circa 1875.
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The majority62 of cases resulted in convictions: usually a fine of from 
ten to slightly more than twenty shillings. The size of the fine appears to 
have varied with the seriousness of the offence and the number of times 
the person had been convicted for the offence. It is impossible to be cer­
tain as it is seldom clear whether the convicted labourer was on first- 
indenture at six pounds a year or was time-expired, earning up to four 
times as much. Costs were generally not charged at first: thereafter at a 
level which remained stable at three or four shillings a case. As first- 
indenture labourers received no pay during the first year of service (dur­
ing the first six months after 1883 or 1884) many went to the lock-up for 
a few days because they could not pay the fine. The period in the lock­
up was added to the term of indenture.
Prosecution of Melanesians under the Masters and Servants Act grew 
more frequent in the 1890s when the Melanesian population was actual­
ly declining. These prosecutions differ in several ways from earlier 
years. Heavier punishments were awarded for absconding than for dis­
obedience, but there was a pronounced increase in the severity of the 
fines, from a minimum of five shillings to about five pounds.63 Fewer 
Melanesians went to gaol for failure to pay fines. Most either paid their 
fines immediately, got their friends to pay, or allowed the money to be 
deducted from wages due to them.64 Those refusing orders and 
absconding were no longer men like Parlin and Wattie, who genuinely 
did not understand what was being asked of them. Many were resisting 
authority, often standing their ground and challenging a field overseer’s 
decision or authority. For several reasons it seems likely that the majori­
ty were time-expired labourers and ticket-holders, or perhaps first- 
indenture labourers who had previously worked in Fiji or Queensland. 
Forty to sixty percent of all Melanesian labourers in the district after 
1890 were time-expired labourers and ticket-holders, preferring to work 
on the district’s small farms. After 1890 the cases were mainly brought 
by small farm operators, not plantation owners, their managers or over­
seers. Time-expired, ticket-holding and experienced first-indenture 
Melanesians had the money to pay their fines and the ability to confront 
the system.
The following three cases are typical of cases coming before the 
bench in the last decade of the century. In September 1892 two Melane­
sians left Meadowlands to walk into Mackay to lodge a complaint with
62It is not possible to calculate an exact proportion because of the imprecision of the 
newspaper reports.
63A/M 30 January 1890, 14 January 1891, 14 June 1892, 10 March 1894, 1 June, 9 
November 1897.
^9  November 1897, 3 February, 16, 23 April, 12 May 1898.
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Hornbrook, the Inspector of Pacific Islanders. Not wishing to be 
reported, one of Meadowlands’ proprietors, W.H. Hyne, rode ahead 
and charged the pair with absconding. In the resultant case Hornbrook, 
representing the ‘absconders’, complained strongly about Hyne’s un­
fairness and the charge was dismissed. A few months later in another 
case Leomur was charged by farmer Edward Thatcher with refusing to 
obey orders. Thatcher justifiably objected to his employee smoking in a 
field of ripe cane, but Leomur persisted, and was. fined three pounds 
with three and six costs. In the third case Charley Ebi was charged by 
Joseph Antoney, a North Eton mill supplier, with refusing to obey 
orders. Ebi pleaded not guilty when the case went to the Eton Police 
Court in June 1900, but the Justices of the Peace on the bench fined 
him fifteen shillings, with five and fourpence costs and five shillings 
payments to a witness. Ebi arranged for the money to be deducted from 
wages owed to him by Antoney.65
Of other charges related to the Melanesians’ working lives, vagrancy, 
disobeying a Court order, assault and abusive or obscene language are 
the most significant. Vagrancy charges were used to hold Melanesians 
suspected of more serious crimes, or found wandering without gainful 
employment. The government passed regulations in 1896 intended to 
force Melanesians to re-engage as indentured labourers within a month 
of the end of a contract, or return to their islands.66 It is significant that 
most vagrancy charges occur after this year. Table One of the Appendix 
may understate the number of charges of disobeying a court order, as 
newspaper accounts often make it impossible to distinguish that offence 
from one committed against the Masters and Servants Act. Assaults 
and abusive language may also be understated, as disputes in the field 
were certainly not always reported: they are also offences in which 
working and private lives are not easily separated. In most of the thir­
teen abusive language cases in Table One the Melanesians concerned 
seem to have verbally abused their employers or overseers. The cases of 
assault were more varied but the majority of the 205 cases are attacks on 
employers, or attacks on European labourers working for the same 
employers.67
The Masters and Servants Act and the ordinary laws on assault and 
disturbing the peace were effective in controlling Melanesian servants, 
but the legal system was not entirely oppressive. In some cases they suc­
cessfully rebutted the charge. Melanesians were the main body of agri-
65M M 1 September, 22 November 1892, 7 June 1900.
66As noted in Chapter Five, these regulations were never successfully enforced.
61 MM 6 December 1879, 16 July 1884, 25 October 1887, 6 February 1892, 4 February 
1905.
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cultural labourers in the district, but it is possible to compare their 
breaches of the Act with some European labourers working on planta­
tions. The Masters and Servants Act covered all verbal and written con­
tracts between masters and agricultural and other labourers, regardless 
of race, but Europeans were rarely prosecuted for offences actually 
covered under the Act. European immigrants, although good workers, 
had a reputation for absconding when dissatisfied and for taking even 
trivial grievances to Court. In the 1870s at least, in relation to offences 
arising out of their employment, Melanesians appear to have been 
treated like other indentured labourers, not as a group apart.68 But in 
the longer term, the lack of use of the Act by employers in controlling 
their European servants shows the different manner in which Melane­
sians were regarded. Melanesian servants were in fact a bonded sub­
group within the working class, expected to keep their contracts and 
punished for not doing so.
Melanesians also had recourse to the Courts to bring their own 
charges against employers. Table Two of Appendix Four lists twenty- 
two charges brought by Melanesians before the Police Courts of the 
district, for assault or breach of agreement. The infrequency of these 
charges (18 compared with 729) demonstrates that the legislation work­
ed primarly, but not exclusively in the employers’ favour. The eighteen 
charges recorded are few enough to discuss individually.
The first seven charges concern assault on Melanesians at work. The 
first of these arose from the incident in which Rarlin and Wattie were 
involved in 1871. They charged a Branscombe overseer with assault; the 
case was dismissed and they in turn were» charged with absconding.69 
The second was brought in 1874 when Robert Walker, manager of 
Foulden, was charged by an Islander employee named Jerry who claim­
ed that Walker had struck him with a stock whip. Walker admitted this 
but in defence said that Jerry had behaved in a disorderly manner, 
assaulting several Foulden employees and attacking a horse harnessed 
to a cane cart. The bench (four of Walker’s friends, including a 
neighbour) dismissed the case.70 In the first successful Melanesian pro­
secution for assault a Foulden employee, Donald McGregor, was found
68MM 9, 23 November, 7, 14 December 1872, 31 May 1873, 10 October 1877. Quite a 
number of Europeans were prosecuted for breach of the Masters and Servants A ct each 
year. Unfortunately exact statistics on these prosecutions were not kept after the early 
1880s. Refer to Appendix Four, Table Three. See also Statistics o f  Queensland: Summary 
Jurisdiction.
69M M  28 October 1871.
70MM 28 November 1874. The bench comprised: D.H. Dalrymple, the mayor; W.H. 
Long, Walker’s neighbour from River plantation; C. W. Brown, a pastoralist; and G. 
Smith, a town businessman.
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guilty in 1877 of common assault against Wurramai and fined two 
pounds, a moiety of which was paid to Wurramai as compensation. 
McGregor’s defence, that Wurrumai had refused to work, was rejected 
by the Police Magistrate, W.R. Goodall.71 In the same year Mrs L.J. 
Atherton pleaded guilty to assaulting her Melanesian general servant 
Doagene. Goodall ordered her to pay Doagene’s wages and cancelled 
the agreement, but imposed no fine, only cost of Court.72 The last three 
cases are from the 1880s. Alfred Hewitt, owner of Pleystowe, was fined 
one pound in 1881 for boxing the ears of his servant Burisaban. His 
only excuse was extreme provocation. In 1886 John Melherne was fined 
ten shillings with costs for assaulting Basin. And in 1889 H.G. Robin­
son, a plantation manager, was taken to Court for hitting an Islander 
employee on the head with a stick, but the case was dismissed.73
These seven charges are only an indication of others never reported. 
Nevertheless they make an interesting comparison with the cases in 
which Melanesians were charged with assaulting their masters or their 
masters’ European employees. Of the seven cases, two were dismissed 
and in the three in which fines were imposed the amount was between 
ten and forty shillings. For a comparable offence against a European a 
Melanesian usually received a seven-to fourteen-day gaol sentence.74 Of 
the eleven other cases recorded one was for stealing: Mrs Atherton of 
Howard Park was charged with stealing money she was holding in trust 
for an Islander employee. Although the circumstances looked 
suspiciously against her the case was dismissed.75 The other ten all in­
volved breaches of the Masters and Servants A ct: six concerned wages; 
three poor food or conditions; and one illegal detention of property. 
Five of the wages claims were made in 1876, an aftermath for insolven­
cies following the rust epidemic. The last was in 1885. Five of the six 
wages claims were upheld by the bench. The three claims about inade­
quate food and living conditions were made in 1876, 1877 and 1890; 
two were dismissed.76
The small number of cases brought by Melanesians is no real indica­
tion of the frequency of the offences which gave rise to them. The 
technicalities of British justice were a powerful deterrent. Melanesians 
probably seldom fully understood the charges against them, let alone
1XM M 17 October 1877.
12M M  3 February 1877.
n M M  23 October 1881, 23 October 1886, 6 April 1889.
14M M  24 May, 6 December 1879, 28 March 1885, 25 October 1887.
75A /M 19 January 1878.
16M M  15, 29 January, 19 February, 1 July 1876, 19 January 1878, 10 July 1880, 25 
November 1885, 20 February 1890; QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to IA, 15 October 1877.
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wanted to place charges themselves. The system of adversary justice in­
herent in British law was utterly alien to Melanesian practice. Melane­
sian evidence was often not accepted by Courts as most Islanders were 
not Christians and could not be placed on oath. And even Christian 
Melanesians fluent in pidgin English could not necessarily understand 
the formal English used in Courts. Faced with:
If you fail to speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, you make yourself liable to all the pains and 
penalties of wilful and corrupt perjury...,
Islanders usually looked blank. There was no chance of any com­
prehension unless the words were translated into pidgin:
...speak him true, all right. You speak him lie, you go along 
to gaol; you savey.77
The chances of succeeding before a bench made up of employers of in­
dentured servants were not high, and even Melanesians without direct 
experience would have had little difficulty in assessing their chances 
quite accurately. Few would have chosen to confront their employers in 
a Court challenge. Most charges brought by Melanesians were at the in­
stance of a Police Magistrate or Inspector of Pacific Islanders. Un­
doubtedly most aggrieved Melanesians sought redress against Euro­
peans and fellow Melanesians alike by methods traditional to Melane­
sian society.
3. Conclusion:
Indenture or servitude?
It has often been argued that a monoculture creates a distinctive 
economic, social and political structure. It has also been argued that of 
various monocultures, sugar cane cultivation (before mechanisation of 
the industry) created around it an authoritarian system requiring a ser­
vile work force. The British parliament outlawed the importation of 
slaves into any British colony after the first day of March 1808, and the 
institution of slavery itself from 1834. Nevertheless, nineteenth century 
indenture contracts, widely used for sugar labourers, have recently been 
described as a new form of slavery. Legal termination of slavery was
11 MM 14 July 1880. See also MM  22 June 1886 (Supreme Court Judge Cooper while at 
Mackay asked for someone to teach him pidgin English so that he could talk directly to 
Islanders in his Court.).
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one thing: changing the related socio-economic and concomitant juro- 
political structure of an ex-slave society was another. When slaves, 
granted their freedom, continued living side-by-side with the owners of 
the land, capital and means of producing a monoculture, little of real 
importance actually altered. Legal servitude was replaced by socio­
economic servitude with the same labourers working, sometimes under 
indenture, for their ex-owners.78
Even without importing slaves after 1808 in colonies like Jamaica, 
Trinidad and Demerara plantation slavery was able to survive for 
twenty-five years on the resident black population. Slave manumission 
in British colonies was not accomplished until 1833-34, ex-slaves often 
still remaining bound to their ex-owners by a type of apprenticeship in 
limited areas of the British West Indies until 1838. Though legally free 
after the late 1830s they still had only two choices for occupations— 
to build a new sector of the economy based on selling garden or sea pro­
duce and casual labour, or to continue, as most did, working as sugar 
industry labourers.79 Similarly in the southern areas of the United States 
of America a post-slavery peonage system continued well into the twen­
tieth century, where black and white share-croppers remained bound in 
servitude to the larger employers.80
Recent historians of the Queensland sugar industry have presumed 
that the industry, particularly in its plantation era, had a social structure 
similar to sugar cane industries in other areas of the world. Kay 
Saunders compared Melanesian indentured labourers in Queensland 
with black labour on American plantations, and considers that nine­
teenth century Queensland possessed a “fully mature plantation 
system” .81 Ralph Shlomowitz has applied his knowledge of plantation 
economies in the postbellum American South to the restructuring of the 
Queensland sugar industry after the 1880s.82 And much of Adrian
78G.L. Beckford, Persistent Poverty: underdevelopment in plantation economies o f  the 
Third World (New York, 1972); E. Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (London, 1964); 
H. Tinker, A New System o f  Slavery: the export o f  Indian labour overseas, 1830-1920 
(London, 1974).
79W.L. Mathieson, British Slavery and its Abolition, 1823-1838 (New York, 1967); 
Tinker, A New System o f  Slavery, Chapter One: ‘The legacy of slavery’; M. Craton, 
Searching fo r  the Invisible Man: slaves and plantation life in Jamaica (Cambridge, Mass., 
1978), 162-9.
80P. Daniel, The Shadow o f  Slavery: peonage in the south (Urbana [Illinois], 1972). 
8lSaunders, ‘Troublesome Servants’, 168.
82Shlomowitz, ‘Search for institutional equilibrium’; and ‘The transition from slave to 
freedman labour arrangements in southern agriculture’, Journal o f  Economic History, v. 
39 (1979).
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Graves’ work on the political economy of the Queensland industry is 
based on theoretical models transferred from other plantation 
societies.83 While not questioning obvious similarities between the 
organisation of the Queensland sugar industry in the nineteenth century 
and overseas sugar industries, one must be circumspect in presuming 
that the Queensland plantation system produced social structures which 
can be equated to those of the Caribbean or the American South. 
Melanesian indentured labourers were not slaves. The plantation era in 
Queensland lasted only two decades at the beginning of the industry. 
There were no planter-dynasties, merely one generation of quite small­
time frontier entrepreneurs, most of whom failed to make the transition 
to central mills and the small farmer-dominated industry of the turn of 
the century. Historians have concentrated on the plantations, regarding 
them as the only form of economic organization and society, ignoring 
the smaller-scale agricultural ventures operating alongside right from 
the 1860s. The plantation system did “mature” , but briefly and in a 
manner unique to Queensland.
Having said all of this, there is still some validity in comparing the 
situations of postbellum American sugar and cotton labourers and 
Melanesians in post-1901 Queensland. During the deportation years, 
1901 to 1908, the Australian government brought about the mass exodus 
of as many Melanesians as possible. No longer bound by indentures, 
those who remained were considered to be ‘aliens’ even more 
thoroughly restricted in employment by White Australia than in the 
nineteenth century. A few Islanders became small-scale subsistence 
cultivators, never aspiring to be part of the rural bourgeoisie. Racial 
discrimination against them meant that the original island-born 
Melanesians and their children could never climb beyond the lowest 
rung on the working class ladder. They lived side by side with planters 
and farmers to whom they had previously been indentured. Though 
Melanesians had more freedom than in the nineteenth century they had 
even fewer choices of occupation. By 1920 there was no longer a place 
for them in the sugar industry. Australian-born Melanesians were still 
legally eligible to work in the industry but union pressure meant that 
they were often strongly discouraged from so doing. Their parents, the 
island-born Melanesians, had little choice but to tend their own small 
cane plots and depend on subsistence cultivation, which usually provid­
ed a small surplus for sale; a far cry indeed from the much awaited 
Melanesians who first arrived at the mouth of the Pioneer river in 1867.
83Graves, Pacific Island Labour in Queensland.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MELANESIAN PRIVA TE LIVES, HEAL TH 
AND MORTALITY
1. Introduction
The 1868 Act and Melanesian welfare on the plantations
Ever since the labour traffic began it has been attacked as harsh. While 
the attack has always centered mainly on the actual recruiting process, 
there has also been some attention given to treatment of Melanesians in 
the colony. This chapter is an attempt to consider whether these charges 
are warranted, by dealing with successive aspects of Melanesian work­
ing life in the colony, in conjunction with medical care provided by 
Europeans, and Melanesian perceptions of disease and death.
The first eighteen plantations in the Pioneer valley were established 
between 1867 and 1874; the last twelve were established in quick succes­
sion between 1881 and 1883. During the 1870s and 1880s the planters, 
aided by European, Melanesian and Asian labour, carved their sugar 
fields out of virgin bush along the river, nearby creeks and the North- 
side hills. Malaitans formed part of the Melanesian work force from 
October 1871 when the first twelve arrived at Mackay on the Isabella. 
As the Isabella was owned by F.T. Amhurst of Foulden plantation, 
most of the forty-four recruits would have gone to Foulden and neigh­
bouring plantations. Nothing further is known of them. Some may 
appear in a photograph of fifteen Guadalcanal and Malaita men taken 
at Foulden in the 1870s: certainly the photograph must give a good im­
pression of their original appearance.1
Amhurst arrived in the district in 1869 and erected Foulden mill in 
1872. Robert Walker was Foulden*s manager from 1871 until 
Amhurst’s death in 1881, and as Amhurst was away in Brisbane and 
London for a large part of the years 1875 to 1881, most of the day-to- 
day running of the plantation was left to Walker. Foulden covered 730
•The photograph was used as the frontispiece for W.A.T. Amherst’s (brother of F.T. 
Amhurst (sic)) book on the discovery of the Solomon Islands.
Amherst and Thompson, Discovery o f  the Solomon Islands.
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acres, rich alluvial soil with a river frontage between Pioneer and River 
plantations. The mill produced 600 tons of sugar per season, from 400 
acres of its own cane supplemented by crops from surrounding farms. 
By 1877 Foulden was valued at £20,000. Amhurst’s house, built in 
1875, was timber, high set with extensive verandahs screened by 
creepers, surrounded by mown lawns, paths, and gardens of English 
flowers and tropical shrubs.2 But while it is relatively easy to find 
descriptions of mills and lilting depictions of the houses and society of 
the plantation owners, the lives of their Melanesian employees remain 
relatively mysterious.
The 1868 Polynesian Labourers Act was the first attempt to regulate 
the recruiting trade and govern employment conditions of Melanesians 
in Queensland. Adapted from regulations used in the Indian labour 
trade,3 the 1868 Act was intended to police the migration of a trickle of 
Melanesian labourers, not the consequent flood of tens of thousands. 
Most of its provisions were intended to control the island-end of the 
trade and to administer the Islanders’ stay in Queensland. Few of the 
clauses pertained to their health or welfare. The Act specified that 
recruits be free of disease and not maimed, blind, deaf, dumb, or in­
sane. They were to receive a food ration, which although nutritionally 
adequate was modelled on dietary requirements for Europeans, not 
Melanesians.4
Table Twelve
The food ration for each adult Melanesian in Queensland 1868-80
Daily Lbs. Ozs.
Beef or mutton 1 0
(or fish) 2 0
Bread or flour 1 0
Molasses or sugar 0 5
Vegetables 2 0
(or rice) 4
(or maize meal) 8
Weekly
Salt 2
2Waterson, Queensland Parliament, 3; Qlder 17 January, 21 July 1877; Moore, Kanaka 
Maratta, 699; Roth, Port Mackay, Fig. 36; The Gentleman’s Magazine, v. 249 (1880), 
604.
3Parnaby, Britain and the Labour Trade, 141.
4Refer to Appendix Five, and Section Three of this chapter.
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Further rations included one block of soap per week and yearly clothing 
and blanket issues.5 Melanesians were not supposed to be supplied with 
alcohol; any person so doing could be prosecuted under the same Act 
which forbad alcohol to Aboriginals.6 Employers were responsible for 
all expenses incurred by the government in affording hospital relief to 
sick labourers and had to report deaths immediately they occurred. The 
Act was administered by Government Agents (from 1871) on recruiting 
ships and Police Magistrates and Health Officers in each port or area in 
which Melanesians were employed.
In the early years of the labour trade two Select Committees, in 1869 
and 1876, investigated the conditions of Melanesian labourers, but 
neither collected evidence in the Mackay district. The Queensland 
government in these early years considered the labour trade to be essen­
tial to the colony’s progress and was unwilling to fuel criticism against 
employment of Melanesians in the colony. The 1869 Committee did lit­
tle other than reaffirm the labour trade as necessary for the develop­
ment of Queensland. Despite serious allegations made by R.B. 
Sheridan, Maryborough Inspector of Pacific Islanders, concerning 
Melanesian living conditions in his area, the 1876 Select Committee (of 
which Amhurst was a member) found no fault. Conditions at 
Maryborough were obviously a disgrace. Conditions in other districts, 
certainly at Mackay, the major cane growing area, were quite similar.7
The earliest known official descriptions of the rations, clothes and ac­
commodation on Mackay plantations is from 1878, by C.C. Horrocks, 
Assistant Inspector of Pacific Islanders.8 Horrocks visited the working 
places and homes of almost 300 of the district’s 1,400 Melanesians. One 
of the plantations Horrocks visited was Foulden, where each of the 
ninety-one Melanesian labourers was issued annually with two shirts 
(one serge and one cotton), two pairs of trousers (one moleskin and one
5Before arriving in Queensland first-indenture Melanesians were issued with their first 
clothing and blanket allowance; thereafter they received it annually for the remainder of 
their initial three year contract.
From 1868 until 1880 during a three year contract each Melanesian male should have 
received 5 shirts, 5 pairs of trousers, 5 blankets and 2 hats. (Also refer to footnote 16 
below.)
«27 Vic. No. 16.
1QVP 1869, V.2, 19-105: Report of the 1869 Select Committee; QVP 1876, v.3, 51-5: 
Report of the 1876 Select Committee. Compare the above reports with those of Wray, 
Thomson and Gore in 1880. QVP 1880, v.2 ,414-24 (Wray and Thomson’s Report on the 
cause of excessive mortality on R. Cran’s Maryborough plantations), and 425-30 (Gore’s 
Report on Islanders at Mackay and Maryborough).
8g&4 COL/A265, In letter 3074 of 1878: Report on Polynesians at Mackay, by C.C. 
Horrocks, 13 August 1878. Police Magistrate W.R. Goodall’s letter book 1873-1881 pro­
vides a tremendous variety of information about Melanesian life at Mackay during the 
1870s, but does not include detailed descriptions of the plantations. QSA CPS 10B/G1.
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canvas) and two single blankets. Amhurst had provided a weatherboard 
iron-roofed house but the Islanders chose instead to live in grass huts of 
their own construction. There was no mess house but a separate 
hospital was provided. Breakfast consisted of bread (brought out from 
town); lunch of potatoes and meat; dinner of potatoes, sometimes 
meat, and molasses if they chose. Every day each received three- 
quarters of a pound of meat, half a pound of bread and three pounds of 
potatoes. The labourers made no complaint about the quantity or type 
of food. Horrocks noted that several deaths had not been reported.
Horrocks also visited two other plantations, two pastoral properties 
and a large tobacco estate. Four Melanesians were employed in pastoral 
pursuits On Henry Bell’s and Richard Atherton’s properties on Plane 
Creek. A married couple employed by Bell said in interview that they 
received plenty of food and the correct clothing allowance, minus the 
hats. Atherton’s two Islanders had a adequate food ration but received 
only part of their clothing and blanket ration. The men complained that 
“Master plenty whip him and fight him boy” .9 At Robert Bridgeman’s 
tobacco estate on the river, Horrocks found seventy-two Islanders liv­
ing in grass houses. Their clothing and food rations were below par; the 
meat ration was too small and they received no bread. For breakfast 
they were given potatoes, tea and sugar; for lunch, meat, potatoes and 
tea; for dinner, potatoes and tea. Bridgeman, they said, treated them 
well but they were not satisfied with the amount of the food. At 
Dumbleton plantation Horrocks found forty-two Islanders living in 
grass huts, with no wooden building or hospital provided. The clothing 
issue was inadequate and shoddy. The Islanders complained that they 
were not given sufficient food. For breakfast they received bread; for 
lunch, meat and potatoes, for dinner, potatoes. No tea or molasses was 
issued. Horrocks added that
The Islanders all complained to me that they were very bad­
ly treated by Overseer O’Shea—“he plenty fight along’o 
boy”—by the way he rounded them up I should say the boys 
were correct in their statements.10
Horrocks’ most comprehensive report was about PleyStowe, 6,000 
acres of alluvial soil on both sides of the river west of Walkerston. 
Owners Alfred Hewitt and Charles Romilly installed the mill in 1869,
9“Whip” in pidgin English means to whip, strike or beat. Atherton need not necessarily 
have been using a whip. However there is a documented case of Mrs Richard Atherton ill- 
treating a female Melanesian house servant in 1877. MM  3 February 1877; QSA CPS 
1 0 b /a , 30 January 1877; MM  19 January 1878.
10Horrock’s 1878 Mackay Report, op. cit.
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building up their plantation into one of the largest and finest in the 
district, worth £58,000 in 1882. Very little of the land was actually in 
use. In 1878 only 350 acres were under cultivation. The mill had the 
capacity to manufacture 350 tons of sugar in a season, a distillery 
operating alongside.11 Hewitt and Romilly’s residences were built in 
grand style, surrounded by picturesque sweeping gardens. In 1878 the 
local newspaper described Hewitt’s home as combining
room, taste, elegance, airiness, and in the general structure 
the associations of an English country manor with all the 
charms and freedoms of an Australian residence.12
Hewitt hoped that Pleystowe would be the home of future generations 
of his family:
I have now made a permanent home for myself and family 
in Mackay. I have sons who when old enough will still fur­
ther improve the property, therefore whatever is erected 
here is with a view to being made permanent, and as pleas­
ing to the eye as possible.13
In 1878 Pleystowe was a model plantation. The eighty-nine Islanders 
working there lived under conditions not bettered anywhere in the col­
ony. The single men lived in five weatherboard houses, sixteen to a 
house. There was another cottage ninety metres away with separate 
rooms for five married couples, and a twelve bed hospital with an 
earthen closet. The houses all had earthen floors and brick fireplaces. The 
beds were movable and could be taken out and scrubbed, a regular oc­
currence as one Islander was always allotted the task of cleaning the 
quarters. When Horrocks called the houses were all clean, blankets 
neatly folded, and brass name plates above each bed. There was also a 
wash house, dispensary and store room. The clothing and blanket 
allocation was as stipulated in the Act. The main foods were sweet 
potatoes and meat; although not strictly in accord with the Act the ra­
tion was quite adequate. Meat was served only at the night meal: one 
pound of fresh or salted beef for those engaged in hard labour; three- 
quarters of a pound for others. Each person was served daily with two 
and a half pounds of sweet potatoes. Molasses was also available. 
Pleystowe had three overseers: one European and two Melanesians.
n Moore, Kanaka Maratta, 692-4; M M  16 June 1877, 5 October 1878. 
nM M  5 October 1878.
13M M 17 June 1878. Ironically, Hewitt sold Pleystowe at the height of the sugar boom in 
1882 and left the district.
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Conditions at Pleystowe were exactly the same when Queensland’s 
Immigration Agent Sir St G. Ralph Gore visited there two years later in 
mid-1880. Gore visited fifteen of the district’s sixteen plantations, 
which employed approximately 1,500 of the 2,000 Melanesians in the 
district.14 Table Thirteen summarises his findings. Gore was conser­
vative and prone to bias.15 Even so his report is interesting, providing an 
almost complete coverage of Mackay’s plantations in 1880, stressing 
what he, the senior Queensland government official responsible for 
Melanesian immigration, considered the most important aspects of 
Melanesian physical well-being, while working as sugar industry 
labourers. By Gore’s description the diet was adequate but monotonous 
with little attempt made to include traditional Melanesian foods. His 
strongest concern was to condemn the use of grass huts, reasoning that 
they were prone to fire and increased Melanesian ill-health. Gore ad­
vocated their replacement by wooden building with iron roofs.
It is apparent from Table Thirteen, in which plantations are listed in 
order of establishment, that there was a tendency for the older planta­
tions to provide the best physical conditions for their Melanesian 
workers. This is understandable: in the early years of founding a planta­
tion, when the owner was himself living rough, he would be little in­
clined—indeed might be quite unable—to divert labour and capital into 
providing better living conditions for his indentured labourers. But the 
personal attitude of the owner was sometimes an overriding factor. 
Alexandra, the second oldest plantation in the area and one of the most 
prosperous, provided poorer conditions than any of the three newest 
plantations. It is probably significant that its owner, Davidson, was 
regarded as old fashioned, particularly for his reluctance over many 
years to install new milling equipment, and never lavished money on his 
employees’ well-being. Each employer had different priorities when it 
came to the living-standard he was willing to provide for his Melanesian 
employees; priorities which could change with the sugar price, the at­
titudes and efficiency of a manager, the size of a plantation, and 
development plans over the next few years. Labour forces also changed, 
with alterations in the proportion of first-indenture to time-expired 
labourers and their length of residence on the plantation. The only real­
ly obvious conclusion to be drawn from Gore’s report is a Melanesian 
preference for traditional houses, running against a government and 
employer preference for wooden barracks.
14Gore did not visit Barrie (many kilometres from Mackay) or Richmond (which may have 
had a primitive mill in operation); nor any of the many estates and farms in the district. 
15Gore was dismissed from office in 1885 for negligence in His handling of the scandal in­
volving kidnapping in New Guinea waters.
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The first and only substantial revision of the welfare provisions of the 
Act came in 1880, improving the official dietary scale and increasing the 
clothing and blanket allowance16 but making no other changes. 
Throughout the lr.bour trade the Acts left employers virtually free rein 
to decide what was best for their Melanesian labourers, except on ques­
tions of wages, food and clothing. There was never any mention of ac­
commodation nor any set limit on working hours.
Information on Melanesian living conditions after 1880 is easier to 
obtain. In the first half of the 1880s re-occurrence of kidnapping, the 
heightening Melanesian mortality rate and the scandalously poor 
medical treatment available to Melanesians in Queensland generated 
mounds of official correspondence and reports. After 1881 there was a 
full-time Inspector of Pacific Islanders at Mackay. Unfortunately the 
files from the Mackay office are missing from the Queensland State Ar­
chives, however, some evidence survives in copies of reports which were 
kept by other government departments.17 From 1888 annual reports 
were published by the Pacific Island Branch of the Immigration Depart­
ment, supplying accurate, regular information and statistics for the 
years to 1904.18 In 1885 the members of the Royal Commission inquir­
ing into recruiting, at New Guinea and on adjacent islands, visited 
Palms (established in 1881) and Homebush (established in 1883) where 
they examined some of the new arrivals. Two of the surviving reports 
from Mackay officials are also from the 1880s. In 1886 Assistant In­
spector C.A. Forster reported critically on conditions on Mackay’s 
plantations and farms; conditions which seem to have altered little from 
those reported by Horrocks in 1878. In 1888 Dr Clarkson reported on 
the reasons for excessive mortality amongst certain island groups on 
Mackay plantations.19
16After 1880 the ration was 9 shirts, 7 pairs of trousers, 5 blankets and 2 hats. The 
equivalent for females was 4 chemises, 5 petticoats, 9 dresses, 5 blankets and 2 hats. 44 
Vic. No. 17, Cl. 12:7 and Sch. G. (Refer to footnote 5 above.)
I7The few surviving reports by officers of the Immigration Department on Melanesian liv­
ing conditions at Mackay are included in the Colonial Secretary’s records. These odd sur­
viving reports were obviously part of a series, the remainder of which are lost. A good ex­
ample is C.A. Forster’s two 1886 reports, numbered 27 and 28; they are the only reports 
from this series knowri to be extant. There are probably other similar reports scattered 
through the files of the Queensland State Archives. QSA COL/A453, In letter 622 of 
1886: Report No. 27-8, AIPI Forster to IPI Macdonald, 18 January 1886.
18The annual reports of the Pacific Island Branch of the Immigration Department were 
published in Votes and Proceedings o f  the Queensland Parliament. 
l9QVP 1885, V . 2: Report of the Royal Commission into recruiting Polynesian labourers in 
New Guinea and adjacent waters, 906-19; Forster’s 1886 Report, op. cit.; QSA 
COL/A807, In letter 3082, C.H. Clarkson to IA, 5 April 1888.
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No one report is adequate; all show individual and cultural biases, 
but by weaving them together a reasonably detailed picture emerges of 
Melanesian life at Mackay. These official sources, used in conjunction 
with other sources—for example hospital records, newspapers and the 
oral testimony of Melanesians—provide enough information to ex­
amine major aspects of Melanesian life at Mackay. The remainder of 
this chapter will be divided into several sections: their official and 
private diet; housing; European medical care of Melanesians; Melane­
sian perceptions of disease and degth; an outline of Melanesian mortali­
ty at Mackay, 1867 to 1907; and an attempt to explain the high death 
rate
2. Housing
Rickety old cane-cutters’ quarters still stand on many farms, sagging 
memories of the decades during which Queensland’s sugar industry was 
labour-intensive, the labourers living on the plantations and farms. Un­
til 1977 one old Islander at Hervey Bay near Maryborough was still liv­
ing in a slab hut he built in the 1920s. These housing styles are part of an 
earlier era, one which began when Melanesians were the main work 
force of the sugar industry. The various Pacific Island Labourers Acts 
did not specify a standard style or quality of housing for Melanesians. 
The reports mentioned earlier in this chapter (by Horrocks in 1878 and 
Gore in 1880) indicate the variety of accommodation available on 
Mackay district plantations, estates and farms. Ralph Gore devoted 
more than one-third of his report to discussion of the labourers’ 
quarters, outlining the great diversity which he found: well ventilated 
barrack buildings with wooden floors and walls and two tiers of bunks 
around the walls; earthen-floored slab or paling buildings with thatched 
roofs, a fire-place but no provision for ventilation; stout wooden­
framed huts with cane leaf or bagging walls, grass roofs and earthen 
floors; and traditional Melanesian grass and leaf houses.20
Traditional Melanesian houses vary in style but are usually timber­
framed, with leaf or bamboo wall and roof coverings. Conceptually 
and spatially they mirror the local culture. On Malaita the house (luma) 
is a rectangular structure of bush timber lashed with vines or natural 
fibre ropes. The roof is thatched with layers of sago palm leaves sewn 
onto lengths of split bamboo. The walls are a combination of leaves, 
bamboo and bark. The floor is earthen and the only opening in the
^G ore’s 1880 Report, op. cit.
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building is a small door. Conceptually the house is divided into male 
and female sections: women sleep in the rear of the house; the front 
porch is a common area where both sexes meet, and is also a cooking 
place; from the entrance the left is the female side and water storage 
area, the right is for males and the fire-place. Established families have 
a pair of houses, one for cooking (luma naare) and one for sleeping 
(luma tio). Access to each luma tio is forbidden to males other than the 
woman’s husband. Priests may altogether avoid the women’s quarters 
in their village, even their wives’ luma naare, fearing sua (pollution), 
staying instead in the beu (men’s house). The placing of houses within a 
village is as conceptually and physically ordered as their interiors: the 
beu will be uphill from the luma; the luma will be uphill from the bisi 
(the area set aside for menstruation); bathing and latrine areas follow 
the same male-uphill female-downhill pattern.21
Traditional Melanesian houses in Queensland were just as much part 
of the Islanders’ culture. Melanesians newly arrived in nineteenth cen­
tury Queensland coped with their changed surroundings by extending 
the perimeters of their cosmology and culture to include wage labour in 
the sugar industry. It was conceptually possible to include circular 
migration and wage labour within already operating exchange cycles. 
Melanesian houses in Queensland must be viewed in the same way, not 
merely as the crude shelters from the elements which Europeans 
presumed them to be. Melanesian houses are as important in maintain­
ing culture as are garden cultivation, murder rewards and marriages, 
binding descent groups together. It is almost impossible to distinguish 
photos of nineteenth century Melanesian houses in Queensland from 
photos of houses constructed in the islands. Malaitans and other island 
groups at Mackay continued to build traditional Melanesian houses 
until the 1930s. Most informants over fifty years of age spent their 
childhood in grass houses. Malaitan informants describe the houses of 
their parents and grandparents as similar to the traditional Malaitan 
style: the same shapes with earth floors, grass walls and roofs. All of the 
families used at least two houses, commonly known by them as the ‘boy 
house’ and the ‘girl house’, conforming to the luma naare and luma tio 
pattern observing traditional segregation of the sexes. Structures of 
similar purpose to the Malaitan beu also existed, built by males on the 
plantations and in Islander family settlements in various rural areas.22
21Refer to Figure One in Chapter One; and Ross, Baegu, 177-9; Hogbin, Experiments in 
Civilization, 17-8.
22BOHC 48Ba:2 (NJF); BOHC  51Ba:3 (HSQ); BOHC  41Ba:3 (HB & ONF); BOHC 
22Ba:3 (EH); BOHC 7Bb:l (NJF).
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Melanesian concepts of spatial division within houses outlasted tradi­
tional building techniques and materials. Physically, if not culturally, 
the structures were altered to suit local conditions. With different 
building materials available, over time the more permanent Melanesian 
residents adopted European styles and techniques as well as a more 
European attitude to house internal divisions and decoration. Leaves 
from sago palms are used widely in Melanesia as a major fabric for 
house walls and roofs. Although other plants were transfered back and 
forth on the recruiting ships23 no evidence has been found that Islanders 
ever grew these palms in Queensland. Melanesian houses in Queensland 
were usually constructed with blady-grass, a broad leaf local grass; and 
with it bamboo, timber slabs, sacking and scrap metal to strengthen and 
alter traditional designs. Islanders preferred small grass houses to bar­
rack accommodation. The longer they stayed in Australia, and depend­
ing on whether they married and had to accommodate their families as 
well, the larger and more European their houses and their contents 
became. Some continued living in houses almost identical to those they 
would have built had they never left their island. But the more perma­
nent members of the Queensland Melanesian community in any area 
built large grass or slab and bark houses quite similar to the homes of 
the poorer rural Europeans in tum-of-the-century Australia.24
What was probably the last Melanesian house of this type in 
Australia was still in use at Hervey bay near Maryborough in 1977, lived 
in by eighty-five-year-old Fred Davis whose parents were recruited from 
Motlop (Mota Lava) island in the Banks group. Davis built the house in 
the early 1920s. As the last of its kind it is worth describing in detail. 
The house had only two rooms, each 2.5m. by 3.5m., and a front veran­
dah. Its walls were made from timber slabs Davis had cut on the five 
acre block. The roof was galvanised iron but originally had been bark. 
A rickety board floor was fitted over what had for decades been an 
earthen floor. The walls and roof were patched with beaten out 
kerosene tins and scrap iron. Inside they were papered in a style once 
common in many Australian bush homes—layers of newspapers glued 
onto hessian cloth.25
23The earliest evidence for this at Mackay is an 1869 voyage by the Prima Donna which 
brought bread-fruit, taro, kava and several other varieties of plants from the islands. M M  
6 January 1869. Also refer to M.A. Bathgate, The Structure o f Rural Supply to the 
Honiara M arket in the Solomon Islands, Development Studies Centre Occasional Paper 
No. 11, Australian National University (Canberra, 1978), 12. The Botanic name for 
blady-grass is Imperata cylindrica.
^For a discussion of buildings of this type see M. Lewis, Victorian Primitive (Melbourne, 
1977).
^Noel Fatnowna and I visited Fred Davis on 23 August 1977. Also refer to BOHC 80Bb: 1 
(ONF).
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(16) A prosperous Melanesian household, Mackay, 1890s.
(17) Willie Willie from Guadalcanal outside his house at Mackay, 1920s.
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Melanesian oral testimony concerning housing shows an almost op­
posite perception to that gained from European documentary sources. 
One Mackay informant said that initially they had no choice other than 
to use the wooden barracks but that each Melanesian gave high priority 
to building a traditional house. If left to their own devices newly arrived 
Islanders usually built a grass house, living there with any other 
labourers from the same language area or island.26 Employers willingly 
acquiesced: there were fewer problems and less expense if the Islanders 
built traditional houses or some half-Melanesian half-European com­
promise. On plantations and estates Islanders were often provided with 
wooden barracks, but few employers heeded Gore’s 1880 advice to 
build a series of wooden houses. Although more popular than barracks, 
they were far more expensive. The argument used against grass houses 
was that they were ill-ventilated, unhealthy structures prone to fire. 
Gore firmly opposed their use:
I invariably during my tour of inspection expressed myself 
most strongly against these [grass humpies] and the “trash” 
huts before described, and have been met with almost 
stereotyped reply, “But the boys prefer these humpies and 
sulk if we order them into wooden buildings—what are we 
to do?” My answer has always been, “Insist on your 
labourers living in the house you provide for them. Let them 
have their grass humpies at a proper distance from othe& 
buildings, where they may hold their Sunday meetings if 
they choose, but don’t let them live in them.27
Not all Europeans were as dogmatically against the use of traditional 
Melanesian houses. Commenting on Gore’s report the editor of the 
Mackay Mercury reminded readers that Europeans in Queensland had 
continued to build houses and dress in a manner more suited to Europe 
than the tropical antipodes and that similarly:
the boys come to us with fixed habits as to the construction 
of their dwellings. They are more happy and contented in 
their own than in those of European construction... perhaps
26BOHC 7Bb: 1 (NJF). The Black Oral History Collection contains numerous descriptions 
of Melanesian housing in early twentieth century North Queensland. Some of the 
references are: BOHC 20Ba:2 (LL); BOHC 25Bb:l (RL); BOHC 31Ba:l (GA); BOHC 
1 Bb:l(NJF); BOHC11 Ba.T (EY); BOHC 11 Bari (FP); BOHC 16Ba:l (P D & RL); BOHC 
22Ba:2 (EH); BOHC 24Bb:l (TC); BOHC 21Ba:2 (CT); BOHC 80Ba:l (ONF); 
BOHC 40Ba:2 (WT).
VQVP 1880, V.2, 427.
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the grass humpy is considered preferable among the 
islanders to the quasi “marble halls” that are generally pro­
vided for them.28
Regardless of Melanesian preferences employers continued to erect the 
weatherboard barracks their employees disliked.29 The usual com­
promise reached was that the Islanders kept their valuables in the 
wooden barracks but entertained and slept in more traditional struc­
tures. If forced to use barracks they preferred buildings equipped with a 
hearth, or at least with an earthen floor on which they could have a fire. 
Where possible each island group, or if sufficient in number, a language 
group, had a barrack to themselves. Sometimes no amount of urging by 
Europeans was sufficient to induce them to sleep in barracks. In 1880 
John Spiller forced his Melanesian employees at Pioneer to use the 
wooden barracks he had provided. Most acquiesced, but a few slept 
underneath, not inside.30
Increasingly after the 1880s a large proportion of the Melanesian 
work-force were either time-expired or ticket-holders working in small 
groups on farms rather than on plantations. Small farm operators 
usually started out living in slab-walled houses with iron or thatch 
roofs. The quarters they offered their Melanesian employees were no 
better. If four or five Islanders worked on one farm they shared one 
grass house or built individual houses to suit their whims and customs.31 
The extra freedom available in many aspects of life on small farms, as 
opposed to plantations, was part of the reason long-term Melanesian 
residents in the colony preferred working for small farm operators. 
Freedom to build their own houses was undoubtedly part of this 
preference.
The reasons given by Europeans opposing the use of traditional 
Melanesian houses were that they harboured disease and were far more 
likely to burn down than wooden buildings. Accidental fires did occur: 
one on Pioneer in 1878 burnt down all of the Islanders’ huts, the 
hospital, several sheds and part of the stables.32 But Melanesians have 
used fibre houses for thousands of years without living in constant fear
MA/A/11 August 1880.
29Wooden barracks were erected on Barrie in 1881 and on Homebush in 1882. M M  28 
May 1881; CSR 142/1226, Knox to Stuart, 2 May 1882 and 142/1252, Stuart to Knox 24 
July 1882.
30Table Thirteen; Qlder 3 December 1881.
31Munro, Sugar Fields o f Mackay provides a description of every farm, plantation and 
mill in the Mackay district in late 1894.
n M M  24 August 1878; Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 288-9, contains several other 
similar examples.
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of incineration. When asked about the frequency with which houses 
burnt down Queensland Islanders were surprised, even amused, saying 
that they were quite safe and seldom caught fire.33 Whatever disadvan­
tages grass houses may have had, in comparison with easily cleaned 
wooden buildings, were compensated for by the cultural value of the 
structures. Built from bush materials, they cost nothing. Time-expired 
labourers in the nineteenth century and the Melanesian community 
which remained into the twentieth century had little money to spare, but 
nevertheless they were able to continue living independent of European 
assistance. Traditional houses were part of the cultural strength of 
Australia’s immigrant Melanesian community.
Grass houses possessed advantages which to Melanesians made them 
preferable to European-style buildings. They could readily be abandon­
ed or destroyed, and replaced if necessary. Malaitans and other 
Islanders interpreted ill-health and death as signs that their ancestors 
were angry with them or that they were under attack by malevolent 
alien spirits. Wooden barracks, the property of employers, were not 
easy to vacate, but grass houses were easy to leave. Grass houses could 
readily be shut up at night and made secure from spiritual or physical 
intrusion. Different island groups were strongly antagonistic to each 
other. They fought openly in tribal wars, by stealth in the night, and 
with sorcery. Maintaining separate dwellings lessened tensions between 
groups, allowing them to maintain societal equilibrium even in strange 
and strained living conditions. Even with partial suspension of Melane­
sian belief systems symbolic male-female divisions and antagonisms re­
mained strong.
One respect in which European and Melanesian ideas harmonized 
was the need for segregation of unmarried men and women, though the 
reasons were quite different. To Europeans the prime consideration was 
sexual morality, but to Melanesians it was the need to avoid pollution. 
In many areas of Melanesia physical and spiritual divisions between the 
sexes are important. On Malaita sexual demarcation is extreme. In 
Harold Ross’s words, “If male-female antagonism is a Melanesian 
idiosyncracy, it is a Malaitan obsession.”34 One aspect of this division is 
separation in housing, particularly of the luma lalo and bisi from the 
male section of any village. Malaitans travelling to Queensland feared 
pollution from women menstruating or giving birth; on board recruiting 
ships they would have been worried to the extent of fearing death 
because they had broken sexual taboos. The same must have happened
KBOHC 20Ba:2 (LL); BOHC  llB b:l (FP); BOHC  47Ba:2 (NJF). 
34Ross, Baegu, 120.
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in Queensland when they first arrived. Working as wage labourers 
meant that women could no longer absent themselves from their men­
folk at dangerous times, but attempts were made to compensate even in 
the changed circumstances. Judging from pictorial evidence women 
seem to have worked separately from males in the fields, though mill 
photos and etchings show males and females working side-by-side at the 
rollers.35 On plantations, quarters set aside for married couples were 
usually separate from those of single men. This guaranteed that female 
pollution stayed well away from single males, conforming to Melane­
sian ideas about sexual spacing, but in European eyes the distance was 
probably intended to preserve privacy and keep females away from 
lusty males. The Malaitan example is true for some of the Melanesian 
community on the plantations, but overstates the feelings of others.
The married quarters on Pleystowe in 1878 were ninety metres away 
from the single quarters, and early this century ‘boy houses’ and ‘girl 
houses’ always seem to have been built many metres apart.36 There is no 
memory amongst Islanders in Queensland, even among Malaitans who 
traditionally had particular fear of exposure to sua, of women absent­
ing themselves during menstruation or birth. As remembered by the 
oldest Queensland Malaitans today, the only precaution taken was that 
menstruating women stopped preparing food for their menfolk. But 
these memories are usually of their grandmothers at a post-menopausal 
age or of Australian-born women; women who presented only minimal 
risks. Beliefs were progressively weakened after decades in Australia. 
Australian-born Islander men and women had only semi-traditional 
perceptions of sexual taboos.37 Even so, for traditional Melanesians the 
transition period in Queensland must have been awkward, often 
unnerving and dangerous. Breaking sexual taboos is a serious offence in 
Melanesia. Queensland was a different world, where many beliefs had 
to be left in abeyance, but many must still have waited and watched for 
signs of displeasure from their ancestors.
Oral testimony from Islanders who grew up at Mackay in the 1920s 
and 1930s provides evidence of the symbolic and general cultural 
significance of traditional housing styles even to the Australian-born
35For examples refer to Moore, Forgotten People, photo facing page 33; A. Garran (ed.), 
Picturesque Atlas o f  Australia, v.2 (Sydney, 1886), 393; MCCA, Marten photos; photo 
plates herein.
36QSA COL/A265, In letter 3074 of 1878: report by C.C. Horrocks; BOHC 48Ba:2 
(NJF).
v BOHC 48Ba:2 (NJF); BOHC 51Ba:2 (HSQ); BOHC  37Bb:l (S & FB); also refer to 
BOHC 27Bb:2 (MF); BOHC 19Ba:3 (EH); BOHC  9Ba:2 (ONF & NS); BOHC 4Ba:2 
(WM); BOHC 81Bb:2 (MS & ONF).
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children and grandchildren of Melanesian immigrants. It is fair to con­
jecture that during earlier decades traditional beliefs were even stronger. 
Several Malaitans were singled out as case studies at the end of Chapter 
Three. Many of them lived at Mackay; several are involoved in the 
following descriptions of Malaitan housing. Henry, son of Andrew 
Bobongie from Lau was born in a rural area outside Mackay in 1925. 
His descriptions of his parents’ home, complete with ‘boy house’ (beu) 
and ‘girl house’ (luma) parallels the earlier description of a typical 
Malaitan house. As youths he and his brothers lived in the ‘boy house’, 
were only allowed to enter the kitchen section of the main ‘girl house’, 
never their mother’s room (luma lalo) at the back. The areas surround­
ing their and other Islanders’ houses were kept bare of grass, swept 
clean and smooth. The last task at night was to sweep around the house 
and take any loose objects inside. Sorcerers or other enemies could and 
did come in the night to steal items for use in harmful magic, or in some 
way try to attack the occupants. Whether they came or not, precautions 
were always taken, and the ground scanned for foreign footprints each 
morning.38
Henry Bobongie was brought up to fear enemy attacks in the night. 
Although he laughs about it now, as a young man he shifted the posi­
tion of his bed every night to ensure that it was impossible for an enemy 
to anticipate exactly where he would sleep, a precaution common 
amongst Melanesians at Mackay then and even more so in earlier 
decades. That the danger was not wholly imaginary is indicated by a 
report in the Mackay Mercury in 1899:
when the door was opened, the two occupants rushed out 
and said that someone had fired through a hole in the wall 
of the hut, the shot striking the wall on the opposite side 
about two inches below the bunk of one of the boys, some 
of the shot just grazing his arm.39
Noel Fátnowna, Henry Bobongie’s cousin also lived in a ‘boy house’:
These huts were something—enormous big houses. None 
of them ever leaked and many of them had big fires in the 
middle of them. Smoke seemed to preserve them, because 
the bigger the fire and more smoke, the longer they lasted...
We slept around the fire.40 We were told not to sleep close to 
the wall because of the akalo ancestral spirits who would see
™BOHC 41Ba:3 and B:2 (HB & ONF).
39M M 7 March 1899.
beds made from split bamboo, grass and ti-tree bark. BOHC  7Bb:l (NJF).
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you, or in case a man came at you with an axe. We slept 
high out of tomahawk reach...41
Europeans seldom seemed to have realised the intricacy of the struc­
ture of Melanesian settlements on the plantations and farms and in 
rural areas. A simple grass house could be as sacred as a Christian 
church, with occupants observing taboos and protecting themselves 
against antagonistic physical and spiritual forces. It is unlikely that 
Melanesians suffered from their occupancy, certainly not in the manner 
observes like Ralph Gore described. Allowing the Islanders to live in the 
surroundings they chose, not those foisted upon them by employers, 
had unforeseen advantages.
3. Diet: official and private 
A. The official diet
Although the Queensland government neglected to regulate Melane­
sians’ working hours or accommodation standards, it did concern itself 
with their food supply. Two official dietary scales were used, from 1868 
until 1880 (Table Twelve) and a slightly improved version from 1880 
until 1908 (Table Fourteen).
Table Fourteen
The food ration for each adult Melanesian in Queensland 1880-1908
Daily Lbs. Ozs.
Beef or mutton 1 0
Bread or fish 1 8
Sugar 5
Potatoes 3 0
(or rice) 6
Tea Vl
Weekly
Salt 2
As a result Jiistorians have focused on the official diet, or at least on
4lBOHC 80Ba:l (ONF).
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employer-provided food,42 as if the Melanesians were like European 
children in boarding schools, their food intake limited to whatever was 
placed in front of them. In fact they seldom received exactly the official 
ration, and they had food available to them well beyond that provided 
by employers. Melanesians were no more likely to eat only the employer 
-provided diet than they were to sleep in employer-provided accom­
modation if they found it unsatisfactory.
None of the historians of the labour trade, the present included, has 
had any special knowledge of medical or dietary matters. Too often, 
historians have relied on century-old medical opinions, and have made 
Euro-centric assumptions about the health of Melanesians, their 
dietary preferences and foods available to them in Queensland, which 
can be shown to be incorrect. The remainder of this chapter has been 
written in consultation with dieticians, medical practitioners and 
Melanesians, but shows the hallmark of a non-medical historian. There 
is still a need for a competent medical analysis to be written in future.
Kay Saunders is the historian who has completed the most exhaustive 
investigation to date into the living conditions of immigrant Melane­
sians in nineteenth century Queensland. Saunders concluded that the 
official dietary scale was not nutritionally balanced and was not suffi­
cient to sustain men and youths employed in arduous manual labour.43 
Although she uses this to explain the high mortality rate amongst a large 
minority of the labourers she does not attempt to explain how the ma­
jority survived. Adrian Graves in his 1979 study of the Queensland 
labour trade supports Saunders’ assessment of the Islanders’ diet.44 In 
fact, as analysed by dieticians, the official diet was well in excess of the 
kilojoule energy value needed for an adult male doing reasonably 
strenuous physical labour.45 The official dietary scale was slightly defi­
cient in one element—ascorbic acid—which was easily available from 
other sources. But the nutritional value of the official dietary scale is 
only relevant to the hypothetical labourers who lived purely on this diet.
42Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, Chapter Five; R. Evans and K. Saunders and K. 
Cronin, Exclusion, Exploitation and Extermination: race relations in colonial Queensland 
(Sydney, 1975), 184-5; Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 292-9; and Workers in Bondage, 
82-6; Bolton, Thousand Miles Away, 81-2.
Comments on the nutritional value of the daily provisions specified for issue to every 
Melanesian under the terms of the Pacific Island Labourer A cts are contained in Appen­
dix Five.
43Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 293 and Workers in Bondage, 82-6.
44Graves, Pacific Island Labour, 96.
45Refer to Appendix Five and to G.C. Bolton’s 1963 assessment of the official dietary 
scale. Bolton, Thousand Miles Away, 81-2.
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From information presented in this chapter it is evident that employers 
seldom provided exactly the specified diet, and that Islanders derived 
their total food supply from much wider sources.
Saunders’ second criticism, that little consideration was paid to the 
Melanesians’ previous diet,46 is correct. Although some employers did 
attempt to cultivate taro, yams arid sweet patotoes to feed their Melane­
sian employees, most resorted to meat and bread to provide the bulk of 
the diet, neglecting to include vegetables and tubers, the major foods in 
a traditional Melanesian diet. Dr. C.H. Clarkson, medical officer in 
charge of Kanaka hospitals in Queensland for several years in the 1880s, 
believed that the change in diet of the Melanesians newly arrived in 
Queensland was the chief cause of their excessive mortality:
...the islanders may be roughly divided into two classes. The 
one has lived on fish & cocoanuts (sic ) with a very small and 
in some cases with no addition of vegetables or fruit. The 
other, mostly New Hebrides, the older Solomons &c. are a 
yam and banana eating race with liberal additions of fruit & 
fish &c. In both cases they represent a people for ages ac­
customed to a particular form of diet. This on their arrival 
here is notably changed, not in its form only but in the 
essential conditions of nutrition...
To adapt the human intestine to a change of diet is a work 
of time. Meantime the regulation diet for “new chums” is 
absolutely unsuitable.47
Some years earlier Clarkson had urged the Queensland government to 
import and plant thousands of coconuts for the Islanders. The govern­
ment’s attitude was that providing such food was a task for employers. 
Clarkson also advocated the introduction of yams, taro and bananas. 
Employers took the easiest course available, provided sweet potatoes as 
substitute carbohydrate bulk, and relied on meat and bread to complete 
the Islanders’ dietary regime.
Islanders disliked the unfamiliar rations served to them in 
Queensland, and were often unsatisfied by the quantity of food they 
received.48 Saunders uses such evidence to produce the non sequitur
4<Saunders, Workers in Bondage, 82.
47Clarkson’s 1888 Report, op.cit.
^H orrocks’ 1878 Report on his visit to Dumbleton, op.cit.\ Saunders, Uncertain Bon­
dage, 294-7.
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conclusion that “(frequently masters sought to humble recalcitrant ser­
vants by curtailing their food rations.”49 Although one can find ex­
amples of employers behaving in such a punitive manner, this did not 
occur frequently. Employers were not blind to the logic that the better 
fed the Islanders were the better they worked. It is not difficult to match 
Saunders’ quotations with similiar quotations providing the opposite. 
For instance in 1869 the Mackay Mercury noted that when the Islanders 
were engaged in arduous labour inside the mill buildings
their masters find it profitable to supply them with un­
limited quantities of good food, comfortable dwellings etc.50
Starving Melanesians into submission when surrounded by the bounti­
ful Australian bush would have been difficult. Historians unfamiliar 
with Islander oral testimony have underestimated Melanesian abilities 
to supplement their diets with bush foods and animals, and vegetables 
from their own gardens or those of their friends or kin. Many Islanders 
—fifty to sixty percent by the 1890s—were visiting the colony for a se­
cond time, or were time-expired or ticket-holding labourers living and 
working on small farms, not plantations. They had much more freedom 
to control their own diets than has previously been presumed. Even 
newly arrived recruits probably quickly developed a sense of cama­
raderie with others from the same shipload.51 Employers supplying 
short rations would more often have done so out of financial niggard­
liness than any desire to punitively affect their workers.
W.R. Goodall investigated complaints by Islanders about the quanti­
ty of food served on Inverness and Foulden plantations at Mackay in 
1876 and 1877. On one occasion he arrived at Inverness just as the food 
was being dished out. Although he considered he had enough evidence 
to convict the proprietors for a breach of the Act, he was also aware 
that neighbouring planters would occupy the Court bench if he brought 
a prosecution. They would not give a verdict against their fellow 
planter. A month earlier Goodall had visited nearby Foulden, in-
49Saunders, Workers in Bondage, 83.
XM M 11 September 1869.
51According to Ian Frazer, an anthropologist working in To’ambaita Malaita, men from 
there who worked on plantations within the Solomons developed life-long friendships with 
fellow labourers from other islands who enlisted on the same recruiting ships. They refer 
to them as suku oxsukura, meaning brother or friend. The words are not from the To’am­
baita dialect. It seems likely that similar relationships were formed on the way to and in 
Queensland. Interview with Mr Ian Frazer, Adelaide, 16 May 1980.
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vestigating a similar complaint. He found that the official ration of six­
teen ounces of meat for each labourer per day was being weighed raw, 
complete with bone. Boned, and after cooking all that remained was 
about two ounces of meat per person.52 A decade later the situation had 
altered little. C.A. Forster reported that:
the supply of meat to the Islanders (when cooked) is not in 
many instances what it ought to be. The supply of bread at 
some places has improved, also tea and sugar but not 
generally what the Act requires. ...the meat in some in­
stances is very badly cooked, in fact is reduced to fibrine and 
is very unequally divided ranging from 2Vi to 9!/2 oz. per 
man only once a day.53
It seems that on the plantations at least, Islanders seldom received 
their full meat ration. But did they want it? And what was the effect of 
including large amounts of meat in their diet? A traditional Melanesian 
diet seldom, if ever, consists continuously of a large amount of meat. 
Coastal people consume large amounts of fish but Melanesians lack 
domestic animals other than pigs (which are usually reserved for 
ceremonial occasions) so their only other supply of meat comes from 
small wild animals and fowls. In the Baegu Malaitan example used in 
Appendix Five, traditional protein foods (pigs and fowls) are no more 
than two or three percent of their total diet: sixty percent of the Baegu 
diet is carbohydrate, the remainder being made up of vegetables, nuts 
and fruits. Harold Ross, the Baegu’s ethnographer says that:
There is little evidence of malnutrition among the Baegu.
Both men and women are strong, healthy people with at­
tractive physiques. Children are robust and active; none are 
obese, and few if any are markedly thin. Apparently people 
who live on a diet composed largely of starch-rich, protein- 
poor foods such as taro or sweet potatoes maintain nutri­
tional standards by eating unbelievable amounts of those 
foods.54
Melanesians were not used to eating sixteen ounces of meat a day, but 
this was their official allocation. Contemporary medical observers 
blamed the meat ration, unrefrigerated and often salt-cured, for caus-
52QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to manager of Inverness, 6 March 1876, Goodall to IA, 8 
October 1877, and Goodall to E.P. Ashdown, 23 August 1877.
53Forster’s 1886 Report, op. cit.
54Ross, Baegu, 79.
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ing a good deal of the diarrhoea attacks suffered by the Islander 
labourers, particularly new arrivals. Employers were pulled three ways: 
on one side by regulations which specified that they provide a high meat 
content in the Islanders’ diet; secondly, by the belief that it was partly 
the meat that was to blame for the prevalence of gastro-intestinal tract 
illnesses amongst their Melanesian labourers; thirdly, by a desire to be 
caused as little trouble as possible in providing the diet. Meat was cheap 
and easy to obtain. Some planters operated pastoral properties in con­
junction with their sugar land or had interests and connections with the 
pastoral industry. Taro, yams and sweet potatoes were alien crops 
which took up good sugar land. Meat, bread and potatoes, a basic 
European diet, was far easier to provide.
Acres of potatoes were grown in the Mackay district from the 1860s. 
Initially, the English variety predominated, but Islanders preferred 
sweet potatoes and in later decades sweet potatoes dominated the 
potato crop. Bread for the plantations usually came from the town 
bakers. References vary, some assuring the reader that the bread was of 
similar quality to that sold in the towns, while other sources suggest that 
bakers sometimes supplied second quality bread to the plantations.55 It 
cannot be presumed that what Melanesians perceived to be ‘quality’ 
bread was the bread preferred by Europeans. The whiter the bread the 
less nutritious it was likely to be. If the bakers had used what they 
regarded as second quality flour, it may well have been superior nutri­
tionally, in respect to fibre, to. their ‘quality’ products consumed in the 
towns. Saunders make the strange point that the Islanders were not 
given butter or cheese to eat with their bread.56 Traditionally Melane­
sian tuber crops are eaten dry; fish and meat are cooked in stone ovens 
without the aid of basting fats. The same procedure was followed by 
island-born Melanesians in Queensland, who, even in the 1920s when 
they certainly had a choice, preferred to eat their taro, yams and bread 
dry and ungarnished.57 Nor were butter and cheese readily available in 
rural North Queensland during the nineteenth century, unless farmer or 
planter households made them for themselves.
Saunders also suggested, on the basis of isolated pieces of evidence, 
that scurvy and protein deficiency were prevalent amongst Melanesians 
in Queensland.58 The symptoms of scurvy were well known and quite 
unmistakeable: it is debilitating, then crippling and finally fatal. It is in-
55Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 296; Horrocks’ 1878 Report on his visit to Foulden, 
op. cit.
56Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 297; and Workers in Bondage, 82.
51BOHC  48Ba:2 (NJF).
58Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 293, 297-9; and Workers in Bondage, 85.
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conceivable that it can have occurred on any significant scale without 
being recorded. A diet deficient in ascorbic acid, to a degree insufficient 
to produce the unmistakeable symptoms of scurvy, would still produce 
less specific symptoms: mental and physical lassitude, and slowness of 
healing in cuts, wounds etc.59 A diet restricted to the official scale might 
have been rather low in ascorbic acid—much would depend on the 
freshness of the vegetables and the way in which they were cooked—but 
there were many other sources of ascorbic acid available to Melanesians 
from fruit and vegetables, grown, bought, purloined and foraged 
around the district. The ready availability of alternative sources of 
ascrobic acid is no excuse for the lack of fruit and vegetables in the of­
ficial ration scale, an oversight on the part of the government. But one 
cannot extrapolate from the rations that the Islanders’ diet was defi­
cient, and so led to scurvy. Scurvy undoubtedly did occur, particularly 
in the drier inland areas of the colony, but there is no indication in the 
Mackay and Maryborough Melanesian mortality and illness statistics in 
Table Eighteen that it was ever prevalent. The only major case quoted 
by Saunders occurred at Mackay in 1884 when Melanesian migration 
was at its highest and the health of the labourers at its lowest in a span 
of forty years. This case refers to the ill-fated recruits from New Britain 
and New Ireland who suffered an amazingly high rate of mortality, 
which needs a far wider epidemiological explanation. The evidence 
Saunders produced to prove protein deficiency mentions the lack of 
meat and fish in the labourers’ official diet and one example of 
Islanders eating raw sugar cane, which she suggests is a sign of protein 
deficiency, illustrated in a craving for sweet substances.60 Taking the 
Baegu Malaitan example used in Appendix Five, the Beagu diet consists 
of no more than two or three percent of protein foods, which they 
would have received from even the most niggardly meat supply. The 
sweet pith of cane grasses is widely used in Melanesia as a food source 
and delicacy. It is hardly unusual that Islanders in Queensland should 
have availed themselves of sugar cane as a food source when it was 
growing in abundance all around them. If there was any general defi­
ciency in the Islanders’ employer-provided diets it was in vitamins. But
59C.S. Davidson, ‘Scurvy’, in P.B. Beeson and W. McDermott (eds.), Textbook o f 
Medicine, volume two, 12th edition (Philadelphia, 1967), 1156-6; C.A. Houssay et ai., 
Human Physiology (London, 1955), 341-3.
flounders’ reference is A. Davis, L et’s Eat Right to Keep Fit (London, 1966). For compe­
tent medical opinions on the subject of protein deficiency refer to: R.L. Cecil et al., A  
Textbook o f Medicine (Philadelphia, 1951), 563-8; W.E. Nelson (ed.), Textbook o f 
Pediatrics (Philadelphia, 1959), 356—7; N.B. Taylor et al., A  Text in Applied Physiology, 
7th edition (Baltimore, 1961), 943-5; Houssay, Human Physiology, 447-69.
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even this point is conjecture, based upon several cases of dropsy 
reported in hospital and cemetery records. Dropsy could have been 
caused by other ailments.
It is doubtful that the food ration specified in the Acts was ever in­
tended to be more than a rough guide to what should be provided. Of­
ficials referred to it as a standard and prosecuted employers when they 
supplied blatantly inadequate diets to their labourers, but they also 
sanctioned considerable variations. One can conjecture that had 
Melanesians always received the official ration the death rate would 
have been even higher. The ration depended on commodity availability 
and the goodwill of each employer. Employers could easily cheat on the 
type of food provided, its quality and quantity. From all surviving 
evidence it appears that plantation food mainly consisted of boiled meat 
and potatoes, with very few vegetables. From a Melanesian point of 
view such a diet was unbalanced and alien, but one cannot assume that 
their overall diet was also unbalanced. It would be idle to assume that 
Melanesians did not have some say in the arrangement of their day-to- 
day diets, even on plantations. Melanesian cooks were employed on 
some plantations; and everywhere labourers supplemented their official 
rations with food grown in their own gardens and from bush foraging, 
hunting and fishing. On small farms it was often easier for the farmer to 
feed his employees from the same hearth as that at which the farmer’s 
family ate. The rations available were not the official scale, just what­
ever the farmer had in stock supplemented by wild game, garden crops 
and farm livestock. Oral testimony and contemporary documentary 
evidence show clearly that their diet was seldom just the official ration.
The ‘new chum’ recruits suffered worst and must often have detested 
the strange diet. The first-indenture Melanesians had a death rate three 
times as high as the rest of the population.61 Strange food and accom­
panying gastro-intestinal tract illnesses, although not directly responsi­
ble for deaths, must have exacerbated anxiety felt by Melanesians—that 
they were being attacked by spirits. What follows is an attempt to 
describe the diet of Melanesians in Queensland from the broadest possi­
ble perspective, including that of labourers on plantations, workers on 
farms, and, more generally, those living in rural areas. The official 
dietary scale is but one aspect, important, but not supremely so.
61Shlomowitz, Markets for Melanesian Labour, 26-9.
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3.B. The prívate diet
For thousands of years the Pioneer valley’s water courses, coastal 
mangroves, fertile grass plains, the rainforest at the end of the valley 
and the islands off the coast provided bountiful food and shelter for the 
Aboriginal inhabitants. The same qualities made the valley attractive to 
European settlers and to their Melanesian servants. Hunting, fishing, 
bush foraging and garden agriculture were integral to Melanesian life. 
In Melanesia the coastal Islanders were dependent almost entirely on 
the produce of the sea; those living inland depended on garden produce 
and domestic pigs supplemented with wild foods, animals, birds and 
fresh water life. In Queensland as wage labourers their time was curtail­
ed but they made use of what free time they had in the evening or on 
weekends to tend private gardens, to hunt and to fish.
One has only to wander through the rural areas surrounding Mackay 
today to notice patches of mango, citrus and banana trees growing 
along creek banks, or look closely in swampy pockets along any perma­
nent water course to find taro and yams growing unattended. On en­
quiry one is told that the land was once part of a plantation or was an 
Islander encampment during the early decades of the twentieth century. 
Urban-dwelling Melanesians in Mackay and other North Queensland 
towns still maintain and harvest taro patches in rural areas, often in the 
areas in which they lived before shifting into town. They visit the pat­
ches when they require taro for weddings and other feasts. Older urban 
Melanesians often still grow taro in their backgardens. Similarly in 
earlier years Islanders always cultivated their own gardens, growing 
traditional Melanesian tuber crops as well as additional plants of Euro­
pean or indigenous origin.62
Taro and yams were used on board recruiting ships to feed recruits. 
Some tubers survived the trips and were planted by Europeans and 
Islanders at Mackay as early as January 1869,63 only a few years after
¿¿Melanesians in the Mackay district cultivated or gathered the following plants and fruits: 
Taro (swamp and Chinese varieties), yams (the indigenous Dioscorea transversa R. Br. 
and the Melanesian variety Dioscorea alata L .), tapioca, sweet potatoes (red and yellow 
varieties, eating fruit and leaves), pumpkins (eating the fruit and leaves), tomatoes, bam­
boo shoots, hibiscus leaves, drumhead cabbages, Chinese cabbages, varieties of island 
greens, beans, carrots, ferns and other leaves, ink weed and pig weed ( Portulacaceae Por- 
tulaca olerácea L . ), and various types of fruit. BOHC lBa:l (ONF); BOHC4Ba:l (WM); 
BOHC 7Ba:2 (TA & JV) and 7Bb:l (NJF); BOHC 15Ba:l (IB); BOHC  19Ba:2 (EH); 
BOHC 21Ba:l (CI); BOHC 20Ba:l (LL); BOHC 31Bb.T-3 (G&G1.A); BOHC 34Ba:l 
(ONF); BOHC 40Ba.T (WT); BOHC  47Bb:2 (NJF); BOHC  48Ba: (NJF); BOHC 
51Ba:l-2 (HSQ); BOHC 81Bb:l (MS&ONF).
63AfAf 6 January 1869.
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the labour trade commenced. A decade later yams and taro were com­
monplace on plantations and although employers could not be persuad­
ed to grow enough to make them a major part of their labourers’ diets, 
many at least tried to cultivate some. Regardless of the employers’ at­
tempts to grow Melanesian foods the Melanesians themselves were not 
slow to do so and typical scenes from the 1870s onward were “several 
patches of yams...growing near the Kanaka row” .64 Other less common 
plants were specially imported by recruits, particularly re-enlisting men 
and women who knew which plants were or were not available in 
Queensland.65
There are hundreds of edible plants indigenous to North Queensland. 
Melanesians were introduced to some of them by Aboriginals, but 
others were similar or identical species to those in Melanesia. These, 
added to plants imported from Melanesia, Asia and Europe, provided 
an enormous range of roots, leaves, piths, nuts and fruits to supplement 
the official ration. Some of the indigenous foods were known to Euro­
pean, but even now, one hundred and twenty years after first settle­
ment, the European inhabitants of North Queensland are unaware of 
the enormous variety of edible plants which surrounds them in the 
bush.66 Earlier this century when the remaining Islanders lived un­
wanted on the fringe of European society they existed mainly by sub­
sistence cultivation and by utilizing bush foods. They had little money 
but never went hungry.
Nineteenth century Melanesian gardens were never just soil and 
plants. A garden’s surface is the center of the physical and symbolic 
worlds, surrounded below and above by ancestors. Complex symbolic 
images link gardens, their palisades, plants and crops to the living and 
their ancestors. Malaitan gardens are rectangular or square patterns 
divided into regular sections, surrounded by felled small trees and 
magically-bounded by crotons and cordyline plants.67 The same protec­
tive plants were used around Melanesian gardens in Queensland in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Magical stones and poisoned 
spikes were also buried around the Islanders’ Queensland gardens to 
ward off thieves and evil spirits. Taboos were applied, markings made
mM M  17 July 1878.
&BOHC 15Ba:l (IB).
66A.B. and J.W. Cribb, Wild Food in Australia (Sydney, 1974); H. Flecker et al., Edible 
Plants in North Queensland (Cairns, 1948).
67D. de Coppet, ‘Gardens of life, gardens of death in Melanesia’, Kabar Seberang, No. 
8-9 (1981); Ross, ‘Bush fallow farming’, 565-8.
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to warn other Melanesians to keep clear.68 Islanders continued to use 
traditional digging sticks in cultivating their home gardens, ignoring the 
steel implements also available to them. It is not possible to say how the 
Melanesian spiritual world operated in relation to Melanesian gardens 
in Queensland, whether Malaitans placed murder rewards on garden 
platforms similar to those used on Malaita, or whether first fruit offer­
ings were made to their ancestors. It is certain that the Islanders’ 
gardens were more important to them than as mere sources of supple­
mentary food to their employer-provided rations: like their houses their 
gardens were integral to their cultural strength in a new environment.69
Garden produce was used for everyday food and for special meals or 
feasts. Gwasu is a Malaitan delicacy, made from pounded taro and 
coconut; similar puddings are made elsewhere in Melanesia. Malaitans 
made gwasu on speciál occasions in Queensland, using traditionally 
shaped bowls made from local timber.70 Pigs and fowls were 
slaughtered for feasts. One 1881 reference tells of Solomon and Epi 
Islanders roasting two whole pigs on vacant land near Chinatown at 
Mackay, completing their repast with bread, cakes and cups of tea, 
afterwards crossing the river to dance and sing late into the night. Pigs 
being less easily available than in the islands, fowls were often 
substituted. It was common for feasting Malaitans to slaughter two 
dozen fowls for a feast, cooking them in stone ovens.71 The more per­
manent Melanesian settlers kept domestic livestock, particularly pigs 
and fowls, but even the newest arrivals had equal chances for rich pick­
ings from hunting and fishing.
<*BOHC 48Ba:l (NJF); BOHC  51Ba:l (HSQ); BOHC  47Bb:2 (NJF); BOHC 21Bb:l 
(CT). There is one documentary example of Mackay Malaitans using taboo markings. 
Malaitans marked the house gate of their mission teacher Mrs M.G. Robinson with “cer­
tain mystical signs” to protect her from other Melanesians less well disposed towards her 
Anglican Selwyn Mission. Presumably this was not the only time such protective markings 
were used in the district. R. Fraser, A  Historical Sketch o f the Diocese o f North 
Queensland: 1878-1958, 80 years o f Anglican progress (Townsville, 1958), 65.
69The same pattern of Melanesian cultural adaptation is occurring amongst Torres Strait 
Islanders who have moved from their islands to urban North Queensland in the last few 
decades. Today in Townsville suburban back yards Torres Strait Islanders plant their 
gardens with traditional form and content, use garden and weather magic and observe 
garden taboos, particularly those relating to menstruation. Their European neighbours are 
unaware of what is taking place next door. Europeans in North Queensland in earlier 
decades would have been no wiser about similar Pacific Islander practices.
Information from Alo Tapim, Townsville, 15 November 1980.
10BOHC 7Bb:l (NJF).
7'A/M 3 August 1881; BOHC 48Ba:2 (NJF).
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Thickly timbered virgin scrub surrounded the nineteenth century 
sugar fields. Gradually cane was planted on most of the plains and 
small hills in the Pioneer valley until the whole area began to resemble a 
patchwork of green velvet, but even today pockets of the original 
vegetation survive. Raffs mountain, surrounded by Habana, Nin- 
daroo, Cedars and Farleigh, and Mt Vince on the old Greenmount 
pastoral run, remain virgin bush. Some of the creeks, particularly 
Fursden-Nebia creek and Reliance creek, still have patches of the 
original luxuriant vegetation along their banks. Although much reduced 
in size mangroves still protect the coast. A century earlier the untouched 
bush, the river, lagoons and creeks were a haven for wild life. Early 
European settlers claimed that the best duck shooting in Queensland 
was to be had in the valley. Duck driving, beating wild ducks on 
lagoons toward stationary hunters, was a favourite sport amongst 
Europeans. H.S. Finch-Hatton was an ardent duck shooter and left 
detailed descriptions of his shooting expeditions on the lagoons of his 
Mt Spencer property and along the Pioneer. Finch-Hatton’s description 
of an afternoon’s shooting at Mt Spencer is indication enough of the 
abundant wild life:
This was on the 4th July, 1888 when I with L.K. Rice bagged 
111 birds, and another man 7—total 118. The bag consisted 
of 89 black duck, 13 widgeon, 10 teal, 4 pigmies [small geese 
the size of teal], and 2 wood duck; no whistlers.72
John Spiller at Pioneer on the north side of the river also used the ducks 
on the lagoons for his larder, though with a little more care than some:
The wild fowl shooting in the old days was particularly 
good, and big bags could have been made, there being hun­
dreds of duck and other game birds on this lagoon. At first I 
used it as a larder, never having more than one shot, and 
always getting two birds. I did not go in for big bags on this 
water, but always protected the birds, and finally allowed no 
shooting whatever. Besides Ducks and Geese, there were 
numbers of other birds, ie. Snipe, Plover, Egrets, Spoonbill 
Cranes, Giant Cranes, Native Companions and Pelicans, 
and many of the smaller birds, the Sandpiper in particular.73
72Roth, Port Mackay, 85. 
72Ibid., 82.
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Wealthy Europeans like Finch-Hatton and Spiller usually limited 
their hunting activities to birds and the more daring sport of crocodile 
killing.74 Poorer individuals—the Islanders and some Asians and Euro­
peans—used the bush for a large part of their sustenance, hunting a 
wide range of its creatures: kangaroos, wallabies, possums, bandicoots, 
echidnas etc.75 The Islanders used traditional weapons,76 guns and traps 
to catch their prey. Part of the motivation behind enlistment in the 
labour trade was the Islanders’ desire for firearms, the possession of 
which increased the power of any descent group, making them more 
capable of defending their island territory against marauding 
neighbours and their young men against predatory European recruiters. 
A gun and ammunition was usually amongst the first items purchased 
by any first-indentured labourer during the initial two decades of the 
labour trade. These firearms were used to shoot game in Queensland, 
but to show the extent of their use and availability a diversion is 
necessary, outlining the arguments which raged around the Islanders 
and their guns.
Many Europeans argued that it was irresponsible to give guns to “un­
civilized people” . Guns bought in Queensland were being used in 
Melanesia against Queensland recruiters and there was fear in some 
quarters of a Kanaka uprising in the colony. Further, the Islanders were 
accused of treating their dangerous weapons like toys, accidentally dis­
charging them and irresponsibly depleting the previously prolific wild­
life of the colony:
[immediately the labourers are paid off, almost the first ar­
ticle they buy is a gun, and with the least possible delay their 
anxiety is to make use of it, something after the manner of a 
child with a new toy. To such an extent is this being carried 
out that small birds, of every description, are fast disappear­
ing from the neighbourhood.77
74Salt and fresh water crocodiles as long as four metres were once quite common in the 
water courses of the Pioneer valley as far up river as Hamilton station west of Mirani. 
John Spiller shot nine crocodiles during his years in the district; Charles Romilly shot 
twenty-seven around Pleystowe. One of the largest estuarine crocodiles ever recorded in 
the world was shot from the verandah of the Leichhardt hotel in River street Mackay. It 
was an unbelievable 9.754 metres (32 feet) long.
M M  28 September 1867, 8 July 1870, 8 April 1871, 30 January 1875, 11 March 1876, 10 
October 1877, 27 October 1883, 27 May 1886, 28 August 1886, 5 March 1889, 13 July 
1889, 23 March 1893, 28 March 1905; Roth, Port Mackay, 85-9; The Australian En­
cyclopaedia (Sydney, 1958,) v. 3, 130.
75N.H. Smith. The Good Old Days: “M y life story” (Mackay, 1979), 21-2.
76BOHC  6Ba:l (IT & AM & WM); BOHC  7Bb:2 (NJF); BOHC  48Bb:l (NJF); BOHC 
51Ba:2 (HSQ); BOHC 81Bb:2 (MS & ONF).
^ M M l  July 1880. .
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On Sundays Islanders roamed about in large shooting parties of ten to 
fifty men, often all armed. By the mid-1870s Europeans in Queensland 
had had enough and the British government was expressing concern 
about the number of guns available in Melanesia, many of Queensland 
origin. Europeans at Mackay were the first in the colony to take steps to 
deal with the problem. On 19 May 1877 Mackay district employers held 
a meeting to discuss the legality and practicalities of disarming their 
Melanesian servants. There were 1,400 Islanders in the district, about 
1,000 of whom were thought to possess firearms.78 With only five police 
stationed at Mackay there was fear of resistance, so the Native Police 
were called in from Nebo to help supervise the disarming. In the event 
everything went smoothly and all guns were peacefully collected. On 
Friday 25th and Saturday 26th thousands of pounds worth of guns and 
ammunition were confiscated without thought of recompense.79
The 1877 seizure of the Islanders’ guns at Mackay seems to have been 
a local, not colony-wide initiative, but it came at a time when the Col­
onial Office was increasingly concerned about the sale of arms to 
Pacific Islanders. The first direct approach by the Colonial Office to the 
Queensland government on the subject was not made until later in 1877. 
The British government supported by the Queensland Immigration 
Agent wanted to stop Islanders in Queensland from being supplied fire­
arms. The Queensland government was reluctant to do anything that 
might reduce the number of Melanesians arriving in the colony. 
Besides, they argued, the Islanders were paid in coin and were free to 
spend their money as they chose.80 In early 1878 the colonial govern­
ment acquiesced to Britain to the extent of using a clause of the Naviga­
tion Act to limit Islanders returning home to one gun and six pounds of 
powder each, but the limit seems seldom to have been enforced. The 
only attempts to regulate their use of guns were occasional prosecutions 
under regulations forbidding the discharge of firearms on a Sunday.81
Through the late 1870s and early 1880s planters continued to com­
plain that the reckless use of firearms by Islanders was decimating wild­
life, but while shopkeepers continued selling them guns the Islanders
™QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to CS, 18 May 1877.
™Qlder 1 April, 2 December 1876; M M  12, 16, 19, 26 May 1877; QSA CPS 10B/G1, 
Goodall to Freudenthal, Fort Cooper, 8 May 1877; M itchell B1322-1, Martin Diary, 19 
May 1877.
“ Pamaby, Britain and the Labour Trade, 173-4.
ilM M  16 January, 16 February, 23 March, 24, 26 July 1878, 7 July 1880. See also Table 
One of Appendix Four: All known charges agaiast Melanesians in the Mackay district, 
1871-1907, Items 16 and 17.
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continued to use them. Henry Ling Roth, unmindful of his planter 
friends bagging game in the name of sport, squarely blamed the 
Islanders for the decline in wild-life around Mackay.82 The main argu­
ment against selling guns to Melanesians was never because of the 
damage they might do to Queensland’s wild-life or human beings: the 
real problem was in the islands. Queensland was supplying guns which 
Pacific Islanders used to shoot each other, recruiters and Europeans 
resident in the Islands. Queensland expected Britain to police the 
Pacific but refused to contribute anything toward naval expenditure. 
Queensland refused to stop selling guns while the Islanders could still 
buy them from French and British nationals in the Pacific.
In 1881 Britain proposed an international convention on the sale of 
arms in the Pacific, but felt that Queensland had to agree first, not 
wanting to be embarrassed by a colony repudiating an Imperial agree­
ment. The long-awaited change came in November 1883 when S.W. 
Griffith’s Liberals came to power in Queensland. It was Griffith, as 
seen above, who attempted to close down the recruiting trade in 1885. 
One of his first moves in this direction was to regulate the traffic in fire­
arms. In November 1883 Queensland prohibited the export of firearms, 
inviting the other Australian colonies and Fiji to apply a similar ban, 
which they did in early 1884.83 Melanesians in Queensland who had pur­
chased firearms prior to the proclamation were able to take their 
weapons back to the islands, but the supply should then have ceased. As 
so often happened with labour trade regulations thç proclamation 
which became Clause Nine of the 1884 Act was never strictly 
enforced.84 Recruiters no longer gave guns as trade gifts for recruits but 
Islanders in Queensland continued to purchase guns albeit clandestine­
ly, smuggling firearms, ammunition and explosives back to their islands 
throughout the trade. Police files for the later period show that 
Islanders in Queensland still had ready access to guns.
Guns were obviously the most powerful weapons available to the 
Melanesians; weapons which they used against wild-life and occasional­
ly men. But all were equally if not more proficient in using spears, bows 
and arrows, tomahawks and clubs which they manufactured in 
Queensland and had in large supply. With guns, traditional weapons
82Roth, Port Mackay, 81. Also refer to QSA COL/A369, In letter 4770 of 1883, H.L. 
Roth to CS, 13 September 1883; M M  1 February 1881, 11 September 1883.
83Parnaby, Britain and the Labour Trade, 174-5.
UM M  19 March 1889; QSA POL/J29, Sub. Insp. Bundaberg to Ch. Insp. Brisbane, 26 
March 1898.
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and traps they were able to obtain a significant amount of bush food to 
supplement their employer-provided diet. Just as their various weapons 
could be used on land they also could be used procuring sea foods.
Fishing was a favourite pastime for many Melanesians in 
Queensland, particularly those originally from coastal areas where 
fishing was their main livelihood. The bulk of the Pioneer valley’s 
Melanesian population have always lived within a few kilometres of the 
sea in the area bounded by Habana, Marian and Homebush. All had 
freshwater streams nearby; most were within easy reach of coastal 
estuaries, mangroves and the tidal reaches of the river.85 They used to 
the full available natural materials, maintaining stone fish traps,86 mak­
ing fishing nets, lines and crab pots from vines and bark.87 Such was the 
abundance of fish in the Pioneer river last century that in a single after­
noon with the aid of a line or small net it was possible to catch a score of 
fish together weighing forty kilograms. A weekend fishing expedition 
broke the monotony of wage labour with the bonus of providing an 
alternative to plantation food. When Melanesians from the same island 
had a chance to get together at a weekend, fishing was always one of 
their major activities.88 The river was rich with whiting, bream, flat- 
head, mullet, and even gropers. In 1878 some Islanders from River 
plantation caught a 163 kilogram fish in the Pioneer, which, roasted in 
a stone oven, provided a feast for a multitude.89
Both in the Islands and in Queensland traditional Melanesian fishing 
practices intertwined marine science, socially approved magic and 
general customs. Phases of the moon and stars shaped their fishing pro­
cedures: night fishing was seldom undertaken by Islanders at Mackay 
for fear of malevolent spirits; full moon was not the time to go fishing; 
when the Seven Sisters constellation was high in the night sky the time
In 1898 the Bundaberg police confiscated the following from Islanders living in that 
district: 18 shotguns, 29 rifles, 17 carbines, 6 revolvers, 2 pistols, ammunition, powder, 
shot and caps, plus a number of native weapons.
85The Pioneer river is tidal as far up stream as Dumbleton.
86There is a stone fish trap in Reliance creek coastward of Habana and Etowrie but opi­
nion is divided as to whether the trap was built by Aboriginals or by Melanesians. Certain­
ly it was Melanesians who maintained it in the late nineteenth century. BOHC 30Ba:2 
(NS); BOHC 48Ba:2 (NJF).
VBOHC 5 lBa:2(HSQ); BOHC48Ba:2 (NJF); BOHC 30BA:2 (NS); BOHC7Bb:l (NJF). 
88Early European reports also extol the pleasures of fishing in the Pioneer. The Gentle­
man’s Magazine (1880), 614 (“Among the Sugar-Cane”); BA & NZ Mail 9 May 1901, 
Supp. xiii (E.S. Rawson); QSA COL/A650, In letter 2566 of 1891. Copy of Deposition, 
Regina v’s Tonacka and Daley, 18 November 1888.
$9MM  30 January 1878.
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was right for crabbing.90 Fishing magic was used, special spells cast ard  
plants nibbed along fishing lines and nets to attract fish.91 Different 
groups observed different taboos. Jack Marau from Guadalcanal 
would not eat crabs because of the image of female reproductive organs 
on their undershells. Australian-born Malaitans at Maryborough and 
Mackay when young were not allowed to eat crabs. Andrew Bobongie 
from Lau Malaita would never eat flathead or sole because of a Lau 
custom.92 Much of the traditional knowledge recounted by the older 
Islanders today seems to have been gained down at the beach around 
roaring fires while the old men and women wistfully reminisced about 
custom and history. Noel Fatnowna, born at Mackay in 1929, 
remembers the beach gatherings of his childhood:
For entertainment in those days we used to go fishing on 
Saturday nights as soon as Dad came home from Church.
We walked through Wilson’s swamp, Shann’s lake, and 
down to a place called the Oyster bed or the Ti-trees, then 
on to Black’s beach. We walked through the mangroves on 
paths cut years before. When we got there they would show 
us great big heaps of white, bleaching oyster shells, in the 
New Hebridean language called kurri-kurri, meaning 
mussels. We ate these shells, these kurri-kurri,... and fish 
cooked in hot stones... We would go down on to the beach 
or down along the creek and make a big fire. The old people 
loved to sit around the fire and tell us their stories of the far 
away places of our homeland. Great orators they were. We 
would stay there until Sunday evening... The reason we were 
down there, as I recall it now was not to go fishing but 
because this was where we learned our ways.93
To the original Melanesian immigrants food involved far more than 
sustenance and taste. Land gardens were located where one had 
primary kinship rights. Sea harvesting similarly was limited to specific 
areas. Gardening and fishing were private, tranquil activities. Food 
came from the ground where the dead were buried. The dead, one’s 
ancestors, controlled fertility, were given the first fruits of the garden
*>BOHC 47Bb:2 (NJF); BOHC lBa:l (ONF & HSQ); BOHC 7Bb:l (NJF).
9 ] BOHC 31Bb:l(GA); BOHC llBb:3 (FP).
n BOHC 4Ba:2 (WM); BOHC 81Bb:2 (MS & ONF); BOHC 51Ba:2 (NJF); BOHCA\Bb.\ 
(HB & ONF).
9*BOHC 80Ba:l-2 (ONF).
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and punished transgressors of taboos. Pigs raised for sacrifice to the 
dead could not be used for general eating. Sorcerers collected food 
scraps to hex their victims. Their world was carefully balanced to 
preserve equilibrium and food was integral to the balance. Food was life 
and death in a manner never dreamed of by the author of the offical 
Queensland dietary scale.
4. European medical care of Melanesians
The first buildings on the site of Mackay township were erected in 
late 1861. The town grew during the 1860s to include most essential 
community services—shops, hotels, a church and graveyard—but there 
were no medical practitioners nor a hospital. Residents had to travel to 
Bowen or Rockhampton in order to consult a doctor unless one hap­
pened to be passing through. Dr. Belinfanto spent a short period in the 
district about 1865 and a Bowen doctor T.J. O’Grady saw patients at 
Mackay while a prisoner en route to Rockhampton gaol in March 1866. 
D.H. Dalrymple, a failed medical student who set up Mackay’s first 
pharmacy in 1865 or 1866, provided most of the early medical care for 
the district.94 The first resident medical practitioner was Robert 
McBurney who arrived in 1869 aged twenty-four. Trained in Belfast 
and Edinburgh, he was appointed Government Medical Officer in 
Mackay and made Superintendent of the public hospital opened in 
1872; he worked in the district until his death in 1899. McBurney was 
responsible for medical examinations given to the Islanders when they 
first arrived at Mackay and with Dr C.H. Clarkson (appointed 
specifically to attend to the Islanders from 1883 to 1889) was the doctor 
who had most to do with the Islanders. Other doctors came and went, 
some of dubious reputation. H.H. Finch-Hatton claimed that in the late 
1870s he found one of Mackay’s medical men drunk in a town gutter.95
Not until the district’s immigrant population was 1,400 (700 of them 
Melanesians) was there any formal move to establish a hospital. J.E. 
Davidson of Alexandra wrote to the local paper in 1870 calling for sup­
port to petition the government for a hospital. The next year public 
meetings were held, a permanent Hospital Committee resulting. By
94M M  Jubilee 1912, 21 (James Robb) and 2 (G.F. Bridgeman); M M  4 April 1866 in 4 
April 1966; 29 May 1867; Waterson, Biographical Register, 43.
K M M 17 February 1869,16 May 1899, 31 December 1906; QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to 
CS, 4 December 1876; Finch-Hatton, Advance Australia, 28.
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August 1872 a two-room hospital had been built, capable of accom­
modating six patients. McBurney was in charge.96
During their first decade in the district, 1867 to 1876, the Islanders 
had increased in number from seventy to 1,600. Probably about 400 of 
them died during this decade; many others suffered from serious ill­
nesses.97 The town hospital was intended primarily to serve the Euro­
pean population: Islanders were admitted grudgingly, and then only to 
a special Kanaka ward. Chinese and other Asians were also segregated 
from European patients. This was not peculiar to Mackay: racial 
segregation in Queensland’s public hospitals was common at least until 
the 1930s. In the nineteenth century public hospitals were a relatively 
new concept. The government was reluctant enough to accept respon­
sibility for care of poor whites without also supplying beds for blacks. 
Medical knowledge of disease causation was still extremely primitive. 
Cholera, typhus, typhoid and dysentery, diseases which thrived in dirty 
insanitary conditions, were rife. Often disease was blamed on poverty 
and inferior background rather than the actual cause. Europeans were 
at their most racist when it came to disease and sickness. In the 1860s 
and 1870s European medical care was seldom wasted on Melanesians.98
The 1868 Act was as vague about medical treatment for the Islanders 
as it was for so many matters, merely specifying that all expense incur­
red by the government in affording hospital relief to Islanders was to be 
met by their employers. Employers spent as little as possible on main­
taining the health of their workers. Those who developed degenerative 
diseases or in other ways became incapacitated were paid off and sent 
home.99 Very few plantations had hospital buildings in the 1870s so sick 
labourers stayed with their fellows in grass huts or barracks. Planters 
contracted the town doctors (at Mackay usually McBurney) to visit their 
plantations when any of the Islanders were ill. If surgery was necessary 
McBurney took the patient to the public hospital, but in less serious 
cases in the early decades sick Islanders were dealt with on the planta­
tions. There they might be administered patent medicines or folk 
remedies by the employer or overseer; or have medicines or treatment
6 August 1870, 29 April 1871, 24 August 1872, 4 January 1873, 1 April 1905. 
^Refer to Table Seventeen.
98F.B. Smith, The People's Health 1830-1910 (London, 1979), 265-84; E. Barclay, The 
Public Health Movement in Queensland, 1859—1900 (B.A. Hons, thesis, University of 
Queensland, 1969); Loos, Invasion and Resistance, 166-7; C.R. May, The Chinese in 
Cairns and District (PhD. thesis, James Cook University of North Queensland, 1978), 
184-8.
"Q SA  CPS 10B/G1. Goodall to Hewitt & Co., 25 May 1876.
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prescribed by a doctor or pharmacist; or receive traditional Islander 
remedies involving herbs, folk-lore and magic.100
Because of high mortality and poor health amongst Islanders in the 
1870s, specifically at Maryborough but also colony-wide, a series of in­
vestigations into Melanesian physical well-being in the colony was made 
between 1876 and 1880. These were outlined earlier in the chapter. The 
most substantial result of this government-sponsored introspection 
(concerned more with Queensland’s reputation than with humanitarian 
principles) was the establishment of separate Islander hospitals com­
plete with medical officers, financed by the Islanders’ employers in each 
district.101 The 1880 Act imposed an annual hospital capitation fee of 
ten shillings on employers for every Melanesian they employed in the 
four districts where hospitals were built; in 1885 the capitation fee was 
doubled. The segregated hospital system operated from 1883 until 1889 
at Maryborough, Mackay, Ingham and Johnstone (Innisfail), after 
which the hospitals closed and the capitation fee was no longer col­
lected. The cost of the buildings and hospital expenditure beyond the 
capitation fee was met from the Pacific Islanders’ Trust Fund, contain­
ing the employers’ return passage deposit and a portion of the wages of 
deceased Islanders.102
For some years before the special hospital was established there had 
been concern at Mackay about overcrowding of the Kanaka ward in the 
local hospital,103 which, although much expanded from its 1872 size, 
was still inadequate. But when the government proposed a new hospital 
for the Islander-half of the population the plan met with little approval, 
particularly from their employers who considered the capitation fee an 
unwarranted imposition. Those who had built hospitals on their planta­
tions resented having to finance a central Islander hospital. If for exam­
ple a planter employed one hundred Islanders, from 1883 he was taxed 
an extra fifty pounds a year, and from 1885 until 1889 an extra one hun­
dred pounds. Finances aside, employers doubted the wisdom of bring-
]C0Qlder, 1 January 1876; QSA COL/A453, In letter 622 of 1886, A IPI C.A. Forster to 
IPI A.R. Macdonald, 18 January 1886; Mercer and Moore, ‘Indigenous religious and 
magical practices’. 19-80.
101K. Saunders, ‘The Pacific Islander hospitals in colonial Queensland: the failure of 
liberal principles’, JPH, v. 11:1 ( 1976), 32-3.
]02Vic. 44 No. 17, Cl. 28 and Vic. 49 No. 17, Cl. 6 and 7; Vic. 48 No. 12, Cl. 3, 4 and 11. 
Report upon the financial condition o f the Pacific Islanders’ Hospitals, presented to both 
houses o f Parliament (Govt, Printer, Brisbane, 1887).
103In 1878 the Mackay Planters’ Association set up a sub-committee to investigate the pro­
blem.
Mackay Planters’ Association Minute Book, 5 (?) May 1878.
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ing together all sick islanders in the district under the one roof, and with 
good cause. Removing sick Islanders to hospitals, away from their 
friends, often had a detrimental effect on their recovery. Isolation on 
plantations did at least stop the spread of contagious diseases, and 
bringing enemy island groups together in a hospital ward could in­
advertently lead to bloodshed.104 One such incident occurred on CSR’s 
Victoria plantation at Ingham in June 1883. Unknowingly sick 
Islanders from antagonistic tribes were locked together at night in the 
plantation’s hospital. Next morning one was dead, one seriously ill and 
others injured, the result of a bloody night battle.105 The government 
delayed the hospital plan until 1883 to allow employers time to 
straighten out their finances, but insisted that the plan proceed.
A significant increase in the mortality rate in 1882 did much to over­
come planter opposition to the hospitals. The only suitable site for the 
Mackay Islander hospital was on the already designated twenty-three 
acre hospital reserve on the river bank, the site of the present-day 
Mackay Base Hospital. The European hospital with its Kanaka ward 
was already there when in August 1882 tenders were called to construct 
the Islander hospital at a discreet distance to its rear. It was larger than 
the European hospital and the building's plans show it to have been 
quite substantial. At the start of 1884 the Islander hospital was com­
plete but far from operational.106 To cope with increasing sickness 
amongst the Melanesians the building was rushed into service ill- 
equipped. Dr J.A. Thompson, the first Superintendent found himself in 
March 1884 with 189 patients when “for all practical purposes no 
hospital exists.”107
The site was poorly drained and unfenced. There was no fresh water 
and few essential items like bedding. Thompson complained that there 
was no operating theatre, mortuary, post-mortem rooms or isolation 
wards for patients with infectious diseases. Employers wanted their 
money’s worth and brought in their sick. As one employer wrote in 
April 1884:
l0AIbid., 3, 24 March 1882, CSR 142/1251 (IN), Stuart to Knox, 27 March 1882; QSA 
COL/A341, In letter 3959 of 1882, IPI A.R. Macdonald to U CS 23 March, 5 May 1882 
and H.L. Roth (Secretary of the Mackay Planters’ Assoc.) to CS, 12 July 1882. 
10SSaunders, Uncertain Bondage, 34-5.
i06M M  2 August 1882; QSA COL/346: Plans of Mackay Hospital Reserve.
107ß&4 COL/A384, In letter 1945 of 1884, J.A. Thompson to U CS, 13 March 1883.
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I utilised this establishment by sending a couple of boys to 
kill or cure.108
The government wanted to spend as little money as possible and seemed 
to think that Melanesians did not need the same sanitary standards as 
European hospital patients. Dr Thompson berated the Under Colonial 
Secretary on this point:
...this institution is intended for the cure of disease... the 
conditions under which disease is curable are known not to 
vary with the race attacked but to be essentially the same for 
all men.109
Table Fifteen
Melanesian mortality in the Mackay district, 1881-1890.
Year Number of 
Melanesians
Melanesian
deaths
Average Melanesian mortal­
ity rate for Queensland 
(per 1,000)
1881 2087 (135) 64.74
1882 3008 368 82.64
1883 3845 323 75.31
1884 3697 823 147.74
1885 3400 (336) 98.84
1886 2686 (156) 58.20
1887 2077 (122) 59.00
1888 1911 112 64.70
1889 2121 123 59.20
1890 2816 98 44.50
Note: No death statistics for Melanesians at Mackay have been locat­
ed for 1881 or 1885-7. The figures are an estimate based on the 
Mackay Melanesian population and the average death rate for 
all Melanesians in Queensland.
(Source: Refer to Table Seventeen)
m M M  23 April 1884.
'<»QSA COL/A385, In letter 2230 o f 1884, Thompson to U CS, 17 March 1884.
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Table Sixteen
In-Patients cared for at the Mackay Base Hospital 
1891-1905
(Total number, and the number of Asians, 
Aboriginals and Melanesians.)
Year Total Asians Aboriginals Melanesians
In-patients In-patients Deaths
in the
Total Deaths District
1891 181 16 1 10 2 151
1892 157 7 1 8 2 104
1893 204 13 0 10 1 74
1894 247 12 0 17 2 55
1895 278 21 0 24 4 51
1896 311 22 3 37 0 61
1897 338 17 3 28 59
1898 583 33 0 91 j? 48
1899 ? 23 0 58
. 5
§ 48
1900 *3C 27 0 72 oCJ 29
1901 §o 21 0 81 1 44
1902 'S 28 3 60 ca 44
1903 C•a 33 7 33
c
§
S-
38
1904 oo 32 8 27 20
1905 i 30 11 25 n.a.
(Source: Mackay Base Hospital Register and Table Seventeen)
The hospital was so crowded that patients were camping in surrounding 
cane fields. Premier Griffith, aware of the dangerous situation develop­
ing, agreed to appoint a second surgeon and ordered a halt to admis­
sions until conditions improved and the over-crowding was reduced.
Horrific stories circulated, inflamed by the press. The hospital was 
depicted as a charnel-house reeking of dysentery and death, an image 
not far from the truth. Thompson was unfortunate enough to have 
opened his ill-equipped hospital in the midst of the worst epidemic ever
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to affect Melanesians in Queensland. The sugar boom was at its peak 
and extra labour was desperately wanted. Recruits were becoming dif­
ficult to get in the New Hebrides and the Solomons so recruiters divert­
ed their attention to the islands off New Guinea. Beginning in May 1883 
the first of these recruits arrived in Queensland. Between then and 
November 1884 approximately 3,00o110 Islanders from New Guinea, 
New Britain, New Ireland and what is today Milne Bay Province, arriv­
ed at Queensland ports. The first of them to reach Mackay were pro­
bably those on the Fanny in July 1883. Subsequent investigations prov­
ed that large numbers of these recruits from northern Melanesia had 
been kidnapped and did not understand the terms of their agreements. 
Plucked from their homes, frightened and unable to adapt to wage 
labour, strange food and surroundings, and the new disease environ­
ment, they died. In Mackay 323 Islanders died in 1883 from the Islander 
population of 3,845. In 1884 823 died in a population of 3,697.111 
Almost all the dead were the newly-arrived recruits from northern 
Melanesia. Island communities, isolated each from their neighbours, 
did not have any resistance to alien diseases; north Melanesians fared 
worst of all. They lacked immunity to many common diseases and they 
also failed to weather Queensland’s winter months.
Thompson, criticized by the planters, and by ä particularly vicious 
anonymous article in the Queensland Leader, himself sick with fever, 
horrified by the pathetic dying Islanders, resigned in April.112 His place 
was taken by Dr C.H. Clarkson on transfer from the Maryborough 
Islander hospital. Clarkson slowly began to pull into shape the 
shambles left by the unfortunate Thompson. The building was 
fumigated, disinfected and painted; its drainage and sanitation were at­
tended to. By the end of 1884 his hospital had ninety patients (as oppos­
ed to Thompson’s 189), and there had been a reasonable decline in the 
death rate. From January to April 1884 thirty-five percent of the pa­
ll0Corris, “Blackbirding’ in New Guinea Waters’, 86; Price with Baker, ‘Origins of 
Pacific Islands Labourers in Queensland’, 116; QVP  1884, v. 2, 770: Pacific Island Im­
migration 1883-4. 
u lTable Seventeen.
1 l2M M  29 March, 23 April 1884; Queensland Leader 1 March 1884. The article was writ­
ten by George de Latour, a Queensland Government Agent.
Q S’tic 1884: Polynesian Emigration; Sauders, ‘Pacific Islander hospitals’, 42-6 gives a 
detailed description of the 1884 fiasco at the Mackay Islander hospital.
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tients died (169 of 493). From June to December nineteen percent of 
Clarkson’s patients died (150 of 754).113
Even with the capitation fee the Islander hospitals were a losing con­
cern finacially. The Mackay hospital was by far the most expensive to 
operate: the four were £19,079 in debt by the end of 1887 but the 
Mackay hospital accounted for £10,712 of the sum. The debt was 
recouped from the Pacific Islanders’ Fund, but the government, fearing 
further indebtedness, gradually curtailed the hospitals, first reducing 
staff, then closing down each hosptial. First Maryborough closed, then 
Ingham and Johnstone, and finally Mackay.114
Employers met at the Mackay Court House in October 1889 to 
discuss closing the hospital. They said that it was too expensive to run, 
Islanders working farther down the valley were too far away to make 
use of it, and the number of Islanders in the district was decreasing. The 
government agreed that the Mackay Islander Hospital be closed on 31 
December 1889. The planters had disbanded their private hospitals 
when the government hospital system was introduced; then the govern­
ment blithely told them to hurry up and get them re-established. What 
to do? Dr Clarkson, still Superintendent, arranged to operate the 
government hospital as a private venture, charging three shillings per 
day for each patient. The biggest plantations (Homebush, Habana, 
Palms and Te Kowai) refused to use his services as they had made ar- 
rangeménts with other doctors. J.E. Davidson of Palms-Te Kowai 
wanted the hospital’s medicines and furnishings sold to his and other 
plantations. Clarkson battled with the employers and the government 
but finally closed the hospital in June 1890. His last correspondence in 
the Queensland Archives file concerning the hospital makes his feelings 
clear. He wrote to W.H. Ryder, Assistant Under Colonial Secretary in 
November 1890:
There is no hospital accommodation worthy of the name on 
any plantation and if any serious illness arose the white 
hospital is quite unable to cope with it from deficiency of 
space. After a gross (sic) experience I am concerned that a 
grave act of carelessness if not of inhumanity was commit­
ted by the Polynesians Dept. ... in allowing over two thou-
113ß&4 COL/A414, In letter 729 of 1885, Clarkson to Committee of Management of 
Mackay Pacific Islander Hospital, 2 January 1885. Even so, Clarkson was not Healing 
with all Islander patients in the district. Over the same period June to December thirty- 
three Islanders died without being admitted to the hospital. QVP 1885, v. 2, 999. 
n4Report upon the financial condition of the Pacific Islanders’ Hospitals, 10 October 
1887, as presented to both Houses of Parliament, Brisbane, 1887.
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sand of a sickly race to be left without proper provision in 
case of an Epidemic.... If they are sold [the hospital 
buildings] you will be having boys dying all over the coun­
try, as in the old times for want of a house of refuge...If you 
have any say in the matter give the poor Devils a chance.115
Clarkson was correct in his fears. Over the next six years 496 
Islanders died in the Mackay district. Only eleven of these were being 
cared for at the public hospital when they died. The others were in plan­
tation hospitals, or as the plantations were growing fewer, working for 
small farm operators and cared for by farmers’ wives or by their fellow 
labourers. Clarkson’s Islander hospital was used by hundreds of 
Islanders each year from 1883 until 1889. During the 1890s there were, 
on average, more than 2,000 Melanesians in the district in any one year. 
In the decade and a half after the Islander hospital closed only 581 
Islanders were admitted as In-patients to the Mackay Base Hospital: an 
average of thirty-eight Melanesian patients per year. The only amelio­
rating factors to the government neglect of Islander health during the 
1890s and 1900s are that there were no major epidemics and perhaps 
fifty percent of them had lived in Queensland for more than three years. 
Having survived the change in climate, food and disease environment 
they were less likely to have needed medical care. But as ever, first- 
indenture labourers suffered the full brunt of the labour trade. In the 
early twentieth century the immigrant Melanesians and their children 
continued to receive medical care in a separate ward of the Mackay 
Hospital. As late as 1937 a segregated ward was in use for Melanesian 
and other ‘alien’ patients.116
It is a serious question whether hospital treatment o f the Melanesians 
in the nineteenth century had any beneficial effect whatever. Medical 
knowledge o f the day did not make it possible for any special treatment 
to be given for serious illnesses. Removal o f the patient from contact with 
fellow workers might have been beneficial in the case o f infectious 
diseases, if it occurred early enough, but often the infectious disease 
would have been transmitted to others before the patient was seen to be 
sufficiently ill to require removal to the hospital. In the case o f minor ill­
ness the hospital might have been able to take prophylactic action by en­
suring rest, warmth and adequate nourishment, thus preventing the 
development o f more serious diseases such as pneumonia. On the one
U5QSA COL/A346: Mackay Kanaka Hospital closure. C.H. Clarkson to Ass. U CS
Rhyder, 20 November 1890.
ll6BOHC 36Ba:2 (ONF); BOHC47Ba:2 (NJF).
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hand this possible effect might well have been offset by the patient’s 
fear of his or her surroundings, and on the other most cases removed to 
the hospital would be already serious. The hospitals were of dubious 
value.
5. Melanesian mortality: 1867—1907
One concrete piece of evidence which has always seemed proof of 
harsh treatment of Melanesians in Queensland is their high death rate. 
Over the four decades of the trade, each year on an average, fifty 
Melanesians in every 1,000 died in Queensland.117 These were young 
men and women in the prime of life, aged mainly between sixteen and 
thirty-five. The death rate amongst Europeans in Queensland over 
similar years—of all ages—was fifteen per 1,000. The death rate- 
amongst European males in the colony of similar age to the pre­
dominantly male Melanesian population, was closer to nine or ten in 
every 1,000.118 The general Queensland mortality rate was average for 
Australia and acceptable by world standards. The Queensland Melane­
sian mortality rate, which at its height in 1884 was 147 per 1,000, was 
unacceptable by humane standards anywhere.119
Based on Table Seventeen it seems fair to estimate that between 4,000 
and 5,000 Melanesians died in the Mackay district between 1867 and 
1907. The problem is to assign and apportion causes of these deaths.
117Refer to Table Seventeen. No figures are available for the years 1863-1867 and 
1872-1874. The average mortality rate, calculated for all other years 1860 to 1904 is ac­
tually 52.056 per 1,000, but the figure varies dramatically: from 18.20 in 1870 to 147.74 in 
1884.
118R. Cilento and C. Lack, Triumph in the Tropics: an historical sketch o f Queensland 
(Brisbane, 1959), Plate LXXII (figures provided by the Dept. Govt. Statistican of 
Queensland); Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 200; QSA PRE/88, AUS CSD to RG, 4 
December 1901.
119For example the mortality rate for Collingwood (an industrial inner-city Melbourne 
suburb) in the 1880s was between 19 and 21 per 1,000. The rate for the City of Melbourne 
and the rest of the Melbourne metropolitan area was similar. The mortality rate for the 
colony of Victoria in the 1880s was between 14 and 17 per 1,000 inhabitants. At a similar 
time the rate for England as a whole was 19 per 1,000; for London 20; for Liverpool 26; 
and for Manchester 29.
The Queensland Melanesian death rate is excessive even when compared with that of 
British troops serving in tropical areas in the nineteenth century. A.H.B. Barrett, The 
Making of an Industrial Environment: Collingwood, Victoria, 1851-91 (M.A. thesis, 
Melbourne University, 1970), 176; P.D. Curtin, ‘Epidemiology and the Slave Trade’, 
Political Science Quarterly, v. 83 (1968), Tables One to Three. 203-6; QVP 1880, v. 2: 
Report of the excessive mortality amongst Islanders on R. Cran and Cos. plantations, 
Maryborough, by Drs Wray and Thomson, 416-7.
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Table Eighteen is an analysis of a 426 person sample of Melanesian 
deaths which occurred in the Maryborough and Mackay districts during 
this time. In the 426 cases the cause of each death can be defined 
reasonably accurately, 202 of the cases came from the Maryborough 
Islander Hospital register between 1884 and 1888, The remaining 224 
are all from Mackay: drawn from a cemetery register from 1875 until 
1884 (63 deaths); The Mackay Base Hospital register from 1891 until 
1895 (11 deaths); a thorough reading the Mackay Mercury from 1867 
until 1907 and a sampling of Queensland government archival records 
(150 deaths). The combination of records gives a wide chronological and 
source outline, providing a fair balance between deaths from diseases and 
those caused by trauma, suicide and murder. The number of these deaths 
is likely to be reasonably accurate, given the violence of the incidents and 
public interest in them. The sample is less accurate in its listing of deaths 
from natural causes, although the emphasis on respiratory, gastro­
intestinal and infectious diseases is accurate.
Historians have not seriously attempted to analyse the high degree of 
ill-health and death amongst Melanesians in Queensland. Peter Corris 
and Kay Saunders merely catalogued the more logical of the causes sug­
gested by contemporary observers: long hours and monotonous work; 
poor accommodation and inadequate food rations; unaccustomed 
clothing; poor drainage around their quarters on plantations, and in­
adequate sanitation; lack of immunity to disease and the low standard 
of medical care.120 Although these points are part of the reason, they 
fall short of the whole. The remainder of this chapter is an attempt to 
remedy this myopia from the widest possible perspective.
The explanation for the high mortality cuts two ways—European and 
Melanesian—allowing no simple answer. The legislation governing the 
Islanders’ living conditions was inadequate and even as it stood was not 
always enforced. Police Magistrates and Inspectors of Pacific Islanders 
could do little other than occasionally inspect the labourers’ quarters 
and rations and ensure that they were paid correctly. They seldom were 
able to arrive un-announced and usually only reported on conditions 
when they were called out to investigate a complaint. Regardless of their 
claims to have the Islanders’ confidence, Islanders were as loath to com­
plain to them as they would have been to the police or any other Euro­
pean. Conditions on plantations and farms owed more to the discretion 
and goodwill or otherwise of individual employers and their managers
120Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 69-84; Saunders, Workers in Bondage, 82-91, 
and ‘Pacific Islander Hospitals’.
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and overseers. Some employers saved money by cheating on the quality 
of the Islanders’ food, clothing and accommodation, showing a callous 
disregard for the lives of their labourers, but more often they were ex­
hibiting a lack of medical knowledge and the racist Weltanschauungen 
typical of Europeans in that era.
In addition, Melanesians faced other problems more akin to their 
own culture. They were quite unused to the type of work they were 
expected to perform in the fields and mills, and unused to constant day­
long labour of any kind. The climate differed from that of Melanesia. 
The food provided for them, although generally nutritionally adequate, 
was different in type and presentation from that to which they were 
used to the islands. Epidemiologically many Melanesians, particularly 
those new to the colony, fared poorly. And lastly and importantly, 
there were vast conceptual differences between nineteenth century 
European and Melanesian views of sickness and death; differences that 
although not primarily responsible for the high mortality rate, certainly 
exacerbated it considerably. These vast differences in outlook passed 
unknown to nineteenth century writers and have either been ignored or 
glossed over by historians content to draw conclusions from contem­
porary European sources without sufficient effort to utilise anthropo­
logical and medical knowledge which lead to different conclusions.
From the first Melanesians behaved differently from Europeans at 
Mackay when faced with illness and death. Some of these first arrivals 
began work at Balnagowan in May 1867. Four months later one of 
them, spitting blood, died, but not at Balnagowan: he ran away to­
wards the south, dying at Bell’s and Atherton’s property on Plane creek 
twenty kilometres away. Others were employed by Fitzgerald and 
Davidson on Alexandra plantation. As his diary entry for 2 October 
1867 Davidson wrote:
One South Sea Islander very ill, would not take medicine of
any kind.121
The next morning the man was dead. These two Melanesians were the 
first of thousands who came to Mackay as part of a circular-migration 
they were unable to complete, cheated by death of the promised return 
to their islands. Their reactions to serious illness, to run away and to 
refuse medication, were typical of thousands of other Melanesians who 
found themselves ailing in a foreign land surrounded by alien people 
and points to several differences between Melanesian and European at-
m M M  14 September 1867; JCUNQ: Davidson’s Journal, 2 October 1867.
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titudes to nutrition, health, sickness and death. Differences were so vast 
that when Europeans and Melanesians came face to face on the planta­
tions there was an enormous physical and spiritual clash.
European ignorance of the aetiology of tropical diseases placed the 
diseases beyond the control of nineteenth century medicine, a situation 
compounded by treatments based on ignorance of human physiology, 
and irrelevant pharmacopoeia, as well as ignorance of Melanesian 
beliefs concerning disease causation. The classic work on the epidemio­
logy of migration is by P.D. Curtin. Europeans knew from an early 
date that they experienced high mortality rates overseas. Their explana­
tions were overwhelmingly racial: Europeans believed that Africans and 
other native races were immune to the effects of a hot climate, while 
Europeans were particularly liable to die in the same environment. This 
argument provided the cornerstone of pseudo-scientific racism, as used 
in Queensland to justify importing coloured labour to work in the 
tropical environment. But as Curtin suggests, epidemiology provides 
another answer:
People die from disease, not from climate, and the world 
contains many different disease environments, each with a 
range of viruses and bacteria that differ in. varying degrees 
from those found elsewhere. Physical environment and 
climate obviously play a role, but epidemiological dif­
ferences exist even where physical environment is the 
same.... Diseases themselves change radically over short 
periods; new strains of virus or bacteria appear, and old 
strains die out.
...In the longer sweep of history over the past two or three 
millennia, increasing intercommunication has made disease 
environments more nearly alike, not more diverse; but each 
breach of previous isolation has brought higher death rates, 
as unfamiliar diseases attacked populations whose environ­
ments provided no source of immunity.122
The most significant immunities are acquired, not inherited. Childhood 
disease environment is the crucial factor in determining the immunities 
among the adult population. Some immunities are inherited, and as a 
result the genetic make-up of each succeeding generation will shift 
slightly toward a tendency to mild rather than fatal infection:
122Curtin, ‘Epidemiology and the Slave Trade’, 194-5.
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In general...the individual will be safest if he stays in the 
disease environment of his childhood; if he migrates, a fully 
effective set of immunities to match a new disease environ­
ment could not be expected to appear in his generation.123
The more isolated a human community the more specialized and in­
dividual its disease environment is likely to become. Melanesia with its 
small isolated communities was sheltered, the whole from the outside 
world, and each part from the other. As a result the interaction between 
Melanesians in Queensland, as well as between Melanesians and Euro­
peans, Aboriginals and Asians was devastating to newly-arrived 
recruits. The three-year length of the circular-migration also exacer­
bated the situation, constantly exposing a fresh supply of labour to a 
new disease environment.
Doctors often hid their own inadequacies behind diagnoses inspired 
by current racial theories, divining natural unhealthiness as the cause of 
unknown disease and accepting skin colour as a guide to Melanesian 
health. A memorable example appeared in Drs Wray and Thomson’s 
1880 report on excessive mortality on R. Cran & Co. ’s Maryborough 
plantations:
The general impression seems to be the blacker the man the 
stronger he is, and that the paler the Islander the more rea­
dily is he attacked by the sickness, and there can be no doubt 
that the finest men are those from Tanna and they are very 
black... The smaller races and those which readily succumb 
are pale in colour...124
A diagnosis of malingering often covered medical problems beyond the 
practitioner’s competence, satisfying pre-conceived beliefs held by the 
employer, but doing little for the unfortunate sufferer other than gain­
ing him a kick in the ribs from an overseer.125 Although some planta­
tions had hospital buildings none had resident doctors, relying instead 
on planter-or overseer-administered cures, which more often than not 
were large doses of caster oil. If home remedies failed a town doctor
m Ibid„ 197.
124QVP 1880, V. 2: Report by Drs Wray and Thomson, 414.
125One of the best examples of Melanesian oral testimony concerning malingering was 
provided by Malaitan Henry Bobongie of Mackay. Malaitan Tom Robins was working at 
Mosman in far North Queensland in the 1890s. One morning he stayed in bed, too ill to go 
to work. The overseer arrived and poked Robins with a stick to force him to get up. 
Robins did as requested but unexpectedly punched the overseer and knocked him through 
the doorway. The result was a trip to Court for Robins. BOHC 41Ba:3 (HB).
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might be called out to the plantation or the patient could be transferred 
to a segregated ward at the town hospital.
The most common ailments for which the Islanders were treated in­
volved diseases of the gastro-intestinal tract. Often the deaths were 
listed as having been caused by diarrhoea, an unpleasant symptom but 
not the cause. The actual causes were typhoid or amoebic and bacillary 
dysentery, the result of placing Melanesians in a new disease environ­
ment with a change in diet and generally insanitary conditions. Gastro­
enteritis is not usually a killer disease, but when complicated by Melane­
sian beliefs in the supernatural cause of sickness, it may well have prov­
ed fatal. Newly arrived Melanesians struck down with gastro-enteritis 
could logically have attributed the sickness to ancestral anger or attack 
from other malevolent spirits. Amoebic and bacillary dysentery result 
from poor sanitation, the common house fly carrying the infection 
from faeces to food. Poor sanitation on the plantations and at the 
hospital exacerbated the problem.126 The Islanders’ lack of immunity 
made the problem worse. The ignorance of nineteenth century doctors 
did nothing to help. A typical diarrhoea cum dysentery cure of the time 
was to place a teaspoon of ground pepper into a pint of milk. The mix­
ture was boiled and allowed to stand. Then the superlatent fluid was 
removed and the patient drank the mixture whilst it was still hot. Phar­
macological analysis suggests that this unlikely treatment may well have 
worked in cases of minor gastro-intestinal infection,127 but if this was 
the type of treatment used in the Islander hospitals it was no wonder 
that so many of their patients died.
Doctors were more often used to certify death than to prolong 
Melanesian life. In early decades many employers did not even bother 
to notify government officials when an employee died. The dead were 
buried on the plantations. Before Christian missions to the Melanesians 
were established at Mackay in the late 1880s most were completely
126Neglected sanitation was a common failing of pre-twentieth century health and 
medicine. Before condemning the conditions on plantations and in the Islander hospitals 
one should read about conditions in slum and working class areas of European and 
Australian cities of the time. Urban sanitation was just as bad, if not worse. Smith, The 
People’s Health, Part 1: Dirt and Disease, 195-248; M. Pelling, Cholera, Fever and 
English Medicine, 1852-1865 (London, 1978); Barrett, The Making of an Industrial En­
vironment: Collingwood.
XVCSR 142/122, page 16: Cure for Dysentery, 7 March 1882. The boiled milk formed ren­
net which is a folk remedy for diarrhoea. The volatile oils in the pepper would have acted 
as an irritant and diuretic with possible anti-cholinergic and anit-spasmodic effects. I am 
indebted to Drs Peter Keary and John Mackerell for this information.
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pagan, and even if espousing Christianity it was only as a thin veneer 
over their pagan beliefs. Melanesians, pagan or Christian, had their 
own concepts of disease and death, working in often unrealized an­
tagonism to rudimentary nineteenth century European medicine.
In Melanesia medicine, magic and religion were inextricably inter­
twined. Illness and death were not the natural corollaries of disease, 
epidemics or old age; sickness always had a supernatural cause. In this 
regard Malaitans are typical of other Melanesians. Traditionally when 
individual Malaitans fall sick it is because they have broken some 
societal rule: the sickness is a direct punishment for misconduct inflicted 
by ancestors whom they must appease in order to survive. Epidemic ill­
nesses are caused by foreign spirits originating in other dialect areas on 
Malaita or from other parts of their ‘eight isle’ world. These an­
tagonistic foreign spirits constantly move around in the heavens among 
the sun, moon, stars, clouds and rainbows. Each descent group lives on 
land surrounding an ancestral shrine. Mamana is centrally focused on 
the shrine like the vortex of an invisible cyclone around the periphery of 
which wander malevolent foreign spirits.
Daniel de Coppet, anthropologist working with the ’Are ’are of 
Malaita has written extensively on ’Are ’are attitudes to death and 
disease. The ’Are ’are divide their dead into two categores: those whose 
illness was caused by their personal ancestors; and those murdered by 
living people. People murdered, either by sorcery or by some physically 
violent means, must be avenged to maintain societal equilibrium. Con­
ceptually joined with the murdered are women who die in child-birth, 
suicides, and infants who die within forty days of birth. Even after 
vengeance their bodies remain unburied, left to rot in the forest. They 
receive no mortuary rites and their spirits (better translated as “breath” 
or “image”) are lost forever. Unavenged spirits wander with the foreign 
spirits, encircling the ancestral vortex above the shrine. When ancestors 
are perceived as responsible for individual illness and proper mortuary 
rituals take place, after some years the individual becomes an ancestor 
at the shrine. After two more generations the ’Are ’are ancestor leaves 
the funeral site and goes to the islet of Marapa in Marau sound at the 
east end of Guadalcanal. Later still the ancestor slips off to another 
island called Lost-for-ever in a realm beyond the foreign spirits of the 
‘eight isles.’128 North Malaitans share a similar view, with variations.
I28D. de Coppet. ‘The Life-giving Death’, in S.C. Humphreys and H. King (eds.), Mor­
tality and Immortality, the anthropology and archaeology o f death (London, 1981), 
175-204.
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Fataleka ancestors, with all ancestors from the ‘eight isles’ travel first to 
Gaomae (Ramos) a small islet midway between Malaita and Gau 
(Isabel), then on to the island of the dead, Maumolu Naunitu (San 
Jorge) off the southern end of Gau.129
Pagan Malaitans in the Solomons today attend medical clinics and 
stay in hospitals, but under circumstances carefully controlled so as not 
to clash with their traditional beliefs and practices. Similarly the 
divergent views of disease and sickness held by Europeans and Melane­
sians in nineteenth century Queensland could have been bridged by 
careful legislation and understanding on the part of officials, the 
employers and the medical profession. But the beliefs of the Melanesian 
labourers were never treated with sufficient respect by Queensland’s 
Europeans. Europeans treated Melanesians in ways they thought were 
best for the Melanesians, not in ways acceptable to their Melanesian 
employees or patients. Legislation governing the health of the labourers 
was basic and inadequate. European aetiological, physiological, phar­
macological and racial knowledge was limited, leaving little chance that 
they could understand Melanesian health problems. Melanesians work­
ed as indentured labourers for masters who viewed them as mentally in­
ferior. Europeans, carving a new agricultural industry out of virgin 
tropical bush, were interested in the strengths of their Melanesian 
labourers, not their weaknesses in facing disease; nor traditional 
Melanesian reactions to disease and death—sorcery and violent retalia­
tion. For their own part Melanesians could do little to explain their 
reactions and feelings. They spoke many different Pacific languages 
and dialects, and pidgin English to varying degrees. The cultural gulf 
between the employers and employees was seldom bridged.
6. First-indenture labourers: acclimatization
Subsistence cultivation in Melanesia is bound up with the culture. In­
terpersonal relationships are expressed in primary or usufructuary 
cultivation rights, separation of gardens used by males and females, and 
produce trading between coastal and bush people. Gardens act as a 
focus for exchange cycles maintaining societal equilibrium, with garden 
taboos being observed and first-fruit offerings made to ancestors. A 
garden is a place to be alone, but reciprocity ensures that when an in­
dividual undertakes a large gardening task his or her kin will lend a 
hand. On Malaita gardens are the center of physical productivity and
129The Fataleka information was provided by Ishmael Itea, 14, 23 October 1976.
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fertility. Menstruating women can spoil a garden, love-making is an in­
appropriate garden activity; and, murder rewards are as integral to 
garden productivity as is taro cultivation.
Put rather beautifully by Ian Hogbin, “a Malaitaman’s garden is his 
castle”.130 Malaitan men live together in a beu (men’s house) and each 
village and beu is public domain. A husband takes his evening meal at 
his wife’s house, has sexual intercourse there, but never stays for an 
entire night for fear of damaging his garden’s fertility, returning to 
sleep in the beu. Malaitans congregate gregariously at markets and 
religious ceremonies, but gardening, which occupies a large part of their 
time, is a private activity. Hogbin’s description of To’ambaita settle­
ments and gardens in the 1930s is typical of the surrounds, and attitude 
to gardens in all wane tolo settlements even today:
The settlements are separated by stretches of jungle so thick 
that the narrow paths are often mere tunnels through which 
a pale green light filters from overhead. The country is 
broken and rough, and in order to reach a near neighbour it 
is sometimes necessary to drop into a deep ravine and climb 
the other side. Even the precipices are clothed with tall trees, 
clinging lianas and vines.
Here and there the growth is cut away, and one comes upon 
a garden surrounded by a stout fence to keep out the wild 
pigs. The principal crop is taro, but sweet potatoes and 
bananas are also grown, as well as a few yams.131 
...once a fence has been erected around the garden no one 
approaches except by invitation, and a man with a message 
to deliver to another will rather sit and wait for him in the 
mbiu [beu] than follow him half a mile to his garden.132
Men and women work unobserved, at their own pace, but large and 
productive gardens are part of the strength of any wane baita or power­
ful descent group. When extra labour is needed, as when clearing land 
for new gardens, reciprocal obligations are called into play. Young men 
without gardens are obliged to help their kin and the surrounding com­
munity. Requests for assistance are seldom ignored; laziness or shirking 
is regarded with contempt.133
130Hogbin, Experiments in Civilization, 51. 
131 ibid., 18. 
m b id ., 51.
m Ibid., 46; Ross, Baegu, 228.
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The Queensland recruiting trade was a vast affair: 62,000 Pacific 
Islanders brought from more than eighty Melanesian, Polynesian out­
lier and Micronesian islands spread over millions of square kilometres 
of ocean. Its effects on individuals participating was just as complex. 
Some survived better than others. A Lifu man from the Loyalty islands 
could have found himself working in Queensland alongside men from 
New Britain or Ontong Java, thousands of kilometres to the north. The 
Malaitan ‘eight isles’ perception of the world was typical of other areas 
of the Pacific; their world was small, and outside its immediate environs 
they were at the mercy of strange people and malevolent spirits. 
Chapters Two and Three presented the general pattern of recruiting, 
focused on Malaita. Some recruits—particularly between 1863 and the 
mid-1880s—were blatantly kidnapped; some were under age; some 
enlisted more to benefit their descent groups than themselves; some 
went willingly but reacting to lures offered by cajoling recruiters keen to 
fill quotas.
For those who were kidnapped the wrench from their island world 
was both violent and traumatic. The best documented example of mass 
kidnapping concerns the Melanesians kidnapped from islands off New 
Guinea in 1883 and 1884. Most were brought to Queensland against 
their wills, fared poorly epidemiologically and failed to adapt to planta­
tion life. Hundreds died at Mackay alone. In 1885 Inspector A.R. Mac­
donald at Mackay was asked to report on the reasons for their high 
mortality:
I think the death rate among the Islanders from New Guinea 
returned per Victoria would have been much greater than 
among ordinary run Islanders landed in Mackay from 
Solomon Islands and New Hebrides because the latter knew 
perfectly well before coming what they will have to do and 
the nature of their treatment which they learn from return 
Islanders and therefore they do not becomé homesick 
whereas the former came to work entirely strange to them 
and not knowing for what they had come.134
The New Guinea recruits fared markedly worse than any others, but 
they were not the only group whose high mortality rate and general 
debility in Queensland led to a ban on recruiting from their islands. In 
1888 Dr Clarkson, in charge of Mackay’s Islander hospital, reported to 
the Immigration Agent that:
134Q&4 CSR/150: 1885 Report by IPI Macdonald on mortality among New Guinea 
recruits.
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In my opinion exactly the same conditions which attended 
the introduction of natives from New Ireland & adjacent 
groups will attend that of the natives of Santa Cruz and 
some parts of Malaita and Pentecost.135
The high Santa Cruz mortality rate led to the temporary closure of the 
labour trade there in 1888 and its permanent closure in 1893. Also in 
1893 recruiting was suspended at Tongoa in the New Hebrides, but 
potential Tongoan recruits merely paddled to nearby islands, enlisting 
from there, so the ban could not be enforced.136 Europeans were well 
aware that some island groups fared poorly if transferred to a new en­
vironment—Bishop Patteson had this problem with his mission 
students in the early 1860s137—but they lacked our knowledge of 
epidemiology to explain the phenomenon.
By the middle years of the trade most Queenslanders were satisfied 
that kidnapping had stopped, that giving trade goods to the recruit’s kin 
was not the same as buying a recruit, and that Islander working condi­
tions in Queensland were reasonable. The trade’s detractors focused 
more on the consequences of importing cheap black labour into the col­
ony, not on the island-end of the trade. They were correct that the ma­
jority of Melanesians came of their own volition, like Malaitans, 
managing to include the labour trade within existing cosmological ex­
change cycles. But it is easier to intellectualize about their circular- 
migration decades after the event than to have actually participated. 
Melanesians leaving their small-scale societies equipped with a limited 
cosmology actually went through a physically and mentally rending ex­
perience which many failed to survive. Any of the recruits, even the 
most voluntary, could have found life in Queensland more than they 
had bargained on the beaches of Melanesia. A large proportion of the 
Melanesians who died in Queensland were first-indenture labourers. 
The longer any Melanesian lived in Queensland the more chance he had 
of a natural life expectancy. But the labour trade was not designed for
135ß&4 COL/A807, In letter 3082 of 1888, top numbered to 8768 of 18%, Clarkson to 
IA, 5 April 1888.
136Ivens, Sa’a and Ulawa, 226; QGG 13 October 1893; QSA COL/A807, Out letter 4%3 
of 1893, Premier Mcllwraith to Governor Norman and In letter 591 of 1894, Ripon to 
Norman, 30 November 1894; Price with Baker, ‘Origins of Pacific Island Labourers’, 144. 
,37C.M. Yonge, L ife o f John Coleridge Patteson: missionary Bishop o f the Melanesian 
islands, v. 1 (London, 1874), 530.
Charles Darwin made reference to Patteson’s experience in his The Descent o f Man; the 
danger to health of removing Islanders to a new environment was known to science, even 
if the cause was not.
C. Darwin, The Descent o f Man and Selection in Relation to Sex (London, 1882), 185.
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immigration, rather it was a circular-migration over three years, which 
although acceptable in terms of exchange cycles, only compounded the 
death rate.
Planting, maintaining and harvesting large open permanent fields of 
sugar cane, using steel tools bereft of religious significance, bore little 
resemblance to Melanesian small plot swidden farming. Sugar labourers 
worked long continuous hours under supervision from overseers who 
resorted to punishment to control them: punishment administered il­
legally by direct physical force and legally through the punitive powers 
of the Courts. The work regime, implements, vehicles and machinery of 
the sugar industry were all alien to Melanesian labourers working in 
their first term of indenture. Often forced to begin continuous labour 
immediately they arrived at a plantation or farm, they found the hours 
and type of work onerous, the machinery and implements unwieldy, 
even frightening. Some contemporary observers noted a sense of 
despair and depression when they first realised the true nature of their 
three-year agreements. Kinder employers took this bewilderment into 
account, allowing them time to become accustomed to the long hours of 
hard work, not pushing them too fast too soon. The less understanding 
employers saw no reason for not gaining full work value from their 
hired servants immediately they arrived.138
Physical causes of death are usually reasonably obvious—diseases, 
accidents etc.—but harder to divine are the less exact background 
causes, labelled “depression” by the most enlightened contemporary 
observers and a “pure funk” by the less enlightened. In 1880 Dr C.H. 
Clarkson attributed some of the deaths to depression:
it is an impossibility for a savage to understand the nature of 
continuous work...the men do not understand their bargain 
and labour under a feeling of disappointment and conse­
quent depression.139
Also in the 1880’s Harold Finch-Hatton, an aristocratic Englishman, 
made his own assessment of what ailed the Islanders:
They are strong sturdy men as a rule, capable of doing a 
good day’s work, but their constitutions seem to be perfectly 
incapable of standing against any sort of illness. Directly a
138Saunders, Workers in Bondage, 73-4; QSA COL/A807, In letter 3082 of 1888, top 
numbered as 8769 of 18%, Clarkson to I A, 5 April 1888; QVP 1880, v. 2, 415: Drs Wray 
and Thomson’s 1880 Maryborough Report; BOHC 7Ba:l (TA); 7Bb:l (NJF).
139QSA COL/A807, Clarkson to IA, 5 April 1888.
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Kanaka gets ill he lies down and apparently very often dies 
for no reason at all except pure funk and the lack of wish to 
get well.140
What both were trying to interpret was the Melanesian reaction to a 
new, often dangerous world. Unfamiliar surroundings and people, the 
new work regime, different food, sickness, isolation in hospitals: all ex­
periences which had to be faced by young Melanesians out of their 
natural element, away from their families and ancestors. Their logical 
interpretation of illness was that some person around them or some 
malevolent spirit was the cause. Mental withdrawal was common, 
suicide not unknown.
Occasionally first-indenture labourers expressed a preference to work 
in a particular district. The only record of Mackay being disliked by 
new recruits dates from 1884 in the New Hebrides, a direct aftermath of 
a drunken riot which occurred at the Mackay racecourse on Boxing Day 
1883 when men from the New Hebrides and the Solomons were killed, 
injured and imprisoned.141 The scattered references to Melanesians pre­
ferring one district to another probably have several explanations: 
whether a district had a number of plantations with large labour forces 
or mainly small farms: whether a large number of labourers from a 
certain island were known to be in a district; and certain climatic con­
siderations.
Exposure to cold weather and related unhygienic use of clothes and 
blankets are part of the explanation for the high mortality rate. 
Melanesia lies between the Tropic of Capricorn and the Equator. Of the 
nineteenth century Queensland cane-growing areas only the districts 
north of Rockhampton142 are above the Tropic. Although not extreme 
in world terms, the climatic change did affect the chances of survival of 
the Melanesian labourers. Even at tropical Mackay Melanesians had to 
contend with climatic conditions and related problems concerning 
clothing and bedding which they had never faced in the islands. In 1888 
Dr Clarkson listed Mackay’s climate as a prime contributing factor to 
Melanesian mortality:
Absurd as it may sound to southern ears a Mackay cold 
season is a very trying time to a true tropical resident 
especially where conditions of depression exist. You will
140Finch-Hatton, Advance Australia, 163.
141 Moore, ‘The Mackay Racecourse Riot of 1883’.
142Sugar cane was grown at Yepoon near Rockhampton from the 1880s but the industry 
there was not successful. M M  12 February, 31 October 1889.
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note that in the list [of names] sent to me the majority of 
arrivals were in winter and nearly all of the deaths were 
from lung disease very soon after. The causes of death are 
absolutely correct as they were all verified by post mortem 
exam.143
Back on their islands Melanesians went naked except for minimal 
genital cover. Cold nights were combatted by closing themselves into 
their houses and lighting fires: on Malaita on cold nights in the moun­
tains people still cover themselves with pandanus mats and sleep beside 
the ash beds of their hearths. In Queensland they had to adjust to Euro­
pean conditions and methods of dealing with cold weather. They faced 
early morning work starts, which in winter from Mackay south occa­
sionally meant temperatures as low as frost point. They were encour­
aged to sleep in wooden buildings, often without fireplaces, and had to 
learn to use clothing and blankets as substitue methods of keeping 
warm.
Seasonal variations were slight but still significant to Melanesians 
from an even hotter climate.144 During the summer months Melanesians 
preferred to wear as little clothing as European modesty pemitted and 
bartered away blankets and clothes made unnecessary by the heat. 
1870s photos of the Islanders working the fields at Mackay usually 
show the men in loin cloths and the women in skirts, bare from the 
waist up.145 When out hunting or exploring in the bush surrounding the 
cane fields, or in the privacy of their living quarters Melanesians often 
went naked. Occasionally they even worked naked: in mid-summer 
1879 W.R. Goodall complained to the manager of Foulden that 
Melanesians employed there had been seen naked, driving carts on the 
public road. But in winter their forsaken clothes and blankets became 
necessities, the lack of which, or the poor quality of which, could affect 
their health. Further, in any season, clothes and blankets, misused, 
added to Islander ill health. Melanesians were often compelled to work 
in the rain or walked to town in soaking rain. Unused to European 
clothes and ways, the first-indenture labourers in particular seldom 
bothered to change into dry clothing.146 And although (by regulation)
143Q&4 COL/A807, In letter 842 of 1888, Clarkson to IA, 5 April 1888.
,44H.L. Roth, ‘The Climate of Mackay’, R SN SW J(1881), 21—39; Rainfall in Queensland 
(Brisbane, 1947), 38-9.
145Refer to the Marten Photo Collection, most taken at Mackay between 1872 and 1876, 
held by the Mackay City Library.
146Saunders, Uncertain Bondage, 285-6; M M  2 March 1881; CSR 142/1226, Knox to 
Stuart, 3 April 1882.
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provided with a block of soap every week there was no means of enforc­
ing cleanliness. Time-expired and ticket-holding Melanesians usually 
dressed cleanly and sensibly, to swank and fashionable extremes, but 
the vulnerable first-indenture labourers permitted their clothes to 
become dirty and damp resting places for dirt-borne diseases and them­
selves candidates for thoracic diseases.
Respiratory tract infections are the most frequent minor illnesses of 
mankind. For Melanesians, particularly those newly arrived in .Queens­
land, tuberculosis, pneumonia, bronchitis and pleurisy were more than 
minor illnesses. They were the major killers. The largest number of 
Melanesian deaths were caused by respiratory illnesses. In the nine­
teenth century tubercular infections were difficult to diagnose. The 
source of tubercular infections is usually the sputum of the infected per­
son, even in a dry form. Initial symptoms were usually mistaken for 
fatigue so that by the time the disease had a strong hold it was too late 
to halt its advance. Pleurisy and bronchial disorders are common com­
plications to tuberculosis, and tuberculosis itself spreads through the 
blood stream to bones, kidneys and other organs. Last century doctors 
were puzzled by the manner of its propagation though they had long 
suspected a connection with overcrowding and poverty. There was no 
cure other than rest and good food. Tubercular Melanesians were 
suspected of shirking in the early fatigue stage of the disease. Plantation 
and hospital accommodation and food only aided the spread of the 
disease. Nineteenth century attempts at a cure combined various 
chemicals, opium and mercury. That both mercurials and opiates were 
relatively expensive and not often used to cure Melanesians was pro­
bably to their advantage.147 The different disease environment, colder 
weather and over-crowded living quarters were prime conditions for 
respiratory tract infections. It is not surprising that so many died in this 
way.
The average crude death rate declined as the labour trade progressed, 
mainly because the Melanesian population included a decreasing pro­
portion of first-indenture labourers, not from any European-inspired 
improvement in their working or living conditions. Time-expired and 
ticket-holding labourers became acclimatised to Queensland. They were 
used to the climate and work regime, had weathered the change in their 
epidemiological environment, and learnt to cope with any cultural dis­
location. First-indenture labourers had not. Ralph Shlomowitz has 
calculated that:
H7Smith, The People’s Health, 287-94; D.W. Piper (ed.), Medicine fo r  the Paramedical 
Professionals (Sydney, 1970), 47-75; Craton, Searching fo r  the Invisible Man, 127-8.
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the estimated crude death rate of Melanesians in the first 
year of their indenture (81 per 1000) was over three times as 
great as the estimated crude death rate for the rest of the 
Melanesian population (26 per 1000).148
If a Melanesian survived the first three years in Queensland he or she 
would probably have lived until old age. Documentary evidence of this 
is fragmentary but supporting. One 1895 report acknowledges that the 
first year, even the first six months in the colony was the critical survival 
period.149 At Mackay from 1882 to 1884 there were 1,514 Melanesian 
deaths; every one a Melanesian who had resided in Queensland less than 
three years.150 Another piece of evidence concerns the relatively low 
crude death rate amongst ticket-holders. Shlomowitz calculated that 
over the years that the system operated, 1884 to 1906, the upper bound 
of their death rate was about fourteen per 1,000, a similar rate to Euro­
peans in Queensland.151 And in a 388 sample of Melanesian deaths at 
Mackay, collected from funeral records between 1898 and 1959, many 
Islanders lived until they were at least fifty, and some to over eighty 
years of age.152
It was always the new-comers, the first-indenture labourers, who suf­
fered worst in Queensland. During the first two- decades of the trade 
kidnapping and underhand recruiting methods were prevalent. The ma­
jority of the recruits were making their first voyage to Queensland and 
plantation conditions there were primitive. In the last two decades 
voluntary enlistment was the norm, many recruits were not novices to 
the labour trade and were actually re-recruiting. Working and living 
conditions had improved and an ever increasing proportion of 
Queensland’s Melanesian population were time-expired labourers 
working for small-scale farmers; and ticket-holders. Long-term 
Melanesian immigrants probably had a higher but1 not too dissimilar 
death rate from that of other labourers in Queensland. The short-term 
circular-migratory Melanesians bore the brunt of the cultural and 
physical change.
That death was most prevalent in the first year of residence in 
Queensland of itself disposes entirely of any suggestion that overwork, 
insufficient or unsuitable food or lack of medical care (or any combina-
1 ^ Shlomowitz, ‘Markets for Melanesian Labour’, 29. 
i49Ibid„ 27, quoting SAPP 1895, v. 2, 79.
150This included a large proportion of the ill-fated New Guinea recruits. QSA CRS/150: 
Statement showing death rate among Pacific Islanders in the district of Mackay. 
151Shlomowitz, ‘Markets for Melanesian Labour’, 27-8.
152Mackay Funerals, Record book.
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tion of these) was the cause, since these would obviously have had a 
combined effect, making the death rate increase with length of 
residence. Exposure to the new disease environment was the fundamen­
tal cause of death. Neither employers nor government can be blamed 
for the high death rate accompanying the use öf Melanesian indentured 
labour, nor for failing to foresee it. But they can be blamed for persist­
ing with the system when it had become clear that the death rate was the 
price. There is a heavy burden of guilt borne by the Queensland govern­
ment and those it represented.
7. Conclusion
Historians have made the mistake of assuming that Melanesians lived 
complacently in plantation barracks, eating the official food ration; 
and that their health can be co-related with hospital treatment. Melane­
sians who did not receive trained European medical care were no worse 
off without it. Ill Melanesians could often have recovered as well in 
plantation hospitals, under their own care or under care provided by 
Melanesian herbalists and sorcerers. Melanesians in Queensland used 
socially approved magic for protective and productive purposes. 
Botanical remedies served as magical counter-measures and as herbal 
cures for medical problems.153 Melanesian ignorance of the aetiology of 
diseases meant that they never saw illness and death as the natural cor­
ollary of disease, epidemics or old age: all sickness had a supernatural 
cause.
The major causes of death listed in Table Eighteen are diseases of the 
respiratory system, the gastro-intestinal tract, infectious diseases and 
fevers. Fifty-eight of the fifty-nine deaths listed as due to infectious 
diseases were caused by a measles epidemic in 1875. Measles killed more 
than 7,000 people each year in Great Britain in the nineteenth century. 
The disease is an especially virulent killer when accompanied by mal­
nutrition or poor living conditions. The Islanders had nil resistance to 
this common European disease. Their overcrowded, poor living condi­
tions can only have encouraged its spread.154 Other infectious diseases 
occurred but these have mainly been dealt with earlier in discussing 
fevers, and diseases of the gastro-intestinal tract. Some of the deaths 
listed as being caused by fever would have been from dysentery and
153Mercer and Moore, ‘Retention of indigenous religious and magical practices’. 76-88. 
154MAf 2. 16 October 1875, 29 April 1904; Smith, The People’s Health, 142-8.
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typhoid but the majority in this category would have been of malarial 
origin. The information available does not allow a more exact analysis. 
Comparing the Islanders’ death statistics with death statistics available 
from the Palmer river gold field in far North Queensland in the 1870s 
the Islanders do not seem to have been as prone to fever as the Euro­
pean miners.155 It seems likely that the prevalence of malaria in 
Melanesia gave the Islanders an epidemiological advantage over Euro­
peans in Queensland. No degenerative diseases appear in the sample. 
Melanesian labourers were relatively young, and those who contracted 
degenerative diseases were returned to their islands and lost from 
statistics. No other disease categories are predominant enough to war­
rant explanation, except one chronic communicable disease, Hansen’s 
disease or Leprosy. Several Islanders in the Mackay district were 
reported to have had the disease. A leper colony operated at the mouth 
of Baker’s creek during the 1890s-1900s accommodating all races.156
The last four categories in Table Eighteen classify deaths of a dif­
ferent type: deaths due to chemical agents, physical trauma, suicide and 
murder. Deaths from misuse of chemical agents were unusual but oc­
curred even among Europeans and certainly must be expected amongst 
Melanesians totally unused to such substances. Table Nineteen lists 
several accidental injuries and deaths from chemical agents and trauma 
occurring in non-work-related circumstances. In three cases Islanders 
were recorded as having died from quaffing whole bottles of alcoholic 
spirits. Another died after drinking carbolic oil. Clause Twenty-nine of 
the 1868 Act specified that Melanesians were not to be supplied with 
alcohol but was rarely enforced. Drunkenness was the most common 
offence for which Islanders were convicted. Publicans and store keepers 
openly sold them alcohol and were seldom prosecuted. Only the 
unlucky were caught and even then fines were light. No publican ever 
lost his or her licence for the offence. In Melanesia Areca palms, betel 
pepper {Piper betel) and Piper methysticum (the source of Kava) are 
used as mild narcotics. Areca nut and pepper leaf chewing is prevalent 
in north Melanesia; Kava is drunk in south Melanesia but is more 
characteristic of Polynesia. No evidence has been located that Areca 
palms or the Kava root were ever grown in Queensland by 
Melanesians.157 Reliable Islander informants from Mackay do not
155P.G. Bell, Houses and Mining Settlement in North Queensland 1861-1920 (PhD. thesis, 
James Cook University of North Queensland, 1982), 79.
156AfM 11, 15 October 1892, 18 January 1894, 4 June 1895, 5, 7 January, 11, 16, 18 
February, 18 May, 12, 23 December 1899, 18, 20 January, 27 February 1900.
157Kava root was brought to Mackay on the Prima Donna in 1869. Refer to footnote 23 
above.
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remember either ever being used or even growing in the area. It appears 
that Melanesians adopted alcohol and tobacco as acceptable 
substitutes.158
Most of the deaths listed as caused by trauma resulted from Melane­
sians coming into disastrous contact with products of European techno­
logy. Tables Nineteen and Twenty provide specific details of these types 
of accidents and deaths. Table Twenty lists a sample of deaths and 
serious injuries sustained by Melanesians at work in the Mackay 
district. In some cases they were innocent victims of faulty techno­
logy—mill boilers and vacuum pans exploded, centrifuges collapsed— 
but in most cases the injuries and deaths were the result of allowing peo­
ple unused to factories access to unguarded moving parts and vats of 
boiling liquids. Field accidents also occurred, centred on mishandling of 
railway trucks and bullock drays. In many of the reports no death is 
mentioned, but the reports usually came close on the heels of the in­
cidents so victims may have died at a later stage. Islanders were also 
notoriously careless with firearms and explosives. Five cases in Table 
Nineteen involve Islanders maiming or killing themselves in this way. 
The hospital records contain many other examples of minor non-fatal 
accidents when Islanders suffered from cuts or broken bones and 
sprained muscles from which they presumably recovered.
Table Eighteen also lists thirty-two cases of murder159 of Melane­
sians. In most of these the murderer was another Melanesian. In addi­
tion there are several reports of cases in which Europeans almost cer­
tainly beat Melanesians to death in work-related circumstances, and a 
whole series of reports of Europeans violently ill-treating Islanders. 
These have not been included to Table Eighteen. Other Europeans 
always covered for the offenders and in no case was a conviction for 
murder ever obtained, although there are convictions for ill-treatment 
of Melanesians even by the most upright citizens in the district.160
158Chowning, Peoples and Cultures o f  Melanesia, 52; BOHC  48Ba:l (NJF); BOHC 
51Ba:2 (HSQ); BOHC  40Ba:3 (WT).
What purports to be a complete list of palms in the Mackay district in 1888 does not in­
clude the Areca palm. M M  20, 27 October 1888.
159Also refer to Appendix Four: Item 1.
™QSA JUS/N34, 1872/200, Inquest: Vacou, 17 July 1872; QSA JUS/N41, 1874/258, 
Inquest: Hammangi; M M  3 October 1874; QSA JU S/N 52,1877/32, Inquest: Mittabrissy: 
QSA CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to (?), 5 February 1877; M M  10,17 February 1877; M M \ ,  12 
November 1884, 21 March 1885 (the death of Kindo at Nindaroo); QSA CPS 10B/G1, 
Goodall to R. Atherton, 30 January 1877; MM 3 February 1877, 19 January 1878; QSA 
CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to Carol and Avery, 19 November 1879; QSA CPS 10B/G1, 
Goodall to A.H. Lloyd, 9 August 1880; Mackay Planters’ Association Minute Book, 1 
January 1883 (Sir Ralph Gore).
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Table Nineteen
Sample of Melanesian deaths and injuries in the Mackay district, 
related to non-Melanesian aspects of European society.
No. Name
(Island)
Area, if known 
Year
Incident
1 . Waimolie
(Lifu)
1875 Died after drinking a bottle 
of brandy.
2. Wasey 1876 Blew his hand off while 
dynamiting fish.
3. Unknown Te Kowai 
1877
Two Islanders killed in a 
shooting incident.
4. Unknown ex-Lorne
1880
His musket burst and blew 
his hand off.
5. Tommy
(Santo)
1884 Tommy accidentally shot 
himself
6. Tony Oakenden
1886
Tony accidentally shot 
herself.
7. Unknown 1889 Died from excessive drink­
ing.
8.. Davey River
1890
Died from drinking 
carbolic oil.
9. Nanty
(Malaita)
Habana
1895
Died from drinking a bottle 
of rum.
Source: (1) QSA JUS/N50 1876/281; (2) M M  8 July 1876; (3) M M  
24 November 1877; (4) M M  7 July 1880; (5) 23 April 1884; 
(6) M M  4 September 1886; (7) M M  11 July 1889; (8) M M  4 
November 1890; (9) M M  20 April 1895.
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Table Twenty
Sample of Melanesian deaths and injuries in the Mackay district, 
specifically related to European technology.
N o . N a m e
(Is lan d )
A re a , i f  k n o w n  
Y ear
In c id en t
1 . U n k n o w n P ley sto w e
1872
F o o t  c ru sh ed  in  ro lle r  cog  
w heel; a m p u ta te d .
2. U n k n o w n B ran sco m b e
1872
S tu m b led  in  th e  w heels o f  
th e  cen trifu g es .
3. U n k n o w n F o u ld e n
1873
B u llock  d ra y  acc id en t: 
1 k illed ; 3 in ju re d .
4 . U n k n o w n M ead o w lan d s
1874
Fell in to  m ill m ach inery ; 
m u ltip le  f ra c tu re s ; u n lik e ly  
to  h av e  reco v ered .
5. U n k n o w n A le x a n d ra
1875
Is la n d e r’s h a n d  c ru sh e d  in  
th e  ro lle rs  w h ile  he  w as 
feed in g  in  can e .
6. U n k n o w n P io n e e r
1876
In ju re d  w hile  lo p p in g  
b ra n c h e s  o f f  trees.
7 . U n k n o w n N eb ia
1877
A n  Is la n d e r  w as in ju re d  
w h en  tw o  cen trifu g es  ex­
p lo d e d .
8. U n k n o w n
(T an a )
M e a d o w la n d s
1880
A s Is la n d e r  c ru sh ed  his 
a rm  in  th e  m ill m ach in e ry .
9. Je rry H a m ilto n
1880
F ra c tu re d  th ig h  w hile 
m u s te rin g  ca ttle .
10. U n k n o w n R iver
1880
M ill ta n k  fell a n d  b ro k e  his 
leg.
11. U n k n o w n A le x a n d ra
1883
A n  Is la n d e r  w as fed  in to  
th e  ro lle rs ; a n  a rm  a n d  leg 
w ere  to rn  o ff .
12. U n k n o w n A le x a n d ra
1883
A n  Is la n d e r  fell in to  b o ilin g  
sy ru p .
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13. Unknown Nindaroo
1883
An Islander fell into the 
centrifuge.
14. Unknown Palms
1885
An Islander had a hand 
caught in the juice pump; 
his arm was later 
amputated.
15. Unknown Nindaroo
1887
A boiler exploded killing 
two Islanders and severely 
injuring a third.
16. Quahvaleah
(Malaita)
Homebush
1888
Quahvaleah fell under a 
railway truck.
17. Unknown Te Kowai 
1890
An Islander had his foot 
crushed by a dray; the foot 
was later amputated.
Sources: The Mackay Mercury (MM) for the following dates:
(1) 7 September 1872; (2) 28 September 1872; (3) 28 June 
1873; (4) 21 February 1874; (5) 2 October 1875; (6) 18 
March 1876; (7) 17 October 1877; (8) 8 September 1880; 
(9) 9 June 1880; (10) 29 September 1880; (11) 1 September 
1883; (12) 28 August 1883; (13) 20 October 1883; (14) 18 
November 1885; (15) 5 November 1885; (16) 3 November 
1885; (17) 16 December 1890.
Typical in this regard was the death in 1878 of Callio from Epi island, 
then working on Te Kowai plantation. An inquest was held after Callio 
died mysteriously. W.R. Goodall was quite satisfied that Callio had 
been beaten to death by an overseer with a reputation for violence, but 
the plantation’s manager Hugh McCready and the other European 
employees covered up for the man. No conviction was possible and 
Goodall had to content himself with demanding that the overseer be 
dismissed.161
The vast majority of the murders were internal to the Melanesian 
community, products of inter-tribal and inter-island skirmishes. The 
first of these occurred in 1867 only a few months after the initial group 
of Islanders arrived. J.E. Davidson recorded in his diary that one of his 
Islander employees had killed another with the aid of a tomahawk. The
M QSA  CPS 10B/G1, Goodall to W.H. Paxton, 2, 5 August 1878.
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next year two more Islanders were killed near Alexandra; one of them 
was cooked and eaten.162 Similar violent skirmishes took place all 
through the nineteenth century for a variety of reasons. The following 
cases are typical. H.L. Roth recorded that in the 1870s Wattercliblib, 
newly arrived from Pentecost with his wife Vadim, killed another 
Melanesian for interfering with her. A few years later a recruit on the 
Mystery out of Mackay used an axe to cleave open the head of an 
Islander member of the crew. In 1881 Tabby-Kart and Angury, first- 
indenture labourers, attacked two Foulden labourers with an iron bar, 
killing one.163 Much larger fights often occurred, usually between island 
groups or antagonistic descent groups from the one island. The in­
cidents seen and reported by Europeans were only a small part of the 
total number. This report of a battle between river-side Islanders from 
around Branscombe and their neighbours from Cassada on Baker’s 
creek is typical of a hundred forgotten intertribal fights:
About 10 am, on Sunday last, several guns were heard to be 
discharged in the immediate vicinity of Walkerston, and 
shortly afterwards a crowd of Kanakas, supposed to have 
come from Branscombe and the adjoining plantations were 
seen on ridges near Cassada estates. The boys were armed 
with bows and arrows and several guns, and commenced an 
attack on the Cassada boys, who were not slow in repelling 
their assailants. After some desultory warfare the Cassada 
boys retreated to the plantation, the kanakas from the other 
estates following them up.164
The fight was stopped by police before anyone was injured but not all 
tribal fights were such tame affairs: fractured skulls, broken bones and 
savage wounds were common results.165
Wars and killings were part of the way of life of nineteenth century 
Melanesians. Although the sugar fields were a non-traditional situation 
the Queensland setting may have provoked an even greater degree of 
violence than that normal in the islands. Melanesians who traditionally 
would have been enemies in the Pacific were placed together in the same 
barracks. Fighting went on between individuals and groups from every
162J.E . Davidson’s Journal, 27 November 1867; M M  4 March 1905.
163Roth, Sketches and Reminiscences, 13; M M  10 December 1881; QSA JUS/N53, In­
quest: Billy Lifu, 3 August 1877.
164M M  23 April 1884.
165M M  28 July 1888, 17 February 1891, 25 September 1892, 3 October 1893.
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island, but none fought with greater dedication than the Malaitans. 
Throughout the 1890s Malaitans were.proportionally the dominant 
island group in Queensland. They fought amongst themselves and with 
other Islanders, murdering and wounding more people at Mackay than 
any other island group. As murderers they were brutal, crushing skulls 
and severing heads. Their fame inspired the leader writer for the local 
paper to claim that:
White men who have lived in the district for years, now 
sleep with revolvers near to hand, and admit the terrorism 
inspired by this class of boy.166
Melanesian oral testimony supports the documentary evidence but 
adds new dimensions which passed unknown to the original European 
recorders. The main antagonisms were always between Islanders from 
the Solomon group and those from the New Hebrides, particularly be­
tween men from Malaita and those from Tana and Ambrym. New 
Hebridean oral testimony clearly shows fear of the Man-Maratta 
(Malaitans) from the plantation days, but New Hebrideans had two 
valuable advantages when dealing with their aggressive opponents. 
Tana men fought with their feet and were adept at kicking opponents 
in the head.167 Malaitans fought hand-to-hand or with clubs and always 
had problems when faced with a high-kicking opponent. Malaitans 
made up for any lack in fighting finesse by their sheer ferocity, achieved, 
say Malaitans, by calling their akalo (ancestors) to aid them during 
fights. The New Hebrideans’ second advantage was that they were more 
prone to using sorcery than Solomon Islanders: this view is supported 
by both groups.168 Solomon people are proud of the powers of their 
forebears as honest straightforward killers and disparage the New 
Hebridean preference for sorcery:
The Malaitans don’t have anything [like sorcery] to kill you. 
They’re not a bad tribe. They just kill you with a 
tomahawk.169
Sorcery and calling on one’s ancestors for physical power is another 
completely immeasurable dimension, invisible but devastatingly potent.
l66MM29 November 1894. Also refer to MM  11 May 18%.
MBOHC 31Ba:l (GA); BOHC 6Ba:l (IT & AM & WM); BOHC 16Ba:2 (RL); BOHC 
33Ba:2 (HSQ & ONF & 11).
l6SBOHC 50Ba:l-3 (HB & ONF); BOHC 42Bb:l (HB &ONF); BOHC 51Bb:3 (HSQ); 
BOHC 7Bb:2 (NJF).
,69BOHC 37Ba:2 (FB).
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Oral evidence indicates that during the lifetimes of the original im­
migrant Melanesians religious and magical beliefs and practices figured 
prominently in the life of the Mackay Islander community. Reputed 
sorcerers were regarded with fear and awe. The last reasonably veri­
fiable case in which a death at Mackay was attributed to sorcery oc­
curred in the late 1940s.170 Threats of sorcery were used by the elders in 
the community to control its younger members. When it is remembered 
that to Melanesians there were no natural causes of illness or death, that 
one major cause was sorcery by a foe, many violent incidents from 
the plantation days, seemingly incomprehensible attacks on innocent 
people, take on new significance.171 So also do European descriptions 
used earlier in this chapter which attribute Melanesian physical decline 
to depression consequent on arrival in a strange land. Nineteenth cen­
tury observers were puzzled when Islanders died in a period of a few 
days, for no apparent reason. Part of the answer is that Melanesians 
fared poorly in the new disease environment, but a hidden part of the 
answer is that to Melanesians sickness had a supernatural cause. 
Melanesians often seemed to offer no resistance to illness because they 
knew that it had been caused by their own ancestors or by other spirits 
or sorcery controlled by the alien Melanesians with whom they lived. 
There was no cure unless the correct sacrificial atonements were made.
The most perplexing deaths listed in Table Eighteen are the thirty- 
three cases attributed by contemporary reports to suicide. The two cases 
described below were classified as suicide. The new life faced in 
Queensland may well have driven some of the labourers to suicide, but 
among the cases are many which may better be described as murders or 
as the result of sorcery. Certainly the suicides should be explained in 
terms of psychological stress in a new environment coupled with 
cultural patterns established in Melanesia. The suicide cases illustrate 
the estranged world of the Queensland Melanesians.
Charlie Tobacco (or Lorbacco) and his wife Mary Narisse, both from 
Tongoa in the New Hebrides, committed suicide together in 1877. 
Charlie Tobacco had been iiving in Queensland since 1869. In 1877 he 
and Narisse were working for John ¡Spiller, in charge of a small farm 
rearing pigs and poultry and cultivating gardens for Spiller’s Pioneer.
m BOHC  54Bb: 1 (NJF); BOHC 55Bb:l (NJF); BOHC 9Ba:l (NS & ONF); BOHC 
15Bb:2 (SM); BOHC 19Bb:l (EH); BOHC  24Ba:3 (TQ; BOHC 34Bb:l (ONF); BOHC 
31Bb:l (GA); BOHC llB b:l (FP); BOHC  16Ba:3 (RL); BOHC 24Ba:2 (TQ; BOHC 
21Bb:l (CT).
17'Proof of this is almost all from oral sources although occasionally one finds documen­
tary evidence. In 1891 Malaitans at Mackay claimed that two of their number working at 
Farleigh had been poisoned by a New Hebridean man. The newspaper reported that they 
had died from dysentery. M M  24 March 1891.
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Early in the morning of 13 August they went to the house of William 
Kitchener a labourer at Pioneer, wanting to stay there for the remainder 
of the night. Tobacco told Kitchener:
Me sick me stop over there no more. Me stop no more there, 
me want to go along big fellow house: too much sick there.
Kitchener persuaded the couple to return home, but promised to send 
Spiller to see them in the morning. At ten the next morning Kitchener 
went over to visit them only to find that Tobacco had shot first Narisse, 
then himself:
The bodies when found were arrayed in all the clothing the 
Islanders possessed and dozens of yards of calico, carefully 
and recently stained with red and yellow ochre were wound 
round their bodies which were adorned with beads, plaited 
human hair and a varied collection of trinkets.172 ...[Tobac­
co’s] head was dressed with feathers, and a red handkerchief 
was bound round his forehead; his neck was encircled with a 
bead necklace, and a new sheath knife was attached to his 
waist by a belt.173
Every article belonging to Spiller was carefully placed and uninjured, 
but everything belonging to themselves, not actually upon their persons, 
was either broken up or destroyed by fire. A similarly incomprehensible 
case occurred at Homebush in 1891. Geor hanged herself in her hut 
after attempting to strangle her four-month-old baby. That morning 
Geor had distraughtly told her husband that a “devil-devil was chasing 
her and would kill her” .174
Whilst Europeans then and today would find the two incidents puzz­
ling, any Melanesian in Queensland or the islands would have heard 
similar stories or know of similar cases happening to members of their 
own families. Tales of sorcery, angry spirits and ritual deaths are com­
monplace in the oral testimony of Queensland’s Pacific Islanders. Their 
parents and grandparents lived in constant communication with the 
spirit world. The older Islanders hold similar though less pronounced 
beliefs in the efficacious power of their ancestors and believe that their 
ancestors can communicate with them. The metaphysical exchange 
cycles between Queensland Malaitans and their akalo continue to 
operate. Peter Corris in his otherwise excellent Passage, Port and Plan-
m M M  1 September 1877. 
m Qlder 22 September 1877. 
ll4M M 9  June 1891.
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tation missed this crucial point about immigrant Melanesian culture in 
Queensland:
Among those Melanesians in Queensland who were un­
touched or scarcely affected by the work of the missions, 
traditional religious practices and other customary obser­
vances seem, nevertheless, to have fallen temporarily into 
abeyance. In the absence of the priests and sorcerers, a 
suspension of observation, if not of belief, was likely....
There is no evidence, however, of sorcery and other forms 
of magic being practised among the Melanesians in 
Queensland such as has been recorded about the immigrant 
labour compounds of the island plantations....One man ex­
plained this feasibly in terms of the local associations all 
aspects of Melanesian religion had. ‘Queensland was a white 
man’s country’, he said, ‘and the spirits weren’t there.’175
This book does not attempt to argue a case for all the Melanesians 
who came to Queensland—Melanesian societies vary too much for that 
to be possible. The argument is only fully valid for the 14.7 percent of 
the labour recruits from the island of Malaita in the Solomon group. 
We must await similar research in Vanuatu to see if the same argument 
is applicable there. For the present, all that can be suggested is that 
Malaitan recruits included the circular-migration within already existing 
cosmological exchange cycles. Physical and spiritual exchanges allowed 
metaphysical communication, linking living people to their ancestors 
and ensuring the continued receipt of mamana, the Malaitan variant of 
the Oceanic term mana. Certain areas of belief were held in abeyance or 
modified to fit their new circumstances but overall their traditional 
belief system continued to operate, allowing them to function culturally 
as Melanesians within European-controlled surroundings. From frag­
mentary documentary sources and the memories of the children and 
grandchildren of Australia’s immigrant Melanesian settlers enough of 
the lives of the original labour recruits can be pieced together to say 
with certainty for Malaitans and with reasonable probability for other 
Islanders176 that the culture of Melanesia, though disrupted and trun­
cated, was successfully transplanted to Queensland.
175Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 96-7.
176P.M. Mercer, Melanesians’ in North Queensland: a study in race relations (PhD. 
thesis, Australian National University, 1981) deals with Islander communities all 
through North Queensland, including Mackay. This present study concentrates on the 
island of Malaita and the Mackay district over the years 1860 to 1925. The two works 
overlap and corroborate each other.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
MELANESIAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY
1. Introduction
The Australian descendants of the Kanakas comprise the largest, 
longest-established Melanesian community living outside Melanesia. 
The Islanders at Mackay are the largest segment of this community; and 
many of them are of Malaitan descent. Whatever differences there may 
be within the total Islander community they share a common identity as 
South Sea Islanders.1 This pan-Melanesian feeling was not present 
amongst their forebears, who came from small-scale societies on more 
than eighty islands in Melanesia, and Polynesia and Micronesia, travel­
ling to Queensland under a variety of circumstances for more than forty 
years. How then did it originate?
Previous chapters have been largely concerned with the Melanesian 
immigrants, rather than their Australian-born children. While the 
children’s oral testimony has provided a significant part of the 
evidence, their lives have not been discussed. The concluding two 
chapters outline the historical development of the Mackay Melanesian 
community in the late nineteeth and early twentieth centuries, stressing 
cultural elements which shaped their pan-Melanesian society. A full- 
scale treatment would constitute a whole book, not just two chapters, 
yet their story cannot be told without the foregoing chapters—the ‘eight 
isles’ of the present-day Mackay Malaitans.
2. White Australia and the deportation years: 1901-08
The concept of a White Australia was supported by the majority of 
the members of the first federal parliament. Two pieces of racially
•They prefer to be known as South Sea Islanders, rather than Pacifîc Islanders or Melane­
sians.
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discriminatory legislation were amongst the first passed: the Pacific 
Island Labourers Act, intended to halt Melanesian immigration after 31 
March 1904 and to deport all but the dwindling number of ticket- 
holders after 31 December 1906; and the Immigration Restriction Act, 
intended to exclude non-white migrants.2 The White Australia policy, 
which had grown in strength and general acceptance during the last few 
decades of the nineteenth century, had become law.
Reaction to the proposed repatriation of the Islanders built up slowly 
between 1901 and 1906. The Queensland government had given notice 
in 1885 and 1892 that Melanesian immigration was to cease;3 the federa­
tion of the Australian colonies made this inevitable, but the mass depor­
tation which ensued had not been envisaged in the earlier plans. The 
initial reaction varied, depending on the interests involved. Mackay 
farmer Ole Matsen recorded in his diary what must have been the sen­
timents of many farmers:
the poor Kanakas will have to leave the Commonwealth, 
and they are the onlieth (sic) coloured people what is any 
good for the sugar industry.4
Aside from the European cane growers with a vested interest in the 
retention of Melanesian labour, Europeans who supported the Melane­
sians usually couched their support in morally indignant, often 
religious, but intrinsically racist terms. The attitude of Fanny Nicol, 
who helped organise a petition from the Islanders to King Edward VII 
in 1902, was typical:
the South Sea Islanders are destined by natural law to 
receive their knowledge and gain experience from their more 
advanced brothers. They are “the stranger within our 
gates” ...5
The Melanesians’ own reaction is harder to gauge. When Peter Corns 
interviewed several men who had been deported, they gave a variety of 
explanations. The deportation order was remote and little understood
2R. Norris, The Emergent Commonwealth: Australian federation: expectations and fulfil­
ment, 1889-1910 (Melbourne, 1975), 68-80.
Acts 16 and 17 of 1901.
The means of exclusion introduced by the Immigration Restriction Act was a dictation 
test: applicant immigrants could be asked to pass a written language test in any European 
language.
G riffith’s reversal in 1892 was avowedly only a temporary respite.
4Matsen Diary Two, 137.
5C‘W A  CRS A6 1901/346, cutting from the Bundaberg Star 28 February 1901.
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by them: some felt it had been ordered by the King or by the Bishops, or 
had been caused by some terrible murder or crime committed by one of 
their number.6 Few knew any more than “Algetta finish with you me 
now”.7 But a small, active minority formed a political organisation and 
fought for what they saw as their right—to remain in Australia.
The'Pacific Islanders’ Association was formed at Mackay in mid- 
November 1901, even before the Act to deport them had received as­
sent. Its Chairman, Tui Tonga, stated in an interview that the Associa­
tion had been formed 
%
for the purpose of securing the rights of absolute freedom of 
contract amongst those islanders now in the colony [and to] 
prevent the gross injustice of the deportation of civilised 
islanders to their savage homes.8
Nothing more is known of the Association until 1906 when it re- 
emerged as a militant well-organised political force operating in several 
Queensland Melanesian communities. Melanesian political activity con­
tinued through the intervening years, but the most active were those liv­
ing south of Mackay, particularly around Rockhampton. K.M. Grant, 
newly elected MLA for Rockhampton, wrote to the Prime Minister, 
Andrew Barton, in April 1902 on behalf of the Islanders in his elec­
torate. Grant pointed out that many of them had lived in Australia for 
periods of up to thirty years. They had established farms, paid rates, 
and led settled married lives, some with European wives:
these Kanakas are civilised, their children are educated, they 
have made this their home, [and] they have all a great hatred 
to be sent back.9
A year later it was also this small 200-person Rockhampton Islander 
community which petitioned the Governor of Queensland asking that 
they be allowed to stay.
At least eight petitions from Islanders in Queensland were presented 
to the Queensland and Australian governments between 1903 and 1906. 
The two Rockhampton petitions were presented to Queensland’s 
Governor Sir Herbert Chermside in late March 1903. Twenty-two adult 
Melanesians, mostly long-term residents of Queensland, requested that
6Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 131-2.
7CRM 22a : (JM); BOHC 7Ba : 1 (TA).
%.MM 16 November 1901.
9C’W A  CRS A1 1903/1694, Grant to PM, 2 April 1902.
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they “be permitted to ‘lead a quiet and peaceful life’ in Queensland 
where most of us have resided for many years”.10 The other petition 
carried the names of fifty-three young Australians of Islander descent, 
aged from three to twenty-four. Australian-born, they were exempt 
from deportation, but pleaded that their families should not be broken 
up, as would be the case if the 1901 Act was enforced. Later in the year 
a petition to King Edward VII was circulated amongst Melanesians in 
southern Queensland. Signed by more than 3,000*1 Islanders it called on 
the King to review the Australian government’s decision, pleading that 
many of them were permanent residents of Australia and no longer 
capable of living in Melanesia. The petitioners claimed that, at the least 
they were alienated from their old culture and way of life, and at the 
worst many faced death by returning: some among them were fugitives 
from island justice; others, because they had married outsiders, were no 
longer welcome to return. Alfred Deakin, the Attorney General, 
scathingly wrote to the Governor General that the “nominal 
petitioners”
are taught to act at the bidding of their employers, and have 
no doubt done so in this instance...
and that hundreds of the petitioners
probably had no understanding of the paper in an unknown 
tongue to which they were putting their mark.12
In the event, the King, acting on the advice of the Australian govern­
ment disallowed the petition.
Not to be discouraged several more attempts were made to petition 
the government. Lord Northcote, the Governor General, visited 
Mackay in July 1904; he was presented with two petitions from 
Islanders: one signed by seventy-one adults, and another signed by 
twenty-six children.13 In May the next year Rockhampton Islanders
10Q&4 PRE/87, F. Hopkins to Sec to Gov, 15, 17 March 1903; the file also contains 
copies of the petitions. See also QSA IPI 3/17, A. Deakin to Premier of Queensland, 8 
May 1902.
uFanny Nicol collected 1800 names and signatures between Brisbane and Rockhampton. 
C’W A CRS A1 1903/1694, F. Nicol to A. Deakin, 9 September 1902. A copy of the peti­
tion was published in QVP, and is contained in QSA PRE/87.
nC’W A A1 1903/1694, A. Deakin to GG, 29 September 1902; also refer to J. 
Chamberlain to Gov. Chermside, 30 August 1902. Deakin clearly answered entirely on the 
basis of preconceived ideas, making no attempt to grapple with the argument in the peti­
tion or to inquire into the facts. Also refer to J.A. La Nauze, Alfred Deakin, a biography, 
V. 1 (Melbourne, 1975), 276-83.
13A/A/23 July 1904.
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petitioned the Labour Prime Minister J.C. Watson during a visit by him 
to the town.14 Then in 1906 the Mackay-based Pacific Islanders’ 
Association presented two further petitions: in April to the Sugar In­
dustry Labour Royal Commission; and in September, when two 
delegates were sent to Melbourne to present a 427-name petition from 
members of the Association and other Islanders from Mackay, Proser­
pine and Bowen, to Prime Minister Alfred Deakin.15
The attitude of Melanesians at Mackay to the proposed mass depor­
tation can be seen from their two 1904 petitions, a letter from the 
Association to Winston Churchill16 in March 1906, and the August 1906 
petition. Although the 1904 petitioners asked to be allowed to remain in 
Australia, they appeared to accept deportation as inevitable. A request 
was made that they be compensated for loss of property17 and that if 
deported they be sent, not to their home islands, but to a safe area 
under British rule. The young Australian-born Islanders asked that they 
not be separated from their parents. In its letter to Churchill the 
Association similarly accepted as inevitable the repatriation of the 
majority, but wanted the exemption category extended to include 
Islanders with farms and families. They stressed their loyalty to the 
Crown; that they were mere agricultural workers and farmers, unlikely 
to interfere with the job prospects of European tradesmen, and sug­
gested that they could perhaps be re-settled in some other area of 
Queensland.
The same re-settlement theme was continued in the August petition to 
Deakin. If allowed to stay the Islanders were willing to shift to a reserve 
elsewhere in North Queensland or the Northern Territory where they 
could continue as agriculturalists without interfering with the jobs of 
European workers. The Association proposed that the settlement would 
be internally self-governing, maintaining law and order and caring for 
its own sick and elderly. The Islanders argued that many areas in nor­
thern Australia were
in no way profitable to the state to which they belong, and 
will remain so for an indefinite time before being opened up 
or settled upon by any of the present white population in the 
Australian Commonwealth, though they may contain un-
14MAf 23 May 1905.
I5MM 5 September 1906, 7 March 1907; C’W A  A1 1906/6324. The September 1906 peti­
tion had 427 names: 362 from Mackay; 34 from Proserpine; and 31 from Bowen. There 
were only 41 Malaitans among the 362 Islander names from Mackay. 
l6Churchill was at this time Secretary of State for the Colonies.
1 ''C’W A  CRS A1 1906/4761, EA 06/4432, Tonga to Churchill, 26 March 1906.
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told wealth in minerals, which if (as they probably would 
be), unearthed and discovered by a Pacific Islander, could 
be worked solely by white men.18
Peter Corris described their request for a separate settlement as a last 
“desperate and pathetic”19 move. Although their offer of mineral rights 
is phrased in an embarrassingly supplicatory manner it was no more 
than the fact of the situation: the Crown always has the power to 
dispose of mining rights. Corris’ judgement that the request was un­
realistic, is hasty, in the light of Crown rights, the Aboriginal reserve 
system which was (and still is) operating in Queensland, and later 
Melanesian settlement plans in the 1930s. Since 1897 the Queensland 
government has been empowered to forcibly segregate Aboriginals in 
designated reserves. Although the 1897 Act has been much amended, 
and its implementation somewhat liberalised, the basic frame-work re­
mains in force today along with many of the reserves established under 
its provisions.20 It is difficult to say why a similar policy should not have 
been extended to Islanders, had the government wished. A similar plan 
was suggested by Islanders in 1920, and almost came to fruition in 
1932-3 when, with Queensland government support, Islanders from 
Mackay started to clear land at Nulla near Bloomsbury to form a 
separate settlement.21 Such plans were based on racist, separatist ideas, 
which unquestionably prevailed in the Commonwealth generally and in 
Queensland in 1906, and indeed for some generations later.
The Pacific Islanders’ Association was the most significant, and the 
only organised, response by Islanders to the Commonwealth’s harsh 
deportation order. Beyond the fact that it was formed at Mackay in 
1901 by Tui Tonga, a well-educated Melanesian who had lived in the 
district for more than twenty years,22 nothing further is known about 
the Association until 1906 when it re-formed under the leadership of 
Henry Diamur Tonga. H.D. Tonga (a New Hebridean from Tongoa
™C’W A  A1 1906/6324.
19Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 128.
20Despite platitudinous assurances of its good intentions toward Aboriginals, the Queens­
land government continues to enforce the Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders Acts, 
considered to be the most discriminatory legislation current in Australia and a violation of 
fundamental human rights. Some individuals of predominantly immigrant Melanesian 
ancestry live today on Aboriginal reserves and are bound by these Acts.
It seems likely that if the Acts are abolished the reserve land will revert to the Crown and 
not to the Aboriginal people.
2'QSA PRE/A662, In letter 5241 of 1920: Petition to Queensland Parliament from 
Polynesians living in the Mackay District; BOHC  54Ba : 2 (NJF).
22M M 21  March 1880. For further information on Tonga refer to Section 4.G. : 1880s to 
1907.
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island) denied that the new Association had any connection with the old 
one, and he does not appear to have been related to Tui Tonga (who 
claimed to be Fijian). The 1904 petitions from Mackay seem not to have 
emanated from Tui Tonga’s Association, which nevertheless did have a 
solicitor in 1905 and probably existed, if only in name, until Tui 
Tonga’s death in December 1905.23 H.D. Tonga’s new Association was 
active throughout 1906: branches were formed in other towns, the 
Association wrote to the British government, petitioned the Royal 
Commission into sugar industry labour, and sent delegates to 
Melbourne to present a petition to the Prime Minister.
Beginning in early February 1906 the Association held regular bi­
monthly meetings throughout much of the year. In late February a dele­
gate was appointed to visit Islanders in Proserpine 120 kilometres 
north, and in May the Chairman H.D. Tonga and the Secretary D.M. 
Sandwich travelled to Proserpine and Bowen (a further sixty kilometres 
north) to organise a branch. On his return from Melbourne in 
December H.D. Tonga addressed meetings of Islanders at Bundaberg 
and Tweed Heads at which it was decided to form branches. The 
Association had Articles and by-laws; it held elections for office­
bearers, and minutes of the meetings were kept. Membership drives 
were held, canvassers receiving a commission on each five shilling 
membership fee. Fines of between ten shillings and one pound were im­
posed on members in breach of the Articles or by-laws. The Associa­
tion’s main purpose was to fight the deportation issue, but it also con­
cerned itself with the members’ welfare, attempting to provide meals 
for Islanders visiting town and asking the police to clean up vice and im­
morality in Chinatown.24
The 1906 Royal Commission collected evidence in the Mackay 
district in April; all Islander farmers were invited to give evidence. A 
few days before the Commissioners arrived the Association held a meet­
ing, attended by 200 of the more than 900 adult Islanders in the district, 
to discuss policy to the Commission.25 Although a number of Islanders 
attended the hearings, only three gave evidence: H.D. Tonga, Noah 
Sabbo, and William Seekis. Tonga had been in Queensland since 1884, 
employed initially at Palms. Since 1903 he had leased a fifty acre farm 
at Homebush and was growing ten acres of cane; two other Islander 
farmers assisted him when necessary. Tonga was under the impression
2iM M  18 January, 18 April 1906.
24M M  10, 27 Febraary, 20, 27 March, 18 April, 1, 14, 28 May, 26, 27 June 1906; Qlder 1 
December 1906 (I am indebted to Patricia Mercer for this reference.)
25M M  18 April 1906.
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that Islanders leasing land would not be deported.26 Commissioner 
W.T. Paget, the local parliamentarian and until 1901 owner of Nin- 
daroo plantation, asked Tonga what would happen to Europeans in the 
islands if the Melanesians were deported. He was not happy with 
Tonga’s reply:
If the “boys” have to leave Queensland then the white men 
will have to leave the islands.27
Noah Sabbo was twenty-two years old, of Epi descent, but Australian- 
born. He had attended the state school at Mackay, and in 1906 was leas­
ing a thirty-five acre farm at Baker’s creek. Sabbo voiced the concern of 
the Islander farmers in the district, only three of whom were exempt 
from deportation:
They say that if they are obliged to go they have ploughs, 
horses, and implements, and a bit of cane, and they do not 
know what they are going to do with them.
The Commission’s Chairman, R. A. Rankin, then asked Sabbo what the 
Islanders’ reaction was to the idea of a separate Melanesian settlement. 
After consulting those present, he answered negatively:
They don’t like to be shifted about. Where they are now 
they are growing cane, and would like to stay there until 
their leases are up. They would like to stay longer if the 
landlord will allow them.28
William Sigges (Seekis) from Lifu in the Loyalty group had lived in 
Queensland since 1871. As one of the 835 ticket-holders,29 Seekis was 
exempt from deportation; as a French subject he was doubly exempt. A 
Catholic, he was married to a European and had four children. Since 
1894 he and his family had been living at Chelona on an eighty acre 
leasehold farm. Free to stay, Seekis told the Commission that he did not 
want to remain in Australia without his friends, and because of the 
rebate offered to growers who used only white labour, he doubted that 
he would be able to find employment to supplement what money he 
made from his own cane.30
26The Commission’s report noted thaï this belief was widespread amongst the Islanders. 
1906 Queensland Sugar Industry Labour Royal Commission (Brisbane, 1906), LXIII. 
21Ibid., 152 (Q:5249).
2&Ibid., 204 (Q:6936). A 1903 list show 74 Islanders at Mackay as “apparently domiciled 
permanently in Queensland”. QSA PRE/89 1903/7600: Summary of Pacific Islanders ap­
parently domiciled permanently in Queensland (attached to IA to UC CSD, 19 October 
1903).
29A/A/3 May 1957. Only 681 ticket-holders were still in Australia in 1906.
201906 Royal Commission, 203 (Q:6856-87).
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(18) Kuiljeri and family, Malaitans from Charters Towers.
(19) Tom Swali, from the Bakwa descent group, 
east Fataleka, Malaita. Swali worked at 
Maryborough, Bundaberg, Cairns, Mackay and 
Nambour.
(20) Henry Netoka, from the Suraena descent group, Ataa, Malait 
Netoka was kidnapped in 1881 and spent the remainder of his life 
Mackay.
(21) Kwailiu, Orrani and family. Kwailiu and Orrani, from Fataleka, Malaita, worked at Innisfail and 
Mackay. Their son Harry Fatnowna is pictured (back right).
(22) Harry Fatnowna, lay-preacher at St Mary’s Anglican 
church at Pioneer, 1920s.
(23) Informant Noel Fatnowna, son of Harry Fatnowna, 
Mackay, 1977.
When the Commissioners presented their report on 30 June 1906 
about 4,500 Melanesians were liable to be deported at the end of that 
year. In their judgement the 1901 Act was inadequate in its definition of 
Pacific Islanders due to be deported, and if enforced would have caused 
considerable inhumanity. They recommended that Islanders be exempt­
ed from compulsory deportation if they:
1. were introduced into Australia prior to 1 September 1879 (this 
group was thought to have been covered under Section 2 (a) 
of the 1901 Act, but some had never registered for exemption 
tickets under the 1884 Act, or had subsequently lost them);
2. were of such extreme age, or suffering from such infirmity as 
to be unable to obtain a livelihood if returned to their islands;
3. were married to, or living as man and wife with, a native of 
some island other than their own, and could not be deported 
without risk of life to themselves or their families;
4. were married to, or living as man and wife with a female not a 
native of the Pacific Islands;
5. had offspring who had been educated in state schools;
6. were registered from before 1 July 1906 as the beneficial 
owners of freehold in Queensland;
7. held an unexpired leasehold, compensation of which had not 
been paid;
8. or had been continuously resident in Australia for periods of 
not less than twenty years prior to 31 December 1906.31
The other recommendations related to the organisation of the deporta­
tion process and providing a labour supply for the sugar industry after 
the withdrawal of the Islanders.
After its petition to the Commission in April the Association canvas­
sed for new members around Mackay, while also broadening its base to 
include Proserpine and Bowen. The resultant increase in funds enabled 
the Association to attempt its most ambitious political activity: H.D. 
Tonga and John Bomassing voyaged to Melbourne to present the 
Association’s petition to Alfred Deakin in early September 1906. By 
any standards the Association’s progress between February and 
September 1906 was impressive: as a Melanesian political organisation 
in Queensland, it was amazing. There were obviously some well- 
educated Europeans involved who kept well in the background while
3,In a rider C.F. Nielson dissented from this last recommendation. He felt that it was too 
general and that most of the Islanders affected were already covered by recommendations 
1 to 7. Ibid., LXXI.
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aiding the Islanders in drafting letters and petitions. There is however 
nothing to indicate that they did any more than solicitors do in any 
similar Association. The rank and file members of the Association were 
probably illiterate and guided by their leaders (particularly H.D. 
Tonga) who were efficient political organisers, combining Melanesian 
Bigmanship with European political roles.
There had been debate over whether the deportation clause of the 
1901 Act was intra vires of the Australian constitution and parliament. 
A test case was organised in October to go before the High Court in 
Brisbane: Robtehines, from Vanu Lava in the New Hebrides had been 
in Queensland since September 1897 and was due for deportation. 
Although there is a large Australian government file on the case, it is 
unclear who suggested the move to Robtehines. At the time of the case, 
Rev. James Gillespie, Presbyterian minister at Walkerston outside 
Mackay, wrote to the Mackay Mercury appealing for funds to cover 
Robtehines’ expenses, but it appears that they were eventually paid by 
the government.32 The case went before Chief Justice Sir Samuel Grif­
fith, Mr Justice Barton and Mr Justice O’Connor, who upheld the 
validity of the legislation. There was little more the Islanders could do 
to fight deportation. In late 1906 the Association fell upon hard times, 
culminating in severe financial troubles and litigation in 1907.33 There 
was however some consolation: all except two of the Commission’s 
recommendations for extra categories of exemption (5 and 7, listed 
above) were incorporated in an October 1906 revision of the 1901 Act.34 
All other Islanders had to go.
32Robtehines lived in southern Queensland, not at Mackay. C’W A CRS A1 1907/293; 
MM 4, 8 October 1906.
33In March 1906 H.D. Tonga was sued by the Association for misuse of its funds. Tonga 
claimed that the Association had granted him a £100 per annum salary in July 1906, but 
other members denied this. MM  5, 7 March 1907.
34Act No. 22 of 1906.
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Table Twenty-One
Statistics from the Mackay Melanesian community in mid-1906 (Total 
number of adults, children, males, females, marital status, length of 
residence in Queensland and landholdings).
Total Melanesian Population 1079
Adults:
Males 918
Females 44
Children:
Male 49
Female 68
Males married or cohabiting with:
Europeans 4
Aboriginals or mixed race 0
a female from their own island 27
Males and females in Queensland for:
10 to 15 years 215
15 to 20 years 262
over 20 years 143
Landholders:
Freehold 8
Leasehold 155
Source: 1906 Sugar Industry Labour Royal Commission, App. XVII.
3. The deportation: 1906-08
Good-bye, Queensland, good-bye, White Australia; Good­
bye Christians.35
(Words shouted from the deck of the Malaita, departing Cairns with 
204 Solomon Islanders in November 1906.)
35A/M 24. November 1906.
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Administering the deportation of 7,068 Islanders between 1904 and 
1908 was complicated. The 1901 Act included provisions to taper 
Melanesian migration during 1902 and 1903,36 to end completely on 31 
March 1904. Islanders whose agreements had expired were obliged to 
re-engage or return home. By this gradual diminution the 9,844 
Islanders in Queensland in 1901 were reduced to 5,389 by 10 April 1906. 
Approximately 4,000 were still due for deportation at the end of 1906.37 
All through the 1900s the Queensland and Australian governments 
negotiated with the Western Pacific High Commissioner and his 
deputies in the Solomons and the New Hebrides. These officials were 
not satisfied that the Queensland government showed enough concern 
over the well-being of returning labourers, the seaworthiness of the 
labour trade vessels, or the constant but illegal supply of arms and am­
munition taken back to Melanesia by ex-Queensland labourers.38
In a newspaper interview in March 1903, Captain Ernest Rason, Resi­
dent Deputy Commissioner of the New Hebrides declared that:
it is an outrageous act for Australia to return these men to
barbarism after civilising them,39
and communicated his fears for their safety direct to the Colonial Of­
fice. In return the Colonial Office suggested that vessels carrying 
returning labourers should report first at Vila to afford them an oppor­
tunity to engage as labourers on plantations within the islands.40 Rason 
continued to show his concern through following years, making it clear 
that Islanders who were landed without friends present on the beach to 
protect them, stood a high chance of being killed or enslaved, or at the 
least having their possessions stolen. He also stressed that European set­
tlers in the Islands were put at risk by the social upheaval caused by 
Australia’s deportation plans.41
36Act No. 16 of 1901. In 1902 no more than two-thirds of the number returned in 1901 
were allowed to be recruited, and in 1903 only half o f the number o f returns in 1902.
371906 Royal Commission Report, LX; Queensland Immigration Agent’s 1901 Report on 
Pacific Island Immigration.
yiQSA PRE/84, Sir Everard im Thurn to Lt Gov of Queensland, 7 July 1905; IA to US 
CSD, 15 September 1905.
The London Daily Mail, 21 March 1903, clipping contained in QSA PRE/88, CS In let­
ter 4205 of 1903.
^ h i s  policy, of transferring some ex-Queensland labourers direct to plantations within 
Melanesia, was followed in the New Hebrides, Solomons and Fiji over the next few years. 
41 QSA IPI 3/17, E. Barton to P of Q, 31 July 1903; QSA PRE/84, RDC E. Rason to CS 
of Q, 15 December 1905.
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622 Islanders were returned from Queensland to the Solomons in 
1904, leaving about 5,380 Solomon Islanders still in the colony on 31 
March 1905. The Solomons’ Resident Commissioner, C.M. Woodford, 
expected 4,500 to 5,000 of them to be deported during 1907. Like his 
colleague Rason he was concerned over the logistics of the proposed 
repatriation of so many people, so quickly. In November 1903 Wood­
ford had a new regulation passed, making it compulsory for labour 
vessels to call first at Tulagi. Early in 1905 he proposed that all Solomon 
Islanders to be deported from Queensland be grouped at one 
Queensland port, where he personally would supervise their return 
home. This policy was partly adopted: during the main repatriation 
period Solomon deportees were grouped at Brisbane, Cairns and 
Mackay, while New Hebrideans left from other ports, but Woodford 
was not allowed to supervise the process from its Queensland-end. In­
stead he had to be satisfied with total control in the Solomons. From 
late in 1905 each vessel returning labourers had to carry an Agent ap­
pointed by the Protectorate, as well as the usual Queensland Govern­
ment Agent.42 As in the New Hebrides, Islanders unwilling to return to 
their villages were employed on plantations in the Protectorate, or 
taken to mission stations. The Anglicans established a mission at Fiu on 
the Malaitan west coast, primarily to provide a home for returning 
Christian Malaitans. Other such stations were established in following 
years.43
In 1903, at about the same time as the Colonial Office suggested that 
returning New Hebrideans might wish to travel directly to plantations 
within the islands. CSR conceived the idea of recruiting time-expired 
Islanders from around Bundaberg to work on the company’s planta­
tions in Fiji. The scheme failed because the estimated cost of the 
transfer was too high and the number of interested Islanders too few. In 
1905 the idea re-emerged under official sponsorship: Sir Evard im 
Thurn informed the Governor of Queensland that Fiji would accept a 
number of Islanders from Queensland. The details were arranged dur­
ing 1906 and in 1907 427 Queensland Islanders left for Fiji; one hundred 
were from Mackay. The Fiji transfer lessened the pressure on the forced
42British Solomon Islands Report, 1903-05, 24-5, enclosed in QSA PRE/84. See also 
PRE/84, IA to US, CSD, 15 September 1905.
43QSA PRE/89, Cecil, Bishop of Melanesia, to Gov of Q, 31 October 1902; QSA 
PRE/84, George, Bishop of Melanesia, to Gov of Q, 8 March 1906; D. Hilliard, God’s 
Gentlemen: a history o f the Melanesian Mission, 1849-1942 (Brisbane, 1978), 178-81.
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exodus from Australia, but still left about 3,500 to be repatriated direct 
to the Solomons and New Hebrides.44
Only lepers were immune;45 for the rest deportation got under way in 
late 1906, continuing steadily through 1907 into 1908. By May 1908 
there were just over one hundred still to leave. On 31 July the offices of 
the Pacific Island Branch of the Queensland Immigration Department 
closed; deportation was officially over, although a further 194 left 
Australia between 1908 and 1914.46 The Queensland police were used to 
assist Immigration Department officials. They were instructed to act 
with discretion and tact, but to use force if necessary. In the event little 
was needed and deportation was accomplished with surprisingly little 
resistance.47 The scene at the wharves was rowdy, sometimes violent 
and always emotional. One wharf-side brawl has entered Islander folk­
lore at Mackay: Malaitans and New Hebrideans had a last drunken 
fight, one man having both arms broken in the process.48
Sad, pathetic letters remain in government files, written by Islanders 
literally pleading for their lives. Malaitan Peter Janky from Nambour 
was eventually granted exemption, but not without a long battle. 
Recruited from Ataa on the Empreza in 1892, he may have been from 
Fataleka, Baegu or Lau.
Nambour 
June 1907
Dear Mr. Brennan,
I am writing to let you know of you want to send me home 
or not but I am frightened to go home. I got trouble in my 
country if I go home to my passage I might get kill because 
they are waiting for me all the time.
The best for me to stop with my brother Dick Assie and
«AÍM 11, 23 January 1907. The Fiji scheme is described in more detail by Peter Corns, 
Passage, Port and Plantation, 132-3.
* C ’W A  CRS A1 1907/9881, A. Deakin, memo, 12 September 1906.
^ C ’W A  CRS A1 1908/5120, IA Brennan to S, Dept, o f External Affairs: Statement of 
Repatriation, 23 May 1908; C ’W A  CRS A38 : Register of Departures of Coloured Per­
sons from the Commonwealth, 1903-1935.
47Correspondence between the Premier o f  Queensland and the Prime Minister o f  the 
Commonwealth respecting deportation o f  Kanakas, laid before the table o f  the Legislative 
Assembly, 7 August 1906 (Govt. Printer, Brisbane, 1906); QSA POL/J35: A. Deakin to 
Premier of Q, 4 October 1906; Commissioner of Police, Circular Memo No. 407, 18 Oc­
tober 1906.
**MM 16 February 1907; BOHC  33Bb:2 (ONF&HSQ); BOHC  18a : 3 (ONF&HSQ).
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Tom Sulla. Dear Mr. Brennan you will let me to stop in 
Queensland because I will get kill that is all I ask
I remain your trully son
Peter Janky 
Malaita49
Despite the alleged concern for humanity on the part of the govern­
ment, families were split up, parents and children, brothers and sisters, 
separated for ever. Several of the older Islanders remember being taken 
down to the wharves to farewell friends and relations. At Mackay two 
of the Kwasi children went back to the Islands, while two others 
stayed.50 Sandy McKela was left in Queensland by his parents, to be 
raised by a family friend whose name he adopted. One of the Viti girls 
went back to Guadalcanal, but because another child was too young to 
travel her parents and the rest of the family stayed behind.51 Ivy 
Thomas says that her father was one of the men transferred to Fiji in 
1907.52 Similar traumatic partings occurred in every Islander communi­
ty in Queensland.
The number of Islanders remaining after deportation, including 
Australian-born children, was estimated at 1,654, but the actual figure 
is higher, probably nearer 2,000. Islander oral testimony from several 
areas of Queensland suggests that an unknown number ran away and 
hid in the bush until the deportation round-up was over. They claim 
that some European farmers knew, and assisted them in hiding from 
the police. Many Islanders, including leading Mackay families, are a
49CWA CRS A1 1908/1459.
50BOHC 43Ba : 3 (ONF&VF). These were the children of James Corsay (Kwasi), mention­
ed in Table Twenty-two.
51 BOHC 7Ba : 1 (JV); BOHC 4Ba : 3 (WM).
52BOHC 3Ba: 1 (IT), and 3Bb: 2 (IT). Ivy Thomas’ father was Fijian Wille Marlla. For a 
few years after he returned he kept in touch with his wife (Katie Natofelinga from Aoba), 
but they lost contact eventually.
BOHC: Transcript Two: ‘History of my mother’s life’, by Ivy Thomas (2 pages).
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little reticent in saying how their parents managed to stay in Australia.53 
Today, Australian South Sea Islanders can smile wryly about it all. 
They now number more than the total number proposed for deporation 
in 1901.
4. Melanesian politics and society at Mackay 
A. Introduction
The Melanesian reaction to the deportation order seems normal 
enough in European terms: they formed a political pressure group and 
petitioned the government. But the thesis put forward herein is that 
these people functioned culturally as Melanesians within European- 
controlled surroundings: the culture of Melanesia, though disrupted 
and truncated, was successfully transplanted to Queensland. How then 
did Melanesians, from hundreds of islands, language and dialect 
groups, bind themselves together into a European-style political move­
ment?
The explanation is partly contained in the development of a 
segmented Melanesian working class. Beginning in the mid-1880s, time- 
expired and ticket-holding labourers formed the base of a Melanesian 
segment of the general working class separate from indentured servants. 
The leaders of the European-style anti-deportation movement were all 
long-term residents of Queensland: time-expired and ticket-holding 
Melanesians. But this only partially explains the politics of the deporta­
tion years: several further points are needed to convincingly explain the 
phenomenon of pan-Melanesian political unification. Firstly, the unity 
is deceptive: there were at least two and perhaps more major political 
groups amongst the Melanesians. Secondly, racial discrimination 
against the Melanesians and more general European social attitudes 
toward them helped create one Kanaka people from fragmented groups 
living along Australia’s northeastern seaboard; people traditionally 
divided by island group, island, language, dialect and descent group 
loyalties. Thirdly, related to this is the unity achieved by the use of one 
language—first pidgin English, and later creole English and English. 
Fourthly, the effect of the missions in giving an understanding of the 
religion, philosophy and culture of Europe, and unity through Chris­
tianity. Fifthly, the educative power of the missions as purveyors of
53BOHC 8Ba: 1 (NJF); BOHC 27Ba: 2 (ONF); BOHC 30Ba: 1 (NS); BOHC 19Bb: 2 
(EH); BOHC 4Ba: 2 (WM); ABC  9B: 1 (SL).
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literacy, which allowed Melanesians to communicate with Europeans 
on more nearly equal terms. Sixthly, traditional Melanesian authority 
and power, altered but bolstered by the above and the cultural adapta­
tion of long-term Melanesian residents of Australia.
4.B. Divisions within Melanesian society
Because of the fragmented nature of Melanesia, both geographically 
and culturally, it would be reasonable to expect at least some of these 
divisions to extend into Melanesian society at Mackay. Geographic and 
linguistic divisions are constantly iterated themes in Melanesian oral 
testimony from Mackay and other parts of Australia. Islands of origin 
are still remembered—and regarded as important by older members of 
the community54—but sub-group divisions like Loyalty, Banks and 
Torres etc. are not regarded as important: the major division is between 
the New Hebrides and the Solomons. Other dividing factors are 
remembered (for instance, the blackness of the Bougainville-Buka peo­
ple, the Polynesian features of the Gau (Santa Isabel) people, or the 
French rather than English-speaking people from the Loyalty and some 
of the New Hebridean islands55), but these are over-shadowed by divi­
sion into northern and southern Melanesian groups along a line roughly 
between the Santa Cruz and Torres islands. Although most of 
Australia’s immigrant Melanesian community today identify first its 
Australian, in the minds of some the old divisions remain—particularly 
in relation to marriage and politics.
In earlier decades divisions were more pronounced. Map Eighteen 
shows the areas of Melanesian settlement in the Pioneer valley in post­
deportation years, up until 1940. Regardless of European land holdings 
in the valley it was divided into two Melanesian territories with a com­
mon boundary along the river: New Hebrideans around Baker’s creek- 
Homebush-Sunnyside; the Solomon Islanders across the river in the 
hills around Farleigh-Miclere. Much of this division was established
54Much of the name analysis integral to this study is only possible because of the 
knowledge of the older generation of the present day community at Mackay and Ayr. 
Special thanks are due to Noel and Norman Fatnowna, Noah Sabbo, Henry Stevens 
Quaytucker, Esther Henaway and Rhoda Lammon.
55One of the items in the Pacific Islander Photographic Collection held by the History 
Department, James Cook University of North Queensland is a copy of a 1942 Free French 
Movement card which belonged to Fanny (Lucy) Batangaroa Toga from Tweed Heads in 
northern New South Wales.
PIPCv. 1, No. 7.
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when the first Islander farmers took up land in the 1890s and early 
1900s. These geographic divisions were mirrored culturally. Traditional 
cultural and spiritual activities were focused, for New Hebrideans, 
around Sunnyside, and for Solomon Islanders, around Kangaroo Hill 
at Miclere. Melanesian Christian cultural and spiritual activities were 
similarly focused, for the New Hebrideans, around the Sandiford 
(Homebush) and Walkerston Presbyterian missions, and for Solomon 
Islanders, around the Anglican Selwyn mission at Pioneer.56
This same division also seems to have been present in the politics of 
the deportation period. Table Twenty-Two shows the islands of origin 
of the 959 Islanders liable for deportation in mid-1906: 330 Were from 
the New Hebridean, Banks and Torres groups; 561 were from the 
Solomon Islands. Fifty-eight percent of the 959 came from only three of 
the Solomon Islands—Malaita, Guadalcanal and Ngela. Malaitans 
alone made up twenty-eight percent of the total. The preponderance of 
Solomon and more particularly Malaitan Islanders was not an historical 
accident evident only in 1906: the majority of recruits in the late 1890s 
and 1900s came from this central Solomon area. This preponderance is 
reflected in mission records from Mackay (Table Twenty-three) over a 
longer period,57 but not in the membership of the 1906-07 Pacific 
Islanders’ Association, which was overwhelmingly New Hebridean. 
Almost all the Association’s members were from the adjacent New 
Hebridean islands of Aoba, Epi, Ambrym and Malekula. There were 
only a few Solomon Islanders, from Proserpine and Bowen, not 
Mackay.58 Although Solomon Islanders probably attended the big 
200-person meetings held at Mackay when the Association was for-
56There are of course variations to this pattern, although the New Hebridean (south side 
of the valley) and Solomon (north side of the valley) division cannot be doubted. Some 
Islanders speak of three divisions: the Homebush mob (New Hebrides); the River mob 
(New Hebrides and Solomon); and the Saltwater mob (mainly Solomon) living around 
Etowrie-Habana and Eimeo-Shoal point.
The references to substantiate this claim are spread throughout the Black Oral History 
Collection, and must be considered in relation to the island or island group origin of the 
speaker.
BOHC 28Ba: 1 (ONF&AS); BOHC  30Bb (JV); BOHC  IBb: 1-2 (ONF); BOHC 4Ba: 1 
(WM); BOHC 27Bb: (MF & ONF); BOHC  33Bb: 1-3 (HSQ & ONF); BOHC 22Ba: 2 
(HSQ & ONF); BOHC 37Ba: 1-2 (S & FB); BOHC 29Ba: 1-2 (NS); BOHC 43Bb: 2 
(WBQ & MDQ); BOHC 49Ba: 1 (NJF); BOHC  30Ba: 1 (NS & PT); BOHC 4Ba:2 (WM); 
BOHC 54Ba: 1-2 (NJF); BOHC 5 IBb: 1 (HSQ); BOH C40Bb: 1-2 (WT); BOHC 31Ba:3 
(GA); BOHC 16Ba: 1 (PD); BOHC 80Bb: 2 (ONF).
57The earliest of the 573 baptisms shown in the table date from 1884, but more than 500 
are from the 1890s and 1900s.
58There were also a few from Tana and Tongoa. For information on the islands of origin 
of Melanesians at Mackay in 1906 refer to Table Twenty-two.
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mulating policy towards the 1906 Royal Commission, only 102 were in­
cluded among the 362 Mackay names on the Association’s August 1906 
petition to the Prime Minister.59
It might be thought that a large number of the Solomon Islanders (as 
the most recent arrivals, on first-indenture contracts, or as the most re­
cent of the time-expired labourers) were less likely to be literate and 
confident enough to be vocal in matters concerning conflict between the 
Melanesian community and Europeans. Against this, a large number of 
Solomon Islanders had been baptised and were also attending reading 
and writing classes held by the missions.60 There were at least some 
among them quite as capable as the New Hebrideans of participating in 
the politics of deportation. It seems reasonable to conclude that 
Solomon Islanders and New Hebrideans deliberately chose to remain 
separate in opposing deportation. Certainly there is direct evidence of 
active opposition by Solomon Islanders outside the Association: there is 
also strong though indirect evidence of the means by which they were 
organised. The majority of those who presented the 1904 petitions to 
the Governor General were Solomon Islanders. There are nine different 
surnames among the eleven available for identification: the origins of 
two are unknown; two are New Hebrideans; the remainder are all 
Solomon Islanders from Malaita and Ngela. None had any known con­
nection with the Pacific Islanders’ Association of 1906-07, but Joseph 
Barramulla was lay preacher at the Selwyn mission so it seems possible 
that the mission was the source of the petition. (Table Twenty-four)
Two of the children involved in the 1904 petitions were Joy and Cice­
ly Fatnowna, Australian-born daughters of Kwailiu and Orrani, who 
were among the Malaitan recruits singled out for biographical mention 
in Chapter Three. Kwailiu, from the Rakwane descent group in east 
Fataleka, twice travelled to Queensland: on the first occasion he may 
have been kidnapped but on the second occasion he willingly enlisted. 
The first time, probably in the 1880s, he spent only three years on a 
plantation before returning home. He then married Orrani from west 
Fataleka. The couple returned to Queensland, it would seem, to planta­
tions around Innisfail as the first two of their children were born in the 
Johnstone river district in 1891 (Joy) and 1893 (Lucy).61 By 1895 the
59M M  18 April, 1 May 1906; C ’W  A  A1 1906/6324; Corns, Passage, Port and Plantation, 
128.
^Refer to the section on the missions. Some Solomon Islanders, particularly those from 
Ngela, had contact with missionaries before arriving in Queensland.
61Printout C: 1 (561 to 3). Also refer to Chapter Three, Case study four. Members of the 
family are certain that Kwailiu and Orrani first worked on Meadowlands, but Cicely was 
born on Palms in 1895, as was their next child, Harry, in 1897.
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couple were in Mackay where their next child (Cicely) was born. 
Kwailiu and Orrani seem to have worked on Meadowlands and Palms 
plantations in the late 1890s.62 Around the turn of the century the fami­
ly shifted over to the north side of the river to work for farmers in the 
Pioneer and Cedars area. By 1900 when his children were baptised at 
the Anglican Selwyn mission at Pioneer, Kawiliu was calling himself 
John Fatnahoona (Fatnowna), a name which family tradition says was 
given him by his cousin Fikui, also a labourer in Queensland, but who 
returned to Malaita in the early 1900s. The couple’s last child, Eva, was 
born in 1901.63
When Joy and Cicely presented their petition in 1904 they were 
respectively fifteen and eleven years old. Kwailiu, aged about forty 
years, died of malaria at Pioneer on 25 March 1906, just as the 
Islanders’ final struggle against deportation was beginning. He was 
buried the next day in the Anglican section of the cemetery, in what was 
the largest Islander funeral recorded by Europeans at Mackay up until 
that date. The local newspapers never bothered to report on Islander 
funerals, but Kwailiu’s was too impressive to ignore:
The Islander had been a mission boy, and his countrymen 
for miles around rolled up to his funeral. Immediately fol­
lowing the hearse were buggies and spring carts, next were 
about 100 Islanders on foot, and behind these came many 
Islanders on bicycles and last of all a number mounted on 
horse back. Fully 258 Islanders were present and the scene 
was most imposing.64
Who was Kwailiu to warrant a funeral on such a scale, attended by at 
least one-quarter of the Melanesians in the district? From the news­
paper report one could infer that Kwailiu was an important leader in the 
Selwyn mission at Pioneer, but it is clear that although his children were 
Anglican, he was still pagan: oral testimony and the Anglican mission 
records substantiate this. The only other logical conclusion is that 
Kwailiu was an important traditional leader among Malaitans at 
Mackay.65
62Printout C: 1 (563-4, 567, 571).
63BOHC 33Bb: 2 (ONF).
MMM  28 March 1906. Although Kwailiu is not named it was without doubt his funeral be­
ing described. Printout A: Deathdat: 66; Printout C: 1 (565).
65BOHC IBa: 2 (ONF); BOHC  7Bb: 3 (NJF); ADB, entry for John Kwailiu Abelfai Fat­
nowna (1870-1906). In press.
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It has been seen that Melanesians in Queensland had to function in 
two separate but overlapping societal systems, one traditional, the other 
European. It is suggested that, confronted with the need for organised 
opposition to deportation, New Hebrideans chose to use predominantly 
European forms of organisation, while Solomon Islanders utilised 
mainly traditional and therefore less conspicuous, means. Deep divi­
sions within Melanesian society at Mackay were thus projected into at­
tempts to achieve the common goal. The means chosen by each group 
presumably reflect the longer familiarity of New Hebrideans with Euro­
pean society. But just as the Solomon group had to utilise the European 
practice of petitioning, so—we can feel confident—New Hebridean 
traditional authority continued to operate within their European-style 
Association.
4.C. Racial and ethnic prejudice
Racism was inherited by Queensland colonists as part of the ethos of 
British colonialism, bolstered in the nineteeth century by the deter­
ministic theory of Social Darwinism which categorised races on an in­
tellectual scale according to colour. In the Pioneer valley’s multi-racial 
society Europeans felt superior to Aboriginals, Asians and Melane­
sians. The landless working-class position which Melanesians occupied 
all through the nineteen century and well into the twentieth century, 
reinforced this attitude. From the moment Melanesians stepped aboard 
a recruiting boat they came up against European racism in every aspect 
of their lives. In the initial kidnapping phase of the labour trade Euro­
peans obviously treated Melanesians as less than their equals as human 
beings; this racial arrogance continued, though less blatantly, into the 
more legitimate period of recruiting.
In Queensland Melanesians had their freedom controlled and 
restricted by a stream of legislation and regulations culminating in the 
1901 deportation Act. The legal system operated in their employers’ 
favour. Their general welfare was of a low standard. They were not 
allowed to acquire freehold land, drink alcohol, travel freely, or enjoy 
many of the other benefits of Queensland society which Europeans 
took for granted. They were converted to Christianity and educated in 
missions separate from the parent churches. European medical care 
available to them was below par and biased by theories relating skin 
colour and race to health. They were “niggers”,66 shunned by European
^Elderly Europeans at Mackay invariably call the Islanders either Kanakas or niggers. 
There were always Europeans opposed to Melanesian migration whô spoke out against the
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society, but too useful to do without.
In writings on race relations in Australia racism is usually explained 
only from a European point of view. European writers, imbued with a 
strong sense of guilt, construct sociological models to explain the racist 
attitudes of their fellow Europeans. When black Australians theorize 
and attempt to explain racism they often have a political interest in 
presenting the Australian black community as occupying a similar posi­
tion in the sociological model—the bottom. But within the black com­
munity there are concepts akin to European notions of racial and ethnic 
superiority which historically and today have provided them with unity 
and strength in the face of oppression. Terms like ‘black racism’ or 
‘black ethnicity’ are not precise enough descriptions, but perhaps ‘black 
pride’ or ‘black chauvinism’ come closer to the term needed. What 
follows is an attempt to explain this group identity in the perspective of 
today’s North Queensland black community.67
Black chauvinism is partly a defence mechanism used against Euro­
pean racism. Contemporary black Australians are united because of the 
discrimination they face every day—at work, in hotels, schools, in 
shops and offices, and in the streets. Politically and socially divided 
against itself the contemporary black community unites against a 
common oppressor. An early example of this .is the actions of Islanders 
during the 1883 Racecourse riot at Mackay. Until Europeans joined the 
brawl the fighting had all been among Islanders, but from the moment 
Europeans became involved the Melanesians made common cause 
against the whites.68 The united stand of Melanesians in the Pacific 
Islanders’ Association can also be explained in this way: Europeans 
provided the Melanesians with unity through discrimination.
Black pride and strength is expressed in many ways. There is pride in 
the strength of culture and tradition, ancestors and the spirit world, 
knowledge of genealogy and extended family relationships, language
labour trade, but there is only one case from Mackay when Europeans organised what the 
Mackay Mercury described as an “anti-Kanaka Sect” . The “White League” operated 
briefly in 1877, aiming to stop Melanesian immigration and control Islanders already in 
the district. The Mercury described the organisation as
composed of five or six local thunderers, calling themselves a parliament, 
non-representative of towns of district.
CRM  1 (EMB); CRM  5 & 6 (A&RD); M M  28 November, 1 December 1877.
67In writing this section I have also drawn on the experiences of Chips Mackinolty, Peggy 
Havnen and Malcolm Cole.
^Moore, ‘Mackay Racecourse Riot of 1883’, 186-7.
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and sexuality. Aboriginals have their Dreaming,69 their close identifica­
tion with land and ancestors. When Europeans first came to Australia 
the more astute noted Aboriginal self-confidence in their relationships 
with whitemen. They had mastery over the practical skills of life in the 
bush, but their self-confidence was more than this. As Henry Reynolds 
explained in The Other Side o f  the Frontier:
Aboriginal self-confidence was not based solely on the 
mastery of practical skills but on the spiritual relationship 
with the land, the sense of belonging and responsibility for 
performing the increase ceremonies which ensured the pro­
per ordering of nature, the coming of the rain and the re­
newal of plant and animal life. Belief in the necessity and 
efficacy of increase ceremonies continued on well into the 
period of European settlement. Europeans brought change 
and damage to many local ecologies but the larger rhythms 
of nature remained constant and predictable to those who 
had learnt the signs. It remained possible despite the Euro­
pean presence to go on believing in the causal link between 
tribal ceremony and the turn of the seasons.70
Aboriginal society was weakened by the European invasion of Australia 
but was much more innovative and generative than standard accounts 
have suggested, and elements of the same traditional self-confidence re­
main. Today urban Aboriginals share this pride and identification with 
land and ancestors. Earlier chapters stressed that Melanesians saw 
themselves as the physical part of cosmological life-cycles which joined 
them to their land as co-members of descent groups at ancestral burial 
grounds. While such relationships were modified by their migration to 
and many years’ residence in Australia, they were not destroyed. That 
they continue to affect their Australian children and grand-children 
today is proof of this. It is difficult to relate this feeling in Aboriginal 
and Melanesian cultures to some European concept, certainly not to 
ordinary situations, but the strength of faith of Christian saints and 
martyrs to the point of death is quite close. Aboriginals and Islanders
69According to Aboriginal belief, all life as it is known today—human, animal, bird and 
fish—is part of one vast unchanging network of relationships which can be traced to their 
spirit ancestors of the Dreamtime. These ancestors are responsible for the whole pattern of 
life as Aboriginal people know it today: they govern the seasons and therefore the growth 
of vegetation, reproduction o f animal species, and the cycles of life from birth to death. 
70H. Reynolds, The Other Side o f  the Frontier, an interpretation o f  the Aboriginal 
response to the invasion and settlement o f  Australia (Townsville, 1981), 48.
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have a quiet faith in their own secure position within the spirit world, a 
position which the majority of Australians cannot even begin to under­
stand.
Connected to this is the strength of kin relationships and the support 
drawn from extended families. By the turn of the century the Islanders 
who had settled permanently in Australia had marriages and friendships 
to add to traditional ties from Melanesia. It is no exaggeration to say 
that today all immigrant Melanesians in Australia are related by mar­
riage, descended from a few hundred people originating from a few 
dozen Melanesian islands. In turn they are related by marriage to the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander section of the black community. 
This web of relationships was well under construction by the 1900s and 
would have provided part of the unity on which the Pacific Islanders’ 
Association was based. By and large blacks prefer to socialize and 
marry within the black community. Part of this is defence against the 
racism they continually encounter outside, but it is also through pride in 
their own culture and race. There is a sense of relaxation in knowing 
that values, ideas and concepts, as well as extended kin relationships, 
are shared.
Until the last few decades it was customary—almost mandatory—for 
Melanesians in Australia to marry only other Melanesians. Those who 
neglected this custom incurred the wrath of older members of their 
community, who treated mixed marriages with contempt. The advice 
given to young Melanesians was to seek out a person from the same 
island, or the Australian-born child of one. Failing that, the most 
acceptable choice was a person from the same group of islands; then a 
Melanesian of any description; an Aboriginal or (rarely) an Asian. Only 
as a last resort should they marry a European.71 Racist Europeans who 
feared miscegenation did not realise just how many Melanesian sup­
porters they had: there was no prestige in marrying a European.
4.D. Melanesian languages and Kanaka pidgin English
Melanesian labourers arrived in Queensland speaking scores for dif­
ferent languages and dialects, with no common medium of communica-
71BOHC IBa: 1 (ONF); BOHC 43Bb: 2-3 (ONF); BOHC 40Bb: 1(WT); BOHC 82Ba: 
1(MS & ONF); BOHC 50Bb: 2 (HB & ONF); BOHC 42Bb: 3 (HB & ONF); BOHC 41Bb: 
1 (HB & ONF); BOHC 49Ba: 1 (NJF); BOHC 48Bb: 2 (N JF); BOHC 6Ba: 1 (IT & AM & 
WM); BOHC 7Ba: 4 (TA & JV); BOHC 9Ba: 1 (NS & ONF); BOHC lOBb: 2 (AC); 
BOHC 15Ba: 1 (IB); BOHC 15Bb: 1 (SM).
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(24) Kwaitaka, from east Fataleka, Malaita, enlisted in 
1888. He married Lucy, daughter of Kwailiu and Orrani 
(Plate 21)
(26) Informant Henry Stevens Quaytucker, at Mackay, 
W77
(25) Henry Stevens Quaytucker, son of Kwaitaka and 
Lucy.
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tion. Although many spoke more than one language or dialect, or 
understood key phrases from other languages, they had no way of com­
municating with more than a small number of their fellow labourers. 
Pidgin English became their lingua franca, establishing linguistic unity, 
probably the single most important factor in creating today’s pan- 
Melanesian society. A political development like the Pacific Islanders’ 
Association—uniting Melanesians from many islands72—would never 
have been possible without a lingua franca. But in coping with life in 
colonial Queensland Melanesians did not become more multi-lingual, 
maintaining their Melanesian languages alongside English. Instead, the 
reverse occurred; they adopted pidgin English at the expense of their 
own languages, and few of their children learnt more than a few phrases 
from their parents’ languages. Today, most of the Australian descen­
dants of the immigrant Melanesians speak standard English, but with 
an additional creole second language: for the older Islanders—the first 
generation born in Australia—this is a development of their parents’ 
Kanaka pidgin English (KPE); but the creole spoken by the younger 
Islanders is much more complex in origin—KPE combined with a wider 
North Queensland black creole (NQBC).
The longer Islanders stayed in Queensland the more likely they were 
to have learnt new Melanesian languages and to have increased their 
knowledge of dialects within their own native languages. The more 
capable acted as interpreters for their ‘new chum’ relatives. Most 
Melanesians in Queensland seem to have quickly developed at least a 
shallow knowledge of a variety of languages, for ease of communica­
tion in the multi-racial, multi-lingual society. Islanders knew basic 
phrases in several languages:
Where do you come from brother?
Where is your island?
What is your father’s/mother’s name?
Where can I get a job?73
The next most common words learnt in other languages seem to have 
been related to the spirit world.74 Linked here is the influence of the 
missions on language. Missionaries in Queensland taught their charges 
to sing hymns in Melanesian languages, and translated Christian con-
72The Association had members from at least a dozen islands in the New Hebrides and the 
Solomons, including: Aoba, Epi, Malekula, Tana, Tongoa, Efate, Santo, Ambrym, 
Makura, Valúa, Ngela, and some other Solomon islands.
12 BOHC 86Ba: 1 (GR); BOHC  47Bb: 2 (NJF); BOHC 20Ba: 1 (LL); BOHC IBa: 1 
(HSQ).
14BOHC 15Bb: 1 (SM); BOHC 2Ba: 1-2 (NS); BOHC  3Ba: 1 (IT); BOHC 1 lBb: 1 (EY).
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cepts into Melanesian languages to aid the Islanders’ understanding of 
their teachings.75 Immigrant Melanesians became more multi-lingual, 
but those who stayed in Queensland did not pass this quality on to their 
children, seldom even passing on their base language. Some couples had 
no common language other than KPE,76 some children refused to 
learn,77 but most informants claim that it was deliberate: their parents 
reasoned that in a whiteman’s world it was most important that their 
children learnt English.78 A few of the older Islanders can still speak or 
understand a Melanesian language.79 Most commonly they remember 
only childhood rhymes, lullabies, greetings and a few words for foods 
or spirits.80
Europeans rarely learnt to speak Melanesian languages. John Spiller 
claimed to have learnt Lifuan when he first employed Islanders in the 
1860s.81 Government Agents, Inspectors of Pacific Islanders and mis­
sionaries often were able to speak fragments of various languages, but 
few other Europeans in Queensland did; nor would it have been par­
ticularly useful for them to have done so, given the variety of Melane­
sian languages. Moreover there seems to have been a general policy 
amongst Europeans to foster the use of KPE: to lessen intergroup ten­
sions, to make the Melanesians easier to control and generally to ease 
the Melanesian-European communication problem. One Malaitan 
bushman at Mackay, Dick Satavi, claimed that the Courts had ordered 
that Islanders stop using their own languages and learn KPE.82
75BOHC 5Ba: 1 (GM); BOHC 81Bb: 1 (MS); BOHC 20Ba: 2 (LL), b: 1 (LL).
16BOHC 31Ba: (GA); P Mühlhäusler, ‘Remarks on the Pidgin and Creole situation in 
Australia’, Australian Institute o f  Aboriginal Studies Newsletter, August 1979, 49-51.
77BOHC 21 Ba: 1 (CT). The refusal of children to learn the parents’ language is a very 
common experience in migrant communities.
n BOHC 41 Ba: 1-3 (HB); BOHC IBa: 1 (HSQ); BOHC  7Bb: 1 (NJF); BOHC lOBa: 1 
(AC); BOHC  11 Bb: 1 (FP); BOHC 16Ba: 1 (PD); BOHC 24Ba: 1 (TQ.
79In most cases they have had no one to speak to for upward of two decades, so their 
knowledge of the language has declined, but in recent years with visits to and from 
relatives in the islands they have once again been able to practise their language skills. At 
Mackay this is particularly noticeable amongst Malaitan families. Mary Swali, born in 
1900, living at Hervey bay outside Maryborough, is the oldest Australian Malaitan. When 
I visited her in 1977 she was still able to speak a surprising amount of the Fataleka dialect, 
considering that she had not used the language for several decades.
80 A most fascinating example of this in the BOHC  is Tape 82Ba: 1 (MS & ONF): Mary 
Swali (adopted daughter of Tom Swali, Chapter Three, Case Study) then 77 and Noel Fat- 
nowna (grandson of Kwailiu and Orrani, Chapter Three, Case Study) then 48, Mary 
brought up in southern Queensland and Noel at Mackay, were able to sing together 
Fataleka children’s songs taught to them by their parents. See also BOHC 37Bb: 2 (S & 
FB).
81Kennedy, Four Years in Queensland, 174.
82BOHC 47Bb: 2 (NJF); BOHC 7Bb: 1 (NJF).
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In the absence of a common Melanesian language, a variety of pidgin 
English developed in Queensland. Pidgin languages develop as contact 
languages among people who have no other language in common: 
Kanaka pidgin English (KPE) developed as a communication system, 
vertically between European masters83 and their Melanesian servants 
and horizontally amongst Melanesians. As a result of the migration of 
labour to plantations during the European colonial era, new pidgin 
languages developed, the best-known of which are probably those of 
the West Indies where Africans settled, developing new languages, the 
creole84 forms of which continue to be used by their descendants. But 
pidgin languages also developed in the Pacific, particularly in associa­
tion with the labour trade in Melanesia. Research into pidgin languages 
has shown them to be examples of the human capacity to form new 
languages. They can be structurally and functionally reduced but are 
capable of developing into systems comparable in grammatical com­
plexity to their original parent language. Many pidgins have developed 
specialist vocabularies arid are quite capable of being used to express 
abstract and philosophical thought.85
Kanaka pidgin English (KPE) has recently been studied by linguists 
Tom Dutton and Peter Mühlhäusler. Dutton recorded several inter­
views in 1964 with two of the last immigrant Melanesians. He began 
working on this material in January 1978 and later in the year returned 
to North Queensland to carry out further field research in collaboration 
with Mühlhäusler. In 1980 Dutoon published annotated transcripts of 
his 1964 interviews, and in 1979 and 1981 Mühlhäusler published papers 
concentrating on KPE.86 They suggest four periods in the development 
of KPE in Australia:
83In Melanesia there is also a European variety of pidgin English which has developed 
because Europeans have imperfectly mastered Melanesian pidgin English, applying to it 
English rules of grammar and pronunciation. Europeans often lack the motivation to 
learn correct pidgin English and have only limited exposure to it. Mühlhäusler says that 
the use of Tok Masta (language of the master) constitutes a compromise allowing Euro­
peans to remain socially distant from the ‘native’ at a minimal cost to themselves. It seems 
likely that a similar situation existed in nineteenth century Queensland.
P. Mühlhäusler, ‘Foreigner Talk: tok masta in New Guinea’, International Journal o f  the 
Sociology o f  Language, v. 28 (1981), 93-113.
C r eo le  languages develop where pidgin languages become the native tongue of a speech 
community.
85R. Clark, ‘In Search o f Beach-Ia-Mar: towards a history of Pacific pidgin English’, Te 
Reo, v. 22 (1979), 3-64. I would like to thank Drs Dutton, Mühlhäusler and Clark’for 
their comments on this section of the chapter.
86Dutton, Queensland Canefields English-, Mühlhäusler, ‘Remarks on the Pidgin and 
Creole situation in Australia’, and ‘Melanesian Pidgin English (Kanaka English) in 
Australia’, Kabar Seberang, No. 8-9 (1981).
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1860s to 1880: jargon period
During these years the majority of the recruits could not speak pidgin 
English, though some of them must have had a smattering of trader- 
whaler jargon English. The jargon period was characterized by a 
small lexicon, very short utterances with great individual variations, 
and was used mainly in vertical (master-servant) communication.87
1880 to 1900: stable period
During these years more complex rules for grammatical structures 
emerged, the lexical core was more stable, and standards of correct­
ness developed. In this period KPE was used mainly in horizontal 
(Islander to Islander) communication, and as a means of social cohe­
sion and self-expression. This period coincides with the class 
developments amongst Melanesians, described earlier, affecting rela­
tions between Melanesians and between Melanesians and the wider 
colonial society from the 1880s.
1900 to 1907: expansion period
At about the same time as the mass deportation, KPE was reaching 
the stage of being as extended pidgin with complex grammatical con­
structions and an increased speech tempo. At this stage KPE was 
used in almost all domains of everyday life, providing cohesion 
amongst the various groups of Melanesians in Queensland. KPE 
enabled them to act as one group during their struggle against the 
deportation order.
1907 to the present: declining period
The post-1907 Melanesian community was much reduced in size and 
use of KPE declined: parents discouraged their children from using 
it; children learnt English at school and their teachers and peers look­
ed down on the use of KPE. Mühlhäusler suggests that there was a 
gradual but total change from KPE to English, and that the following 
elements were involved:
1. the gradual merger of KPE with English in a kind of post- 
pidgin/post-creole situation;
2. a continued period of bilingualism and bidialectism;
3. a language shift, involving rapid wholesale replacement of one 
language by another.88
87Ross Clark doubts that there was the long initial jargon period, because (a) the pidgin 
had already undergone 20 years of development in the sandalwood trade, and (b) pidgin 
languages do not take long to stabilize, once the social context is established. Letter to the 
author from Dr R. Clark, 29 April 1981.
88Mühlhäusler, ‘Remarks on Pidgin and Creole’, 50-1; Dutton, ibid., 7.
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Both Dutton and Mühlhäusler conclude that today 
knowledge of KPE is very restricted among second and third 
generation Australian-born Melanesians and is in many 
cases non-existent.89
However, what Dutton and Mühlhäusler failed to detect, for social 
reasons and because of the nature of their research, was that later 
generation speakers use a variety of English that appears to include 
KPE and various types of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander pidgin 
English, which we shall label North Queensland black creole (NQBC) 
for the time being.90 During the twentieth century descendants of the 
immigrant Melanesians have predominantly married within their own 
community as well as with the Aboriginal and indigenous Melanesian 
(Torres Strait Islander) population in North Queensland. The result has 
been that the younger Islanders, as well as speaking standard English, 
use a creole language among themselves and the wider black communi­
ty. NQBC provides a sense of identity for the North Queensland black 
community: a private language which can be spoken in front of, but 
over the heads of most Europeans.
4.E. Christianity
The Islanders who led the struggle against deportation were Christian 
and literate. The Fijian, Tui Tonga, claimed to have been educated in 
Sydney.91 H.D. Tonga had been in Queensland since 1884, mostly at 
Mackay where he was educated at a mission school.92 Noah Sabbo, the 
Australian-born Islander who gave evidence to the 1906 Royal Commis­
sion, had attended one of the local state schools. William Seekis also 
gave evidence: he was Catholic and literate (in his own Lifu language) 
when he arrived in 1871.93 Christianity was an important asset for any 
Melanesian dealing with Europeans. No matter how well Melanesians 
might have learnt to speak pidgin English, Europeans seldom took 
them seriously while they remained pagan and illiterate. Christianity
89They reached this conclusion, based on the claims by informants that their parents felt 
that in a whiteman’s world it was more important to be able to speak standard English 
than KPE or any Melanesian language.
90This is my subjective impression, but I have not made a formal linguistic analysis of it. 
NQBC is most developed in the Townsville region, but also exists at Mackay. Also refer to 
footnote 67.
91MM 16 November 1901.
921906 Royal Commission, 151.
93Ibid., 203-4; A/M 3 May 1957; Matsen Diary Ten, 98-9.
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Table Twenty-Two
Origins of Melanesians to be deported from the 
Mackay district as of mid-1906.
ORIGIN NUMBER
New Hebrides
Ambrym 47
Aoba 80
Efate (Sandwich) 4
Emae (Mai) 4
Epi 43
Eromanga 2
Futuna 1
Makura 1
Malekula 25
Malo 11
Nguna (Moonah) 2
Paama 17
Pentecost 26 •
Santo 21
Tana 16
Tongoa 8
Banks
Gaua (Lacona) 32
Merlav 4
Mota 8
Mota Lava (Matlop) 14
Ureparapara 2
Vanua Lava 8
Torres 22
ORIGIN NUMBER
Solomon
Bougainville 1
Guadalcanal 143
Malaita 275
Ngela 93
Ontong Java 2
San Cristobal 14
Santa Cruz 7
Santa Isabel 17
Savo 9
561
TOTAL 959
308
68
22
398
(Source: 1906 Sugar Industry Labour Royal Commission App. XVII.)
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Table Twenty-three
Origins of Melanesians baptised Anglican at Mackay, 1888-1906.
ORIGIN NUMBER ORIGIN NUMBER
New Hebrides Uncertain origin
Ambrym 7 McKela 3
Aoba 8 Foonalab/
Aore 1 Fooulab 2
Emae (Mai) 1 Line 1
Epi 16 Miraloa 1
Futuna 2 Burra-Burra 2
Maewo 2 Unknown (SSI) 228
Malekula 4
Malo 5 237
Mortlab 9
Paama 2
Pentecost 1
Santo 18
Tana 17 TOTAL j I j
Tongoa 4 :——
97
Banks
Gaua (Lacona) 6
Mera Lava 2
Mota (Valúa) 2
Ureparapara 1
11
Solomon
Booka-Booka
(Bougainville?) 8
Guadalcanal 25
Malaita 103
Ngela 53
Santa Cruz 2
Santa Isabel 7
Savo 2
Solomon 28
228
(Source: Printout A: Angbap.)
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Table Twenty-four
Analysis of the island origins and religions of the Melanesians who 
presented the two 1904 petitions to the Governor General at Mackay
NAME ISLAND RELIGION STATUS
Joseph Barramulle 
(Barramulla)
Malaita Anglican Adult
Joy Fatnahoona 
(Fatnowna)
Malaita Anglican Child
Sicel (Cicely) Fatnahoona 
(Fatnowna)
Malaita Anglican Child
Mabel Stephen Malaita Presby. Child
Jessie Stephen Malaita Presby. Child
Frank D’Arbinsan 
(Darboosie)
Ngela Anglican Adult
James Crosay (Kwasi) Ngela Anglican Adult
Eliza Siletarse (Tass) Maewo Presby. Child
Simon Boulesko Pentecost Presby. Adult
Harry Quier ? ? Adult
Sam Marill ? ? Adult
Sources: MM  23 July 1904; BOHC 44Ba: 1 (ONF & MDQ); BOHC 
54Bb: l (NJF); BOHC 47Ba; 2 (NJF); Printout A: Angbap 
(403); Printout C: 1 (192, 393, 426, 561, 563); M M 1  January 
1907.
was viewed by Europeans as one of the major benefits they had to 
bestow on Melanesians; literacy went hand-in-hand with Christianity in 
that Melanesians were taught to read and write using the bible and 
hymnals as their primers. The whole European educative process is im­
mensely complicated and can best be discussed as a series of discrete but 
related topics: Christianity, the missions, Melanesian religious thought 
and Melanesian literacy, leading through to the place of Melanesians 
within the Queensland education system.
Like all European communities in Australia, the early settlers at 
Mackay in the 1860s felt the need for churches and priests. At first they 
had to rely on passing clerics. Dr Tufnell, Anglican Bishop of Brisbane 
called into the embryonic town in 1863, married two couples and ar­
ranged to have land bought for the church. A Roman Catholic priest 
was appointed at Mackay in November 1865 and in January the follow-
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ing year held the first Mass in the newly consecrated St Patrick’s 
church. An Anglican clergyman arrived in 1867 to establish a parish.94 
Other Christian denominations followed (Presbyterians in 1872, 
Methodists in 1881, the Salvation Army in 1888, and Lutherans in 
1890),95 but they all paid little or no attention to the heathen Melane­
sians. The first to show concern for the Islanders was Rev. Albert A. 
Maclaren, Anglican priest at Mackay from mid-1878 until early 1883, 
and in 1891 founder of the Anglican mission in Papua.96 In a letter writ­
ten during his years at Mackay Maclaren accurately depicted the general 
attitude of the Europeans toward Christianity and Melanesians:
In my parish there are 4,000 white people and 2,000 South 
Sea Islanders who work on the sugar plantations. It is all im­
portant that we should build a church at Walkerston which 
is the centre of the sugar plantations where the South Sea 
Islanders reside. It seems a great pity that something is not 
done for these poor fellows when they come to our country.
The white people are against me doing anything in the way 
of teaching them, their argument being that they pay me not 
to look after the souls of black but of white people.97
Through his urging the first Christian missions to Melanesians in 
Queensland were established.
Beginning in the 1860s there had been Christians amongst the 
Melanesian immigrants: in 1868 Rev. J.D. Lang remarked on the Chris­
tian piety of some Islanders on R affs plantation near Brisbane.98 Many 
of the earliest recruits were from islands in the Loyalties and the New 
Hebrides which had long been visited by missionaries. Over 1,000 of the 
recruits who arrived between 1863 and 1872 were from the Loyalties; 
659 were from one island, Lifu, one of the longest colonised of the 
Melanesian islands, first visited by sandalwood traders and Samoan 
missionaries in 1842." William Seekis grew up on Lifu under a French 
administration, his spiritual needs catered for by two rival groups of
94J. Williams (comp), Anglican Parish o f  Holy Trinity Mackay, Centenary, 1867-1967 
(Mackay, 1967), 6; St Patrick’s Parish Mackay, Queensland, Building Fund plus Budget 
Canvass (Mackay, 1958). There were probably also itinerant visits from Rockhampton 
Roman Catholic priests before this time.
95M M  21 June 1977; R. Bardon, The Centenary History o f  the Presbyterian Church o f 
Queensland, 1849-1949 (Brisbane, 1949), 33; M M 3  March 1891, 6 June 1978.
MQlder 20 April 1878; Williams, Holy Trinity, 9-12, 26-7; D. Wetherell, Reluctant Mis­
sion: the Anglican Church in Papua New Guinea, 1891-1942 (Brisbane, 1977).
97J.O. Feetham and W.V. Rymer (eds.), North Queensland Jubilee Book, 1878-1928 
(Townsville, 1929), 37-8.
98Saunders, Workers in Bondage, 116.
"Price and Baker, ‘Origins’, 114.
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squabbling missionaries, the Marists and the London Missionary Socie­
ty. In 1870 the French withdrew their garrison, leaving the Lifuans to 
their own devices and in the clutches of feuding Protestant and Catholic 
missions.100 Seekis, a Catholic, joined a recruiting ship the following 
year and arrived at Mackay, one of an unknown number of early Chris­
tian Melanesians in the district. Eight years later another amazed 
Anglican Bishop Stanton when he visited the recruiting ship Isabella: on 
asking what one Islander was doing, the Bishop was informed that he 
was reading the Bible.101
In 1876 the Mackay Mercury began to advocate the introduction of 
missons for Islanders in Queensland; similar moves began in other cane­
growing areas at about the same time.102 The argument used was that 
the Islanders were being led astray by the vices of Chinatown and that 
creating a pool of Christian Melanesians in Queensland who could dif­
fuse Christianity throughout all Melanesia was easier than the arduous 
task of establishing missions in the Pacific. At Mackay Father Maclaren 
was able to interest two European women, Mary Goodwin Robinson 
and Elizabeth Watt Martin, in ministering to the Islanders. Mary 
Robinson was the wife of H.J.G. Robinson, one of the Robinson 
brothers from Lome plantation (closed in 1876) and from 1877 
manager of nearby Branscombe.m  Elizabeth Martin was married to 
Robert Martin, who with his brother James settled on Hamilton station 
in 1863. When James died in 1879 the Martins sold Hamilton, moving 
to Mandurana, a smaller property close to Mackay.104 Both women 
were devout Anglicans and willingly aided Maclaren: in 1882 Mary
100Howe, Loyalty Islands, 35-45, 57-64. 
m M M  1 October 1879.
l02M M  1 April 1876; Wetherell, Reluctant Mission, 100. Also refer to the Mackay Mer­
cury’s attack on Ralph Gore’s 1880 report on Mackay’s plantations, because he failed to 
stress their spiritual welfare. M M  11 August 1880.
There were many other missions established among Melanesians in Queensland during the 
last two decades of the nineteenth century. Best known is Florence Young’s Queensland 
Kanaka Mission which originated at Bundaberg in 1882: staffed initially by Plymouth 
Brethren the Queensland Kanaka Mission established eleven centers in Queensland; after 
deportation the mission shifted its headquarters to the Solomon Islands.
Mrs Clayton also had a mission at Bundaberg. In 1896 Rev. P.T. Williams was sent by the 
Anglican church of Melanesia to organize a mission for labourers on the Isis river 
(Childers). Father Pritt established an Anglican mission on the Herbert river (Ingham). 
Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 94-6; Ivens, Dictionary o f  Sa’a and Ulawa, 230-1; 
Feetham and Rymer, North Queensland Jubilee, 43.
l03The Lome partners became insolvent during the rust epidemic and were forced to sell to 
Sloan & Co. in 1876. In 1877 H.J.G. Robinson became manager of Branscombe for 
G.H.M. King.
m Mitchelh B1322-1-2, Diary of J.J. Martin, 1876-79; M M  16 August, 31 December 
1879.
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Robinson began giving Bible lessons to Islanders in her own home, and 
at about the same time Elizabeth Martin started a similar mission at 
Mandurana which operated for some years.105
As Mary Robinson knew the planters and plantation managers she 
was able to plead for land and funds to continue her work: Hyne and 
Bridgeman of Meadowlands donated 1.6 hectares of land; others gave 
money. From 1882 until 1903 she operated the Robinson, later Selwyn, 
mission. Branscombe closed in 1884, its owners transferring Robinson 
to Te Kowai, another of their mills nearby. Te Kowai also closed, and 
at the beginning of the 1890s Robinson took another managing job, this 
time at Marian mill farther down the valley.106 His wife had to shift her 
mission headquarters to Marian, but after a few years the couple moved 
back to the Lorne-Te Kowai area and a permanent mission building was 
erected near Racecourse mill on the land earlier donated by Meadow- 
lands. 107 Mary Robinson continued to run the Selwyn mission until 
1903, when, old and seriously ill, she retired to Adelaide. As the mission 
became established she had trained Melanesian lay preachers and had a 
European assistant: they were able to carry on the mission’s work after 
she left, but at a new base—St Mary’s church at Pioneer on the north 
side of the river.108
The Presbyterian mission was not established until 1888, although 
moves to do so went back twenty years.109 In 1888 Rev. J. McLean 
McIntyre was appointed missionary at Mackay with a £200 per annum 
stipend, part of it provided by local planters, the rest by the parent 
church. Until 1907 McIntyre operated his mission at Walkerston (a 
small town just outside Mackay) with three principles in mind: to bring 
Christ to the Melanesians, to persuade them to sign the pledge, and to 
teach literacy and general education. He was assisted by several
105John Williams suggests that Mary Robinson began her teaching in 1879, but gives no 
reference for his information. All other sources say she began in 1882. Williams, Holy 
Trinity, 26; Wetherell, Reluctant Mission, 100; Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 193. 
Elizabeth Martin provided land for a church and graveyard at Mandurana. St Peter’s 
cjturch was completed in 1884. M M  12 March 1884.
106Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation, 93-4; Wetherell, Reluctant Mission, 100. 
I07W.T. Wawn visited the Marian mission in the early 1890s:
A fine and commodious school-house was erected there, with excellent fit­
tings, prettily decorated walls, and a harmonium. There were over 80 
pupils.
Wawn, South Sea Islanders, 439 (photo, 437). The mission was still based at Marian in
1894-5. M M  17 May 1894, 29 June 1895.
m M M  10 November 1903; Northern Churchman 1 October 1904.
109In 1868 the General Assembly of the church instructed its Committee on Foreign Mis­
sions to attempt to raise funds for a mission to the Islanders in Queensland, but nothing 
further eventuated.
Bardon, Presbyterian Church o f  Queensland, 45.
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(27) The Selwyn Mission: St Mary’s Anglican Church at Pioneer, in the early 1900s. The man seated in 
the centre front is probably Alex Sayven, lay preacher at St Mary’s, 1905 to 1914. (Oxley Library, 
No. 24462)
(28) The opening of the first Seventh Day Adventist Church at Farleigh, 1925. UCUNQ, History 
Dept.)
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parishioners of the Walkerston church who set up branches of the mis­
sion during the 1890s: Elizabeth Donaldson ran a branch at Sandiford 
near Homebush from 1890 until 1896, which was then taken over by 
F.J. Stevens until the 1920s; and from 1895 until 1903 Mr J. Walker ran 
another branch at Miclere on the north side of the river.110
According to Islander oral testimony both missions taught fun­
damentalist Old Testament Christianity. It seems likely, given the 
natures of the parent churches, that the Selwyn mission was more close­
ly supervised by the Mackay Anglican priest than the Presbyterian mis­
sion would have been by the Walkerston or Mackay Presbyterian 
ministers. Both missions had a similar modus operandi', they taught 
Christianity to Melanesians, in mission halls separate physically and 
philosophically from the parent churches; employed full-time mis­
sionaries supported by European parishioners and Melanesian lay 
preachers; combined Christianity with more general education 
(Islanders attended Sunday services, were baptised and confirmed, but 
they also attended night classes where they learnt to read the Bible and 
to write); and they denounced alcohol, encouraging the Islanders to 
become law-abiding citizens. In 1892 McIntyre commented on the 
change which the missions had brought after only a few years:
there are plantations in this district where, a few years ago, 
on Sundays it was a veritable pandemonium, where hell 
seemed to have been let loose, and where drunkenness and 
fighting endangered the lives of blacks and whites alike. On 
these same plantations the Sabbath is now one of peace and 
tranquility. In the place of the shrieks of the drunkard, the 
hymns of praise to Almighty God rise peacefully from the 
boys’ quarters.111
Even planters and farmers less pious than McIntyre appreciated the 
change, and were happy to support the work done by the missions, as
M0Brothers James and Robert Donaldson established Cassada plantation in 1869. 
Elizabeth Yates married James in 1880. In 1886 Cassada’s bankers foreclosed; the next 
year James and Elizabeth shifted to Robert’s property “Sandiford”. Minute Book of the 
Walkerston Presbyterian Church, 15 October 18%; M M  7 August 1880, 20 December 
1898; Bardon, ibid., 45-50; SAPofP  1895, v. 2, 145.
Stevens gave advice to the Pacific Islanders’ Association in 1906, many members of which 
he would have known through the mission and his farm. The Sandiford church was 
wrecked in a cyclone in 1918. Rebuilt by Stevens and Neils Paterson, it was used for 
Presbyterian and Methodist services for many years. After 1907 it was used more by Euro­
peans. State Centenary of Education Project, History o f  the Sandiford State School, 
24-5; M M  1 May 1906. Bardon, Presbyterian Church in Queensland, 47.
11 ’A/M 4 August 1892.
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mechanisms of social control as well as vehicles for spreading Chris­
tianity.
To judge purely from statistics the missions were successful. At the 
end of the nineteenth century each plantation had a Melanesian mission 
teacher who taught Christianity and the elements of literacy in his spare 
time. Between 1888 and 1895, the Presbyterian mission baptised 379 
Melanesians and persuaded 2,158 to take the pledge. Over the first eight 
years in which the Presbyterian mission operated Melanesians con­
tributed £200 to mission funds. In 1895 300 Melanesians were being 
taught in the mission’s school, 538 services were held, McIntyre made 
262 visits to plantations and farms, and twenty-one new converts were 
baptised.112 The Anglican Selwyn mission had similar success: church 
records show 580 Melanesian baptisms between 1884 and the end of 
deportation in mid-1908. Islanders were baptised and confirmed, signed 
the pledge, and helped raise money to finance the mission.113 Yet such 
statistics are deceptive, and it is too easy to be trapped by the mis­
sionaries’ claims of success. There are more important issues concern­
ing Melanesian Christianity than the statistical claims of those who 
ministered to them.
Melanesian Christianity is a complex amalgam of traditional 
cosmology and biblical teachings. Conversion to Christianity in 
Queensland did not necessarily involve Melanesians in any denial or 
suspension of traditional religious practices. Employers encouraged 
their Melanesian labourers to attend the missions; some Melanesians 
may have regarded attendance as mandatory rather than optional. 
Melanesians viewed the missions as part of the wider European social 
order: just one more of the non-traditional activities required of them 
by their European masters. Some of the Melanesians attending the mis­
sions would have done so just to accompany friends or for entertain­
ment, rather than for more serious purpose. There were also those who 
perceived immediate, powerful temporal advantages in gaining a mis­
sion education. Melanesians on the plantations in the nineteeth century, 
and in the islands today, adopt Christianity in accordance with their 
own cultural values and assumptions. Christianity was fitted into 
already existing cosmological exchange cyles in a type of religious syn-
U2QSA COL/A807, In letter 8184 of 1895, CS to Gov, 1 August 1895 (attached extract 
from Brisbane Courier, 9 May 1895, quoting McIntyre’s report to the Presbyterian 
General Assembly at Brisbane, May 1895).
m  Printout A: Angbap; M M  16 April 1893, 15 November 1898, 3 July 1900.
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cretism common the world over.114
Earlier chapters stressed the manner in which Melanesians fitted their 
Australian experiences into established cosmological cycles. This is par­
ticularly so of the entire circular-migratory recruiting process and at­
titudes to disease and death. It has also been pointed out that it is not 
possible to compartmentalise the various life experiences of Melane­
sians, nor can an individual be considered in isolation from his or her 
descent group, or the living be separated from their ancestors. Spiritual 
beliefs involving philosophy, cosmology, sorcery, magic and mana are 
intermeshed with physical existence. Although we can discuss the mis­
sions as a unit, Melanesian attitudes to Christianity cannot be similarly 
confined.115 What follows are several broad points relating to but 
extending well beyond the missions and Christianity.
In the preceding section of this chapter it was noted that the missions 
taught the Islanders to sing hymns in Melanesian languages and trans­
lated basic Christian concepts into Melanesian languages. Few if any of 
the Mackay missionaries could speak even one Melanesian language 
perfectly. Their main medium of instruction was pidgin English, which 
in the 1880-1900 period was developing into a complex language. Mis­
sionaries in the islands and in Queensland equated belief in ancestral 
spirits with belief in the devil: the Malaitan akalo were always translated 
as the forces of the devil, as were tarunga, the Guadalcanal 
equivalent,116 Similar examples from other islands appear in oral 
testimony from all over Queensland.117 Despite the dedication of the 
European missionaries, they actually had very little social interaction 
with the Melanesians, except at the missions and mission schools. As 
David Hilliard pointed out about the Solomons:
114In preparing this section I have benefited particularly from reading the following: 
A.R. Tippett, Solomon Islands Christianity: a study in growth and obstruction (Califor­
nia, 1967); H. Laracy, Marists and Melanesians: a history o f  Catholic Missions in the 
Solomon Islands (Canberra, 1976); Hilliard’s, God’s Gentlemen; and Protestant Missions 
in the Solomon Islands, 1849-1942 (PhD. thesis, Australian National University, 1966), 
Chapter 9; J.A. Boutilier and D.T. Hughes and S.W. Tiffany (eds.), Mission, Church and 
Sect in Oceania (Ann Arbor, 1978).
11 informants make the point that the immigrant Melanesians always drew comparisons 
of similarities between traditional Melanesian beliefs and Christianity, particularly the Old 
Testament on which mission teaching was based. David Hilliard noted the importance of 
ritual in Melanesian Christianity. The most powerful force in Melanesian religion is belief 
in the immediate activities of spirits and the power of mana on the living, not a distant 
god-creator and rewards after death. BOHC 3Ba: 1 (WT & IT & ONF); BOHC  34Ba: 3 
(IT); Hilliard, Protestant Missions, 489-90.
ii(>BOHC 40Ba: 2 (WT); BOHC  30Bb: 1 (JV); BOHC IBa: 1 (HSQ & ONF); BOHC  2Ba: 
1 (NS); CRM  2Ba: 1 (II); M M  17, 21, 27 July 1976 (correspondence concerning the 
Gaudalcanal Tarunga hut at Miclere).
u lBOHC lBb: 1 (HSQ); BOHC 3Ba: 1 (IT); BOHC 2Ba: 2 (NS).
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even the most magnanimous and perceptive of missionaries 
were also convinced of the existence of the ‘impassable bar­
rier’ between white and black and were sceptical of the abili­
ty of Europeans to achieve a genuine understanding of the 
‘Melanesian mind’ . 118
Linguistic problems and the cultural gap between the Melanesians 
and the missionaries was compounded by religious syncretism. 
Although interpreted by Europeans as a quaint way of showing their 
loyalty, on one occasion Malaitans at Mackay seem to have placed 
Mary Robinson and her Selwyn mission under the protection of their 
akalo. She had incurred the enmity of some other island groups through 
persuading some of the Islanders to give up their weapons and desist 
from tribal fights. Some of her enemies wanted to kill her.
This came to the ears of the Malayta men, of whom a 
number were working near, and they inscribed on Mrs. 
Robinson’s gate certain mystic signs which were interpreted 
to mean that if any man interfered with Mrs. Robinson in 
any way he would find himself dying by the most un­
comfortable and painful death known. . . . 119
On Malaita, places, objects and people can be made ambu, held sacred 
and separate under treat of supernatural punishment. In Ian Hogbin’s 
words:
Everything connected with the spirits is said to be ambu, the 
local form of the more generally known Polynesian word 
tapu or taboo, and must be approached with great respect.
For this reason no one ever goes near a sacred grave unless a 
burial or sacrifice is taking place, and even then care is 
exercised. 120
Priests and grave diggers can be ambu; paths can be closed by an ambu 
sign. At the opposite pole from ambu is sua—translated as defiled or 
ritually unclean: women are sua during menstruation and according to 
Hogbin are never ambu. 121 The Malaitans may have just closed the path 
to Robinson’s house or they may have actually declared the woman 
ambu, but whatever their intention they were using sacred ‘devil’ power 
to safeguard their mission teacher. If Malaitans associated the success
118Hilliard, Protestant Missions, 500.
119Feetham and Rymer, North Queensland Jubilee, 65.
120Hobgin, Experiments in Civilization, 113. Also refer to G. Dening, Islands and 
Beaches: discourse on a silent land, Marquesas, 1774-1880 (Melbourne, 1980), 86-94.
121 Hogbin, ibid., 113-6.
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of the Selwyn mission with the power of their akalo, then one must en­
tirely re-assess their attitude to the missions.
The next point relates more generally to Melanesian religious beliefs 
and practices. Oral testimony collected in Queensland during the 1970s 
shows that the original immigrants, many of them remembered as 
fervent Christians, also continued to practise traditional beliefs relating 
to the spirit world. The most common testimony concerns magico- 
religious superstitions and taboos, particularly those associated with the 
night. As well, the evidence collected suggests two main categories of 
magical beliefs and practices: socially approved magic for protective 
and productive purposes, and ‘legal’ sorcery, that is, destructive magic 
for legitimate purposes. Socially approved magic was, as it still is in 
Melanesia, not the property of specialists. Its main form appears to 
have been love magic: not surprising in view of the sexual imbalance of 
Melanesian society in Queensland.122 Herbs and plants were used as 
protection against spirits around the barracks and huts on the planta­
tions and farms, and as counter-measures against spells. Sorcerers 
could also be called upon to perform socially approved destructive 
magic. Reputed sorcerers, now long dead, are still spoken of in awe. 
Destructive magic seems to have fulfilled in Quensland similar func­
tions to those it serves in Melanesia: it acted as a very effective means of 
social control, reducing physical tensions between opposing groups.123 
The same men and women who practised sorcery and the more 
common place magico-religious activities were amongst those baptised 
at the Selwyn and Presbyterian missions.
Among the original immigrants there was only limited understanding 
and acceptance of Christian theology, in a syncretic form with Chris­
tianity overlaying Melanesian beliefs. The variations between in­
dividuals may have been enormous. Men like Seekis, with a Catholic 
upbringing in Melanesia, probably had a deeper, purer faith in Chris­
tianity. The more recent converts to Christianity are unlikely to have ex­
perienced a great deal of change to their pagan cosmologies and 
theologies. The earliest Australian-born Melanesians were the most 
likely to believe seriously in the power o f Christianity, but even they had 
(and still have) vestigial belief in the efficacious power of the Melane­
sian spirit world. Today Melanesian Christians in Australia often have a 
dichotomous attitude to religion: they are practising Christians but still 
believe in the power of their ancestors and the Melanesian spirit world.
l22Women never made up more than 5 to 10 percent of the total number of recruits. 
123For more details refer to Mercer and Moore, ‘Melanesians in North Queensland: the 
retention of indigenous religious and magical practices’.
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Mission Christianity in the ninteenth century caused no real conceptual 
change for Melanesian adherents, rather its results were more concrete 
in terms of power amongst the living. The missions brought Melane­
sians closer to European culture than any other aspect of their lives. The 
missionaries were caring, devout humanitarian Europeans who, while 
sharing many of the racist attitudes of their fellow Europeans, were 
prepared to try to teach Melanesians about Christianity, to make them 
literate and generally more able to cope with living in a European socie­
ty. The major value of Christianity to Melanesians in nineteenth cen­
tury Queensland was in inter-personal relations, authority and unity 
within the Melanesian community, and in relations between Melane­
sians and Europeans.
The Presbyterian mission closed in 1907,124 but the Selwyn mission, 
by then based at St Mary’s, a small rural church at Pioneer, continued 
to operate. During the first two decades of the twentieth century St 
Mary’s lay preachers were mostly Malaitans. Joseph Barramulla, bap­
tised in 1890, was Mary Robinson’s main assistant at the turn of the 
century, and took charge for a year after she left Mackay in 1904, after 
which he also left to be trained on Norfolk island as a missionary and 
return to his native Malaita.125 His place was taken by Alex Sayven: 
baptised in 1898, Sayven led the Anglican Islanders until 1914, when in 
ill-health he decided to return to Malaita for a short visit, but he became 
worse and died.126 Next came Luke Logomier, the Fataleka Malaitan 
whose enlistment was described in Chapter Three. Arriving at Mackay 
in 1884, he was baptised in 1889, but lapsed into ancestral worship when 
the mission shifted down the valley to Marian. Restored to faith in the 
early 1900s, he ministered to the congregation from 1914 until his death 
in 1919.127 He was replaced by Matthew Malachai, from Ngela in the 
Solomons, who continued as lay preacher until his death in 1932, but to 
a declining congregation.128
In the 1920s Harry Fatnowna, son of Kwailiu and Orrani, step-son of 
Luke Logomier, was being groomed as Malachai’s successor. In 1918 
he married Grace, daughter of Solomon Islanders James Kwasi from 
Ngela and Lizzie Nego from Buka. James Kwasi died in the early 1900s 
and in 1908 Lizzie Nego became Mrs Matthew Malachai. Harry Fat­
nowna had been chosed to attend the Anglican Synod in Townsville in
I24A/A/7 January 1907.
l25Printout C: 1 (192); Northern Churchman 7 April 1905.
126Printout C: 1 (1926); Northern Churchman 1 September 1914.
127Printout C: 1 (1071-3); Moore, ‘Luke Logomier’.
l28Minutes of the Council of Holy Trinity Church of England, Mackay, 9 May 1928; 
Printout C: (1137-8).
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1921, but was unable to do so until the next year.129 Fatnowna, approv­
ed of by the European ministers, was the logical successor to Logomier 
and Malachai, but in 1925 he was converted to Seventh Day Adventism 
and led most of Malachai’s congregation away to the new church the 
same year. Over the following decades the majority of the Melanesians 
in the district were converted to Adventism.130
After deportation the Presbyterian and Anglican churches showed 
little concern for the reduced number of Melanesians who remained and 
certainly did not welcome them into their wider congregations. The 
Islanders built two Adventist churches, at Farleigh and Walkerston, 
significantly, the same areas in which the missions had been based. 
Islander Adventism is a continuation of the separatist Christianity 
begun by the missions. Today their separatist approach continues, but 
for different reasons. The two Melanesian churches, particularly the 
one at Farleigh, are family churches. They are meeting places, foci for 
the now widely scattered Melanesian families to come together once a 
week.
4.F. Literacy and education
During the 1860s and 1870s there was strong public support for the 
provision of state education, except from the clergy and their sup­
porters who wanted education to continue to be tied to Christianity. 
From the beginning there were small private schools and academies at 
Mackay, but the first state school was not opened until 1871. Later in 
the 1870s and 1880s other state schools were established in surrounding 
rural areas; but not catering for adult education and certainly not in­
tended for adult Melanesian labourers.131
During the first three decades of Melanesian settlement in Queens­
land any literacy achieved was a by-product of Christianity, not secular
129Northern Churchman 1 September 1921; identification from a photo of the 1922 
Synod, aided by Father E.C. Rowland, Townsville, August 1980; Printout C: 1 (571). 
m BOHC  55Ba: 3 (NJF); BOHC  48Bb: 1 (NJF); BOHC  54Bb: 1-2 (NJF); BOHC  43Ba: 
1-3 (MDQ & ONF); BOHC  28Ba: 3 and b: 1 (ONF); BOHC  34Ba: 1-2 (HSQ & ONF). 
,31P.H. Partridge, Society, Schools and Progress (Oxford, 1968), 16-34; M M  Jubilee 
1912, 21; M M  17 October 1877.
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schools. There were literate132 Melanesians living at Mackay from the 
early 1870s, mainly from Lifu and Mare in the Loyalty group. Luene 
from Lifu signed his name on an official statement in 1875. As noted in 
the previous section on Christianity, Bishop Stanton met an Islander at 
Mackay in 1879 who was able to read.133 Dick from Mare island was 
working on the recruiting ship Lavinia in 1882: he could sign his name, 
read the alphabet and play euchre.134 Lifu Islanders at Mackay in 1872 
were writing letters home. Ole Matsen and William Seekis have both 
been mentioned earlier; they first met in 1872, remaining friends over 
the next half century. Matsen described an incident from the first year 
of their acquaintance, when both were employed on Pioneer plantation 
in 1872:
There was also about 40 Kanakas, employed, who were 
living in small grass humpies, all over the place.
Those boys were all educated to a certain extent, as the Mis­
sionaries had for a long time been on their island, Lifo and 
every evening they held a sort of a prayer meeting, and sang 
hymns, in their own island languages and nothing pleased 
them better, than we came to listen to them. All of them 
could both read and write, in their own languages, and used 
to write letters home to their island friends, and, when they 
found that some of us could write better than themselves, 
they were greatly pleased when we copyed their letters for 
them, and would send the copy home to their friends.
They were indeed a splendid lot of boys, and would do any­
thing for us new chums. Now after the lapse of fifty years 
there is still one of the Lifo boys, old Seekis. I often have a 
conversation with him about old times.135
There was a much higher rate of literacy after the 1880s when 
Melanesians began attending mission schools in Queensland. A begin­
ners class was under way at the Walkerston Presbyterian mission when 
a reporter from the Mackay Mercury visited there in 1888:
132It is difficult to judge just how literate they were. Often we know no more than that a 
person could sign his or her name. Others, as in the Lifu example below, could only read 
and write their own languages. For the purposes of this chapter any person who can sign 
his/her name has been considered literate.
MQSA JUS/N46, 1875/318; A/M 1 October 1879.
13477ie Leader (Melbourne) 22 October 1882.
135Matsen Diary Ten, 98-9.
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Our attention was first directed to the right of the hall where 
on the wall at the end was pasted a placard with all the 
letters of the alphabet in capital and small letters. A tall and 
rather good looking boy (Johnnie Sandwich to wit) elevated 
on a form with pointer in hand, was doing his level best to 
instruct a large class of beginners into the mysteries of the 
alphabet. After going over it several times he endeavoured 
to puzzle his class by demanding the sound of any letter 
taken at random and his delight when a boy called a G a K 
was rather a treat to witness. He smole (sic) a wide smile and 
tried to curl his leg round his head, but as such manifesta­
tions were rather infra dig he quickly pulled himself together 
and proceeded with the lesson.136
An 1892 reference says that on one of the district’s plantations forty- 
five percent of the Islanders could read and write.137 A copy of what is 
the earliest surviving letter written by a Melanesian from Mackay, by 
Peter Solomon in 1896, is grammatically poor but quite clear and infor­
mative and certainly of a similar standard to letters being written by the 
less well-educated Europeans of the time.138 Considerable effort was 
often involved in the Islanders getting to the night classes, many having 
to walk several kilometres to attend. In 1897 night classes were being 
held at Habana. Local farmers asked that these classes only be held on 
weekends:
It was thought that these two days afforded the Islanders 
sufficient schooling, their attendance on other evenings 
interfering with their work...139
Exactly what standard of literacy they achieved is difficult to say, but 
there were obviously quite extreme variations. The manbus (the bush 
people), including many of the Malaitans, often never learnt to read or 
write, returning home a little richer in material possessions but without 
literacy skills. The longer any Melanesian remained in Queensland after
136MA/4 September 1888.
,37A/A/4 August 1892.
138MM 3 March 18%.
There was also a high degree of illiteracy amongst Europeans at this time. For example, in 
1891 the Mackay Census District had a total population of 10538. About 2469 of the total 
were Melanesians, 265 were Chinese, and another 274 were non-European races. 
(Aboriginals were not included in the Census). Of the 10538,5317 could not read or write, 
350 could read but not write, and 4848 could not read. There was no information available 
on 23 individuals.
QVP 1892, V. 3, 1281. 
m M M  30 December 1897.
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the mid-1880s the more likely he or she was to have received a rudimen­
tary European education. Oral testimony suggests that most of the im­
migrant Melanesians who remained in Queensland had achieved basic 
literacy, but often they seem only to have been capable of reading sec­
tions of the Bible and hymnals which they had learnt by heart, and were 
quite incapable of reading anything else. The majority could only sign 
their names or at most arduously write a short letter if the need arose.140
Queensland parliament recognized the desirability of educating the 
Melanesians but preferred to leave the task to the missions, which 
received a government subsidy for that purpose.141 After the Anglican 
Bishop of Melanesia visited Mackay and other cane-growing districts in 
1895 he complained to the Premier about the government’s neglect of 
the Islanders’ education. In reply the Premier claimed that:
sufficient is being done by their employers and by local mis­
sionary effort in the way of both secular and religious 
education to throw upon the opponents of the trade the 
onus of proving that the same men would have enjoyed 
greater opportunities of improvement had they remained in 
their native islands.142
By the 1890s the Islanders’ children were also being educated in Queens­
land, in mission and state schools. Oral testimony from Islanders who 
attended state schools in the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries 
indicates that they were treated contemptuously by their fellow pupils 
and their teachers. For many of these children, their time at school was 
their most direct experience of racial discrimination.143 Government 
policy was vehemently against Kanaka children attending state schools. 
In 1892 the Chief Clerk of the Education Department wrote:
...there is a clear distinction between the offspring of such 
races as the Chinese, Japanese, and Hindus on the one 
hand, and the children of Kanakas and Aborigines on the 
other in respect of a claim to be admitted to Queensland 
schools. The former are resident, settled, intellectual, civiliz­
ed, in comparison with the latter who are non-resident or 
nomadic, of inferior intellectual capacity, and barbarous in 
manners, morals, and habits.
m BOHC 43Bb: 1 (ONF); BOHC 3IBa: 1 (GA); BOHC 25Bb: 1 (RL); BOHC 80Ba: 2-3 
(ONF); BOHC 19Ba: 2 (EH); BOHC 15Ba: 1 (IB); BOHC 8Ba: 1 (NJF); BOHC 7Ba; 2 
(TA).
141McGrath, Exile into Bondage, 262-3; MM  10 June 1902.
l42QSA GOV/A29, CS to Gov, 1 August 1895. Also refer to QSA COL/A807, In letter 
8184 of 1895, Wilson to Premier, 23 May 1895; MM  30 May 1895.
MBOHC 20Ba: 1 (LL); BOHC 21Ba: 2 (CT).
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This Dept, is not organized to educate the children of 
Aboriginals and Kanakas; and the uneducated children of 
these races cannot be regarded as neglected children, in the 
sense that we do not provide schooling for them.
The schooling of our schools is of no use to these children— 
or so little use as to be quantity neglectable. What they need 
is teaching in religion, moral duty, decent behaviour and 
habits of perseverance in settled industry.144
Against such unbridled racism Melanesian and Aboriginal children 
stood no chance of gaining a decent education in Queensland schools in 
the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries.
The same blatantly racist sentiments, from the parents of European 
students and Queensland Education Department authorities retarded 
the progress of Aboriginal and Islander schoolchildren for the first 
several decades of twentieth century. In 1910 a writer in the local 
Labour paper The Pioneer protested about the seventeen coloured 
(predominantly Melanesian) children attending Farleigh school:
There is no reason why the black children should be depriv­
ed of educational facilities. They should be provided with a 
school of their own. From hygienic as well as other reasons 
it is highly undesirable to allow them to mix with white 
children.145
Such a sentiment was not extreme (in the sense that it was widely held 
by the Europeans in North Queensland): in 1932-3 it led to the Queens­
land government establishing a separate school for Melanesian 
children, in the old Presbyterian mission hall at Walkerston. The school 
only operated for one year, then closed, not because the authorities had 
listened to the protests from the Melanesian parents, but because it cost 
too much to run in a period of financial stringency.146
Since the 1930s there has been gradual but continuous improvement 
in the standard of education available to Islander children. Harry Fat- 
nowna’s oldest son Norman was the first Melanesian to attend a sec­
ondary school at Mackay, in 1932.147 Up until the 1960s it was still rare 
for black students to continue at school after primary level. If they did
144Loos, Invasion and Resistance, 168. 
l45The Pioneer 29 January 1910.
l46QSA EDU/Z22-47: Correspondence concerning the Polynesian Provisional school; 
BOHC 43Bb: 1 (MDQ); BOHC  54Ba: 2 (NJF); BOHC  34Ba: 2 (ONF); BOHC  6Ba: 2 (IT 
& AM & WM).
H1BOHC 43Bb: 1 (ONF).
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they took commercial and industrial, rather than academic courses. 
Parents had minimal formal education and seldom placed a high value 
on education. Children left school to help support their families. Until 
the 1970s schools did not have the staff or equipment to deal with 
remedial reading and related problems. Black students were always at 
the bottom of their classes. Racism grew less obtrusive but still affected 
their relationships with teachers and other students. Melanesian 
children entering the Queensland education system before the 1960s and 
1970s had very little chance of emerging with a standard of education 
similar to their European class-mates.148
Christianity and European education radically altered the Melanesian 
community in Queensland, particularly the more permanent settlers 
who developed a reasonable standard of literacy. Melanesian protests 
during the deportation period could not possibly have occurred on such 
a scale, nor in such a European form, without the missions. Melane­
sians living in Queensland at the turn of the century were in transition 
between their small-scale societies and the wider perspectives they gain­
ed through exposure to Europeans. Many of them managed successful­
ly to synthesize the two, relying for stability on their Melanesian world­
view, the authority of traditional patterns of leadership and power; but 
with the added dimension of being literate wage labourers in a colonial 
society. When Anglican Bishop Montgomery wrote to Governor Nor­
man of Queensland in 1892, reporting on his recent visit to Melanesia, 
he described the cultural transformation under way for Melanesians in 
the islands and in Queensland; and noted
You cannot open a man’s eyes and expect at the same time
he will never wish to use them.149
m BOHC  29Ba: 2 (NS); BOHC  28Ba: 1-2 (ON & MF); BOHC  18Ba: 1 (EY); Mercer and 
Moore, ‘Australia’s Pacific Islanders, 1906-1977’, 90-101, particularly 95-6.
]49RNAS  V. 17, 423, Montgomery to Norman, 14 November 1892. Rt. Rev. H.H. Mont­
gomery, Bishop of Tasmania 1889-1901 was the father of Field-Marshall Sir B.L. Mont­
gomery, the distinguished British war-time leader. P. Searle, Dictionary o f  Australian Bio­
graphy, V. 2 (Sydney 1949), 148-9.
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4.G. Power and authority
One difficult question remains to be answered. How was leadership 
expressed among Melanesians in Queensland? Who were the power- 
brokers and from what did they draw their authority?
Leadership in Melanesia is usually achieved rather than inherited. Its 
forms varied and dynamic, Bigmanship is an idealized style of per­
sonality and leadership not always expressed in reality. Bigmanship 
stresses male power, but increasingly research is showing that Melane­
sian women share power with males, in ways that have often escaped 
the attention of earlier, male, anthropologists.150 In the context of col­
onial Queensland, with not one but dozens of possible variations on 
leadership patterns all in the one locality, and the added dimension of 
social change, leadership and power becomes an even more complex 
issue. Because of the tremendous changes undergone by Melanesians in 
Queensland over more than a century, the question is best discussed in 
several periods: the 1860s to the 1880s; the 1880s to 1907; and 1907 until 
the Second World War.
1860s to 1880s
Earlier sections of this chapter have stressed that geographic, cultural 
and linguistic divisions from Melanesia remained important at 
Mackay. Each sub-group had it own leaders. In the early decades these 
were likely to have some traditional claim to prominence, but no doubt 
leadership status could have been achieved on the plantations, as in 
Melanesia through personal attributes and attainments. Each leader’s 
power base would have been small, depending on the number of kin the 
person had in the district. As in Melanesia, there were different styles of 
traditional leader in Queensland. Kwailiu, the Malaitan whose funeral 
was described earlier, was a Fataleka aofia—the secular Bigman type 
common throughout north Malaita. Others among these early Melane­
sian immigrants are remembered as sorcerers and possessors of magic. 
Also present were people more like the Malaitan ramo type—war 
leaders and professional killers.
Power and authority in the nineteenth century Queensland Melane­
sian community was based on reciprocity and exchanges of wealth far 
beyond the limited reciprocal relationships in island small-scale
i5°Weiner, Women o f Value, Men o f Renown-, Rogers, ‘Woman’s place: a critical review 
of anthropological theory’.
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societies. Relationships were formed between individuals from different 
dialect or language groups from any one island, and between in­
dividuals from different islands. In this period power and authority 
were based on much smaller territories than in later decades—planta­
tions rather than the entire valley..The membership and relative size of 
groups changed frequently, and as a result of circular-migration, 
leadership must also have been very unstable. As New Hebrideans pre­
dominated in number ,151 leadership might be expected to have been 
most clearly defined among them, but it would be rash to relate intangi­
ble qualities of power and leadership directly to numbers.
1880s to 1907
This is the period in which a Melanesian community developed in 
Queensland. Most Melanesians maintained a close to traditional 
outlook and life-style, but all were undergoing subtle changes, and a 
few were developing the ability to operate as leaders recognizable by 
Europeans. The origins of the Melanesians in the colony changed 
dramatically during this time. After the mid-1890s New Hebrideans 
were outnumbered by Solomon Islanders, overwhelmingly from 
Malaita. Time-expired and ticket-holding Melanesians became steadily 
more prominent than their first-indentured counterparts, numerically, 
socially and politically. Pidgin English was entering a stable, complex 
period, which aided social cohesion amongst all Melanesians. Melane­
sians were increasingly affected by Christianity and literacy, and there 
was an ever-increasing number of Australian-born members of the 
community. Improved European transport systems (particularly the 
tram and railways) allowed the Islanders mobility over a greater area. 
The focus of power was much wider: no longer limited to a single plan­
tation, or a neighbourhood, it could permeate the whole valley; and 
with inter-district travel, messages could be passed from district to 
district (ie. Mackay to Maryborough, Bundaberg to Ingham). The 
climax of this development was the Pacific Islanders’ Association with 
members at Mackay, Proserpine, Bowen, Bundaberg and Tweed 
Heads.
The Islanders who had the most direct dealings with Europeans had 
received some European education and were Christian. Henry D. 
Tonga, leader of the 1906 Pacific Islanders’ Association is typical. But 
alongside them were more traditional leaders and sources of power: 
men and women, like Kwailiu and the sorcerers, who provided wise
151 Particularly those from Epi, Tana and Ambrym.
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counsel for the more public leaders. In Chapter Three Malaita was 
described as a cultural bastille, around the walls of which were a series 
of portes cochères through which Malaitans left and returned, guarded 
by passage masters and interpreters, who negotiated with the European 
recruiters. Passages masters were the link between Malaita and the 
world beyond the ‘eight isles’. In a similar manner in Queensland the 
Melanesians longest exposed to European culture and most capable of 
negotiating on behalf of their community were thrust prominently into 
view, but within the Melanesian community, even perhaps among their 
own kin, they were subservient to other leaders and subject to orders 
from the group. Worth mentioning here is the mysterious Tui Tonga 
who founded the 1901 Pacific Islanders’ Association; his case alone 
makes it clear that Melanesian society in nineteenth century Queensland 
was much more complex than it was previously thought to have been.
Tui Tonga (alias Tui Thacambu) arrived in Queensland in 1872 and 
at Mackay in 1876. His name first appears in records from Mackay in 
March 1880: an overseer on Pleystowe plantation, he was described as 
well-educated and not at all like a “Polynesian”; he claimed to be a 
British subject and a son of Thacambu (Cakobau), King of Fiji.152 In 
June he married another Pleystowe employee, Celia Myes, a twenty- 
one-year-old Melanesian.153 By 1885 he was working as a wardsman at 
the government’s Islander hospital and was well regarded by the super­
intendent Dr Clarkson. Throughout 1884 and 1885 Tui Tonga acted as 
an agent provocateur for the police, attempting to secure convictions 
against publicans selling alcohol to Melanesians. He would buy the 
alcohol, then report the publican to the police.154 In 1884 when one of 
these prosecutions failed, the publican concerned charged Tonga with 
perjury.155 The case went to the Northern Supreme Court at Bowen but 
was dismissed because the Attorney-General, presumably acting on ad­
vice from the Mackay police, refused to file the bill. In 1885 Tonga 
married a second time, twenty-three-year-old Fanny from Aoba island.
152In Fiji, Cakobau, chief of Bau, rose to prominence in the years preceding the establish­
ment of British control. During the 1840s and 1850s Cakobau began to call himself Tui 
Viti, King of Fiji. With the assistance of King George of Tonga, Cakobau won a battle 
over his main rival in 1855. (The Tu’i Tonga is the senior lineage on the island of Tonga). 
The Tongan royal family’s archives do not contain any information on Mackay’s Tui 
Tonga. He may have been an illegitimate son of Cakobau, or perhaps just an opportunist 
Fijian vagabond relying on the distance from Mackay to Fiji to safeguard his royal claims. 
Scarr, Fragments o f  Empire, 3-4; Legge, Britain in Fiji, 11—3.
I53MM27 March 1880; Printout C: 1 (2206). Celia Myes claimed to be from Myes island, 
which may be Emae (Mai) in the central New Hebrides.
154MM 27 March, 22 May 1880, 21 May, 4 June 1884, 4 April 1885; MCH : Deposition 
book, 3, 5, 16, 17 May, 11 June, 2 September 1884, 31 March, 1 April 1885. 
l$5M M  16 June, 27 August 1884.
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In 1890 he was once more involved with Court proceedings, this time as 
interpreter.156
Tonga appears to have married a third time. On 21 January 1892 he 
murdered his wife, Lilian from Malaita: he shot her with a revolver 
before attempting to cut his own throat. The Mackay Mercury reports 
of the incident state that he was still working at the Islander hospital, in 
the dispensary. Found guilty, he was sentenced to death, but petitioned 
to commute the sentence, the Executive Council commuted his sentence 
to fifteen years imprisonment. Tui Tonga was admitted to St Helena 
prison on 12 July 1892, where he remained until 18 June 1897 when he 
received special remission and was discharged.157 He returned to 
Mackay, opened a boarding house in Chinatown, and in 1901 founded 
the Pacific Islanders’ Association. When he died in late 1905 the 
Mackay Mercury described him as Tui Tonga “the farmer” .158 What­
ever the truth over his claims to be the son of Cakabau, Tonga was an 
important Melanesian leader at Mackay between 1876 and 1905. 
Tonga’s life was very different from that of a first-indenture labourer 
fresh from the islands and illustrates the divergence in leadership styles 
within Melanesian society in nineteeth century Queensland.
1907 until the Second World War
After 1907 the most visible leaders were the lay preachers at St 
Mary’s and the Elders of the Seventh Day Adventist churches. But there 
were others: several powerful New Hebrideans used sorcery to maintain 
their authority in the Homebush-Sunnyside area;159 a group of 
Solomon elders lived alongside a hut commonly know as the Tarunga 
hut near Farleigh in the Miclere hills, making decisions in important 
matters affecting Islanders in that area;160 male and female herbalists, 
experts in traditional medicine, and Islander midwives, were also widely 
respected. Many of these men and women, particularly the New Hebri­
dean sorcerers, are still spoken of with fear and reverence today.
*56Printout C: 1 (2207); M M  24 April 1890.
]51MM23 January, 4 February 1892; letter to the author from Ms L. McGregor, Assistant 
State Archivist, Queensland State Archives, 12 May 1981 (Ref. M173.4213/49), including 
information from PRI/19, No. 499 and PRI 2/7 p. 369 and A/18577.
]S*MM23 March, 16 November 1901, 18 January 1906; BOHC 33Bb: 3 (ONF). 
™BOHC 9Ba: 1 (NS & ONF); BOHC 8Ba: 3 (NS); BOHC 7Ba: 1 (JV & TA); BOHC 
2Bb: 1 (NS); BOHC  80Bb: 2 (ONF).
i60BOHC 40Bb: 1-2 (WT); BOHC  37Bb: 1 (S& FB); BOHC  49Ba: 1 (NJF); BOHC  28Ba: 
1 (ONF & AS); BOHC  30Bb: 1 (JV); BOHC  33Ba : 2 (HSQ & ONF); BOHC  lBb : 1-2 
(HSQ & ONF); BOHC  4Ba : 1 (WM); BOHC 36Ba : 3 (ONF).
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Islanders will not go close to the Tarunga hut and strange happenings 
are still reported in its vicinity. Almost all of these old people were dead 
by the end of the 1930s, and it seems that with their passing went the last 
semblance of unity and traditional power amongst Mackay’s Melane­
sians. The beginning of the Second World War, when descendants of 
Melanesian warriors were sent overseas to fight for Australia, marked 
the end of the era. More recently the large interlocking extended 
families have been the base of all political and social activity.161
161For general descriptions of the Australian Melanesian community in the twentieth cen­
tury refer to: Mercer and Moore, ‘Australia’s Pacific Islanders, 1906-1977’; Moore and 
Mercer, ‘The Forgotten People: Australia’s immigrant Melanesians’; Moore, The Forgot­
ten People', Dutton, Queensland Canefields English', Mercer, Melanesians in North 
Queensland.
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CHAPTER NINE
MYTH AND FACT
This chapter is a brief concluding section, and makes no pretence at be­
ing anything more. Every chapter has touched on issues which concern 
the twentieth century Melanesian community in Australia. Here, all 
that is intended is a sketching-in of a few more blank sections of the pic­
ture, concentrating on the Islander cane farmers in the first half of this 
century and the self-image of the Islander community today—their own 
perception of their history, as opposed to that provided for them by 
historians.
1. Melanesian farmers
After the furore surrounding deportation the remaining Melanesians 
continued to live much as before but with one big difference: all im­
migrant members of the community were considered ‘aliens’ and by 
1919 were totally excluded from the sugar industry. Their Australian- 
born children though legally entitled to continue working in the in­
dustry, were strongly discouraged from so doing. The few hundred who 
remained lived scattered around the old plantation areas on leased land: 
New Hebrideans at Homebush, Sunnyside and Baker’s creek; Solomon 
Islanders in the Pioneer-Ashburton and Miclere areas between Hill End 
(Glenella) and Farleigh. Many were single men living alone or in small 
groups in a quiet, almost traditional, style. The government had allow­
ed them to remain in Australia, but that was as far as its humanitarian 
concern went. In every other way they were treated with disdain, in a 
manner altogether similar to that in which Europeans treated the 
depleted Aboriginal population.1 By 1920 many of these ageing Melane-
1 In December 1920 Jimmy Porter and Andrew, the last two Aboriginals living at Mackay 
were transported to Palm Island Reserve off Townsville. The 1919 influenza epidemic had 
been responsible for the deaths of the few others who had survived the seventy years of
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sians were wishing that they had had the good sense to allow themselves 
to be deported in 1906-07.
Natural catastrophes in 1918 and 1919 sapped strength from the 
Islander community. In February 1918 a terrible cyclone hit Mackay, 
causing loss of life, destroying many of the islanders’ flimsy houses as 
well as their churches at Sandiford and Pioneer.2 No sooner had the 
district begun to recover when the Spanish influenza epidemic struck in 
the middle of the next year. In Queensland 600 deaths were attributed to 
the epidemic, some dozens of them at Mackay. Doctors and hospitals 
could not cope with the number of sick. Schools were pressed into ser­
vice as isolation hospitals, and those still healthy were left to nurse their 
neighbours. Many prominent Islanders were among the dead, including 
several of the Malaitans whose recruitment and life histories have form­
ed the backbone of this book: Logomier, Orrani, Fiukwandi, 
Kwaitaka, Sippie and Kissier.3
In July 1919, with the epidemic in full swing, the Queensland In­
dustrial Court brought down an Award, which ended two decades of 
tightening restrictions on employment available to ‘alien’ Melanesians: 
they were henceforth denied work on European farms. The effect of 
this heartless move on the already depressed Melanesian community can 
readily be'imagined. Early in 1920 a petition was presented to 
Queensland parliament from more than one hundred of the 200 
Melanesians in the Mackay district, island and Australian-born:
We the undersigned Polynesians living in Mackay district 
Petition the Queensland Parliament to repatriate us to our 
homes or find some place and establish us so we can live and 
give us a genuine Market for our goods as we are debared by 
act from working in sugar farms grown by white labour or 
white Farmers and beg your early reply.
We also desire respectfully to point out that in the first in­
stance we were brought to Queensland through legislation
European settlement in their valley. When the last two were shipped away the city Health 
Inspector
visited the camp, and destroyed the pack of mangy dogs and burnt up the 
gunyahs, the last vestige of an unsightly abode.
The Mackay Mercury added:
In all probability action will be taken to prevent aboriginals from other cen­
tres creating similar camps in the future, or even reside in the city area.
M M  27 December 1920.
2M M  2, 9, 12 February 1918.
3Reports on the epidemic can be found continuously in the Mackay Mercury between May 
and August 1919. Also refer to BOHC 33Ba: 1 (HSQ); Moore, ‘Luke Logomier’.
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passed by this Parliament and recruited in ships under 
government control.
That we in its initiatory, stages did a great deal of the rough 
pioneering work of the sugar industry so assisting to make it 
the valuable industry it is today.
Further we are perfectly willing to work, peferably in some 
productive industry, if permitted to do so. In any case it 
seems a fair plea to make that for the sake of its own good 
name the State after bringing us here can not allow us to 
starve.4
The government chose to ignore their pleas. Their only remaining 
means of livelihood was work as labourers on farms cultivating less 
than seventy-five acres of cane; which meant that they were limited to 
working on their own small farms or as labourers for other Melanesian 
farmers. In April 1920 A.H. Tideman, an Elder in the Walkerston 
Presbyterian church who had assisted McIntyre with his mission, ad­
dressed a meeting of the United Cane Growers’ Association on their 
behalf. Tideman told the meeting that the approximately 200 Melane­
sians in the district had managed fairly well until 1918, and had erected 
houses on the land they were leasing from mills, but almost all of these 
houses had been destroyed by the cyclone. Since the cyclone and the in­
fluenza epidemic
very few of them had the energy to re-erect the houses, and 
they became practically labourers, trying to get work where- 
ever they could....
The children, many of whom had been attending state schools, were 
well-educated and felt their predicament more so than their parents.5
The Islanders’ farms were on small areas of unwanted hill land leased 
to them by the last of the plantation mills, Homebush, Palms and 
Farleigh. More than fifty such farms ranging in size from twenty to one 
hundred acres were occupied by these last Kanakas during the first three
4QSA PRE/A662, In letter 5241 of 1920. 
5A/M 15 April 1920.
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decades of the new century.6 By the 1930s these men and women were 
between sixty and eighty years of age. Forced out of the sugar industry, 
not trained for any other type of money-producing work and too old 
for strenuous labour, they subsisted by fishing in the ocean, rivers and 
creeks and cultivating small patches of taro, yams and vegetables.
A few of these farmers managed to keep their farms until the 1930s, 
but usually only those with families. One was Andrew Bobongie, who 
arrived in Queensland from Malaita in the 1890s, working first at In- 
nisfail and Cairns before Mackay. He was living at Mackay when he 
was baptised in 1895.7 Over the next few decades he worked as both 
labourer and farmer in various areas of the valley. In 1906 he married 
Joy, daughter of Malaitans Kwailiu and Orrani; their first child was 
bom at Summer Hill near Farleigh in 1908, where they and other 
Islanders had small hill-side farms. The next two children were born at 
The Ridges near Conningsby in 1909 and 1911.8 In 1912 Joy died, and 
Bobongie appears to have moved with his family and several other 
Islanders including his mother-in-law Orrani, and Kwaitaka, to Finch- 
Hatton at the western end of the valley, where they grew cane for Cattle 
Creek mill.9 Bobongie shifted back to Kangaroo Hill in 1917 and was 
re-married, to Emma, daughter of Malaitans Kivisi Fiukwandi10 and 
Annie Myterrafear. Over the next decade they reared eight children and 
lived at Kangaroo Hill, Conningsby and Habana. By 1924 Bobongie 
had a small farm at Habana. He borrowed money from Kissing Singh a 
Cingalese money-lender; money which he was unable to repay for 
several years.11 In the mid-1930s, Bobongie, by then well over sixty, was 
having increasing difficulty working his farm. His oldest sons had left
6The following Melanesians, either immigrants or first generation Australians all either 
owned or leased «me land at Mackay in the first three decades of the twentieth century: 
Luke Logomier, Con Santo, Jos and Jimmie Sippie, Dick Manish, Jack Marrow, Pilis, 
Gowseeha, George Bii, Henry, Wiliam and George Tonga, C. Tass, Peter Bolo, Noah 
Sabbo, Makalico Api, Bob Boah, Joseph Sa, Robert Toloa, Billy Santo, Johnny 
Mangway, Phillip Choppy, Jimmie Zimmie, Elizabeth and Matthew MaJachai, Jimmy Go 
Go, Lizzie and Robert Kia, Peter Bickey, W. Arrow-Oba, Moses Kissier, Jimmy Langwe, 
Charlie Marlow, Dick Suva, Harry Andrew, John Makelo, Henry Netoka, Tom Penóla, 
Johnny Moona, Peter and Jimmy Gow, Jimmy Langwe, Dick Suva, Harry Tarryango, 
Fred Guyah, Sam Lowatta, Dick Satavi, Sarah Rufy, Harry Querro, Jack Manjack, 
Simon, Ivy and Bill Thomas, and Andrew Bobongie.
MCH: Liens on crops; Manning, In Their Own Hands, 309-12.
1BOHC  41 Ba: 2 (HB); BOHC  37Ba: 1 (S & FB); Printout C: 1 (249).
8Printout C: 1 (253); BOHC 37Ba: 1 (S & FB); MCH : Liens: Bobongie, part port. 499 
Bassett to Farleigh, 2 March 1912.
9BOHC  37Ba: 2 (S&FB); MCH. Liens: Marrow, port. 13v of Pelion to Hodget, 13
January 1913. 
i°Printout C: 1 (254-5).
UMCH: Liens: Bobongie to Singh, 7 January 1924, 6 January 1927, 3 January 1930.
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some years earlier and his wife and younger children were not able to 
manage the farm. Eventually they were no longer able to pay the rates 
and forfeited the land. Bobongie died in 1946.12
The main reason for exempting Melanesians from deportation had 
been that they had arrived in Queensland more than twenty years prior 
to 1906, so many of the other farmers were twenty years Bobongie’s 
senior. Eventually they all became too old to farm their steep hill slopes. 
Matthew and Elizabeth Malachai had one of the farms.13 Matthew died 
in 1932, leaving his wife in her mid-sixties with the farm to tend until 
her death in 1942. One of her grandchildren who stayed with her in the 
1930s remembers the old woman sitting on the ground digging holes 
amongst the rocks to plant her few sticks of cane.14 In the 1930s there 
were forty-five of these elderly Islanders in the Mackay district receiving 
an “Indigence Allowance” of £1.1.8 a month from the government. In 
the 1940s the Labor government converted this into the old age 
pension.15 Most of the Solomon Islanders were living on land owned by 
Farleigh mill. The mill wanted to sell the land but was in something of a 
quandary over what to do with its elderly unproductive tenants. Edward 
Denman knew them well—he had lived in the district since the 1870s 
and had employed many of them in past years. Denman invited them all 
to come to live on Etowrie, his property near Habana, for the re­
mainder of their lives. Thirty or forty of the single men accepted his 
offer and made Etowrie their final home.16
Life was marginally easier for the first generation born in Australia. 
A few owned farms,17 but most remained rural labourers like their 
parents, the third generation following their lead. Put simply, the con­
tinual discrimination against Melanesians throughout the twentieth cen­
tury has meant that today in the Pioneer valley, Australia’s largest cane 
growing district, there are no Melanesian farmers.
nBOHC 41Bb: 1 (HB).
nMCH: Liens: Malachai, part port. 158 and 420 Bassett to Singh, 19 April 1929, 3 
February 1931; Malachai, part port. 16 Bassett to Brooks, 11 May 1927.
MBOHC 43Bb: 1-3 (WT); Printout C: 1 (393-4, 1137-9).
XSQSA COL/71, Home Office Correspondence and Papers re South Sea Islanders in 
receipt of Indigence Allowance, c. 1932-8; list completed 28 February 1937; ABC  9a: 1 
(SC).
MBOHC 33Bb: 2 (HSQ); BOHC 37Ba: 2 (S&FB); BOHC 49Ba: 1 (NJF): CRM  5a: 4 (A & 
RD).
17William and Ivy Thomas operated several cane farms between 1933 and 1966. The 
Tonga family had a cane farm until recent decades. BOHC Typescript Three; BOHC 30B 
(PT).
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2. The Kidnapping myth
Given what has been outlined earlier of the recruiting process and the 
lives led by Melanesians in Queensland, the most pertinent point on 
which to end is the attitude of the present-day Islander community to 
the recruitment of their forebears from the islands. The great majority 
of oral testimony accounts of recruiting indicate the use of force and 
fraud—they are accounts of kidnappings. This runs contrary to what 
historians believe actually happened: a transition from a relatively short 
period of blatant kidnapping to a long period of voluntary enlistment. 
This present work somewhat modifies the argument by introducing the 
idea of cultural kidnapping, but basically it supports the work of other 
historians. Why then are the Islanders so opposed to the reasoned views 
of historians?
It is conceivable that individual instances of kidnapping occurred as 
long as the labour trade lasted, leaving no trace in the documentary 
sources. There is also evidence to suggest that in part the discrepancy 
exists because the forebears of a number of Australia’s Melanesians 
truly were kidnapped and for them kidnapping is not a myth.18 The 
transfer system which operated in varying degress throughout the trade 
also made the dockside scene look remarkably like a slave auction, 
which may acccount for some of the Islanders’ claims that their fore­
bears were sold at the dockside as slaves. Again, Melanesians, bounded 
by their island world, had a very limited cosmology that may have con­
tinued to colour their perceptions of the circular-migratory process in 
which they participated. No matter how thoroughly new recruits going 
to Queensland had the trip to Australia and life on the plantations ex­
plained to them, by their fathers, brothers, cousins or uncles who may
18A large number of their forebears were recruited in the period in which kidnapping was 
most prevalent. 600 of the Melanesians still in Australia in 1906 had arrived before the 
mid- 1880s. Some labour recruits from the 1870s did remain in Australia, and at least one 
of the Malaitan families in Queensland now (the Reid-Kulijeris), can trace its connection 
with the colony from before 1876. Recruiting only began at Malaita in 1871; the first half­
decade was marred by several verifiable cases of kidnapping.
Oral testimony from Australian Pacific Islanders has so far been recorded predominently 
in four areas: Ayr and Ingham, both areas established.in the 1880s; Bowen, an early entre­
pôt and pastoral area; and Mackay, an original base of Melanesian settlement from the 
mid-1860s. In 1906, there were 648 Islanders of more than twenty years’ residence in 
Queensland; 216 of them lived in these four áreas. Islanders with Certificates of Exempt­
ion .from deportation were allowed to stay in Australia, and 691 of these certificates had 
been issued by 1906, mostly to Islanders of over twenty years’ residence. Because such a 
large number of those who stayed in Australia had arrived before the mid-1880s, the date 
historians have given as the end of the kidnapping period, there could hâve been a dis­
proportionately high percentage of Islanders remaining, who had been kidnapped.
1906 Sugar Industry Royal Commission, App. XVII.
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have preceded them, much in the new experience must have been quite 
shattering: the length of the voyage to Queensland; the frightening ex­
perience of being confined below decks among total strangers, even 
women—with the fearful risk of pollution from their menstrual dis­
charge; the inconceivable vastness of Australia; and the endless acres of 
sugar cane, a plant which they grew in Melanesia, but only in small 
quantities. The explanations that they gave to their children, many 
years after their arrival in Australia, seem to contain a note of incom­
prehension, and may have further complicated the oral testimony cur­
rently available. There are however two more major reasons which have 
so far not been covered. Firstly, the influence had by the media, the 
education system, and the problem of feedback in the oral testimony. 
Secondly, that present day Melanesians, seeing themselves increasingly 
victimised by society, seek and find explanations for their plight in the 
treatment of their forebears.
All Pacific Islanders interviewed have received some education in or­
dinary Queensland and New South Wales schools; most are, or have 
been active Christians; all frequently have contact with press and 
radio, and now with television as well. It is idle to expect them to be 
uninfluenced by these persuasive European sources of information. 
School textbooks, Sunday school literature, popular writers, news­
papers, radio and television have always stressed that the Islanders were 
kidnapped. The more dramatic elements of the labour trade capture the 
imagination of the general public: Captain Bully Hayes, blackbirder 
and bigamist. Or the case of the made Dr Patrick Murray on the brigan­
tine Carl in 1871, widly shooting into a hold of terrified Melanesians, 
while singing “Marching through Georgia” .19 History books currently 
used in Queensland schools certainly bear out this contention. The 
following quotations are taken from text books used by children in 
grades eight and ten in Queensland schools. Whenever the recruiting 
trade is mentioned kidnapping is emphasised and the explanation is 
always in terms of slavery:
Grade Ten :
These Kanakas, as they were called, were frequently lured to
Australia under false pretences. In many instances they were
given a status little better than slaves.
19F. Clune, Captain Bully Hayes: blackbirder and bigamist (Sydney, 1970); A.H. 
Markham, The Cruise o f  the *Rosario ” amongst the New Hebrides and Santa Cruz 
Islands, exposing the recent atrocities connected with the kidnapping o f  natives in the 
South Seas (London, 1875, re-published 1970), 117.
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Grade Ten :
because the demand for labour was so great, abuses 
developed. In fact, many labourers were simply kidnapped 
in raids on their villages. This slave trade was given the name 
of “Blackbirding”; and it was often carried out with great 
cruelty.
Grade Eight:
These kidnappers of Kanaka labour were known as black- 
birders. Most blackbirders made large sums of money sell­
ing Kanakas to Queensland sugar planters.
To broaden the example, in the current Papua New Guinea Grade 12 
World History Syllabus teachers are given as an objective in one sec­
tion, to
Describe the Atlantic Slave Trade;
Identify the effects of European migration, plantation dev­
elopment, blackbirding (slave trading) and missionary ac­
tivity.20
Sunday school teachers and the clergy are also to blame in giving 
special emphasis to the murder of Bishop Patteson, killed in the Santa 
Cruz island group, allegedly in retaliation for kidnapping of labour 
recruits, and generally to the valiant fights by missionaries against 
predatory recruiters.21 Even the Australian Broadcasting Commission 
has been guilty of indefensible distortion: in December 1978 on ABC 
television’s Big Country, recruiting was described as “not quite slavery, 
more a sophisticated form of kidnapping” ; equally tendentious expres­
sions were scattered throughout ABC Broadband’s The Forgotten 
People. Having accepted an invitation to edit the transcript for publica­
tion I carefully deleted all such references in the commentary (naturally, 
without tampering in any way with the words of Melanesians), only to 
find that the ABC Publication Department had the last word: on the 
back cover of the book appear the words: “the amazing story of 
Australia’s own slave trade” . School and municipal libraries usually
20P.T. Bland fetal.), Heritage 2: Australia and the modern world (Melbourne, 1975), 193; 
C. Muns (et al.), The Way We Were, v. 3 (Brisbane, n.d.), 413; B. Hoepper (et al.), The 
Way We Were, v. 1 (Brisbane, n.d.), 232; Papua New Guinea Social Science World 
History Grade 12 Syllabus, National High Schools (Port Moresby, 1981), 11.
2lFox, Lord o f  the Southern Isles; Gutch, Martyr o f  the Islands; A. Griffiths, Fire in the 
Islands: the acts o f  the Holy Spirit in the Solomons (Wheaton, Illonois, 1977); Miller, 
Live.
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hold sensationalist books on the labour trade (such as Cannibal Cargoes 
and The Blackbirders).22 but not the more reliable historical accounts. 
Various Australian Melanesians have read or own copies of the Holt- 
house/Docker genre of recruiting trade literature. Although on occa­
sions it is possible to verify that informants told the same testimony to 
their children many years before reading these secondary sources,23 
there is still the disturbing feeling that it is no longer possible to separate 
reliable oral testimony from that which has been influenced by the 
media and printed presentations. Much Islander testimony is tainted— 
quite unconsciously—by European writing of little historical accuracy.
This is confirmed by the unanimity with which Islanders declare that 
their forebears were paid only “two and sixpence a week” . Although 
this is close to the weekly equivalent of the statutory six pounds a year 
paid to first-indenture labourers, it is at best only half-true. The wage 
rates for re-recruiting labourers varied: from six pounds to twelve 
pounds, the amount increasing as the century progressed. Wage rates 
for time-expired labourers varied depending on the nature of the con­
tract, as well as the previous experience and negotiating skill of the 
Melanesian concerned. Based on Maryborough statistics for time- 
expired labourers over the years 1884 until 1903„ for twelve month con­
tracts taken up after three years’ in the colony Melanesian males could 
expect to be paid between £13.9.0 and £22.5.0. Those with more than 
three years work experience—the forebears of the present day Melane­
sian community—could expect commensurably more: between £16.1.0. 
and £23.3.0. For contracts of less than twelve months, wage rates varied 
seasonally: averaging £16.3.0 to £24.6.0 during the crushing season and 
£13.7.0 to £23.9.0 during the slack season.24
The last reason suggested for the divergence between the views of 
historians and the Islander community is that they are using the kidnap­
ping myth as a psychological balm. Pacific Islanders in Australia have
22Docker, The Blackbirders; Holthouse, Cannibal Cargoes.
23Some Islanders have even read Peter Corris’ edition of W.T. Wawn’s The South Sea 
Islanders and the Queensland Labour Trade. Esther Henaway said of Corris’ edition of 
Wawn:
Most of those things that are written in there are exactly what my parents 
told me happened; almost to the letter.
Her daughter Shireen Malamoo says that her mother told exactly the same stories to her as 
a child, long before she had read any secondary accounts. BOHC 19Ba: 1.
24Two examples of this “2/6 a week” story can be found in: Moore, The Forgotten People, 
33; and Helen Frizell, ‘A Kanaka’s daughter goes home’, M M  18 July 1974. Refer to 
Table Nine.
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always been treated at best as second-class citizens. Most of them live in 
North Queensland, an area long the butt of jokes about its backward­
ness and conservatism. In the nineteenth century the Islanders were in­
dentured servants with few rights; they were expected to be servile 
labourers within the capital-intensive sugar industry. In the early twen­
tieth century they were ignored; locked out of the sugar industry and the 
trade unions, they existed as fringe-dwellers to European society. 
Surveys into housing, employment and education in North Queensland 
show that Aborigines, Torres Strait Islanders and Pacific Islanders are 
treated in a prejudicial manner by white Australians.25 It seems valid to 
suggest that Pacific Islanders may have incorporated into their conven­
tional wisdom what amounts to European folklore about kidnapping, 
as a way of explaining their own low socio-economic position in 
Australia. Increasingly conscious of victimisation in contemporary 
Queensland, they would readily absorb a view of their forebears as the 
victims of white duplicity.
The problems involved in the discrepancy between the views of 
historians and those of Australia’s Pacific Islanders, go beyond those 
usually dealt with by historians. Perhaps, given traditional Melanesian 
cosmology and the persistent but inaccurate belief of Australia’s 
Melanesians in kidnapping and slavery as a heritage, the problem is one 
of a different reality and of a different concept of the truth; the objec­
tive truth confronted by an emotional or psychological truth. Objective 
analysis of the Queensland labour trade, based on all available 
evidence, still fails to convince the descendants of the Queensland 
Melanesians. Is it possible that their alienation from Australian society 
has produced an historical myth; an alienation that needs the balm of 
psychological kidnapping? Two reviewers of The Forgotten People 
made perceptive comments relevant to the psychological and political 
basis of the kidnapping myth. Patricia Mercer suggested that the view.
that their forbears did not come willingly is an essential 
component of contemporary Melanesians’ attitudes to white 
Australia; so psychologically imperative is it that ‘black- 
birding’ if it did not exist, would have had to be created.26
25Report on Inquiries by the Office o f  the Commissioner fo r  Community Relations into 
the Existence o f  Racial Discrimination in Northern New South Wales and North 
Queensland and the Combat o f  that Discrimination (Canberra, 1976); Knud Larsen (et 
ai), Discrimination against Aborigines and Islanders in north Queensland. The case o f  
Townsville (Canberra, 1977).
^P.M . Mercer reviewing the The Forgotten People, Journal o f  Pacific History, v. 15:2 
(1980), 126.
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Bob Reece went further in attributing the strength of the myth to 
political reasons:
the Kanaka descendants have a strong vested interest in 
repeating the horror stories (and there are plenty of them) 
about blackbirding and plantation life. What they are pro­
viding is not the raw stuff of history but an interpretation of 
history appropriate to the political needs of the moment.
Their case for special recognition and assistance will ap­
parently be based on moral grounds (with a view to 
retrospective compensation) rather than socio-economic dis­
advantages.27
Both Mercer and Reece are correct, but if historians demolish the 
Islanders’ most basic and powerful argument in their claim for special 
assistance from Australian governments what is there to put in its 
place?
Australia’s immigrant Melanesians certainly do have a valid case in 
claiming redress from the government, but in much wider terms than 
they have so far argued. In 1974 they formed the Australian South Sea 
Islanders United Council to seek recognition as a disadvantaged mino­
rity in Australia. Prompted by a delegation from the organisation which 
presented their case to the Australian government, in August 1975 an 
Inter-Departmental Committee was set up to investigate the situation.28 
The Committee’s report was completed in July 1977 but was never 
tabled. One of its principal conclusions was that:
Their socio-economic status and conditions have generally 
been below those of the white community thus giving the 
group the appearance of being a deprived coloured minor­
ity.29
Table One, in the Introduction, taken from the 1977 report, clearly 
shows the depressed economic conditions of the Islanders. In 1973 
twelve and a half percent of the total Australian community lived below 
the poverty line, as defined by the 1975 federal Commission o f Inquiry 
into Poverty. Thirty-seven percent of the total Islander community were 
in this category; a further twelve percent were living close to the poverty 
line.
27Bob Reece reviewing The Forgotten People, Oral History Association o f  Australia Jour­
nal, No. 1 (1978-9), 116.
28For further information refer to Mercer and Moore, ‘Australia’s Pacific Islanders 
1906-1977’, 98-101, and to Moore, The Forgotten People, 78-84.
29Inter-departmental Report on South Sea Islanders, 4.
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Their low status is the result of almost twelve decades spent in 
Australia as second-class citizens. Kidnapping, their high mortality rate, 
low wages, poor living conditions and racial discrimination are all part 
of their case. Further, although it is indisputable that the majority came 
to Australia of their own volition, the concept of cultural kidnapping 
remains valid. The conviction that their forebears were kidnapped, to 
which Islanders persist in clinging regardless of historians’ views, has a 
seriously retarding effect on the community. Ironically, in dwelling 
upon the wrongs inflicted during the forty years the labour trade lasted, 
they have largely ignored those, in many cases more serious, of the 
eighty years since the traffic ceased.
Australia’s immigrant Melanesians are the true founders of the sugar 
industry: it was their muscle and sweat which carved the cane fields out 
of the coastal scrub of the Australian east coast. They are no longer 
willing to be a forgotten people, used and discarded by capitalism. In 
the 1970s they began to insist upon their own identity as non-indigenous 
black Australians and started to speak out. Is it too much to hope that 
the 1980s will see their claims come to fruition?
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Appendix One
A list of the major Acts, Judgements, Select Committees and Royal
Commissions pertinent to the lives of Melanesians in Queensland.
The changes from Act to Act were often pre-empted by Regulations
passed separately.
1861 Queensland. Masters and Servants Act (25 Vic. No. 11). Date of 
assent, 8 August 1861.
1868 Queensland. Polynesian Labourers Act (31 Vic. No.47). Date of 
assent, 4 March 1868.
1869 Queensland. Select Committee to take evidence and report on the 
operation of the Polynesian Labourers Act of 1868. Appointed 14 
May 1869.
1872 Imperial. The Kidnapping Act (35 & 36 Vic. C.19). Date of 
assent, 27 June 1872.
1875 Imperial. Amendment to the Kidnapping Act of 1872 (38 & 39 
Vic. C.51). Date of assent, 2 August 1875.
1876 Queensland. Select Committee on the general question of 
Polynesian labour. Appointed 7 September 1876. Report dated 14 
November 1876.
1880 Queensland. Pacific Island Labourers Act (44 Vic. No. 17). 
Date of assent, 18 November 1880.
1884 Queensland. Pacific Island Labourers Act Amendment Act (48 
Vic. No. 12.). Date of assent, 10 March 1884.
1884-5 Queensland. Royal Commission on the recruiting of 
Polynesian labourers in New Guinea and adjacent islands. 
Appointed 23 December 1884. Report presented 10 April 1885.
1884 Queensland. Act to prevent the improper employment of 
Aboriginal natives of Australia and New Guinea on ships in 
Queensland waters (48 Vic. No.20). Date of assent, 17 November 
1884.
1885 Queensland. Pacific Islanders’ Employers’ Compensation Act 
(49 Vic. No.3.). Date of assent, 26 August 1885.
1885 Queensland. Pacific Island Labourers Act of 1880 Amendment 
Act (49 Vic. No.17.). Date of assent, 10 November 1885.
1886 Queensland. Act to further amend the Pacific Island Labourers 
Act of 1880 (50 Vic. No.6.). Date of assent, 4 September 1886.
1888-9 Queensland. Royal Commission to inquire into the report 
upon the general condition of the sugar industry in Queensland. 
Appointed 29 November 1888. Report dated, 11 April 1889.
1892 Queensland. Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act (55 Vic. 
No.38). Date of assent, 14 April 1892.
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1901 Federal. Act to provide for the regulation, restriction and 
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Appendix Two
Malaitan Resistance to Labour Recruiters and Traders
Table One:
Statistics of Malaitan Resistance, 1871-1908
The incidents listed here are drawn from Appendix Two, Table-Two. The sources are Queensland-biased and do not fully 
represent incidents involving vessels from Fiji, New Caledonia or Samoa. In calculating the total known examples of Malaitan 
resistance to labour recruiters and traders an attempt has been made to establish the number of incidents pertaining only to 
Queensland (Column J). It should also be noted that Malaitans were not as discerning when attacking a vessel or its boats: they 
did not care in which colony a vessel was based.
A B C  D E F G H I J K
Naval Voyages Resistance T o ta l
Malaitans Europeans Others Ships investigation from to examples of
Year destroyed Queensland Queensland Malaitan
2 retaliation to Malaita vessels resistance
1 § 1 1 1 ?3» M ! !
1871 25 1 1
1872 12 3 32 0
1873 0 1
1874 1
1875 1 1 2 7 2 2
1876 3 l2 1
1877 0
1878 2
1879 3
1880 5 1 * 2 1
1881 8
1882 6 3 1 8 1 2
1883 10
1884 1 1 15 4 5
1885 2 1 9 1 1
1886 20 4 1 1 1 7 2 4
1887 8
1888 10 3 2 4 2 13 8 10
1889 9 3 3
1890 14 1 1
1891 3 1 1 10 2 4
1892 2 3 4 4
1893 1 9 2 2
1894 1 2 1 2 14 7 7
1895 8 2 2
1896 1 1 6 1 1
1897 9 4 4
,1898 9
•Ï899 13
1900 16
1901 2 I 2 1 17 2 2
1902 14 2 2
1903 11
1904 1
1905
1906
1907 5 1
1908
Undated 1 1 1 2
TOTAL 72 3 26 11 37 8 1 16 260 51 64
(to 1904)
Queensland
proportion
of the 30 3 18 6 5 3 1 13 51
Total
FOOTNOTES
1 Except for the 1871-72 Carl/Peri case the incidents listed all occurred on and around Malaita. Any deaths on voyages to the plantations 
are usually officially attributed to health problems and no other obvious examples of Malaitan resistance during voyages have been found.
2 The Stmmbird was licensed in New South Wales but the labourers it recruited were for the Torres Strait bêche-de-mer and pearl industries.
Table Two:
DETAILS OF INCIDENTS OF MAL AIT AN RESISTANCE
1. East Coast 
(Sa’a, Aio, Sina- 
langgu, Leli, 
Manaoba) 1871
2.
3. Malu’u 1894
4. Malu’u 1897
5. Sio (Sceo)
1894
6. Nggamua 1888
7. Kwaloi 1888
8. Manaoba 1888
Carl (Fiji) : 1871. The crew of Carl kidnapped 
43 Malaitans from all along the east coast. 
During the voyage they successfully broke out 
of the ship’s hold by crawling through chain- 
holes in the bows. 23 Malaitans were killed, at 
Malaita and later during this voyage.
Ellen (Fiji)? : 1871? “Two big canoes put off 
to trade with the vessel, and when they got 
quite close to her were received with volley of 
musketry, which killed a young chief and 
another man...”
TO’AM BAITA
Lochiel : 29.12.1894. 29th: Shots fired in an 
ambush. The reason given was that some of 
their people had died in Samoa.
Rio Loge : 24, 25.3.1897. 24th: 100 Malaitans 
were massed on the beach and Rio Loge refus­
ed to answer their smoke signal that they had 
men ready to recruit.
25th: Nearby Malaitans confirmed that the 
Malu’u people meant to “have the next ship 
that comes along” . Capt. Spence left a note of 
warning to be given to any other ship’s crew. 
BAELELEA
Helena : 13.11.1884. Taleiba, recruited at 
Pt Adam, warned of a plan to seize a ship and 
murder all of the crew. 4 men had enlisted to 
assist in the massacre. •
Fearless. Cromar claimed that an attempt was 
made on his life at Gamoa (Nggamua).
LAU
Fearless. Peter from Suaba tried to collect a 
blood-money reward for Cromar’s death and 
felled trees across a creek to capture the 
recruiting boats. Cromar was warned by Kuri. 
Ariel : 6.12.1888. Government Agent T.S. 
Armstrong was killed and his head taken to 
Sinalanggu to claim blood-money put up by 
relatives of the men (Wawn says 23 or 25) killed 
in the Young Dick massacre (1886). Kwaisulia
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9. Ataa 1892
10. Urasi 1892
11. 1897
12. Ataa? 1872 
or 1873
13. Ataa 1875
14. Ataa 1889
15. 1889
16. 1892
17. 1893
18. 1901
of Urasi had 5 Manaobans killed in retaliation 
and HMS Royalist shelled the island with little 
effect.
Helena : 17-25.9.1892. Ataa men tried to am­
bush Helena's boats on 17.9.1892.
They followed her up Lau lagoon and tried 
again near Urasi on the 25th.
Sybil I I  : 17.6.1897. The ship’s boats were 
fired on and fire was returned.
Plato : early 1870s. The barque Plato was 
wrecked at Malaita and all the crew were killed. 
3 Malaitans were tried in the NSW Supreme 
Court but they were released as Malaita was 
not considered to be within the jurisdiction of 
the British Admiralty. Renton mentioned a 
small vessel being wrecked at the south end of 
Lau lagoon in 1872-3. All on board were killed 
except 1 man who was kept prisoner and went 
insane. He was probably rescued by HMS Dido 
in 1873, when the men kidnapped on the Carl 
were returned.
Lady Darling : 1875. Taama the 5th man 
recruited on the voyage was kidnapped at 
Ataa. At least one Malaitan was shot during 
the struggle to capture Taama.
Fearless : first half of 1889. Cromar claims 
that the people of Asniwane at Ataa, in col­
laboration with those of Kwai and Uru, had 
planned to attack the ship.
Fearless : second half of 1889. A plan was un­
covered to ambush Capt. Norman, mistaking 
him for Rogers, mate of the Heron in 1883 or 
1884.
A second attempt was made on the Fataleka 
side of the river.
Helena : 17.9.1892. Muido warned the crew of 
a plot to lure the recruiting boat up a creek and 
murder its occupants.
Helena : 18.3.1893. “was going up River but 
got warned in time that an attack on the boats 
was planned.”.
Fearless : 19.4.1901. Recruiter James Arthur 
was shot dead at Ataa and 2 Malaitans were
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19. 1907
20. (date unknown)
21. Coleridge 
1895
22. East coast 
(Leli, Kwai, 
Kwaikaru, 
Ngwangwasila) 
1882
23. 1882
24. 1888
25. 1888
reported as killed and one wounded in the 
return fire. 50 Malaitans were on the beach 
with 25 to 30 Snider rifles. A British Man-of- 
war was sent to punish the offenders but they 
were from an inland area and could not be 
found. The suspected reason for the attack weis 
that a Bundaberg store-keeper named Williams 
had levanted with over £1,300 of the Islanders’ 
wages, which he had been holding in trust. 
HMS Cambrian : July 1907. Cambrian fired 6 
shells at 3 of the Ataa artificial islands and 2 
bush villages. The navy was seeking Suemai 
and Waita for murders they had committed. 
Florence Young (QKM) claimed the shelling 
had a salutary effect.
Ramofafia from Ataa told the author that a 
French recruiter had been killed and eaten at 
Ataa. A man called Umu who had been to 
Queensland shot the recruiter on the beach. 
One Ataa man was shot in return.
FATALEKA
Para : 13.7.1895. The ship’s boats were fired 
on and fire was returned.
K W A R A ’A E
Janet Stewart : 12.2.1882. The ship was pill­
aged and burnt, and almost the entire crew, in­
cluding 6 Europeans, were killed. Only those in 
the recruiting boats and the cook (who hid in a 
water tank) survived. One man recruited at Epi 
island in the New Hebrides was made a 
prisoner at Kwai. The massacre occurred while 
the ship was at anchor between Leli and Kwai­
karu. Several of the attackers spoke English. 
Surprise (Fiji) : 19.7.1882. The crew managed 
to rescue Aboi, the Epi man held at Kwai. The 
Kwai people retaliated with guns and spears to 
try to prevent his escape.
Flora : 21.5.1888. The ship’s recruiting boats 
were attacked with arrows; the crew fired back. 
Fearless : 1888. Cromar claimed that Capt. A. 
Turnaros on the Myrtle tried to get the 
Kwara’ae wane asi leaders to attack and bum 
the ship and kill him.
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26. 1891 M eg Merrilies(F[}ï) : M arch 1891. 30 Kwai men 
came on board, arm ed with short tomahawks 
and clubs hidden in their bags. They also 
managed to  take a Snider rifle from  a sleeping 
seaman. The vessel was saved by the recruiting 
boats returning unexpectedly.
27. 1891 Upolu : M arch 1891. Capt. Pearn o f Lochiel 
was warned that Upolu was to be attacked at 
Kwai.
28. 1891 Sybil 77 :8 .8 .1891 . A t Bassu river the 
recruiters were tricked into an  am bush up the 
river. 70 guns were fired at them and 4 men (3 
Europeans and 1 Islander) were wounded. The 
reason given was that HM S Royalist had 
previously shelled the village o f Gala, an old 
leader in the area. Also, G ala’s son had died in 
Queensland (Galúa was the leader o f Kwaikaru 
a t that time.)
29. 1893 Sybil I I  : 26.3.1893. “The recruiting boat went 
ashore there [Kwai], several Islanders assembl­
ed and the recruiter Turnaros landed and while 
talking to  them an Islander apparently without 
provocation made a sudden attack on him with 
a tom ahawk splitting his cheek open. The 
Boats then openfired on the Islanders but with­
out effect.” The attack was by bushmen in 
retaliation for the deaths o f M alaitans in
30. 1894
Queensland.
Para : 7.1.1894. Shots were fired at Para to
31. 1894
avenge deaths that had occurred in Queens­
land. The guns had been procured from  a Sa­
m oan recruiting ship.
Sybil I I  : 11.7.1894. The ship was fired on by 
the Boon-year descent group o f Ai-tai village.
32. Sybil I I  : 19.7.1894. The Sybil I I  spent almost 
two weeks at Kwai. O n the 19th “the bushm an 
attacked the boats and 2 o f them  were wound­
33.
ed for their pains.”
Sybil I I  : 21.7.1894. The ship’s boats were at­
tacked while they were between U ni and  Kwai; 
one M alaitan and one European were killed. A  
note to  be delivered to  later vessels warning 
them  o f the danger was left with G ooreah of 
Kwai.
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34. 1894
35. 1894
36. 1895
37. Fiu 1896
38. 1907
39. Alke 1891
40. Bina 1885
41. 1907
42. Uru 1880
HM S Royalist : 19.8.1894. Royalist fired 20 
five and six inch shells and its cutter fired 10 
powder shots at the village where Sybil I I  and 
Para were attacked. (Ai-tai village)
Para : late 1894. Two miles north of Kwai 
(Kwaikaru?) Malaitans were massing to attack 
Para.
Para : 6.7.1895. Shots were fired at the ship 
while at Kwai “with the intention of taking 
the ship” . There was also a plan for the Kwai 
people combined with those at Ataa to capture 
the ship at Ataa.
Rio Loge : 27.1.1896. Recruiter Edward Bergin 
was shot dead at Fiu. While returning labourers 
were being landed some Malaitans tried to steal 
their boxes. They fired at the boats and the crew 
returned fire. The attack was said to have been 
in revenge for Malaitans hanged in Queensland. 
An Admiralty inquiry was held and punishment 
was inflicted.
HM S Cambrian : June 1907. A village was 
shelled by Cambrian in retaliation for the 
murder of a Mission man by 5 bushmen. 
LANGA LANGA
Borough Belle : 21.3.1891. Women in a canoe 
brought the news that the bushmen intended to 
attack the ship on the next day. Part of the 
trouble seems to have been animosity between 
Billy the interpreter and some of the bush peo­
ple.
Helena : 1885. At Baunani near Bina harbour 
5 Malaitans each with muzzle-loading muskets 
shot at the recruiting boats with buckshot: 3 of 
the crew (2 Europeans and 1 Islander) were in­
jured and fire was returned.
Minota : December 1907. Capt. McKenzie was 
killed and the ship looted. The Resident Com­
missioner accompanied a major inland expedi­
tion, organized in retaliation and a village 14 
kilometres inland was burnt.
KW AIO
Borealis (Fiji) : 13.9.1880. A massacre ocurred 
in which 5 Europeans and 1 Fijian were killed.
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43. .1884
44. 1890
45. 1897
46. 1901
47. Sinalanggu 
1886
48. 1886
49. 1888
50. 1902
51. Olomburi
The vessel was recaptured with the aid of three 
recruiting vessels in the area: the Stanley from 
Queensland; the Dauntless and the Flirt from 
Fiji. The crew of the Stanley recovered most of 
the stolen trade goods and took 4 Malaitans 
prisoner; later they were taken to Fiji.
Helena : 6.10.1884. The ship was fired on with 
buckshot and fire was returned.
Fearless : mid-1890. The ship was to be attack­
ed; Kwaisulia of Urasi heard of the plan and 
sent a war canoe and 30 warriors to protect the 
Fearless while the ship was at Uru.
Lochiel : 4.8.1897. “visited the creek at the 
head of the Bay (inspite of the warning that we 
were to be fired at.).”
Roderick Dhu : 23.12.1901. George McCabe, 
the acting-recruiter, was shot dead whilst out 
recruiting.
Young Dick : 20.5.1886. The ship was attack­
ed and 4 Europeans, 1 recruited man and 5 
men from Sinalanggu were killed outright, 
while several others were wounded and drown­
ed. C.M. Woodford claimed that 20 Malaitans 
were killed.
Christine (Fiji) : May 1886. Samu of Aio 
island had gone to Mole (Sinalanggu) and 
Sulufou in Lau lagoon to collect a force of war­
riors to attack Christine. His plan failed 
because the Young Dick attack was already 
planned.
Fearless : late 1888. A false signal fire was used 
to entice the recruiting boats close to shore, 
then an attempt was made to crush the boats by 
felling a tree on to them.
Rio Loge : 20.3.1902. 4 Malaitans levelled 
their rifles at the recruiting boats but no shots 
were fired.
Ariel : 23.11.1888. “An arrow was shot after 
the boats as they were pulled off, but fell short. 
Other boats have been attacked here previously 
and men killed in them.”
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52. Waisisi 
1888
’ARE ’ARE
Savo (local trader) : 25.6.1888. An attempt 
was made to take the schooner, during which 
Mr Cooper of Marau Sound and the Mate were 
killed, Capt. Keating and 4 Islander crew were 
badly wounded, and 12 Malaitans were killed. 
The attack occurred at Tarraha’nia village. In 
retaliation canoes were sent from Guadalcanal 
and 2 men and a boy were killed. HMS 
Royalist investigated the attack in November 
1889.
53. 1907 HMS Cambrian : July 1907. Acting on a 
report that a girl had been eaten there a few 
days earlier. Cambrian fired 5 shells in the 
direction of a bush village.
54. Si’au 1907 HMS Prometheus : 4.1.1907. Because the
55. Takataka 
1897
people were in a disturbed state due to sorcery, 
Prometheus fired 3 round shot and 2 lyddite 
shells at Suiwa village.
Rio Loge : 23.3.1897,. An ambush was set up 
to avenge 2 Malaitans recently hanged in 
Queensland: one from Takataka and one from 
Manawai. “...the natives showed signs of 
hostility so it was decided to leave.”
56. Aio 1894 Para : 1.1.1894. The ship’s boats were fired on 
and fire was returned. The Aio people were 
later cautioned by HMS Royalist.
MARAMASIKE
57. Maramasike? 
1875
Lady Darling •: late 1875. “At first the natives 
were very friendly, but on a sudden, as they 
were going away, the natives began to throw 
spears and shoot arrows at the boat”. Capt. 
Belbin was wounded in the arm and other crew
58. Annuta 1902
members received minor injuries.
Rio Loge : 4.4.1902. Several shots were fired 
at the ships’s boats; the crew returning the fire.
59. the Passage Ariel : 26.10.1888. Big Joe of Bullahah
(Aimaia section) 
1888
reported a skirmish which took place between a 
Fiji ketch’s boat and the bushmen at Torrosy 
about 3 weeks before. 2 men attempted to 
tomahawk the recruiter and the bushmen on 
shore fired on the boat and shot a boatman in 
the arm. The recruiter shot dead the 2 who at­
tacked him.
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60. 1888
61. 1893
62. Mapo 1886
63. Walade 1884
64. 1886
65. Port Adam 
1884
66. 1884
67. 1889?
68. 1892
Errayta was displeased with the gift provided 
for a female who enlisted and seized Ariel's 
recruiter in his arms. Errayta was knocked 
down by the boatcrew and hit with the butt of a 
gun. “The natives of the northern Aimaia arm 
evidently meant to have a white man some time 
or other.”
Helena : 3.4.1893. The Malaitans are afraid of 
British Man-of-wars, “they being punished for 
murdering a white man twelve months ago” . 
Young Dick : 2.5.1886. Recruiter John Har- 
rage was badly wounded by a blow from a 
tomahawk, the reason given being that a local 
chief had died in Fiji. Medical assistance was 
provided by HMS Opal which was nearby. The 
Opal also shelled the village when no explana­
tion was made of the attack.
Fanny or Surprise : 2.9.1886. A Walade leader 
was shot by the crew of one of the these ships. 
HMS Opal investigated the incident.
Winifred (Fiji) : April-May 1884. Winifred 
was attacked because of the shooting of 
Wailange about 5 months earlier by the crew of 
Fanny. The attack was made with spears, bows 
and arrows.
Stormbird : 1884. A returning Malaitan 
warned the crew of a plot to attack the ship at 
Pt Adam.
Winifred : 1884. Bushmen planning to attack; 
warned by a friendly interpreter.
Marie (French). Ataa men visiting Pt Adam 
combined with Pt Adam men to try to capture 
the Marie. The attack included a land assault 
on the boats and a canoe attack on the ship. 
The attack failed and those on board the Marie 
were captured and forced below and ‘recruited’ 
to work in the New Hebrides for 5 years. They 
returned on the Koné in 1894. One of them was 
Peter, son of Felange of Walade.
Empreza : 1892. The ship was chased away 
because of damage recently inflicted by HMS 
Royalist.
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69. 1894
70. 1876
71. pre 1884
Empreza : 20.7.1894. Just north of Pt Adam 
the Malaitans tried to draw the ship into an am­
bush.
Also in 1894, and probably on this voyage, a 
Snider rifle was stolen out of one of Empreza's 
boats at Malaita.
M AL A IT  A  : area unknown 
Stormbird (recruiting labour for bêche-de-mer 
and pearl fishing in Torres Strait). The crew 
fired on Malaitans.
Capt. McQuaker of Emily had earlier had his 
back laid open by a Malaitan wooden sword. 
He later died from, this and other wounds.
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Appendix Three
A selection of Malaitans who wished to return to a different passage:
N a m e  a n d  S h ip  
a n d  d a te  o f  
r e tu rn  to  M a la ita
1893-1902.
P a ssa g e  o r  v illage 
F ro m : T o :
R e a so n  g iven
1. H o su re a h F a u a b u /A ta a D escen t G ro u p  (D .G .)
H ele n a  1893 d riv en  o u t b y  fig h tin g
2 . E rise m o ro T o la s s e la /M a ra u his fr ien d s  h a d  sh ifted
1895 so u n d th e re
3 . F o u rn a h A ss im m ie /M a n u his D .G . h a d  sh ifted
R o d e r ic k  D h u th e re
1895
4 . L isilia K w a i/F a k a n a k a fo a f ra id  to  la n d  a t  K w ai
R o d e r ic k  D h u b ecau se  o f  fig h tin g
1895
5. Q u em y K w ai (A o s a ) / h is D .G . h a d  sh ifted
R o d e r ic k  D h u F a k a n a k a fo th e re  b ecau se  o f
1895 fig h tin g
6. T o e ta r lo A ss im m ie / a f ra id  to  re tu rn  to
R o d e r ic k  D h u F a k a n a k a fo A ssim m ie
1895
7. N osy (K w ai) S a la d o n / his D .G . h ad  sh ifted
R o d e r ic k  D h u F a k a n a k a fo th e re
1895
8. T a ffy e a r A lite  (Q u im a n o o - his D .G . sh ifted  to
R o d e r ic k  D h u K w a im a n fu  ? ) /K w a i ea s t s id e  o f  c en te r
1895 m o u n ta in s
9. M a n d u la F a u a b u /M a n u his D .G . fled  ac ro ss
R o d e r ic k  D h u th e  is lan d  b ecau se  o f
1895 fig h tin g
10. L o u sa K w a i/P t .  A d a m his D .G . h a d  sh ifted
th e re
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Name and Ship 
and date
Passage or village 
From: To:
Reason given
11. ?
L ochiel 1895
U rasi/different part 
o f Lau
had only been visiting 
Urasi
12. ?
L ochiel 1895
U rasi/d ifferent part 
o f Lau
had only been visiting 
Urasi
13. Ib id . Ibid. Ibid.
14. Ibid. Ibid. Ib id .
15. Ib id . U rasi/Fakanakafo found his D .G . there
16. Lefeor 
Fearless 
1896
“Q uipara” /an o th er 
passage close by
D .G. came to  get him 
by canoe
17. Lingwan 
Fearless 
1896
F iu /L anga langa his D .G . driven there 
by fighting
18. Dalaver 
Fearless 
18%
K w ai/Langa langa his D .G . picked him 
up there
19. Qualawee 
Fearless 
18%
D ala/another 
passage 6.5 klm. 
south
his D .G . picked him 
up there
20. M arowa 
Fearless 
1896
T  akataka/W airaha from  the center of 
M alaita; did not care 
which side he got o ff 
the ship
21. Lohem ia 
Sybil 2  
1896
F auabu /A taa his D .G . have come 
over from  the other 
side o f M alaita
22. M elonbuey 
Syb il 2  
18%
U rasi/F akanakafo his D .G . driven there 
by fighting
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N a m e  a n d  S h ip  
a n d  d a te
P a ssa g e  o r  v illage 
F ro m : T o :
R easo n  given
23 . E n g o h U ru /B in a his fa th e r  Q u e lah  w as
H e le n a visiting  th e re
1897
24 . T ille n a to U ru /S in a la n g g u w ished  to  lan d
H ele n a
1897
25 . T a fo e la w ane  to lo / a f ra id  to  re tu rn  so
R io  L o g e N ew  H eb rid e s w en t to  m ission
1897
26 . M ieu v ah S in a la n g g u /a t  a his b ro th e r  w as th e re
F earless n e a r  b y  passag e
1897
27. D a la y o n a h F a k a n a k a f o / his p ro p e r  p assag e  is
F earless S in a lan g g u S in a lan g g u
1897
28. ? o th e r  en d  o f a fra id  to  lan d  a t
F earless M a la i ta /W a la d e p ro p e r  passage
1898
29. 70/tf. Ib id . Ib id .
30. ? to  a  m iss io n  s ta tio n m e t fr ien d s  a n d  ask ed
R io  L o g e to  g o  a sh o re  th e re
1902
31. Ib id . Ib id . Ib id .
32. /W d. Ib id . Ib id .
33. /¿?/¿. Ib id . Ib id .
34. ? ? /T u la g i re fu sed  to  re tu rn  to
to  Iv a n h o e M a la ita
40 . 1902
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Appendix Four
Table One:
All known charges brought against Melanesians in the Mackay district 1871-1907
1 M u rd e r  '
3 ! 2  A t te m p te d  m u r d e r
I  3 U n la w fu l  w o u n d in g  
X
4  A s s a u l t
5 A s s a u l t  a n d  ro b b e r y
1871 1872  1873 1874  1875 18 7 6  1877  1878  18 7 9  1880  1881 18 8 2  1883 188 4  1885  18 8 6  1887  1888 1889
3 2  1
1 1 6  
2  1 3  3 5 1  2 6 5 7 4 5
! 6  R a p e  o f  a  fe m a le
§  g  «  £  7 I n d e c e n t  a s s a u l t  o f  a
£ ' 5  j  2  fe m a le
O a " E
1 8  In d e c e n t  e x p o s u r e
8 2 
1
9  D ru n k e n n e s s
10 U n la w fu l ly  s u p p ly in g  
a lc o h o l
11 T r a f f i c  o f f e n c e
12 R e s is tin g  p o l ic e
g  13 In c it in g  p r i s o n e r  t o  re s is t
C.
J= 14 A b u s iv e  la n g u a g e
•E 15 D is tu rb in g  th e  p e a c e /  
d i s o rd e r ly  c o n d u c t
¡5 16 C a r r y in g  w e a p o n s  w ith  in ten t
8  17 P o s se s s io n  o f  f i re a rm s  
c
^  18 B rea ch  o f  th e  M . &  S . A c t /
>. d is o b e y  la w fu l o rd e r
^  19 D iso b e y  C o u r t  o rd e r
2 0  A b s c o n d  o r  b e  a b s e n t  f r o m  
h ire d  se rv ic e
21 V a g ra n c y
2 2  In  a  c o m m o n  g a m b lin g  h o u s e
2  3 3 4  3 1 1 14 10 21 10
1
1 4
1 1 2  1 
1 2  3 7 3
4  5 1
2  2  1 1 3 6  3 4  8
1
2  10 23  6 1 7 5 1 2  2  6 1 8
1 4
23  A rso n
2 4  W ilfu l d e s tru c t io n  o f  
J  p ro p e r ty
«  £  25 B u rg la ry
S3 c .
c  2 6  L a rc e n y  
O  27  F a lse  p re te n c e s
28  I lleg a lly  o n  th e  p re m ise s
1
1
1 2  1 3  1 7 3 1 1 1 1  
2  1 1 1 1 1
2 9  O f  u n s o u n d  m in d  
j j  30  S m a ll  D e b ts  C o u r t
Õ
31 O th e r  o f f e n c e s
1 1 1 
1
5 0  10 2 8  10- 8  15 15 10 17 5 2 0  2 0  2 4  3 9  23  59  33
-  4
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Table One
All known charges brought against Melanesians in the Mackay district 1871-1907
18 9 0  1891 1892  1893 1894 1895 18 9 6  1897  1898  18 9 9  1 9 0 0  1901 1902  1903 1904  1905 1906  1907
1 M u r d e r 5 1 12 9 7 8 2 2 2 1 5 6 0
*o
2  A t t e m p te d  m u r d e r 1 1 1 2 5
V
3 U n la w fu l  w o u n d in g 5 6 4 4 1 3 1 3 35
o —
X 4  A s s a u l t 11 11 12 14 3 4 13 12 23 5 2 4 3 2 2 14 4 4 205
S A s s a u l t  a n d  ro b b e r y 5 1 1 7
6  R a p e  o f  a  fe m a le 6 1 17
<L> 7  In d e c e n t  a s s a u l t  o f  a
e . S  =  «  
äz S  o  o  
0  0  E
fe m a le 1 1 3 <N
8  I n d e c e n t  e x p o s u r e 1 1 2
9  D r u n k e n n e s s 29 32 19 21 8 18 37 9 17 23 17 15 9 5 4 15 13 28 391
10  U n la w fu l ly  s u p p lv in g
a lc o h o l 1 2 2 5
11 T r a f f i c  o f f e n c e 1
12 R e s is tin g  p o l ic e 1 1 7
Ë
Ë .
13 In c it in g  p r i s o n e r  t o  re s is t 1 1
JZ 14 A b u s iv e  l a n g u a g e 1 1 3 1 2 13
00
I S
9
15 D i s tu r b in g  th e  p e a c e /
89d i s o r d e r ly  c o n d u c t 7 5 2 3 3 3 2 3 6 2 32 1 2 1 1
¡5 16 C a r r y in g  w e a p o n s  w i th  i n te n t 1 1 2
10
47
¡S
ë
17 P o s s e s s io n  o f  f i r e a rm s 1 2 1 14
18 B re a c h  o f  th e  M . &  S . A c t /
> i d is o b e y  la w f u l  o r d e r 2 9 5 3 7 6 11 18 2 6 35 32 4 0 6 2 4 2 36
£X 19 D is o b e y  C o u r t  o r d e r 2 3
2 0  A b s c o n d  o r  b e  a b s e n t  f r o m
h ir e d  se rv ic e 14 3 10 6 10 3 9 12 11 24 2 0 16 7 2 3 10 2 2 36
21 V a g ra n c y 5 2 2 6 16 36
2 2  'n  a  c o m m o n  g a m b l in g  h o u s e 15 15
23  A r s o n 2 1 1 5
2 4  W il fu l  d e s t r u c t io n  o f
11
ë
p r o p e r ty 6 1 1 2
T 5  > ,
6Dw 2 5  B u rg la ry 3 3
0000
8  g  
1  &
2 6  L a r c e n y 3 3 9 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 55
o 2 7  F a ls e  p r e te n c e s 1 1
2 8  I l le g a lly  o n  th e  p re m is e s 1 1 1 1 2 13
2 9  O f  u n s o u n d  m in d 3 2 4 1 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 9
3 0  S m a ll  D e b ts  C o u r t 1 1 78 3 1 4 2 9 0 r-<N
Ö
31 O th e r  o f f e n c e s 1 I 1 2 1 1 8
8 6 6 7 91 5 0 4 7 5 0 93 146 91 107 121 127 38 14 21 47 43 36 1598
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Table Two:
The total and Melanesian population of the Mackay District compared 
with charges brought in the District’s Magistrate Courts
D istric t P e rso n s D istric t C h a rg es C h a rg e s C h a rg es
p o p u la t- tak e n M elane- b ro u g h t b ro u g h t by b ro u g h t by
io n in to sian a g a in st M ela- n o n -M ela-
c u s to d y p o p u la - M elane- nesian s nesians
in the tio n sians c o n ce rn -
d istric t ing  M ela-
nesians
T o ta l: T o ta l: T o ta l: T o ta l: T o ta l: T o ta l:
1871 1400 700 5 1
1872 700
1873 900 10
1874 12Q0 28 1
1875 311 1700 10
1876 3766 1600 8 6 2
1877 1400 15 3
1878 15 1
1879 10 1
1880 370 17 2
1881 5787 2087 5 1 3
1882 2
1883
1884 20 3
1885 600 24 2
1886 11082 2686 39 1 3
1887 2077 23 4
1888 1911 59 8
1889 2121 33 1
1890 542 2816 86 1 8
1891 10538 2450 67 1 14
1892 2102 91 11
1893 2081 50 14
1894 2168 47 4
1895 692 2167 50 5
1896 1941 93 13
1897 1780 146 14
1898 2074 91 13
1899 1684 107 8
1900 559 1775 121 4
1901 11144 1475 127 8
1902 1708 38 4
1903 1301 14 2
1904 1260 21 1 . 4
1905 47 11
1906 887 959 43 5
1907 40 0  + 36 3
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Appendix Five
Comments on the nutritional value of the daily provisions specified for
issue to every Melanesian labourer under the terms of the 1868 Act.
Part A—The 1868 Act
The daily provisions for each statute adult during the voyage to and
from Queensland were:
Lbs. Oz.
Yams 4 0
(or rice) 1 Vi 0
(or maize meal) Wi 0
Meat (pork or beef) 1 0
T ea 0 '/:
Sugar 0 2
The daily provisions for each statute adult while under indenture in
Queensland were:
Lbs. Oz.
Beef or mutton 1 0
(or fish) 2 0
Bread or flour 1 0
Molasses or sugar 0 5
Vegetables 2 0
(or rice) 0 4
(or maize meal) 0 8
Weekly provision of salt 0 2
Comments were requested on the suitability of the above rations (the 
Queensland working rations) from the Chief Dietitian of the Royal 
Brisbane Hospital. As a base for comparison the Dietitian used Harold 
Ross’ analysis on the modern diet of Baegu of Malaita, published as 
Tables Eight and Nine in Ross’, Baegu: social and ecological organiza­
tion in Malaita, Solomon Islands, pages 78-9, reproduced below, with 
the explanation provided by Ross (pages 78-80).
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Baegu Foods Arranged in Order of Preference within Category
Domesticated
foods Semi-domestic Wild
(garden or hamlet) (owned) foods
Proteins
Carbohydrates
Pig Fish and other
Jungle fowl seafoods
* Beans Wild birds
Wild game
Arthropods
Taro (Colocasia) Swamp taro Cane grass
Yam (Cyrlosperma) (Saccharum
Sugarcane Bush taro edulis)
* Sweet potato (Alocasia) Wild yam
* Manioc Breadfruit Cycad pith
* Maize Sago Pandanus sp.
* Pumpkin
Vegetables
Nuts
Fruits
Hibiscus manihot Fern fronds
Taro leaf Wild greens
* Chinese cabbage Fungi
* Watercress
* Cucumbers
* Shallots
Coconut Canarium almond Pacific chestnut
(Canarium sp.) (Terminaba sp.)
Banana Mango Raspberry
* Papaya Malay apple *Citrus
* Pineapple (.Eugenia
* Melon malaccensis)
Spondias dulcis
* Introduced crops of recent foreign origin.
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BAEGU DIET
A d u l t  a n d  p o s t - J u v e n ile s W e a n e d
p u b e r ta l  a d o le sc e n ts (6 -1 4  ye a rs ) in fa n ts
B o th B o t h
o r
sm a ll
M a le s  F e m a le s se x e s M a le s  F e m a le s S e x e s  c h ild ren
G ro ss  w e ig h t
in  o u n c e s
* P ro te in  f o o d s ..............  1 .200 1.778 1.417 1.667 3 .333 2 .5 0 0
C a rb o h y d ra te s ............. .... 4 0 .6 0 0 4 0 .5 5 6 40 .583 4 1 .0 0 0 39 .167 40.083 25 .667
V e g e ta b le s ...................... .... 12 .000 16 .000 13.500 17 .500 14.667 16.083 11.333
N u t s .................................. .... 7 .667 5.111 6 .708 4 .0 0 0 6 .0 0 0 5 .000
F r u i t s ................................ .... 7 .267 2 .5 5 6 5 .5 0 0 2 .167 1.083 0 .667
T o ta ls . 6 8 .7 3 4 6 6 .0 0 0 67 .708 6 6 .3 3 4 63 .1 6 7 64 .749 37.667
P e rc e n ta g e  o f  d ie t  
b y  w e ig h ts
P ro te in  f o o d s ....................  1.7 2 .7 2.1 2 .5 5.3 3 .9
C a rb o h y d ra te s ..................  59.1 6 1 .4 5 9 .9 6 1 .8 6 2 .0 6 1 .9 68.3
V e g e ta b le s ...................... .... 17.5 2 4 .2 19.9 2 6 .4 2 3 .2 2 4 .9 30.1
N u ts .................................. .... 11.2 7 .7 9 .9 6 .0 9 .5 7 .7
F r u i t s ................................ .... 10.6 3 .9 8.1 • 3 .3 1.7 1.8
* T o t a l s ................ .... 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
* P ro te in  f ig u res  m a y  b e  in a c c u ra te , d u e  to  s a m p lin g  a n d  o b se rv a tio n  p ro b le m s. 
** C o lu m n a r  to ta ls  d o  n o t  a lw ay s e q u a l p rec ise ly  100%  w h e n  a d d e d , b e c a u se  o f  
th e  a rb i t r a ry  ru le s  to  b e  fo llo w ed  in  ro u n d in g  o f f  d e c im a l f ig u res  to  s ig n if ic a n t
p laces.
P o r t io n s  a r e  in  o u n c e s  p e r  p e rs o n  p e r  d a y  a n d  p e rc e n ta g e s  o f  ty p e  o f  fo o d  b y  
w eig h t. T h e  d ie ta ry  su rv ey  in v o lv ed  th re e  h o u se h o ld s  fo r  a  n in e -d a y  s p a n . T h e re
w ere e ig h t a d u lts ,  f o u r  ju v e n ile s  a n d  tw o  w e a n e d  “ in f a n ts .”
Ross: The surprising thing about Baegu diet is the heavy reliance upon 
predominantly starchy foods, particularly taro and sweet potatoes. 
Analyses of these two food crops by Massai and Barrau* reveal that 
Colocasia esculenta taro tubers average 1.9 percent protein by weight 
and sweet potato tubers 1.7 percent protein. Both yield only small 
amounts of vitamins and essential minerals. Both are mostly water 
(72.5% and 70.8% by weight), with carbohydrate components of 24 
percent and 28.5 percent respectively.
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There is little evidence of malnutrition among the Baegu. Both men and 
women are strong, healthy people with attractive physiques. Children 
are robust and active; none are obese, and few if any are markedly thin. 
Apparently people who live on a diet composed largely of starch-rich, 
protein-poor foods such as taro or sweet potato maintain adequate 
nutritional standards by eating unbelievable amounts of those foods. I 
refused to accept the figures from my quantitative dietary surveys [the 
second table], but close follow-up observations convinced me that an 
adult Baegu male does indeed eat between three and five pounds of taro 
and sweet potatoes per day. According to my results, children (6-14 
years) eat almost as much, but I do not trust these figures. I suspect that 
the simple fact that I was watching them closely made most of them 
want to show off by stuffing themselves.
* E. Massai and J. Barrau, ‘Pacific Subsistence Crops: Taros’, South 
Pacific Commission Quarterly Bulletin, v.5:2 (1955), 17-21 and 
‘Pacific Subsistence Crops: Sweet Potato’, South Pacific Commission 
Quarterly Bulletin, v.5:3 (1955), 10-3.
The Dietitian’s comments on the 1868 to 1879 diet were:
It is not possible to do anything more than a rough assessment from the 
list of foods given. We also have no figures for bread produced in 1868 
nor for maize meal. However the bread would have been very superior 
nutritionally, in respect to fibre, compared with the bread we use today. 
From a list of rations it would seem that protein intake would be in ex­
cess of 150g/day, or more than twice an adult male requires. If the ra­
tion was given as meat rather than fish, the fat intake would be much 
higher than a mature Melanesian would have been used to previously. 
Iron intake would be up to 5 times adult male requirements.
Calcium intake would be well in excess of needs. All the Vit. B. com­
plex—thiamine, riboflavin, niacin would be well in excess of adult male 
requirements.
Ascorbic Acid would be adequate if the vegetable ration was fresh. If it 
was in the form of dried lentils, rice or maize meal it would probably 
not be adequate, unless the worker was supplementing his diet with fruit 
or own grown vegetables.
Energy value is approximately 16,000 kJ. This should be adequate for 
an adult male doing reasonably strenuous physical labour.
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The approximate daily intake of main nutrients is set out as follows:
R.D.A.
Protein (g) 190 70
Fat (g) 90
Carbohydrate (g) 1000
Calcium (mg) 1800 800
Iron (mg) 55 10
Thiamine (mg) 25 1.1
Riboflavin (mg) 2.12 1.4
Niacin (mg) 3 1.8
Ascorbic Acid (mg) 2 30
Energy (kJ) 17000 12000
(R.D.A. = Recommended Dietary Allowance for an adult European)
Note: The amount of Ascorbic Acid may have been higher than 2mg. 
Another calculation, assuming the inclusion of 1 lb. of fresh potatoes, 
increased the amount of Ascorbic Acid to 55 mg.
Part B—-The 1880 Act
The 1880 Act altered the size and content of the official ration:
Daily:
Lbs. Oz.
Beef or mutton 1 0
Bread or flour 1 8
Sugar 0 5
Potatoes (or 6 oz. rice) 3 0
Tea 0 0
Weekly: 
Salt 0 2
The increase in the amount of bread and potatoes could only have im­
proved the ration.
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5. INTERVIEWS
The oral evidence collected, in the form of tapes and typescripts, 
has been deposited in the Oral History Collection of the History 
Department, James Cook University of North Queensland. In­
terviews with Pacific Islanders in Queensland form Part B of the 
Department’s Black Oral History Collection (BOHC). There are 
now eighty-seven cassette tapes in Part B, recorded between 24 
March 1974 and 9 January 1981.
Three other sections of the Oral History Collection have also 
been used.
ABC  Interviews collected by Matthew Peacock, of the 
Science Unit, Australian Broadcasting Commission, 
during his preparation for “The Forgotten People” 
(ABC Broadband radio series, first broadcast 10-12 
January 1978), are collected on nine cassettes. Foot­
note references to these tapes are prefaced by ABC. 
CRM  Thirty-six of my interviews with Europeans and 
Malays at Mackay, and with Malaitans in the 
Solomon Islands form a separate part of the Collec­
tion. Footnote references to these tapes are prefaced 
by CRM.
References to these tapes have been footnoted in the following 
manner:
To indicate the section of the Oral History Collection: BOHC, 
ABC, CRM.
To indicate BOHC tapes from Section B (Pacific Islanders): 
BOHC (Tape number) B.
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The side of the tape referred to is indicated by a or b: for exam­
ple, BOHC 23Ba.
A number after a tape reference indicates a fifteen minute sec­
tion of conversation in which the oral testimony footnoted is 
contained: -1, -2, -3, -4.
Where no number is given the reference is to the entire side, or to 
the entire tape.
When speakers are not named in the text they are identified in 
footnotes by initials only: because some information on the 
tapes is highly personal, I have thought it proper to respect the 
privacy of informants by identifying them no further. All tapes 
in the Collection are on restricted access.
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1961).
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7. COMPUTER PRINTOUT
A computer was used to re-order Islander baptism, marriage and 
burial records into more useful sequences. The basic data, called 
Printout A, includes: 715 Anglican baptisms, 1878-1946; 39 
Presbyterian baptisms, 1911-1939; 68 Anglican marriages, 
1878-1939; 388 burials, 1898-1959.
To these records were added possible spelling variations for sur­
names, plantations and islands of origin; the basic records were 
then re-sorted chronologically under surnames, places of 
residence and islands of origin (Printout B).
Printout B was re-computed, with additional information to 
identify individuals of Malaitan descent, and sorted chrono­
logically under surnames, places of residence and islands of 
origin (Printout C).
Printout C includes 4,938 entries: 2,719 for surnames; 1,148 for 
places of residence; and 1,071 for islands of origin.
The baptism, marriage and burial records were incomplete, but 
cover eighty-one years, and enable a researcher to follow most of 
the Islander families in the Mackay district, chronologically and 
through changes of residence. Printout C, used in relation with 
crop lien registers and oral testimony, provides an adequate 
means of studying the history of Melanesians at Mackay during 
the first half of the twentieth century.
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Copies of Printout C have been deposited with the History 
Department, James Cook University of North Queensland and 
with the Mackay City Library.
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Assie, Dick, of Malaita, 289 
Assimmie area, Fataleka, 357 
Ataa area, Lau-Baegu, 39-40, 42, 53-4, 
84, 92, 94, 98, 289, 348-9, 351, 354, 
357-8
Atherton, Mrs L.J., 179, 196 
Atherton, Richard, 179, 203, 249 
Atooroo, of Kanole, Fataleka, 42 
Attargeggay islet, Lau, 91 
Australia, Acts of Parliament:
Act to Am end the Pacific bland  
Labourers A ct (1901), 285; 
Immigration Restriction Act (1901), 
275, 287;
Pacific Island Labourers Act (1901), 
131, 275, 284-5, 297 
Australia, Inter-Departmental
Committee Report on South Sea 
Islanders in Australia, xviii-xvix,
342
Australian Broadcasting Commission, 
339
Australian Estates, 120 
Australian Joint Stock (AJS) bank, 159 
Australian South Sea Islanders United 
Council, xviii, 342
Baegu language area, Malaita, 7, II, 15,
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18, 39, 42, 58, 69, 82, 84-6, 92, 222, 
224, 289
Baelelea language area, Malaita, 7, 69, 
84, 347
Baker, Elizabeth, 26, 156 
Baker, J.T.: Harbour Master, 133-4 
Baker’s creek, 106, 112, 264, 269, 281, 
292, 332
Ball, A.T.: planter, 106
Balmoral plantation (1873-80), 106, 207
Balnagowan station, 102, 106, 125, 249
Bandler, Faith, 154, 170
Banks islands, 211, 292, 293, 307-8
Barnes, John (Cremorne gardens),
186-7, 192
Barramulla (Barramulle), Joseph: Lay 
preacher, of Malaita, 294, 309, 319 
Barrie plantation (1872-86), 106, 112 
Barton, Andrew: Prime Minister, 276 
Barton, Mr Justice, 285 
Basilisk, HMS, 38 
Basin, labourer, 196 
Bassu river, Kwara’ae, 350 
bata, 6
Baunani area, Langa langa, 351 
Beaconsßeld plantation (1882-92), 112, 
116
Bêche-de-mer diving, 93, 165
Beer Beer, of Uru, 64
Belbin, Robert: Master, 63, 353
Belinfanto, Dr, 235
Bellam, M.E.P., 56
Bell, Henry, 203, 249
Bennett, J.A., 46, 59
Bergin, Edward: recruiter, 351
Betel nut palms, absence of, 264
beu, 210, 217, 255
beu aabu, 39
Beusamoro area, Fataleka, 98
Bickey, Peter, 335 fn6
Bii, George, 335 fn6
Bikwai, Charles, of east Malaita, 99
Bikwai, Lil, of Malaita, 99
Bikwai, Louis, 99
Bikwai, (née Swali), Mary, 99, 303
Bilifiri, of Rakwane, 144
Bina harbour, Langa langa, 351, 359
bisi, 66-7, 210, 215
Black, M.H.: planter-politician, 116, 147 
Black Waterhole creek, 101 
Blackbirding: 339; definition, x-xi 
Blackbirders, The (E.'-V. Doc. V 340 
Blake, Harry, 142 
Bloomsbury township, 279 
Boah, Bob, 335 fn6 
Boarding houses, 181, 184, 330 
Bobongie, Andrew, of Lau, 99-100, 164
fnl 19, 217, 234, 335-6 
Bobongie, Henry, 217, 251 fn l25 
Bobongie (née Fiukwandi), Emma, 100, 
335
Bobtail Nag: recruiting ship, 36, 41, 68 
Bolo, Peter, 335 fn6 
Bolton, G.C., xxi, 109, 120 
Bomassing, John, 284 
Bonds under the Polynesian Labourers 
Act, 27, 161 
Boneyveely, of Uru, 61 
Boon-year descent group, Kwara’ae, 350 
Borealis: recruiting ship (Fiji), 351 
Borough Belle: recruiting ship, 64, 73, 
86, 185, 351
Bougainville island, 18, 307-8
Boulesko, Simon, 309
Bowen township, 278, 280, 284, 293,
327, 329
Branscom.be plantation (1871-84), 105, 
149, 180, 191, 195, 206, 267, 269, 
311-2
Brideprice, 52, 74, 175, 178 
Bridgeman, F.: planter, 312 
Bridgeman, Robert, 203 
Brisbane city, 99, 200, 288 
Britain, Acts of Parliament:
Kidnapping Act Amending Act 
(1875), 130;
Pacific Islanders Protection Act 
(Kidnapping Act) (1872), xi-xii, 32, 
130;
Slave Trade Acts, 27, 31 
Britain, Colonial Office, 31, 231, 287-8 
British Solomon Islands Protectorate,
54
Brothels, 181, 185-6 
Bugugwala, of Malaita, 98 
Buka island, 292 
Bullahah area, Maramasike, 353 
Bundaberg township, 73, 97-100, 288, 
327, 349
Burdekin river, 93-4, 101 
Burisaban, labourer, 196 
Burton, G.R.: Mate, 43
Cairns township, 98, 100, 288, 335 
Cakobau, Chief of Bau, Fiji, 329-30 
Callio, of Epi, 268 
Cambrian, HMS, 349, 351, 353 
Campini (Captani), John, of Lau,
99-100
Cannibal Cargoes (H. Holthouse), 340 
Cannibalism, 269, 349, 353 
Cape Palmerston station, 102 
Cape Zelee, Maramasike, 84 
Capell, A., 7
407
Capitation fees, 162, 237, 242 
Caribbean, 199
Carl: recruiting ship (Fiji), 31, 38, 40, 
338, 347-8
Cassada plantation (1870-85), 106, 206, 
269
Cattle creek, 101
Cattle Creek central mill (1906*-), 117,
119, 335
Cecil, A.C.: Government Agent, 61 
Cedars district, 229, 295 
Cedars plantation (1873-86), 106, 112, 
147, 207
Chapman, M., 55 
Charters Towers township, 166 
Chelona district, 112, 281 
Chermside, Sir Herbert, 276 
Cheyne, Andrew, 35 
Chinatown, 180-1, 185-6, 228, 311, 330 
Chinese, 122, 181, 185-6, 323 
Choiseul island, 18 
Choppy, Phillip, 335 fn6 
Christianity, xvii, 197, 252-3 293, 297, 
299, 306-21, 325, 327, 338 
Christine: recruiting ship (Fiji), 352 
Churches: 309-10; see also Anglican and 
Presbyterian 
Churchill, Winston, 278 
Cingalese, 122, 335
Circular-migration, 20, 23, 46, 55-9, 69, 
113, 210, 249, 257-8, 262, 273, 316, 
337
Clarke^ range, 101 
Clarkson, Dr C.H.: Government 
Medical Officer, 208, 220, 235,
241-3, 256, 258-9, 329 
Clothing: 187, 259-60; rations, 202-3 
Coleridge bay, see Fauabu 
Colonial Secretary (Premier) of
Queensland, 85, 89, 116, 130-1, 140, 
161, 165, 232, 240 
Colonial Sugar Refining Company 
(CSR), 112, 119, 153, 288 
Commission of Inquiry into Poverty,
342
Compensatory and expiatory exchanges, 
69-78, 90, 174-5, 188, 196, 271-2,
326
Cone, P.G., xxi 
Conningsby district, 335 
Cormingsby plantation (1882-87), 112, 
141
Connor’s range, 101 
Cooper, Mr, of Marau sound, 353 
Coppet, Daniel de, 34, 69, 76, 253 
Corowa, of Tana, 21 fn52 
Corns, Peter, xxiii, 41, 43, 46, 59, 86,
89, 92, 245, 272, 275, 279 
Cosmology: Aboriginal, 299;
Melanesian, xvii, xx, 12, 16-21, 48,
•  58, 70, 76, 188, 210, 257, 273, 293,
315-6, 318, 337, 341 
Cotton growing, 24, 127, 167 
Court orders, failure to obey, 190, 194 
Cow area, Maramasike passage, 87 
Cran, R. & Co, 251
Crees, Percy: planter, 102, 106, 112,125 
Cremome gardens, 186-7, 192 
Creole, spoken in North Queensland, 
302-6
Crocodiles, 230
Cromar, Jock: recruiter, 20, 60-1, 78-9, 
84,91-2, 347-9
Currency, Melanesian use of, 6, 18-19, 
71-4,76,78,171,174 
Curtin, P.D., 250 
Cyclone (1918), 333-4
Dai island, Malaita, 3 
Dala area, Kwara’ae, 358 
Da la ver, of Kwai, 358 
Dalayonah, of Fakanakafo, 359 
Dalrymple, D.H., 235 
Dalton, B.J., xxi 
Daphne: recruiting ship, 30-2 
Darboosie (D’Arbinsan), Frank, of 
Ngela, 309
Dauntless: recruiting ship (Fiji), 352 
Davidson, John Ewan: planter, 102,
112, 125, 144, 205, 235, 242, 249,
268
Davidson, J.W., xxiii 
Davis, Fred, 211 
Davitt, Michael, 142 
Deakin, Alfred: Attorney General, later 
Prime Minister, 277-8, 284 
Death, Melanesian perception of, 200, 
215, 250-4, 263, 271 
Deck, Rev Norman, 7 
Dedeana, of Rakwane, 97 
Denman, Edward, 336 
D'Entrecasteaux archipelago, 130 
Deportation: '274-91, 293, 307; 
exemption from, 278, 284; 
petitions for and against, 275-8, 280, 
294, 333
Dickson, J.R., 147 
Dido, HMS, 39, 348 
Discovery and Settlem ent o f Port 
Mackay, The (H.L. Roth), xx 
Diseases: 206-7, 236, 238-9, 241-3, 245, 
247, 250-4, 261, 263, 271; 
dropsy, 225;
dysentery, 240, 252, 263;
408
fevers, 263;
gastro-intestinal tract, 223, 22S, 2S2; 
influenza, 96, 98, 100, 333-4; 
leprosy, 264, 289; 
malaria, 264; 
measles, 263;
Melanesian perceptions of, 200, 215, 
250-4, 258-9, 263, 271; 
pneumonia, 243; 
respiratory tract, 261, 263; 
scurvy, 223-4; 
tuberculosis, 261; 
typhoid, 264; 
see also Epidemiology 
Distillery, 109, 204 
Doagene, labourer, 196 
Doctors, medical, 208, 220, 235, 238-9, 
241-3, 251-2, 333, 338 
Domestic servants, Melanesian, 144 
Don Juan: recruiting ship, 24, 129, 167 
Donaldson, Elizabeth, 314 
Douglas ministry, 140 
Downey Mildew, see Rust 
Drunkenness, 181, 264, 266, 289 
Dumbleton plantation (1873-87), 106, 
149, 203, 207 
Dutton, Tom, 304, 306
Ebi, Charles, 194
Education, 281, 284, 294, 302-3, 306, 
314-5, 320-5, 327, 338 
Edward vii, 275, 277 
Efate island, 124, 144, 307 
Ehlers, E.W.: London financier, 112 
Eight Isles view, Malaita, 16-19, 33,
253, 256, 274, 329
Ellen: recruiting ship (Fiji), 38, 40, 347 
B o ta ’s Story (R.M. Keesing), 14 
Emae (Mai) island, 124, 307-8 
Emily: recruiting ship, 355 
Employment, conditions of, 129; 
pastoral, 94, 150
Empreza: recruiting ship, 20, 289, 354-5 
Engoh, of Uru, 359 
Entertainment, 176-88 
Epi island, 26, 124, 149, 171, 228, 281, 
293, 307-8, 349
Epidemiology, 130, 249-52, 257, 261, 
264
Erisemoro, of Tolassela, ’Are ’are, 357 
Eromanga island, 307 
Errayta, of Maramasike passage, 354 
Ethel: recruiting ship, 43 
Eton township, 116, 180, 189; district, 
112
Etowrie estate, 336 
Eungela range, 101
European offences under the Masters 
and Servants Act, 195-6 
Evans, R.L., xxi
Fakanakafo bay, Fataleka, 53-4, 56, 92, 
97, 357-9
Famaea, Siau, of Rakwane, 10 
Fanny: recruiting ship, 241, 354 
Farleigh plantation (1883-1900-1950*-), 
112, 114, 116, 119-20, 334, 336 
Farleigh township, 180, 229, 292, 320, 
330, 332, 335
Farmers, Melanesian, 166, 276, 293,
330, 332-6; women, 116, 290 fn52, 
335 fn6, 336 
Farrelly, W. 177 
fa ta  aabu, 15, 69
Fataleka language area, Malaita, 7-8,
15, 19, 42, 58, 60, 68-9, 80, 82, 84-6, 
92, 96-8, 289, 294, 319, 326, 348-9 
Fatnahoona, see Fatnowna 
Fatnowna, Cicely, 294-5, 309 
Fatnowna, Eva, 295 
Fatnowna, Harry: Lay preacher, 283, 
319-20, 324
Fatnowna, John, see Kwailiu 
Fatnowna, Joy, 294, 309, 335 
Fatnowna, Lucy, 294, 301 
Fatnowna, Noel, 217, 234, 283, 303 
Fatnowna, Norman, 324 
Fatnowna (née Kwasi), Grace, 319 
Fauabu (Coleridge) bay, Fataleka, 58, 
82, 96-7, 349, 357-8 
Fay, Michael J., 154 
Fearless: recruiting ship, 63, 77-8, 88,
97, 347-9, 352, 358
Felange (Wailange?), of Walande, 354 
Feranagona village, Fataleka, 9 
Fiji: xxiii, 280, 306, 329; labour trade, 
27, 30-2, 38, 73, 132, 193, 288, 290, 
347, 349, 351-4
Fikui, of Rakwane, 75, 96-7, 295 
Finch-Hatton district, 117, 335 
Finch-Hatton, Harold H., xx, 235, 258 
Fmch-Hatton, H.S., 229-30 
Fines, 179, 190-1, 193 
^rst-indenture labourers, 139, 156-9, 
167-8, 176, 193, 225, 241, 243, 
254-62, 269, 294, 330, 340; 
hiring, 140, 147, 153 
Fitzgerald, Thomas Henry: planter- 
politician, 102, 106, 109, 125, 249 
Fitzsimmons, Charles: planter, 158 
Fiu area, Xwara’ae, 54, 73, 351, 358;
Anglican mission, 288 
Fiukwandi, Emma, 100, 335
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Fiukwandi, Kavisi, of Asinamo, 97,
333, 335
Fiumali area, Fataleka, 97 
Flirt, recruiting ship (Fiji), 352 
Flora: recruiting ship, 64, 349 
Food: 11-12, 21, 58, 123, 187, 218-35, 
335;
on plantations, 201-9, 218-27, 263; 
rations, 201, 203-4, 208, 218-25, 
262-3
Footrot, in sheep, 102 
Fordyce, George, 142 
Fordyce, William B., 142 
Forgotten People, The (C.R. Moore), 
339, 341
Forster, C.A.: A/Inspector, 133, 135,
137, 208, 222 
Fou’eda area, Lau, 66
Foulanga: Passage Master, of Walande, 
91-2
Foulden plantation (1872-87), 106, 112,
138, 195, 200-1, 206, 221, 260, 267, 
269
Fournah, of Assimmie, 357 
Frazer, 1., 56
French-speaking Melanesians, 281, 292 
Friesen, W., 56 
Fugui, Kalabet, of Talito, 10 
Fugui, of Suraena, 94 
Funaafou islet, Lau, 39, 99-100 
Funagou area, Lau, 66 
Fursden-Nebia creek, 229 
Futuna island, 307-8
Galúa (Gala), of Kwaikaru, 350 
Gambling, 178, 181, 185, 321 
Gamoa (Nggamua) area, Baelelea, 347 
Gaomae (Ramos) island, 19, 254 
Gardens: 226-8, 234-5, 254-5, 335; on 
Malaita, 11-13
Gau (Santa Isabel) island, 18-19, 54,
254, 292, 307-8 
Gaua (Lacona) island, 307-8 
Gegesu, of Beusamoro, 98 
Geor, labourer, 272 
German immigrants, 167 
Gillespie, Rev James, 285 
Glenella, see Hillend township 
Go Go, Jimmy, of Malaita, 176, 335 fn6 
Gaols, 191
Goodall, W.R.: Police Magistrate,
133-6, 150, 154-5, 158-9, 179, 196, 
221, 260, 268 
Gooreah, of Kwai, 350 
Gore, Sir St G. Ralph: Immigration 
Agent, 205, 209, 213, 215 
Gould, L.: Government Agent, 171
Government Agents, 31-3, 42-3, 56, 61, 
65,79, 86, 90-1, 130, 133, 136, 191, 
347
Government Medical Officers, 202, 208, 
235, 238-9, 241-3, 251 
Governors General of Australia, 277, 
294,309
Governors of Queensland, 89, 276, 288, 
325
Gow, Jimmy, 335 fn6 
Gow, Peter, 335 fn6 
Gowseeha, Melanesian farmer, 335 fn6 
Grant, K.M., 276 
Graves, A.A., xxii, 198-9, 219 
Gray, Robert: Immigration Agent, 148, 
150
Greenmount station, 106, 229 
Griffith, Sir Samuel W.: Premier of 
Queensland, later Chief Justice of 
Australia, 85, 89, 116, 130-1, 161, 
165, 232, 240, 285
Guadalcanal island, 18-19, 26, 40, 55, 
58, 73, 164, 188, 200, 234, 253, 290, 
293, 307-8, 316 
Gulf of Carpentaria, 140 
Guppy, Dr, 96 
Guyah, Fred, 335 fn6 
Gwaliasi, of Sulufou, 45 
gwasu, 228 
Gwyner, of Lau, 99
Habana district, 229, 233, 335 
Habana plantation (1883-1902), 112, 
116, 142, 168, 242, 266, 322 
Hada bay, Makira island, 20 
Hallatakin, of Malaita, 65 
Hamilton station, 267, 311 
Hammangi, labourer, 265 fnl60 
Handbook o f  the British Solomon 
Islands Protectorate, 4 
Hann, William, 93 
Harrage, John: recruiter, 354 
Hay, H.S.D.: Police Magistrate, 133-4 
Hayes, Capt Bully, 338 
Health Officers, see Government 
Medical Officers 
Hector, Parish of, 112 
Hector, recruiting ship, 65 
Helena', recruiting ship, 20, 60, 64, 67, 
72-3, 79, 86, 88, 100, 347-8, 351-2, 
354, 357, 359 
Heron, recruiting ship, 43 
Hervey bay, Maryborough, 209, 211 
Hewitt, Alfred: planter, 196, 203-4 
Hill, J.S.: London financier, 112 
Hillend (Glenella) township, 180, 332 
Hilliard, David, 316
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Historiography, xx-xxv 
Hogbin, Ian, 255
Homebush district, 112, 223, 292-3, 314, 
330, 332
Homebush plantation (1883-1921), 109,
112, 119-20, 145, 208, 242, 268, 272, 
334
Hoosinger, of Malaita, 166 
Hombrook, F.C.: Government Agent, 
later Inspector, 133, 136, 158, 163, 
194
Horrocks, C.C.: A/ Inspector, 202-3, 
208-9
Hospitals, 202-4, 206-7, 209, 214, 220, 
235-45, 251-2, 256, 261, 263, 265, 
329-30, 333; fees, 162 
Hossack, H., 177, 187 
Hossack, Jessie, 187 
Hossack, Matilda, 187 
Hosureah, of Fauabu, 357 
Housing: barracks, 205-7, 213-5, 236, 
263, 318;
on Malaita, 13-4, 209-10;
Melanesian in Queensland, 203-18, 
318, 333-4;
on plantations, 213, 216, 236, 318 
Howard, Henry, 178 
Howard, Parish of, 106 
Howard Park, 179, 196 
Hyne, W.H.: planter, 194, 312
Immigration Agent, 133, 137, 148, 205, 
256
Immigration Department, Pacific Island 
Branch, 131, 133, 189, 208, 289 
In Their Own Hands (K.W. Manning), 
xxi
Indenture agreements, 122, 129, 156-8, 
160, 167-8
India, labour trade, 30, 122, 167, 201 
Indigence allowance, 132, 336 
Ingham township, 166, 237, 242, 327 
Innisfail township, 97, 100, 237 
Inspectors of Pacific Islanders, 130, 
133-7, 158-9, 165, 171, 176, 179,
194, 197, 202, 208, 245 
Inter-Departmental Committee Report 
on South Sea Islanders in 
Australia, xviii-xvix, 342 
Interpreters, labour trade, 8, 36, 52-3, 
130, 302, 329, 351
Inverness plantation (1873-84), 106, 135, 
150, 207, 221 
Irofue, of Ataa, 98 
Isaac river, 101
Isabella', recruiting ship, 26, 32, 36, 45, 
156, 200, 311
Itea, Ishmael, of Rakwane, 9 
Ivanhoe: recruiting ship, 359 
Ivens, Rev W.G., 63, 65, 79
Jabberwock: recruiting ship, 43, 94 
Janet Stewart: recruiting ship, 349 
Janky, Peter, of Malaita, 289-90 
Japanese, 122, 186, 323 
Javanese, 122 
Jeffrey, R.J., 112, 159 
Johnstone river, 97, 99, 237, 242, 294 
Journal o f  Pacific History, xxii 
Justices of the Peace, 135-6, 148, 150, 
159, 191, 194
Kabbou, of Lau, 36 
Kanaka, definition, xi 
Kanaka stores, 177-8, 187-8 
Kangaroo Hill, 293, 335 
Karai, of Rakwane, 96-7 
Kava drinking, 264 
Kavisi Fiukwandi, see Fiukwandi 
Keating, Capt, 353 
Keesing, Roger, xxiii, 7, 14 
Kennedy, E.B.: planter, xx, 106 
Kennedy land district, 102 
Kerr, John, xxi 
Kia, Lizzie, 335 fn6
Kia, Robert, of Malekula, 143, 335 fn6 
Kidnapping: 38-43, 45-6, 59, 84, 94, 96, 
130, 208, 241, 256, 294, 337-9, 341, 
343, 347;
cultural kidnapping, xi, 47-8; 
definitions, xi-xii; 
myths associated with, 337-43 
Kindo, labourer, 265 fnl60 
King, C.J.: planter, 106 
King, G.M.H.: planter, 112, 149 
Kiriwina islands, 130 
Kissier, Moses, 100, 335 fn6 
Kissier-ola, of Uni, 100, 333 
Kitchener, William, 272 
Koné\ recruiting ship (French), 354 
Kulijeri, of Malaita, 93-4, 166, 282,
337 fn!8
Kuna, of Fou’eda, Lau, 66 
Kuri, of Lau, 347 
kurri-kurri, 234
Kwai islet, Kwara’ae, 6, 58, 79, 86, 
348-51, 357
Kwaikallier, of Talofolo, 98 
Kwaikaru area, Kware he, 349-51 
Kwaikurua, of Kwara’ae, 98 
Kwailiu (John Fatnowna) of Rakwane, 
58, 75, 96-7, 100, 283, 294-5, 3Ó1, 
319, 326-7, 335
Kwaio language area, Malaita, 7, 14,
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39, 41, 50, 56, 66, 78, 80-1, 85, 100, 
351-2
Kwaisulia: Passage Master of Lau, 43, 
45, 53, 91-2, 347, 352 
Kwaitaka, Harry, of Beusamoro: 98,
164 fnl 19, 301, 333, 335; see also 
Quaytucker 
Kwaloi area, Lau, 347 
Kwara’ae language area, Malaita, 6-7, 
38, 56, 58, 69, 80, 82, 85, 99, 349-51 
Kware river, Fauabu, 84 
Kwarekwareo language area, Malaita, 7 
Kwasi (Corsay), James, 290, 309, 319 
Kwasi (née Nego), Lizzie, of Buka, 319 
Kwau, Joy, 100
Labour: Asian, 122, 131, 180, 200; 
European, 164, 167-9, 171, 173, 200; 
in the sugar industry, 120-2 
Labour trade: see Fiji; India; Malaita; 
Mauritius; New Hebrides; Peru; 
Queensland; Samoa; Solomon 
Islands
Lady Darling: recruiting ship, 39-40, 63, 
348, 353
Lammon, Tom, of Epi island, 132, 164 
fnl 19
Lang, Rev J.D., 310
Langa langa language area, Malaita,
6-7, 20, 39, 80, 84-5, 351, 358 
Languages: see creole; French-speaking 
Melanesians; interpreters; Malaita; 
North Queensland black creole; 
pidgin English 
Langwe, Jimmy, 335 fn6 
Lande, of Malaita, 43 fn6I 
Lark, HMS, 96
Latour, George de: Government Agent, 
241 fnl 12
Lau language area, Malaita, 6-7, 15, 
35-6, 39-40, 53, 58, 68-9, 78, 82, 
84-5, 217, 234, 289, 347-8, 352, 358 
‘Lau, Malaita: “A Woman is an alien 
spirit"’ (E.K. Maranda), 66 
Laubelia, of Rakwane, 144 
Laulasi islet, Langa langa, 40 
Lavinia: recruiting ship, 86, 94-5, 97,
132, 171, 321
Lay preachere, 294, 309, 312, 314, 319, 
330
Ledi, Bobbi: Passage Master, 
Fakanakafo bay, 53, 92 
Lefeor, of Quipara, 358 
Legal system, as applied to Melanesians, 
188-97
Legislation: see Australia; Britain; 
Queensland: Acts of Parliament
Leichhardt land district, 102 
Leli island, Malaita, 38, 58, 347, 349 
Leomur, labourer, 194 
Leorurea, of Malaita, 166 
Levy, Richard, 7 
Liens on crops, 178
Ufu island, 180, 256, 266, 281, 303, 310, 
321
Lingwan, of Fiu, 358 
Lisilia, of Kwai, 357 
Literacy, 294, 309, 312, 315, 321-2, 325, 
327
Lochiel: recruiting ship, 61, 67, 73, 88, 
347, 350, 352, 358 
Logan river, 24
Logomier, Luke: Lay preacher, of 
Fataleka, 94-5, 97, 319-20, 333,
335 fn6
Lohemia, of Fauabu, 358 
London Missionary Society, 311 
Loos, Noel, 121 
Lome district, 312
Lom e plantation (1872-87), 106, 266,
311
Louisiade archipelago, 130 
Lousa, of Kwai, 357 
Loutitt, J.: Master, 43 
Lowatta, Sam, 335 fn6 
Loyalty islands, 23, 26, 124-5, 166, 191, 
256, 281, 292, 310 
Luifera, of Rakwane, 97 
Luiramo, of Rakwane, 75 
luma, 209, 217 
luma M o, 215, 217 
luma naare, 210 
luma tio, 210 
Lutheran church, 310 
Lynde, H.G.: Government Agent, 43, 94 
Lyons, M.A.: Inspector, 133
McBurney, Dr Robert: Government 
Medical Officer, 235-6 
Macdonald, Alexander (A.R.): planter, 
later Inspector, 133, 135-6, 150, 256 
Macdonald, Donald: planter, 135, 150 
McCabe, George: recruiter, 352 
McCready, Hugh: manager, later 
planter, 268
McGregor, Donald, 195-6 
McIntyre, Rev J. McL., 177, 312, 314 
Mackay City Council, 181 
Mackay district, recruits to, 36, 40, 46, 
63,94,97-100 
Mackay, J.: Master, 99 
Mackay, John: explorer, 101 
M ackay Mercury and South Kennedy
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Advertiser, 64, 106, 109, 124, 130, 
163, 168, 181, 189, 213, 217, 221,
245, 285, 311, 321, 330 
Mackay township, 102, 106, 124-5, 180, 
184, 192, 235 
McKela, Sandy, 290 
McKenzie, Capt, 351 
Maclaren, Rev Albert A., 310-11 
MacMillan, A.C.: planter, 94 
McQuaker, Capt, 335 
McQuaker, Capt, 355 
Maana-afe area. Lau, 66 
Maewo island, 308-9 
Magistrates, 133-6, 148, 150, 154, 158-9, 
179, 188, 191, 196-7, 202, 245 
Mai island, see Emae 
Makelo, John, 335 fn6 
Makira island, 6, 18-20 
Makura island, 307 
Malachai (née Nego), Elizabeth, of 
Buka, 319, 335 fn6, 336 
Malachai, Matthew: Lay preacher, of 
Ngela, 319-20, 335 fn6, 336 
Malaita, ship, 286 
Malaita:
artifacts from, 175; 
climate, 3; 
cosmology, 16-21; 
descent groups, 8-16, 50-5; 
diet, 11-12, 222, 224; 
houses, 13-4, 209-10; 
labour trade: xx, 32-100, 200, 293, 
307;
deaths on voyages, 76; 
overview, 8 1 -93;
Passage Masters, 43, 45, 52-3, 
90-3, 347;
resistance to recruiters, 43, 64, 90, 
347-55;
statistics, 25, 28-9, 41, 45, 76, 81, 
293, 308
languages and dialects, 6-8, 82, 303 
fn80;
life-cycles, 48-50; 
material culture, 19, 80, 175; 
perception of disease and death, 
253-4;
physical appearance of the people, 4; 
physical description of the island,
1- 8;
political organisation, 14-16; 
population, 3-4, 55; 
religion, 8-16, 21, 272-3; 
social organisation, xx, 8-16, 20-1, 
48-50;
Spanish exploration, 33-5, 54; 
women, 12, 15-16, 21,41,48-50,
60-8, 210, 253, 255, 317 
Malays, 122, 186 
Malekula island, 293, 308 
Malo area, Fataleka, 98 
Malo island, 307-8 
Malu\i area, To’ambaita, 347 
mamana, 70, 175, 253, 273 
mana, 70, 273, 316 
Manawai area, ’Are Tare, 353 
Mandula, of Fauabu, 357 
Mangway, Johnny, 335 fn6 
Manish, Dick, 335 fn6 
Manjack, Jack, 335 fn6 
Manning, Ken, xxi
Manoba island, Malaita, 3, 78, 84, 91, 
347-8
Mansooa, of Subea, 42 
Manu area, Fataleka, 357 
maoma, 48, 70
Maomania, Jiosi, of Talito, 52 fnl 1 
Mapo area, Maramasike, 354 
Maramasike island, Malaita, 6-7, 20, 
34, 39, 58, 72, 82, 84, 353-5 
Maramasike passage, 85, 89, 353-4 
Maranda, Elli (E.K.), 8, 66 
Marapa area, Marau sound 253 
Marau, Jack, of Guadalcanal, 234 
Marau sound, Guadalcanal island, 6-7, 
20, 58, 357 
Mare island, 124, 321 
Marian central mill (1895+), 116 
Marian plantation (1883-91), 112, 116, 
141, 312
Marian township, 233, 319 
Marie-, recruiting ship (French), 354 
Marist missionaries, 311 
Marlla, Willie, of Fiji, 290 fn52 
Mario, Peter, 178 
Marlow, Charlie, 335 fn6 
Marowa, of Takataka, 358 
Marroa, of Baegu, 42 
Marrow, Jack, 335 fn6 
Marten, G.N.: planter, 149 
Martin, Elizabeth Watt, 311 
Martin, James, 311 
Martin, Robert, 311 
Maryborough township, 98, 163, 166, 
171, 173, 180, 202, 209, 224, 237, 
241-2, 245, 251, 327, 340 
Maryvale pastoral station, 93 
Matsen, Ole, farmer, 185, 275, 321 
Maumolu Naunitu (San Jorge) island, 
254
Mauritius, labour trade, 30 
Maxwell, Dr Walter, 173-4 
Mbita’ama area, To’ambaita, 40, 100 
Meadowlands plantation (1870-1906),
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106, 119, 141, 159, 193-4, 206, 267, 
295, 312
Meaney, J.: Master, 43 
Medical remedies: European, 237, 251, 
261, 263; Melanesian, 237, 263, 330 
Meg Merrilies\ recruiting ship (Fiji), 350 
Melanesian, definition, xii 
Melanesian immigrants in Queensland: 
Australian-born, 21, 93, 139, 167,
199, 210, 216, 274, 278, 290-1, 294, 
323-5, 327, 331-7;
case histories, 93-100, 217, 294, 319; 
Christianity, effect on, 297, 302, 310, 
314-5;
demographic statistics, 125, 180, 236, 
241, 243, 262, 286, 307; 
deportation of, 131, 199, 274-91,
307;
European wives, 276, 281, 300; 
first arrivals at Mackay, 124, 140,
200, 268;
first arrivals in Queensland, 129; 
foods, 226-35;
geographical divisions in Mackay 
district, 292-3;
languages, 125, 127, 300, 302-6, 316; 
legislative restrictions, 129-32, 275, 
285;
literacy and education, 281, 284,
294, 302-3, 306, 309, 312, 314-5, 
320-5, 327; 
marriages, 292, 300; 
offences by, 189-97, 297; 
pastoral employment, 94, 150; 
pidgin English, 8, 197, 291, 302-6, 
327;
power and authority, 319, 325-31; 
racial and ethnic prejudice, 297-300; 
restrictions on travel, 164; 
society, 169, 175, 188, 197, 249, 
265-73, 291-331; 
strategies of resistance, 189, 197,
297;
working conditions, 123-4, 139-67, 
156;
see also, First-indenture; 
Occupational restrictions; Time- 
expired; Ticket-holders 
Melbourne-Mackay Sugar Company 
Ltd, 109, 112 
Melherne, John, 196 
Melonbuey, of Urasi, 358 
Mendãna, Alvaro de, 33-4 
Mera Lava (Merlav), see Valúa island 
Mercer, Patricia, xviii, xxiv-v, 165,
341-2
Methodist church, 310
Miclere district, 292-3, 314, 330, 332 
Miclere plantation (1872-83), 106, 112, 
206
Mieuvah, of Sinalanggu, 359 
Mills, C.: Government Agent, 43 
Milne Bay Province, Papua New 
Guinea, 18, 241 
Minor, Billy, 185 
Minota, ship, 351 
Mira ni township, 164, 189 
Missions: 294, 297, 302, 310-11; at 
Mackay, see Anglican and 
Presbyterian; Norfolk Island 
Mission, 35 257, 319; schools, 294, 
309, 314, 322; in the Solomon 
Islands, 288, 316-7 
Missionaries, 171, 310-11, 316, 319 
Mittabrissy, labourer, 265 
Modes of production, 69-80, 120-1, 174 
Mole (Sinalanggu) area, Kwaio, 352 
Molesworth, B.H., xxii 
Moli area, Maramasike, 84 
Montgomery, Bishop of Tasmania, 85, 
325
Moona, Johnny, 335 fn6 
Morehead, B.R., 165 
Mortality: Europeans, 244, 246, 262, 
264;
Melanesians, 239, 244-54, 246-54, 
256-73, 350;
Melanesians at Mackay, 202, 208, 
224, 239-41, 265-8; 
rates, 76, 130
Mortlab (Mortlop), see Valúa island 
Mota island, 307-8
Mt Pleasant plantation (1883-87), 112 
Mt Spencer station, 229 
Mt Vince, 229 
Mühlhäusler, Peter, 304-6 
Muido, Tom: Passage Master, 53, 92, 
348
Murders: 189, 245, 253, 265, 268-70, 
349;
rewards paid for, 75-8, 179, 210,
228, 255, 330, 347 
Murray, Dr Patrick, 338 
Myes, Celia, 329 
Myrtle-, recruiting ship, 98, 349 
Mystery, recruiting ship, 269 
Myterrafear, Annie, of Malaita, 97
Na loot, of Sabo, Maramasike, 72-4
Naiad, brig, 35
Nambour township, 98, 289
namo, see ramo
Nanty, of Malaita, 266
Narisse, Mary, of Tongoa, 271
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Natofelinga, Katie, of Aoba, 290 fn52 
S/autilus: recruiting ship, 99 
Nebia plantation (1872-86), 106, 112, 
158, 206, 267
Nego, Lizzie, of Buka, 319 
Neilsen, H.L., 177 
Nekwau, of Lau, 40 
Netoka, of Suraena, Ataa, 43, 96, 282, 
335 fn6
New Britain island, 130, 224, 241, 256 
New Caledonia island, 23 
New Guinea, 33, 131, 241, 256 
New Hebrides:
antagonisms between island groups 
in Queensland, 270; 
contact with missionaries, 310; 
deportation, 287-9;
Deputy Commissioner, 287; 
labour trade, 23-4, 32, 39, 90,
129-30, 241, 257, 259, 349, 359; 
at Mackay, 124-5, 132, 191, 256,
332;
members of Pacific Islanders’ 
Association, 279; sorcery, 330; 
statistics, 307-8, 327-8; 
Ticket-holders, 166 
New Ireland island, 18, 130, 224, 241, 
257
New South Wales, 23, 102 
ngali nuts, 58
Ngalia, of Suraena, Ataa, 94 
Ngela island, 18-19, 36, 90, 293-4, 307-9 
Nggamua (Gamoa) area, Baelelea, 347 
Nguna (Moonah) island, 307 
Ngwangwasila islet, Kwara’ae, 6, 58, 349 
Nicol, Fanny, 275 
Nigger, use of the word, 297 
Nilsson, J.A., xxi 
Nindaroo district, 229 
Nindaroo plantation (1883-1901), 112, 
116,268, 281 
Nio, of Port Adam, 89 
Nixon, A.: A/Inspector, 133, 135 
Norfolk Island Mission, 35, 257, 319 
Norman, Capt: Master, 348 
Norman, Sir Henry, 85, 89, 325 
North Eton central mill (1888+), 112, 
116, 119, 168, 194
North Queensland black creole, 302-6 
Northcote, Lord, 277 
Northern Supreme Court, 329 
Northern Territory, 278 
Norton, Albert, 165 
Nosy, of Kwai, 357 
Nukapu, Santa Cruz island, 31-2 
Nulla district, near Bloomsbury 
township, 279
Nunologe village, Fataleka, 97
Oakenden district, 266 
Occupational restrictions, 140-7, 164-7 
O ’Connor, Mr Justice, 285 
O ’Grady, Dr T.J., 235 
Olomburi area, Kwaio, 79, 352 
Olver, G.T.: Government Agent, 45 
Ontong Java island, 19, 73, 256, 307-8 
Opal, HMS, 354 
Opium, 181, 185
Oral History Collection, Black, xxiv 
Oral testimony: Chinatown, 181; 
deportation, 290; diet, 221, 225; 
education, 323; houses, 210, 213, 
215-7; Kanaka stores, 188; 
kidnapping, 43, 337-8; living 
conditions, 209; Malaitan labour 
trade, 82, 86; Melanesian religious 
beliefs and practices, 298, 318; 
mobility, 163-4; murder and sorcery, 
179, 270-4;
Ticket-holders, 166; wages, 170, 340; 
working conditions 143 
O’Reilly, Frank H., 187 
Orrani, of Fataleka, 58, 75, 96, 100,
283, 294-5, 301, 319, 333, 335 
Orruga, of Rakwane, 9 
O’Shea: overseer, 203 
Other Side o f  the Frontier (H.
Reynolds), 299 
’Oto, of Ataa, 39 
Overseers, 203, 205, 251, 268, 329
Paama island, 307-8 
Pacific Islanders’ Association, 276, 
278-85, 293-4, 302, 314 fnl 10, 327, 
330
Pacific Islanders’ Trust Fund, 237, 242 
Paget, W.T.: planter-politician, 281 
Palmer, Commander, 30-31 
Palmer river gold field, 264 
Palms plantation (1881-1924), 109, 112, 
116, 119, 168, 207-8, 242, 268, 280, 
295, 334
Palmyra plantation (1883-1905), 112 
Pan-Melanesian political unification, 
291, 300, 326-31
Papua New Guinea: Grade 12 World 
History Syllabus, 339 
Para: recruiting ship, 89, 349-51, 353 
Parlin, labourer, 191, 195 
Passage Masters, see Malaita: labour 
trade
Passage money, 161-3 
Passage, Port and Plantation (P.
Corris), xxiii, 89, 272-3
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Pastoral industry, 101-2 
Patteson, Bishop of Melanesia, 31-2, 35, 
54, 71, 257, 339 
Paxton, W.H., 154-5, 159 
Pearl diving, Torres Strait, 93, 165 
Peam, Robert: Master, 73, 350 
Penóla, Tom, 335 fn6 
Pentecost island, 257, 269, 307-9 
Peri: schooner (Fiji), 38 
Peru, labour trade, 23-4 
Petitions for and against deportation, 
275-8, 280, 294, 333 
Philip II of Spain, 34 
Philips, A.: A/Inspector, 133, 135 
Pidgin English, 8, 197, 291, 302-6, 327 
Pilis, Melanesian farmer, 335 fn6 
Pioneer (labour paper), 324 
Pioneer district, 295, 319, 332-3 
Pioneer Pageant (J. Kerr), xxi 
Pioneer plantation (1867-82), 102,
105-6, 112, 125, 201, 206, 214, 229, 
267, 271-2, 321
Pioneer river: 101, 105-6, 124, 127, 199, 
233, 292; bridge, 106 
Pioneer valley: areas of Melanesian 
settlement, 292-3; climate, 101, 109; 
descriptions, 101-2, 141, 200, 226, 
229; early European settlement, 101 
Piper betel, 264 
Piper methysticum, 264 
Plane Creek central mill (1896+), 116,
119
Plane creek district, 203, 249 
Plato, barque, 348
Pleystowe central mill (1895+), 116, 119 
Pleystowe plantation (1869-88), 105,
116, 196,203-6,216,267, 329 
Police: 189, 231, 289-90, 329; Native 
Mounted Police, 189 
Poll tax, 162
Polynesian Provisional School, 
Walkerston, 324
Port Adam, Maramasike, 89, 91, 347, 
354-5, 357
Port Curtis land district, 102 
Port Douglas, 162 
Pratt, William, 132 
Premiers of Queensland, see Colonial 
Secretary
Presbyterian Church: 310, 334;
Walkerston mission, 186, 293, 312, 
314-5, 320-2, 324 
Presto, coastal trading ship, 124 
Price, Charles, 26, 156 
Prima Donna: recruiting ship, 124, 129 
Prime Ministers, 276, 278, 294 
Prometheus, HMS, 353
Proserpine township, 164, 278, 280,
284, 293, 327
Quahvaleah, of Malaita, 268 
Qualawee, of Dala, 358 
Quaytucker, Henry Stephens, 63, 301;
see also Kwaitaka 
Queensland, Acts of Parliament: 
Aborigines and Torres Strait 
Islanders Acts, 279 fn20;
Leases to Aliens A ct (1912), 132; 
Masters and Servants A ct (1861),
129, 139, 168, 190-1, 194-6; 
Navigation Act, 78, 231;
Pacific Island Labourers A ct (1880),
130, 139-40, 190, 208-9, 237;
Pacific Island Labourers Act, 
Am endm ent A ct (1884), 130, 140, 
144, 165, 190, 209, 232;
Pacific Island Labourers 
(Extension) A ct (1892), 140, 209; 
Polynesian Labourers A ct (1868), 
xii, 27, 30, 129, 148, 153, 190, 200-1, 
209, 236; Sugar A cts (1913), 132; 
Sugar Works Guarantee A ct (1893), 
116-7, 131
Queensland, Industrial Court Award, 
132, 333
Queensland Kanaka Mission, 54-5 
Queensland labour trade:
administration, 129-37; Masters, 27, 
32, 42-3,45, 60-1, 63-4, 67, 73, 86, 
90-1 ,% , 98-99;
recruits, conflicts aboard ship, 61 -2, 
67-9; recruits, mortality, 76; 
recruits, motives, 58-65, 93-100; 
recruits, re-enlistment, 8, 89, 156-7, 
171, 221, 227, 262, 340; recruits, 
wages, 89;
recruits, see also women; 
recruiting, definition, xii; 
recruiting, language barriers, 8; 
recruiting, legislative restrictions,
27, 31-2, 130-1, 140; 
recruiting, licenses, 27, 148, 158; 
recruiting, resistance to, 75-6,
78, 347-55; returning labourers, 
89-90; statistics, 20, 89; voyage logs 
and diaries, xxiv, 81 fn92, 156; 
wrecks, 348; see also, Government 
Agents
Queensland Leader, 241 
Queenslander, The, 155 
Quelah, of Uru, 359 
Quemy, of Kwai (Aosa), 357 
Querro, Harry, 355 fn6 
Quier, Harry, 309
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Racecourse central mill (1888+), 116, 
119, 143, 312
Racecourse riot, 160, 259, 298 
Racism: 121, 236, 249-50, 270, 275, 291, 
297-300, 319, 324-5, 341, 343; see 
abo segregation
Raff's: mountain, 141, 229; plantation, 
310
Rakwane descent group, Fataleka, 58, 
75, 79-80, 92, 95, 97-8, 294 
ramo, 15, 179, 326 
Ramofafia, of Ataa, 349 
Ramos, see Gaomae island;
[also used by early Spanish as name 
for Malaita, 33]
Ranger, A.: A/ Inspector, 133, 135 
Rankin, R.A., 281
Rankin, W.F.: A/Inspector, 133, 135 
Rannie, Douglas: Government Agent 
and A/ Inspector, 20, 77, 133, 135-7 
Raremai, of Uru, 100 
Raroi Su’u area, Maramasike passage, 
84
Rason, Captain Ernest: Resident 
Deputy Commissioner, 287-8 
Rations: bedding, 202-3, 208, 259-60; 
clothing, 202-3; food, 201, 203-4, 
208, 218-25, 262-3 
Ratoon cane, 14 
Reece, Bob, 342
Regulations under the Acts, 150, 164, 
194
Reliance creek, 112, 229 
Renard: American guano boat, 35 
Renton, John, on Malaita, 35-6, 39-41, 
53, 92, 348
Reynolds, Henry, 121, 299 
Richm ond plantation (1874-95), 106, 
112, 116, 142 
Ridges, The, estate, 335 
Rio Loge, recruiting ship, 347, 351-2, 
353, 359
River plantation (1873-91), 106, 112, 
116, 141, 201, 207, 233, 266-7 
Robins, Tom, of Malaita, 251 fnl25 
Robinson, H.J.G.: plantation manager, 
196, 311
Robinson, Mary Goodwin, 311-2, 317, 
319
Robtehines, of Vanu Lava, 285 
Rockhampton township, 191, 235, 259, 
276-7
Roderick Dhu. recruiting ship, 61, 88, 
352, 357
Rogers, J.H.: Mate, later Master, 43, 
348
Roma township, 140
Roman Catholic church, 309-11, 318 
Romilly, Charles: planter, 203-4 
Rosario, HMS, 30 
Ross, Harold, 7, 11,222 
Roth, Henry Ling, xx, 232, 269 
Royal Commissions: (1884-5), 130; 
(1895), 115; (1906), 131, 278, 280-4, 
294
Royalist, HMS, 348, 350-1, 353-4 
Rufy, Sarah, 335 fn6 
Russell island, 18-9 
Rust (Downey Mildew), 109 
Ryder, W.H.: Inspector, 135, 242
Sa, Joseph, 335 fn6
Sa'a language area, Malaita, 6-7, 20, 54, 
84, 347
Sabbo, Noah, 280-1, 335 fn6 
Sabo area, Maramasike, 72 
Sago palms, 209, 211 
Sahlins, Marshall, 14 
St Mary’s church at Pioneer, 312, 319, 
330, 333
St Patrick’s church, 310 
Salvation Army, 310 
Samoa, labour trade, 347, 350 
Samoan missionaries on Lifu, 310 
Samu of Aio, 352 
San Christobal island, 307-8 
Sandalwood trade, 23, 167, 310 
Sandiford district, 293, 314, 333 
Sandwich, David, 280 
Sandy creek, 106, 112 
Santa Cruz islands, 33, 257, 292, 307-8, 
339
Santa Isabel, see Gau island 
Santo, Billy, 335 fn6 
Santo, Con, 335 fn6 
Santo, Peter, of Santo island, 132, 164 
fnl 19
Santo island, 307-8
Satavi, Dick, of Fataleka, 41 fn51, 303, 
335 fn6
Saunders, Kay (K.E.), xviii, xxii, 45-6, 
59, 120, 198, 219-21, 223-4, 245 
Savings Bank accounts, 176-7, 179-80, 
182-3
Savo, schooner, 353 
Savo island, 67, 307-8 
Sayven, Alex: Lay preacher, of Malaita, 
313,319
Scarr, D., 46, 59
Schools: 320-5, 333; at missions, 294, 
309, 314, 322 
Scottbh Knight, ship, 187 
Second World War, xvii, 326, 331
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Seekis, William, of Lifu, 281, 310-11, 
318, 321
Segregation, 236, 243, 252, 279, 297, 
324; see also Racism 
Sekeana islet, Lau, 99-100 
Select Committees, 129-30, 148, 156, 
158-9, 202
Separation movement, 147 
Seventh Day Adventist church, 313, 
320, 330
Sexual divisions: 215-6, 255; Malaita, 
12, 15-16, 215 
Sharpley, M., 177-8 
Sheridan, R.B.: Inspector, 130, 202 
Shlomowitz, Ralph, 153, 162-3, 171, 
173, 198, 261-2 
Shortland islands, 18 
Sigges, William, see Seekis 
Sikaina island, 19 
Simita, of Asinamo, 97 
Simon, Melanesian farmer, 335 fn6 
Sinalanggu harbour, Kwaio, 43, 56, 64, 
78,81, 100, 347, 352, 359 
Singh, Kissing: money-lender, 335 
Sio harbour, Malaita, 61, 347 
Sippie, Jimmie, 335 fn6 
Sippie, Jos, 335 fn6 
Sippie, of Lau, 99-100, 333 
Slavery: 197-9; allegations of, 153-5, 
337-9
Sloan & Co, 112, 153, 159 
Smith, George, 134 
Smith, M.: Master, 96 
Smith, Natham, 7
Smith, S.M.: Government Agent, 49, 
61,79, 86
Solomon, Alex Daniel, of Guadalcanal, 
132, 164
Solomon, Peter, 322 
Solomon Islands: 1, 80, 132, 273, 328; 
deportation, 289, 297; 
first arrivals in Queensland, 26; 
labour trade, xxiii, 26-7, 39, 70, 84, 
241;
at Mackay, 228, 256, 259, 270, 
292-4, 296, 307-8, 327, 330, 332, 
336;
missions, 316-7;
Resident Commissioner, 287-8; 
traditional trade, 6; 
visits by Australian-bom Solomon 
Islanders, 139;
Sorcery: 189, 217, 227, 233-5, 253-4, 
263, 270-3, 316, 318, 327, 330, 353; 
love magic, 318
South Sea Islanders, 274, 291, 310 
Southern Cross, mission ship, 31
Spence, William: Master, 86, 347 
Spiller, John: planter, 102, 112, 125, 
127,214, 229-30, 271-2,303 
Stanley, recruiting ship, 85, 88, 352 
Stanton, Anglican Bishop, 311, 321 
Stephen, Mabel and Jessie, 309 
Stevens, F.J., 314 
Stockyard creek, 101 
Stormbird. recruiting ship, 84, 191, 
354-5
Strikes, 119, 168 
Strumbo, labourer, 147 
sua, 210, 216, 317 
Sua, Peter: Passage Master, of 
Walande, 92 
Subea area, Fataleka, 42 
Suemai, of Ataa, 349 
Sugar Journal and Tropical Cultivator, 
163
Sugar industry: booms, 102, 112-3,241; 
capital investment, 112-3, 155; 
central mills, 114, 116, 119, 131; co­
operatives, 116-7; depressions, 109, 
113, 131; farms, 114-6, 163, 193, 
199,201,221,225,262; 
mechanisation, 115; milling; 102-20, 
143-4, 201, 204; plantation, 
definition, 102 fn5; production, 114; 
prices, 113; restructuring, 113-20 
Sugar Workers’ Unions, 119 
Sugar-cane: acreage, 105; cultivation 
methods, 141; first introduced, 102 
Suicide, 61, 69, 245, 253, 259, 271-2,
330
Suiwa village, ’Are ’are, 353 
sulu agalo, 66 
Sulufou islet, Lau, 36, 352 
Summer Hill district, 335 
Sunnyside district, 292-3, 330, 332 
Supreme Court, New South Wales, 348 
Suraena descent group, Ataa, 53, 94 
Surprise, recruiting ship, 349, 354 
Suva, Dick, 335 fn6 
Swali, Mary, see Bikwai 
Swali, Thomas, of Bakwa descent 
group, Fataleka, 98, 282, 290,
303 fn80
Swamear, of Malaita, 43 fn61 
Sybil I: recruiting ship, 41, 43, 66, 86, 
88, 94, 98
Sybil II: recruiting ship, 348, 350-1, 358 
Sydney Belle: recruiting ship, 88
Taama, of Talito, 39-40, 42 fn55, 348 
Tabby-Kart, labourer, 269 
Taboo (Tambu, Tapu), 61, 68-9, 78, 
100,215-6, 227,235,317-8
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Taffyear, of Alite, west Malaita, 357 
Tafoela, of Malaita, 359 
tafuli’ae, 6, 18-19, 175-6 
Tait, Simon, 154-5 
Takataka area, ’Are ’are, 85, 353, 358 
Taleiba, of Port Adam, 347 
Talito islet, Lau, 39-40 
Talonga, Robert, of Pentecost, 132 
Tana island, 26, 124, 270, 370-8 
Tangangasee, labourer, 180 
Tanua, of Funagou, Lau, 66 
Tarraha’nia village, ’Are ’are, 353 
Tarryango, Harry, 335 fn6 
tarunga, 316
Tarunga hut, Miclere district, near 
Farleigh township, 330-1 
Tass (Siletarse), C., 335 fn6 
Tass (Siletarse), Eliza, of Maewo, 309 
Tatutero, labourer, 179 
Tawani’ahi’s (Ariel harbour), Malaita,- • 
34
Taxes and charges levied, 162
Te Kowai district, 321
Te Kowai plantation (1874-95), 106,
112, 116, 138, 207, 242, 266, 268,
312
Thatcher, Edward, 194 
Technology: farming, 117, 141, 265, 
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Kanaka is a history of the Queensland labour trade to the Pacific 
islands, particularly to the island of Malaita, one of the Solomon 
Islands, and of Melanesians working in the sugar industry at 
Mackay. It tells the story of the Blackbirding days, seen from the 
other side of the North Queensland frontier: the side of the 
Melanesian labourers, not that of their European employers.

